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The Aterian is a later Middle Stone Age (MSA) Technocomplex of northern Africa. Associated

human skeletal remains are classified as anatomically modem and chronometric determinations
indicate the Aterian may encompass 90,000 to 20,000 B.P. Many sites are found in surface context.
Levdois technology is the predominant method for reduction of stone, and other methods are also
known. The Aterim is problematic for models of the origin of behavioudly modern humans
because of the late dates and the use of technology elsewhere associatedwith behavioural
cLarchai~m",

In this work, I defme the D M e h Unit 0of the Aterian, based on material from
Dakldeh Oasis and I compare the DU to Aterian materid recovered from other Weaern Deselr
iocations. DU artefacts were recovered from fiblocalities in the Dakhleh Oasis. These occur in
association with different geomorphic features, and in several geographic clusters. Material was
recovered from surface contexts but analysis of the degree of abrasion and qpology suggests that
most aggregates examined can be assigned predominantly to the DU.

Analysis of artefact raw materials indicates that local materials were favoured, but that chert
was transported some distance for reduction. The composition of different aggregates within the

oasis leads me to conclude that aggregates can be classified as workshops, occupation locations or
special-use areas. Workshops are found in different geographic regions than occupation localities.
Technological anaiysis confirmed that a variety of different methods were used to produce blanks.
Examination of retouched tools showed that some were modified only on the edges, while others

were extensivelymoaed. Many retouched tools were modified to aid in hafting, either through
basal-thi~ingor tanging.

Comparison with published accounts of older MSA material from the eastern Sahara shows
that there are similarities in reduction strategies and raw material preferences, but that there are
many more formed retouched tools in the DU, partidarly tools modified for hafting. This is
interpreted to indicate that there is continuity in northeast Africa, that there are indications of
modernity in the Aterian, and that trait lists descriptive of the change to modernity in Europe are
not useful in northern Africa.
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The Aterian is a well-establishedyet poorly described Middle Stone Age (MSA)'
Technocomplex of northern Africa. The major innovation attributed to the Aterian, and the
characteristic for which it is known, is the forming of pedunculates or tangs at the base of tools,
presumably as an aid in hafting2There are a number of claims for industries with hafted stone tools,
and in paxticular, pointed tools,) that precede the Aterian (Troeng 1993: 104-109).However, the
Aterian is the first one in which a radical morphological alteration was made to stone tools as an aid

in hafting. With the exception of tanged tools and finely-made bifacial foliates, Aterian chipped
stone materials have been thought to be much like those of other MSA o r Middle Palaeolithic (MP)

industries.' Technologically, the Aterian is strongly Levdois, but with some production of blades
using Levdois and other reduction methods (Caron-Thompson 1946,Ferring 1975, Hesrer and
Hobler 1969).Little is known of Aterian subsistence practices, mobilitypatterns, social organisation

and cognitive capabilities. Although there are numerous published reports of Aterian stone tool
assemblages (See Appendix I), most of these are descriptive and make little effort t o interpret past
human behaviour.

This thesis examines a set of material attibuted to the Aterian Technocomplex, recovered,
in large part, from surface contexts in the Western Desert of Egypt. The primary group of artefacts I

will analyse and describe comes from the Dakhleh Oasis. I will consider: the suitability of surface
aggregates for clarif$.ngproblems in prehistoy; the integrity of the aggregates I will employ; and the
The term "Middle Palaeolithic" is traditionallyused to describe the Levdois-based industries of nonhern Africa (e.g.,
Guichard and Guichard 1965, Venneersch, et al. 1998,Wendorf, et d. 1991). 'MiddkStone Age" is commonlyused to
refer to contemporaneous industries of subSaharan Africa (Clark 1982), and it is also used to refer to a specific
Technocomplex of Southern Africa (Singer and W y m 1982). I have chosen here to draw attention t o the relationship
between Saharan and sub-Saharan archaeological material, nther than to assume a relationship between northern
Ahican and European or Near Eastern materials (Kleindienst In Press). I avoid the term "Moustaian" with reference to
African archaeologicalmateriJ except in discussions of the work of others.
Tanged tools are described or claimed for other MSA industries (e.g., the Lupemban [Clark 19821, the South African
MSA I1 [Singer and Wymer 19821, and the Nie Valley Middle Palaeolithic [Carlson and Sigstad 19681), but the Aterian is
the only industryin which a wide variety of tools are tanged, and tanged tools are common. Funk, there are
technologicd differencesbetween Aterian tanged tools and those associated with other MP/MSA units, such as t h e
tanged bifacial foliates from the Nubian Nile Valley (Kleiidienst ~ersonalcommunication, 2000)
These may have been used either as projectile tips or for some other purpose.
Klein, for example, states that the difference between the Aterian and the "Mousterian" is 'no grater than the
difference between European industries assigned to different facies (variants) of the Mousferian" (Klein 1989:292).
Analyses of Aterian materials have traditionally been canied out using a Bordesian framework, thus forcing the material
into a 'Mousterian" box,without asking how well it fits,
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type of analyses appropriateto material that is recovered from surface context. Based on aggregates
from Dakhleh Oasis that show evidence of internal consistency, I set out the characteristics of the

Dakhleh Unit (DU) of the Aterian Technocomplex. These attributes include techno-typ olcgical
aspects, and a model for patterning of human use of the oasis during DU times. I h e n compare DU
aggregates with aggregates attributed to the Aterian from other locations in the Western Desert:
Kharga Oasis, Dungul Oasis, and Jebel Uweinat. In conclusion, I will discuss the DU and the

Aterian within the broader context of human prehiaory and b e h a v i o d modernity in northern

Africa, based on my analyses and the material that has been recovered by numerous other
reseuchers of the Aterian.

The Aterian and the Issue of Behavioural "Modernity"
Until recently, the Aterian was regarded as a relatively late manifestation of a Levdois-based
industry, of interest prirnanly because of the presumed innovation in hafting technology represented

by cangs. Like many W M S A industries, the Aterian has not been seriously examined for possible
contributions to our understanding of behavioural m0dernity.l Researchers have often linked

MPMSA industries with behavioural "archaism", and Upper Palaeolithic (UP)/Later Stone Age
(LSA) industries with behaviod "modernity" (Amhose 1998, Bar-Yosef 1998, Klein 1992, 1995,
MeUars 1989). There are three possible reasons for the lack of research on the Ate& within the
context of human evolution:
1. Despite some suggestions to the c o n q (Brigs 1967, Myster and Smith 1990, Sen*&

1940),

Aterian assemblages are associated only with anatomically modern humans (AMH)(Deb&&,
el

al. 1982, Ferembach 1976a, 1976b, Hublin 1993, Minugh-Punis 1993). The fuse AMH in

&ca

and the Levant signifcandy predate the Aterian (i.e., at least 100 ka for A

.[Aitken and

Vdadas 1993, Deacon 1993, Griin, et al. 1990a, 1990b, Griin and Stringer 1991,Hublin 1993,
M,ercierel al. 1993,1995,Valladas et al. 19881versus the generally accepd range of 20-45 ka for

view of the evolution of anatomical and behavioural modernity separates these two processes (Clark
The
19933). Anatomical modernity is defmed by a number of changes in the horninid skeleton: e.g., presence of a chin, or a
reduced supra-orbitaltorus. Although determination of the taxonomic status of fossil horninids is not always
straighdomard (Vandenneersch 198I), it is considerably less problematicthm determination of the behavioural status
of the same horninids Behaviouralmodernity is often linked wi& attributes descriptive of the European Upper
Palaeolithic (Klein 1992, 1995, Mellars 1989). See below for a list of these traits.
At one time, there seemed to be a relatively good fit between behavioural and anatomical modernity, particularly if one
looked ro the evidence from Europe. However, within the last ten years new methods have been applied to dating
critical deposits associated with early anatomically modem human (Aidw, et al. 1993). The results have shown early
anatomicallymodem humans significantly pre-date the " U p p P&eolithicn, both in the Levant and in soathern Africa
(Griin,et al. 1990% 1990b, Mercier, et al. 1993,1995, Schwua and Griin 1993a). As the acceptedinid drtrs on the
Upper Palaeolithic have not changed substantially,the emergence of behavioural and anatomical modernity are usually
considered separated events (Bar-Yosef 1998, Kleiindienn 2000).
5

the Aterian [See Appendix 51.6 The human skeletal remains found in association with Aterian
materials are thought ro represent a population of A M H that evolved in situ fromapopulation
represented by significanrlyolder fossils (Oxygen Isotope Stage 6 [Griin and Stringer 19911)
found at Jebel Irhoud that bear similarities to the Skhul-Qafiehfossils (Hublin 1993).
2. Despite occasional classification and characterisation as UP (Caton-Thompson 1952, Clark 1967,

Guichard and Guichard 1968, Heaer and Hobler 1969, Ruhlmann 19523, the Aterian is has
been generally considered to be an MP/MSA complex, based on technological considerations.
The predominant view of early modem behaviour is that it occurs fust in the W L S A
(Ambrose 1998, Bar-Yosef 1998, Klein 1995); given this view, units classifiedas MP/MSA
would be regarded as having little to contributewith respect to understanhg modem
behaviour. The characterisation of the change from "archaic" to "modem" as dramatic or
"revolutionary" further reinforces the idea that the MPMSA is of little interest in research on
behavioural modernity,

3. Saharan Aterian m a t e d is often found in surface context and some researchers may not
consider it appropriate for detailed analysis.

If we are to understand the emergence of modern human culwe, globally, we must
construct models that account for 4 the evidence. The Aterian does not fit well into the models that
have been proposed and this possibly accounts for why it has been essentially ignored in recent
discussions of African evidence (e.g., Ambrose 1998, Bar-Yosef 1998).' The very fact that it does
fit well into proposed models suggests that consideration of the Aterian may be useful in
attempting to understand the nature of behavioural modernity.

The MP/MSA of northern Africa and the emergence of modem behaviour
The Pleistocene archaeology of northern Africa, west of the Nile Valley, is poorly known
compared with the Levant and Europe. There are at least two accepted MSA units documented
throughout arid North Africa, the Aterian and the less well-known " M ~ u s ~ a nIn
" .the
~ eastern
Sahara, the archaeological record is somewhat better defmed than elsewhere: at least three units are
known in addition to the Aterian (Caton-Thompson 1952,Heaer and Hobler 1969, Kleindienst

Recent dates from the Qnual Sahara suggest that the Aterian, at least in this area, may be significantly older than
this(Cremaschi,et al. 1998).
7 Ambrose fails to even mention the Ate&, discussing instead the Dabban, a unit kely to be coeval, but which has
only been found in Cynenaica ( M r o s e 1998). Bar-Yosef (1998) mentions the At&, but does not discuss explicitly
the way in which it fits into his model of the evolution of modem behaviour. It is implied (based on maps and diagnms)
that he may consider them to be archaic because he places the Aterian of the Maghreb at 35/30 ka and the "Middleto
Upper Palaeolithic transition" in the Maghreb at 35-30or 30-25ka (Bar-Yosef 1998: 152-154).
"e
nature of the North A f r i c a "Mousteriannhas yet to be studied in detail.

4

1999, Wrsernan 1993).9Technologically, all of these units employ Levdois methods of reduction.

None of them have evidence for art, elaborate bone tools, substantial s u u c t ~ r e sor
, ~consistent
~
use
of objects of personal adornment. However, at many locations in the Western Desert, artefaas are

found in surface context where odylithic artefacts have nuvived.

In arid northern Africa, the first occurrence of a suite of features indicative of modem
behaviour - blades, artefacts of personal adornment, intentional burials, and ochre - is in the
Iberomaurusian and related Epi-Palaeolithicunits (Phillipson 1995, Smith 1982). The earliest EpiPalaeolithic dates t o approximately 20 ka (Delibrias and Roche 1976, Saxon,et al. 1974). The
*transition" between the Aterian and the Iberomaurusian has been described as a "clear cut
replacement" (Hublin 1993);no one has ever published a "transitional" industry!' This assertion is
somewhat contradictory because physical anthropologists stress the similarities between the
IberomaurusianMechta-Afalou skeletal material and specimens associated with the Aterian (Chamla

1978, Dutour 1988,Ferembach 1976a, 1976b). In the Western Desert, the Aterian is thoughr to be
followed by the Khargan Technocomplex, a unit that retains the use of Levdois reduction methods

The records from Cyrenaica and the Nile Valley differ somewhat from those from the rest
of northern Africa. The sequence from the Haua Fteah includes two units not known outside of
Cyrenaica: the "Pre-Aurignaciannand the "Dabban" (McBumey 1967). The "Pre-Aurigllac$nmis
notable for the presence of prismatic blades stratigraphically lower than the MP levels, for the
presence of a possible bone whistle or flute, and for shells that indicate early utilisation of m&e
resources (Clark 1982). McBrearty asserts that the suggested date of 60-80ka for the "pre-

Aurignacian" (Clark 1993a) is too young (McBrearty, et 4. 1996).12The Dabban is the only UP-type

of industry known from northern Africa wen of the Nde Valley!' It is found stratigraphically above
the MI? levels (McBumey 1967). It is blade-based i n d u v , with punch-struck blades and tools
typical of the UP: backed blades, burins and endscrapers (McBumey 1967). The proposed duration

of the Dabban is long and possibly overlaps with the Aterian: ca. 16-40ka (McBumey 1967).
Caton-Thompson(1952) proposes seven Levdois-based units for Kharga: the '~chedio-Levalbiiann,
the "Lower
Levdoisian", the "Upper Lcvalloisian", the "LevalIoiso-Khargan", the "Khargan", the 'Aterim" and the 'epiLevalloisian". Kleindien~(1999) proposes at least four: "large sized MSA" (-"Lower IeMUoisian"), umediumsted
MSA"(-"Upper Levalloisian"),D W e h Unit (-Aterim), small sized MSA (-4hiikhMabruk Unit?Khargan
Technocomplex).
lo Hester and Hobler (1969) suggested that one of the sandstone slab structures at Dungul was Khargan.
Delibrias and Roehe (1976) record a hiatu of 10,000years between the end of the Aterian and the beginning of the
Iberomawusian at Tafodt.
l2 Clark (1982) suggested earlier that the "Pre-Auxignacian"dated to 80-125lu
13 According to PhiUips~n(1995),Roche discovered a previously undescribed blade indunry at Taforalt, Morocco.
Delibrias and Roche (1976), however, describe the stratigraphy of Taforalt such that the Epi-Palaeolithic b directly
over the Atenan.
9

5
McBumey does not indicate recovering any material other than bone and stone tools in the layers
attributed to the Dabban.
From Nazlet Khater in the Nile Valey, Vermeersch et al. (1984% 1982) report a blade-based

UP indus~ydated to ca. 33 ka. Van Peer (1998) indicates that the latest material from Taramsa I,
dated to ca. 38 ka, represents a "transitional industry" between the MP and UP. Similar dates and
material are known f~omNazlet Safaha,also in the Nie Valley (Van Peer 1998).

How then does northern Africa fit into models for the evolution of modem humans? Are

we to accept that the fm behavioural modems in the desert and Maghreb appear at 20 ka? Do we
accept that in one part of Africa behaviourally "archaic" populations w i v e d until ca. 20 ka,while

in other pa- of Africa the fust behaviourally "modem" people occur at 50-100 ka? If so, do we
accept that the colonisation of or diffusion to the Levant and Europe occurred much earlier than the
colonisation of arid northern Africa? Do we reject all the dates on the Aterian that postdate 40 ka?
Neither the suggestion that the "Aterians" were a badwards relic population,nor the
suggestion that the fust modems did not appear in North Africa until 20 ka fit we1 into a global

model of the development of behaviounl modernity. In order to b d d such a model, it is necessary
to examine archaeological units that do not fit well into these constructs. Analyses of Aterian
m a t e d have traditionally been carried out using fmeworks established for MP material. In this
study, I attempt to examine the material without making a pnbi assumptions about the relationships
between the Aterian and other cultural stratigraphic units in northern Africa.
Goals and structure of this thesis
Chronometric dates for the Atenan suggest that the TechnocompIex spans a time
encompassing the late MP and early UP elsewhere in the world The geographical range of the

Aterian includes areas lying between subSaharan Africa and the Levanr, on the east, and Europe, on

the west. Given that major questions remain unanswered regarding the relationships between Late
Pleistocene archaeological units of northern Africa, a better undemanding of the Aterian is needed.

One of the major problems associated with the Aterian is that most known Saharan localities
are in surface context. For this reason, they are undateable by accepted methods," and organics have
been destroyed Further, there are few Aterian localities with artefacts in stratified deposits that

would enable researchers to better understand change over time. In many cases, surface localities
have been ignored because they may represent cultural material accumulated over a long period.

14 Potential exists to date £lints exposed to the surface using new methods (Schwpa personal communiurion to
Kleindienst 2000).
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A further complication to understanding the At aim is that, due to research history, the
eastern Saharan Aterian is poorly known compared with the Aterian from the Maghreb and Western
Sahara. Caton-Thompson published the only comprehensive examination of the Eastern Aterian in
1952. There are recent descriptions of Aterian material culture from all other parts of northern

Africa (e.g., Chavaillon 1985, Deb6nat.h 1991, 1992, Pascy 1999, Tillet 1983). Thedore, a
description of the Eastern Aterian is needed to assess what relationships may have linked east and
west and whether the Aterian of all of northern Africa can be considered a cohesive unit.

I address three problem areas below. In the frst part of the thesis, Chapters 2 to 6, I outline
what is now known of the Aterian. I look at the research history of archaeologicd investigations in
northern Africa and how this has affected what we know and do not know about the
Technocomplex (Chapter 2). This is followed by a discussion of the archaeological and skeletal
evidence, including the nature of the artefacts and sites (Chapter 3), human skeletal material
(Chapter 4), associated dates (Chapter 5) and variability across time and space (Chapter 6).
I provide this background information for DVO reasons. First, it establishes a background for
comparison with the Acerian of the Eastern Sahara, which I describe in the second part of the thesis.
Secondly, no one has ~ublishedan English-language summary of the Aterian since Ferring's 1975
article, and there have been a number of new investigations published in the 25 years that have

elapsed. This summary should help to better evaluate whether, o n the basis of the published
evidence, the Aterian occupants of Northern Africa were b e h a v i o d y "modern", behaviourally
"archaic", or something in beween.

The second section of the thesis is concerned with the material from the Western Desert of
Egypt. The goals of this section are twofold. One set of goals relates to methodology. As indicated
above, one of the reasons that the Aterian is often ignored is because of problems with context and
preservation. After I outline the history of research in the Western Desert (Chapter i'),I discuss
methods for dealing with surface aggregates that have been developed and tested by Heindienst and
other members of the Dakhleh Oasis Project POP) (Chapters 8 & 9). These methods are
considered experimental, and application of them to the culture historical problem under
examination is a way of testing which methods are more or less effective. I encountered some

~roblemswith the data collected, and I make suggestions for methodological improvements. I
follow the discussion of methodology with a description of Dakhleh Oasis, the localities examined

and the fieldwork conducted (Chapter 10).

The lithic material analysed here comes from Dakhleh Oasis and from localities elsewhere in
the Western Desert that were investigated by other researchers: Jebel Uweinat (de Heinzeh, et al.
1969), Dun& Oasis Nester and Hobler 1969) and Kharga Oasis (CatomThompson 1952). I set out
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the analysis in a series of steps. I look first at the o v e d composition of aggregates, at proportions

of some artefact types and at the nature of particular artefact rypes (Chapter 11). On the basis of this
examination, I suggest that there is variation in the way that different parts of Dakhleh Oasis were
used: that some areas were used predominantly for workshop type activities, others were used as
occupation areas and a third group was used for specialised activities. Following this, I examine raw
material use at localities with different inferred functions that are found at differing distances from
raw materid sources (Chapter 12). Out of this analysis,I draw some conclusionsregarding planning

and mobility. A technological and rypologicd analysis is presented in the following chapter (Chapter

13). Here I look generally at reduction methods, as they can be inferred from end-produus and byproducts of lithic reduction. For practical reasons, technological analyses such as have been outlined

by Van Peer (1992) and Boeda (1994) were not adopted; therefore, the technological description is
brief. I examine the blanks used for retouched tools and methods of making tangs and of basally

thinning tools. These methods can be compared with those used elsewhere in northern Africa. I
describe the retouched tools and propose a typological system for classifymgthem. The distribution
of different tools across localities is examined, followed by a discussion of recycling and discard.

In the conclusion (Chapter 14, I address the three issues I have dealt with in the thesis:
whether surface assemblages can be useful for understanding prehistory; what the eastern variant of
the Aterian is, and how it compares with the Aterian throughout the rest of northern Africa; and
whether there is evidence for behavioural "modemiry" in the Aterian.

CHAPTERTWO:HISTORYOF RESEARCHO N THE ATERIAN

The Aterian has been known for over a hundred years, and numerous Aterian localities have
been discovered and published (see Appendix 1). Despite this, we still know relatively little about the
Technocomplex. In order to understand why this is the case, and why widely divergent views exist
on some aspects of the Aterian - such as its dating - it is necessary to look briefly at the history of
research on the Aterian.

This history can be seen in t e r n of two trends in uchaeological research withinAfrica. The
first is that nearly separate archaeological traditions have arisen in francophone and anglophone
regions of Africa (Kleindienst In Press, Leakq 1936, Robertshaw 1990). Thesecond is that throub
time the concerns and interests of Africa& archaeologisrs have changed as, elsewhere in the world,
the focus of archaeology and its explanatorymodels have shifted and developed.

The Influence of Colonial History on the Study of the At*
The existence of different traditions within northern Africa is related to the fact that that

until recently there has not been a strong indigenous archaeological tradition anywhere in Africa
(Posnansky 1981).15It could be argued that this is especially m e with respect to Pleistocene
archaeology (refer t o Appendix 1). Prior to independence, archaeologists practising in colonial
northern Africa were predominantly Europeans with strong connections to the archaeologicd
traditions in their home countries posnansky 1981, Sheppard 1990: 174). Thedifferences in the
practise of archaeology in the colonising countries, particularly in Britain vs. in France, are reflected

in the development of archaeology in colonial Africa @ot>ertshaw1990: 5).
After independence foreign missions canying out archaeological fieldwork in the

independent states of North Africa most often came from the former colonisiig power of each
state.16 Throughout the past century, there have been fewjoint anglophone-francophoneexpeditions
(e.g., the work of the American archaeologist A. Pond with French prehistorians A. Debruge and M.
Reygasse).
The separation between francophone and anglophone research traditions in northern Africa
was perhaps heightened by the fact that during the colonial period many of the reports were
15 According to Robemhaw (1990: ll), 'despite the tnining oppormities available over the last: twenty years or so,
African archaeologyoutside South Africa remains predominantly an exparriate pursuit."
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published in journals of local societies that may be difficult to locate. Leakey (1936:99) complained
of this over s k y years ago, and while marry of these journals ceased publication after independence,

some important results are still t o be found only in theses or conference proceedings which are

difficult to obtain.''
It is important to note that there have been efforts to communicate results both in Enghsh

and French and across wide geographical areas. The primary example of this is the "Pan-African

Congress on Prehiaoxy" which began in 1947 and continues to be held sporadically. Two other
conferences of importance are the 1965 Burg Wartenstein Symposium (Bishop and Clark 1967), the

Poznan conferences (Krzyzanials and Kobusiewicz 1984,1989, Knyzaniak, ec al. 1993) and most
recently the "Sahara"conference,for which the proceedings were published both in English and
French (Tilet 1997).

ChronolQgical Trends in Research in Northern Afric4

J. DoClark (1990: 189)sees three main stages in the development of African archaeology:
"the pioneer period" (1850s to 1930),"the formative period" (1930 to 19601,and 'the madern
behavioural and actualistic period" (1960 to the present). According to Clark (1990),the fim stage
was characterised by the gathering of a great deal of evidence of prehistoric occupation of Africa,
carried out primarily by amateur archaeologists. Towards the end of the period, the frst synthetic
works on African prehistory were published (i.e., for northern Africa, pvgasse 193ID. The second
period saw an increase in the number of professional archaeologists practising and, as a result, more
"scientificn excavations. In nonhem Africa, this is best exemplified by the 1930's workof CatonThompson and Gardner (e.g., 1952). During Clark's third period an increasing interest in prehistoric
human behaviour motivated the rise of replicative studies and ethnoarchaeology. Some earlier

research interests continued to be important: Clark (1990: 202) cites typology, technology and
terminology,

Clark's history speaks, in large part, to the developments in archaeology in anglophone
Mica, and in particular eastern Africa. Some of the trends in French North Africa differ from those
described by Clark, owing to the close relationship between the archaeologists practisingin France
and those working in northern Africa, as described above.

l6 French researchers, such as Deb&&,
Texier, Petit-Maire, and Tillet, work in Morocco,Mauritania, Niger and Chad.
Italian prehistorians work in Libya.Barich, Garcea and Cremaschi Anglophone and internationalteams work in Egyp
the Combined Prehistoric Expedition,and the Dakhleh Oasis Project.
17For example, the
de Comlatdwrians of the International Colloquium on 'L'Honnne de T h et ses
contemporainsdu bassin Mt!clitemn6emdepuis lCO,MX) ans"ref&
to by Detdnath (1994).
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Audouze and Leroi-Gourhan (1981) see three periods in French prehistoric research: 18501900,1900-1950, and 1950 to the present." The strongest influences during the initial period were
from the disciplines of geology and anthropology. Thus, many of the early reports, such as those of

M. Reygasse, referred to "Pal6oethnologie". In France, as elsewhere, prehistorians interpreted
archaeologicalremains according to a model of &ear

evolution. During the following period

(1900 to M O ) , French prehistorians were concerned with artefact classificationas a route to
d e f i g cultures. Fossiles diratsnr were the basis upon which these cultures were defined. The third
period saw the beginning of the Bordesian school of prehistoric research. The method of analysis set
out by Fran~oisBordes has only recently been replaced by a technological approach (e.g., Boeda
1994). This school draws its inspiration from ethnology (the Tec-

a C t r l group),
~
from the

"prehistoric ethnology" of Leroi-Gourhan and from Tixier's experimental work with lithic
technology (Cleuziou, et 4.1991: 116).
After the mid-cennuy, differences between anglophone and francophone traditions are
greatest. While a Bordesian methodology was adopted completely by most of the French
prehistorians working in northern Africa, anglophone prehistorians used Bordes' typology in a
limited way. Ideas of the "NewArchaeology" influenced American teams working in the Nile Valley
and thereabouts (eg., Hester and Hobler 1969), but it had relatively little impact on French

prehistorians in northern Africa.

The First Indications
In the early years of prehistoric research in northern Africa (ca. 1850 to 1930) archaeologists
"poduced a wealth of cultural remains but with very little evidence of age" (Clark 1990: 189).
Numerous Aterian localities were discovered, prim*

in Algeria, Tunisia and Moroax (see

Appendix 1). In the foxmer French colonies of northern Africa, officials posted to the region were

primarily responsible for the first recovery and publication of archaeological materials (Sheppard
1990).For example, Reygasse, Gobert and Debruge, all of whom discovered and/or excavated
important sites in Algeria and Tunisia, were initially avocational archaeologists (Sheppard 1990: 178).
French expatriate archaeologists of this period were mostly concerned with discerning the
relationship of the North African prehistoric record to that of France (Sheppard 1990: 174). This
entailed documenting the archaeologicalunits present and placing them in chronological order. As
we now know, there is no equivalent of the Aterian in France; however, at the time this was not
recopised, and the result was considerable confusion (cf. Balout 1955). The reluctance of some
18

Note that this summiuy was published in 1981, there would be few who w ~ d disagree
d
with a fourth period stvting

ca, 1990 during which the primay concern has been with technology and the

'chat^a+M.
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archaeologists to accept that the tanged objeas belonged to the same unit as artehas that otherwise

had a "Mousterian" appearance is understandable when viewed in this light.

The "discovery" of the Aterian19
Beginning in the late nineteenth centuy archaeologists began to document the locations and
nature of Stone Age archaedogical material in nodern Africa. Bdout (1955) providies an excellent,

thorough description of the earliest research on the Aterian, particularly in the Maghreb. The main
developments are summarised below.
Some confusion exists as to who originally published Aterian materials?* As Baout (1955:
269) points out, the fist observations have been attributed to Moreau in 1883 peygarse1920: 534,

1931). In 1888 he published a description of material found on an 1887 expedition ; however, thls
publication was preceded by Carrikre's (I 886) description of materials from Eckmiilh.
Carrihre (1886) discovered tanged points, blades, side-scrapers and end-scrapersat a
workshop site and in a nearby cave in the Polygon territory of Algeria. Carriire &d not make much
of the presence of tangs on the tools, beyond noting that they would facilitate hafting-Interestingly,

however, he did recognise "Mousterian tendencies" in the material:

Par ses instruments taitlCs sur une seule face, l'abondance des racloirs et des pointes de type
bien carat61is6, la station d'Eckmiilh nous paralt fmchement moust6rieme ( C a r r k 1886:
149).

He also noticed that some of rhe objeas were carefu$retouched and symmetricid ( C a r r h 1886:
Rou& at the same time, Moreau collected material from the Oued Seldja in southern

Tunisia. While he believed that the flaking on the tang was clearly Neolithic, like CCarrilre he pointed
out that the unifacial flaking on the "upper" part of the tool was "Mousteriannin technique (Moreau
1888: 15). He records several points, describing in partidar the tangs:
Le pCdoncule d'emmanchement est long, mince et taillk sur routes ses faces. Sa section
prisente la forme d'un. losange. La presence du p6donculeest une fait dige de remarque.
C'est la, en effet, un caractire consid& comrne nblithique dam les classificationsen
19Tnvellers in northern A f k a have doubtless collected Aterian tmgd points and other MSA artefacts for millennia. It
is not uncommon,for example,to find collections of MP/MSA artef'as on Holocene-aged archacoloj$cal sites,
designated tlHoloports"by fieindieast (1999); these tools were apparently somettnes inkntiondlycoGcted as Aw
material by later peoples (McDonald 1991a, Pond, et al. 1938: 67). Thefore, the 'discovery" of the Aterian refers to its
recognition as an ~chaeologicalentiry.
lo It may be impossible to determine who fust published a description of Aterian objeas because [he framework for
of
of this century. f i u s , some early
northem A L i c k prehistory was not established until the early
Aterim material dassify it as 'NeoliJli~", or material was desc&ed invague ten& without assig&ga timeframe to it.
For arample, the following description of material recovered from Hud el Rhatrnda by manbersof the frst Flamers
expedition is strongly suggestive of ~teriantanged points: '... poi- de lance ou de javekx, b un renflcnunt IatCral i la
base e t p6doncule routes iune face lisse' (Rabourdin 1882: 103). However, as some Neolithic Saharan points &o
have tangs, one cannot be certain that this described Aterian points.

...

honneur, tandis que la taille uniIat6rale imprime h la pi& en question un cachet netternent
mousterian. (Moreau 1888: 15)21

In 1892 Pallary asserted that the tanged points belonged to the Neolithic (1892: 298).12
Others accepted this attribution (Capitan and Boudy 1906, Pallary 1922) or even suggested h a t the
tanged objects belonged to a post-Neolithic period (de Morgan,et al. 1910,1911). Three decades

were to pass before there was a "solution of the Aterian problem" (Balcut 1955: 270). In retrospect
it is clear that much of the reason for this debate arose from conditions specific to the North

Afican desert: the abundance of surface sites, dearth of stratifled sites and mixing of surface
materials."

During this initial period a number of sites in Morocco,Algeria and Tunisia were found,

including localities in the desert (i.e.,Tabalbalat Fare1 1914a. By contrast,there appears to have
been no equivalent recognition of a "tanged tool industry" in Egypt or Anglo-Egyptian Sudan at this

time. Seligman (1921: 128-29, 151)illustrates and describes severalpossibly tanged objects of
essentiallyunknown provenance within Egypt and makes reference to the material found by
Reygasse. However, these objects should be considered isolates. In addition, a basally-thinnedflake

was collected from western Dakhleh by WinIock in 1908 (1936:Pl.2:6); this too was an isolated
object.

Naming of the Aterian and Recognition of its Antiquity

The fust recognition that the Aterian should be considered an industry of considerable age
m m be attributed to Maurice Reygasse." He proposed that the tanged tools found in the Maghreb
did not in fact belong to a "Neolithic" industry, but rather to a "Mouterian" one:
Les outils pkdonculks Qaient jusqu'i ce jour relevis en surface et considCr6s comme
n601ith.iques. Je les reuouve en plusiers stations, deux fois en place, toujours associCs iun
outillage purernent mous&nen. (Reygasse 1919-20: 514-515)
Reygasse (1916: 360,1919-20,1920) recognised two types of " M o u s ~ a n "in Nath Afiica:
one comparable t o that found in Fran~e;~
and another that he referred to as the 'Moustaian with
21Rey&asse(l931: 46), in recording this several decades later, turns the tables slightlyand remarks that it is the tang,
which had a "cachet nenement nklirhique".
22Pdy also wed the term the "Berber Neolithic" (1911a, 1922).
However, it is interesting to note that at the cave &e Oued s&& (Algeria) excavators determined that the site was
diswbpd based on the fact that "pretty" tanged pieces were found below h40usteria.n-typetools (Dournague and Pokier
1894: 108).Thus, @ow
was given precedence over stratigraphy.
2' See Bdout (1955) for a discussion of the debate on the antiquity of the Aterim and the prehistorians who did not
acceeept h e "Neolithic hypothesisn.
ZSAr BL el Ater, Reygkse (1919-20: 531-533) founda site which he designated " p eMousteriann. The fn of atefaas
include 149 end-scrapers, 129
A d , and only one tanged piece. Tecbcally, this locality could be comsidered
Aterian:; however this was not Reygasse's intent. At Oued Djebbana (Djebel Onk), one and a half kilomews south of Bir
el ~rer,Reygasse (1920: 5 15) found m a t e d he ascribed to the "Mowerian with tanged toolsn.A much higher
pmpo&on of tanged tools was found at this locality, This was later used to designate the type site for the 'Aterian", and
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tanged tools". He argued that the large tanged tools did not belong to the Neolithic, and he stressed
that without these tools, the assemblages from Oued Djebbana, Chabet Kef el Ahmar, and Oum et

Tine were purely "Moustedan" (Reygasse 1919-20,1921-1922).He also noted that the objects from
Oum et Tine were heavily parinated while the material from a nearby " A ~ r i p a a d "site
' ~ with

hearths and shells lacked patimation (1919-20: 545-46), thus suggesting a si&icant

age for the

former material?' Another indication of the antiquity of the tanged tool industry came with finds of

equid and bovid teeth with archaic characteristics at Oglat Chakha (Puits de Chaichas) (1919-20:
557).

Reygasse also recognised that the artefacts he recovered in Southern Tunisia came from a

mixed context - both Neolithic and Palaeolithic artefacts were present (1919-20: 535). Other
observers had assumed that because ground stone axes were found with tanged tools, all belonged
to the same indusuy (e.g., de Morgan,et al. 19 10:274).
The relationship between the "Mouscerian" and the "Mousterian with tanged tools" was
considered to be an evolutionary one,with the latter deriving from the former. This is demonstrated
by Rwasse's referral to the material as "developed Mousteriann (1922) and by his interpretation of
basally-thinned pieces. He postulated that these objects represent a transitional form between the
qpical Mousterian point and the tanged piece:

...

J'ai dicouvert, dam un d e u mounthien deux pieces ayant le bulbe de percussion uis
kcrase et aminci. Ce tmvail de retouche entoure le bas de la piice e t dome diji une

transition entre la pointe h main classique et l'outil pidoncult! bien charateriaique de nos
rnilieux paliolithiques africains. (Reygasse 1919-20: 550)
Reygasse (1921-1922, 1922) carried out investigations at a number of localities in the

Maghreb, and accrued enough material to justify his eventual naming of the Technocomplex the
"Aterim" in 1922. He argued &at

Bir el Ater (Oued Djebbana) should serve as the type-site,

because the industry was found there in siht and in association with faunal remains (1921-1922: 171).
Umurprisingly, Pallay maintained that the tanged tools dated to the Neolithic and argued
against the adoption of the name (1922).However,the term "Aterim" was accepted, as was the

assertion chat it was related to the "Mousterian". It is probable that the support of M.Boule and the

Abbi H. B r e d played a role in this eventual acceptance. Boule examined the fauna from Oued
Djebbana and wrote that the tools must be of Pleistocene age, as thqr were found in association
-

-

-

-

--

therefore, as Balout (1955:277-78) points out, "Djebbanian",or perhaps "Onkid, would be a more appropriate m e
for the Technocomplex.
26 The t e n uAurignadan"was often used within northern Africa in the early twentieth century to refer to what is now
termed "Capsiann(Sheppard 1990).
P d v (1922: 398) argued that parha should not be used as a relative indicator of age and technidy he is correct,
Materit of the same age may have vey different patination if exposed to different conditionsHowever, Reygasse

"
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with Pleistocene fauna (Boule 1924: 326)? According to Seligman (1921: 128), Breuil regarded "a
whole series of ranged arrowheads from sites in the neighbourhood of Tabelbala ... as of
Mousterian date.''

Reygasse never published a comprehensive description of the material from Bir el Ater? nor

did he publish a general description of the Aterian. This led to strong criticism by Antoine (1939:
85):

M. Reygasse a baptisC par anticipation, en 1922 ... lYAt&en...,qui, aprks 16 a m de
gestation, n'ont pas encore vu la lumiire du jour.
Antoine very correctly points out that one artefact type does not an archaeological industry make,
and that a full typologicaldescription is necessaty (Anmine 1939: 86)."
Two surnmruy publications dealing with the prehinoly of Africa were published in 1931
(Breuil 1931, Reygasse 1931), and are useful measures of the state of knowledge at the t h e .
According to Reygasse (193 1: 47-48), the following was known of the Aterian:

I. It was found in association with Pleistocene fauna, and therefore was of Pleistocene age.
2. The lithic assemblage included objects made using a "Mousterian" technique, as well as tanged

tools and Upper Palaeolithic forms (end-scrapers, blades and burins).
3. Geographically, the Aterian was known t o stretch from the (known) " s o u t h exweme" of the

Sahara (Tidikelt) to the Mediterraneanlittoral in the region of Oran (Western Algeria). Other
indications of the Aterian were to be found in Spain, Italy and France!
B r e d made similar but rather more detailed observations on the Aterian than Reygasse did.

He indicates that the tool assemblage includes not only those w e s mentioned by Reygasse, but also
"Solutrean laurel leaves" and notched Y-shaped tools, (Breuil1931:70). He also discusses the
stratigraphicposition of the Aterian in relation to other northern African units. Specifically, he notes
that the Aterian appears to lie stratigraphicallybelow the "Upper Palaeolithic"," and above the
"typicd ~ o ~ e r i a n " . Fi
" n*,

the geographic range of the Aterian indicated by B r e d is somewhat

(1919-20: 546) is also correct in arguing that the patina can be used to determine relative ages of sites with lithia on
similar n w materials in the same area which were exposed to the same conditions.
z8 Balout asserts that Boule determined that the fauna was Pleistocene on negative evidence: the fauna from Oued
Djebbana included no domestic animals or camels. According to Balour (1955: 282) no conclusions can be drawn about
the antiquity of the Aterian based on the fauna from Oued Djebbana, which includes living species.
"A description of the Bir el Ater lithics was published fifty years later by Morel (1974a).
30 Unfomately, for reasons to be discussed below, the situation has improved little since 1939!
In fact, the indurvies fouad in superposition would be Capsian or ~b&omaunrsian,not technically uUpper
PdaeoLthicn.
J2 One of the localities which apparently showed this stratigraphic relationship is Sidi Mansour (sometimes Rferred to as
Gdsa) (Breuil 1931, Caton-Thompson 1946, Leakey 1936). It is difficultto know, based on tbe description of the
material, whether Capitan and Bou(ty(1906: 115) actually found Aterian in sb at Sidi Mansour. They describe a
'Neolithic" tool assemblage that indudes "fliches grasieres, instnunems p6donculfs, lames fines". Leakey indicates
that there is some question as to how the fmds from Sidi Mansour are t o be interpreted (Leakey 1936: 104). Castay and
Goben (1954) who studied the archaeologyof the region at a later date, indicate that the Aterian is to be found only in
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closer to the range as it is now known: Aterian localities were found in the Sahara, as far south as

18" N, and from the Atlantic to Siwa Oasis in Egypt (1931: 70).

ist
Professional Archaeolo&sts and the F
The period that followed the naming of the Aterian and the frst recognition of its antiquity
was marked by attempts to further define the Aterian and its relation to other prehistoric entities

within northern Africa. It lasted from approximately 1930 until approximately 1955, when Vaufrey
(1955) and Bdout (1955) both published weighty volumes concerning the prehistory of the
Maghreb. During this period there were several themes in research: corrclauon of geoIogicd units

with Aterian localities; description offO& ditlrtuers for the Aterian; delineation of local variants of
the Aterian and description of phases of the Aterian. The fieldwork upon which this was based
included:

1. Excavation of a number of important localities (see Table 1);
2. Extension of the range of the Aterian through scientific missions to the Sahara;'' and
3. Intensive survey, particularly in the Maghreb.

Excavated Localities
Excavation of a number of localities had been canied out in the Maghreb prior to this
period. Pallary and Debruge were particularly active and excavated several cave sites including the
Grotte de Mouflon, Grotte des Ours, and Ali Bacha (Debruge 1906,1908).Examination of the
reports shows that there appears to have been little stratigraphic control in these excavations. The
fauna from all levels are pubIished as one unit (Pallary 1908), and the artefacts are grouped and
described by material, rather than according to the stratigraphic unit in which they were found (e.g.,
Debruge 1908).
Later reports show an increasing concern with stratigraphiccontrol, and the artefacts from
each unit are described separately (Howe and Movius 1947, Ruhlmann 1936,1951). Noneof the
caves excavated during this period, El Khenzira, Dar es Soltan, Mugharer el 'Aliya or Taforalt,
appear to have had particularly complex stratigraphy. Indeed, the El Khenzira caves show only four
geological strata (RuhLnann 1936). Important aspects of the cave deposics excavated include:

- -

--

-

--

-

---

particular areas, and not those which are associated with other archaeologid units, Cld writes that the finds from Sidi
Mansour may indicate an earlier date for the Mousterian (Clark1982); however, he does not indicate that the two units
are found in a stratigraphically related context.
'3 Bred (1931) lists a number of men who collected Aterian tools in the Sahara but these collections appear to have
been made largely by militarypersonoel who did not publish details of the locations from which they were collected, and
the collections made appear to have been quite selective (e.g., the Gsar collection lrom Tabelbalat).
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The superposition of Aterian above the 'Mousterian" at Mugharet el 'ALya (Howe1967,Howe

and Moviw 1947) and TaforaIt (Roche 1953a, 1953b, 1955,1956);
The superposition of the Epi-Palaeolithicor Neolithic? above the Atexian at El Khenzira

(Ruhlmann 1936),Dar es Soltan (RuhLmann 1951), Mugharet el '%a

(Howe 1967, Howe and

Movius l947), and Tafodt (Roche L 953a);
Stratigraphic separation of Aterian levels at all four of these caves, dowing for examination of
the assemblages for evidence of change in the Aterian through time;
The discovery of point forms insiar that would have been considered to be Neolithic if they had
been found in surface context; and
The presence of significant faunal assemblages associatedwirh Aterian materials that served as a
basis for discussion of the climate at the time of occupation.

In addition to cave deposits,Aterian localities were also found in spring deposits such as Tit

MeM (Antoine 1939), Kharga Oasis (Caeon-Thompson 1931,1932,1952,Caton-Thompmnand
Gardner 1932), and El Guettar (Gruet 1950, 1954, 1958-59).The interpretationof the stratigraphy
of spring deposits is not always straightforward, and caution nust be exercised in using such
material to subdivide industries. Antoine (1939) attempted to use the material from Tit Mellil as a
basis for subdividing "Mousterian" and Arerian industries. Ruhlmann (1952b) strongly objected to

this, insisting that the materid fromTit Mellil had been sorted by gushing springwater. However,
& ~ ~first desaibed
Tit MeM was accepted as an Aterian locality and the p o ~ p m (Figure2)
from Tit Mellil was dso accepted as an Aterian point form (Cam-Thompson 1946).
Caton-Thompson and Gardner's excavations of the two in Pirr Atelian localities at Kharga
Oasis, the "mound spring" K06E and the Bulaq A locality, were significant for several reasons.
They established the defmite presence of the Aterian in the Libyan Desert (Caco~Thompson1952).
Prior to this, it had been reported from Siwa (Bred 1931: 70) and the Nile Valley (Seligman 1921),
but no assemblage comparable to those reported from the Maghreb had been described. The repon:
on the Kharga material represents one of the fvst technical descriptions of the Aterian: the form of

the cores was described, measurements were taken on flakes,the nature of retouch was described
and waste flakeswere counted (Caton-Thompson1952)."
Gruet reported the Tunisian site of El Guettar to be a Moustenan locality but if one takes
the presence of even one tanged implemnt to indicate the Aterim, this locality must be considered
There have been sigdicant changes to the chronology of the Neolithic md Epi-Pdaeolithicas a result of radiocarbon
dating (Wendorf 1992). Consequently, it is sometimes difficult to axe& fmm old reports which archaeological unit is
referred to.
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Aterian (Clark 1982).At El Guettar, Gruet (1955) uncovered a constructed cairn of stone balls, flints

and bone on a ledge of the fossil spring. G u t (1955) suggested that this cairn had some form of
religious s i ~ c a n c e .
Other Aterian localities excavated during this period include those found in coastal deposits,
such as El Hank (Goben and Vaufrey 1932) and CampFranchet d'Esperey (Camps1955); as well as
those found in wadi deposits, such as Oued Gorka (Antoine 1934) and Oued Djouf el Djemel (Le

Table 1. -- Important Aterian localities published between 1930 and 1955.
Locality

country

Excavator

El Hank
Oued Djouf el Djemel
Oued Goria
Tit M e u
El Khenzira
Mugharet el ' A l p
El Guettar
Dar es Soltan
Kharga Oasis Localities
Taforalt
Camp Franchet d'Esperey

Morocco
Algeria
Morocco
Morocco
Morocco
Morocco
Tunisia
Morocco
Egypt
Morocco
Algeria

Gobert and Vaufrey
Le Du
Antoine
Antoine
RuhLnann
Howe and Movius
Gruet
Ruhlmann
CatomThompson and Gardner
Roche
Camps

Publication
Date
1932
1933
1934
1939
1943
1947
1950
1951
1932,1952
1953
1955

Sweys - the Sahara and the Mediterranean Littoral

In addition to excavations of sites, surveys also played an important part in furthering
understanding of the Aterian during this period. In particular, two geographic areas were subject to
studies aimed at determining which prehistoric units were present, and possible correlations with
Quaternary deposits: the Central and Western Sahara and the Algerian littoral. One expedition

carried out research in Cyrenaican Libya (McBurney and Hey 1955).
Surveys into the Sahara for archaeological purposes were initiated prior to this period:
Reygasse and Pond visited the Oued Asriouel (Tidikelt) area of the Algerian Sahara (Pond, et d.
1938, Reygasse 1921-1922, 1922). However, most collections from this earty.~eriod
appear to have
been made by military personnel or other avocationd archaeologists travelling through or nationed

in the region (cf. Bred 1931, Pond, et al 1938).
The scientific missions to the Sahara typically found Aterian mateds in surface context
(e.g., Tiourkine [Arambourg and Balout 19551, Aho [Bdout 19541, K i n d Dhobb Fitte 19471, and
3S While Caton-Thompson(1952)counted this material, she did not keep all wasters and her refuse piles were discovered
in Kharga in 1996 (Kleindienst, et al. In Press). Caton-Thompson(1983: 148) chose to use camels as a mode of
wanspaation between Abydos and Kharga and this no doubt limited the amount she was able to cany out of Kharga.
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Tejerhi [Bellair, ec d. 1953D. It is likely that this is, in part, due to the fact that such expeditions were
limited in duntion, making intensive survey impossible. It is also possible that the regions surveyed
were subject to a higher degree of erosion than the littoral of the Maghreb because of higher aridity

and consequently less vegetation.
One of the interesting discoveries of this period, with respect to the Saharan Aterian, was
that of a tanged tool of unusu*

large dimensions (Length = 135 mm) found at Gao,Mali (Lhote

1944), cited by Tivier (1958-1959) as the largest known tang. Its discovery foreshadows the

discovev of other very long tanged pieces from the Adrar Bous in the Central Sahara (Hugot 1962).

The main significance of the discovery of Saharan localities during this period lay in attempts
to correlate them with particular geomorphic units. Arambourg and Balout (1955), for exanPIe,

showed that the Atenan at Lake Tihodaihe always lay on alluvium and never on diatomices o n which

Neolithic sites were found. From this, rhey were able to suggest that the " A t e r i d occupied the
area during a moist period when a lake was present.
Researchers conducting survey on the Algerian and Tunisian littoral documented a large
number of Aterian sites, many of them in surface context (cf. Cadenat 1938,1942,1952, de Bayle

des Hermens 1951,Gobert 1955, Goetz and Vuillemot 1938, Gruet 1947, Roubet 1947, 1951, 1953,
1955, Vuillernot 1954). Distributions maps of Aterian localities show the Algerian coastline as the
most densely occupied area of any region in northern Africa (Clark 1967, Tixier 1967a).To some
extent this may be an artefact of research history: one notes that the Mediterranean coastline of
Morocco is not sirnilarbdense with known localities. Research in Cyraaican Libya demonstrated
that the Aterian was also found on marine terraces in this region (McBumey and Hey 1955: 170).
However, only one deffite Aterian locality was discovered in this region, suggesting the occupation
density was much lower.

The documentation of Aterian localities in the Maghreb allowed researchers to attempt to
correlate Ate& occupation with climatic events: Gobert (1955: 226) suggests that the Mousterian is
found in association with springs36while the Aterian is found in association with shorelines dunes
and areas that are mow barren. This suggested to Gobert that the climate during the Ate&

occupation of Tunisia was wetter than that during the "Mousterian" occupation.
The Algerian littoral had been explored at early dates by Pallary (1911b) and Doumergue
(1922); however, it was the subsequent work of Marchand (1935-36),Roubet (1947,1951,1953,
1955, 1966, 1969), Camps (1955), Morel (1974b) and Morel and Hilly (1956,1966) that was most

36 It should be noted that two of the five 'Mousterimn spring-associated sites that u e referred to by Gobelt are now
considered to be Ate&: Ajh Mkherchem and El Gumar.
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si+cant

with regad t o documenting the Aterian of this region?' At anumber of localities the

Aterian was found in sitrr in red sands or sikd8At Bbrard the "Mouswrian" was found underlying

Aterian deposits (Caton-Thompson 1946). Caron-Thompsonfound the fact that the Aterian was

found d along the Algerian littoral significant (1946). She correlated the Aterian occupation with the
Wiirrn II and with falling sea levels. The position of the Aterian and "Levanoiso-Moustaian"sites

on c o a d dunes indicated to Caton-Thompson (1946: 107) something about the sea levels at the
time of occupation, as well as something of the Aterian subsistence strategy:

... the Upper Levalloiso-Mousterims stationed themselves on dunes or other sandy
deposits, accumulated directlyupon the beach. We may infer that they were above the
maximumreach of the waves, but not more, for people do not occupy beaches unless they
are fishermen. The subsequent Aterian campers on the accumulating dunal deposits may, for
the same reason, be assumed to have been within a stone's throw of their falling sea...
Unfortunately, no one has yet seriously explored the reasons for the distribution of Aterian sites in
coastal deposits.
Syntheses: the Geological and Chronological Place of the Aterian

The excavations and survey described above allowed archaeologists to begin to describe the

Aterian more f
a and t o look at questions such as its place of origin and relation to preceding and
succeedmg industries.
The first attempt to subdividethe Aterian came in 1936 with the publication of El Khenzira

(Ruhlmann 1936).Because R u b a n n discovered two strata with Aterian tools at El Khenzira, he
suggested this represented a "Middle Mousterian" and an "UpperMousterian" (Atedan) in
Morocco. This suggestion provoked Antoine (1939), in his publication of the Tit Mellil spring, to
propose a "Lower", Widdle" and "UpperArerim" (seeAppendix 6). A debate on the subdivisions
the Moroccan Aterian, particularlywith reference to the interpretation of the stratigraphy at Tit

Mellil and El Khenzira, ensued for several years (Antoine 1950, RuhLnann 1952b):~
The frst serious axtempt to comprehensively survey the Aterian for all of northern Africa
was made by Caton-Thompson (1946).Caton-Thompson looked at the lithic assemblages in terns
of the method of blank production and retouch, as well at the tool forms. She introduced a
quantitative element t o examination of Aterian assemblages: different components of assemblages
were counted, and measurements were taka. She examined evidence from across noxthern Africa
&at could be used to

help determine the relative chronological place of the Aterian, with respect to

32 See Caton-Thompson'smemoin (1983)for impressions of some of the individuals and their work in this region.
3gThese localities include: Camp Fnnchet d'Esperey (Camps 1955), B h d (Marchand 1935-36, Raubet 1966,1969),Lac
be BireneKap Blanc (Goben 1962, Gruet 1947, Muchand 1935-361,Karouba @oumergue 1922,Roubet 1947,1953),
and La Marsa (Morel and Hilly 1956).
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other prehistoric industries and geological events, tentatively concluding that the Aterian is
correlated with or post-datesthe Wiirm II glaciation (CamThompson 1946: 123). She explores the
question of the origin of the Aterian and suggests that Central Africa may be the primary point of
origin, but suggests that the bulk of the evolution of the Aterian occurred in the Maghreb. Finally,
she makes inreresting comparisons with African and European Stone Age industries; in particular,
the Southern African Stillbay (which bears typological similarities to the Aterian), and the Iberian
Gravettian and Solutrean.

Two monumed works which deal with the Atenan have already been referred to Vaufrey's A.ehktuirede 1A' +

(MdgM) and Balout's Prihirede I ' A k L N d Essrii de
Ocmradog. Both volumes were published in 1955 and present a summary of the evidence prior to
the application of Bordesian analysis to Aterian lithic assemblages.
Vaufrey (1955)presents a catalogue of prehistoric sites of the Maghreb, organised partially
chronologically (the Lower and Middle Palaeolithic are dealt with separately from the Capsian) and

partially by the geomorphic situation in which the localities are found This serves to emphasise the
fact that Ate&

localities are found repeatedly in similar situations: wadi deposits, littoral deposits,

springs and caves." Vaufrey(1955: 125) notes that at several localities a "protetypicd" Aterian

appears to be represented. He recognises this at sites such as Ah MMetharhem and El Guettar where
there are few tangs and a lack of bifacial foliates. By contrast,the "Classic Aterian" is represented at
sites such as Owd Djebbana, Oued Djouf el Djemel and the Moroccan cave sites. Tools of this
"Classic A t e r h " indude foliates and bifacial point forms. Finally, Vaufrey suggests that the small-

sized Aterian found at El Hank might represent a late form of the industry.
Balout's work (1959,as is indicated by the title, is mainly concerned with chronology. In it

he reviews the geological evidence regarding the position of the Aterian and other North African
cultural units with respect to particular geological deposits (i.e.,the lirnons rouges).Healines the

early debates on the nature of the Aterian, and whether it should be considered Neolithic or
"Mousterian". The relationship between the Aterim and an earlier MP/MSA is explored. Balout
allows that a Maghrebian origin out of a "Levalloiso-Mousterisubstratum" is possible, but he
demonstrates that in this region, whatever lies between the Achedean and the Aterian is poorly

known.Indeed, at several "Mousterian" sites tanged objects were found (i.e., El Guenar, El Hank

and Ah Mkherchem [ B a l m 1955: 2891). By contrast, the superposition of the Capsian over the
Aterian is easy to demonstrate: Balout cites Grotre des Ours and Grotte du Mouflon (Balout 1955).
Balout sees a tripartite division of the Aterian (a&

moysl, sq&x

see Chapter 6 and Appendix 6).

" ThL discussion was apparently brought to an end by the untimely death of A. Ruhlmann.
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Surface localities are not discussed

Balout provides a comprehensive synthesis of work that had taken place in the Maghreb

until the mid-fifties. H
i
s concern with geology and the correlation of different prehistoric units with
parricular deposits i s clear. Unfortunatelyhe appears relatively unconcerned with describing exactly

is work is not unusual for its time, in assuming that variation in tool
what comprises these units.H
types or raw material preferences within archaeological assemblages reflect cultural differences and
not, for example, functionalconsiderations,
Balout appears to be the first of the French prehistorians to attempt to trace the movements
of the "Aterians": he suggests they appeared first on the Algerian and Moroccan littoral, correlated
with a "Preflandrian regre~sion".~~
He then proposes a migration out of the eastern Algerian littoral

to western Algeria, Morocco, and to the Sahara. The end of the Aterian was thought, at this time, to
q ~ ' i millthires avant notre bre" (Ba1ot.a 1955: 335).
have been a recent event, it., U j ~ ~ quelque

1955-1985:American and French Influencm
As described in the frst part of t h i s chapter, the period after 1950 is marked by the

monumental influence of F.Bordes on French Palaeolithic archaeology (Audoure and LeroiGourhan 1981) and consequently by greater separation between the work of anglophone and
francophone archaeologists.The interests of earlier researchers were similar: both Caton-Thompson

and Balout were concerned with defining the name of prehistoric units, attempting to determine
the place of origin of such units, geological associations, and clarification of chronology. After the

mid-century we see a growing difference in theoreticalperspectives of French and predominantly

American archaeologists, dustrated outside of North Africa by the famous Bordes-Binf ord debate
pinford and Binford 1966,Bordes and de Somede-Bordes 1970). The mrthem African Stone

Age was not specificilly a subject of debate between French and American archaeologists duringthis
period, but judging from the reports published a t the time, the difference between the two schools
becomes the most pronounced during this period (compare Chavaillon 1971,1973 with Hester and
Hobler 1969).

The Bordesian Approach
The analytical system introduced by Bordes (1950,1961) was commendable for a number of
reasons, resulting in its widespread adoption (Audouze and Leroi-Gourh 1981: 171). Rathathan
looking tofissiles d i m , the entire tool assemblage was analysed;quantitative analysis was

- -

4 1 Balout notes that old sites

held during this regression.

-

m y be underwater and inaccessible, if the Aterian PaLtenl of preferring to live by shorelines
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introduced; the system attempted s~andardisation,'~apparently allowing for comparison bemeen
different unitswithin a site, and between different sites; and it was a relatively simple method to use
(Audouze and Leroi-Gourhan 198I).Discussions of the usefulness of this approach to Palaeolithic
archaeology exist elsewhere (Bisson 2000) and will not be reviewed here. The issue at hand, rather, is
the applicabilif~of the system to African assemblages, in particular Aterian ones.

If one accepts the assertion that the Aterian is the Mousterian with the addition of tanged
tools, or that it is "a facies of the Mousterian", one may further conclude that analytical
methodologies devised for Mousterian assemblages could be used to analyse Arerian assemblages.
Indeed, it took very lide time for French analysts to adopt and apply thebrdesian system across
northern Africa. In 1954, Gruet published the material from El Guettar using a Bordesian
framework and in 1956Roche published the mated from Dar es Soltan, also using the Bordesian
system? At this time, Bordes himself was analysing the material from Ah MMhelrhem (Bordes
1975-76, Vaufrey 1955: 119)." Other archaeologists t o apply a Bordesian system of analysis, either
partially or fully, include Chavaillon (1971, 1973, 1985, Chavaillon and Fabre I%%), de Bayle des
Hermens (1965), Morel (1974a, 1978) and Tixier (1958-59).
The applicability or inapplicability of this system to Aterian materials is discussed in Chapter
3. The significance of the adoption of a Bordesian framework is t h a ~it provided a method of dealing
with Aterian assemblages, and in doing so it hated many of the discussions on the nature of the

Aterian. At the fust Pan-African Congress, RuhLnann (1%2b: 2 10) described the Aterian as the
"most discussed industry in North African Prehistory", Thuty years later, Bordesian description of
Aterian assemblages continwd to be published; however, no debate accompanied these descriptions.
Bordesian analyses of Aterian materials provided a method of summarising information, but because
sites were often found in surfacecontext or as single component sites that could not be related to
one another chronologically, such analysis was essentially only descriptive.
Tixier made a significant contribution during this time because he recognised that a
sigrufcant portion of the Aterian tool assemblage - tanged tools - was not adequately described by
the Bordesian system.He published several works concerned with the analysis of tanged tools: a
description of tanged tools of the Axenan (1958- l959), procedures for analysing Ate-

assemblages

(1967a) and the "Fiches Typologiques" (I967b). These are discussed further in Chapter 3.

Class boundarieswithin Bordes typology are fuzq and ovedapp'ing,resulting in intra-obsewerinconsistency.
Although El Guettar was considered to be 'Mowmian", Du es Soltan was identified as definitely Aterian. El Gueny
was identified as 'Mousterim" because only two tanged tools wen found.However, if the presence of any a g e d tools
indicates the Aterian, then El Guettar must be considered an Aterian site.
'4 Like El Guettar, AXn Mkherchem was considered "Mousterian"because few tanged tools were found
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The Aterian of the Western and Central Sahara
The other major contribution made by French researchers between 1955 and 1980 was in
better defining the Aterian of the Sahara. This was accomplished through the work of A h e n and J.
and N,Chavaillon, the Berliet-T&CrC-Tchad expeditions of 1959-61, and the work of the 1.FA.N.
(Elugot, M a v , Hibrard).

The work of Nicole Chavaillon (1957,1962, 1971,1973) and Jean Chavaillon (1963,1964)~'
in the Saoura began in the late 1950s. They demonstrated that there was a significant Aterian
presence in the western Sahara. Like the work of Caton-Thompson and Gardner at f i q a (1952),
the research conducted by J. and N. Chavaillon and H. Alirnen had a geo-archaeologicalorientation
(Chavaillon 1963). Correlation of archaeological localities with Quaternary surfaces allowed for
relative dating of different archaeological units (Chavaillon 1963, 1964). This work was also
pioneering because it is represents the first example of serious study of Aterian surface assemblages
(Chavaillon 1957, Chavaillon 1971, 1973).
Members of the Berliet-TCnir6-Tchadexpeditions found Axerian artefacts at Adw Bous and
at Seggedirn (Hugot 1962), localities that were further investigated by later missions (Clark1971,

Tillet 1983). The Adm Bous artefacts include very large, well-made bifacial tanged pieces. The
materids collected during exploratory missions, such as that to Wanyanga (Arkel 1964)and A&
Bous (Hugot 1962) served mostly to indicate the presence of the Arerian, and, possibly, the general
nature of diagnostic artefacts. Large artefacr collections were not made by such expeditions, and indepth analyses were apparentlynot carried out.

The southern extent of the Aterian was indicated by Hugot as a result of the Berliet-T&nCr&
Tchad mission (1962,1966). Hugot, HCbrard and M a y also indicated that the Aterian was present

in Mauritania in a number of locations (HCbrard and Hugot 1970, Hibrard, et al. 1970, Hugot 1966,
Mauny 1955).46

American, British and Belgian Research

The participation of American, British and Belgians in prehistoric research in North Africa
increased in the post-war period. Two British expeditions documenred the Aterian in the Sahara (the
British Ennedi Expedition [1957], and the British Expedition to the &Mountains [1970], and a
Belgian team discovered an Aterian locality in surface context at Jebel Uweinat (de Heinzelin, et al.
1969)

45 See also

Chavaillon and Chavdon (1957) and N. Chavaillon and Fabre (1960,1968).

46Howwer, indepth research of the Mauritanian Aterian is a recent development (Pasy 1997, 1998).
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The work canied out by these teams successfulh/ demonstrated that the Aterian existed in
he eastern and central Sahara in localities where water was present in the past. The British Ennedi
expedition recovered Aterian artefacts from surface contexts at Wanyanga (Ounianga Kebir), and

nearby at Tekro, extending the known southern range of the Aterian for northeastern Africa (Arkell
1962, 1964). This demonstrated that in the east, the extent of the Aterian could be considered to
approximate the extent of the desert. In Arkell's words, the Aterian was found, "on theSouthen

fringe of the Libyan desert ... with no geographical borders between them and the equatorial forest"
(hkell 1962: 235, emphasis in the original).

The expedition to the Air mountains resulted in the discovery of Aterian materids in sib in
the Sahara and the discovev of "Mousteroid" maerials (Cladr 1993b, Hall, e t d.1971). Paniculady
interesting was the discovery that Aterian materials at Adrar Bous were made prim+

on a raw

material that was only available at a distance of 280 km (Cl& 1993b).
International teams began working in the Nile valley south of Aswan between 1962 and 1966

in Iesponse to requests by Egypt and Sudan for assistance in rescuing resources threatened by Lake
Nasser (Butzer and Hansen 1968, Kleindienst 1972, Wendorf 1992). This led to the discovery of one
site which was thought to be Aterian within the Nile Valley (Cadson 1967, Carlson and Sigstad 1968,
Wallsmith 1984).47More importantly, however, it marked the beginning of several international
projects in the Egypt, most notably the Combined Prehistoric Expedition (CPE). The CPE
discovered Aterian at Dungul oasis (Hester and Hobler 1969, Hobler and Hester 1968)," at Bir

Sahara and Bir Tarfawi (Schild and Wendorf 1975, Wendod and Schild 1980, Wendorf, et d. 1 9 9 3 ~ ) ~
at Dakhleh and Kharga (Wendorf and Schild 1980)and in the Wadi Kubbaniya (Singleton and Close

1980). It remains unclear as to whether Aterian localities exist at Kurkur oasis?9
Americans working in Egypt had a somewhat different theoretical perspective than the
French teams working in the Maghreb and Western Sahara. Like French researchers, they were
coacemed with correladng prehistoric units with geologicd units, thereby dating them. However,

their overall goals induded examination of changes in human use of the landscape, as is best
exemplified by Hester and Hobler's volume on the prehistory of Dungul, Dineigel, and Kurkur
Oases.
The different approaches of French and hnerican researchers is shown by comparing the

synthesis published by F e r ~ in
g 1975, with that published by Bordes (1975-76).Bordes embraces a

discussed below, the 'tmged" objects recovered at this locality do nor resemble typical tulged tools of the Atexian.
Ac &is time the expedition was known as the Joint Nubian Prehistorical and Archaeological Campaign W A C ) .
49 See discussion in Chapter 7.
47As

48
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typological, "statistical" approachs0in which sites are grouped based solely on the characteristics of

lithic assemblages, and predominantly on the formed tool component of the assemblage. Bordes
does not discuss the fauna, flora, geological setting, or region within northern Africa in which the
sites are found By contrast, Ferring takes a much broader approach. He too makes some
assumptions: for example, that the proportion of endscrapers and tanged tools in assemblages is
related to chronology and not to function. However, he discusses regions within nolthern Africa
separately, and he looks at available chronometric dates and information on flora and fauna that are
indicative of past climate.

Recent Trends

Within the last twenty years, research on the Aterian has included both intensive work within
very small areas and broad surveys oriented at looking at climate change in the Late Pleistocene.

Recent work is more fully referred to in the remainder of this thesis. Only brief mention will be

made here of important projects.
Settlement Patterns and Raw Material Studies

In coastal Morocco DebCnath (1972,1975, 1976, 1978, 1979-80, 1980,Debinath, et al. 1981-82,
1983-84, 1986,1982), Texier (1985-86, Texier, et al. 1988, 1994), Ferembach (1976%1976b, 1998),

and colleagues (e.g., El Hajraoui 1994, Occhietti, et a l 1993,Smith, et d. 1990) have been
conducting ongoing studies in a number of cave, rockshelters and open-air sites. These indude: Dar
es Soltan 11, Chaperon Rouge (I
and II), El Mnasra and Zouhrah Cave. This research has resulted in

the discoveries of human skeletal material, features, previously unknown artefacts, and material that

has been dated chronomeuically.
In eastern Morocco Wengler has conducted excavations at Rhafas Cave in the Oudja

Mountains (l986,1990,1995b, 1997,Wengler and Vemet 1992). This has resulted in new
information on the stratigraphic relationship of the "Mousterian" and Aterian, and of the use of raw
materials during the "Mousterian" and Aterian. Wengler and Vemet (1992) have used charcoal from
Rhafas cave to examine changing pdaeodimates of the region.

In Niger, Tillet's study of the Pdaeolithicwithin the Chad basin was the fust to take an
explicitly regional approach Fillet 1983). T'iet has carried out typological comparative studies of the
Atenan from across the Sahara and the Maghreb (Tillet 1989) but his more important contribution

lies in identifpg the types of areas used during the Aterian (Tilet 1991), and in describing the
-

-

-

--

so See the discussion followingTixier (19671)regarding whether Bordes' ~ e r isnstatistical.
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Aterian of the Cenud Sahara. Particularly, the presence of features and pendants at Seggedirn are
unknown from elsewhere in the Central Sahara (Tillet 1978,1983).

The work of Petit-Make in Mali has not resulted in the publication of my further
descriptions of the Aterian of the Central to Western Sahara. However, Petit-Maire asserts that she
has found Aterian m a t e d s insicu in contexts which indicate it is associated with the end of a wet
period and the beginning of a dry one (Petit-Maire 1986).
The nature of the Aterian in Libya has been explored by Italian teams: notably the
Archaeological Mission of the University of Rome has explored the Jcbel Gharbi region (Barich, et
d. 1995) and the Italo-Libyan Joint Mission has carried out research in the Tadrm Acacus
(Gemaschi, et al. 1998). A UNESCO team has also recently discovered Aterian materials in
northwestern Libya (Tripolitania) (Barker 1996).
Recendy published dates on the Ateian from Wan Tabu and Uan Afuda indicate the Aterian
may be much older in the central Sahara than it is in the Maghreb (Cremchi, et al. 1998,Mardni, et
al. 1998). Typologically, the Aterian materials recovered by Garcea et al. do not seem to share some
of the aspects of the material recovered from Adrar Bous (Garcea 1998)." The wok of Garcea is
interesting because she looks at the types of environments in which Aterian sites are found, and
points out that there are indications of the probable use of aquatic and marine resources (Garcea
1996a).
Recent indications of a significant A~edanpresence in the Eastern Sahara come from work

in the Dakhleh Oasis (Kleindiena 1999, In Press, McDonald 1982),and in northwestem Sudan

(Idris 1994).
Aterian Technology

The most recent development in the study of the Aterian is the application of a
technological analyucal approach. Detailed studies of this type have been published for Mauritanian
collections only (Pasty 1997,1998,1999),and Wengler (Wengler 1995a) has published a short
summary article on Levallois technology in Eastern Morocco. It is unclear whether this methodology

dprovide new insight on the Aterian becaase, like other earlier approaches, it has been developed
to darik prehistoric problems in other parts of the world where archaeological remains are found in
very different contexts. At this time, a technalogical approach has limited applicability because many

Aterian sites are in d a c e contexts and must be considered palimpsests. This makes it difficult to
apply methods developed by Van Peer (1992)that involve refitting, or of Boeda (I994) that involve
51 Garcea (1998) makes no comparison to Adnr Bous,preferring instead to compare the Urn Tabu mated to
Seggedirn, and the Saouran localities.
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determination of the order of flake removals on cores. Further, even if the condition of the material
was such that these methods could be applied and c h a k && could be determined, in the

absence of stratigraphicallyseparated units or buried, chronometric*

dated deposits, this is of

limited usefulness to understanding culture history or change during the Aterim. In Eastern
Morocco, where Wengler (1995a) is able to work with stratified material, he can demonstrate
changes in the reduction methods over time. In most cases, it is not possible to link variation in
reduction methods to any one variable, however.
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Figure 1, -- Selected Aterian sires in northern Africa discussed in Chapter 2. Modified from Fening (1975) and Tider (1967b).

CHAPTER
THREE:WHATIS THE ATEFUAN?
This chapter presents a general survey of Aterian archaeology across northern Africa. Several
recent French publications review the Aterian, but focus mady on the Maghreb (DebCnath 1991,
1992, 1994, Debinath, et d. 1986). Placing the Dakhleh Unit into a broader conten, as well as the

question of modern human behaviour justifies an examination of the nature of the Aterian across

the continent. Here, lithic assemblages, faunal remains and other artefact typs are examined in the
section on "Artefacts and ecofacts". Following this, the evidence for features and other indications
of the use of space are discussed. Finally, the distribution of Aterian sites, within regions and across

northern Africa, is explored.

erian Artefacts and Ecofacts
As has been noted, the majority of Aterian sites, particularly in the Sahara, come from
surface contexts. As a result, most of the information available on the Ateria.is related to Iithic
assemblages. Faunal materials have been recovered from some Maghrebian cave sites but these are
problematic for several reasons. In addition to flaked stone and fauna, a few other artefacts have
been discovered, including ochre and pierced objects.

Lithic assemblages - Typological Aspects
The typological characteristics of Aterian lithic assemblages have been better explored than
their technological aspects, although an integral part of the d e f ~ t i o nof the Aterian has always been
its "Mousterian" ba~e.5~
Early descriptions of Aterian lithics were limited in scope and only tanged
tools were recognised as uniquely Aterian. The earliest description of the Aterian classified it as
"Mousterian" with the addition of tanged tools (Reygasse 1921-1922,1922). H o w m , other tools
types were soon noted as commody present in Aterian assemblages. By the 1930s burins, endscrapers, "Solutrean" leaf points and "Y"-shapedtools were all determined to be components of
Aterian assemblages (Breuil 1931, Reygasse 1931). Also in the 1930s, tool types thought to be
specific to the Moroccan Aterian, the p o h m m m k and the poirlepSuLdosahm7prax: (Figure 2) were
described and named (Antoine 1934,1939).

" "MounerianLmnwas recognised both by technological characteristics - use of Levallois reduction - and by typologid
characteristics- presence of Middle Pdaeolithic tool types such as the 'poitne 1main" and side-scrapers.

Table 2. -- Proposed tool types of the Aterian.
Author
R e ~ ~ s e
R e ~ ~ s e

Year
1922
1931

Bred

1931

Antohe

1931,
1934
1939

Antoine

Tools
Tanged objects
End-scrapers
Burins
"Soluuean" leaf points
Tabalbdat points
Y-shaped tools

Pointem'rae
Pointepdsahafistne
"Pollicidisques": overpassed flakes or struck cores,
round in shape with radial preparation, considered to be
tools by Antoine

Caton Thompson

1946

Pointeld
Small core bifaces
Shouldered t 001s

Much of the concern of analysts in the early twentieth century lay in defvjng and describing

the sub-divisions and developments of the Aterian (e.g., Antoine 1950, Balout 1955, CatonThompson 1946,Ruhlmann 1952b).As a result, many of the early publications deal with the varying
proportions of tool types in differentproposed variants of the Aterian (e.g., Antoine 1950, CatonThompson 1946).No one attempted to describe, in a general fashion, the tool types of the Aterian."
Neither did anyone attempt to devise an analytical system specifically designed for the Aterian. On

the other hand, authors often noted and continue to note the presence of unusual tools in Aterian
assemblages, burins in partidar (e.g., Antoine 1939: 17-20,Balout 1955: 297, Berthdkny 1988,
Rodrigue 1987,T i e r 1958-1959: 156).54
The significance of the addition of tangs, foliates and other tool types to lithic assemblages
was not subject to detailed exploration. Caton Thompson (1946: 88) was the exception to this when

she wrote that

... the invention of the tanged point - probably a javelin-head - must have given the
inventors,whoever they were, a decided advantage in aggressive action against rival human
groups not yet so equipped. ... it needs no imagination to visualise ... a new and formidable
mechanical force let loose in the African world... .
One need not envision bloody battle scenes to recognise the importance of hafted points in a tool
kit, although clearly tanging is not necessary for hafting.

9 The publications of M.Antoine (1934,1939) give very thorough descriptions of tools found at t h e Moroccan sites he
excavated
54 The significance of t h e presence of these q x s with respect to their rob able functions w
as left unexplored.

Figure 2. -- Tool types of the Aterian:A - Podmmwzine from Tit Mellil ('I'ixjer 1967a); B - Pointe
psetrdo--from
Tit Meld (T*rXier 1967a); C - Poirnelimaroirie from Tit MelliI (Antok 1939);D
and E - Tabalbalat ~cechniquefrom Kharga Oasis (Caton-Thompson 1952);F and G - Points
@from Tit Mellil (Antoine 1939). Scale for C,F and G unknown. Scale for A and B: -3/4.
Scde for D and E: 4 5

Other researchers, in contrast, wrote of the changes in stone tool assemblages as though
these occurred in an almost organic fashion, in which the assemblages or tools themselves evolved:
L'evolution semble se faire dam le sens de la diminution de l'importance des racloirs et du
dkvelopment des outils de type pal6oLthique supirieur ... . (Bordes 1975-76: 32)

The classification of sites with one or two tangs, such as El Guettar, as "Mousterian"
Pordes 1975-76, Gruet 1954) illustrates this because the sificance

of the presence of tanged tools

does not appear to be considered?

As described in Chapter 2, starting in the mid-century a Bordesian system was adopted for
andysing Aterian assemblages (Bordes 1950,1961). This system was devised for European
Mousterian materials, and while its application solved the problem of how to deal withthe Aterian,
it halted discussion of the nature of the Aterian and its significance in N o d African prehistory. In
addition, there are theoretical problems with the application of an analpal system designed for one
set of materials to a different set of materials. Very broadly stated these are:
1. The materials themselves may not be the same; and

2. The questions asked of the materials may differ.

The problem of the comparabilityof materials has only been partially recognised. It is clear
that a significant portion of the Aterian tool assemblage, tanged points and tanged tools, are
subsumed into two of Bordes' w e s (57 and 58). In doing so, the tang is given primacy over the tool
itself: tanged end-scrapers, side-scrapers,notches and burins are lumped together into one type.
Plain side-scrapers, by conuast, are divided into numerous categories, e.g, simple, simple convex,
simple concave, double, dkjCt4 convergent (Bordes 1961). In the French Mousterian, tanged tools
are so rare that this form of lumping may be completelyjustified. A method of andysing the tanged
tool component of the assemblage was devised by T i e r , (1958-1959,1967a).

The non-tanged component of the Aterian stone tool assemblage is generally considered to
bear similarities to the European MP and UP assemblages? For this reason, the y p e lin for the
European Middle and Lower Palaeolithic (Bordes 1961) has been adopted for describing Aterian
assemblages (e.g., Bordes 1975-76, Chavaillon 1973, 1985,Tillet 1983, WengIer 1997). Howewr,
tools common in Africa are not included on this list. In particular, basally-thinnedpieces occur on a
variety of forms, not just on Levallois points or Mousterian points. Bordes classifies the former as

"Emireh points" and the laaer as "Mousterian points" @odes 1961). There is no classification
given for bas*-

rhinned wetouched flakes, or other forms of basally-thind objects. Tools

55 This may be related to an attempt to stop usingfosh dixrtwn to define industries.However, it ignores the
significance of even one tang as an indicator of a body of knowledge about manufacture and use of tanged tools.
Clark (1982: 262) states that the Aterian stone tool assemblages consist of 1. Tanged took and bifacial foliates,2.
Mousterian tool types,and 3. Upper Palaeolithic tool types.

retouched on the ventral face are common in African assemblages. Bordes' rype list does not include

thinned-tip points referred to as "Nazlet Khater pointsn (Figure 9) by Van Peer (1998: Sl21).~'The
result of using this system for describing African assemblages is that tools are often forced into
categories that do not adepuately describe them.

A further problem related to the non-comparability of m a t e d s lies in the subdivision of
tools into "Upper Palaeolithic" (UP group) and "Middle Palaeolithic groups" (MP group). This
classification may have meaning in Europe, but does not necessady have any in Africa. This is
especially m e given that there is no demonstrated link between the European Upper Palaeolithic
and the Aterim? Further, the nature of the earlier MP/MSA in norhem Africa has not been

adequately described, and "true" UP blade-based Late Pleistocene industries are described only for
the Nile Valley (1984a, Venneersch, et al. 1982) and Cyrenaica (McBumey 1960, McBurney and Hey
1955) .i9

Another problem area is related more broadly to research goals and the purpose of analysing
stone tools. In some cases, it appears that lithic assemblages have been analysed because they have
been recovered, not because the archaeologistsare addressing a particular problem. Thus, the

analytical system guides the questions, if any, rather than the reverse (cf. Bordes 1975-76).
The Bordesian system was applied to problems of the French Mousterian successfully.it
succinctly described variation within assemblages, and provided a basis for comparison between
units. Later debates surrounded not the presence or absence of this variation, but rather, the
meaning of it. The application of the Bordesian system to Aterian materials has produced no parallel
results. It has not delimited problems, and in most cases analyses are entirely descriptive.
For northern Africa, Bordes (1975-76) proposed three groups within the MWMSA: 1) a
"typical Mousterian" or "Momtenan with Aterian tendencies"; 2) a "ProtoAterianm;3) and a "true
Aterian". Cumulative graph diagrams formed the basis of these groupings, with the graph foms
describing differences in the proportions of various tools (see Appendk 6). Of particular importance
were the relationships between side-scrapers and end-scrapers, and between side-scrapers and his

UP group of tools (end-scrapers, burins, p+,

backed knives and tmcations): i.e., between his

57 The Ilointeak Soyaw hardly does justice to the invasive retouch seen on African foms, and this tool is on Lwallois
points (Bordes 1961). Nazlet Khater points are made on "Levallois often Nubian - blanks"(Van Peer 1998: S121),
indicating that they are not always on Levallois points. Further the P o i t ~ d So)om
e
does not show evidence of basal
vuncarion, but Nazlet Khater points may.
58 Several authors have suggested a connection between the Aterian and the Upper Palaeolithic of the Iberian Peninsula,
although none recenrly. Caton-Thompson (1946:118) saw 'Aterianisxnn moving from Africa into Europe. Vaufrey
(1955:93)proposed that influence was in the opposite direction. Pericot-Garaa (1955: 375) simply suggested that there
may have been contact between the Iberian Soluueans and the "Atel;ansn,but did not indicate who influenced whom.
59 The Epi-Palaeolithic of the Maghreb, the Iberomaurusian, dates from a 20,000 BC to 7,500 BC and is a blade-based
induscry (Smith 1982).

-
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MP tool types and UP tool types. This grouping assumes either that there is a generic relationship
between European and African Stone Age materials, or that there is some form of universal
sigdicance in the groupings.
The proposed division within the Aterian based on the cumulative graph diagrams has rarely
been applied by later archaeologists. This is probably because other methods, such as stratigraphy

and correlation with geomorphic surfaces, are likely to produce more reliable relative chronology.
Furthermore, subsequent analyses show that the cumulative graph diagrams for "Moustaian" and
Aterian assemblages may be virtually indistinguishable (cf. Wengler 1997).

The distinctive nature of tanged tools of the Aterian and the need for a method of andysing
them was recognised by Tier who published descriptions of different tanged objects and the
different forms of tangs themselves in 1958-59.In 1965 at the Burg Wartenstein conference, Tixier
(1967a) outlined methods of analysing North African Stone Age mateds from a number of

periods. The system of analysis described for the Aterian included a tn?;cal Bordesian analysis, with
two additions vixier 1967a: 286-297):

1. Sortingthe tanged tools by type (after Tixier's list, see Appendix 14) and drawing cumulative
graphs for tanged tools; and

2. Description of the tangs on tools in terms of the number of faces flaked, the direction of flaking
and the shape of the tang in silhouette.
TLrier (1967b) also published the Fio"Rc Tphgqw A M , of which the third volume applied to
Aterian materials. Unfortunately these are not widely available, and analysts rarely refer to the fiches

in describing tanged tools.

Underlymg the method outlined by T i e r is an assumption that the A t e k is unique & in
the presence of tanged objects and perhaps foliates, or that other fonns of variation are
unimportant. In describing the procedures by which Aterian materials should be analysed, Tmier
(1967a) gives no description of non-tanged Aterian tool forms, nor of particulady Aterian methods
of retouch,
The m
e list for tanged objects devised by Tixier mixes, at the same analytical level, objeas
classified by form (e.g., 18. Long round-ended tanged end-scrapers) and objects classified by
position and degree of retouch (eg., 28.Completelybifacially retouched tanged tools) (I967a: 790).
There are other problems with the list: the purpose of classifymg tanged tools and drawing
cumulative graph diagrams is d e a r . Tixier demonstrates that there are similarities between the
samples from Oued Djebbana and Dar es Soltan (level I) by classifymg the tanged tool components
and graphing the results (Tier 1967a 789-90). However, the significance of this is unclear. Tixier
(1967a: 709,797) further suggests gapling the ranged tools and non-tanged tools on the same graph
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to determine whether the tool types are present in the same proportions (e.g., graphing of tanged
end-scrapers as end-scrapers).@Again, the reasons for doing so are not apparent. Tivier also
proposed several new indices for characrerising the Aterian: an IpCd (index of tanging),an IG (index
of end-scrapers) and an IB @facial index, specifically for the "UpperAteriann of the Moroccan cave
sites). Finally, he suggested creating a Group V (Aterian group). All this served to reinforce the

belief that the Aterian should be considered a "facies of the Mousterian".
Hester and Hobler (1969) also pblished two suggestions for new indices specifically for the
Aterian:
1. Index of Truncation [

Total Truncated, including snapped pieces x 100
I; and
Total flakes, blades, and retouched tools

2. Index of Pedunculates [

Total pedunculate pieces x 100
I*
Total Tools (types1- 62)

Truncations are not usually described as typical of the Aterian, and no other researchers have
suggested a comparable index. Hester and Hobler do not give a close d e f ~ t i o nof what they
consider to be "truncation". Basally modified tools are known from sites at Dakhleh (see Chapter
13, pp. 325-327) and Kharga (Caton-Thompson 1946:Tabalbalat), but these include few tools in

which only the butt is modified. In most cases, these are better described as "basally-thinnd
because thinning on the ventral face often removes the bulb. Truncation can be considered more

typical of the Khargan Technocomplex, which is known from Dungul, Kukur, Dakhleh and Kharga
(Butzer and Hansen 1968, Caton-Thompson 1952, Hester and Hobler 1969, Wiseman 1999).6'

Further modification to the basic Bordesian system has been suggested by Tillet (1995: 53-

5 4 , who points out that a number of Bordes' types are never or are rarely found in Aterian
assemblages. He proposes minor changes to the type list to exclude objects that are not retouched
tools (pseudo-Levaltois flakes), and which never occur in Aterian assemblages (e.g., lunaces), and to

combine categories so that objects of minor importance are not weighted heavily.

In sum, typologically the Aterian appears to share characteristics with both MP/MSA
assemblages and UP assemblages as defied by Bordes' classification. Additionally, a portion of
Aterian assemblages is comprised of tanged objects. Tangs occur on a wide variety of tools (Tixier
60 More general graphing (using the Bordes rypo list in a modified fashion) was employed by T
ier to devise a new
definition of the Aterian as
... a facies oi the Mousterian, often with laminar debitage and a high index of facetting, with n u r n m sidescrapers, relatively abundant points, and a higher proportion of end-scrapers (often on blades) than orher facies
of the Mounerian. A non-negligible portion of the toolkit (sometimes as much as a quarter) is comprised of
tools with a m g on the proximal end, usually formed by flaking on both sides of the tool (Tixie 1967a: 795,

my ~anslationL

The ~ha&an~echndcom~lex
is thought to post-dare the Ate& Technocomplex (Wireman 2000). See Chapter
Seven for further &assion of the Khargan.

6l
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1958-1959,1967a).The sigdcance of the fact that the same hafting technologywas applied to tools

with clearIy different functionaland mechanical requirements has never been discussed. Further, the
possible stylistic nature of tangs and tanged tools has not been explored.

Lithic Assemblages - Technological Aspects

The following discussion of the technological aspects of the Aterian stone working includes:
the nature of core reduction and blank production, and methods of tool production. Each will be
discussed separately.
Blank production

T h e "Mousterian" characteristics of the Aterian include nor only the presence of
"Mousterian" tool types, but also the use of the Levallois method62of blank production. The early
descriptions of the Aterian did not describe in detail either methods of blank production or the
cores discovered with tanged tools. Reygasse (1919-20,1921-1922) referred to cores as "discs" and
listed their frequencies at different localities, giving the matter no further discussion. B r e d (1931:
69) illustrates a series of 'Nubian 11" cores (Figure 3) from the Maghrebp3but does not consider the
question of the nature of blank production specifically.
Caton Thompson (1946: 90) also deals with the question quite briefly, although she makes
several important points:
I. Blade-shaped flakes may be a result of a Levallois reduction and therefore do nor, in the Aterian,

necessarily indicate specialised production of blades;
2. Variation exists in the nature of Levallois reduction, as is evidenced by differences in the shapes
of cores from the Maghreb (predominantlyround or ovoid) and the Western Desert (half
triangular, half round or ovoid); and,
3. In addition to Levallois reduction, other methods of core reduction were employed including
random removals, and removals of small flake-blades from single platform cores.
Caton-Thompson (1946: 90) also points out that the Levallois flakes of the Aterian tend to be thin

and to have "finely facetted butts, frequently of 'Cupid's bow' style" (i.e, chapeau de gendarme).
Other archaeologists remarked on the varying frequency of different core types. For
example, Camps (1955: 33-35) described both elongated ovoid Levallois cores and pyramidal cores
from Camp de Franchet d'Esperey.

6 n e definition of Levallois will be discussed in Chapter 10.
The &NubianII" method of core prepantion was defined by Guichard and Guichard in 1965 based on material
recovered in the Nubian Nile Valley.
63
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Through time, there appears to be an increasing concern with technology. Tixier (1958-59)
described the types and numbers of cores discovered at Ah Fritissa in a more detailed fashion than
earlier analysts: cores are divided into "Mousterian" and "Levallois" groups, and several forms are
described for each groupMInterestingly, TTLrier has no category for random cores: one wonders
whether they are the "dnm"category within the "Mousterian" group. Also worth noting is the

inclusion of pyramidal cores within the "Levallois" group. Both of these things probably indicate
that Aterian technology was seen as filling into a MPIMSA framework, into which all cores were
expected to fit.
T i e r (1958-59) presented an expanded range of possible core types for the Aterian, but his
subdivision, like the subdivision of tanged tools, is a mix of categories. Some core types he described
are based on the shape and preparation of the core ('klassic" and "triangularn Levanois cores), some
on the outcome of the happing (unsuuck,multiple strikes or overpassed Levallois cores),and some
on the method of core reduction (opposedplatfonn Levallois blade cores).
Interest in the method of preparation of Levallois cores has only recently become a matter

of serious study, but for over thirty years it has been recognised that there are methods of core
reduction which appear in quantity in northern Africa but not in Europe (Guichard and Guichard

1965). Distinctive "Nubian I" and "Nutdan 11" methods of Levdois reduction (Figure 3) were
documented fvst in the Nile valley for the "Nubian Middle Palaeolithic" (Guichard and Guichard
1965).However, even in the initial d e f ~ t i o nof these methods, it was noted that Nubian I1 cores
were known in the Maghrebian Aterian (Guichard and Guichard 1965: 69). N u b k I cores were
later noted by Van Peer (1986) for the Aterian from Algeria and Egypt6'
Descriptions of the technology of Aterian lithic reduction are only now being published
(Pasty 1997, 1998,1999, Wengler 1995a). PrelLninaryworkindicates that even wichin the
Mauritanian Sahara there is some variability in methods: at A r o u a b Pasty (1998) foundthat
centipetal, unidirectional and bi-dlectiond recurrent methods of reduction were employed, while at

El Amg he found that a unidirectional recurrent reductions were most common (Pasty 1997). In
Eastern Morocco Wengler (1995a) found that a recurrent method was employed, and that moa
preparation was centripetal.

The "Mowtenan"group includes: initial preparations, discoidal cores, tortoise shell cores,biconical cores, cores on
bifaces and various other cores. The "LeMUois"group is further subdivided into flake cores and bladdpoint cores. The
flake group includes: classic cores, triangular cores, semi-circular cores, cores with sevenl flake removals, struck and
reprepared,unstruck cores, struck mreiof hinged flakes, and s v u c k cores of overpassed flakes. The blade/point cores
indude: single platform cores, opposed platfor& cores, and pyramidal cores.
65 The use of the Nubian methods h recently been accorded significance in understanding the origins of modernity in
northern Africa (Van Peer 1998).

Figure 3. -- Nubian cores. Upper: Nubian 11point core; Lower Nubian I point core. F~omVan Peer
(1991a).
LevalIois, blade and facetting indices have long been calculated as part of At&m analyses.
Ferring (1975: 116) compiled a series of these that had been published by different audors. The

meaning of the variability in the values of the indices is not entirely evident. For ewnple, at Dar es
Soltan the Levallois index decreases over time, whereas at Taforalt the reverse is me,F d e r , the
index of the lowest ("Mourterian") level has a vdue that is intermediate between Ltwo superposed

Aterian levels at TaforaIt. Some of the variability in the value of the indices may be linked t o regional
variability: the Saouran sites have the lowest values for the Levdois index, followed bythe sites in
the Western Desert." The influence of the use of different raw materials and the question of impact
of site function on index values has not been discussed.
In sum, the following appears to be known of Aterian blank production:
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The Levallois method played an important role in blank production;

Even within small regions, there appears to be some variability in the way that the Levallois
method was employed;
The Aterian shares with other northern African MPNSA industries the production of pointed
flakes through 'Nubian I" and "Nubian II" Lwallois reductions(Guichard and Guichard 1965,
Van Peer 1986, 19913;

The Levdois method, when employed, was sometimes highly controlled with the resulting
flakes being thin with finely facetted talons; and
Other methods of reduction are known, including the production of blanks from discoidal
cores, pyramidal cores and "random" cores.
Tool 'I'echnology
Tixier (1958-1959)appears to have been the only person to describe in any d e t d methods of
tanging. According to him, Aterian tangs have the following characteristics:
The tang is always made on the base of the flake, specifically around the bulb of percussion. He
notes that when the ventral surface in not completelyretouched, it is possible to identify the
point of impact. According to Tixier, the thickest part of the flake was selected to make into a

tang.
The selection of this position for the tang took precedence over the symmetry of the fmal
product.
The tang was made using direct percussion flaking.
The hammerstone used to make tangs was not very thick, and was probably a small flat stone.
The tang was made by removing flakes to form deep notches on both sides of the bulb of
percussion. Flake removals may be from either the ventral or dorsal side of the flake. There
appears to be no preferred order for rernovds, and T i e r assem that making a tang is not

difficult, resulting in few mistakes.
Tangs may be fashioned by removing flakes from four sides, three sides, or two sides. Tangs
flaked on two sides, may have removals from the dorsal face only,the ventral face only, or from
alternate faces.

Pasty has recently looked at the blanks used for making tools from two sites in Mauritania
(Pascy 1997, 1998). Side-scrapers are made on a variety of flake types, while tanged tools are made

m&

"

on Levallois flakes.

Additionally, one wonders about h e effect of inter-observervaiabiliy in dassifylng objects as Levallois or nonLevallois (Cupeland 1983).
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A number of archaeologists have suggested that some Aterian tools were probablypnsnue

flaked. Caton-Thompson (1946: 91,130) illustrates pieces from Kharga she believes to have been
pressure flaked. Antoine (1950: 20) suggests that some of the retouch on tools of his Moroccan
Ateriam N was achieved by pressure flaking. Finally, Tixier (1958- 1959: 156) notes that some
Ateriam canged pieces are almost certady pressure flaked, and used material from Bkni Abbbs to
illustrate this. In the same vein, it should be mentioned that Antoine proposed that short scalar
retouch was characteristic of his "Aterian11". Parallel retouch is known from the MP/MSA
elsewhere: Bordes (1961: 8) indicates it is found on tools of the Mousterian of Acheulean tradition.

Faunal Assemblages

In contrast t o lithic materials, very little has been published on the nature of fauna from
Aterian sites. This is in part related to the fact that many Aterian sites are in surface context and
have no faunal bone associated. However, there are a number of important localities from the
Maghreb where materials were found in drrr associated with borne and/or shell (see Appendix 2).
Unfomnately, many such localities were excavated decades ago, and materials from different levels
were mixed during excavation (e.g., Grotte des Ours Pebruge l9O8]), or all of the faunal remains
were publishedin one Iin,irrespective of cultural association.None of the published faunal reports
separate bone deposited by carnivores from bone deposited by humans. None report the elements
present or the modifications to the bone. Only a very few indicate the frequency of different species,
and this only in terms of MSPO6'
Unworked Bone

The faunal materials recovered from Aterian localities are listed in Appendix 2 It must be
emphasised that the proportion of the bone from the listed localities that was accumulated by

humans is unknown. No small fauna are reported from most sites, and at this time it is not known
whether this is an artefact of recovery methods,whether small species were present but unidentified,
or wherher none were present.

h is possible to make a few observations. Carnivores (hyaenas, jackals, foxes and felids) are
present: in many instances, indicating that it is probable that non-humanagents accumulated a
portion of the faunal assemblages. Indeed, recent reanalysis of t h e faunal assemblage from Mugharet
el 'Ahya indicates that humans were not the sole accumulators of bone within the cave: the other
major accumulator was the spotted hyaena (Cr- mnttiz) ( W h , 1999 personal communication).
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Wrinn (1998) recently analysed the fauna from Mugharet el 'ALya but this has not yet been published
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Species represented at a number of localities include a variety of artiodactyls, such as: suids
(warthog and wild boar), one cervid (red deer), a number of b o d s (auroch, long-hornedbuffalo,
hartebeest, wildebeest, gazelles and barbary sheep) and hippopotamus. Additionally, remains of
several perissodactylswere recovered: these include rhinoceros and the Buchell's zebra. Species
present rarely, but worth noting are: elephanr, &fe

and monk seal. Most of the species

represented are mid- to large-sized m a d s . Wrinn's analysis indicated that the Aterian occupants
of Mugharet el 'Alrya were hunting p r m d y gazelle and zebra.

The faunal assemblages from Aterian sites are prima*

of interest for w h a they may

indicate about past habitat. Unfortunately, dl the published material comes from the Maghreb. This
region differs ecologicdly from the Sahara today, and likely did in the Late Pleistocene as well
(Butzer 1982). Therefore, generalisations about climate made on the basis of the Maghrebian fauna
cannot be extended to other regions in northern Africa.

In additim to mammalian fauna, shell has been recovered from a number of localities in the
Maghreb. While some terrestrial shells (Helix)are present n a d y , marine shells (Patella) were most

rob ably brought to habitation localities by humans. At one locality there is evidence of burnt shell,
suggesting they had been cooked (Roubet 1966). The presence of fish at Dar es Soltan (Ruhlmam
1951) and of fish and monk seal at Mugharet el 'Aka (Arambourg 1967) also suggest the use of
marine resources. If this was the case, it is an interestingindication of the variabiliry that must have
been present in adaptation within the Aterian Garcea (1996b)indicates that the distribution of
Aterian sites in areas close to water or in formerly watered places is likely to indicate heavier reliance
on fish and fowl than previously. Equally,it may be that the climate during the Aterian was such that
well-watered areas were "islandsin the desert" providing the only opportunities or better
opportunities for food-getting.In sum,h o s t nothing is known of the types of faunal resources
exploited during the Aterian.
Modified Bone and Shell
There are several instances of worked bone, ivoly and shell from sites in the Maghreb.
Several of these were proposed many years ago, and re-examination of the material may show that

they are not humanly worked? The objects are listed in Table 3, andindude bone used as anvils,
bone modified in butchery, and worked bone objects.
Cut marks on bone related to butchery practices are not uncommon in Stone Age contexts.

The only cut bones reported from Aterian contexts comes from the Mugharet el '+a
-

(Howe 1967:

-

W k (1999 personal communication)indicates that the "workedbone " from Mugharet el 'Aliya is not, in his opinion,
humanly worked
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141-3). These include deeply cut pieces, suggesting intentional cutting of bone rather than butchery
cut marks.The lack of reported butchery cut marks indicates, most likely, that analysts have not
examined bone from this point of view.
Table 3. -- Reported worked bone and shell objects from Aterian localities.
Locality
Mugharet el 'ALya

Dar es Soltan I
El Miasra

Oued Djebbana
Zouhrah Cave

Object
Publication
15 possible pieces or worked bone, including: Howe (1967: 141)
5 pieces possibly used as anvils
7 cut pieces
3 incised horn cores of Dorcas' gazelle
Two pieces of ivory, apparentlyworked
Ruhlmann (1951: 4748, 141)
4 "bone tools" includq:
El Hajraoui (1994)
1 spatula
1 broken probable double point
2 pieces of worked bone
Pierced marine shell
Morel (1974a)
Pierced bone
DebCnath (1992: 715)
-

The use of bone in stone working as anvils and percussors is indicated from other Stone Age
contexts of comparable age and older through direct evidence on bone, and through attributes of
stone tools indicating soft hammer percussion (Griggo personal communication 1998, Inizan, et al.
1995). The almost complete lack of objects of this form should also be considered an artefact of

analyucd history.
The fashioning of tools from bone, ivory or antler is also known for the Mousterian and, as
Hayden (1993: 117) points out, should not be considered unusual. Given that bone-workirgand
wood-workingare conceptually similar and that there is ample evidence, direct and indirect, for
wood-workingin the Lower Palaeolithic, evidence 6or worked bone and wood is expected from the
MP/MSA. Indeed, uncontested worked bone is known from the MSA of Central Africa (Yellen, et

al. 1995). Worked wood is known from Earlier Stone Age (ESA) contexts at Kalarnbo Falls in
eastern Africa (Clark1969).
Decorative Artefacts
Artefact classes other than flaked stone and faunal bone may have sipficance to the
question of the origin of behavioural modernity. The Aterian shows sporadic evidence for such
artefacts. It is unclear whether their absence on sites is real or apparent: surface contexts are unlikely
to have any preserved organics, and objects such as ochre and fancy projectile points, if found, are
likely t o be considered later additions. Furthermore, many of the sites where the Aterian was found

in buried contexe were excavated many years ago ad information from these excavations is
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unsatisfactory for a variety of reasons.69The change from "archaic" to "modern" hurnanbehaviour
is generally thought to coincide with the change in the archaeological record from the MPIMSA t o
the UP/LSA v e i n 1989, Mellars and Stringer 1989, Scringer and Gamble 1993). Trar lists of
"modem behaviournhave been drawn up and debated (e.g., Klein 1992, 1995, Mellars 1989). It has
been argued, however, that these lists do not really address the question of the underlying difference
between modem and non-modern behaviour. It may be more useful to look at the difference as
consisting of living in "a cognitively structured world rather than a n a n d l y structured world"
(Brooks 1996: 160).
According to Brooks (1996: 160) modem humans live within a constructed social and mental
landscape, whereas non-moderns live in a natural landscape of "trees, rocks and waterholes".
Modem humans define themselves in terms of ethcity, plan in advance KO do things at specific
times, and possess histories and mythologies.
The way in which modem humans came to live in such a "cognitively structured world" is
debated. The predominant view appears to be that there was a quick, but signdicant change in
human behaviour between the MP/MSA and UPILSA Stringer and Gamble hold this view:

The onset of symbolic behaviour can be compared to the flick of a switch....Symbolism
involves making mental substitutions and appreciating associations between people, objects
and contexts; once established, symbolism cannot simply be dropped or forgotten. (Stringer
and Gamble 1993: 203)
This "flick of the switch model might reflect the European evidence7' but it does not explain the
African evidence well,"
Artefacts expected of modern humans which are associated with symbolic behaviour include
items of personal ad om men^ (beads, ochre), art, offerings, intentional burids with grave goods and
other objects with a strong stylistic component indicating the intention to communicate individual
or group identity of the maker or user of the piece,

Ochre
The possible uses of ochre encompass "functionaln activities, such as for curing of hides and
as an odour suppressant, as well as "artistic" and "symbolicn activities, in which it is used as a
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These indude a lack ol reliable reporting, no publication of stratigraphy,and excavation procedures which resulted in

mixing of artefacts from different strata.

Brooks and Stiner argue that even in Europe the change may have been less revolutionary than originally described
(Brooks 1996: 165, Stiner 1994).
71 The applicability of this model to the European record is questionable because the comparison drawn is between the
archaeologicalrecords associated with Neanderthals and modem Homawpim. Evidence suggests that the modems
mimed into Europe and were not, forthe most part, descended born Neanderthals.
70

pigment. It has also been suggested that ochre may have been used prehistorically fcr its curative
properties (Velo 1984).

Rubbed and worn ochre pieces have been reported from buried contexts at Bir Tarfawi
(Grey Phase 1) and Bir Sahara (Close 1993: 337,Wendorf and Close 1993: 509, demonstrating its
use in Egypt prior to the Aterim. Mining of significant quantities of ferrous pigments is known from

the southern African MSA (l3eaumont 1973), and is thought to date to ca. 120 ka (Troeng 1993).
Ochre is known from a number of African MSA localities (Knight, et al. 1995), and there are

indications that the use of iron-based pigment has considerable antiquiry within Africa (Barham
Ochre or pigment has been reported from at least four excavated Aterian localities: Oued

Djebbana (Morel 1974a: 76),El Guettar (Gruet 1954: 3 1-32), O d Djouf el Djemel (Morel 1978:
488) and Oglat Chachia (Reygasse 1919-20). It is interesting to note that these four localities are
found in close proximity to one another, in inland Algeria and Tunisia. The ochre reported from

Owd Djebbana includes a yellow and a red piece. There is no indication of whether these pieces
were ground or rubbed, nor is there any information on the local availability of ochre in this region.

Pendants
The other general category of objects interpreted as used for personal adornment, and found
associated with the Aterian, is pierced objects. There are three published occurrences.Morel (1974a:
76) reports a pierced marine shell from O w d Djebbana. The shell is identified as the marine species,
A&grbbaartt.
Camps-Fabrer points out that this species is commonly found in European UP
sites (Camps-Fabrer 1960: 91).72Based on the photograph in Morel (1974a: 76), it isdifficult to
evaluate whether the object is actually intentionally pierced, or whether it was accidentally broken.
Nevertheless, the object remains interesting due to the fact that it is a marine shell and Oued
Djebbana is located 200 km from the present coasdine (Morel 1974a: 77)."
A second pierced objea is reported by Debhath from Zouhrah Cave at El Harhoura (1991:
55,1992: 715,1994: 22). It is described as:

... a small caning in bone, 20 mm high with a circular hole and polish that could indicate
the object was suspended by a line passing through the hole. (Debbath 1992: 715)"
With respect to the UP, Camps-Fabrer suggests that this type of shell was t r d over a large area (CampsFabrer
1960:91).
73 Note that shells found at Qafzeh also indicate long distance transport (Bar-Yosef 1989: 178). In this case the objects
are not pierced, but they are also non-edible.
74 My translation.The original reads: "... une petite sculpture en os d'une vingpine de millinhes de hauteur pr&engnt
une cannelure circulaire et un poli qui font qu'ell auriat pu htrr porthe suspendu par un lienpassant dans cene cannelue"
(DebCnath 1992:715).
72
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It is not iuustrated and no further description of the objea appears to have been published,

Debknath (1991: 55) indicates nothing about the context in which the object was found.
The fmal group of pierced objects associated with the Aterian consists of two pierced and
two

pierced stones from Seggedim in Niger (Tina 1978, 1983: 235-242). These objects are

o n blackish quartzitic sandstone ( j qwnitau:nobh),the same raw material as the bulk of the rest
of the Seggedim stone tool assemblage Fillet 1978: 273). They are flakes or flake fragments, and

TiUet asserts that the piercing was intentional (Tdlet 1978, 1983). The profile of the perforation on
the two fully pierced pieces indicates that they were worked from both sides (Tilla 1978: 274). Tilla
(1978: 274) suggests that stone piercers recovered at Seggedim might have been used to make such
perforations. All of these objects were found in surface context in "Zone A",a cLrular area 6.9
metres in diameter. At the centre of this area is a pile of stones and charcoal,interpreted as a hearth
(Ellet 1983: 197-8). Tillet does not describe any later material associated with this locality, and
therefore it is assumed that the pieces are Aterian.
The social contern of these few objects is difficult to evaluate. Objects of personal
adornment are not understood to exist in isolation. Rather, they occur as part of a social system in

which people demonstrate their roles, individuality, group membership, ethnicity, or wealth within
society using these types of objects. How do we interpret objects such as these, occurring as isolates?
Is there a utilitarian explanation for the pierced stones?Is the pierced shell an artefact of nature?

Could the same be m e of the pierced bone object? Elsewhere in Africa, there are other indications
of isolated pierced objects of similar or greater antiquity (T'roeng 1993).

It should also be noted that tanging suggests socket hafting, although this is clearly not the
only way to haft a tanged object (Clark 1982: 264). If socket hafting were used in the Aterian, then
drilling technology could have been part of the c u l t ~ r a l ~ k n ~ w - h o w
Toobidencified
".~~
as "pierces"

are found in Aterian contexts (e.g., Tillet 1978). The possibility of the transference of technological

knowledge from one materid to another may explain the presence of pierced objects on a variq of
materials in different areas.

There are relatively few reports of Aterian sites with features. Open air sites have often been
subject to erosion and consist only of surface scatters of tools and debris. In such cases, deflation
may result in displacement and lateral spread of artefacts.There are two cave sites with indications

75 It is also possible that socket hafting was used and that tanged tools were inserted into handles or foreslnkr that a~1.e
already hollow or could be easily drilled, such as horn, long bone segments or some types of plants, Funher, it is

possible to hollow some materialswithout drilling using heat (Kleindiensc, personal communication2000).
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of Aterian features: Dar es Soltan I1 (DebCnath, et al. 1983-84) and ElHarhoura (DebCnath 1994).
The presence of features oniy at sites recently excavated suggests that they may have been present in

other cave localities but were not recognised.
Structural and "Functional"Features

Aterian features and possible features of a functional nature are listed in Table 4. There is
little doubt that fire was employed during the Aterian, which raises the problem of why there is so
little evidence for it. At o d y one localityhas a concentration of stones been interpreted as a hearth
(Tilet 1984). At other localities, discoloration in the soil and concenmtions of ash have indicated

the presence of a hearth @ebCnath 1994, Debknach, et al. 1983-84).Indirect evidence of a fire
comes from Chaperon Rouge 1(burned flints) (Texier 1985-86), and from El Harhoura (burned
sandstone) (DebCnath 1994).
Table 4. -- Structural features reported from Aterian localities.
Locality
Seggedim
Taforalt

Nature of Feature
Hearth
Hearth

Rhafas

Hearth
Hearth (?):area with a concentration of

Oued Djebbana

Publication
Tiller (1984)
Debknath (1994),
Debknath et al. (1983-84)
Debknath (1994)
Morel (1974a)

ash
Seggedim
Chaperon Rouge 1
Zouhrah
Seggedim
Adrar Bous

Post holes
Post holes, fded w
ith stone
Piles of stone possibly used for wedging
posts
Palisade, or fence
Lookout

Tillel: (1984)
Texier (1985-86)
Debhath (1994)
Tillet (1984)
Clark (1982)

Features d a t e d to structures are known from only a few localities. Post-holes could indicate
the use of some form of tent for shelter. It is interestingto note that these post-holes are found
both at open-air sites and, in one case, in a cave PebCnath 1994).
Evidence for windbreaks and lookouts is also meagre, although there are suggestions of both
from Central Saharan localities. The archaeological remains from these types of structures may be
ephemeral, and/or may have been reused by later people, decreasing h e likelihood of identification
as Aterian.

"Symbolic" Features
Fearures of a possible symbolic significance are very few. The best k n u m among these is
the cairn of stone balls from El Guettar, a site &at is often identified as aMousteriann(Gruet 1955).
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This cairn was found in a spring and within it were stone tools, including a tanged tool, and bones. It
is worth noting that two stone balls were also found in the nearby spring deposit at Oglat Chachia.

Another pile of none of unknown function was discovered at Dar es Soltan 11, but this pile
contained little chipped stone or bone (Debinath, et d. 1983-84).The functional or symbolic nature
of these stone piles has not been explored in any depth. Given the dearth of evidence for symbolic

behaviour in the Aterian, functional explanations should be sought before stone piles are accepted as
indicative of such behaviour.

No burials are known from the Aterian. None of the human skeletal material recovered to
dare suggests intentional burial; all specimens were found in cave deposits as isolated bones.76The
taphonomy of these bones has not been studied, and no literature indicates how they may have

come to be buried in these caves.There are indications that these caves were used by carnivores and
scavengers, which raises the possibility that burials were either disturbed, or that the human bones

were brought into the caves by carnivores. It should be noted, however, that no one has described
carnivore teeth marks on any of the human bone.
Table 5. -- Aterian stone piles
Locality

Nature of Feature
Publication
Cairn of stone balls, flints and bones on a shelf at Gmet(1950,1954,
in the spring
1955,1958-59)
Dar es Soltan 11 Pile of sandstone blocks, 80 cm in diameter, 5
Debhath (1983-84)
levels high, with occasional bone fragments, and
stone tools within

El Guettar

Rock art is ubiquitous in northern Africa. It consists of both ~aintedand engraved art and a
number of themes and styles have been recognised (cf. Le Quellec 1987, Lhote 1970,1972)." It is
rare to fmd rock arc localities with associated archaeology, and dating of art has been mostly

typ01ogicd (Aurnassip 1997). Aumassip (1997) has recently suggested that some of the engraved

Saharan rock art might older than is generally accepted. She bases this suggestion on the presence of
variation in weathering of engraved lines and the superposition of art from different periods.
Further, there are indications that some lines were exposed to erosion from sandblasting prior to the
formation of patina, and the extinct long-homed buffalo (Pelooeic)is a figure in older engravings.

Fin*,

the similarity in artistic themes of ancient art of the Sahara and Maghreb suggests it could be

attributed to a cultural unit present in both areas. All of these factors, Aumassip (1997) suggests,

point to the "Aterians" as the possible makers of the earliest art.
Most of these fossils were recovered recently by archaeologists and there can be no doubt that they were not found as
"burials".
77 There is an enormous lirerature on northem African rock an. These are only examples of monographsdealing with
the topic.
76
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Aumassip's assertion that if the Aterians were modern Horn*

s p m they should be

considered as possible maken of this art is we1 taken. This is especially true if a terminal date of ca.

20,000 years ago for the Aterian is accepted. Dating of the patina on some of the older art may help
to clarify this matter. Unfortunately the dating of the extinction of Pelomi is likely to be of little
consequence, as ~s extinction appears to have been geologically recent (Gentry 1978).78

Use of S ~ a c e

T h e manner in which space was used during the Aterian has been little studied on either the
inua-site or the inter-site levels. On the intra-sitelevel, there is only one instance of designation of
"activity areas" at an Aterian localiry. Tillet found that artefacts at Seggedirn were located in three

areas: two fairly small, dense clusters and one large, diffuse spread. Interpretation of this pattern is
hindered by the impossibility of determining whether the clusters were produced
contemporaneously, sequentially, or both. If, as most researchers have assumed, Atexian populations
were mobile foragers living in small groups, clustering of artefacts on large surfaces rob ably
indicates use of the same general area on numerous occasions rather than prolonged use on one
occasion, although intensive use on one occasion is possible. Use and reuse over a long ~ e r i o din an
area unstructured by n a d site features (e.g., trees, yardang~,'~
cave walls), combined with surface

exposure for tens of thousands of years may result in a diffuse scatter of mefacts without
discernible intra-site spatial

When dusters do occur, we should not assume that they

reflect deposition at one moment in time (Ebert 1992: 188-89).
Nothing has yet been published on the spatial distribution of artefacts within caves, although

in many cases it would appear that it was impossible to identify living floors within caves. None
were identified at Mugharet el '@a, El Khenzira or Dar es Soltan I (Howe 1967,1936, Ruhknann
1951).
Raw material sourcing has provided one avenue for examination of use of space in larger
regions. Clark (1993b) noted that the raw material used most commonly at Adrar Bous was not

found locally, but rather some 280 krn distant. This could be taken t o indicate either a high degree of
mobility or the presence of trade networks.
Wengler (1990) has studied the use of differentraw materials in Eastern Morocco during

both the "Mousterian" and the Ate&.

He found that for both a variety of raw materials was used.

Locally available materials were represented in highest proportion, while those that were obtained
78

The date of extinction of P$omritmraiprur in nonhem Africa is unknown. There is evidence its persistence in southern

Africa to bemeen 11 and 12 ka (Geny 1978: 568).

Yardurgs are steeply sided hills that are rhe products of wind erosion in arid climates.
On a regional scale, artefact dusters (sites)should be easy to recognise and delineate.
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from the greatest distance were used least (Wengler 1990). Some of the raw materials represented
appear to have come from up to 100km from the locality where they were found (Wengler 1990:

353). A number of possible mechanisms could explain the presence of "exotic" raw material:
exchange, trips to obtain raw material, or procurement during seasonal migration. Wengler believes
the last possibility to have been the most likely (1990: 353).
Another examination of the use of space within regions was undertaken by Tillet, who
looked at a number of localities in the Air Mountains of the Central Sahara.He points out that a
number of Aterian habitation localities surround the mountains (e.g., Adrar Bous), but that within
the mountains themselves the only known Aterian localities are workshop sires. He further asserts

that none of the mountains in the Central Sahara were occupied during the Aterian (Tillet 1991).
However, recent work in the interior highlands of Libya by the Italo-LibyanJoint mission appears to
disprove this (Cremaschi, et al. 1998).

Distribution of Aterian Sites in Northern Africa
One of the most interesting aspects of the Aterian is its distribution in noxthern Africa. The
Maghreb is well explored, but the Sahara, particularly in the east, is comparatively poorly known.

The result of this research history is that the distributionof Aterian localities, as it is now known, is
probably somewhat skewed. Nevertheless, several important observations are possible.

The distribution of the Aterian corresponds to what is now arid northern Africa. While there
have been suggestions of a Guinea Aterian in Ghana (Davies 1967), the materials illustrated are not
clearly ranged objects such as are described by Tixier (1967b). While the MSA of western and central
Africa is not well described, the same is not true of eastern Africa, and there is certainly no
indication of the Aterian in Kenya or southern Sudan.
There are nvo areas in northern Africa from which the Aterian is mysteriously absent.
Notably, there are only ephemeral indications of the Aterian in CyrenaicagL(McBumeyand Hey
1955), and the Nile
Cyrenaica, like the Maghreb, is environmentallyseparated from the rest of northern Africa.
It would be tempting to invoke an environmental explanation for the absence of the Aterian from
this region; but, there is a strong Aterian presence on the similarly separated Algerian and Tunisian
littoral. This points, perhaps, to a cultural explanation: Cyrenaica is the only region of northern
Africa, outside the Nile Valley, in which an UP industrial complex is claimed (McBumqr 1967)."
The 'Ateriann levels at the Haua Fteah include no m e unged tooh (McBumey 1967).
There is only one recent claim for the Aterian from the Eastern Deselr of Egypt (Van Peer, er al. 1996).
83 The presence of an UP complex similar to that found in the Near East in Cyremica but not i
nthe intervening spaces
is suggestive of the use of boats.
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Dating of the Dabban and of the Aterian in Libya and Egypt may help to determine whether the
two complexes are contemporary, and, therefore, whether it is possible that the reason the Aterian
does not occur in Cyrenaica is c u l d .
There have been sporadic claims for the Aterian in the Nile Valley (Carlson 1967,Carlson

and Sigstad 1968, Sandford 1934, Seligrnan 1921). However, only in Wadi Kubbaniya has a tanged
object similar to those of the Aterian been found in association with other MSA material (Singleton
and Close 1980).84
The absence of the Aterian from the Nile Valley is almost certainly related to
both cultural and environmental factors (KIeindienst2000). Archaeological research over the last
century has documented a long human presence in the Nile Valley, and therefore it seems
reasonable to assume that the movement of "Aterians" into the Nile Valley would involve incursion
into the tenito~yof other human groups. Secondly, the environmentalconditions of the Nile Valley
were certainly ve~ydifferent than those of the Western Desert. Use of the v d e y by groups living in
the oases would have required the acquisition of knowledge of a different flora and fauna,and of the
dangers present in the valley.
Given the correspondence berween the distribution of the Aterian and the boundaries of

arid northern Africa,it would be tempting to see this complex as one adapted t o arid conditions.
Unfortunately, we do not have a good understanding of either past climates or of the chronological
place of the Aterian, and at this time discussion of adaptation remains largely conjecture.
Garcea (1996a) points out that Aterian sites are often found where water was present in the
past. Indeed, there are indications that, in some regions, the Aterian was a complex oriented to
exploitation of marine resources. As has already been indicated, the area in which the Aterian sites

are found in highest density is the A l g e h littoral, and this can be taken as indirect evidence for the
use of fish or shellfish (Caton-Thompson 1946: 107).There are at least three Aterian localities on
islands, one off the Mauritanian coast I(rd.let 1989: 93) and two off the Algerian coast (Vuilkmot
1954). It is not clear whether these areas were islands during their Aterian use. If they were,

however, this suggests the use of watercraft and reinforces the possibity of a marine adaptation.
Other areas in which Aterian sites are fo'oundinclude wadis (e.g., the Saoura, Shati),oases
(e.g., Tabalbalat, Kharga, Dakhleh) and other regions where water was once present. As noted
above, it is not clear whether these areas were occupied because they were the only habitable regions
of the Sahara, or because the water-based resources were preferred. This distribution may also
reflect the areas where archaeological research has concentrated.

The Wadi Kubbaniya material is problematicand will be further discussed in Chapter 7.
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Whatever the climatic conditions in the past, there were probably ~ i ~ c adifferences
n t
benveen the climate and available resources in the Maghreb and the Sahara. This points either to a

migration,or to exploitation of different resources in different parts of the continent. h is interesting
to ask whether the stylistic attributes of the Aterian are connant between the Maghreb and the
Sahara.

Sunlrnary
The Aterian is a MP/MSA Technocomplex with an enormous geographic distribution. The

lithc artefacts of the Aterian are the best described of any aspect of its material culture, yet
questions remain surroun&g the identification of the Aterian in the absence of tanged tools. The

fauna found in Aterian contexts indicates the exploitation of large herbivores, but the only area from

which f a d assemblages are known is the Maghreb. Further, the extent to which said assemblages
were accumulated by carnivores, not humans is unclear. There are a number of instances of objects
indicating behaviour characterised as "modern": llse of ochre, making of bone tools, enda ants, and
the inferred use of watercraft. However, all of these objeas occur in isolation, and some of them are
of questionable status because they were recovered and reported many years ago. Interpretation of
such objects is difficult,but they raise questions about the nature and origin of "modern behaviourn,
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Figure 4. -- Approximare lofation ofsites discussed in Chapter 3. Afrer Fening (1975) and Tkier (l967b).

There is a small collection of Late Pleistocene human bone from n o d e r n Africa relevant to
the Aterian problem. Onlycranial bones are associated with Arerian material. Human skeletal
remains associated with the Aterian come exclusively from sites in Morocco (Hublin 1993). Human

bone associated with other North African MPIMSA archaeological materials have been found in the
Maghreb (Hublin 1993), Cyrenaica (Tobias 1967) and the Nile Vallqr (Vermeersch, et 4.1998).
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Figure 5. -- Approximate locations of recovered Late Pleistocene human skeletal remains from
northern Africa. Modified from Ferring 0975)and Tixier (1967b) wirhdata from Debtnath (1986)
and Vermeersch et al. (1984%1998).
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Aterian" Human Skeletal Remains

There are five or possibly six localities in Morocco where human s k e l d remains have been
recovered in association with Aterian rna~erials.~~
A number of these specimens were found out of

archaeologicd context, and their association with Aterian artefacts remains unconfirmed. The
identification of these specimens has changed over time (Minu&-Purvis 1993, Senyiirek 1940). They
are generally described as robust (e.g., Debhath 1980, 1992,Ferembach 1976b,Hublin 1993), which

refers both to their large size and to the pronounced markings o n them.

The fust human bones discovered in association with Aterian materials come from the High
Cave at Tangier Wugharet el 'ALya, one of the Caves of Hercules) (Senykek 1940). Theyconsist of

a portion of a juvenile maxilla with an unerupted canine and two unerupted premolars; an adult
Thelist of faunal remains from the caves of El Xhenzira in Morocco indude 'Homo" f o r k e l B, Cavc I (Ruhlmm
1936:3 1). The specimen is not further identified, nor is the provenance of the material discussed. Led B is considered
to be Aterian (Rufilmaflfl1936). It is assumed, because this specimen is never referred to in the literature, rhat it was
considered inuusive or a mis-identification.
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upper left second molar; and two undescribed teeth (Hublin 1993). Seqiirek (1940) and
subsequently Briggs (1955, 1967) describe the maxilla and molar in detail. The context in which the
human bones were found is problematic,as Minugh-Purvis (1993) discusses. DebCnath (1992: 714)
questions the association of the Tangier specimens with Aterian archaeological remains but most
authors accept the attribution to the Aterian (Howell 1982, Oakley, et al. 1977).
Senyiirek argues that they could be assigned to the taxon H o m ~ s l s i (Senyurt&
s
1940). This determination was based on, among other things, the size of the maxilla and the absence
of the canine fossa. Briggs is more cautious: initially he concurred with Senyiirek,but cautioned
against pushing the evidence too far prigs 1955: 19). I n 1967, he suggested that the Tangier maxilla
together with other bones from the Maghreb could point to local evolution, distinct from that of
Neanderthals (Briggs 1967: 191).
Recently the maxilla has been re-examined. Myster and Smith (1990) have compared it with a
number of Neanderthal and recent human sub-adult specimens. They measured a number of meuic

and non-metric attributes and conclude that the Tangier maxilla is more similar to Neanderthals
than to H

m sapiszs sapiszs.

&ugh-Purvis

(1993) also compared the Tangier maxilla to recent skeletal material and

Neanderthal specimens. Her re-analysis was carried out based on the premise that features used to
determine the taxonomic status of adult specimens are not necessady useful in the identification of
juvenile specimens. She concludes that the maxilla should be assigned to the taxon Homo qim
subspecies indet., and that it has more affraities with the other North African Upper Pleistocene
material than it does with. European Neanderthal specimens.

Taforalt
The Taforalt specimen is a parietal fragment that Roche discovered in 1951 (Oaklqr, et d.
1977: 85, Roche 1953a).There is little doubt that the level in which it was discovered is Aterian: it
contained tanged tools, bifacial foliates, small bifaces and endscrapers. Roche identified the industry
as "evolved Ateriann (see Appendix 6: Baht), similar to that from Bed 6 at Mugharet el 'Aliya
(Roche 1953a: 378). Ferembach mentions the bone in the context of a description of the EpiPalaeolithic human remains from Taforalt,but she concludes that the piece is too small to serve as a
basis for any useful statements (Ferembach, et al. 1962). This specimen has not been included in
recent summaries of Aterian skeletal material (DebCnath, et al. 1982, Hublin 1993).

The human bones from Tbmara (Groae des Contrabandiers) include a mandible found in

1956 and some cranial fragments found in 1975 (Roche 1976, Roche and Texier 1976)~'.The
mandible was discovered in association with an "Upper Aterian" indusuy (see Appendix 6: Bdout),
but initially Vallois and Roche (1958) suggested that it dated either to the Upper Achedean or to the
"Lower Aterian", and that it was contemporaneous with the Rabat specimen. Breccia adhering to
rhe mandible was found to be chemically similar to that on the wall above the level in which the

bone was found (Roche 1979,and on this basis it was assigned an earlier date (Vallois and Roche
1958). Further excavations at Tknara resulted in the discovery of the cranial fragments, also in

association with an "Upper Aterian" industry, apparently clarifying the association of the mandible

(Roche 1976).
Different ideas have been put forward regarding rhe taxonomic status of these specimens.

Inidally Vallois and Roche (1958) suggested that some attributes of the mandible could be
considered more primitive than those of Neanderthal skeletal material and some attributes could be
considered more evolved. On the other hand, comparison of the cranial fragments with
Lberomamian skeletoos from Taforalt led Ferembach to conclude that "Lecrke ckrkbral de

1' H o m e atkrien est, sms conteste, celui d'un Homsapiens q%m" (Ferembach 1976a: 179).
Similarities between the Tkmara bones and earlier specimens from Morocco have been noted
Ferembach 1998,Saban 1998) and these materids are thought to provide support for an in situ
model of evolution of Homospins sapinain northern Africa (Ferembach 1998).

Dar es Soltane I1
The human skeletal material from Dar es Soltane TI comprises the largest group associated
with Aterian mefaas. Debknath discovered these bones in 1975. They include fragments from at
least three individuals, including one juvenile and one adolescent (Debbath 1975: 876). All d t h e
recovered remains are cranial fragments (Debinath 1975: 876). The adult cranium and mandible

par-es-Soltane 5) is the most complete specimen associated with the Aterian, and the only one

from Dar es Soltane I1 that has been completely described (Ferembach 1976b). Ferembach is of the
opinion that the Dar-es-Soltane5 is also Horn*

@but it is described as larger than modem

16 Tn 1976,Roche was somehow unaware of the Mugharet el 'Aliya specimens and considered the T
b and Talforalt
specimens to be the only&ring Aterian fossils:'... la mich6ie de Tem?raa CtC le prt&vestige de 1'Homme atirien
qui ait & t iI& a jour, si I'on Wepte le petit fragment de voae cr&mne r6coIt6 iTaf&" (Rocheand Texier 1976:
47). Similarly, in 1971,Tixier (1972: 125) was either unaware of the Mugharet el 'Aliyaspecimen, or did not consider it to
be associated with the Aterim, "The Aterian man is still unknown, except for the h o s t worthless fragment at

Taforalt,"
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or Iberomaumian populations (Ferernbach 1976b). In particular, the transverse dimensions in the

region of the orbits are greater than those of modem populations (Ferernbach 1976b). H u b h
(1993) reviews the description of the Dar-es-Soltane 5 specimen, pointing out that while the
specimen is quite large, it does not fall outside the range of modern variation. A craniomeuic
analysis of the specimen supports its assignment to AMH Prauer and Rimbach 1990).
The context in which the Dar-es-SoltaneI1 specimens were found leaves open some
question about their archaeological association. They are described as "restes humains tr2s
probablement atkriens" (DebCnath 1976: 181). DebCnath (1976: 181, 1978: 9) writes that while the
cave was rich in human bone, it was not correspondingly rich in fauna and archaeological remains,

making typological identification of the material difficult. Specifically, the f o s s i b d i ~of the
Aterian, ranged objects and foliates were "rare" (Debbath, et al. 1986): one rang was recovered
(Debhath, et al. 1983-84). Description of the Dar es Soltane I1 assemblage is cursory, at best
(DebCnath, et al. 1983-84).~'In addition, the description of the stratigraphy of the cave does not
confirm the Aterian association of the human skeletal material: it was found on top of a layer of
marine sand, and underneath a sandstone block. The Aterian artefacts were found in the stratum
overlymg this block (DebCnath, et al. 1982, Hublin 1993). Therefore, the possibility remains open
that the human skeletal material from this location could be pre-Aterian.

Zouhrah cave (El Harhoura) was discovered in 1976 during house constmction and salvage
excavations were undertaken at the site. The human skeletal material recovered include a canine and
a mandible without the ascending rami. All of the molars and the left second premolar are present
(DebCnath 1979-80,1980).The specimens were found in association with a pointerromtine
(DebCnath 1980:85 I), which is a good indication of Aterian association. Unfortunately, the lithic
assemblage found in association with the human bones at this locality was also small (DebCnath
1980: 851). The mandible is described as large, but again within the range of Homo qkm upiazs
(Debinath 1980).No site report describing the accompanying artefacts has been published.

This specimen is mentioned in several articles by DebCnath (1991, 1992, 1982), but it has not
been described in print. It is a fragmentary skull found near Rabat in 1980 in sandstone attributed to
the Soltanian. It has not been studied, and Debhath (1992: 714) goes so far as to suggest that it is

probably lost.

Determination of the taxonomic status of the Aterian-related specimens is problematic.

+

Today,researchers consider that they fall within the range of variability of Homo
suplns
(Hublin 1993). However, they are large, panicdarly with respect to the masticato~apparatus
(Ferembach 1976a,1976b,Senyiirek 1940). In the past, the large size has led some to conclude that
the bones have "Neanderthaloid" affdties (Brigs 1955,Myster and Smith 1990,Senyiirek 1940).
Ferembach (l976a, 1976b)and Hublin (1993) view these specimens as modem Homo spm

rapiens. It would appear that these specimens lack derived N e a n d e d traits: in his review of the
northwest African material Hublin (1993: 125) points out that the earlier Jebel khoud specimens do
not show evidence of Neanderthal apomorphies (Hublin 1993)? Tentatively, I suggest that if these
were present on the later Aterian specimensthat Hublin and Ferembach attribute to Homo q h s

sapiens, Hublin would have indicated so. Both modern, derived features and primitive features, such
as large teeth and a wide cranium, are present (Hublin 1993: 127).

er human skeletal material associated with the MP/MSA of northm Africa
There are several other localities in northern African where human bone has been found in
association with MP/MSA materials. These are Jebel Irhoud in Morocco (Ennouchi 1962b, 196313,

1969,Hublin, et al. 1987), the Haua Fteah in Libya (McBumey 1967), andNazlet hater and
Taramsa W in the Nile Valley (Vermeersch, et al. 1998).

Jebel Irhoud
The human bones from Jebel Irhoud are perhaps the most widely known group from N o d
Africa as they are most pertinent to the problem of the origin of anatomically modem humans. They
were discovered in amine in the cave of Jebel Irhoud, 55 km southeast of Safi, Morocco (Hubliq et
al. 1987). The fvst cranium Oebel Irhoud 1) was found by workers in the mine (Ennowhi 1962a,
1962b),and is a fairly complete specimen, missing the teeth and basi-occipitale(Oakle/,et d. 1977).
Ennouchi (1962b, 1963a, 1963b, 1968) undertook excavations and discovered Pleistocene fauna,
ostrich eggshell, stone artefacts and another human cranium (Jebel Irhoud 2). A juvenile mandible
aebel Irhoud 3) and a juvenile humerus (Jebel Irhoud 4) were discovered in the following few years

(Ennouchi1969, Hublin, et al. 1987). The lirhic materials were identified as "Moustedan" (Balout
1965), "sans trace d'At&enn (Arambourg 1965). T i e r later confirmed this identification (Hublin, er

al. 1987), adding that the rnaterial would not be out of place in Western Europe.
Wescription is limited to a shon list of the types oflithic mefacts recovered ('Debhth, et al. 1983-84: 29)
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Initially, the bones were taken as the first evidence of Neanderthals in Africa:s9
The skulls belong t o a well characteristic neanderthal type which evokes, in certain respects,
h a t of Jebel Kafzeh in Palestine.
This is the first time that true Neanderthals have been discovered in Africa.
(Ararnbourg 1965: 7)

Emouchi (1962a, 1962b) recognised that certain differences existed between the Irhoud 1 specimen

and Neanderthal specimens, but chose to emphasise the similarities of aspects such as the heavy
brow ridges, rnacrodonty, propathism, and a cranial capacity above average for AMH.
Recent re-examinations of the bones have led researchers to conclude that the Jebel Irhoud
specimens do not represent "African Neanderthalsn ( H u b 1993, Hublin and Tillier 1981, 1988,

Hublin, et al. 1987).None of the specimens examined show evidence of derived Neanderthal traits
and all show derived Hmsapiszs sapists tmits. The traits possessed by both the Jebel Irhoud and
Neanderthal specimens are primitive features (pleisiomorphies), such as the general siie of the skull
and mandible and platycephaly (Hublin 1993). One such primitive feature is macrodonty - a trah
that was also noted for the bones associated with Aterian materials. Hublin also points out the
siiarities between the Jebel Irhoud material and that from Qafzeh and Skhul (Hublin 1993).
The dating of the Jebel Irhoud material remains somewhat tentative due to the fact that only
one of the bones was recovered from a known provenance (Griin and Stringer 1991). Since its first
recovery, the material was thought to be of some antiquity, based on the fauna with which it was
found (Ennouchi 196~a).~O
Radiocarbon dating of bone found in association set the age of the
specimens at greater than 30 ka (Ennouchi 1966). Recent dating of three mammal teeth found in
association with Jebel Ihroud 4 has been conducted using Electron Spin Resonance (ESR)(Griin

and Stringer 1991).The range of the five age estimates produced suggest an age as old as Oxygen
Isotope Stage 6 (130-190 ka, Early U-uptake: 90-125 ka, Late U-uptake: 105-190 ka) (Griin and
Stxinger 1991). Grih and Stringer (1991) do not give the exact determinations, and with respect to
the overall age, they include the usual disclaimer that "more data are required". A Stage 6 occupation
would not be unexpected, given other dates on MSA and early anatomically modem Homo @TS.

Haua Fteah
The human skeletal material from the Haua Fteah consists of two left mandibular rami

('Tobias 1967).Theywere found in the layer immediately below those that McBurney suggested were

88

Eight features are lacking and are listed in Hublin (1993: 125-126).

Senyiirek (1940) had alreacty published the identification of the Mugharet el 'Ahya fossils as Neanderthal, but
Acunbourg (1965: 6) considered these materials inappropriate for making a definite identification.
Diagnostic fauna was found in association with archaeological material, not in association with the fossils (Oakley,et
al. 1977).
89
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"Aterian"(McBurney 1967):'

Radiocarbon dates bracket the layer with the human bones in it and

the layers McBurney designated "Aterian"between 43,400 1,300 B.P. WI)and 47,000
+3,200/-2,300 B.P. (IOMII)" (McBmey 1967: 71, Vogel and Waterbolk 1963: 171-172).

Tobias (1967: 347) saw a large number of similarities between these specimens and West
Asian Neanderthal ones from Tabun and Shanidar. He also noted that they share a few
characteristics with modern specimens. C h a m (1995b) notes that none of the derived Neanderthal
traits that Hublin and T i e r (1981) defmed are present. Other specimens that lack these
characteristics belong to a group of earlymodem Hornos~pisw(Skhul, Ksar Akil, Qafzeh) (Chazan
1995b).

The Nile Valley:Nazlet Khater and Taramsa Hill
Three Upper Pleistocene skeletons have been found in the Nile Vdey by the Belgian Middle
Egypt Prehistoric Project (Venneersch, et a. 1984b, 1998).An three of these skeletons have been
found in contexts that are interpreted as graves or intentional burials (1984b, Vermeersch, et d.
1998). The daring of these skeletons is discussed below. They are all assigned to the taxon Homo

sap.r-C sapiaw m o m a 1984,Vermeersch, et al. 1998).
Two skeletons were discovered in quarry pits at Nazlet Khater (Vermeersch, et al. 1984b).
One of these skeletons was v e q badly preserved and has not been subject to analysis. The second
has been analysed (Thoma 1984), and it is considered to be modem with archaic features

(Vermeersch, et al. 1984b). specifically, the large breadth of the mandibular ramus and the
straightness of the temporal squama suggest archaism (Vemeersch, et al. 1984b). HOW^, the

mandible differs from that of the Amud I Neanderthal mandibleg3(Thoma 1984: 294) and the
excavators suggest it is si&

t o the Dares Soltan II mandible (Vermeersch, et al. 1984a). Other

characters of the face, particularly alveolar pqpathism, attest to ALican affinities (Thoma 1984,
Vermeersch, e t al. 1984a).Unlike other Upper Pleistocene human bones from northern Africa, the
teeth are small (Thoma 1984: 289).

McBumey suggested that L a y m X X X I I / X X X I and XXWXXXI could be Aterim (McBumey 1967: 119-121). This
is based on the presence of four possibly tanged objects. For &is reason, I examined the lithic material from lay33
X X R - X X X l . The total number of objects excavated from these levels is very small, and therefore the possibility that
rhis materid is Aterian cannot be excluded. The sampleexamined did npr app%r to be typical of the Aterian and
contained no tanged tools. However, I examined the Ham Fteah material at the outset of my analyses. Therefore, I am
not f d y confident that it is not Aterian.
92 Given the limitations of radiocarbon dating, these dates should be considered infinite.
93 Specifically,the height and breadth of the mandibular farnus are high forthe Nazlet Khater specimen, and low for the
Amud I NemderJlal. Conversely,h e biconykr diameter of rhe Amud specimen is high, while that of the Nazlet Khater
mandible fds within the range of variation of Nubim Epi-Paheolithic males (Thorn 1984).
91
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The skeleton is dated only on the basis of anefact association (Vermeersch, et al. 1984b).94A

"bifacial ax" found with it, and interpreted as a " b u d $in bears similarity to those found at a
nearby localitythat dates to between 30,000 and 35,000 B.P. (1984%Vermeersch, et al. 1984b)."
The poorly preserved Taramsa Hill skeleton was found in a Middle Palaeolithic quany pit
covered by soils formed during the Holocene and by dump deposits from MP/MSA quarrying

activity ('Vermeersch,et al. 1998). The position of the skeleton and the nature of the fd around it
suggest to the excavators that it also was an intentional burial (Vermeersch, et al. 1998), althagh

others suggest the position indicates disposal of the body without burial (Kleindienst personal
communication 2000). The stratigraphy of the site is complicated and Vermeersch et al. indicate that
there are several phases of Middle Pdaeolithic quarrying represented. The authors accept an average

OSL date of 55,500

* 3,700 B.P. on "late Middle Palaeolithic" suggesting that this may be one of

the earliest such burids in the world (Vermeersch, et al. 1998: 480). It is a child of indeterminate age.

Like other North African Pleistocene specimens it displays some primitive features: the teeth are
large and the humerus is flattened medio-lat&

(Vemeersch, et al. 1998: 481-482)" Despite the

presence of primitive traits, it is identified as modem based upon the gracile nature of the skeletan

and on the shape of the frontal bone (Verrneersch, et al. 1998: 481).
orthern African human skeletal material and the evolution of modern humans

The Late Pleistocene human skeletal remains from northern Africa fall into two groups on
the basis of chronology, as we now understand it:

1. Those dating to Oxygen Isotope Stage 6 (fromJebel Irhoud); and
2. Those dating to m e n Isotope Stage 4 or 5 (from Aterian sites, the Haua Fteah9', Taramsa Hill
and Nadet Khater)

A tipartite division of the North African Late Pleistocene horninids has been proposed: late
archaic H m sltpiazs, early modem Hmsapdons, and modem

homo^ (Dutour 1997: 410). This

division is based on the characteristics of the materials themselves. There seems to be little doubt
that the specimens associated with the Aterian are early modern Homosgim (Dutour 1997,
Ferembach 1976a, 1976b,Hublin 1993). The Jebel Irhoud material may be considered the most
archaic (Dutour 1997). The similarities between the early modem human bones from the Near East
94 At attempt was made to date the specimen directly using

(2-14 dating, but analysis showed that no organics remained
in the bone (Vermeersch, et al. 1984b).
95 Dates are radiocarbon determinations on charcoal from hearths.
96 The skeleton ha not been subject to in-depth analysis and many of the conclusions of the authors are based on
examination of photographs ody (Vermeersch, et d 1998: 481).
97 The dating of the Haua Fteah material at ca. 40 ka is accepted However, these dates should probably be considered
infinite, and therefore this material m y be equivalent in age to the Jebel Irhoud fossils.
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and those from the Haua Fteah and Taramsa Hill have been pointed out (Chazm 1995b,
Venneersch, et d. 1998). The Nazlet Khater specimen, on the other hand, is considered to be closer
to Epi-Palaeolithic material,apparently on the basis of the small tooth size @utour 1997, Thorna
1984, Vermeersch, et al. 1998).
The Jebel Irhoud specimens were once classified as Neanderthals or "Nean~haloid",but
are now considered to be either late archaic Homsapifns or early modem Homo q&m sapisxc (Hublin
1993).
Although, no one has made a comparative study of all of the Upper Pleistocene human
skeletal material, the following conclusions can tentatively be drawn:

I. With the exception of the Nazlet Khater skeleton,9' all northern African Upper Pleistocene
human remains dating to >25 ka display macrodony.

2. This trait is shared by the material from Jebel Irhoud.
3. A local evolution from the population represented by the Jebel Irhoud specimens into fully

modem humans as represented by the specimens from Aterian localities is possible.
4. Continuity between the Aterian populations and those of the Iberornaurusian Mechta Alafou

population appears to be indicated. Ferembach found that the Dar es Soltane 11specimen
differed sigrdicantly from three populations attributed to the Iberomaurusian only in one
attribute (the width of the orbits). She also found that primitive morphological characteristics
present on the Dar es Soltane 11specimen were occasionally present in the population from
Taforalt (Ferembach 1976b). This continuity is suggested despite the fact that archaeologicdiy
there appears to be a hiatus between the Aterian and the Epi-Palaeolirhic in the MaghrebPg
Despite earlier suggestions that Neanderrhals existed in northern Africa, the Upper
Pleistocene bones do not show any evidence of derived Neanderthal traits. They do show some
shared traits that exist across archaeological units, in particular large masticatory apparatus and
macrodonty. There appears to be support for a local evolution of fully modem humans within
northern ~frica.'*Alternatively, the evidence could be interpreted to indicate successive recolonisation of northern Africa by a population with evolutionary continuity.

9s The teeth on this fosd were too worn to allow for measurement. The mandible is described as 'extrendy robunn

rhoma 1984: 289).
Ferembach at one time suggested h a t the apparent similarity and the hiaw could be explained as follows:Ate&
Gomagnods crossed the Mediterranean and colonised Italy at 50 ka (becoming eventually the Italian epi-Gravettians).
These people later re-crossed the Mediterranean and re-colonised North Africa as the Iberomaunrsians (Feremtarh
1985). While this may seem implausible, the possible connections beween Europe and Nonhem Africa, panidarb
with the Maghreb, are rarely explored
100 Ferembach suggested that this was the case before the Dar es Soltane m a d had been discovered, and before the
Ternara mandible had been identified as Aterim (Ferembach 1972).
99

There are more than fifty chronometric determinations on materials from Aterian
localitie~.'~'
Based upon some of these researchers have made more defrnite statements about the

dating of the Aterian. According to Petit-Maire (1988: 21)) "The Aterian could be defined as the
culrure born and developed during Oxygen Isotopic Stage 3". For the Central Sahara, Baurnhauer et

al. (1997: 231) suggest that:lo2

.., the second "humid stage ... sedes in around 29,000 years A second stage of
occupation, with many tanged pieces and bifacial foliates,corresponds to that stage. This is
the Aterian industry of a Adrar Bous or Seggedim type. ... This Aterian is situated between
...around 29,000 years B.P.and ... around 19,000years B.P,
Equally, for the Maghreb, "... 1'AtCrien a p p d t probablement aux dentours de 45 000 ans B.P.
pour dispmAtrevers 22 000 am B.P. ..." (Wengler 1997: 455).
These statements reflect one of two predominant views on the datingof the Aterian. The
first

states that it dates to approximately40 - 20 ka, or to Oxygen Isotope Stage 3 (DebCnath 1994,

Petit-Maire 1986, 1988, Texier, et al. 1988, Tillec 1995, Vemet 1993,Wengler 1997). Thisrange
reflects the majority of radiocarbon determinations for the Aterian, which are predominateIy on shell
and carbonates from the Maghreb (Wendorf 1992: 318).

The alternative view is that at least some of the Aterian is much older than this,and may
date to Oxygen Isotope Stage 4 or 5a:
It is inferred, therefore, that the Middle Palaeolithic at Adrar Bous covers an equally long
period of time dwing the Last Interglacial and early Last Glacial, in the earlier part of the
Later Pleistocene. (Clark 1993b)
Support for an Aterian occupation pre-dating 40 ka comes from one recent Optically
Stimulated Luminescence (OSL)
date from the Central Sahara (Cremchi, et al. 1998),Howewr,
much of the argument for an Aterian occupation dating to ca. 60 - 90 ka is probably based on the
assumption that North Africa and West Asia did not differ greatly in the timing of the emergence of
anatomically modem humans or the use of MP/MSA techn~logies,'~'
Further, the dates of Late
Palaeolithic and "Upper Palaeolithic" units in the Nile Valley and Cyrenaica overlap with the 20-40
101 There also exist a number of chronometric dates on geological materials that may indirectly date the Awian, as they
date a "humid"period.
102 Baurnhauer et al. (1997: 231) tentativelysuggest that a "pre-Aterian"stage preceded this and that this occupation is
correlatedwith a humid stage dating 33 50 ka. The "preAtaianWis charaaerised, in their view, by "a few
pedunculated pieces badly opened by alternate notches ... and by lack of foliated piecesn.

-

ka range; and it is considered unlikely that W/LSA and MPMA units co-existedwithout showing
evidence of "cultural interaction" (Wendorf 1992: 3 19).
These two views of Aterian chronological placement are incompatible, and lead to very
different interpretations of the place of the Aterian in the prehistory of North Adrica. If it dates to

OIS 3, the Aterian must be viewed as a late manifestation of the MP/MSA. If it dates to OIS 4 - Sa,
the Aterian is roughly coeval with MP/MSA units in other areas, and is notable for innovations in

hafting technology. Although it may appear that the difference is related to geography, with the

Central Sahara Aterian pre-dating the Maghrebian Aterian, examination of the dates shows that there
is only one determination from the Central Sahara that pre-dates 40 ka. Further, there are a number

of detection limit radiocarbon dates from the Maghreb.

This section will deal fust wirh the methods used for dating the Aterian: Radiocarbon,
Uranium-series (U-series), Thermoluminescence
Optically Stimulated Luminescence (OSL)
and Amino Acid Epirnerization (AAE). A discussion of various determinations far each of five areas
of northern Africa (the Eastern, end and Western Sahara, the Mand Maghreb, and the Coastal
Maghreb and Cyrenaica) will follow.

o,

ethods and matmals used for dating
Three problems underlie the difficulties with dating the Aterian.

I. Most "dates" have been obtained using conventional radiocarbon dating (see Table 6) a mahod
inappropriate for dating materials older than ca. 40 kal'
2. Many Aterian localities are surface contexts with no datable materials.
3. Where Aterian materials are buried, often there is no preserved organic material that could be

used for I4Cdating.

Table 6. -- Distribution of published dates from Aterian localities, by method of dating
Method of Dating
Radiocarbon
Uranium Thorium (U-Th)
Themoluminescence (IL)
Optically Stimulated Luminescence (OSL)
Amino Add Epimerization ( M E )
Unknown
Total

Number af Dates
38
2
5
4
7 (relative measurements)
I
5fi

Determinations indicating a last interglacial occupation of Bir Sahara and BL Tarfawi (Wendo&,ec al. 1987,1990,
1991) were readily accepted as dates for the Ate& despite the fact that no tanged tools were know in the recovered
assemblages.
Canservativeestimates suggest it is not useful past 20-30 ka.
la
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Use of methods such as OSL,TL and Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) may help to clarify
the chronology of the Aterian, despite problems with these methods.

Radiocarbon
Radiocarbon dating has been the preferred method of dating for researchers working on the
Aterian, and the majority of published Atexian dates are radiocarbon detenrninations (See Appendix

4). There are twomajor problems with these "dates": many of them are "infinte"'05;and many of

them are on materials that are problematic for radiocarbon dating.
Different materials vary in the reliability of radiocarbon determinations made on them. This
variation reflects differences in the degree to which materials may be contaminated with modern or
ancient carbon by natural processes, such as by groundwater, and in the differences in the original
source of the "C in the sample, for example, atmospheric versus marine sources of "C. Table 7 lists
different sample materids and summarises some of the problems that are inherent in dating them.
Several factors should be noted with regard to marine and terrestrial or freshwater shell.
Although corrections for fractionation and reservoir are possible,
It should be emphasized that many "C laboratories do not correct for either fractionation or
reservoir feffectsin marine shell, due to the view that, for many regions, they approximately
cancel each other our (Taylor 1987: 127).lo6
While fractionation should have abour the same effect throughout the world, this is not me

of reservoir effects: upwelling may have been significant in some areas and of no consequence in
others. Furthermore, areas where upwelling occurs today may not have experienced upwelling
prehistorically(Aitken 1990: 65).Terrestrial, freshwater and marine shell are all susceptible to
contamination,and this may result in ages that are either too young or tco old Dating of the organic
portion of she1is preferable but, in samples with approximate ages of 20-40 ka or older, shells rareIy
contain enough oqanic matter for a date (Beukenspersonal communication 1999).
For materids associated with the Aterian that have been dated by radiocarbon only three
determinationsare on more reliable materials (ie., wood charcoal). The majorityof dates are on
terrestrial, freshwater or marine shell. Sometimes the published records mike it impossible to
determine the origin of the shell dated: "gastropods" (snails) may be marine, lacustrine or terrestrial.

In many cases the determinations have not been published in detail: the materials are not

well described, nor are the methods used for dating (ie., whether corremions were made for
1" Infinite dates are those for which only a background count of C-14 could be detected These m a t e d are assigned am
age of 40 ka or thereabouts,
10b Calibration to accounr for some of these effects is possible and is canid out on modern samples (Taylcr1997: 7576). Thury of the radiocarbondates on the Aterian were published in 1982 or earlier, suggesting that these dates were
probably not adjusted for fractionation or reservoir effects.
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reservoir effects,etc.).The nature of some of the materials is unclear: is "carbonaceous earth" the
same as a soil?What is meant by "organic residue", and what is its -associationwith the
archaeological material?
Conventionalradiocarbon dating has a limit of approximately 40,000 to 60,000 years b.p.
depending on the laboratory equipment and procedures, and the sample size (Taylcr 1997).Relihle
dates for material older than this can theoretically be obtained using accelerator mass spectromeuy

(AMS) dating. Radiocarbon laboratories have not been able to significantly extend the datingrange
of radiocarbon due t o the very low amount of C-14 in old samples and the potential for
"microcont;unination" during sample preparation (Taylor 1997: 82) . In any case, only three dates

have been obtained for Aterim materials using AMS methods (Occhietti, et al. 1993).

Table 7. -- Difficulties with "C dating various materials (Aiden 1990, Taylor 1987: 43-47).
Material
Wood

Problem
- Contamination by humic acids; most problematic in
samples of Pleistocene age 1 4 C in the samples
Marine Shell
- Reservoir effects: the concentration of 14Cin parts
of the ocean may be lower than the atmospheric
concentration due to "upwelling"of water from deep
in the ocean
- Fractionation: marine rnohxscs incorporate "C into
shell more readily than other organisms incorporate
"C;
furthermore, carbon moving from the
atmosphere to the ocean becomes enriched in "C
- Exchange of carbonates with those in the
surrounding environment
Freshwater and - Difficulty in idenhfylng the source of 14Cin the
Terrestrial Shell shell: may be old carbon from limestones
- Contamination from expasure to recent rain and
atmospheric carbon afrer death
Bone
Contamination of bone apatite by exchange with
environmental carbonates
- Decomposition of the organic portion of t h e bone
ocnvs over time, and there may be little left to date
Calcrete, tufa,
- The source of the carbon should be known, and
"carbonaceous must be related to the event dated

Result
Calculated date of sample
more recent than m e age
Calculated date of the
sample is older than the
true age
Calculated date of the
sample is younger than
the true age

(depends on the age of
the carbonates)
(depends on the age of
the source carbon]
Calculated date younger
than true age
(depends on the age o f
the carbonates)
Detection limit date

earth"

Soil organics

Contamination by recent humic acids

Calculated date is
younger than true age

Table 8. - Radiocarbon dates published as "At&", by materid dated. Lab numbers are listed in
Table 10,Table 11, Table 12, ~ h l 13,
e Table 14, and ~ b ~ e n d4.i xAMS data are in boldface type.
Potential
Material
Ages Obtained
Site
Reference
groblems
Dated
Few
Charcoal
30,330 + 1,870, -1,520
Baie Ouest
Hassko (1974)
>30,000
Dar es Soltan Berger (1965)
>27,000
Dar es Soltan ~ e r i e(1965)
r
Contarnination Marine shell >4O,OOO;
Thara, level 12 Delibrias et d.(1982)
37,220 k 290'
Dar es Soltan II Occhietti (1993) 35,200 2,100
T&rnara,level9 DelibriasetaL(1982)
>35,000
Timara, level 12 Delibrias et al. (1982)
Berard
Camps (1974)
31,800j: 1,900
31,450 2,000
Baie Ouest
Morel (1974b)
27,870 +800, -700
Baie Ouest
Hassko (1974)
22,630 & 500
T h a r a , level 8 Delibnas et d.(1982)
Gastropod
>44,680
Bir Sahara
Haynes (1974)
shells
Bir Tarfawi
Haynes (1974)
44,190 2 1380
>40,000;
Taforalt, level 23 Delibrias et d.(1982)
>41,550 +3,2OO,-2,280 Taforalt, level 19 Delibrias et al.(1982)
>32,370 + 2,470, - 1890 Taforalt, level 18 Delibrias et d.(1982)
Taforalt, level 26 Delibrias et d(1982)
21,860 k 330
[19,400 250; 19,080 Taforalt, level21 Delibrias et d.(1982)
2501
Helix shells 25,580 & 130'
Zouhrah
Occhietti (1993)
(terrestrial)
16,090 90'
Dar es Soltan I1 Occhietti (1993)
Helix
>33,050
Bir el Ater
Camps (1974)

*
*

*

*

??zhma

Freshwater 32,000 k 600
shell
Freshwater
. .. 30,870 1,000
clam shell
Contamination Bone (not
24,500 600
and
specified if
14,461 200
decomposition collagen,
12,500 k 170
apatite or
12,3202 600
burned)
12,170 k 160
Conramination Carbonaceous >40)00O
and association earth,
>40)OOO
carbonaceous 26,530 470
rock
23,700 1,000
Calcareous
33,400 1: 2,500
deposits 25,850 1,000
"limestone" 18,600 k 400
Organic
21,950 k 490
residue
Association
Unspecified 4 1,000 6,100
and unknown
26,600 k 2,900

*

Aih Maarouf

Vogel(1970)

Bir Sahara

Haynes (1974)

Timara, level 11
Thara,level9
Timara, level I
Timara, level 10
Thara, level 12
Taforalt, level 19
Taforalt, level 19
Bir Tarfawi
Thara, level 12

Delibrias et d.(1982)
DeLbriasetd.(1982)
Delibrias et d.(1982)
Delibrias et d(1982)
Delibias et al. (1982)
Delibrias et d(1982)
Delibrias et d.(1982)
Exynes (1974)
Delibrias et d.(1982)
Delibias et ale(1974)
Camps (1974)
B aurnhauer (I997)
Haynes (1974)

Bilrna
Baie Ouest
Ekouloulef
Sir Tarfawi

Chaperon Rouge Debknath (1994)
Chaperon Rouge Debknath (1994)

The range for the Aterian proposed by some authors is approximately 40 to 20 ka B.P.
(Debinath 1994, Petit-Maire 1986, Texier, et d. 1988, Tikt 1995, Vemet 1993, Wengler 1997). This
is based in part, on dating of humid periods in the Sahara but also on the radiometric dates obtained
for Aterian materials. Table 9 shows the distribution of dates obtained through radiocarbon dating.
This indicates that, based on radiometric determinations, an age range of ? - 20 ka BP would better
reflect the ages obtained.
Table 9. -- Distribution of published radiocarbon determinations published as "Aterian" by ka BP.
Lab numbers are listed in Table 10, Table 11, Table 12, Table 13, Table 14, and Appendiv 4.
Date range
Number of Sites and references
dates
Bir el Ater (Camps 1974)
12
Sample with C14 at detection
limit (i.e., X)
Bir Sahara @
&
seyand Haas 1974)
Dar es Soltan (Berger, et d. 1965)
Taforalt (Delibrias,et al. 1982)
T h a n (Delibrias, et al. 1982)
Bir Tarfawi CHaynes and Haas 1974)
Chaperon Rouge @ebhnath 1994)
Aih Maarouf (Vogel1970)
Baie Ouest (Hassko,et al. 1974, Morel 1974b)
Berard (Camps 1974)
B h a (Delibrias, et al. 1974)
Bir Sahara (Ekynes and Haas 1974)
Dar es Soltan I1 (Occhietti, et d. 1993)
T h a n (Delibrias, et al. 1982)
Baie Ouest (Camps 1974, Hassko, et d. 1974)
Bir Tarfawi (Haynes and Haas 1974)
Chaperon Rouge (Debinath 1994)
Taforalt (Delibrias, et al. 1982)
T h a n (Delibrias, et al. 1982)
Zouhrah (Occhietti,et d. 1993)
Dar es Solran II (Occhietti, et al. 1993)
Ekouloulef @aumhauer, et id. 1997)
Taforalt (Delibrias, et al. 1982)
Thara Delibrias. et al. 1982)

A find problem with radiocarbon determinations on Aterian materials is one that applies to

all radiometric "datingn - good association between the archaeological material and the material
'dated" must be demonstrated. In the case of the suite of dates outlined above, there are several
determinationsthat should be excluded for reasons of questionable provenance or association. Most
sn

1

..

.

t ththe Aterim. as oronginak stated (Haas

and Haynes 1980, Haynes and Haas 1974), although some researchers continue to refer to these as
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dates for the Aterim @eb6nath 1994). Tne archaeologicalmaterial recovered in s L in these
localities does not include Aterian tanged tools (Wendorf, et d. 1990).107

Uranium-Thorium
There are only two U=Th determinations for the Aterian (Delibrias, et al. 1982). Howwer,

this method has been used more extensivelyto date the climatic changes in the Sahara during the
Pleistocene (Czusse, et al. 1988, 1989, Crombie, et al. 1997, Fontes and Gasse 1991,Kleindienst, et
al. In Press, Schwarcz and Morawska 1993, Sultan,et al. 1997,1995, Szabo, et al. 1989)

There are discrepancies between the geological U-Th dates and "C dates on late Quaremay
materials from the Sahara that will be discussed further below. These differences may be attributed
in part to the difficulties with 14Cdating of shell and calcrete, as described above. In addition,

problems with t h e U-Th method need to be considered.

U-Th samples may be subject to contamination in two ways, both of which may result io
calculated ages that are too old (Aitken 1990: 127-128, Schwarcz 1997: 162):
1. There may be contamination duringcalcite formation by detrital limestone andlor dust that
already has an accumulated Th-230content.
2. Samples may not be closed systems: uranium may leach out of the calcrete. Becailse thorium is
not soluble and will not leach,the ratio of thorium to uranium will be roo high.
Additionally, samples may be contaminated by young calcrete.
According ro Schwarcz (1997: 167), "manymollusks, both aragonitic and calcitic, have been
found to give a n o d o u s U-series dates, for reasons which are not well understood." Aitken (1990:
131) considers shell to be an "open system".
Both Aterian determinations obtained by U-Th are on shell, and they differ from "C dates

of the same shell by approximately 100 ka (Delibrias, et al. 1982).lo8 Thiswas taken to indicate that
the 14Cdates were wrong, and that the shells, recovered from a coastal cave, were not of
archaeologicalorigin (Delibrias, et al. 1982).

Luminescence Dates
The applicarion of luminescence d a b g to the problem of the age of the Aterian is relatively
recent, and to date, there are only five TL and four OSL determinations published (Cremaschi,et al.
1998, DebCnath 1994, Smith,et al. 1990, Teuier, et al. 1988). These methods have potential for

'07

lo*

See Chapter 7 for a discussion of the Pleistocene archaeology of Bir Sahara and Bir Tarfawi.
These dates are listed in Table U.The ndiocabn dates are not published as "detectionlimit"dates.
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dating the Aterian because they do not depend on the preservation of organics, and therefore
datable materials may be more widely available.

The underlpg principles of TL and OSL dating are the same: ages are calculated based on
the trapped electrons that have accumulated in silica or feldspar crystals since object was last heated
or exposure to Iight. The difference between the methods lies in the way that the luminescence
signal is measured (Aitken 1997). A thermal source is used to excite electrons for TL dating, whereas
an optical source is used in OSL dating (Ahken 1997). The advantage to using an optical source for
dating materials that have never been heated1@lies in the fact that some trapped eIectrons are
difficult to release. Exposure to sunlight does not release all electrons from their traps; thus, the
"clock" starts running with some trapped electrons present in the crystal. If the crystal is heated to
release trapped electrons for measurement, all such electrons are released, and as a result the
calculated age will be too old. By contrast, if the crystals are exposed to light to reIease the electrons,
the "hard-to-bleach"electrons that were not released when the clock was reset by the sun are not
released for measurement.
Sources of error for these methods are the same.

1. Difficulties in exist in determining the "palaeodosen,i . ~the
, amount of radiation to which the

sample was exposed since last heating or exposure to Iight. Differences in the water content of
the soil will effect the dose rate: the higher the moisture content, the lower the dose.
Consequently, if the dose rate is calculated assuming that the climate was arid when it was not,
this may lead to underestimation of the age of the sample. Additionally, the amount of radiation
present today may not reflect that present in the past because of geochemical changes that have
occurred since the time of deposition. (Aitken 1997)
2. Additionally, there are a fmite number of m p s in dated samples, particularly smallpieces of

material. This wilt result in calculation of "mLzimum" dates.
Geological and palaeoenvironrnentalevidence shows that the climate of northern Africa has
been periodicallywetter in the past than today, and this may have affected the calculated dose rates.
It is difficult to evaluate the few available luminescence "dates". Comparison of these with unreliable
14

C dates on shell or other carbonates is uninformative. In addition, for one of the series of

published "Ateriann dates, the excavators make the following comment:
Unfomately, no diagnostic Aterian tools (i.e., tanged tools) were unearthed at Uan Afudu,
and the attribution of these Middle Stone Age artifacts to the Aterian horizon was based on
their stratigraphical position and technological organization,which were similar also to the
Uan Tabu context (Cremaschi, et al. 1998: 272).
OneTL dare exists for a heated Aterim flint (l"&er,
datingaeolian sediments on Aterian sites.

et

al. 1988), but TL and OSL hold the greatest potential for
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Crernaschi and di Lernia (1998: 277) indicate elsewhere that typologically and technologicalh/ the
Aterim and the "Mousterian" are very similar. Therefore, we cannot exclude the possibility that the

Uan Afuda material is not am& Aterian.
Amino Acid Epimerization
The use of this method to date the Aterian is still in the prelirnina'y stages. It has only been
used by one team of researchers, and this group did not attempt to provide ages for the materials
dated (Occhietti, et al. 1993). Rather, they propose a "prelirninaiy amino acid zonation for the last
climatic +en

(Occhietti,et al. 1993: 1625) or an "arninochronology" (Hare, et d.1997). The

method employed entails determining the ratios of alloisoleucineto isoleucime (AIle/Ile). The amino
acid L-isoleucine converts in part to D-alloisoleucine after death. The rate of conversion is variable

and highly dependent on temperature (Hare, et al. 1997,Wagner 1998: 339). For this reason, it is

difficult to obtain numeric dates using amino acid racemization/epimerization unless the thermal
histoy of the shell or bone is known (Wagner 1998: 339). In the study cited, the authors employed
two approaches to deal with the problem of the rate of conversion. The/ grouped together shells of
similar AIle/Ile ratios without assigning specific dates and errors to them, and they used radiocarbon
dates to gene* calibrate the dates. In this chronology,they suggest association between Oxygen
Isotope Stages and AIle/Ile ratios.
The relative dating provided by this method is not at variance with the archaeology

(Occhietti, et al. 1993), and the samples used, marine and terrestrial shell, are considered reliable for
this method of dating. Vaiatians in temperature affect racexnizatioxd epimerization rates and
calculation of dates without calibration should be considered suspect. In the case of the Aterian, it

was argued on the basis of AMS dates on shells that were also subjected to amino acid dating, that
the macerials could be correlated with Oxygen Isotope Stages 4-3-2 (Occhietti, et d.19%). Given
the difficulltes with radiocarbon dates of shell discussed above, these 14Cdeterminations on shell
probably do not provide a sound basis for calibration of amino acid epimerization determinations.

Specific dates on the Aterias
As noted, there are difidties with both the materials "datedn and with the application of

the dating methods themselves. Despite these problems authors continue to cite time ranges for the
Aterian with relative confidence (for example, see various papers in Tillet [1997D.Forthis reason,

the "Q&' on Aterian archaeological materials from five general areas in northern Africa wiU be
examined. Determinations related to climate will be discussed later, because these do not "date" the
Aterian pse.

Eastern Sahara
The only archaeologicallocalities from the Eastern Sahara for which dates have been
reported on allegedly " A t e k " contexts are Bir Sahara (or Bir Sahara East) and Bir Tarfawi. As
discussed above, the published "Aterian"dates (Haas and Haynes 1980,Haynes and Haas 1974)
an older MSA unit (Wendorf, et al. 1990,
acmdly relate to the "Denticdate Middle Palae~lithic","~

Wendorf, et al. 1993~).Recent dating of the lake sequence at Bir Tarfawi and Bir Sahara using a suite
of methods other than radiocarbon indicates that these sediments are much older than originally
thought (Bluscz 1993, Huxtable 1993, Miller 1993, Schwarn and Griin 1993b, Schwarn and
Morawska 1993, Stokes 1993,Wendorf, et al. 1993b). Based on this, Wendorf et al. (1993b: 558)
indicate that they "reject all of the bite radiocarbon dates from [theirlpreviouswork at Tarfawi and
Sahara East". Typical Aterian points were found on the surface at Bir Tarfawi. The underlying
sediments date to between 70 ka and 150 ka using a variety of methods (Wendoif and Schild 1993:
277-78, Wendorf, et d. 199313:560-61). This indicates that the Aterian is this region is younger than
between 70 ka and 150 ka.

Central Sahara

There are two relevant radiocarbon ages from the Central Sahara: one from Bilma (Delibaias,
et d. 1974)and one from Ekouloulef (Baumhauer, et al. 1997). TheBiLna date is on cdcareous
material overlymg sandstone in which Aterian material was found, and therefore provides a
minimum age for the Arerian in this area (Delibrias, et d. 1974). Anaher date from Bilma is
apparen*unrelated to archaeological deposits (Faure 1966). The date from Ekouloulef also
provides a minimum age for the Aterian. It is on a calcareous sediment in which Aterian artefacts
were found in a "modified staten (Baumhauer,et al. 1997: 23 I),presumably meaning that h
e
ywere
either in secondary context or were abraded. This suggests exposure to the surface for some time
before burial. Together, these dates suggest that the Aterim in the Central Sahara pre-dates 20 ka;
however, both are on calcitic material, referred to by the authors as " l i n e a ~ n e " and
, ~ ~ as
' such
should be treated with caution.

Also referred to as the "DenticdateAterian" in earlier publications.
The authors both use the term "limerronen(Bawnhauer,et al. 1997, Delibrias, et al. 1974), but one wonders if they ae
not amally referring to a calcareous deposit that is not,suictly speaking,limestone.
'lo

Table 10. -- Chronometric determinations for the Aterian of the Central Sahara
Locality

Me&.

Material
dated

Context

Years BP (C-14)Reference
or Years ago

Lab. No,

( ~ O S L ~
C-14 Limestone Above
33,400 k 2500 Delibrias et d. (1974) Gif-1788
Aterian
18 600 4.00
Ekouloulef (2-142 Limestone With
?
modified
Aterian
Uan Afuda OSL Sand
Above MSA 69,000 k 7,000 Martini et d.(l998),
AFl (c-g)
Cremaschi et d. (1998)
Uan Afuda TL
Sand
Above MSA 70,000 9,500 Marrini et d.(1998),
AFl (f-g]
Cremaschi et d. (1998)
Uan Afuda TL
Sand
Above MSA 73,000 k 10,000 Mattini et d.(1998),
AF1 (c-g)
Cremaschi et d. (1998)
Uan Afuda OSL Sand
Below MSA 90,000 k 10,030 Martini et d.(1998),
AF2 (c-g)
Cremaschi et al. (1998)
Uan Tabu OSL Sand
Wkh Aterian 61,000 10,OOO Mattini et a1.(1998),
UTl (c-g)
Gemaschi et al. (1998)
B h a

The series of dates from the Libyan caves of Uan Afuda and Uan Tabu present a somewhat
different picture. These are OSL and TL dates on sands (Cremaschi, et d.1998). At U n Afuda the
MSA (probably Aterian) is bracketed between about 62 and 100 ka (Cremhi, et d.1998:275). A t
Uan Tabu the unit with Aterian tools in it was dated to 61,000 2 10,000 ka by OSL,indicating
deposition of the tools prior to this date (Cremaschi, et al. 1998: 275). These are the earliest
published dates on the Aterian, indicating that use of methods other that "C may present a different
picture of the chronology of the Aterian than the one that has been widely accepted until now,
Western Sahara
There are no direct determinations on At&

locdties from the Western Sahara, but there

are several ages for surfaces related to Aterian materials (Alimen, et al. 1966, Cdot and Tiller 1997,

Delibrias, et a]. 1966).
Inland Maghreb

The 14Cdeterminations from the inland Maghreb region include one from the Aterian type
site, Bit el Ater (Oued Djebbana) (Camps 1974), one from AXn Maarouf (Vogel1970), and a series
from Taforalt (Camps 1974, Delibrias,et d. 1982). AIl of these are on shell or carbonaceous earth.
The determination from Ah Maarouf is from above the Ate~an,indicating only that the Aterian is
older than approximately 31 ka.The date from Bir el Ater i s "infite", again indicating that the shell
is older than 33 ka,
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Table 11. -- Radiocarbon determinations for the Aterian from inland Maghreb localities.
Locality Mated dated
fi
Freshwater
Maarouf shells
Bit- el
Hdix
Ater
?r&mwm
(terrestrial)
TaforaIt Gastropod
shells '

Context
Years BP
32 000 600 .
Above "atypicd
.Aterian"
Archaeological level >33 050

Level 18,'12
transitional
Epipalaeolithic/
Aterian contact
Taforalt Gastropod
Level 19, "Upper
shells
Aterian"
Taforalt Carbonaceous Level 19 (top)

Reference
~houbert(1967),
\'oge1(1976)
Camps (1974), Morel
(1974b)

Lab. No.
GrN-3165

MC-657

>32 370 t2470 Camps (1974), Delibrias Gif-2276
-1890
et al.(1982)
>34 550 t3200 Camps (1974), Delibrias Gif-2277
-2280
et d(1982)
>40 000
Delibrias et a1.(1982)
Gif-2589

eanh

Taforalt Carbonaceous Level 19 (bottom)

>40 000

Delibrias et a1.(1982)

Gif-2588

Level 21 (two
determinations)
Leve123

19,080 250
19,400 f 250
>40 000

Delibrias et d(1982)

Gif-2278

Delibrias et a1.(1982)

Gif-2279

Level 26

21 860 330

Delibrias et d.(1982)

Gif-2280

earth

Taforalt Gastropod
shells
Taforalt Gastropod
shells
Taforalt Gastropod
shells

-

-

-

-

Most of the I4Cdeterminations in the Taforalt sequence are "inf~nite"
(Delibrias, et al. 1982).

The exceptions are Gif-2278 and Gif-2280.
With respect to these dates, Delibrias et al. (1982:328)
indicate that because the shell was thin it was impossible to completely remove the external portion
prior to dating. These two determinations are usually not cited in summaries of the chronoloey of
the Aterian (Camps 1974, Oemaschi, et d. 1998, DebCnath 1994, Debknath,et al. 1986), presumably
because of fears of contamination by modern carbon.

The "dates" from this region indicate that the Aterian is older than about 31 ka. However, it
should be stressed that there are no determinations on reliable materials, and therefore that the
entire group should be treated with caution.
Coastal Localities (Mediterranean and Atlantic)
The majority of I4Cdeterminations on the Aterian come from the Coastal Maghreb, and
most of these are from localities on the Atlantic coast of Morocco. These include the series from
TGmara, and dates from Chaperon Rouge, Dar es Soltan I and If, Zouhrah cave, and El Mnasra. The

remaining two localities, Bkrard and Herbillon, are on the Algerian coast. A number of different

112 Note that

the Iwet numbers on-

published by Roche are different (Roche 1953a).
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methods of dating have been applied to the materib from this region, and the problems with
different methods and materials become evident when h e dates are examined.
There are four determinations for localities on h e Meditemean coast, and three of these
are on shell."' Tney fall in a range from 26.5 to 35.5 ka, and none of them have been published as

detection limit dates. The laboratoxy (Westwood/Teledyne Isotopes) did not publish the Bkard
date, and for this reason it is impossible to know whether there were technical problems with it,
perhaps related to cleaning. Archaeologically, there does seem to be good association between the

shell and Aterian archaeologicalmaterial (Roubet 1966, 1969). TheHerbiIbn dates must be viewed
with caution because no diagnostic Aterian artefaas were found at this locality (Moreland Hilly
1974: 24). On the basis of these dates, the Ate-

on h e Mediterranean coast appears to be at least

26.5 ka old. More determinations are needed before Jlese are regarded as anydung but tentative
indications.

Lying east of these localities, but also on the Mediterranean coast, is the Haua Fteah.
Discussions of the dating of the Aterian (Cremaschi, e t al. 1998, Debknath 1994, Fening 1975) often
mention the dates from the Haua Fteah. Aterian-like materials were found in levels between those

dating to 47,000 +3,200 -2,300 (GrN-2023) and 43,400 f 1,300 (GrN-2564)(McBumey 1967,
Vogel and Waterbolk 1963: 171.172). These dates are now considered "infinite". Given that the
materid from the Haua Fteah does not include anydefinite Aterian artefacts (McBumey 1967), 1
consider these dates irrelevant to this discussion.

The Moroccan Aterian would appear to be the most thoroughly dated Aterian anywhere in
northern Africa.A total of 27 determinations, chronometric and relative (i.e., by amino acid
epirnerization),have been published. These clearly show the difficultieswith chronometric dating of
the Aterian.

Table 12. -- Radiocarbon determinations for Ate& localities on the Mediterranean Coast.
Locality
Material dated Context
Age
Reference
Lab. No.
B Crard
Marine shells, With Aterian
31,800 190
Camps (1974) 1-3951
calciied?
Herbillon, Charcoal
Baie Ouest
Herbillon, Mahe shells
Baie Ouest
Herbillon, Marine shells
Baie Ouest

*

with 'tMousteroaterian tools "
with "Moustero-

30,330 + 1870/
-1520
27,870 +800/-700

aterian tools "
With "Moustero- 31,450
aterian tools"

* 2,000

Hassko (1974) Ny-172
Hassko (1974)

Ny-170

Morel (1974b) MC-631

11' In addition there is another radiocarbon date with unclear assoCjationsto the Atenan. Calcareous sandstone from
Baie Ouen, Herbiion was dated to 25,850 1,000(MC-630). may have At& material overlying it (Morel 1974b)
but Camps registers reservations about the association of the da~d
material and the Aterian (Camps 1974), and Morel
and HUy do not indude ic in the Atlas (Mod and Hilly 1974).
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The series from Timara (Grotte des Contrabandiers) demonstrates these problems. The
objects dated indude marine shell, bone and carbonaceous earth. In two cases, shells were dated by

U-Th as we1 as 14C.According to Roche, the Aterian was found in Levels 8 (Upper Aterian), 9
(Upper Aterian), 11 (Aterian) and possibly 14 (Roche 1976: 169-170). If the level numbers published

by Delibrks et d.(1982) are the same level numbers published by Roche (1976), all of the dates
published by Delibrias el al. (1982) for Tknara are on the Aterian.

The radiocarbon determinations on bone and those on shell diffec the bone dates range
between 12,500 170 (Level 8) and 24,500 600 (Level ll)"* w h k the shell (radiocarbon dates)

*

*

*

range from 22,630 500 (Level 8) to >35,000 (Level 12). Delibrias et al. (1982) do not irdicate what
kind of bone material was dated: collagen, apatite or burnt bone. According to them (1982: 329), the
shell dates should be rejected in favour of the bone dates. The incorporation of old carbonates in
the marine shell could explain the discrepancy between the bone and shell dates. However, the
p i m e is further confused by U-Th dates of 140 ka for shell that was radiocarbon dated to 22,630
500 and 35,200

* 2,100 (Delibrias, et al. 1982). This was taken to indicate that the shell was

*

geological in origin, not archaeological, and that that radiocarbon dates for the shells are wrong.
Some archaeologists cite only two deterhatiam from this series: Gif-2582 and Gif-2585
(Cremaschi, et al. 1998: 262, Debhath, et al. 1986: 235). The former is for bone and is the only
dated bone from T h a r a that pre-dates 15,000 BP. This "datet'was probably selected for its
apparent agreement with archaeologists' understanding of the chronology of the Aterian. The latter
date is on carbonaceous earth, and is probably accepted in part because it is in agreement with the
bone date, and in part because it fits archaeologists' understanding of the dating of the Aterian
(Delibrias, et al. 1982). One must wonder, however, whar archaeological event carbonaceous earth
dates? It is worth noting that despite the hesitation registered by Delibrias et d.about the shell dates,
these agree better with stratigraphic evidence than the bone dates.
Radiocarbon dates from Chaperon Rouge are i n general agreement with TL and OSL dates.
The material dated has not been reported. There are several other localities on the Moroccan coast
that have been dated by a variety of methods. The dates from Chaperon Rouge possibly indicate an
occupation between 19 and 47 ka.ll5

"'A date of 12,170 for bone from Level 12 is considered 'abenantV (Delbrias, et al. 1982: 329)
115 This rang assumes that the errors on the dates cited arc 20. ~eb&ath(1994) does not state whether the errors are 1
or 20, and I have been unable to obtain the original paper in which the dates were cited: Raynd, J.P.,J.P. Texier, D.
Lefivre and E. Rhodes. 1992. Les sables beige de cowerture de l'A&en en Mamota: noweau ClCmem de chronobgie
num6ique. In: Colloque international "L'Hornme de T h a n et ses contanporaines du bassin m k l i t m i e n depuis
100,ooO am".
T bw d e s m .

Table 13. -- Chronometric determinations for Aterian levels at Timara, Morocco (Delibrias, et d.
1982).
Method Material dated
Context
Aget
Lab. No.
C-14
Bone splinters
Level 8
12 500 k 170
Gif-2577
C-14
Bonespknters
Level 9
14 461 1:200
Gif-2579
C-14
Bone splinters
Level 10
12 320 k 600
Gif-2580
C-14
Bone splinters
Level I1
24 500 600'
Gif-2582
(2-14
Bone splinters
Level 12
12 170 & 160
Gif-2583
C- 14
Carbonaceous earth
Level 12
23 700 & 1 000'
Gif-2585
C- 14
Marine shells
Level 8
22 630 i 500
Gif-2576
C- 14
Marine shells
Level 9
35 200 + 2100
Gif-2578
C- 14
Marine shells
Level 11
>40000
Gif-258 1
C- 14
Marine shells
Level 12
>35 000
Gif-2584
U-Th Same sheus as Gif-2576
Level 8
137 000 ;t: 17000
U=Ih Same shells as Gif-2578
Level 9
138 000 k 17000
kdicates "years BP" for radiocarbon dates, and "yeas ago" for other dating methods.
Dates in bold are cited as dates on the Aterian from Timara (Cremchi, et al. 1998, Debknath, et
d. 1986).
Radiocarbon determinations from Dar es Soltan I are "inf~te"(Berger, et d. 1965), and the

AAE ratios onJy indicate that the Dar es Soltan I material is in general agreement with that from
other sites of the Moroccan Aterian (Occhietti, et at. 1993). The radiocarbon ages on shell from Dar
es Soltan I1 indicate the difficulties with dating some species of shell: there is a 20,000 year

difference in the dates obtained on two different species of shell (Occhietti, et al. 1993).The
investigators suggest that the terrestrial shell is not actually related to the archaeological unir dated,

and that it travelled down in the cave sediments,thus explaining the anomalous age. AAE ratios
from El Mnasra indicate that this locality is about the same age as Dar es Soltan and Zouhrah

(~cchietti,et al. 1993).T h e determinations from Zouhrah Cave show considerable spread; the
radiocarbon age is somewhat more recent than the TL dates, indicating possibly that the terrestrial
shell is not archaeological, problems with contamination, or a long occupation.
Together, the dates from the Moroccan coast could be taken to indicate an Aterian
occupation starting prior to 40 ka. The terminal date for the Aterian in the Maghreb is hard to place.

The bone dates from Timat-aproblematic and should probably be rejected for the moment. AMS
dated shell from Dar es Soltan could be inwive (Occhietti, et al. 1993). There are a number of
determinations between 20 ka and 30 ka from a variev of sites in the Maghreb, and these were
obtained using several methods.
Until ages are obtained on materials other than bone, she1 and other carbonates, until more
than one or two are obtained for a locality, and until different methods produce similar results, we

must acknowledge that our understanding of the chronology of the Aterian is poor. While there are
more determinations from the Maghreb than from elsewhere in northern Africa, these are

Table 14. -- Chronometric determinations for Aterian localities on the Adantic Coast v&maraexcluded)

Locality

Meth.
Chaperon Rouge G14
Chaperon Rouge G14

Material dated
Not specified
Not specified

Context
Above Ate&
Under Aterian

Chaperon Rouge OSL

Aeolian sand

Living floor

Chaperon Rouge TL

Burned flint

Dar es Soltan I
Dar es Soltan I
Dar es Soltan I
Dar es SoItan II
DN es Sdtm II

Aget

26 600 + 2 900
41 000 +_ 6 100

Reference

Lab. No.

Debinath (1994)

?

Debinath (1994)

24 000 +3,050/-4,800 Smith et al. (19901,Texier et
d.(1988)

?

OX QSL 724
g2

Smith et al. (1990), Texier et OX TL 724 g
d. (1988)
Berger et al. (1965)
UUA-678A
Berger et al. (1965)
UCLA- 678B
Occhierti et d. (1993)

10 cm above
Aterian
Charcoal
Lower Aterian
Charcoal
Upper Aterian
Patella (marine shell) not specified

28 200 k 3,300

AAE

Patella (matine shell) not specified

01s 4-3-2

Occhiemi er aL (1 993)

GI4

l&h~( t ~ ~ s t & a l
shell)

16,690+- 90

0cch;erd et d.(I 993)

TO2046

Patella (marine shell) not specified

37,220 & 290

Occhietti et al. (1993)

TO-2045

Patella (marine shell) not specified
Patella (marine shell) noc specified
Helix
not specified

01s 4-3-2

GI4
GI4
AAE

(AMS)

not

spe&ed

>X)000

>T000
01s 4-3-2

AAE
Dares Soltan II

G14

(AMS)

AAE

El Mnasra
El Mnasra

AAE

Zouhrah

GI4

AAE

(AW
AAE
TL

OIS 4-3-2
25,580 & 130

Zouhrah
Burned Sandstone
41 160 + 3 500
Zouhr;lh
TL
Burned sandstone
32 150 -t- 4 800
tIndicates Years BP for radiocarbon dates, and years ago for other dating methods.

Occhiett; et al. (1993)

0xhkn-iet d. (19931
O C C ~ et
~ al.
& (1993)
Debhath (1994)
Debhath (1994)

To-2047

BOR 56
BOR 57

problematic for reasons I outlined above.

Finally, incomplete publication of results has hindered assessment of the reliabiliv of
chronomevic "dates" in this area. Without knowing the material sampled, the context in which it
was found, or whether there where any problems with contamination, cleaning or sample size, it is

difficult to evaluate whether a particular date should be disregarded or not.
Chronometric Datin~and the Ateriaq

Dating of the Aterian is critical to our understanding of the place of the Techocomplex in
northern African prehistoly. At this time, despite claims to the contrary, any chronology for the
Aterian must be regarded with great caution. Use of a variety of new dating methods may help to

clarify this chronology but it is incumbent upon researchers to describe the material dated clearly.
Furthemore, they should not loosely apply the term "Atedan" t o material that does not include
tanged objects or other diagnostic tools such as foliates. The term "Aterian" should not be applied
generally to humid periods of the Upper Pleistocene.
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Figure 7.-- Aterian sites with chronometric determinations,separated by value of the determination.
Italicised localities may nor represent dates for the Aterian because of problems with association.

Indirect dates on the Eastern ate ria^
Indirect dates for the Aterian come from chronometric determinations for deposits
associated with periods of hlgher humidity, Further work on palaeo-climaces is necessary before we
accept that humid periods correlate with an Aterian presence and drier periods indicate times during
which there was no human presence in the deserr. Although it is certain that during Aterim times

the climate must have been wetter than today because life in the Western Desert now relies upon
water pumped from aquifers, we cannor assume that for a human presence to be possible, the
climate must have been humid enough for precipitation of calcium carbonate. Kleindienst et al.

(1999: 9) point out that at Dakhleh, water from "recentlyactive" Lowland artesian springs is
undersaturated in calcium carbonate and these springs did not precipitate tufas. They reason that
water that was saturated in calcium carbonates must have been recharged through hestones and
dolostones on the Plateau and that this would indicate a period of increased rainfall in the Western
Desefi. Rainfall south of the desert that recharged the Nubia aquifer would not necessarily be
recorded geologically by precipitation of carbonates.
There are a number of geological dates related to climate for northern Africa. Here, I only
discuss the dates from the Eastern Sahara.

From Dakhleh, four chronometric determinations exist for deposits that formed in periods
of higher rainfall (Kleindienst, et al. 1999, Kleindienst, et al. In Press). There are two further dates
from Zayat, which lies between Kharga and Dakldeh (Brookes 1993).
There are four generationsof gravel terraces at Dakldeh (see Chapter 10).Many Dakhleh

Unit (DU) Aterim localities are found on the surface of the P-III gravel temce complex and do not
appear to be redeposited onto this surface (i.e., they are in dtu on the surface). The age of the tufa

float block found on top of the P-111gravels indicates that water was issuing from the Escarpment
at 134

* 12 ka. However, this determination has no bearing on the dating of the DU Aterian for two

reasons. First, the P-111gravel terraces are a complex, and in some parts of the oasis, they form the
surface onto which present wadis discharge.Secondly, there are indications that earlier MP/MSA

materid has been found on this surface so that even if the frst formation of the surface could be
dated, this would not indicate an earliest possible date for the Aterian. Based o n data from elsewhere
in northern Africa, the humid period that is indicated by this determination likely has no bearing on
the Aterian occupation of Dakhleh.

Also with vety tenuous connection to the Atenan is a 230Th/234U
isochron date of 40

10 ka

for calcite that formed on Cacareous Silty Sedirnen~sin the Lowland oasis. This determination is
problematic due to contarnination and considered "rough" (see Kleindiena, et al. 1999: 33). The
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relevance of this date to the Atenan is tenuous at best. Sheikh Mabruk Unit (ShMU) mefacts lie on

similar sediments (Wiseman 2000). If the surface they lie on also dates to ca. 40

lOka this could

provide a remainpg pem b r the ShMU (Wiseman 2000). The relationship between the Khargan
Technocomplex S h .and the Aterian Technocomplex is unconfmed but, based on condition
and techno-typology, the Khargan is thought to post-date the Ate& (Wiseman 1993). By
extension, this suggests an age of at least 40

10ka for the DU Atenan, because no DU material

has been found on this or similar surfaces.
Table IS. -- Chronometric determinations on Pleistocene-aged deposits from Dakhleh Oasis.
Material dated Context and associations
Redeposited In P-I1gravel terrace (L. 187E)tufa block
on which ESA material has
been found
Redeposited On Escarpment cohvium in
tufa block
Western Dakhleh, no specific
archaeological association
Redeposited On P-111 gravels in Wadi elUeb, DU Aterian material
tufa block
found on the same d a c e
Calcrete
Capping CSS deposits in eastc e n d Dakldeh, ShMU found
on these
From "Facies B" at Zayat, PLS
Pleistocene
lake marl
Pleistocene
From "Facies B" at Zayat, PLS
lake marl

Method
U-series
U-series

Age
>350 ka

170 ka
134

U-series

Isochron
date: 40
IO ka.
61,980
7,600
39,920
1.150

I4C

(Kleindienst,et al.
In Press)

12 ka (Kleindienst, ec d.
In Press)

U-series

U-series

Reference
(Kleindienst, et al.
In Press)

(Kleindienst, et al.
In Press)
(Brookes 1993)
(Brookes 1993)
-

There are two f d e r determinations from near D M e h that may have bearing on the

daring of the Aterian in the Western Desert. Brookes (1993) dated Pleistocene laminated sediments

(PLS) from Zayat using 14Cand U-series methods. The radiocarbon determinaion of 39,620

* 1100

BP should be considered "infinite". A Useries determination of 62 7.6 ka for a humid period
during which playas formed fits well with some other indications of the timing of humid periods in
the Eastern Sahara.
Members of the DOP have also obtained several U-series determinations on in sipr tufa
deposits from Kharga Oasis (Heindienst, et d. In Press). None of these are directly relevant to the

dating of the Aterian, and all indicate periods of tufa precipitation that predate the Aterian. These
dates suggest that the series of four episodes of tufa deposition that Gardner (1932)proposed needs
re-examination (Kleindienst, et al. In Press). Kleindiena et al. (In Press) interpret the
determinations to indicate that the "later Middle Pleistocene was generally wetter than the present
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with drier intervals, but that the Late Pleistocene was generally drying with wetter intervals". This

approximates the model suggested by Gardner and Caton-Thompson (1952).
Several other research teams have dated carbonate deposits using Useries dating. In
southern Egypt, Szabo et al. (1995, 1989) have dated sediments from a number of localities. Initial
results from the Wadi Arid, Wadi Safsaf and Bir Tarfawi suggested a wet period at ca. 45 ka (Szabo,
et d. 1989). This period was tentatively linked to MPNSA artefacts because the artefacts occur in

freshwater deposits sirnilar to one of those dated. Subsequent results are somewhat different. Szabo
et d.(1995) sampled deposits from a number of places in northern Sudan and southern Egypt. They
obtained U-series determinations that they interpreted to indicate that there were humid periods at
5-10,65-90, 120-155, 190-240 and 250-320 ka (Szabo,et al. 1995: 239). Thqrwrite that "the area was
probably unoccupied by humans from about 65,000 years ago until the Holocene" (Szabo, et al.
1995: 240), and they offer as supporting evidence a lack of artefacts (contra Wiseman 1993, 1999)

and the presence of dune sand. They do not offer any cogent explanation for the difference in
results regarding dates at -45 ka (LT-series)~ublishedearlier (Szabo, et al. l989), but are clearly of
the opinion that there was no humid period in the Eastern Sahara at this time (Szabo, et al. 19%).

They allow that c h a t i c conditions may not have been as arid in otherparts of northern Africa
during OIS 3 (Szabo, et al. 1995).
Another team is researching palaeoclimate through examination of carbonate deposits and
fossil ground-water at a number of locations in the Western Desert (Crombie, et al. 1997, Sultan, et
4.1997). By dating fossil groundwater, they conclude that the aquifers were probably recharged in

the desert through rainfall, because there is no north-to-southgradient in the ages of the water from
different wells, as would be expected if the aquifer was recharged further south and east (Sultan,et

d. 1997). This team sampled tufa deposits from Kharga and Kurkur Oases and obtained U-series
determinations on them (Cronbie, et al. 1997, Sultan, et al. 1997). Their data are not wholly
compatible with dates published by Szabo et al. (1995,1989). From Kharga, the determinations on
tufa and cave filling deposits fall into four groups: 45,160-190,279-290 and >450 ka (Sultan, et al.
1997: 32). U-series determinations of travertine from Kurkur are completely a t odds with the Kharga
series. Crombie et al. (1997: 349) propose three generations of travertine deposition at Kurkut: 70160,190-220 and >260 ka. There is only one determination less than 100ka: 68 2 ka. None of the
geologicid sampling was related t o archaeological remains.

In sum, the results for the U-series determinations on carbonates from the Western Deserr
are somewhat variable. At this time, there are indications from more that one research team that
there may have been increased humidityat ca. 40-45 ka (Kleindienst, et al. 1999, Sultan, et al. 1997,
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Szabo, et d. 1989). Similarly,more than one research team has reported determinations of ca. 60-70

ka (Brookes 1993, Crombie,et al. 1997, Szabo, et al. 1995).
In addition to the U-series determinations, there is also a group of radiocarbon
determinations on calcrete @tipelin 1993). These fall between 19 and 38 ka, but need to be
confmed by further determinations using methods other than 14C.Other researchers have found
that radiocarbon determinations on carbonates tend to be much younger than Useries
determinations on the same materials (Szabo, et al. 1995).

If the eastern Aterian can be correlated with datable, geologically recopisable humid
period(s), neither an age of ca. 45 ka, nor an age of ca. 70 ka would be at variance with our sketchy
understanding of the dating of the Aterian across northern Africa. There are indications that the
Aterian in the Maghreb may last to between 20 and 30 ka. At this time, there are not enough
determinations from the Central and Eastern Sahara to make meaningful comparisons with the
Maghreb. In all areas where chronometric determinations have been obtained, there is evidence for
occupation before 40 ka.

From the preceding discussions of dating and research history, two points should be clear.

At this time, any subdivision of the Aterian that purports to reflect chronological change must have
been based on stratigraphic or typological evidence, or both. The chronometric dates associated with

the Aterian are too few and too problematic to be useful in this regard. Consequently, chronological
subdivisions should be treated as tentative because differences could reflect function or geographic
variation. Secondly, any regional subdivision of the Aterian that includes the Eastern Sahara must be
regarded with caution because there are published descriptions of the Aterian from only two areas in
this region, Kharga and Dungul Oases (CatomThompson 1946, Caton-Thompmn 1952, Hester and
Hobler 1969).'16The situation is better, but not far different for the C e n d Sahara (cf. Clark 1993b)
Gemaschi, et al. 1998,Tillet 1983). Finally, given the wide geographic distribution of the Aterian,
there are very possibly regional differences within it. Divisions that incorporate material from across
the entire north pa.n of the continent should be scrutinised carefully.

Bemeen 1936 and 1975, a number of scholars proposed subdivisions of the Aterian. Most

of these divisions were intended to be chronological and to reflect "evolutionary" changes.
Appendix 6 shows the different schemes devised by Antoine (1939)) R

u

b (1936, 1952b),

Caton-Thompson (1946),Balout (l955), Bordes (1975-76),and Ferring (1975). More recently,
researchers have made reference to stages in the Aterian, and to migrations, but no one has
attempted to describe variation for the entire Technocomplex. In the following discussion, I try to
draw out of the classifications some of the variability that earlier researchers observed. I fua look at

the artefact assemblages and changes in artefact types and technique. This is followed by a brief
considerationof the origins of the Aterian and proposals for migrations.

Typological variability has been observed in twoways. Authors may note a presence or
absence of a tool type and this is considered ~ i ~ c a For
n t .other types, authors note a change in
the proportion of the artefact present.
The clearest examples of the former group are the Moroccan point types - thepointmoDcaine

and thepointepm&wbbme (Figure 2). These are small and well executed. They are known from the

116 Tiet's descriptionof the material relates to his comparative analysis,and does not include a description of the setting
rhe material was found in or the overall nature of the aggregate.
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upper levels of several Moroccan cave sites (see Appendiv 6). In some of the proposed subdivisions
of the Aterian, these types are considered characteristic of later periods. At Dar es Soltane and el
Khenzira these point rypes are found in the upper levels of stratified deposits, and Aterian material
lacking such points was recovered from lower levels ( R u b 1936,1951). Addidonally, these
points may be considered "stylistic rypes", in that there is little variabiliry in their forms. Strictly
defmed types are usually presumed to be associated with later periods and behavioudy

"modernity". These point w e s are usually considered to be restricted to Morocco, but recently
TiUet (1989: 252) discovered a similar point at Chemidour in Niger. He identifies it as a pointe
mmmk, but judging from the drawing it is more similar to a poirtepd-.

In either case, it

appears that the distribution of these point ypes may not be limited to Morocco.
Other artefact ypes have been associated with particular variants of the Aterian.CatonThompson notes the presence of the p

o

~ (Figure
l 2) together
~
with the Moroccan point
types. She also suggests that "proto-foliates" are characteristic of an earlier variant of the Aterian.
Antoine and Ruhlmann both note that fmely made foliates accompany the Moroccan point types.
Balout sees the p h temti$& (foliate points: Figure 2) as present but rare in the early Aterian.
Variation in the proportions of artefact types obsenred applies both to points and to other
artefact types. Several authors suggest that the earlier variant of the Aterian shows a lower
proportion of tanged tools (Balout 1955, Bordes 1975-76, Ferring 1975). The other major change in
the proportion of artefact types observed is related to scrapers. Caton-Thompson, Ferring, Bordes

and Balout all see an increase in end-scrapers over side-scrapers through time. Unlike the evidence
for the Moroccan points, this is not strongly supported by stratigraphic evidence, and it is likely that
variation in the proportion of scraper types was used as a defining criterion. For example, Caton
Thompson indicates that the variant that she suggests is latest - excepting the "Neo-Aterid which
may be mixed - comes from a different region than her earlier two variants, which show high

proportions of side-scrapersand low proportions of end-scrapers.There is, then, no way to lLJc the
proposed earlier and later variants.
Bordes records proportional typological differences in the variants he proposes. These are
relared in large part to differences in the proportion of side-scrapers present, but also related to
"Upper Palaeolithic typesn:end-scrapers, burins, piercers, backed knives and truncations.

Finally, although it does not appear in any of the breakdowns of the Aterian, large,
sometimes bifacial tanged points may be restricted to the Eastern andcentral Sahara (see below and

Clark 1993b,Hugot 1962).

Technology, as noted above, has not been a focus in Aterian research.However, several
authors have reported differences in retouch methods, raw materials employed and the general
nature of reduction. All of these could be considered related to technology.
The changes in raw material m references should be re-examined taking into account distance
to raw material sources, and whether sources were likely to have been exposed during the Aterian
occupation of an area. Balout and Antoine both suggest that during the earlier Aterian, there was a
preference for

and that through time this was replaced by a preference for flim Antoineys

evidence comes from the spring mound Tit

Meu;this material may be naturally sorted,and

therefore the stratigraphy may have no bearing on the chronology of deposition.
Caton Thompson and Antoine both note variation in retouch style. In both cases, the earlier
proposed variants show little retouch, or short scalar retouch. With time, retouch becomes more
invasive, and the latest proposed variants of the Aterian show fme parallel pressure flaking.

The changes in reduction methods are poorly described Ferring notes that there is an
increase in the proportion of Levallois blades through time. He also suggests that the earliest Aterian
is most similar to the "Mousterian" technologic+

The technological and typological basis for sub-division of the Aterian, in the absence of
chronometric dates and stratigraphy, should be closely examined. Many of the differences described
above may have little to do with chronological change, and may reflect researchers' biases regarding
developments in the Palaeolithic.
MEgrations and redona1 variation

The distribution of Aterian sites and the focus of investigations on sites in Morocco, has led
to the idea that "LYAt6rienest une civilisation propre au Maghreb" (Debknath, et al. 1986: 233). The
origin of the Aterian has been a laced in the Maghreb and the last vestiges of the Aterian have also
been placed in the Maghreb (Balout 1955, Caton-Thompson 1946, Ferring 1975). Thisis in part
related to the focus of research on the Maghreb (Kleindiena In Press). Further, stratified deposits
that allow for determination of the relationship between the Aterian and succeeding and preceding
complexes are known mostly from the Maghreb.
Several of the researchers cited above also outlined their views regarding the place of origin
of the Aterian and migrations during the Aterian. There appears to be n o general consensus with
respect to the area of origin of the Aterian and migrations Most of the proposed schemes for the
place of origin of the Aterian and migations during the Aterian are old. Consequently, they do not
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take into account chronometric dating evidence. Further, there is a focus on the Maghreb that can

best be attributed to research history.
Fening saw the earliest Aterian in the Maghreb, at sites such as Aih Fritissa, Morocco and

Camp Franchet d7Esperey,Algeria. Caton-Thompson placed the earliest Aterian in Morocco. Balout
suggested that the sites on the Algerian littoral represented the earliest Aterian. According to
Fening's scheme, the 'Typical Aterian" (see Appendix 6) is known throughout n o d e r n Africa.
Caton-Thompson suggested that the variant following the earliest Aterian was also only present in
Morocco. Balout thought that the "Middle Aterian" could be found in Algeria and Morocco. Ferring
describes a find Aterian represented only at sites in the Maghreb. Caton-Thornpcaasees a move
from Morocco to Algeria and Egypt. Bdout proposes that the Central Saharan and some Moroccan
localities represent the fmal variant he describes.
In all ofthe above schemes, the Maghreb is a focus. Data from the Central and Eastern
Sahara need to be integrated into these schemes. The few chronometric determinations that exist for
these areas suggest that the Atexian in this area is at least as old as the Aterian in the Maghreb.
Because the dates from the Maghreb badly need to be re-evaluated, it would be premature to
propose an eastern origin to the Aterian with a westward migration. We may fmd that application of
techniques such as U-Th will show that the Maghrebian Arerian is comparable in age to that of the

Central Sahara.

A second line of evidence that has been used to support a Maghrebian origin for the Aterian

is the density of sites in this area, as compared with other parts of northern Africa. Our work at
Dakhleh shows that this is very likely to be an artefact of research history (IUeindienst In Press). The
Maghreb has been better explored, and at the same time surface localities have not been recorded
because they are considered out of context. As described below, we have found numerous surface
localities in Dakhleh, and it is entirely possible that the Eastern Sahara has a density of Aterian sites
that is equal to that of the Maghreb.

Wendod and Schild (1980: 1-4), Simmons (1986a: 1-7))McHugh (1982a) and Misome
(1969) discuss the history of Stone Age research and exploration in the Western Desert of Egypt,

Additionally, Weeks' (19 85) bibliographyconcerning the prehistory of Egypt is a useful source of
infomation on investigations before the mid-1980s. Rather than providing a comprehensive review

of all Middle Stone Age research in Egypt, I provide a basis for understanding the archaeological
materials examined here: Aterian Technocomplex occurrences at Dakhleh, Kharga, Dungul, Jebel
Uweinat and in the Western Desert generally. Further, I briefly summarise the current state of

knowledge vis-h-vis other d d units in Egypt that may be coeval with the Aterian
Technocomplex and look at some of the claims for "possible Aterian" sites in the Nile Valley and
Eastern Desert. I discuss the history of research on the Dakhleh Unit (DU) Aterian at Dakhleh
Oasis in Chapter 9,together with a discussion of field methodology applied there.

Dakhleh Oasis is one of a chain of oases in the Western Desert that share somewhat similar
geology and environments. Prehistoric research has been a focus of research at the more southern of
these oases: Dakhleh, Kharga, Dungul and K w h . However, little is known of the Pleistocene

prehisto~yof the northern areas: Farafra, Baharip and Siwa (See Figure 8).

Kharga Oasis
The Pleistocene prehistory of Kharga Oasis has been subject to in-depth investigation by
several research expeditions from the end of the nineteenth centuty until today.
Fieldwork Conducted
Members of the Rolphs Expedition (1873-74) collected the f ~ sStone
t
Age archaeological

material to be reported from Kharga (Zittel1969). Later, in 1897,G. Legrain, an inspectordraughtsman for the Antiquities Service, travelled by camel from Rizigx, west of Armant in the Nile

Valley, to Kharga He recorded the location of sires by noting the hours that had elapsed since the
journey began. He also collected some material that de Morgan (1897: 44-49) illumtes. Although a
number of pieces cannot be identified clearly based on the illustrations and they are only designated
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as "Chellean", there is one object that is probably a "Nubian 11" core (see Figure 3) and several

small bifaces that could be identified as Aterian,"'

Bir Tarfawi

!be1
weinat

.Bir Sahara

Figure 8. -- ~rchaeologicdlocalities discussed in the text (modified from Kleindienst).
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The location of the Legrain collections, if they dexist, is unknown.

Louis Chapuis made another early collection of material at an unspecified date(s) before
1926."~Pond (1938) published the Chapuis collection in a somewhat haphazard fashion, probably

because the artefacts came from all periods and from a number of sites in the Western Desert and
the Algerian Sahara.119He illustrates two tanged artefacts from Kharga (Pond,et al. 1938: 66,68)
that might be identified as "Auignacian", but the text is unclead20
Gertrude Caton-Thompson and Elinor Gardner initiated true sciendfc prehistoric research
at Kharga in 1930. They conducted three seasons of fieldwork at Kharga during which time they

investigated both the prehistoric geography and the prehistory of the oasis. They published results in
several preliminary reports (Caton-Thompson 1931,1932, Caton-Thompsonand Gardner 1932,
Gardner 1933) and a monograph (Caton-Thompson 1952).
Caron-Thompson and Gardner discovered two important In siu Ate& aggregates at
Kharga: Spring Mound KO6 and Bulaq A, Group 3b. Additionally, at several solution pans in Bulaq
Pass h e y discovered Aterian objects on the surface and embedded in the upper part of the silts.
However, they considered the buried objects to be of a similar context to surface objects because
they could have been trampledinto the silts (Caton-Thompson 1952: 130). Catcn-Thompson

believed that the material from the solution pan sites had some degree of integrity and used it to
supplement the material collected from in situ sites. Caton-Thompson and Gardner also discovered
Aterian materids at a number of surface localities including 'Ain 'Arnur,Umm Dabadib, Abu
Sighawal12'and on the surface of the Acheulean spring mound K010.'~~

The Combined Prehistoric Expedition (CPE) worked the spring mound area north of the
town of Kharga in 1976. They excavated one Kharga Aterian spring mound (E-76-4)
and collected
110 Chapuis donated the collections he made to the Logan Museum I did not contact the museum to determine wherher
they were still there.
119 It would appear that Chapuis visited Jebel Uweinat, but unlike the Englsh and Egyptian explorers, he apprcached it
from the south (Pond, et d. 1938:69).
120 Pond (1938: 66)68)illustrates a third tmged object from NE Sudan.
121 Caton-Thompson did not report surface isolates in the monograph, but clearly marked tanged tools from Umm
Dabadib and Abu Sighawal are in t h e collections housed at the Cambridge Museum of Anthropology and Archaeology
and at the Quaternary section of the British Museum.
&on-Thompson did not bring all of the m a t e d excavated and collected out of t h e field, and members of the DOP
discovered some objects at her camps in Bulaq and her trenches in Refuf (Kleindienst, et aL In Press). The material that
she retained was dispersed to a number of institutions that funded the expedition. Caton-Thompson(1952: 197) lists the
locations of the illustrated specimens and the institutions to which she gave uniflustrated specimens. However, she does
not list the quantity of unillustrared objects given to each institution. At both the British Museum and the Egyptian
Geological Mweum, some of the illustrated specimens listed as housed at these institutions were missing or unavdable
for study. Objeas originally deposited at the Institute of Archaeology)University of London are now hxlud at the
British Museum The notes to accompany this m a t e d probably no longer exLt The bulk of Caton-Thompds
personal possessions was destroyed during the war (1983:211). Cioon-Thompson specificallymentions the loss of
fieldnotes for expeditions between 192 1and 1929, but she does nor indicate the loss of the Kharga books. However,
none of the institutions that I visited had any notebooks or catalogues to accompany the attefacts. Because the objeas
were dispersed to so many institutioms, because not all objects were retained, and because a catdogue of objects was not
available, I have chosen in some c i i ~ a n c e tos rely upon Caton-Thompson's published data.
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material from a nearby surface site (E-76-5). The results of this investigation are published in a
monograph together with results from other investigations in the Western Deserc (Wendaf and
Scud 1980).12'

The Kansas University Western Desert Expedition (KUWDE)led by Simmons and Mandel
(1986b: 35) conducted three weeks of survey during the winter of 1982-83.They took a Cultural

Resource Management approach to the s w e y . The goals of the survey were oriented to
undemanding changing settlement patterns, particularly in the face of changing environmental
conditions (Simmons 1986b). They recorded details of 63 prehistoric sites bur collected n o axtefacts
(Simmons and Dyer 1986: 79). At sites with high lithic density, data on the nature of the lithics
present were recorded on a form (Simmons 1986b: 38,41)

Of the 63 sites discovered, Simmons and Dyer (1986: 80-82) classified seven as "Aterim".
These were found in only two of the eight transeccs surveyed (4 and 7). Of these seven sites, several

(Nos. 13,48,56and 61) are probably better classified as Holocene with " H o l ~ ~ a t e dAterian
"'~~
artefacts because the artefacts reported are predominantly Holocene. The remaining three sites (49,

50 and 60) appear to be relatively unmixed Aterian aggregates. All seven of the sites with Aterian
material were found in transects on the Libyan Plateau (Simmons and D ~ 1986).
T

FinaIly, members of the Pleistocene Team of the Dakhleh Oasis Project POP) are
conducting ongoing investigations of geoarchaeologyof Kharga Oasis. At this time, investigations
of archaeological resources are in preliminary stages. However, as discussed above (Chapter 9,the
tufa deposits at Kharga provide excellent potential for chronometric daring of periods of increased

humidity and associated archaeological remains (Kleindienst, et al. In Press, Nicoll, et al. 1999).
esearch Conclusions

The earliest archaeological investigations at Kharga, by Zittel, Legrain and Chapuis, did not
result in major research conclusions, aside from establishing a Stone Age presence in the region.
Gxon-Thompson and Gardner's monumental work was geoarchaeological and culturehistorical in nature. They set the baseline for later investigators in the Western Desert.
Archaeologically, the most sipficant aspen of the Kharga monograph lies in the description of the
cultural ~

t present.
s
The units that Caton-Thompson defmed and the names she assigned to these

123 Some of the material collected by the CPE is housed at Southern Methodist University (SMV). I examined three
highly abraded ranged pieces from the surface, and several small boxes of debris and debitage from the excavation. The
total number of artefacts in these boxes is around 100.Additional boxes containing surface material are also h o w d as
SMU.
124 T
his form does not indude a field to record raw materid (Slnmons 1986b).
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units have been modified somewhat in recent years: Kleindienst (1999) recognises only four
Levdois-basedMSA units from Dakhleh and the term 'Levalloisian" has f d e n out of use.
Additionally,the tentative chronology Caron-Thompson established has been modified. Specifically,

the Khargan (see below, p. 146) is now generally thought to post-date rather than pre-date the
Aterian, although this has not yet been established by stratigraphy or chronometic dating (Wiseman
1999).

Caron~Thompson'sdescription of the "KhargaAterian" has long served as the general
defhtion of the Aterian from eastern N o h Africa, providing a basis for comparison with

collections from elsewhere in North Africa (e.g., Antoine 1950, Ferring 1975, TLder 1958-1959). The
attributes she noted for the gamma-styleAterian from Kharga are both typological and
technological. Typologically,well-made end-scrapersare more common than side-scrapers, and
fmely made bifacial foliates and a bifaeial tanged form, s i i a r to that found in the Maghreb, are
present (Caton-Thompson 1946: 94). Technologically, she nores the use of flat retouch, both
dorsally and venmlly; thinning of bifaces using parallel flaking,and use of the Levdois r t o r t o i e
core") method such that resultant flakes were thin with highly facetted butts (CatonThompscn

1946: 90).She also observed that the average flaking and bulbar angles on Aterian flakes were quite
different from those of Acheulean flakes (Caton-Thompson 1952: 26,30).
Caron-Thompsonwas the fust researcher in this region to assign a suggested function to a
locality. Based on the high proportion of debris and the low number of tools at K06, she suggested
that the spring mound was a "flakingsite" (Caton-Thompson 1952: 86). This is a somewhat unusual

suggestion, given the position of the site, but it is based on the high pmporcion of flaking debris.

The work of the CPE provided conoborative evidence for Caton-Thompson's suggestion of
the function of KO6. Their excavation of E-76-4 resulted in recovery of a similar set of materials
and they too suggested the spring mound area had been used as a workshop (Wendorf and Schild
1980: 185-87).

The prhmy result of the KUWDE work established that Aterian localities were present on
the Plateau (Simmons and Dyer 1986). No other research expeditions to Kharga have intensively
surveyed the Plateau, and before this Aterian localities were known only from the Escarpment
passes and the Lowland area. No one else has investigated the Aterian use of the Plateau area away
from the oases anywhere in the Western De~ert."~
This has interesting research implications related
125 l'Holop~rtsl'
ue pieces that have been moved by Holocene people (Kleindienst 1999). They are identified either by
recent retouch or their locarion at a Holocene archawlogid site. They will have a different abnsion category and
varnish colour than t h e Holocene artefacts.
12' Sites were found o n the Platem at Dungul roo;and these were also located dose to the Escarpment (Heste and
Hobler 1969).

to whether enough moisture was present on the Plateau to sustain life, and whether there is evidence

of si+cant

Aterian use of the areas between water sources at current springs and in oases.

Dungul Oasis
Members of the Joint Nubian Pre-historial and Archaeological Campaign"' (JNPAC)
undertook fieldwork at Dungul and Dineigil Oases for seven weeks in 1963. Fred Wendorf was the

head of the expedition, but the fieldwod was carried out entirely by James Hester, Philip Hobler
and Frank Eddy, members of the EgyptianGeological S w e y and Egyptian workers. Two
laboratory technicians were Audrey Hobler and possibly Edna Eddy, and,judging from the
laboratory notes, the bulk of the field analysis was by Audrqr Hobler. Two publications resulted

from this work, a short article (Hobler and Hescer 1968) and a monograph (Hester and Hobler
1969). The expedition wolked closely with, and was assisted by, the Egyptian Geological Survey.

The geology of the region is introduced in the monograph by Said (1969).
fieldwork conducted at D u n 4
Members of the JNPACexpeditionlocated 159 sites, attributed to six different cultural
units: "Acheulean", "Middle Palaeolithic" 'Khargan", "Ate&, "Libya" and "Oasis-C Grouq. A

handful of sites could be classified as either Khargan or Aterian and were designated "KhargoAterian". Several other sites could not be definitely assigned ro any of these units. Random,
complete or "statistically sampled" co~ecdonswere made from about 124 of these sites.

The sites identified as "Atenan" are listed in Table 16."' The classification of one site is
unclear because Hester and Hobler list it as "Aterian"in one place (1969: 25) and as "Khargannin
Larer referred to as the Combined Prehistoric Expedition.
The expedition members brought a significantportion of the collections to North America for analysis but left a
small amount of material with Cairo Museum (Hobla 1963c, 1998). They originally took collections to the University of
New Mexico, but later moved them to Southern Mnhodist University. SMU retains fieldnotes with the collections.
I visited SMU to analyse these collections in the Juneof 1998. The site record forms for most of the localities identified
as "Aterim" were in good order. Of the eleven orpossibly twelve sites lined as "Aterian", Sue Linder-Lindeyand I were
only able to fmd material from three localities.
The bulk of the collection was missing from L 8708,suggesting that typed objects were the only objects brought out of
the field A comparison of the numbers on theseobjects and the artefact inventory sheets shows that only typed objects
were numbered and labeled Most of the numbend objects were present for L. 8708.
Most of the objects collected from L. 8793 were present and analysd The missing artefacts include a core and Levdois
flake and presumably some debh.
The collection from L. 8735 was largely unlabeled and artefacts were found in open boxes sorted by type. Many objects
were marked with a rype number rather than location code. The total number of objects in the boxes (233)exceeded the
number of recorded artefacts from this localiv (208). ~ccordingto the fieldnotes, two components were present at this
locality a ''Mousterian" component in the gavels (A)a d an Atetctiyl or Khargan component on the surface (B) (Eddy
1963, Hobler 1963a). The three objects that Eddy and orher expedition members collected from the gravels ue easily
distinguished from rhe rest of the collection on the b d s of a white patina compared with the orange to brown varnish
on surface m a t e d The objects are numbered 1.3, as indicated in the notes. Objects numbered 4 - 34 am apparently
ryped objects from Component B. In the existingcolkctions,several numbers are missing (5,18,25 and 27). In addition,
12'

lZ8

another place (1969: 80).Based on the number of Aterian sites reported, this site is probably

Khargan, not A t e r k A total of 11 Aterian sites was discovered, but it is possible that some of the
sites classified as "Khargan"or "Khargo-Ataian"are Atenan:

Sorting of tools by culture was initially hampered by the fact that the only discernible
difference between Khargan and Aterim assemblages was the presence of pedunculate tools
in the Aterian. (Hester and Hobler 1969: 79)
five duplicate numbers are present (4, 6,7,8,and 15). The handwriting on artefacts with duplicate numbers is different.
Based on this, I concluded that the extant collection from L.87358 is incomplete and that it inclucks objects from rwo
surface localities. While it may be possible to son out the numbered objects from the two collections based on
handwriting, the un-numbered objects are indistinguishable.The provenance of the second localiry is unknown. It is
unlikely to be L. 8835 because this ~ocaliwis
listed as ~ossiblv"Libvan".
Table A. -- State of "Aterian"collections Irom ~ u n g 0asi;
d
housed at SMU.
Site Number Collections present
Collection missing
8708
123 artefacts present
372 artefacts missing
8731
None
24 artefacts missin;
8734
None
Unclear - no artefa; inventory forms are on fde
at SMU
8735
233 artefacts present. Collection includes:
188 un-numbked mefaas in open boxes
5 objects with duplicate numbers
29 pieces that do not fit artefact inventorv
description and are probably Lorn a diffhrent site
8750
None
38 artefacts missing
8772
None
26 artefacts missing
8793
38 mefacts present
Missing 8 artefacts includinga core and Levdois
ilake
8796
None
67 artefacts missing (based on forms at SMU)
8804
None
62 artefacts missing
8808
None
46 artefacts missing
8856
None
AJl artefacts missing. Listed in notes as a
Neolithic "grazing site".
It is not clear whether the missing material was discarded in Egypt o r whether it was shipped to No& America and
subsequently separated from the rest of the collection. Both Hester and P.Hobler were contacted regarding the location
of the collections, and Hobler (1998) provided the following useful information:
n

.

.a

We discarded a lot of material from all time periods alter basic analysis and cataloguing in the field camp..
There was a division of t h e colIecdons at the end of the 1963-64 and 1965 field seasons in which the Egyptian
Museum got to take what thqr wanted. They asked us to provide type collections for each h e period so we
selected good examples of the most "typical"tool types for t h e n ...I think the Aterian type collection went to
the Egyptian Museum in the Spring of 1964....
Any specimens illustrated ia our reporc that are not in the SMU collections would have gone missing after we
r e m e d from Egypt.Following the division of the coUeetions with the Egyptian Museum the materials went to
Ft. Burgwin in New Mexico where some analysis war done in the summer of 1964. At the end of that summer
all of the Joint Nubian Projocr collections went...from Ft. Burgwin to SMU (I drove the truck.)
There are two Aterim objects illmted in Hester and Hobler that I was unable to fmd: Fig.96 b and c., indicatingthat
some pieces have been lost on this continent. Hobler (1998)suggesrs that the artefact inventory forms might note that
m a t e d was discarded; however, none of these do. Based on the analyses presented in the monograph and the artefact
inventory forms, I believe that the majority the material was either brought back to North America orit was analysed
funher in Egypt. In either case, the notes for h i s analysis are not housed with the rest of the notes for the localities.
There are numerous differences between the breakdown of anefaa types presented in Table 15 and the breakdown in
the artefact inventory forms. Changes to this classification could only have been made with reference to the artefacts
themselves. I also believe that some portions of collections were not brought out of Egypt Specifiically, the three
collections from sites listed as ''Aterim" in Hester and Hobler Table 4 (1969:25-29) that are not listed in Table 15 (1969:
80-8 1) shodd be counted among these. It is also probable that the flakes classified as "Non-Levalbi"from L. 8708
were also leh in Egypt.

There are clear differences between the Khargan Technocomplex, and the Aterian Technocomplex,
some of which Hester and Hobler (1969: 79) mention themselves. For example, Khargan artefacts
show steep retouch, truncated flakes, and are of a comparatively small size (see Chapter 9 for further
detail on differences between the Aterian and the Khargan).
Table 16. -- List of sites classified as Aterian from Dungul Oasis.
Number Size
8707'
200 m diameter
50 m diameter
100 m diameter
20m x4O m

Collection type

Mixed? Cdection size
Random collection
84
no
Statistical sample
no
All artefacts collected
no
All artefacts collected and some yes
excavation'
40mx40m
All artefacts collectedt
no
25 m diameter Random collection
no
300 rn diameter All artefacts collected
no
l5Omx 300 m Random collection
no
40mx50m
No information providedt
yes
25mx100m
Random collection
no
ZOmx5O rn
Random collection
no
10mx75 m
All aitefacts collectedt
ves
' In Table 4, Hester and Hobler (1969; 25) this site is listed as "Ater i d . In Table 15 Hester and
Hobler (1969: 80) list the same site as "Khargan".
Material attributed to other culturai units present.
The number of objects collected fromthis location is not published: this number was obtained
from A. Hobler (I963b) .
I

'

*

Wiseman (1999: 112-113)has recently described the defining atuibutes of the Khargan
Technocomplex Sheikh Mabruk Unit (SliMU)that set it apart from the Aterian Technocomplex.
Although it is possible that the Atexian and the Khargan are facies of the same unit, Wiseman (1999:

114) argues against this on the basis of "madred technological contrasts". Several authors have noted
that Khargan and Aterian sites are found in similar locations (Catan-Thompson 1946: 123, Hobler

and Hester 1968: 123-24, Wiseman 1999: 114). Consequently, some of the Dungul "KhargoAterian" sites may be mixed. However,identification of the cultural afffiation of Khargan and
Aterian sites based solely on the presence or absence of tanged objects is certain to result in
misclassification of some Aterian sites as Khargan. Use of a typological analyucal system, paxtidarly
one using a system not devised for this material, could mask differences rather than emphasise
thern.12'

129 Wiseman (1999: 112- 113) outlines some of the characteristics of the Khargan Technocomplex:small,thi&
amorphous flakes and flake tools; proximal and distal txuncations; steep retouch; small cores with flat becks. An
an*&
F e r n in which tools and cores are not measured and the nature of retouch is not recorded would not
emphasise the distinctive aspects of this unit.
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Research conclusipns - D u n 4
This JNPAC grew out of work in the Nile Valley, and this is clearly reflected in the largely
comparative research goals of the project. Hobler and Hester (1968:120-21) ask what the
relationships were between the cultures of the desert and those of the Nile Valley and whether the
desert served as a periphery to a Nile Valley centre. They examine whether human settlement

patterns were different in the fluctuating environment of the desert compared with the "guaranteed"
environment of the Nile Valley (Hobler and Hester 1968: 120-21). Trueto the theoretical biases of
the day, the researchers showed particular interest in settlement patterns and t h e relationship
between people and their environment ('Trigger 1989: 294-95). The nature of the artefacts, and the
system used to analyse them received less attention. For example, thejuse the Bordesian typological

system for classification of Khargan and Aterian material while conceding that "in mary cases, it did
not fit the material at all well" (Hester and Hobler 1969: 79.'"
For this reason, I consider Hester and Hobler's conclusions regarding the types of
environments in which Aterian sites are found more reliable than their conclusions about the
temporal relationships between the Aterian and other units based on artefact typology. They drew

few conclusions specificallypertaining to settlement patterns during the Aterian:
I. Within Dungul, "Khargan" and "Aterian"sites are found in the same types of situations,
suggesting use of the same resources during times of similar environmental conditions (Ho bler

and Hester 1968: 123-24). "Aterian"sites were found on the Plateau, a t the edge of the Plateau,
on pediment surfaces, on wadi deposits and in wadi deposits. Ahon all of them were found in
the Wadi Dungul area, and none occurred in southernDungul Oasis.

2. In the Western Desert, Aterian sites are limized to regions with higher moisture and Dungull
possibly represents the easternmost extent of the Aterian pester and Hobler 1969: 158).
Several other conclusions regarding the dates and the nlpological relationship of the Aterian
to other cultural units should now be disregarded:
I. The "Khargan" and possibly the "Aterian"date to "Sub-pluvial I" between 8000 and 9000 B.C.

and the climate was marked by increased precipitation and lower temperatures (Hester and
Hobler 1969: 162).
2. There are possibly meaningful differences in the calculated ~echnologicalindices for the

"Middlenand Wpper Pdaeolithic" sites. Hener and Hobler (1969:84) point out that the
-

130 This is best e x ~ l p l i f r dby the seriation chart, which shows t h e presence or absence of Bordes' tool rypes for each
archaeological cultureat Dungul from the Acheulean to h e Oasis-CGmup (Hesw andHabler 1969: 132). Tho me
type numbers are used for each nrlwe and the Neolithic Oasis-C group and Epi-Rlaalitbic Lilyan tools are
categorised using a rypology developed for the Lower amd Middle Palaeofithic.
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"Aterian" and 'Khargann, classified by them as "Upper Palaeolithic", have lower U

p

Pdaeolithic indices than the "Middle Palaeolithic" marerial and conclude that "[tlhis is probably
because the Upper Paleolithic traditions in Europe and Africa were distinct rather than
identical." While this is probably true, the evidence provided cannot serve as a basis for this
condusion because the Aterian and Khargan should be classified as MP/MSA, and the meaning
of such indices in the absence of indications of site function is unclear at best.
Hester and Hobler's search for correlations between different geomorphological zones and
archaeologicalunits is an approach that we continue to use. Some of the weaker points in their study
arose from the speed with which the work was conducted: seven weeks is a short time to collect
materials from 159 localities! Their conclusions based on the artefact analysis must be regarded with
caution because of the anah/ucd methodology employed. For the purposes of this study, I only
examined the 'Aterim" collections.

Kurkur Oasis
Kurt Leuchs frst discovered Palaeolithic archaeologicalmaterial at Kurkur Oasis in the
course of geological fieldwork in 1911(Butzer and h s e n 1968: 336). Twomissions carried out
archaeological fieldwork at Kurkur in the 1960s: the Yale Prehistoric Nubia Expedition (YLTPEN)in

March 1963 peed 1964), and the JNPACin December 1963 and January 1965 (Butzer and Hansen
1968, Heser and Hobler 1969). The primary focus of both missions was salvage archaeology
associated with the Aswan High Damn project. Consequently, they allotted little time to fieldwork in

the Libyan Desert.
Fieldwork at K u r h
Members of the W E N group spent five days at K u r h (Reed 1964). During this time,

they mapped an area of 110 km2,collected numerous sediment and pollen samples and made surface
collections at several sites (Butzer and Hansen 1968). There is some discrepancy in the reported
number of sites collected. Reed repons finding 16 Khargan sites, one Middle Palaeolithic site and
possibly one Neolithic site. According to him, eight of the Khargan sites were completely collected

and one was half-collected (1964: 12).It is not clear whether material was collected from other sites.
Butzer (1968: 390-392) reports collecting material from 12 sites. This inconsistency possibly arises
because Sire 7 was collected as a number of separate concentrations. No one published a detailed
report of the archaeological fmds, but Butter and Hansen (1968: 390-394) bri*

describe the

localities and the work conducted They describe the material as "of Middle and Late Palaeolithic
typology" and note an "absence of Aterian sites at Kurkur"@umrand Hansen 1968: 390,394).
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The only definite cultural attribution they make relates t o Site 10, which they describe as a
"Khargan" workshop (Butzer and Hansen 1968: 392).

The JNPAC located 24 sites at Kurkur, of which at least one had already been documented
by the YUPEN expedition (1969: 139). They also discovered no sites identifiled as "Aterian", but
they located seven "Khargan" sites, one "Middle Palaeo1ithi.c" site, one "Upper Palaeolithic" site and
one "Diminutive Khargan" site (Hester and Hobler 1969: 141).I3' The Middle Palaeolithic site may
be equivalent to Caton-Thompson's "Lower Levalloisian" (Bueer and Hansen 1968:390) and the
"Upper Palaeolithic" site, according to the classification system Hester and Hobler (1969) used,
would be either Aterian or Khargan. Hester and Hobler (1969: 142-152) on1yprovided descriptions
of the artefacts collected from the "Middle Palaeolithic" and "Diminaive Khargan"MP/MSA-

related sites at Kwkur."*
esearch Conclusions
David Boloyan, a YIPEN expedition archaeologist, brought the lithic material from that
collection to North America for analysis, but never completed the study (Sivertsen No Date).
Starting in 1976, Barbara Sivertsen andysed the material and found that a substantialportion of the

collection had been lost, and labels were missing from a large part of the existing materials. Based on
this analysis, she asserts the "Khargan" is a facies of the "Atedan" (Sivatsen No Date). This
assessment of the cultural afffiation of the Kurkur material was adopted by Butzer (1980: 275) and
explains his seemingly contradictory statement that there are "abundant, rich surface sites of the
Aterian induty" at Kurkur. In 1999, Kleindienn and Wiseman examined the extant material from

the YUPEN collection at Chicago. According to Kleindiena (personal communication 1999),
The pieces Sivertsen classified as "pedunculates" (if those are all that she found) are not
Aterim in rype or technique. Nor did we see any certain Aterian pieces in the rest of the
collection.
Wiseman (personal communication 2000) reports that the objects labelled "pedunculates" in the

YUPEN Kurkur collection are "shouldered at best". One described item shows a single notch on
each face at the base. Because the "tanged"objects from Kurkur do not show distinctive tangs that
are worked on three or four "sides", the YUPEN Kurkur materials were not examined, and they are

not considered to be Aterian.
The analyses of the "Upper Palaeolithic" material that t h e P A C expedition collected are
unpublished, and little can be said about their work with regards to any possible Arerian presence at
The numbers listed in the monograph (Heser and Hobler 1969)differ slightly from those presented in Hobler
(1968).
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Kurkur. Based on the identification criteria outlined above, the lack of apparent Aterian sites at
Kurkur certady warrants re-assessment.

Siwa, Bahariya, Faraka Oases
No research focussed on the Aterian has been canied out in the northern oases. In general,
the Pleistocene prehistory of these areas is not well known. However, there are indications that the

Aterian may be present in this region.
A team working under the direction of Barbara Barich is currently investigating the
Holocene prehistory of Farafra Oasis (Alessio, et d. 1992, Barich and Hassan 1987). Theyhave
conducted some survey, but report only Holocene sires (Barich and Hassan 1987).Memben of the
Dakhleh Oasis Project visited the University of Rome expedition in Farafra in 1997. We were shown
a small number of abraded MSA artefaas that had been collected from the surface near the

Neolithic site under investigation,which indicates that there is potential for fmding MSA and
possibly Aterian aggregates in Farafra. Hassan (personal communication 2000) indicates that no
Aterian sites were found in the survey of the oasis.

A team from Helsinki and Cairo has recently conducted archaeological research in Farafra
(Siiriiiinen 1998, 1999). The main focus of the project is investigation of the region's geomorphology
(Donner 1999). The published summary of the archaeologicd fmdings is difficult to interpret: the
investigator recorded all artefacts encountered in the field without collecting them. Thus, the
descriptions of the lithic material are, for the most part, m o general to be of use, although Siiriihen

(1999: 130) reports the presence of isolated, abraded small bifaces and Levallois cores in surface
context,
The interpretation of these fmds with respect to the chronology of human occupation is
unusual. SiLihen begins by stating that:

During the Late Pleistocene arid period, which lasted from about 20 000 BP to the onset of
the Holocene humid phase at about 10 000 BP, the northern Sahara was spaaely inhabited
by Late Palaeolichic 'Middle Stone Age' populations basing their lithic production on the
Levallois technology, such as the latest survivals of the Aterian culture. (1999: 115)
There are few dates on the Aterian that post-date20 ka, and researchers reject many of these
as too young. The only dated mated from an Atenan locality near Farafra is from Libya and that is
substantiallyolder than 10-20 ka (Gemaschi, et al. 1998).13' Theauthor continues by suggesting that

the Acheulean could have been present in the area to 45 ka, based on this date as a "latest possible
-

- -

-

-- -

--

In recent examination of the YUPEN "Khargan"material from Kurkur, Kleindienst and Wsemm noted that it is
similar to the Sheikh Mabruk Unit from Dakhleh.
133 Additionally, the dated material from Bir Tarfawi suggests that a much earlier Aterian occupation is possible.
1j2
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time limit for the Aterian" (SiLiiinen 1999: 133). (Presumably the author meant an "earliest"
possible date.) The illustration of the Levallois cores recovered includes one struck Levallois core,
approximately 8.5 cm in length and with radial preparation. This fits easdy within the size range
recorded for Levallois cores atvibuted to the "Ataian" and other MP/MSA units at Dakhleh Oasis
(Kleindienst 1999).

Both the work by the University of Rome team and the University of Helsinki-Ain Shams
University team indicate that MSA materials are present at Farafra. Which units are represented is a
There are no
question that remains unresolved.
reports of Aterian localities at Bahariya Oasis or its vic'ity. No Pleistocene prehistoric research has

been conducted in Bahariya, and Hassan's report on the Holocene prehistoly is unpublished. Hassan
(personal communication 2000) indicates f~ndingno Ate~ianmaterid at Bahariya.
A. Fakhry (1973) briefly discusses prehistoric research at Siwa in his monograph on the
oasis. He reports that three prehistorians worked there at different times: H.W. Seton-Karr, CW.
Cunnington, and Oric Bates. C o k i o n s made by Cunnington were donated to the Museum of
Archaeology and Ethnography in Cambridge and are illustrated in Faduy's volume. Somewhat
better illustrationsof the same objects are included in Huzayyids (1941) volume on Egyptian
prehistory. They include a broken unifacid tanged point, a "Mousterian" poin~and a Tabdbalat
point (Figure 2) (Faduy 1973: 72, Hura*

1941). Onc Bates illustrates a number of lithic projectile

points, but he does not provide the specific provenance of objects, nor does he clearly indicate their
sizes (Bates 1970).A few of the objects could be Aterian, but they also could belong to a later

c u l d period. Clearly, as Caton-Thompson indicates, Aterian artefacts are present at Siwa. Without
W e r research it is impossible to know whether there are large Aterian aggregates present there.

Unfortunately, Hassan's (1978) survey of the oasis concerned only Holocene sites and environment,

and consequentlysheds no light on the possible Aterian occupation of Siwa.
The Southern Desert and Plateaux
The area south of the oasis chain, referred to as the southern Western Desert, is more
geologically varied than the norchern Western Desert. Out of convenience, I have grouped together
discussion of all areas south of the oasis chain and west of the Nile, e.g., Bir Tarfawi, the Gilf Kebir
Plateau and Jebel Uweinat. The types of environments and resources available at Bir Tarfawi or the
Gebel Nabta areas, lowland regions with some water availability, would have been different that
those at the Gilf Kebir Plateau or Jebel Uweinat, which are highlands.
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Bir Sahara, Bir Tarfawi, and Gebel Nabta

The CPE has investigated the Bir Sahara, Bir Tarfawi and Gebel Nabta areas, starting in
1972. Gebel Nabta and Nabta Playa have never been the site of investigations of the Aterian, but
Wendorf and Schild (1980: 84) suggest that some of the MP/MSA material present in lag deposits

could be attributed to the "Aterian".'" Similarly)they never describe "Aterim" m a t e d s from Bir
Sahara,"' although early dates for the "At&"

were based on dated objects from Bir Sahara. The

remainder of this discussion deals with the claims for the " A t e h " from Bir Tarfawi. I look at the

original dates on the "Ateriann from Bir Sahara and Bir Tarfawi, at the CPE d e f ~ t i o nof the
"Aterian", at the recent dates on the MP/MSA in this region and at what we can safely &be

to the

Aterian.
Schild and Wendorf frst reported the presence of "Atedan" materids in the Bir Tarfawi
region in 1975. They described BT-14, a site that they had not yet excavated, as "a huge Aterian kill
site" (Schild and Wendorf 1975: 93). In the same article they published dates of 30,807

1,000

(SMU-75) and > 44,700 B .P. (SMU -79) for the "Atexian"occupation of the region (SchiM and
Wendorf 1975: 108). These dates are of shell in a silt layer at BS-15 that Schild and Wendorf (1975:
92) thought was analogous to a layer from BT-14.They suggest that the more recent date may have

resulted from contamination of the shell by young surface carbonates (Schild and Wendorf 1975:
92). phey do not describe the types of artefacts observed at BT-14 in this publication.)

Wendorf and Schild report the fim detailed investigations of BT-14 in their 1980
monograph. They selected seven different areas for work, of which they identified six as "Aterian".

They made surface collections at all seven of these areas, excavated 17trenches to determine the
stratigraphy,and excavated a portion of Area C. They report recovering "Arerian"

from

Areas A, B and C, both in surface and sub-surfacecontexts. The collections from the other areas
were too smd for calculation of indices, and they do not specificallymention the presence of
pedunculates at any of these areas. The proportion of foliates and pedunculates is the basis for
cdculation of the "Aterian group indexn;and for the collection with the highest value Wendorf and

Schild (1980: 67) note that tanged tools are 'very rare". Thqr illustrate only one pedundate in this
volume and it is unusual because the ventral face appears to be unworked (Wendcaf and Schild
1980: 74). It should be stressed that onlyrecovered "Atedan" pieces from sub-surface contexts were
However, as discussed below,the CPE has used the term "Aterian"very loosely,
Schild (1998) suggests that the BS-13B marerial is "Aterian"but tangs are not described for this assemblage.
136 Aterian tools, in this case, are those used to calculate the Aterian index (Wendorf and Schild 1980: 10):
Aterian pedunculated and biface foliate pieces X 100
13'

135

--

Groups 1 - 63
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fragmentary foliates, yet Wendorf and Schild (1980: 59)intt;allv referred to illl of th d a c e and
subsurface artefacts from BT-14 as *Aterim".
Wendorf and Schild published an additional three dates on the "Aterian" in h i s volume, and

re-designated the dates from BS-I5 as "At&

On.Tmd the dates are from material recovered

frorn the trench excavations: a date of 44,190

1380 on MeIwroa'desshe1 (SMU-177)and a date of

2 1,950 490 on "organic residue" (SMU-214) (Haas and Haynes 1980: 374). The third dace is from
carbonaceous rock (tufa) from Area N, the one area at BT-14 where the majority of artefactswere
assigned to a much later date. This date of 26,530

* 470 (SMU-205) is probably too young because

of contamination by young carbonates, but it is not dear what association the material had with the

few Aterian objects that were found in surface context at Area N."'
The CPE continued investigations at Bir Tarfawi between 1985 and 1987 and reported these
in several publications (e.g., Kowdski, et al. 1989, Wendorf, et d. 1987, 1990,1991,1993~).They

recovered a large sample of faunal and lithic material from strased lake deposits during this second
campaign. They dated sediments and associated materials using a suite of new dating methods (see

various papers in Wendorf, et al. 19934.However, most of this research is not directly relevant to
the Aterian because "[p]edunculated tools do not occur in any excavated assemblage, although they

were fowd on the surface at BT-14 Areas A and B" (Wendorf, et al. 1993b: 571).
Wendorf et al. (1987) introduced the term "Denticulate Aterian" into the literature with
reference to the Bir Tarfawi aggregates, but without providing a clear d e f ~ t i o nT.his has caused

considerable confusion with respect to dating of the Aterian sensrmido. In 1987Wendorf et al. refer
to all of the Grey Lakes and the Green Lake at Bir Tarfawi as "(Denticulate) Aterian". In 1990,they

changed their terminology to "Middle Palaeolithic with denticulates and foliates"(Wendorf, et al.
1990).A few years later Wendorf (1992: 3 19) refers to the Bir Tarfawi m a t e d as "Aterian", and the

humid periods dating from 175 to 70 ka as "At&

wet episodes". Finally, in 1993,Wendorf et d.

(1993a: 4) declare that "We were not ... interested in the traditional approach which stresses rhe

d e f ~ t i o nof Middle Palaeolithic c u l d units, so the reader wiil find ...little mention of terms such
as Mousterian, Nubian Middle Stone Age, or Ateria.".

While few researchers would claim to be interestedin the definition of archaeological units
only for the sake of definition,the terminology used to refer t o the material is important and should
not be treated casually. The term "Aterian"brings to mind materials recovered aU over North
Africa, and most researchers would assume that use of this term suggests commonalitybetween
assemblages recovered and those known from published descriptions. In the case of BT-14, the
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Only nine "headyeolized"artefacts were found here, suggestingth~tthey are Holoports.
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single criterion used for idenufylng Atexian material elsewhere in North Africa, the presence of
tanged tools, is not met. Therefore, it was incumbent upon the researchers to justify use of the term,
so that other prehistorians would be able to understand why the label was applied. This was never

done, and for the purposes of this thesis, the oxily objects from Bir Tarfawi that are considered to be
Aterian are the aeolised surface materials recove~edin 1974.
Wendorf and Schild (1993: 278) indicate that the pedunculated pieces in surface context at
BT-14, Area A, may have been associated with the Green Lake phase or laser. Similarly, at least a
portion of the surface artefacts from Area C is thought to have come from the Green Lake phase.
There is considerable variation in the chronomerric dating of the various lake phases (Wendorf,et al.
1991, 1993b).Wendorf et al. (1993b:566) appear to assign the greatest confidence to optical dates,

which places the Green Phase at Oxygen Isotope Stage 5a, or 71.4 +8.2, -7.1 ka This suggests that
the Aterian (with tangs) occupation of the Bir Tarfawi area occurred at 80 %a car later.

In general, the investigations in the Southern Libyan Desert only indicate an Aterian
presence in this region. Aterian materials have been found in areas where water was formerly
present. Because researchers often fail to report artefacts in surface contern,it is impossible to know
whether there are numerous Aterian localities or very few. It is not known whether artefacts occur in
the areas between wells and ancient playas.

Gilf Kebir
McHugh (1982b) provides a thorough history of research in the Gilf Kebir and Jebel
Uweinat regions. Since Hassanein Bey visited the area in 1923, numerous missions have made
expeditionsto the Gilf Kebir Rateau (McHugh 1982b). Only one research - t e r n specificaUy reports
the presence of Aterian material there (Pachur and Altrnann 1997: 115, Padw and Roper 1984:
25 1).No investigation has involved survey aimed at determining the nature of the Aterian or
MP/MSA presence in this area.
The 1938 Bagnold expedition included an archaeologist, Myers, wha collected materid from
several locations (Myers 1939, Peel and Bagnold 1939). Two suggestions from this expedition that
there may be Aterim or MSA in the region are: (1) the presence of a 5-inch lawel leaf from the Wadi
Abd-el Malik (Peel and Bagnold 1939); and (2) t h e comment by McHugh (l.980:65) that Myers
made note of "Mowtenan" material. McHugh a n d ~ e dthe collections from the Wadi Bakht, and
this material can all be attributed to a Holocene cultural unit. He rightly notes that the two
fragmentary tanged pieces bear no similariy to A-terianpedunculates (McH I& 1975: 39,42).

Although the tangs are "distinctive",it is not known whether they are bifacial. The retouch to isolate
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the tang is unusual because it is directed from the base, rather than the side. Additionally, retouch is

limited to the margin of the tang.

The CPE also travelled to the Gilf Kebir Plateau to conduct reconnaissance survey
(Wendorf and Schild 1980). They relocated the sites colleaed by Myen and studied by McHugh.
They state that "no other sites were located and the situauon does not seem promising for major
archaeological work" (Wendorf and Schild 1980: 2 17). C h l y this does not exclude the possibility
that Aterian material was found in d a c e context, but disregarded (cf. Wendorf and Schild's
comment regarding potential work at Dakhleh, below).
Work by the German Special Research Project Arid Areas has resulted in the first published
indications that the Aterian is present at the Gilf Kebir. Pachur and Roper (19 84: 251) write, "The
next post-~chedeanh e marks are the Aterian artifacts scattered over the Gdf Kebir Plateau. They

are apparently absent on the younger terraces." Pachur has kindly provided me with photographic
evidence of the material discovered from surface contexts a t the Gilf Kebir. These show varnished
tanged tools, without any apparent recent reworking The raw materid of these pieces is not
specified but differential varnishing and light colouring of some of them suggests that a few pieces at
least, are of chert. The contexts of chese objects have not been published in detail.

Jebel Uweinat
A multi-disciplinaryjoint Libyan and Belgian mission carried out archaeologicalwork at
Jebel Uweinat in 1968-69 (de Heinzelin, et al. 1969, Misome 1969). The team documented
prehistoric remains on the massif as well as its geomorpholqy, geology, fauna and flora (LConad
1969). "Ach~eulean","Middle Stone Age", "At&",

"Neolithic", and rock art localities were

discovered (de Heinzelin, et al. 1969: 122-123). No detailed map of the location of the exploration at
Jebel Uweinat has been published. Regarding the location of archaeological fn&, Misonne (1969:
107) indicates that important discoveries were made everywhere, but particularly on the plain north
of Karkur Talh.

The Aterian materials at "point 52" were found on the surface, overlymg a level of sand
containing 2wtm.j~
shells (de Heinzelin, et d. 1969). There is no published infomation on the
collection mlethodor the location of this aggregate at Jebel Uweinat. The material appears to have
come from one aggregate and the provenance of surfacemacerials within the aggregate was not
recorded. The labels on the artefacts appear to relate to amfact classification.

In de Heirmin's short repoa (1969) he notes the surface on which the material was found
and illustrates one piece. Tillet analped the material as one unit and presents the analysis brieflyin

his monograph (1983) and in a later comparative article (1989). He also indicates that the material
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was not sorted in the field, and that therefore the collection is f d y representative (Tills. 1995: 4343). Tillet's (1995:53) analysis of the Jebel Uweinat material is typological and comparative and

shows that the Central Saharan Aterian is more similar to the Jebel Uweinat material than to the
Aterian of the Maghreb o r Northwest Sahara. The discrepancy between the number of objects from

-

Jebel Uweinac cited by Tillet (2,200), and the number cited here ( $900) can be amibuted to
differences in dassification, exclusion of a group of chips and chunks and separation of a small
number of artefacts from the main collection.

Nile Valley and the Eastern Desert
The MP/MSA aggregates from the Nile Valley and Eastern Desert are interesting in two
ways. There are several claims for tanged objects or Aterianassemblages from these areas. If they
are actualy Arerian materials, our understanding of the geographic distibution of the Aterim would

have to be revised. Secondly, there are other MP/MSA unks in these areas, some of which bear
technological and typological similarities to the Aterian.

"Aterian" materials and sites in and adjacent to the Nile Valley
There have been sporadic reports of Aterian mefacts or tanged materials from the Nile

Valley. The fist was by Seligman in a general article on the Stone Age of Egypt (192 1).He &strates
several pieces that he believes are similar to those discovered by Reygasse. Of these, the most
convincinglytanged object was purchased in Luxor, and is of unknown provenience. The remaining
pieces are possibly tanged but cannot be attributed defdtely to the Aterian (Se1igm.n 1921: IS1152). They are allegedly predominantly from the desert near Lwor (Seligman 1921). Otha materials
come from localities in Southern Egypt and Sudan.

Singleton and Close (1980) make the most convincing case for an Aterian locality adj acent to

the Nile Valley. E-78-11is a surface site on a terrace at Wadi Kubbaniya less than 3 km from t h e
present course of the Nile. Singleton and Close (1980: 229) argue that the material has been
redeposited because they found it in "rolled and aeolised" condition and only on the surface of an
ancient terrace of Wadi Kubbaniya Excavation of a fossil dune on the terrace and of the terrace
sedimentsthemselves resulted in recovery of only one artefact from the terrace sediment^."^ They
point out that the artefacts were found in a concen-tration and, although they were unable to locate a
related in sib, aggregate, the artefacts were probably were redeposited from a nearby location, The
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criteria used for distinguishing between rolled and abraded objects are not set out, and therefore the
possibility exists that the material was abraded in d u and lies on a deflated surface.
Fieldworkers collected all "definite" tools that were seen and left debitage and more recent
artefacts (bladelets and bladelet cores) in place. The authors suggest that the aggregate is a mix of

Aterian m a t e d and younger less aeolised artefacts (Singleton and Close 1980). A s&icant
propoldon (0.27) of the collected tools is of possibly more recent origin (Sindeton and Close 1980:

230), but the lack of (reporred) recent reworking suggests that this is a result of mixing rather than

of "Holoporting" of MPIMSA artefacts. Unformnately, the collectors did nor pick up the debitage
that might have helped to danfy this question.

SMU houses a small collection of ten objects from E-78-11, eight of which Singleton and
Close (1980: 233) illustrate. I analysed this material, but the sample is too small to be useful. For the
purposes of this thesis, I rely on the data presented in the repoit.
The publication of the artefacts is brief and largely typological, but includes data on raw
materials. Based on the report, it is difficult to determine whether to consider this locality Ate&.

The illustrated unifacial tanged object (Singleton and Close 1980: Fig. 1l.Ig) is comparable to those
of the Aterian. The other illustrated "pedunculate" (Singleton and Close 1980: Fig. I Me) is a bifacial
tool that is completely unlike the bifacial tanged objects of the Aterian (e.g., Caton-Thompscn 1952,
TiUet 1983,Tixier W b ) . 13' It is fully bifacial, asymmetrical and notched proximally. It is better
described as a reworked biface, probably a foliate. In addition to clearly tanged bifaces, shouldered
bifaces also occur in the Atetian (see Chapter 13). Although this piece is asymmetrical, it does not
resemble a shouldered biface. The thtd tanged piece was not illustrated and was not available for

study. The remaking tools illustrated in the repott are generally MPMSA in character. The lack of
debitage makes it impossible to evaluate whether reduction methods were comparable to those
known for the Western Desert Aterian.

Carlson and Sigstad (1968) report the presence of tanged objects and foliates from Khor
Abu Anga and tangs from Magendohli. They classify the component at Khor Abu Anga that
contained these objects as possibly 'Lupernban" or "Nubian Middle Palaeolithic II" (Carlmn and
Sigstad 1968: 53). Arkell (1949) discovered and studied Khor Abu Anga decades earlier and noted
the presence of fmely made foliates, some of which are slightly constricted at the base. hkell did

not suggest that the material was Aterian, but rather that it shared some attributes with the Aterian.
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It is not dear whether this was from the terrace beside or under the dune.
Singleton and Close (1980:236) recognise that it is 'vqatypical".
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Carlson and Sigstad (1968: 55) describe the material from Magendohli as "related to the
Aterian". The site is an in situ quany locality on an inselberg (Cadson and Sigstad 1968).Carlson and
Sigstad did not publish an analysis of this collection, nor a comprehensive list of the objects
recovered. The partial list includes tanged points, scrapers, and Nubian cores. An analysis of this
collection was the subject of a Master's Thesis by D. Wallsmith (1984). She describes the ranged
tools from Magendohli as follows:

Both the pedundate points and the pedunculate tools display poorly defmed "stems". ...
The classes make up only 1.6 % of the total tool assemblage however their mere presence
signals the presence of the Aterian. (Wallsmith 1984: 31)
Wallsmith (1984: 32) illustrates two such tools. Only the dorsal faces are shown,suggesting
that these tools are not modified ventrally. From the illustrations it is not clear whether the basal
modification on these pieces is even bilateral. It is safe to say, based on the illustrations,that the
"pedunculates" do not resemble those found at localities in Kharga and Dakhleh Oases, in that the
tangs do not appear to be distinctive and worked both bifacially and bilaterally.

The analysis presented is a Bordesian analysis,and numerous comparisons are made
between the cumulative frequency graphs from Magendohli and other MPIMSA sites in the NJe

Valley and Western Desert.14* This leads Wdsmith (1984: 72) to the rather unsatisfymg suggestion
that "the lithics from Magendohli could belong to any of these lithic cultures". Compuison of
indices showed a closer relation between the Nubian Middle Palaeolithic and Magendohli than
between Bir Tarfawi and Magendohli. Wallsmith makes the important point that there is great

variability within the Aterian, specifically because the only criterion that has been used for
membership is the presence of tanged tools. Until the "tanged"objects are more clearly illustrated, it

is impossible even to assess whether there were pedunculates at this site.

Other MP/MSA units in the Nile Valley

The MP/MSA in the Nile Valley is best known from the following work
1. Work conducted by various international groups in the area of the Lake Nasser Reservoir in

Sudan and Egypt (Kleindienst 1972, Wendorf 1965,1968); and

2. Work by the Belgian Middle Egypt Prehistoric Project in the Qena Bend region and slightly
north to Assyur (Vermeersch and Paulissen 1993, Vermeersch, et al. 1990).

Guichard and Guichard (1965, 1968) broke down the Nubian Middle Pdaeolithic materials
into three groups. The Merence between the " N u b Middle Palaeolithic I" and 11appears ro be
largely one of fnesse.
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1. "Middle Palaeolithic" without Nubian cores, bifacial foliate objects o r Nubian side-and endscrapers;

2. "Nubian fiddle Palaeolithic In,with Nubian cores, bifacial foliate objects and scrapers that are
crude compared with "NubianMiddle Palaeolithic II" scrapers and foliates; and
3. "Nubian Middle Palaeolithic 11",14' with Nubian cores, scrapers and fme bifacial foliate objects.

The Nubian cores are point cores produced using a Levallois method. The "Nubian I" core
shows removal of elongated preparation flakes from the distal end and the "NubianII" core is
approximatelytriangular with steep radial preparation (Guichard and Guichard 1965: 68-69). T h e
Nubian bifacial foliates described and illustrated by Guichard and Guichard are, by their own
admission, quite variable. Some are extremely fine, but it would be tempting to classify others as
"pre-forms". They are all long and fairly narrow.The "Nubian side-scrapers" are double convex
side-scrapers,with scalar dorsal retouch. The "rostro-carinate" scraper is a side- and end-scraperthat
is fairly thick medialy, but thins abruptlyat the distal end (Guichard and Guichard 1965).
Table 17. -- Division of the Egyptian MPLMSA proposed by Van Peer (1998)
Technological
attributes
Typological
attributes

Distribution

Nde Vdey
C u l d Units

Nubian Complex
Use of Nubian I and I1 methods
for point production

Lower Nile Valley Complex
Use of "c~assical"Levallois
methods, no point ~roduction

Presence of the following tool
forms:
bifacial foliates
Nubian end-scrapers
Ndet Khater points (see Figure 9)
truncated facetted pieces
Lower Nile Valley
Western Desext of Egypt
Eastern Desert
Nubian Middle Pdaeolithic
the N-group (= Marks' Nubian
Mousterian)
Khormusan

Absence of tool types found in &e
Nubian complex
Presence of lateralized flakes (Van
Peer 1991b) (see Figure 9)

--

Lower Nit Valley
Western Desert of Egypt
Eastem Dlesert
Non-Nubian Middle Palaeolithic
the K-group (=Marks' Dentidate
MOWerim)
Transitional industries from Nazlet
Safaha and Taramsa 1

-

--

-

-

140 Wallsmith uses the BT-14 assemblages from the 1974 work to represent the Aterian. As discussed above, Ihe
excavated material is pobably nor Aterian.
'4' Guichard and Guichard use the term "Nubian Mousexian"but I have followed Van Peer and Verrneersch (1990)
because Myks used the term "NubianMouseria" to refer to something rather dinerent.

2

Figure 9. -- Tool Types described for the Nile Valley: A and B - Nazh Khater Points from M e t
Khater from Van Peer (1998); C - Laterahd flake from Nazlet Safaha from Van Peer (199Ib).

This basic division served as a rough chronology but it was not universally accepted, and
Marks (1968~)
proposed an alternative classification. Van Peer and Vermeersch suggested further
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changes to this chronology in 1990 . In 1998, Van Peer proposed that the entire Egyptian MPMA
could be divided into two complexes: the "Nubian Complex" and the "LowerNde Valley
Complex".The attributes of each, and the cultural units assigned to each, are summarised in Table

17. Included in the "Nubian complex" are units from the Western Desen: the Ate&

of the Eastern

Sahara, the "Last Inter-glacial Assemblages" from Bir Sahara and Bir Tarfawi. Grouping on this

scale is hazardous, pareicularly given possible functional differences in localities an4 as Schild (1998)
points out, the small number of "type fossils", variations in raw material availability and the kinds of
objects selected as type fossils (bifacial foliates, in particular).
Despite misgivings about this sub-division of the EgyptianMP/MSA, I think that Van Peer

has made several imporrant points regarding typological and technological similarities between the
Western Desert MP/MSA and the Nile Valley MP/MSA. As he outlined at an earlier date (1986)
and, indeed, as Guichard and Guichard (1965) indicated in their initial defhtion of the Nubian

point cores, both forms are known from the Aterian.

While there do appear to be common elements that the Nubian MP/MSA and the Aterian
share, there is a clear distinction between these cultural stratigraphic units. The tanged objects t h a ~

have been found at localities in the Western Deserc are not of questionable status and are common.
By contrast, a clearly tanged object of Aterian type has been found at only one location close to the
Nile Valley (Wadi Kubbaniya). This is dearly not for lack of investigation. Kleindienst (personal
communication 2000) notes that no "Aterian-type" tanged objects were found by the nine members
of the YUPEN III team in their survey of the east and west banks of the Nubian Nile Valley.

Comparativelylittle work on the MPIMSA has been conducted in the Eastern Desert. The
presence of Levdois-based W S A units in consistent geomorphologicalpositions has been
documented (Dittmann 1990,1993). Detailed description of the MP/MSA in the Eastern Desert has

not been published.
One claim for a possible tanged object in MP/MSA association in the Eastern Desert has
been published. Mercier et al. (1999:1340)repon recovering "tanged Levdois products" in
stratifted context at Sodm6in Cave in the Red Sea Mountains. The level in which these materials
were found was dared to > 30,000 &v-2089 and 29,9505 900 (GrN-l678Z), by radiocarbon on
charcoal (Mercier, et al. 1999: 1340, Van Peer, et al. 1996). One tanged artefact is illustrated in Van
Peer et d. (1996: 154 Fig.4.9) but it cannot be d e f ~ t i v e l yclassified as tanged because it appears to

be broken and there is no tang present. The other ranged tool reported by Mercier et d.(1999: 1340)
has not been illustrated, and as Van Peer (1998: S1 19) states, 'more evidence is required". From one
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level above the "tanged Levallois products* this team recovered "Emireh pointsn that they claim
"have never been found in African contexts up to now* (Van Peer, et al. 1996: 153). It is not clear
why Van Peer et d. do not point out i d x i t i e s between artefacts they recovered and the Tabalbalat
points and basally-thinned flakes that are ubiquitous in Africa (eg,, Caton-Thompson 1946,

Hawkins, et d. 1996, Singer and Wymer 1982).
Conclusions
This overview of work on the Aterian in h e Western Desert: and elsewhere in Egypt has
shown that there are large-sized aggregates in the southern oases, and that there is Aterian material
in surface context in the area to the south. The oasis material includes both in s h a n d surface
aggregates. Both in the Nile ValIey and in the Eastern Desert, there are reports of tanged tools.
Unfortunately, many of these are not illustrated, and it is impossible to evaluate whether they bear
similaricyto Aterian tmged objects in the Western Desert.

Much of the primary data presented in this thesis comes from the Dakhleh Oasis. The
collections analysed are from a variety of localitieswithin the oasis, all of which have been located
and collected by members of the D M & Oasis Project POP), under a concession granted by the
Supreme Council for Antiquities of Egypt. In this chapter I outline the methodology employed in

surveying and collecting the Dakhleh Unit (DU)materials in the oasis. Specific discussion of
localities and resources within the oasis can be found in Chapter 10.

of Pleistocene Archaeolo~icalResearch at Dakhleh
Caton-Thompson frst suggested the presence of Aterian localities at Dakhleh Oasis on the
basis of a Tabalbalat point Winlock collected in the western part of the oasis (CatorrThompsm
1952, McDonald 1980,Winlock 1936).Caton-Thompson did not herself visit Dakhleh, except by
plane (Caton-Thompson 1983).Wendorf and Schild (1980) carried out the fust investigations of the
Pleistocene prehistory of the oasis in 1972. They noted Aterian material in surface context during
their work southwest of Bdat (Schild and Wendorf 1975). Because of the context, they did not
regard it as 'suitable for further work" (Schild and Wendorf 1975). Roubet conducted a survey of
the prehistoric materials probably from the Balat region in 1981. She concluded that:
Le fads culture1 reprhsentk h Balat participe d'un ensemble M o ~ 6 r k 1 ,sensu lato, 6volu6
et non d'un Atinen. Rien dam les obsenrations n'attene la practique du pbdoncule. Tous les
out& sont c o n p dam l'ignorance de cette technique... (Roubet 198 1: 226).

It is possible that the m a t e d that Roubet discovered all belongs to other MSA units, but this seems
unlikey given the density of DU localities in the central oasis."'
The DOP began fieldwork in the oasis in 1978 (Mills 1979). The project is multi-disciplinaty
and international with broad research interests. These are centred on the past human use of the

oasis, but include the related subjects of the oasis environments and palaeoenviroments."' The first
several seasons of survey by the DOP did not confrm the presence of ~ t e r i a nmaterials (McDonald
1980, 1981, Mills 1979, 1980, 198 1)'41 but, in the fourth season, 1981,several Aterian localities were
This assessment of the nature of MP/MSA m a t e d at Dakhleh should be kept in mind when evaluating the results
of other surveys in northern Africa. Memben of the DOP have found Aterian materials in quantity, demonstrating that
short recomaissance nweys do not ne~essuily~mvide
an accurate picture of archaeological resources.
'43 At the inception of h e project Mills wrote that: "Theaim of the project is to describe and understand the setding and
development of man in Jle Dakhleh Oasis." (Mi& 1979: 163).
lU A few mefans reminiscent of the Aterian were recovered (e.g., a bifacid foliate) but it was thought that the
Pleistocene material could belong to a different MSA unit (McDonald 1981).
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discovered near the village of Sheikh Muftah and between the villages of Ismant and Balat
(McDonald 1982). The tanged points illustrated in the report of the 1982 fieldwork are undeniably
Aterian, although McDonald asserts that, by the standards of Caton-Thompson, they are not
"classical" (McDonald 1982).

Although prehistoric research was part of the work of the DOP since its inception (Mills

1979),it was only with the active field participation of M. R. Kleindienst,starting in 1986,that
systematic research on Pleistocene prehkoly began (Kleindienst 1999). Prior to 1986, most of the
Pleistocene localities were found by chance in the course of s w e y for more recent sites. Systematic
investigation of the Pleistocene prehiaoy of the oasis involves collaboration between prehistorians

and geologists, geochronologists, palaeo-environmentalistsand others (Kleindienst 1999: 84).

The Analysis of Surface Materials
Most Pleistocene-age archaeological materials that have been found at D W e h Oasis come

from surface contexts. These materials present both advantages and disadvantageswhen compared

with artefacts in buried contexts. Frequently surface materials are ignored because of perceived
provenance problems.146To begin to understand the place of the Saharan Aterian, however, it is
critical that we begin to grapple with surface materials. The majorily of materials presented in this
thesis were found on the modem desert surface.147The limitations of such materials are discussed, in
addition to the methods employed to avoid or control for such Ilntations.
Advantages of Surface Localities:the Regional Viewpoint

Localities in surface context are highly visible and prospection can be quite
straighrfor~ard."~
This visibility allows for relatively rapid location of a large number of "sites",'"

including isolates and small scatters that a survey for sites in buried context would probably miss
(Amblard,et al. 1995). It opens up the possibility of collecting information about regional
archaeological patterning (Dunnell and Dancey 1983, Ebert 1992). M a q Pleistocene-age
archaeological sites tend to be small, and they lack structural features that allow for mapping of
- -

The materials iIlunrated in the 1982 repon include a shouldered point, a tanged blade with a unifacial tang, and a fully
bifacial tanged point (McDonald 1982). None of these quaLfy as the 'characteristically Aterian ... unifaced tanged
points" (Caton-Thompson 1946: 90).
146 T
i (1967a), for example, completely rejecrr the w of sdace materials in establishing typologies.
147 T
his includes Atekm maten& from elsewhere in the Western Desen such as Jebd Uweinat, Dungul Oasis and Wadi
Kubbaniya.
Artefacts on rhe ground d a c e are clearlymore visible than buried artefacts. However, under some Cimunstances it may
d
lbe difficult to find "sites".For example, the presence of a chert lag may hamper detectionof clusters of chat artefacts
19
. The concept of the archaeological 'site" is especially problematic in desen environments where aeolian processes
have resulted in the exposure of a large amount of archaeological mated See below for a discussion ofthe term 'siten.
145
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subsurface sites without excavation. Therefore, collection of regional-scale information in areas
where sites are buried, in contrast to deserts, is difficult.'5o
Foley (198 la, 1981b), Issac (198 I), Dunnell and Dancey (1983) and Ebert (1992) have all
argued for the examination of the archaeological record on a regional scale, and have questioned the

utility of the concept of the "siten.The archaeological record is seen as a partial record of human
activities on the landscape. Such activities were not spatially limited to "home bases", but must h e
been carried out over a large area (Isaac 1981). Where hominids deposited artefacts or left their
prehistoric "calling cards", their use of these places may be reflected in the archaeological record
(Isaac 1981).~~~

If we limit examination of the archaeological record to areas of high artefact density (i.e., to
"sites", which are often interpreted as "home bases"), the behaviour reflected archaeologically
pertains to only a fraction of human activity.152The nature of archaeological investigation actually
artificially suuctures space. Such examination is highly selective, emphasising places where certain
rypes of activitieswere carried out repeatedly and resulted in a large amount of debris. These include
quarries, workshops and other resowce extraction locations, and "home bases" to which humans
returned regularly. Examination of whole landscapes, even if the duration of use was long and
artefacts are condensed onto one surface, will bemr reflect overall human behavim than
examination of "sites" done (Isaac 198 1).
Surface localities in semi-aridand arid environments provide an excellent opportunity to
collect regional information.'" There are some areas within Dakhleh Oasis where Holocene
sediments may mask Pleistocene artefacts (Xleindienst 1999), and there are other sections where
recent collection of cherc by gravel pickers has destroyed the surface archaeologicd record
(Kleindienst, et al. 1999). However, large sections of the oasis have been subjected to prolonged
surface exposure but have been spared recent human disturbance. Within such areas it is possible to
state confidently that the surface archaeological record accurately reflects the presence or absence of
archaeological materials.

The other advantages of surface materials are primarily logistical. These types of materials
are much less time consuming, and therefore less expensive, to collect (Eben 1992). Problems of
sampling are also fewer because the entire artefact distribution is visible and one can choose where
lS0 The Aterim localities found in the coartd deposits of the Maghreb present an obvious exception to this. However, it
is only possible to detect Aterian localities where these deposits are eroding.
lS1 Numerous types of post-depositional dLNtbmce may mask thisuse.
lY Yellen (
19m78) writes of the !Kung that "Bothhunbg and gathering activities take place away from the living site,
and they leave few if any mvks on the landscape. An eland, for example, may weigh up to half a ton, but the site of its
killing is marked immediately afterward by only a few bones, the horns, the stomach and inrestind contents and the
scattered pieces of charcoal used to cook the liver and other pieces of meat."
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to collect without running the risk of missing the cdnutll material (Amblud, et al. 1995). If the
occurrence is fairly discrete or if the archaeologist has a dear definition of what constitutes on- or

off-site, the area can be fairly easily defined and measured (Amblard, et al. 1995,Cziesla 1990).

Disadvantages of Surface Localities: Mixing, Robbing and Spread
Problems related to surface localities are well known and include (Arnbu et al. 1995,

DunneU and Dancey 1983: 269, Ebert 1992):

1. Use of an area on a number of occasions resulting in the mixing of material from chronologically
separated events;

2. Removal of wefacts for recycling by later people;
3. Physical erosion of mefacts, resulting in the complete disintegration of organics and a change in
forms and sizes of artefacts;
4. Changes in the physid properties of materials, such as the development of desert varnish, or

patina, as a result of surface exposure, and

5. Loss of original provenance through spreading and redistribution of artefacts.
Most of these problems can be addressed, and the procedures used to deal with them are
outlined below.

There are two ways to address the problem of mixing without resorting entirely to
typological differences in artefacts. The abrasion categories and the desert varnish colours of
artefacts are recorded. Abrasion categories vary depending on the length of time ttat artefacts have
been exposed t o sandblast. Varnish coloun vary with the length of time that rocks have been
exposed to the d a c e . Sandblast may remove varnish, or varnish may never develop on artefacts
that are continually blasted. Any materials of a signif~candydifferent abrasion category or patina
colour are excluded from analysis. Ths, material that appears to have been deposited at a
substantdy earlier or later date is left out of the analysis.15' There are at least two problems that are

not addressed using this method.155It is impossible to differentiate berween uses of an area that

followed one another in rapid succession and which can be attributed to the same cultural unit, i.e.,
several DU occupations. However, one must recall that buried sites do not always record the
Plough-zone archaeology provides similar opportunities.
This method may result in exclusion of artefacts that belong to the archaeologicd unit under study, if deflation of a
deposit was slow and anefam were exposed to the surface at substantially different tines.
155 It is also possible that recent deflation could result in t h e mixing of Holocene and MeLtocene*agedanefacts, and that
they would be similarly abraded and patinated. At Dakhleh Oasis, chis does not appear to be the case, and even the early
Holocene materials found in surface contexts are not much altered
1"

15'
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multiple uses of a locality separately (Dunnell and Dancey 1983). Buxied surfaces were once exposed
surfaces and, during the period of exposure, mixing is equally likely to have occurred on them. It is
also difficult to separate materials that were deposited at different times in the fleistocene, i.e., at
Dakhleh, Sheikh Mabruk Unit (SM-ILI) and DU artefacts. This is a more serious problem, which is
best dealt with by examination af the material for evidence of diagnostic artefacts belonging to more
than one cultural unit,i.e., both DU ranged objects and ShMU "mutilated flakes". Furthermore,

variation in the technological organisation of different units may help in determining whether or not
the locality is mixed. Sites that appear to contain a "mix"of Pleistocene-agematerials are not

induded here for the purposes of detailed artefact analysis. There is considerable overlap in the
nature of d d material from different Upper Pleistocene cultural units,and material cannot
always be separated with any degree of confidence. On the other hand, these localities can still
provide inportant regional information.
Ald~oughsurface lags from deflation often chmcterise desert surfaces, a further
complication is introduced by the apparent accumulation of sediment at desert localities through
accretion. Breed et al. (1989: 290-91) suggest that aeolian silts may be deposited and slowly
accumulate underneath rocks on an original surface. Over time, accreting sediment would bury some
cultural material, and leave some on the rising surface. Consequently, artefacts that were

manufactured and deposited at the same h e might be found in different contexts,with respect to
the modem surface. Furthermore, they might also display different degrees of abrasion and
patination.

Is is not easy to account for the removal of c u l d material by later people. Investigation of
later sites, however, can throw light on the degree to which Holocene people used Pleistocene-aged
"
artefacts as raw materials. In the case of Dakhleh Oasis, there is evidence for " s y s t e ~ c selection
of MSA materids as a raw material (McDonald 199la).

McDonald argues that the Masara Unit (B variant) people in D U e h Oasis selected MSA
flakes as raw material for burins (McDonald 1991a). This is strongly indicated)and in one case
McDonald found that all of the burins ( ~ 6 7in) a sample from Site 30/420 Dl-1 weremade on

MSA flakes (McDonald 199la: 271).However, before iit is assumed that all ~ t e r i a nlocalities within
the oasis have been sigdcandy altered, one must recall that:

1. Aterian localities are not the only MSA localities within the oasis. There are a t least three other

MSA units present at Dakhleh (Heindiena 1999),and it is likely that other MSA occurrences
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were also robbed. McDonald records one instance of a diagnostic Aterian artefact having been
reworked (McDonald 199la: 27 1); other instances have been observed (see Plate 41).

2. Masara B localities are found in spatiallyrestricted areas within Dashleh Oasis (McDonald
1991a: 269). If Masara B people obtained MSA flakes and flake fragments from locations close
to Masara B habitation areas, some DUMSA localities would be affected more than others
would be. Masara B sites are known from the pans southwest of the Sheikh Muftah Valley,

among other places. Several DU localities are also known from this region (Ls. 335,338 and
339) and from the Sheikh Muftah Valley, including L. 325 for which there is a large artefact

sample. ShMUlocalities also occur in the area. If we accept the assumption that DU/MSA
occurrences close to Masara B sites were more affected by robbing than distant DU/MSA
occurrences, we should expect that Ls.335,338,339 and 325 would be more affected by
subtraction than Ls. 294,334,189A, 216 or 342.
It should be noted that although reuse of MSA materials was not restricted t o the Masam

Unit (B variant), this is the only Holocene archaeological unit for which there are indications of
systematic, consistent selection of MSA materials.
Based on the presence of dusters of collected MSA material at Masara sites and the presence
of re-worked tanged tools, it is very likely that some objects have been removed from DU
occurrences (McDonald 199la). It is appears that these removals were non-random and that
particular types of artefacts, such as Levallois flakes and formed tools, were preferred. Table 18

shows the proportion of Levallois flakes in the component of Masara B assemblage from 30/420

Dl-1 that was designated MSA, based on varnish colour and abrasion. The proportion is much
higher than that for several DU localities. This may be explained in one of three ways:
1.

Masara I3 people intentionally selected L,evdois flakes, inflating the proportion at Masara B sites

as compared to other blanks;
2. The proportion of Levallois flakes at DUlocdties is mificialIy low ,duet o robbing; or
3. Both factors combined to inflate the proportion of Levdois flakes at Masara sites, and deflate it

at DU localities.
It should be stressed that concentrations of artefacts or "ocmences" are not the only
places at which Levdois flakes would have been available. In parts of t h e eastern oasis chert litcers
the ground, and isolated Levallois flakes are oken present in the reg.

Table 18.-- Proportions of artefact types found at Pleistocene localities varying in distance from
Masara B Holocene localities, Dakhleh Oasis.
Approximate distance t o closest Levallois flakes and
fragments (p)
known Masara B and C sites
894
6 km
0.09 + 0.01
1073
24 km
0.08 I
0.01
1606
less than 1 km
0.07 0.01

Locality'

DU - 130

*

Masara B (MSA material) 67
0.50
* In all cases only collections that were representative were used. These are the Grid collections from
--L. 325, all collekions from L.130, the ~ ; i collection,
d
the random square collection, and the Set I
NO and 0-20Elines from L. 294. Masara data are from McDonald (1991a: 271).
'Chips and chunks excluded from r o d s and cakulations.
If the following propositions hold tme it would be expected that locahties closest to Masara

B sites would have the lowest proportion of Levallois flakes and flake fragments:
1. Masara B people selected MSA matexials from nearby occurrences rather than distant ones;

2. The proportion of Levallois products at DU sites was relatively consistent for localities in s i d a r
situations; and

3. The effect of robbing was ~ i ~ c a n t .

L. 325 is the closest known large unmixed DU occurrence to the Masara B sites. The locality
most distant from Masara B sites with a comparable andysed sample is L. 294. There is no
significant difference in the proportion of Levdois flakes and fragments from Ls. 325 and 294,"'
suggesting that the proportion of such objects cannot be predicted based on the proximity to
Masara B sites. Further,L. 130lies an intermediate distance from Masara B sites, and has the highest
proportion of Levallois products. The difference between the proportions at Ls. 130 and 325 is also
insig~dcant.'~'There are several possible explanations for these data:

1. Masara B people coIlected MSA artefacts from nearby localities, and Masara localities in the
vicinity of 294 have simplynot been discovered;
2. The proportion of Levallois products at DU localities is variable and the coincidentallythe
localities closest toMasara B sites had the highest proportion of Levdois flakes, but also
suffered robbing so that now the proportions appear similar; or

3. The proportion of Levallois products at DU localities has not been altered signifcandy by
Masara B robbing an all localities have been altered in similar ways.

Possibility 1is rejected on the grounds that the area near L. 294 is well surveyed and there is
no evidence of Masara materids nearby. Possibility 2 cannot be rejected but possibility 3 is a much
simpler explanation of the available data. At this time, I must allow for the possibility that the
-

-
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Difference of proportions test, one-tailed, signdcance level of 0.01.
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proportions of different artefact classes present might not accurately reflect the proportions

originally deposited at the sites. In particular, chips and chunkswould probably be inflated and
Levdois products and tools deflated.Eventual comparison of m a t e d recovered from surface
contexts with material recovered from buried contexn would test whether surface assemblages have
been ~ i ~ c a n taltered.
ly
It is impossible to control for recent pick-up and re-deposition of "pretties". It is asnuned
that the location of isolates, in general, reflects the location where rhey were originallydeposited.
The exception to this assumption is when objects are found on Holocene sites or show evidence of

reworking.

. .

Spread and Redlanbution

Determination of the degree of mixing and spread is an important aspea of work on surface
localities. Several methods are used to t ~to
y estimate how much material has been dispersed or redeposited.
The density of arrefacts on a surface, the area of the surface, and the degree of abrasion of
the artefacts help to indicate the amount of spread. Hi& abraded mefacts on a large surface with a
low artefact density have probably been subjected to more spread than those that are less abraded,
on a smaller surface area with a higher anefaa density. Note that no one of these attributes done is

enough to determine whether a locality has been subject to more or less spread than another.
Cross-mendingof artefacts is a more robust method of determining the degree of spread of
the artefacts (Cziesla 1990). The average distance between mending artefacts and the number of
mends serve as relative measures of the degree of spread. In cases where the elevation of the surface
appears to be ~ i ~ c a n tlower
l y than the elevation during DU times and artefacts have been "let-

down",mending proved impossible (see Chapter 10).lS8
Re-deposition of materials, specificallysorting and aggregation, can be measured relatively by
observing the size classes of material present, the degree of abrasion, the number of mending pieces

and the amount of variance in the distance between mends. Sorred m a t e d would have less
variation in rhe size classes of materials. When compared to localities of similar artefact density, they

Difference of propoaions test, one-tailed,sign$cance level of 0.01.
is probablydated in pan to the nature of activities carried out at different localities. Occupation localities,
where Less lithic reduction appears to have been conducted, are louted p M y hthe low-lying areas of the oasis.
Localities in this region are subject to a higher degree of erosion than localities at higher elevations: water,when present,
will lun in greater quantity and the size of putides blown by the wind will be larger.
15'

15"
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would likely show a higher degree of weathering.'" Few pieces would be likely to mend, and of
those that did, there would be no patterhg in the distances between mends
Survey Methodology

Survey has been most intensivein the eastern section of the oasis, which is most accessible

from the village of Bashendi where the dig house has been located since 1982 (Kleindienst 1999,
Mills 1983). T h e DOP has conducted two types of survey:

1. Pedestrian or "foot" survey aimed at location of all of the archaeological resources in the oasis:,
historic and prehistoric. This survey took place in the first five field seasons of the project,
mady in t h e central oasis Lowlands ( C b c h e r and Mills 1999,Mills 1979,1980,1981,1984);

and

2. Pedestrian or "foot" survey for the prehistoric localities in the oasis (Kleindienst 1999,

McDonald 1999,Wiseman 1999).'Ibis survey has involved co-operation with environmental
specialists, and in recent years, has concentrated on the location of Pleiaocene prehistoric
resources.

Only six,or possibly seven, DUloc&ties were found in surveys prior to 1986 (see "List of
Prehistoric Archaeological Localitiesn[Churcherand Mills 19999. There are several reasons for this:

1. Work has concenuated in the Lowland areas of the modem oasis (Milk 1979,1980,198I),
where Holocene sediments cover seaions of the oasis floor (Brookes 1983), and n ~ the
~ k
presence of Pleistocene sites;

2. There is a dense chert lag in some areas, and it may have been difficult for surveyors to "seen
artefacts or localities within the lag; md

3. It may have been difficult for surveyors to delineate dusters of artefacts within this lag, even
when artefacts were found
The survey methodology that members of the Pleistocene Prehistoiy team employ is
somewhat different from the one that initid DOP surveyors used. Research on the Quaternary
environmentd history of the oasis, identification of different geomorphic units, and study of the

correlation between archaeological units and sedimentary units or surfaces are considered integral to
understanding the Pleistocene human usage of the oasis (Kleindienst 1999, Kleindienst, et al. 1999).

It is evident that there has been sigdicant climatic variation in the oasis over time. In order to
using the oasis, understanding the landscape
understand the adaptation of any group of h-s
The assumption here is char once exposed to the d a c e , material will be subject to abrasion or movement or both
Objects drat are not highly abraded are assumed to have been exposed for a shorter period of time, unless they are
found at a relativelyhi& elevation where there ir lide blowing sand causing abrasion.
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such a group was using is necessary. Erosional periods that have taken place over the past several
tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands of years complicate Pleistocene archaeology. However,
ongoing research has shown that some archaeological units are correlated with particular
geomorphic surfaces in the oasis, while other archaeological units are correlated with different
surfaces (Kleindienst 3999).Research aimed at determining the timing of periods of higher humidity
and the degree of humidity during a given period a t Dakhleh and Kharga is ongoing (Kleindienst, et

al. In Press, Nicoll, et 21. 1999). Studies of the fauna and flora present are also integral to
understanding Pleistocene human adaptation,but, unfortunately, at D M e h Oasis Pleistocene

faunal materials have only recently been recovered in any quantity (Chulcher, et al. 1999).
The number of people involved in s w e y for prehistoric localities has been smaller than the
crew of the initial ~unrqr.'~~
For this reason, survey has concentrated on mapping of PLeistocene
Nlfaces and sediments and the archaeologicalmaterial associated with them.Particular areas have
been investigated more intensively than others, and the eastem oasis is best known.16'The study area

has expanded, and indudes what is considered to be a "two-day r d W ( c a .50 km)from water
resources in the c e n d oasis (Neindienst 1999).'"

.

Dewatlon: 4

n >
b is a aSite
,

The notion of -thearchaeological "site" is fumly entrenched in our discipline, however vague
and misleading the term may be (Dunnell and Dancey 1983, Thomas 1975). In his model of
landscape use, Isaac viws human use of the environment as a web of movements. Imagined over
time these would be overlapping, and most of this web would be unmarked by attefacts or features
indicating human use of the area. However, in the course of a human's activity, artefacts may be
deposited and some locationsin this web are thus marked (Isaac 1981). A hierarchy of
archaeological deposits may reflect the intensity of use of a particular location:

I. single artefacts may be considered data points;
2. when these artefacts can be grouped together (e-g., flakes that refit onto a core), they are referred
to as a "single-action .episode cluster"; and

3. when a number of such clusters are found to be overlapping this may be considered a

"compound cluster" Qsaac 198 1).
-

----

--

This does not include tho lvge number ofDOP members who have collected and reporred Pleistocene materials
while exploring the oasis on weekends and lunch breaks.
16' For specific areas that have been investigated see Chapter 10.
162 The Pleistocene team also began to carry out reco~aissanceinvestigations at Kharga Oasis in 1987.Permission to
collect c u l d remains was granced by the Supreme Cound of Antiquities in 1996, and the Kharga Oasis Prehistory
Project holds the concessiom forprehistoric research at Kharga Oasis.
la
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Traditionally archaeologists have concentrated on the third type of deposit, and in so doing

they make the assumption that areas with a high density of artefacts are somehow more
representative of human behaviour than the other types of deposits (Isaac 1981).
Delineation of archaeological "sites"becomes difficult when one is interested in the use of

the regional landscape, and when the archaeological record occurs as an enormous "smear" of
artefacts, in some places of low density,in other places of high density. Should archaeologists
designate every flake a different site or, on the other hand, treat the entire oasis as one site (Ebert

1992, Thomas 1975]? It could be argued that neither designation is particularly useful: the former
being arbitraryin the boundaries of a "site",the latter being general to the point that the term "site"
becomes nearly meaningless.
It remains,however, that archaeologists need a method of refening to the areas where
artefacts are found. Following Caton-Thompson, McDonald and Kleindienst developed the locality
system to deal with this problem (See "Appendix III: Index List of Prehistoric Maeological

Localities" in Churclher and Mills [19991).General areas where archaeological materids dating to the
Old Kingdom or earlier, occur are given sequential locality numbers. The artefacts within a
particular "locality"may be attributableto a number of different cultural units."' "Localitiest'are not

designated on the basis of size, but rather on the basis of the local geomorphology.164Withn a
locality, a separate number may be assigned if a defmed concentration of archaeological material is

found.Localities may be further sub-divided into "Occurrences", whkh are named arbitrarily. Each
time material is collelcted from a locality it is given a separate "Add" number. "Adds"may refer to
material from different locations within the locality - for example, two isolates collected on the same

day, but in different parts of a locality would be given different "Add"numbers. Different "Add"
numbers are assigned to materials collected from the same location on different occasions, to
materials collected from different parts of a locality on the same occasion (e.g., the north- versus
south-facing sides of a spring mound), or using different methodology (e.g., grab samples versus grid
collection). Thus "Adds" may or may not reflect separate archaeological occurrences.

In the following discussion of the material from Dakhleh, I have grouped together all
material from "Adds" that refer t o the same location or archaeological occurrence (ie., all material

from the spring mound locality 080). I have separated all the "Adds"that refer to different locations
163 Note that diffemt locality numbers are always assigned for Holocene and Pleistocene concentrations in the same
area. The following explanation of the applicationof locality numbers and "Adds" refers to the system as it is applied to

Pleistocene archaeologicalmaterials.
IM For example, Locality 216 is an isolated remnant of the P-II gravel temce,with a different loclliry number than
mother isolated remnant A few hundred metres no& (L.342), and a different number than the Pam gravel terrace
below (L.. 23 1). The P-11and P-III gravel terraces were formed at different times. See Chapter 10 and Kleindienst et al.
(1999) for discussionof the local geornorphologat Dakhkh.
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within a larger area (e.g., the material from L. 327, which consists largely of spatially separated
isolates).

Collection Methods
Kleindienst, Wseman and other members of the DOP have experimented with a number of
methods of collecting surface materials. I only outline the methods that were applied in collections

of material analysed in this thesis. The methods employed in the DOP collection of material have
been somewhat variable. In many cases, isolated artefacts were picked up during survey and the
location of the material noted in a general way.'65Similarly,on initial discovery, a few diagnostics

may have been collected without mapping the specific locations of the material within the
occurrence. In recent years, more specific spatial data have been recorded. Intensive collection of
material took one of several forms.

I. Transect Set Collection: Kleindienst developed this method in order to explore artefact
distributions and the "background count" in different areas, i.e., the nature and density of
axtefacts present on the desert floor. The starting point for a Set is determined by tossing a
hammer in the general area to be examined. If possible, a centre line 100 m long is laid out,

usually runningnorth to south.If possible, 100 m long Lines are laid out perpendicular to this

centre line on either side and at 20 m intervals. AU artefactsthat can be seen from a standing
position are collected from 1m on either side of the line. Except for fm& of particular interest,
the artefacts from within each line are not subdivided by location, although the centre line is
collected in 20 metre intervals. The Set provides a general idea of the varying density of artefacts
on the surface and the changing mature of the mefacts present over a fairly large area that is
topographicallyrecorded. In general, Sets are not collected from localides where arrefacts are
dense and appear to have spatial integrity. Where artefacts lie clustered densely on the desert

floor a Set is often put in nearby, in order to determinethe %ackpund noisen (Kleindienst
1999).lW

2. Sit circles. These have been employed only occasionallyjand entail the collection of all artefacts

from a surface that are within arms reach from a sittingposition. This provides a sample of the
artefacts present, and the density of artefacts can be compared, roughly, to that found at other
localities. The diameter of the area collected is approximately 2 m.
This is particularlyme of materials collected by members of the DOP who are not members of the Prehistotyteam.
This of course emphasises the problem with surface materials: they catch the eye of passen-by andmay be transported
long distances from their original location of deposition.
166 The density of stone in the total veneer is also sampled in one metre square units called "density squares"
(Kleindienst 1999).
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Grid collection. At several localities artefacts were collected by grid square. In general,the
locations chosen for grid collection were purposively selected. The squares collected are often
those in which the artefact density appears highest. Usually material from conjoining squares is
collected This allows for refitting studies that are aimed at determining the degree of spread or
re-deposition of artefacts. The density of artefacts determines the size of the collection unit:
where artefact density is extremely low, and the collection of an adequate sample entails
collection of a large area, 5 m by5 m squares are used. Where artefacts are denser, I m by 1 m
squares are used (Kleindienst 1999). If time allows, the provenance of cores, specialised flakes
and tools within squares may be recorded. Localities we collected by grid squares, and those

selected for Set collection, often occurred in areas with a natural chert lag, and a significant

quantity of non-artefactual material may be present. An initial sort is conducted during the grid
collection; only objects that have attributes suggesting that they were manufactured by ~ e o p l e
are collected (Patterson 1983).'"Men, a second sort is conducted in the laboratory.
Excavation. In a few cases where there was evidence to suggest that artefacts occmed below the
present surface, test excavations were carried out. These were performed quickly, and the
methods employed are discussed below in the descriptions of the individual localities.

Fin*, it should be noted that where localities appeared mixed or heady disturbed,
diagnostic artefacts were systemadcdy selected, and only their general location within the locality
noted.

6srali&s Discovered: Locality Typrs
The objects collected fromDakhleh have been classified as occurrhg in aggregates or as
isolates. Aggregates have been further sub-divided by into small and large ones." Both divisions are
arbitrary and are meant to serve as andycicd tools. In some cases, it was difficult to detemine

whether to classify the collection from an occurrence as an aggregate or an isolate because lithic

debris from h t - h a p p i n g forms a si&icant
oasis (Heindienst 1999). This is gene*

portion of the chert in the reg in some areas of the

assumed to be a mixture of material from different

periods, and formed tools from this type of area are most often classified as isolates. However, they

could also belong to diffuse or small aggregates that cannot be distinguished from other materid in
the reg. The DU localities that members of the DOP discovered are listed in Appendix 11,and their
locations are shown and discussedin Chapter 10. Initial classification of locality types is as follows:
At workshop localities where namdyoccuning chert is present, the sorring of natural from cultural material may be
considered somewhat subjective. For h
s
i reason, the possibilityexists that there is some degree of inter-observer bias in
selection of objects collected Discussion of coUector bias follows.
168This information was not always available,

1. Isolates. Only diagnostic DU isolates, such as tanged implements, bifacial foliates and, in some

cases, basally-thinned flakes are recognised. Levallois flakes and cores, as well as heavdy abraded
unspecialised flakes litter the oasis floor. Many of these are probably DU anefacts. Equally, they
may belong to one of the other MSA units represented in the oasis.'69
2. Small aggregates. These are likely to represent some activity carried out at a locality only once or

only ephemerally on a few occasions. Kill sites, butchery sites, and short-termcamps sites may
be represented in the form of small, sparse scatters (Yellen 1977: 78). Unfortunately, without
associated organic remains on surface localities where artefacts may not have spatial integrity,it
is impossible to speculate reasonably on the use of such localities. As with the isolates, the smd
aggregates that have been identified are likely only to represent a small fraction of those that
could be attributed to the DU but that cannot be definitely idenufied as such.

3. Large aggregates. Localities that are large and dense may be mmimaUy disturbed, or the result of
redistribution and concentration. Similarly the diffuse nature of other large aggregates may be

the result of "letting down" of the surface or it may reflect the nature of the cultural use of the
surface. Ln both cases (dense and diffuse aggregates), it is possible that the locality represents a
single usage, but given an assumed low population density for Pleistocene foragers it is probable
that these locations represent multiple uses of the same area. The nature of the use must be
based on interpretations of contents of aggregates.

At this time, classification of an aggregate as "large" or "small" has been a qualitative
assessment. In some cases, the samples available for large aggregates are small but if collectors
observed a si+cant

amount of material on the ground, the aggregate was classified as "large". To

date, work has concentrated on large aggregates, including both diffuse and dense ocmences.
Isolates and small aggregates have been considered useful because they expand the database of

formed tools, and because hey inform us about the nature of land use within the oasis.

There has been no effort to meanue systematically the areal coverage of localities for several
reasons:
Different localities have been "let-down" and have spread to differing degrees, so that their
current sizes are not an accurate reflection of their original sizes.
Delimitation of localities is difficult due to "fuzzyedges". This is particularlyproblematicwhen

the material occurs in the reg.

Detukd description of the N o d African MSA bthic technology and typology will eventually d o w for the
identificationof other artefact types as DU.We have had success in identification of Levdois cores and flakes as
Aterian (it.,localities have been identified as DU on the basis of cores and flakes,and tangs have subsequently been
discovered). However,at this tim only tangs and some foliates and basally &inned objects are considered DU isolates.
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3. Almost a l l localities were discovered by other members of the DOP, and the objectives of

recomaissance survey included mady documentation of the surface on which the material was
found, and collection of a small sample of cores, specialised flakes or tools.

actors affect in^ the Nature and Com~arabilitvof Collections
Variable methods have been employed in the collection of material from DU localities over
the period of twenty years. This may be attributed to differences in the nature of the localities, the
experience and objectives of collectors, and the large number of collectors (more than 20). It is
necessary to account for the following factors that would have affected the nature of collections:

The experience of the collector. Would she or he recognise objects other than formed tools as
artefactud?Would he or she be able to describe accutatelythe provenance of the tool?
The selectivity of the collection. For a variety of reasons, even very experienced collectors may
have decided to pick up only a portion of the material present. At one m e m e are the highly
selective collections of tools and possibly cores and specialised flakes. At the other end of the
continuum are representative collections of all material on the surface. Lying between these
extremes, are collections that include no unspecialised flake'" fragments, chips and chunks.

The precision with which provenance was recorded. In some cases, the provenance of the
material is known only gene*

(e.g.,Sheikh Mufeah Valley), and may refer to anywhere in a

large region. At the other extreme, the exact position of pieces was plotted.
Inter-observer bias. In situations where several individuals collected material together, for
example during a Set collection, did everyone collect a similar range of material?

Collector Experience and Designation of Localities
The experience of the collector is of most concern with respect to classificationof materials
as isolates or aggregates, as aggregates might be classified as isolates by less experienced collectors.
Collectors have been divided into two groups:

1. Members of the Prehistory team and long-term DOP members;and
2. Short-term DOP members, Q~ftis,'~'
and local workers.
The frst group is more likely to recognise Pleistocene archaeological material and precisely
record its provenance. However, even long-term DOP members (e.g., McDonald, Mills and Holler)
'70 "Specialisedflakes" are end-products of Levallok, disc-core and blade reduction."Unspecialisedflakes" are byproducts of reduction. See below, Chapter 9.
'71 Qufmare from the village of Qufr and have been trained in archaeological s w e y and excavation They often serve
as overseers on Pharaonic excavations. They are very experienced archaeological fieldworkers, but few have training in
Pdaeolithic archaeological excavation.
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DU localities as such during the early years of the project when the
Pleistocene prehistory of the oasis was a h o n wholly unknown. Isolates collected by the second
group may actually come from aggregate localities that were not recognised as such. Several reasons
lie behind this: less familiarity with the oasis and Pleistocene archaeologicalmaterial, language
may not have recognised

barriers, and instructions from project members.
Of the 2 1localities from which isolates were collected, less experienced collectors recorded

5 (Ls. 002,007, 161,236 and 339). This constitutes 24%of localities with isolates, and 26% of
isolated artefacts. Therefore, classification of these objects as isolates or aggregates is difficult
without further examination of the field locations. Amfacts from two of these localities (Ls. 002 and
007) have been re-worked and are considered H ~ l o p o n s . Material
'~~
from Ls. 161 and 236 forms
part of what could be considered two very large, very diffuse spreads of material: L. 161in the
region northeast of Bashendi and L.236 in the area south of Sheikh Muftah. It is clear that both of
these areas were centres of activity, and in these instances it is of relatively little consequence
whether or not the materid collected occurred as isolates or small aggregates.This leaves onlythe
material from L. 339 as ambiguous with respect as to whether it should be considered an isolate or
an aggregate.

Degree of Selection in Making Collections

All aggregates must be evaluated according to the degree to which the colleaed material was
specifically selected by the fieldworker. While unselected collections from aIl localities might be
~refemed,for logistical reasons selective samples are often colleaed. Selective samples are most
often collected intentionally either during preliminary w e y of an area, or when time constraints do
not allow for systematiccollection of d l materials. Where material occurs as a large aggregate,
systematic grid collection aken follows. Table 19 shows aggregate localities by size and the type of
collection canied out. For most large aggregates with selective collections, some form of
representative collection was also carried out. This is unfortunatelynot the case for small aggregates.

In the case of occurrences for which there is no representative collection, it is difficult to
draw certain conclusions with respect to the stages of the lirhic reduction carried out at these
locations. The lack of unspecialised flakes, in particular cortical flakes, precludes discussion of initial
core reduction. Further, the degree to which different reduction methods were employed cannot be
determined, because fieldworkerswould be less likely to collect i n f o r d cores. If only formal tools

172

Kleindienst conducted fieldwork at L.007 later, and found no further Dakhleh Unit material.
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were recognised and collected, it would also be impossible t o discuss the use of " situationalnversus
formed tools.
Table 19. -- DU aggregates, by size and nature of collection, Dakhleh Oasis.

Small Aggregates
No Collection
Selective collection
Selectiveandrepresentative
collection
Representative collection

001, w081,090, 161(2), 297,3 11,
317, 327(7), 329(10, 1I),-333,334,
335(2,3),338(3,4)
082,094,231,280,317,330

Large Aggregates
363
216 G,328,364,317
080, 130, 18=, 225,283,
294,325, 342
216 BC, 216 TP, 299,320,
334

Unknown
004,043,067
Note: Where different Adds refer to different occurrences these are listed parenthetically, except for
L. 216, where BC, TP and G refer to different occurrences.
Precision of Recorded Provenance

The precision with which the provenance of fmds has been recorded varies, and depends
largely on the collector and the nature of the occurrence. AU aggregates have been fairly well
documented in terms of their locations within the oasis. By contrast, the exact location of a number
of isolated artefacts collected during the early years of the project is lacking. Given the somewhat
"coarse-grained" approach adopted here, however, this is not problematic. Provenance information
limited to "Dakhleh Oasis" is not useful, but a general location of " N o r t h of Bashendinis
informative given that some of the resources available in this area are known.No objects are
completely unknown with respect to provenance, with the exception of objects classified as
"Holoports".
For aggregates the precision with which artefact locations were recorded varies, and for this

reason it is not always dear whether m a t e d s were found together in a small dense cluster or a large

diffuse scatter. At large occurrences we made consistent efforts to record provenance within the
locality. Thiswas, in large part, to allow examination of the degree to which materials had been
affected by post-depositional redistribution. For example,piece-plotted objects can be mended and

the average distance bemeen refitting pieces at different occurrences can be compared In general,
the present distribution of artefacts on the surface is assumed only to reflect very generallythe
nature of the distribution on abandonment (i.e., cultudy governed patterns). The degree of
precision with which provenance was recorded at different localities is outlined in Chapter 10 in the
presentation of individual occurrences.
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Collector Bias

In analys'ing the spatial information from several large occurrences, it became apparent that
collector bias had played a sidcant

role in the nature of collections from some localities. This

became evident when I drew artefact density maps for grid collected localities. Rather than showing
concentrations that were roundish in plan (Figure 10, left) these showed high density areas that were
linear in plan (Figure 10, right). Areas of high density appeared to correlate with paxticular collectors,

while areas of low density seemed to correlate with other collecton.

Figure 10. -- Example of an expected pattern for artefact density (left) versus the type of ~ a t t e m
found (right). Varying shades of grey indicate density, Vesical lines in the example on the right
correlate with particular collectors.
Collector bias was confumed by comparing the average absolute difference in anefact
counts for adjacent squares collected by the same person with the average absolute difference in
count for adjacent squares collected by different people. With reference to Figure 11this would

mean comparing the difference in the counts from squares 1and 2 (1 50-55 1 = 5) or 3 and 4 (1 40-

35 1 =5) with the difference in the counts from squares 1and 3 (1 50-40 1 = 10) or 2 and 4 (1 5535 1 =20). In several instances the average absolute differences were compared and found to be

statistically~ i ~ c a n t .

Figure 11. -- Hpothetical set of four squares. Numbers in superscript indicate different units, bold
number indicate artefact count and shading indicates different collectors.

I examined data for evidence of collector bias for dl of the occurrences that two or more
people collected separately as Grid or Set collections.Seved collections appear to have been
affected: L. 216 BC Grid collection, L. 216 TI?Grid collection, L. 334 Grid collection, and L. 294
Set

I collection. It should be noted that localities most affected by this problem are located in areas

with n a d y occurring chert and where preliminary sorting of artefacts from non-anefactual
naterial is conducted in the field.
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affected

Corrections to the distribution maps were made for localities that were sificanth/

by collector bias. This was carried out by determiningthe median count value, and the upper and
lower quartile values for the squares for each collector at each locality separately.The "contour
intervals" used for mapping distributions were the upper hinge, the median and the lower hinge,
separately for each collector.'" Diagams showing an example of the correction can be found in
Appendix Seven. It should be noted that in cases where it appears that one collector really did
collect the densest part of a locality, this form of correction cannot be applied. The corrected
distribution maps are presented in the text below. Theuncorrected maps and the calculations used
to determine the presence or absence of collector bias are presented in Appendh 7.

Considerations related to Collector Bias
A few comments on collector bias and methodology to avoid it are warranted. The fmdings
from the grid collections at several workshop localities demonstrate that there a r e often significant
differences in the quantity and type of material collected by different observers. Interpretation of

c u l d or even n a d processes becomes difficult when it is impossible to determine whether
patterning is an artefact of observer bias.
This is an issue that does not appear to have been given much attention i n the archaeological
literature.'71 Clearly, the same rype of problems would be expected in any situatiion where multiple
fieldwodcers are responsible for the collection of archaeologicalmaterial. The situation may be

slightly exacerbated here, for two reasons: fieldworkers solred the artefacts from geofacts in the
field1" and the distinction between surface and subsurface artefacts may be made differently by
different people. However, it is easy to imagine analogous situations where matemal is not found on
the ~urface."~
Based on the evidence presented herein, I argue that we should not assme that different
fieldworkers collect the same thugs. On the contrary,we should assume the opposite until it can be
demonstrated that patterning is not related t o who collected the material. In the case of situations
such as those described above, the following methodologies may help to minimise inter-observer
bias and help determine the degree to which patterning is a result of collection methods:
1. Checking of each unit by two people;
173 For example a unit w
ith 28 artefacts could fall in the lowest count group for one collector,but in the second lowen
group for another collector.
174 This is in conuan to the problems of inter-observer bias in applying typologies or in artefact anayris in general.
175
of the so+ at Ls.216 TP,216 BC and 334 was cvlied out by archaeologists experiencedin lithic
176 For example: archaeologists m
ust decide when to throw away ditt in the screen, they must decide when an amfact is
too small to be worth collecting, and they may sueen with vaqingvigour so that some people destroy fragile objects
whereas others do not.

+.

2. Collection of all lithic material and sorting by one person later in the laboratory;
3. Screening surface deposits to a set depth;
4. Collection of conjoining units in a chess-boardpattern, or at a minimum, interspersed strips only

one unit wide; and

5. Serting of a minimum six grade collected, and subtraction from the counts of smaller objects.

The lithic analyses presented in Chapters 11to 13 describe the archaeologicalunit designated
and outline patterns of resource exploitation during DU times. In this
the "Dakhleh Unitn0
chapter I ser:out the overall goals of the analysis and the methodology used. In the f ~ ssection
t
of
this chapter, I discuss general issues related to the units under investigationand the assumptions I
have made. In the second section, I outline the specific andy~calmethodology I used, and examine
practical problems that arose.

and Assumptions
Before considering the potential difficulties associated with each of the above research goals,
the use of the term "DakhlehUnit"needs to be explained.

Terminology and Analytical Units
"Aterian"has been applied widely across North Africa to any MP/MSA aggregate that
Some authors
shows evidence of the use of Levallois technology and the presence of tanged to01s.l~~
use the term even when there is no evidence for tanged tools (Cremchi, et al. 1998, Wendorf

1992), and, theoretically, this is justified because it cannot be expected that every Aterian occurrence

will include tanged objects.17' The Aterian has been designated, among other things,179a
"Technocomplex" "eindienst In Press). This can be considered equivalent, in the African
nomenclature, to an "Industrid Complexn(Bishop, et d. 1967: 869).180

The term "Technocomplex", as defmed by Clarke (1968: 499, indicates a group of loosely
related "dtures"that share few specific types but a number of general type farnilies.18' Funher,

The cechnocomplex represents the partly independent arrival of diverse developing c u l ~ e
systems at the same general equilibrium pattern based on a s i i a r economic strategy, in
In In practice, iit seems that it is actually only the presence of tanged tools that is used to idenrify an Atenan aggregate,
and that the accompanying debitage and other tools may be ignored (cf. Simmons and Maadel 1986).
178 Conua Tier (1967a: 795) who indicates that the Aterian aggregates should show a "non-negligible"proponion of
tanged objens.
'79 There are dternate designations for the Aterian: Clark (1970: 127) and Phillipson (1995: 90) have both referred to it as
an "industry". Ckdc later refen to the Aterian as a "complex"(1982: 259).
180 ''Industrial Complex''is the most inclusive and highest order unit in the C
ultural StratigraphicColumn agreed upon
by the parricipants a t the 1965 Burg Wanmein Spnposium. The defintion published at the time was a "grouping of
Industries considered to represent pans of the same whole" (Bishop and Clark 1967:893).
It is not known whether the Aterian adheres to Cladre's strict defhtion of Technocomplex, which indicates 5% or
less shared "spec& types", but 30-6O?hshared "type f d e s " .Comparisons between materials from different pms of
N o d Africa have not been sufficient to test this. Fwrher, no one has wer classified Aterhn objects in terms of type
families and specific types, and it is unclear whether such a classification would be at all meaningful.
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similar environments with a similar technology and a similar past txxjectory. (Clark 1968:
329)

Our understanding of all of these conditions during the period that the Aterian likely
encompassed is sketchy. It is entireb possible that there was considerable variabitiy across North
Africa during the Aterian, and that even the tern "Technocomplex" suggests too much
commonality between east and west and early and late. However, the widespread use of ranging
across the continent suggests that Aterian manifestations should be grouped an*cally

at some

level. The possible nature of links that resulted in the use of similarly tanged tools across North
Africa are various and open to speculation until the dating,technology and typology of the Aterian
are better understood. Therefore, while the term "Technocomplex"may suggest greater similarity

than we have evidence to support, I have adopted this usage to: 1)suggest that there are connections
among the Aterian entities in North Africa; and 2) maintain that "the Aterian", because it is
widespread and possibly of long duration, should not be considered one uniform entity. I specifically
avoid the use of the term " c u l ~ e "because it could be interpreted in a miety of ways.

The tern "aggregate" is used to refer to materials from an Archaeological Occurrence, after
they have been removed from their context (Bishop, et d. 1967: 869)."2 The aggreps that served
as the basis for the definition of the DU were identified fust by the presence of tanged tools.
~dditionaUy,two large aggregates that did not have tanged tools but which did have other tools
typologically and technologically consistent with the Atenan, such as fmely made foliates and
basally-thinned tools, were included.'" There are a few cases in which tangs are not present and the
aggregates are too small to allow for coddent assignment to the DU; these aggregates are classified

"cf. DU".

"Indusuy" is the c u l d stratigraphic unit below Indunrial Complex (or Technocomplex),
and "Phase" or "Facies" are possible subdivisions of "Indusuy*. The smallest unit recognised in the
African terminology L the "Ardaeologicd Horizon" o r "Archaeological Occurrence" (Bishop and
Clark 1967: 894). At Dakhleh Oasis, the minimal unit recognised is the "Archaeological Occurrence"
which refers to a set of material in context.18' The term "Unit" has been adopted at Dakhleh Oasis
go refer to materials from a number of occurrences that are thought to form some kind of coherent
analytical set (Kleiidiena 1999, Kleindienst In Press, McDonald 1991a). The level in the African
nomenclature to which a "Unit" is equivalent is variable: units can be equivalent to a Phase, Facies

182

This is after the heem "Archaeologicalaggregation"agreed upon at the Burg Wartastein conference (Bishop and

Clark 1967). Its use is similu to some uses of the term "asemblage".
I outline which aggregates have tangs and which do not.
"Occurrence"is preferred to "Horizon"becauseit does not suggest material that is suatigraphidy buried.

183 In Chapter 13
104
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or to an Industry. The DUis defmed here at Indusuylevel because this is the first broad definition
of the analyac unit.
The Dakldeh Unit, then, is part of the Aterian Technocomplex. Its defniticn is based on
materials recovered at Dakhleh but also, as explained below, with reference t o in si~rm a t e d from

Kharga, that is now considered to form a separate analyucunit, the "Kharga Aterian" (CatonThompson 1952). The use of the mote indefinite term "Unit"is intentional because it allows for
greater flexibility and refmement:given the possible duration of the Aterian in North Africa, we may

fmd for instance, hat there are several phases or facies within the DU.
Identification of Aterian aggregates based on the presence of tanged tools could be
questioned, particularly given the work by CPE at Bir Tadawi. The DU will be compared to

published descriptions of in&
are sigdcant

stratifiled materid from southern Egypt to determine whether t h e

differences, apart from a lack of tangs, between the MP/MSA of the Western Desert

lacking tanged to& and the DU.

Methodological Assumptions
I have had to make two assumptions in order to define the DU.
I. The aggregates I have used, dthough in surface context, are not "mixed" deposits: all of the
cultural mated belongs to the same culural stratigraphic unit (the DU). Further, I assume that

if some of the material can be atuibuted to different d d stratigraphic units, then a can be
separated and excluded from analysis on the basis of criteria other than cypologyY5If this is not
possible, then Iassume that mixed aggregates can be identified as such,and excluded altogether
in the defdtioln of the unit.lab
2. W1thin Dakhleh,all of the material with Aterian atuibutes shares enough similarities that it can
be lumped together and studied as one unit. That is to say, if there were two, three or fifty
occupations of Dakhleh Oasis during the Aterian, and the nature of the archaeological materials
deposited were different during these episodes, the overall similarities allow them to be included
in one unit. At a later date it may be possible to subdivide the DU.
185 For the purposes oPthe analysis presentedin Chapters 11-13,I have treated the material as follows. Aggregates that
appeared to be a mixture of DU and something else, with the other material making up a significant proportion of the
aggregate, were only used for information about location and the n a w of tanged objects.Aggregates that appeared to
be predominantly composed of DU artefacts were used in the same way as aggregates that did not appear to be mixed,
but anefam that were of a significantlydifferrnr abrasion or varnish calour categoxy were removed from the artefact
an*is. Any removed objects were dso remaved from counts,but artcfacts that were not analysed were not removed
from counts.Therefore, the counts may include minor amounts of chips, chunks, unspecillised flakes, flake fragments
and core fragmentsthat should not be considered DU on the basis of abrasion. This arises from cvlying out artefact
analyses in Egypt but analysing the results in Canada without access to the original collections.
la6 One aggregate, from L 317, was analyxd as DU but comparisonof the attributes of analysed objects indicated that
this aggregate consistently differed from others. On this basis, this aggregate was considered mixed.

.
..
e uthtv of surface matends m defiuon of the DU
I .
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The fm assumption is p r m d y methodological. At this time, in the absence of any method
to date stones found in surface context, it is preferable to assume all materials belong to the same
unit, whatever that may be, rather than to subdivide them based on typological or technologicd
criteria. As discussed above, within a collection from a single locality, the material recovered may
represent use within a relatively short time, possibly on only one occasion, or it may represent re-use
of the area over a period, possibly a very long one. At this time there are only relative methods of
evaluating the length of o f e the objects have been exposed to the surface, such as degree of
abrasion and colour of varnish. The duration of surface exposure is not necessmly equivalent or
correlated with the age of the piece. Depending upon the caphonornic history of the materials, one
might expea to fmd objects of different ages with the same degree of abrasion and colour of varnish

if they had all been exposed for the same amount of t h e . Conversely, objects of the same age could
show different colours of varnish and degrees of abrasion. Therefore, I make no attempt to separate
objects of different ages collected from a single occurrence,with the exception of material that
belongs to a different cultural unit widely separatelyin time from the DU (e.g., the ESA Balat

Unit,18'or Holocene cultural units). These objects usually show significantly different degrees of
abrasion andlor varnish.

This presents me with an inherent methodological dilemma. Surface localities may be mixed,
as may be buried localities. There are, according to previous researchen who have worked in the
Western Desert, several MP/MSA units present in this region(Caton-Thompn 1952, Hester and
Hobler 1969, Kleindiena 1999). The DU has not yet been defmed, beyond the fact that it is the
"Atenan" as manifested at Dakhleh (Kleindiena 1999).With the exception of the S h M U (Wiseman
1999),the same is also m e for other MP/MSA units.18' In order to define differentunits, it is
necessaty to employ aggregates that are unmixed, at least in large part.
There are three ways to approach this problem. If I assume that the DUis cognate to the
"Atenan Indusvy" as represented at Kharga Oasis, then the in du material from KO6 and Bulaq
Pass (Caton-Thompson 1952) can be used to provide a preliminary guide to the types of artefacts
expected for the DU.lE9Localities from Dakhleh provide much larger samples in a variety of
different contexts and will be used to defme the range of variabilitywithin the DU. However, the
187 Terminal ESA Balat U
nit bifaces have been recovered from a number of DU localities and,while it is recorded that
these objecrs are probably B d a Unit, they are treated as DU "Pleist~-~am".
These bifaces are pologically identical to
those recovered from Balat Unit localities and
they are significantlymore abraded than the Dakhleh Unit
material,
la8 Kleindienst is curren* undertaking analyses of material from the 'Gifata Unit and the "Tenida Unit:which can be

assigned to m older genenlised MSA complex.
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mated from Kharga can serve as a starcing point for the types of tools to expect and not to expect.

Aggregates with si&icant

proportions of tools or technological atuibutes that are not found in the

Kharga in situ assemblages are not used in this defmition. The attxibuces of the Kharga Aterian

Induary materials are listed later in this chapter in Table 20, together with a discussion of
classification of the aggregates recovered.
The second approach is internal to the analysis itself: if there is mixing of material from the

DU with material from other distinctive WMSA cultural units, then I woukl not expect t o fmd
repetitive patteming among different aggregates unless all materials were mixed in the same way.
Altemauvely, it is theoretically possible that the culmral materials of all units involved are so similar
that mixing of chronologicallydistinct materials could not be discerned. If this were the case, then all
material should be assigned to the same archaeological unit; i.e., it could only be classified as MSA.
The question of mixing and paaerning will be discussed in the context of the analyses and
conclusions.
The third method relates to the condition of the material. The degree of abrasion is an
attribute that changes with exposure to differing surface conditions. It was recorded for most
analysed m a t e d . While the material from different localities cannot be easily compared, it is
possible t o examine material within localities. I discuss variation in abrasion categories in the
discussion on group membership below.
there one Dakhleh Unit?

The assertion that all the material designated 'At&" at Dakhleh can be lumped
meaningfully into one unit, the DU, requires elaboration. The two reasons for this are that there are
no chronometric dates associated with DU aggregates and surface aggregates must be considered
palimpsests.

The Aterian occupation of Dakhleh is estimated to have occurred within the period between
>90 ka and ca. 20 ka (Kleindienst, et al. 1999:24)'" Clarly, there are a number of scenarios for
occupation during this long period: a single short occupation, a number of short occupations all

fairly dose together chronologicaUy, one occupation of long duration, several short occupations
widely separated in time, or continual occupation. Ir is possible that there were stages or phases in

This assumes that these are not mixed buried sites.
- 30ka. This is an estimate based on the optical dates from the
Green Lake at Bir Tarfawi (71.4 ka + 8.2, -7.1) and at Urn Tabu (61 10 ka) ( C r e d , et al. 1998, Stokes 1993). The
U-series date of 40 10 ka on the CSS surface on which a ShMU aggegate is present (Kleindienst, et al. 1999: 33)does
not necessmly have any bearing on dating the DU occup~tion,but could indicate a termimam quem for kDU.
1g9

190 I would narrow the estimate somewhat to a.80
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the DU:ie., that there are technological and typological differences between the earliest and the

latest manifestations of the DU.
For the purposes of this analysis, I am unable to accommodate this possibility because I
have no method of separating occurrences into groups based on any criteria other than aggregate
content. Kleindienst (1999: 104) suggests that it may be possible to recognise phases within the DU
on the basis of the artefact size. Tentatively,she suggests that there is an early phase(s) of the DU

and the artefacts from this phase are larger than those from the later phase(s) of the DU. If such
phases exist, their defdtion must await recovery of chronomeuicaUy dated aggregates and analysis
of more samples.

Analfiical Methods
This study is based upon the analyses of lithic aggregates and distribution of localities across
space. The lithic assemblages are treated as the remnants of a system of interconnecting and
overlapping use of resources at different loci throughout Dakhleh and beyond. Much of the
prehistoric behaviour of the DU humans will remain unknown until there is a better understanding
of past climatic conditions,the faunal and floral resources available, the uses of these resources, and
the duration of the occupation of the oasis. Given the available data - chipped stone and its
distribution across the landscape - it is possible t o investigate patterning that is suggestive of past
human behaviour- This includes:

1. The name of raw materid procurement and transport;

2. Preferences, if any,in raw materials;
3. The nature of core reduction and transport of reduced or reducible pieces;
4. Variability in reduction sequences as it can be seen in end-products;

5. The regional patterning in different stages of lithic reduction within the oasis;
6. Methods of tool production;

7. Repetition in tool forms;
8. Patterning, if it exists, in the locations of discarded tools;
9. Patterning, if it exists, in the areas of concentrated discard of ocher lithic materials; and

10. Recycling, or the lack thereof, of DU or earlier mefacts.
It should be apparent from this list that I attempt in this analysis to examine the employment

of lithic resources from a holistic perspective, rather than by concentrating on one aspect of the
lithic assemblages. The approach I have adopted is technological in large part and parallels
approaches that Schiffer (1976) and Nelson (1991) have outlined. It should be noted that a truly
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holistic analysis would involve examination of the ways in which tools were used, but the condition
of the analysed materials precludes use-wear anafysis.

The Scale of Patterning and Variation Observed
Human uses of a region would have involved exploitation of a range of areas for different
purposes. Even if the Aterian occupants of northern Africa are o d y credited with "archaic"
behaviour patterns, it is clear that they would have faced a variety of problems
related to resource procurement. These include, for example, location and collection of a variety of
dispersed resources (tool stone, hafting materials, including handles and mastics, water, botanical
resources and possibly scavenged faunal resources), happing and tool production, hafting, and
hunting.l9

The aggregates that have been documented and collected show variability and patterning.
This variability reflects, in part, differences in post-depositional effects on different aggregates. For
example, aggregates found in Lowland areas appear to be less dense, and the objects are more

The iimplest explanation of this pattern is that
abraded than those recovered at high e1e~ations.l~~
localities at lower elevations have been subjected to a higher degree of erosion because of their
position. This will result in dispersion of the aggregate and more intensive abrasion.
Not all variation among aggregates can be attributed to post-depositionalfactors: the
surfaces on which the localities are found (e.g., FSS, P-II),the distance to potential resources and the
content of the aggregates

cannot be explained by taphonomic factors. While it is

possible that mechanical sorting or Holocene robbing has altered the nature of some aggregates, few
appear to have suffered this type of alteration.

In this analysis, therefore, I work under the assumption that the patterning I see in aggregate
content, location of aggregates and distance to resources reflects patterning in human behaviour at
some level.

Group Membership
The aggregates that have been used in the following definition and description are, as
discussed above, those that included tanged tools or other objects found at in si~localitiesat Kharga
191 Some may object t o the implication that during the Atenan hunting was a method of meat procurement. Clearly not
all tanged objects show modificationthar could make them symmetrical, pointed, aerodynamic "spearheads".Some

clearly do. See Plates 23,34 and 38.
192 A detailed contourmap of the oasis is not available. The geography of the oasis is discussed at the beginning of
Chapter 10. In general,the Lowland area is of lower elevation than the Piedmont and Escarpment.
193 By this I refer to the types of flh,
cores and tools present. Clearly, the proponions of overall categories could be
altered by post-depositionaltransport or recyclng.

Oasis. These objects are listed in Table 20, and include items indicative of technology as we1 as
particular types.

Table 20. -- Attributes of the Kharga Aterian material from in 9iu localities at Bdaq Pass A, G~oup
3b and Mound Spring K06,Kharga Oasis (Caton-Thompson 1952).
Tools types
bjects not modified for hafting
- Symmetrically unifacid scraperdpoints
- Points thinned ventrally at the tip
- End-scrapes on blades
b-iects modified for haftins
- Unifacid tanged points and flakes
- Shouldered points
- Bifacial tanged points
- Bifacid points including small and large forms
- "Tabalbdatnflakes and points (basally-thinned)

Technologicalattributes
Nubian T Point cores
Nubian I1 Point cores
Blades
Parallel ripple flaking
Thin, flat cores, often triangular
Finely facetted butts on Levdois
flakes

The following DakhIeh Oasis occurrences were considered DU:
Isolated tanged objects without any indication of r e - w o r k
Isolated MP/MSA tools that cannot be easily atuibuted to any other MP/MSA unit at Dakhleh
Oasis. Examples of such tools include well-made basally-thinned points and some formsof
bifaces;
Aggregates with tanged objects associated with other material of similar condition in a situation
without any evidence of transport of a]materials; and
Aggregates without tanged objects but with evidence of several of the attributes listed in Table
20;

The following localities are considered "cf. DU":
Any isolated objects lined in the Table 20 that could also be atuibuted to other MP/MSA units,
for example, small-sized Nubian cores and unifacid points; and
Aggregates that are small or from which limited collections were made, and with only a few of
the attributes listed.

Additionally, several localities contain DU contents, but should be assigned to a different

cultural unit because there is evidence that they were moved since abandonment during the DU.
Holoported DU material. This includes tanged tools, well-made basally-thinned tools and bifaces
that either occur as isolates and show evidence of reworking or that are found as single objects
in an aggregate attributed to a Holocene cultural unit.
Holoported cf. DU material. This indudes objects t h a t could be assigned to the DU or to other
MP/MSA units, and that occur as reworked isolates or as objects in an aggregate assigned to a
Holocene cultural unit.

The aggregates containing materids listed above were examined for variation in abrasion
categories that could indicate that they are mixed aggregates. There are a number of possible
scenarios regarding the exposure of materials dating to different times:

I. None of the cultural material has ever been buried and the oldest material will be the most
abraded, if the material lies in an area where it has been exposed to sand-blast
2. All of the material was buried after deposition, and has only been exposed after the find
occupation by deflation. The most recent material will be the most abraded, having been
exposed for the longest time.

3. Earlier material was buried for some rime, then exposed prior to the fmal occupatian. The earlier
material will have a greater degree of abrasion than later material.
4. All of the material is of the same age, bur exposure has taken place over a period of b e .
Therefore, the degree of abrasion will not reflect the age of the piece.

Clearly, there are an infinite number of permutations of the third possibility,if one allows for
multiple exposures and reburials. It is important to note that it is possible that the most recent
material could be the most abraded

(4,or converselythe oldest material could be the most abraded

(1,3). In these cases I would expect to h d that, unless exposure took place quickly,materials from
different ~eriodswould have different abrasion categories. This suggests that there is likely to be a
correlation bemeen typologically older or younger artefacts and abrasion categories.
Figure 12 shows cumulative frequency diagrams of different abrasion categories of andysed
materials from all large occurrences with collected and analysed aggregates. The same data are
shown in Table 21. Localities occur in a number of different environmental situations. The least
abraded aggregate is from L. 317, on the Escarpment where material is eroding out of colluvium
Following this are aggregates from L. 080, which is in the process of eroding out of a spring mound,
and from Ls. 216 and 342, which are at high elevations and protected from sand-blast.Moderately
abraded material comes from aggregates on the southern margin of the Lowland and from the
Southern Cuesra (Ls. 130,325,335 and 225). The aggregates recovered from the Piedmont, Ls.299,

189A and 334 are more abraded, and the most abraded material comes from L. 294, on lagged
uplifted sandstone in the Lowland oasis. The material from L. 320, found on the margin of a
western pan, is also moderately abraded.

In all cases there is variation in the degree of abrasion of objects; no localities show d
artefacts falling into only one abrasion category (cf. Clark 1993b: 54). In no case are all abrasion
categories represented equally Further, there are no examples of bimodal disuibutions of abrasion
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categories, which could indicate substantial deposition of artefacts on two widely separated
occasions with continual exposure. Even in cases where there is limited evidence for sand-blas-t,
such as Ls. 216TP and 342, there is considerable variability in the abrasion categories of analysod
objects. The pattern shown suggests that some materials have been exposed to the surface longer

than other materials, but that there has not been a slow constant exposure of new material to the
surface.

Mint

Fresh

Lighdy
Abraded

Heavily Extremely
Abraded Abraded

Figure 12. -- Curnularive frequency diagram of degrees of abrasion of analysed cores, flakes and!
tools, DU localities,Dakhleh Oasis.
The distribution of abrasion categories of objects that can be definitely assigned to the DU
can be compared to the distribution of abrasion categories of other materials. If all the artefacts in
an aggregate were exposed for approximatelythe same length of time, then I would expect that they

would show approximatelythe same degree of abrasion. If these materials all belong to the same
cultural stratigraphicunit, then I would expea that a group of typologically diagnostic objects would
show the same distribution of abrasion categories as a random sampled objects from the group.

Table 2 1. -- Locality Zone and Proportions of analysed cores, flakes and tools of differemt abrasion
categories for all DU large aggregates with samples analysed for abrasion, DakhIeh Oasis. All
aggregates are classified as DU, except for L. 080, which is considered cf. DU.
Locality Zone

n

Mint Fresh Lightly Abraded Heavily Extremely

Abraded
~braded ~braded
DWehLowlands 121 0.05 0.77
0.13
0,03 0.02
0
Dakhleh Lowlands
Dakhlehbwlands
Piedmont
Southern Cuesta
Dakhleh Lowlands
299*
Piedmont
3 17'
Escarpment
320
Dakhleh Lawlands
325
DakhlehLawlands
334
Piedmont
335'
SouthernCueaa
342
D W e h Lawlands
'Analysis of abrasion categories by M. R Kleindienst, and samples include all artefacts collected.
L. 335 is designated a large aggregate, but the collected and analysed sample from this aggregate is
small. See discussion of aggregate classification in Chapter 10.
080
130
216 TI)
l89A
225
294

I compared abrasion categories of DU objects with those of a random sample of objects
using the ~~~~~~~~~~~Smimov test to determine whether there was a significant differeoce between

the two groups. I would have preferred to use only tanged tools to represent DU objects.;however,
for most localities,the sample of tanged tools was small. For this reason, I expanded the DU group
to include tanged tools, foliate bifaces and basally-thimed tools, based on the material fram Khap.

In a few cases, unifacial formed tools or Nubian cores were added to the DU group as wiel. The
results are shown in Table 22. No aggregate with a sample of DU objects large enough to warrant
testing showed a significant difference between the distribution of abrasion categories of

DU objects

and a random selection of andysed objects. Localides that could not be tested in this way because

the number of formed tools was too small include Ls. O80,189A, 299, and 335. This indieates that,
although there is a range of abrasion categories for all localities,the range of the overall aggregate is
consistent with the range for the DU.
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Table 22. -- Comparison of abrasion categories of DU tools with those of a randomly selected
sample of analysed objects, Dakhleh Oasis.
Loc&ty
130' 216TP' 22!jt 294 317' 320' 325 334t 342+
Number of DU obiects 22
8*
9
8$
12
52
25
5*
52
Sigdcant
difference?
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
'Includes unifacial formed tools ?Includes Nubian cores
'Test statistic calculated according to method outlined for small samples in Seigel and Castellan
(1988: 145-147).In these cases, the random sample for comparison numbered 25.
-

-

This demonstrates that it is not possible to separate the DU objects from the rest of the
aggregates on the basis of abrasion categories. However, perhaps more interesting are: 1) objects
that have an abrasion category different frommajority; and 2) objects that could be classified
typologically as younger o r older. Are the most abraded artefacts bifaces that are typologically
consistent with ESA artefacts?Are tools that could be assigned to a different cultural stratigraphic
unit on the basis of typology, consistendyless or more abraded than the majoricy of other artefacts?

I chose frst to examine the nature of artefacts with more or less abrasion than the majority
of other artefacts. I looked at all artefactswith abrasion categories that comprised 10% or less of the
total analysed aggregate. The types of anefactswith heavier abrasion are listed in Table 23 and t h e
with lighter abrasion are listed in Table 24.
In the group of objects with heavier fibmion, there are onlytwo artefact classes that are
def~telynot known from the Kharga in& rnaerial. These are a Balat-typebiface (See example:
Figure U), which can be attributed on typological grounds to the latest ESA, and initially tested raw
materials. Given that the KO6 locality is probably not a raw material procurement location and the
proximity of the Bdaq 'station" to raw materials is unknown,it is not considered sidcant

that

initially tested cores are not present at these localities.Further, this type of artefact is not particularly
he-sensitive. Several other artefact ypes could be present at Kharga, but the description of the
material was not detailed enough to determine this with any degree of certainty: flake-blade cores,
elongated pointed flakes and flakes made on discoidal cores. The presence at Kharga of flake-blade
cores can be i n f e d based on the presence of flake-blades with partia$ corticd dorsal faces and
p d e l dorsal flake scars. Sirnilarb,the presence of flakes made on discoidal cores can be inferred

from the presence of discoidal cores.

The majoriry of the artefact types with heavier abrasion are completely consistent with the
Aterian material found in siar at Kharga. However, it should be noted t h a t many of the artefact types
would also be consistent with other MPMSA units known from the
Western Desert. It is therefore worth noting that examples of heavily abraded tanged tools, basallythinned tools, foliates and tools with ven* chinned tips also occur.

Table 23. -- hefacts from aggregates classified as D U with heavier abrasion than the majority of
objects, Dakhleh Oasis.
Object

Localities

Present at Kharga Oasis h

sh
Cores
Levdois
Flake-Blade
Discoidal
Multi-platform
Initially tested pieces
Flakes
Overpassed Levallois flakes
Levallois flakes
Pointed Levdois flakes
Elongate flakes
Pointed elongated flakes
Other specialised flakes (disc-core)
Tools
Bdat-type bifaces
Bifacial foliates
Basally-thinned tools
Tanged tool
Tools thinned ventrally at tip
Unifacial pointed tools
Retouched flakes and chunks

80,130, 216TP, 317, Yes
325,342
Possibly double ended
080,216 TP, 342
rectilinear cores are reported
216 TP
Yes
325,342
Yes
No, but possibly not
216 TP
recognised as artefacts
216TP, 317,342
O80,216TP, 325,342
216TP, 325
0 8 4 2 16TP,320, 342
317

Yes: plunged flakes
Yes
Yes
Yes: flake-blades
Possibb flake-blades
Possibly: oval flakes

294
342
342
325
325
299,320
216TP, 320,325,342

No
Yes
Yes: Tabalbalat flakes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

216TP

Again, there are few tools with light abrasion that do not occur at the Kharga sites. One is a

unidirectional flake-blade core, which should occur in the Kharga Atenan Industry,based on flakeblades recovered. The second is a pick-like tool that was recovered from the spring-eye sediments at
L.080, together with a unifacial tool fragment and a Lordois core. At this locality, it seems clear that
differential abrasion results from recent weatheringout of artefacts. Other lightly abraded tools
include typical Kharga Aterian tools such as foliates and tangs,in addition to tools that could be
attributed to a variety of MP/MSA units.

Figure 13. -- Balat-type biface from Dakhleh Oasis (terminal ESA) from L. 147, Oc. 1. fluamion
from Wendorf and ScMd (1980).

The majority of objects that are most abraded and least abraded are consistent with the DU,
and would not be separated from the aggregate on the basis of typology. This suggests that the
despite the variation in abrasion categories, the aggregates can be treated as coherent units.

Table 24. -- Atrefacts from localities classified as DU with lighter abrasion than the majority of
obj ects, Dakhleh Oasis.
h

-

Object
Cores
Levdois
Flake-Blade (single platform)

Discoidal

Localities

Present at Kharga Oasis in situ

080,334
334
080

Yes
No, but flake-bladeswith unidirectional dorsal flakes scars
are present
Yes

080,225,294,334
225,294
225,320
080,320

Yes
Yes
Yes: flake-blades
Possibly. oval flakes

294,334
225,325
080,225,334
080

Yes
Yes
Yes

Flakes
Levallois flakes
Pointed Levdois flakes
Elongated flakes
Ocher specialised flakes (disc-core)

Tools
Bifacial foliates

Tanged tool
Retouched flakes and chunks
Bifacid pick

No

-

-

The fmal examination of the abrasion categories involved analysis of material that could be
assigned 10 other cultural units. I wished to establish two things: I) whether such materid had
consistently different abrasion categories; and 2) whether it occurred as a set. There is considerable
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overlap in the types of objects found in different MP/MSA units in the Western Desert (Table
25).194There are few artefact types that are recovered in Kharga "Levalloisian" contexts that are not

recovered in Aterian contexts. In fact, the typological difference between the "Upper" and "Lower
Levalloisian" and the Aterian appears to lie mainlyin the addition of a number of artefact types in
the Aterian. There are some differencesin the method of reduction. For example, the proportion of
Levallois flakes with f d y facetted butts is higher in the Kharga Aterian (CatomThompson 1952).
There are several differences between the artefact types recorded for the "Khargan Industry"
and the Aterian Industry. It should be noted that all of the Khargan material recorded by CatonThompson comes from surface contexts and therefore suffers from the same possibility of mixing
as the DU aggregates. Nevertheless, archaeological aggregates with the same o r similar featureshave
been recovered from several other locations including Dakhleh (Wiseman 1999), Dungul (Hester
and Hobler 1969),and Kurkur (Butzer and Hansen 1968).
The inventory for the Khargan contains several artefact types that are unknown in the
Kharga Aterian assemblages: diminutive cores, diminutive flakes, and "mutilared flakes", I fim
examined the Dakhleh aggregates to determine whether objects that could be attributed to the
Khargan co-occurred.
Based on my anaIyucal descriptions I found it difficult to determine whichtools might be
classified as "mutilated flakes". This is a type that is unknown or uncommon in the Aterian, and I
did not use this label in describing any of the material I analysed. Therefore, the artefacts listed
below as possible "mutilated flakes" are those made on flake fragments for which the edge angle of
the retouched edge is at Ieast 45O. I think that it is likely that re-examination of these objects will
show that few are sirniIar to the Khargan tools. Cores less than 4.0 cm long and flakes less than 3.6
cm long (chart length) were considered "diminutive". These measurements are based on the
maximum length of diminutive cores and flakes that Caton-Thompson (1952: 136-7) recorded for

Khargan sites in the solution pans at Bulaq Pass (Solution Pans F, G, and H).

194 Caron-Thompson(1952) also described other kvallois-baedunits not included in this discussion: "Acheulb
Levalloisian", "Levdoiso-Khargan"and "Epi-Ledoisianm,
These are not included in the table because we have not
found any evidence of their existence at Dakhleh

Table 25. -- Types of artefacts recovered from Kharga Oasis Localities assigned to Levallcis-based
culturalunits.

hefact type

"Lower
"Upper
Levalloisiann Levdoisian"

Kharga sites (inhi,except

Refuf, N,

Khargan sites)

WI, VI
Matana F

Cores
Triangular Levdois
OvaI Levdois

Discoidal
Double-ended
Steep (multi-platform)
Diminutive (Button)
Flakes
Triangular Levalois
Oval
Flake-blade

Diminutive

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

Refuf W
Matana G

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

ua%a
Aterian

fiqan

K06E

Bulaq D, E,
F, G,H

Bulaq A, 3b

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

Tools
Fan shaped
X
And?
X
RetouchedAJtilised flakes
X
Ventrally retouched tip flakes
Venually retouched points
Boring tip tools
Tabalbalat butt flakes
Inversely retouched flakes
M*
Side-scrapers
X
End-scrapers
X
Tanged taols
X
Shouldered points
X
Partially bifacial small points
X
O d bifaces
X
Foliates
X
Mutilated flakes
X
*Caton-Thompsondoes not list these tools for the Aterian from Kharga, but I found several such
objects in the Kharga m a t e d I analysed from the British Museum.

Examination of Table 26 shows that diminutive flakes and cores and possible mutilated
flakes occur at a number of DUlocalities. None of these artefact types were found in two cases (Ls.
189A, W ) ,but the samples collected from both localities are small. The remaining aggregates show
that these mefact types do not

always co-occur; in two cases only one artefact type was present 6s.

335 and 229, in three cases two artefact types were present (Ls. 299,294 and 320), and in six cases
all three artefact types were present. The eype of objects that was found at the largest number of

localitieswas the possible mutilated flake,an axtefaa that may not be of "Khargann-type.

Table 26. -- Possible Khaxgan-type artefacts found in aggregates attributed to the DU,Dakhleh
Oasis.
80 130 189A 216 225 294 299
Cores anaiysed
76 37
7 265 15 28 22
Cores<4.0cm
2 2
0 2
0
0
1
Proportion
0.03 0.05 0.00 0,Ol 0.00 0.00 0.05
Flakes analysed 31 58 45 150 43 50 8
~lakes<3.6un' 1 3
0 8
0
1 0
Proportion
0.03 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.02 0.00
Toolsanalysed
19 71
2 63 24 71 11
M~tilatedflakes?~3 2
0
3
2
1 2
0.16 0.03 0.00 0,05 0.08 0.01 0.18
Proportion
* Only Levdois and disc-core flakes were induded
Retouched flake fragments with steep retouch (>45O)

317 320
24 9
0
0
0.00 0.00
26 28
0
1
0.00 0.04

325 334 335
78 29 4
13 2 0
0.17 0.07 0.00
187 46 10
4
1 0
0.02 0.02 0.00
4
26 247 16 10
0
1 18
2 1
0.00 0.04 0.07 0.13 0.10

342
185
4
0.02
205
10
0.05
72

4
0.06

For the localities with more than four "Khargan"-typeartefacts, the distribution of abrasion

categories of these artefacts was compared with the distribution of abrasion categories of the DU
tools (Table 22). Although it was only possible to compare a small number of localities because few
"Khargan"artefacts were recovered, in all cases compared there was no sigmficant difference

between the two groups. This does not indicate that the groups are the same age, only that they have
been exposed for equivalent periods of h e . In all cases, both groups of artefacts showed a range of
abrasion categories. This supporrs the idea that, even if the two groups can be assigned to different
cultural stratigraphic units, the entire aggregate has undergone similar taphonomic processes.

If there were two occupationsof the same area at times separated by several thousands or
tens of thousands of years, and the material was always exposed to the surface, I would expect to

find that the younger material would be significantlyless abraded than the older material. If all
material was buried shordy after abandonment, and at a later date erosion of the surface occurred
rapidly, then it is possible to imagine hat stratigraphicallyseparated wits could have comparable
degrees of abrasion.However, the range of variabilityin the degree of abrasion at all localities
suggests that exposure did not take place very quickly,Therefore, if there were stratigraphically
separable occupations of the area, we should expect that the youngest material would show
~ i ~ c a n tmore
i y abrasion. There is no evidence to support this in the material at hand
Table 27. -- Comparison of abrasion categories of "Khargan" artefacts with those of typical
"Ateriannartefacts, Dakhleh Oasis.
Locality
uKharp;an"
- obiects 0
"Atenan" obiects (n)
Sigmficant difference?
I

\

I

130

7
22
no

216
13
25
no

325
34
52
no

334
8

3 42
17
9

no

no

5

Finally, it is wo& examining the "diminutive" cores and flakes from several localides where
they occur in higher proponions.195Table 28 shows the size range and averages sizes of these
artefact classes from the Khargan sites at Bulaq. The samples are very small, but two observations
can be made. In no case is the minimum value for the Dakhleh material less than that for the
Khargan material. In most cases the minimum value for the Dakhleh material is well above the
Khargan minimum. The same observations are m e of the average values. It should be noted that
much of the Dakhleh material is abraded and uncorrected measurements are presented below. The
condition of the Khargan naxerial is unclear.
Table 28 -- Comparison of the range of sizes for diminutive cores and flakes from the Khargan
Bulaq localities (Caton-Thampson 1952: 136-37) and Dakhleh Oasis DU localities.

Cores
Range
Average
n
Flakes
Range
Average
n

BulaqF, G,
H

080

130

216 TP

325

334

342

3.9- 1.9
3.1
16

3.9-3.8
3.9
2

3.8
3.8

3.3 - 3.1
3.2

2

2

3.9-2.9
3.6
13

3.7-3.3
3.5
2

3,7- 3.3
3.5
4

3.6 - 2.1
2.95
11

2.8

3.4 - 3,1
3.3
3

3.4 - 2.7
3.2

3.4 - 1.8
2.8
4

2.5

3.4 - 2.9
3.2
9

-

1

8

1

While it is possible that several Dakhleh aggregates do hdude material from MPflvlSA
cultural units other than the DU,there are several reasons why I believe they should be treated as
coherent units that can be attributed in large part to the DU:

For the most part, the propordons of artefact types that are not known from the Kharga Aterian
but which are known from other Kharga MP/MSA units is quite smd. Therefore,even if they
do not belong to the DU,they will have an insigdcant effect on the overall analysis.

The abrasion categories for these artefacts do not differ significantly from the abrasion
categories of typical DU tools, suggesting that all artefacts within aggregates have a similar burial
and exposure history,
The DU localities are found in a range of locations varying in distance from raw materials and
water sources and for this reason, we should expect more variability in artefact sizes than at
Khargan localities found at Bulaq Pass.
The group of typical DU tools does not differ in the distribution of abrasion categories from the
rest of the aggregate, suggesting that there is some degree of unity in the taphonomic processes

working on these aggregates.
195

I do not examine the possible mudlared flake categoly because of problems with identification of these artefacts.
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Steps in the Artefact Analysis
The process of artefact analysis was carried out in two steps. In the fust step all objects were
classified, counted and labelled (see Appendix 8). Following this, a selection of cores, specialised
flakes and tools were analysed more completely.

All MP/MSA artefacts collected by members of the DOP are classified and catalogued
according to the system described below or a variant of this system. The field time afforded
members of the project is limited and removal of artefacts from Egypt is prohibited. Therefore,
analysis is canied out in the field under sigdicant time constraints. The classification that is
described below is canied out under all cimunstances; analysis sometimesmust wait for later field
seasons. The information that is provided by this cataloguing is Ilnited, but for some localities it is
the only information available. Artefacts are classified as:
1. Flakes and flake fragments;
2. Cores and core fragments;
3. Retouched tools; or
4. Chips and chunks.

Within each group the categories are further subdivided.
Flakes and flake f r a p e n ~

AU flakes and fragments must show diagnostic attributes, such as the presence of a talon or
section of a talon, the presence of a bulb of percussion or e d u r e scars, and/or dorsal scars. The

first major subdivision of flakes and fragments is between "Spedalisedn and "Unspedalised" flakes
and fragments. Specialised flakes are those which were the end-product of a specific prepared core
reduction sequence. For the DU, three such reduction sequences .are recognised: Levdois reduction,

flake-blade reduction and disctore reduction. The end-product flakes of a Levallois reduction are
classified as: overpassed (plunged) Levdois flakes, in which the care end or face is removed and the

flake is technically a faiLure;lP6Levallois flakes; or pointed Levallois flakes, a category that includes

traditional Levallois points, but also pointed Levallois flakes made on Nubian I and 11 point cores.
The end-products of "flake-blade" reduction are referred to here as elongated flakes. This avoids the
use of the term "blade", which has a veq- specific d e f ~ t i o nbased on a length to width ratio, and

allows for flakes produced during the same reduction but that vary in this ratio. Elongated flakes
have parallel to convergent dorsal scars and lateral edges. Elongated flakes are subdivided into

overpassed flakes, quadrilateral flakes and pointed flakes. The end-products of disc-core reduction
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These flakes are sometime modified for use as tools.

are rarely encountered and usually are referred to as "Other specialised flakesn. Specialised flake

fragments are simply classified as proxlnal Levallois flakes, proximal elongated flakes,possibly
specialised proximal fragments or distal and medial specialised flake fragments. Unspecialised flakes
were classified as either cortical flakes or secondary flakes. AU flakes with any evidence of cortex
were classified as cortical, and all others were classified as seconday. Clearly, much fmer distinctions
could have been made in the classification of unspecialised flakes: one could distinguish between
flakes with different amounts of cortical coverage, or one could identify flakes that resulted from
biface thinning. However, because of the quantity of material collected, and the limited time for
analysis, only a very basic distinction was made in unspecialised flake types. Occasionally, other tpes
of unspecialised flakes were identified, including flakes that resulted from core rejuvenation.
Uns~ecialisedflake fragrnents are not subdivided Andyses provided me by Kleindiena rnake
greater distinctions in unspecialised flake types than do my analyses.

The identification of partidy cortical flakes is often difficult or impossible because the softer
cortex is quiddy abraded off artefacts exposed on the surface. Material from some localities has been
subject to greater abrasion than that from other localities, complicating comparison of the
proportion of cortical flakes.

Cores were classified according to the method of reduction observable on the discarded
object. Levallois cores were divided into struck cores and unstruck cores. Those that showed repreparation h e r a s u c c e u ~strike were classified as unsuuck, although clearly they had been stmck
at an earlier time. Overpassed Levdois cores with no evidence of repreparation were classified as
core fragments, because it was not possible to measure the length of such cores. Both struck and
unsuuck Levallois cores had t o show some evidence of preferential preparation of one face for flake

removal and the other for preparation of a platform, intersection of these faces along a plane, and

distal and lateral convexities on the flaking face of the core (Boeda 1994, Chazan 1997).197
Cores

with radial preparation on both faces and no platform were considered disc-cores (Bordes 1950,
1961) and classified as "Other cores". Round cores that showed removal of a series of flakes from

one face from around the perimeter of the core were classified in the same way. Cores that show
only a few flake scars are considered "Initially tested cores"; those which show elongated flake scars
from one or more platform are classified as 'Fl&e/blade coresn; and all other cores are classified as
'97 It is important to note that the approach I have adoped is techno-typological,and not strictly technologid The
defmitiom for Levallois and orher reduction methods that u e put forward by Boida are technological and therefore
describe a method, not the by-product.The criteria I have adopted for identification of Levallois cores is bared on the
expected morphology of the by-product,given use of a particular reduction method

*Other cores". Fragments with clear evidence of flakes scars, or partid platforms are classified

"Core fragments".Complete cores are more fully described in the analysis. This allows for
differentiation between "amorphous" cores and "disc cores", for example, both of which are initially
classified as "Other cores".

etouched Tools
Retouched tools indude both formed shaped tools and "situational" tools Because tools are
found in surface context they must show regular invasive retouch. While ir is likely that some

"podoliths" have been classified as tools, it is dso likely that a significant portion of the tool
assemblage has been rejected because retouch was irregular or marginal. Further, no unretouched

flakes can be recognised as tools because of the condition of the artefacts.
DS and Chunks

Chips and chunks are probably atefacts that resulted from knapping; however, hey do not
possess the diagnostic attributes necessary for classification as flake fragments (chips)or core
fragments (chunks).At localities found on gravel terraces or lags, a proportion of the chips and
chunks may actually be a product of envimnrnental processes.
Raw material identification is carried out during the initid counting and classification. Thus,
while most artefacts are not analysed in detail, the raw material of aU artefacts is recorded.

Analysis of Specialised Flakes, Retouched Tools and Cores
The an*cal

procedures for cores, tools and flakes varied slightly dependingon the time

dowed for study. For all of these materids, a series of attributes related t o the condition of the
material, the nature of the object, and the method of manufacturewere recorded. For the retouched

tools, a working typology was established for classification purposes. A number of the objects were

drawn and described in greater detail. Detailed description of the attributes analysed and the
atrribute states allowed may be found in Appendix 9. The typologicd system is outlined in Appendix
10.

..

ndtron of Mate
Attributes related to the condition of the material are useful

for comparisonof the

taphonomic hiaory of the artefacts. This allows for correction in site attributes so that mated

from differentlocalities may be compared Addition*,

it allows for exclusion of artefacts with
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~ i ~ c a n tdifferent
ly
varnish or patina colour or abrasion categories. These attributes indude

varnish colour and degree of abrasion.
e c t and Technoloeical

These atuibutes generally describe the object. Tney include a more detailed classification of
the type of core, tool or flake. Other general atuibutes of the nature of the object are attributes
describing the size of the object and shape of the object, whether the objea is broken and, if so, the
portion present.
Technological attributes include the number and direction of dorsal flake scars on flakes and
preparation flakeson cores, the nature of the talon o r platform, the divergence of the flake axis, the
nature and extent of retouch on tools, the order of flaking and direction of flaking on cores and
flakes.

Two kinds of typology were established: a technological typology describing tangs and basal
thinning,and a typology for all retouched tools.

The typologies for basal thinning and tanging are based on the nature of retouch, the order
of flaking and the fmal shape of the tang or base of the object. These were set up to record the
range in variabilif~in tanging and basal thinning, and to determine whether any methods were
preferred.

The ~ 0 1 0 g oyf retouched tools was established because some of the major tool categories
found in the Aterian are not well described in established typologies (e.g., Bordes 1961). Alrhr*$h
Tier's modifications to deal with tanging partially correct this problem, it remains that basallythinned tools, thinned tip tools and bifacial tools are important categories in DUassemblages and
the variability inthese tool forms is not described.
The typologydistinguished all tools into three broad groups: formed tools, informal or
situational tools and hammerstones. Formed tools show modification to aid in hafting, or are
symmetrical,or have been extensively retouched, possibly so that a particular oved form is
accomplished. Informaltools are those which are asymmetrical and show retouch on one or more
edges. This retouch gives the appearance of modification of the working edge, not the overall tool.

The boundaries beween the categories may be difficult for analysts to recognise, particularly in the
case of tools made on flakes that do not show evidence of hafting.
Formed tools included several types that showed evidence of modification to aid in hafting.
These indude ranged tools, basally-thinned tools and foliates. Within each of these general groups,
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there is a number of variants. Additionally7two other kinds of formed tools are recognised: unifacial
dorsally retouched tools, which are symmetrical or have been extensively retouched, and large
bifacial rools. Again, there are several variants of each of these cypes recognised.
Situational or informal tools were fxst subdivided based on the blank that they were made
from: flakes, flake fragments and chips formed one group, while cores and nodules formed the other

group. Within these broad groups, the location and the rype of modiGcation to the blank were
recorded. The types of modification recognised include even retouch, retouch to fonn a jagged edge,
notching, and denticulation.

Only a few possible hammerstones were recovered These were classified as rounded or
angular.Due to abrasion, it was not always possible to determine whether there was evidence of
pecking damage on the hammerstones recovered. In some cases, objects were interpreted as
hamrnerstones based on their shape and their presence in places where they must have been
transported by people.

Steps in the Data Analysis

The data produced through the fieldwork and analyses described above was examined in a
series of steps to txy to determine whether patterning could be discerned and described for the DU
at Dakhleh and for the Aterian a t other Western Desert localities.
The fust step in this analysis was to examine whether the localities discovered appeared to
form any coherent spatial pattern. Do they occur evenly distributed through space?Are all localities
approximately the same size?Do they occur always on the same geomorphic surfaces? Is there any
relation to areas that may have offered particular resources? These questions are addressed in part in
Chapter 10,in the description of the localities present.
Following from a general examination of whether there appeared to be patteming in the
distribution of localities in spaee, I wished t o determine whether there was patterning in the way that
these localities were used. This can be approached through examination of the aggregates recovered,
in both general and specific ways. One approach I took in considering this question was to look at
the raw materials recovered from different localities.
Potential locations for raw material extraction are r~otdistributed evenly throughout the
oasis. I wished to determine whether there was variation in the use of different raw materials at
Dakhleh; and, if SO, whether there appeared to be patterning in this variation. Patterning could
indicate planning with respect to use of certain resources, including tool stone, but also hafts and
potential prey and botanical re5ources.
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Following horn an examination of n w materials, I wished to determine whether there were
differencesin the way that localities were used. Could I, for example, classify different localities
based on frequencies of different artefact categories, and would this classification reflect variation in

the functions of localities?
T o do this, I firsthad to characterise h e materials recovered from different occurrences.
This involved description of the proportions of different artefact types present. The proportions of
objects such as cores, tools and happing debris were used to tentatively classify sites according to
function.
The types of cores and nature of debris were looked at more closely to determine the nature
of activities that occurred at a locality. The fmtypes of objects that were examined in detail were

initially tested cores and cortical flakes. These result from the fxst stages in lithic reduction and can
be used to infer patterns in the use of space:did the DU users of the oasis reduce cores primarilyat
locations where raw material was immediately available and then transport tools and flakes and
possibly prepared cores, or did they transport unreduced nodules of raw material?
Following from an examination of he regional distribution of products of initial reduction, I
looked at the end-products and by-products of reduction sequences. In ehis case I wished to
determine several dings: Are there preferred methods of lithic reduction during DU times? Can the
flake-blade,discoidal and multi-platform cores be considered anomalous and the result of miKing or
mistakes? Do there appear to have been several possible methods for reducing stone? Within the
Levdois reductions, how much variability exists? Is there variability between locations within the
oasis in the end-products of reductions?If there is variability, is it related to the proximity to raw
materials, or to the potential uses of blanks produced at these locauons?
The objects produced through these reductions are the focus of she next step in the analysis.
The tools are examined from several points o f view. Is there any consistency in the blanks used for
producing terrain types of tools? Is there patterning in the methods employed to ~roducetools and
the locations where they are produced? Is there consistency in the form of the fmal product, even
when there is no consistency in the method used to accomplish this?Is there any patterning in the
spatial distribution of situational as compared with formed tools? Where are discarded and lost 1001s
found? Is there any evidence for recycling of tools?
Together, the analyses of the r e g o d distribution of artefacts, the methods used to reduce
stone, and the methods to produce tools cam be used to sugea a pattern of resource use during the

DU occupation of the oasis.In the fmal chapter, I outline this pattern and compare it with the
results reported for MP/MSA units in other regions of the Western Desert and northern Africa.

C H A ~ ETEN:
R DAKHLEH
UNITLOCALITIES
- REGIONAL
DIST~UTION,
FIELDWORK
AND
NATURE
OF COLLECTIONS
There are 52 localities with Dakhleh Unit (IN)
within the oasis, and at sixteen of these
fieldworkers obsented more than one DU occurrence. In total, we have documented 56 isolates and

45 aggregates from DU or cf. DU198
occurrenceswithin and adjacent to the present oasis (see Table
29). Many of these occurrences lie within one of several clusters. In the following chapter I outline
the context of these materials, the fieldwork we conducted at aggregate localities and the nature of
the materials that serve as the basis for this analysis. The following subjects are examined:

The geographic setting of the oasis;
The resources that were available within different parts of the oasis;
The areas within the oasis where localities are or are not present, and the degree to which
"empty spaces" reflect unexplored regions versus areas that are devoid of DU localities;
The nature of the fieldwork canied out and the materials recovered from each locality, organised

by 'locality clusters".
The nature of the analyncal information recorded for materids for different localities.

Kleindienst et al. (1999) provide a detailed description of the geology and geomorphology of

Dakhleh Oasis as it is now understood. Brookes (1983,1993) published several earlier works that set
the precedents for nomenclature, but significant revisions have been made to his description of the
oasis. For detailed information, these sources should be consulted. Unless otherwise noted, all
informationpresented in this section is from Kleindienst et al. (1999), Kleindienst (personal
communication 2000) or my observations. I present a simplified description of the geology and
geomorphology.

~98Localitiesdesignated as "cf. Dakhleh Unit"are those from which the collections are too small for cenain idenrification
as DU on the basis of technologid uain and from which no tanged tools,or Dakhleh U
nit type foliates or basally-

thinned pieces or foliates were collected.
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In brief, the Dakhleh Oasis is a depression below the Libyan Plateau that runs ca. 80 km east
to west and 15-25km north to south. The oasis can be divided into geomorphological zones: the
Mateau, the Escarpment, the Piedmont,the Dakbleh Lowland,and the Southern Ridge and Cueaa
(see Figure 15).A number of different geological units are exposed in these zones. The Libyan
Mateau is formed in Eocene and Palaeocene limestone and shales belonging to the Thebes Group,
the Esna Shales and the Tarawan Group of formations. The Escarpment drops some 300 m from
the Plateau to the Piedmont zone. Tarawan Group limestones and Dachla Formation shales are
exposed in the Escarpment. Three series of alluvial fan gravels that have been terraced by later
erosion episodes run south from the base of the Escarpment to the central Lowland oasis. These,
and sediments in the Lowland, overlie exposures of Dakhla Formation shales, Duwi Formation
shales and phosphorites and the Mut (or Qssier) Formation shale, mudstones and elastics, all of

which are Cretaceous in age. The Mut Formation is uppermost in the Nubia Group. Further south
on the southern margin of the oasis and beyond, or in uplifted blocks and anticlines, the Nubia
Group (or Series) sandstones and shales are exposed. Nubia Group sandstones are the source of
deep and shallow aquifers that provide the water that present-day hkh.lehresidents rely upon. I
discuss the raw materials that are associated with the different geological units below.
The geomorphology of Dakhleh Oasis shows the influence of strong wind and water
erosion. Geomorphologicd units are discussed as they occur from north to south. The Plateau has
only been suneyed for archaeological materials on a few occasions. Because no DU materials have
been found, the Plateau will not be considered here. The Escarpment runs east to west along the
northern oasis and north to south flanking the eastern oasis, and is the major visible landform It is
formed by the erosion of Dakhla shales that underlie the resistant h e s t o n e caprock. Kleindienst et

al. (1999) suggest that the Escarpment reached its present position before 350 ka. The morphology
of the Escarpment crest varies, and in some places steep h e s t o n e cliffs make access to the Plateau
difficult. Much of the Escarpment is mantled by colluvium, and near the top of the Escarpment
huge blocks of limestone lie on this colluvium. In some parts of the oasis, Tarawan chert is found in
primary context in these blocks. The colluvium was probably deposited in three major episodes that
can be correlated with episodes of gravel deposition in the Piedmont zone.CoUuvium is also a
source of Tarawan chert.
Stretching from the base of the Escarpment into the Lowland is a series of complex alluvial
fan terraces. 'Ihese mainly overlie the Duwi formation shales and mudstones. They were formed
during several major episodes of pediment erosion and deposition.The oldest gravel terraces are
referred to as the P-1 gravels. These are preserved m a d y close to the Escarpment. P-I1 gravels are
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more exrensive, stretching furrher into the Lowland, and isolated remnants are found in the central
oasis. P-III gravels are even more extensive and reach well into the Lowland. A final lower erosion
surface can be found in some p u s of the oasis (P-IV), but in other parts of the oasis, such as Wadi
el-Ueb,wadis continue to discharge onto the P-111 surface. The f o d o n of the P-III surfaces must
have occurred over a signhicant

amount of time during the Late Middle to early Late Pleistocene.

Preserved remnants of the P-I and P-II that have survived are probably inverted wadis, being areas
that would be most resistant to erosion. Chert is available in the alluvial gravels of all generations,
but this varies locally depending on where the Tarawan formation limestone are chert bearing.

The Lowland oasis is covered in some areas by Holocene sediments and cultivation.
Therefore, these areas bear little evidence of Pleistocene archaeology. However, west of Bdat on the

T a d Anticline and northeast of the village of Bashendi, the Taref Formation sandstone has been
upfied. In some areas a chert lag lies directly on the sandstone. Northeast of Bashendi wind erosion
has resulted in excavation of rock tank basins and yardangs occur in these. Some of the rock tank

basins may be of considerable age, because they show evidence of partial infilling and subsequent

wind erosion of the waterdeposited sediments. Both Pleistocene and Holocene inflling are
recognised.

A large number of "spring mounds" also occur in the Lowland oasis and are of interest
because of their associationwith Pleistocene-aged artefacts. These are complex deposits resulting
from the deposition of sediment by natural artesian springs. They are located plimanly in the
southern part of the Lowland and manly in western Dakhleh and in the south-centraloasis. Within
the oasis, ancient spring vents occur grouped together, suggesting that they are located where the
underlyq Nubia Group sandstones are f r a m e d and faulted The association of archaeological
materid attributed to a number of cultural stratigraphic units with spring mounds indicates that
springs were active at various times during the Pleistocene and Holocene. Some spring activity may
always have occurred. This is difficultto ascertain, but the fact that there are no active springs today
can possibly be attributed to the downdraw by the numerous wells and boreholes that support local
agriculture and resident populations.

Also in the southern part of the Lowland oasis are sediments indicative of former lakes.
Frizano (1996)studied the sediments in the areas around Sheikh Muftah and south and west of
Balat. Facies of these deposits are classified as fermginous (FSS) or cdcareous (CSS). The infl of
Palaeolakes Bdat and Kellis predate the P-III erosion and alluvial deposits. The presence of

Terminal ESA artefacts in s i b in the basal deposits and MSA arefacts in higher horizons confirm
that the infill was deposited before DU times. Therefore, although DU artefacts Lie on the surface of

Table 29, -- DU and cf. DU localities: location,number and size of occurrences, Dakhleh Oasis.
Locality Location
NN
D M e h Lowlands - Balat

Dakhleh Lowlands - w e ;
Dakhleh Lowlands -west
Dakhleh Lowlands -west
Dakhleh Lowlands -west
Dakhleh Lowlands - Sh. Muftah
Dakhleh Lowlands - Sh. Muftah
Dakhleh Lowlands - Sh. Muftah
Dakhleh Lowlands - Balat
Dakhleh Lowlands - Balat
Dakhleh Lowlands - Balat
Dakhleh Lowlands - Balat
Dakhleh Lowlands - Sh,Muftah
Dakhleh Lowlands - Sh,Mabrouk
Dakhleh Lowlands - Sh. Mabrouk
Dakhleh Lowlands - Bashendi
Piedmont - Bdat
Dakhleh Lowlands - Balat
Southern Cuesta - desert
DakWeh Lowlands - Balat
Dakhleh Lowlands - Balat
Dakhleh Lowlands .Sh.Muftah
Southern Cuesta desert east
Dakhleh Lowlands - Balat
Dakhleh Lowlands - Bashendi
Dakhleh Lowlands - Bashendi
Southern Cuesta - Sh.Muftah
Dakhleh Lowlands - Bashendi
DakhIeh Lowlands - Bashendi
Dakhleh Lowlands - Bashendi
Piedmont - Wadi el-Tawil
Piedmont -Wadi el-Tawil
Escarpment - Bashendi
Piedmont - Bashendi
Dakhleh Lowlands -west
Dakhleh Lowlands - Sh.Muftah
Dakhleh Lowlands - Sh,Muftah
Dakhleh Lowlands - Sh,Muftah
Dakhleh Lowlands - Sh.Muftah
Dakhleh Lowlands - Sh.Muftah
Piedmont - Balat
Piedmont - Balat
Southern Cuesta - Sh. Muftah
Southern Cuesta - Sh. Muftah
Dakhleh Lowlands - Sh.Muftah
Southern Cuesta - east
Dakhleh Lowlands - Balat
Dakhleh Lowlands - Balat
Southern Cuesta - Sh. Mabrouk
Dakh3eh Lowlands - Bashendi
Lowlands - ~&endi

-

364

Isolates

Small Occ.

I
L

1
1(holoport)
1

1(holoport)
1

1-2 (holoports)

Large Occ.

some of these deposits, they have n o association with the pdaeolakes. Churcher and Kleindienst
have recently recovered Pleistocene f a d remains and MSA artefacts in s h in the calcareous
deposits in the eastern oasis (Churcher, et al. 1999).
The Taref Forrnation outcrops south and east of the modem oasis depression, and a

.
. . sandstone ndge borders some secttons of the Lowlands. Ln some places along the southem edge of
. a

a

I

I

-

the oasis, yardangs have been eroded into the Taref sandstone. To the east, large deflation basins in
the sandstone have been infiUed with Pleistocene Laminated Sediments (PLS). In the central oasis,
pans are found south of the oasis margin.This is also true in the western oasis south of Jebel
Edmonstone. The eastern basin has been subject to investigation by McDonald,and a number of
Holocene-aged archaeological sites are associated with it. The pans in the western oasis are not yet
surveyed and the south central oasis pans are less we1known.

While the Western Desert is today one of the &est places on earth, a number of features at
Dakhleh attest to higher humidity in the past. Muvial fans, tufa float blocks and terraces, and

deposits associated with former lakes indicate periods not just of greater artesian discharge, but of
higher d

d .All indications are that these geomorphic features were fonned before the DU.

However, the presence of near surface groundwater at 'Ain Amur today suggests that the water table

would not need to be much higher than today for springs t o run on the Escarpment face. Therefore,

linking the DUwith times of higher rainfallis hazardous. As described below, a number of the
known DU localities are associated with areas where water might be present if shallow water tables
were charged or higher. hesian springs might have erupted at any time from deeper aquifers.

ma1 I n f o w o n for Dakhleh Oa&
The area encompassed by the present Dakhleh Oasis is large (80 km by 15-25 km)and when
extended to include the "palaeo-oasis*199it becomes substantiallylarger,As described above, the

DOP conducted general survey for all archaeologicalmaterials in the central oasis in early yean of
the project. In subsequent years members of the Prehistory Team have conducted more intensive
survey for prehistoric materials, and explored regions outside the Lowlands. Survey by the
Prehistory Team has been intensive in some regions (i.e., nodeast of Bashed) while in other
regions it has only been preliminary,

--. -

.

-.

-

Defmed by Kleindienst (1999: 85) as approximately 50 km in any direction away from oasis water sources. The
distance of 50 kmis intended to approximate 'two days' march'.
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Locality Clusters and Empty Spaces
Examination of the locations of known DU localities on Figure 16 shows that there are
several clusters of localities of varying density. Three clusters of more than five localities are known
from the central-east and eastern oasis Lowlands. These are:
I. Northeast of Bashendi, from Wadi el-Tad in the east, southwest to the rock tank basins on
uplifted sandstone &s. 311,299, 283,297,294,295,364,363, 161,281);

2. West of Balat in a somewhat diffuse scatter on several surfaces (8 localities): on the P-III surface
(L. 23 I), on P-11remnants (Ls.216,342), associated with spring mounds (Ls. 080,344) and on

the T a d Anticline (Ls. w of 08 1,082 and 280);
3. South of Sheikh Mufrah, on a deflated surface, associated with FSS ridges and the sandstone rim

&s. 067,085,330,325,328,329,072,327,293,339).
Several other localities occur close to one or two other DU occurrences. These are:
1. South of Sheikh Mabrouk on yardangs and sandstone rims above the edge of the Lowland (3
localities: 094, 130,345);

2. North-northwest of Bashendi associated with the Escarpment colluvium and Piedmont gravels

(P-111) (2 localities: 317 and 3 19);
3. Northwest of Bdat at the head of the P-III and P-II gravels at the base of the Escarpment (3

localities: 189A, 333,334);
4. South of pans in the sandstone south of Sheikh Muftah (2 localities: 335 and 33 8);

5. Bemeen the Balat-west and the Sheikh Muftah dusters (2localities: 090 and 236).

In addition, a number of other localities have no close association with other DU materia.
Ls. 001,002, 004,007,043 are located in the c e n d Lowland in the western and central-western
oasis. L. 320 occurs in the extreme west, associated with a large pan. L. 341 is the area number for a
large section of the extreme south-eastern oasis, also in the vicinity of a pan ("Southeast Basinn). L.
233 is located in a P-III remnant west of the Balat cluster. The unnumbered isolates from n o d of
Balat are also found outside of any known cluster of DU localities. Although the provenance
information for these fmds is not precise, Kleindienst (personal communication 1999) believes that

they come from one wadi east of L. 333. Localities 225 and 255 are located outside she oasis in the
desert to the southeast. Figure 17 shows the general provenance of most prehistoric localities within
the oasis, and this indicates that most single localities are in areas where there are few other
prehistoric localities and where little survey has been conducted.
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Delineation of areas where the lack of DU localities reflects an absence of material rather

than lack of intensive survey is difficult Figure 17 shows the general location of most prehistoric
localities found by members of the DOP.Areas with many Pleistocene localities but few DU
localities may indicate some of the regions where DU localities are not found. These include:
1. The area southwest of Balat (the Bdn Palaeobasin);
2. The eastern Piedmont zone, northeas of Bashendi below el-BattikhPromontory and into the
Wadi el-Tawil; and
3. The southeastern pdaeo-oasis, where only isolates have been found
Orher areas in which there seems to be little indication of a DU presence, but which need

further survey are:
1. North and nonhwest of Ismant;

2. The sandstone rim of the oasis, south of Sheikh Muftah;
3. Southeast of Mut;

4. The Escarpment and Plateau.

No conclusions can yet be dram about the presence or absence of DU localities in the
western and central-westernoasis. The absence of DU localities where numerous Holocene localities

are present is not a robust indicator for the absence of DU localities because survey for Holocene
localities will not nacessadytake surveyars to places where DU localities are hkely to be found
Further, Holocene sediments may mask Pleistocene material in some regions.

Resource Availability within Dakhleh Oasis
There is significant local variation in the feawes that would make different parts of the oasis
attractive. A preliminary list of the resources available in differentsections of the oasis is given in

Table 30. The past distribution of some resources (i.e.,lithic raw materials) more closely resembles

the present distribution than that of other resources (i.e., flora and fauna)?' Despite this, it is still

possible ro point to areas where water was more likely to have been available, and consequently,
where faunal and vegetal resources may have been located. Three types of resources or oasis features
are examined: lithic raw materials, water availability (and consequendy floral and faunal resources),

and routes comecting Dakhleh with other points in the Western Desert.

200 Most of the larger d
m species present d a y are domestic animals wallet and Churcher 1999), and similarly
the present vegetation it much iduenced by human cultivation of domesticated plants @ t c k 1999).A v e y different
flora md fauna would be expected with a differ en^ climatic regime and a lower human population in the oasis.

While there has been si&icant erosion within the central oasis over the last several tens of
thousands of years, the general distribution of lichic raw materials is unlikely to be sigmficantiy
different from that during the DUoccupation of the oasis (Figure 18). Four raw materials appear to

have been used

Tarawan Group cherts, Mut Formation chalcedony (some occurring

in the form of "Chertballsn and referred to as "CBSn), W i a Group quamites and femginous
quartzite or ironstone. Occasional use of limestone (associated

with the Tarawan Group), conglomerates (associatedwith the Nubia Group) and "exoticn
cherts have been noted. Chert from the Mut Formation is also available; however, it occurs in small
nodules of usually less than 5 cm in length (Kleindienst 1999) and does not appear to have been
utilised by the DU inhabitants of the oasis. There is no evidence for the use of pigments during the

DU; however, analogy with other MP/MSA archaeological units suggests that pigment may have
been used. Haematite occurs as pebbles in lag deposits (originating from the Dakhla Formation)
(Kleiindienst 1999: 88). Iron oxides associated with spring mounds are in a variety of colours and
also may be used for pigmentation (Kleindienst 1999: 90).

The favoured chedO'is from limestones of the Tamwan Group?02 These cap the Libyan
Escarpment and vary locally in the degree to which they are chert-bearing. Chert is available in
primq context from the limestones forming the Libyan Plateau. It also occurs in primary context in
the large limestone blocks recently fallen from and resting on the colluvium below the Plateau rim.
Only m e locaiiry has been found in association with Tarawan chert in this type of context (L, 317),
but t h e steep co11uvial slopes have been little w e y e d Although Kleindienst et al. (1999:16)
consider that the present location of the Ecarpment was reached well before DU times, the
limestone flanking some wadis leading to the Plateau is less greyed and may indicate the erosion is
comparable to the P-I11in age (ISleiidiena personal communication 1997). It is possible that cherts
were extracted from Tarawan limestones during DU times, but that evidence of this use has been

disturbed by recent erosion on the scarp face. However, procurement of chert from primary sources
could be both difficult and dangerous: many slumped blocks containing chert are in somewhat
precarious positions; nodules would have required extraction from the limestone and transportation

(worked or unworked) to better locations for reduction.
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See Chapter 12 for information regarding raw materid preferences.
See Kleindienst et al. (1999)for a discussion of the formations of theTarawan group limestones.
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Tarawan chem are found in secondarycontext in the Escarpment colluvium, in the
Piedmont gravds, and in the reg in the Lowland (see Plate 1).Availability falls off sharply

southward W~thinthe Piedmont zone, availabilitymay be related to changes in the facies of the
Tarawan Group limestones. In general, chert is present in the Piedmont in the central oasis, from
the Wadi el-Talwil in the east, to the Bab el-Jasmund in the west (Meindiena, et al. 1999: 6).There

is, however, some local vadation: exploration of che wadis on the west side of "Balat Ptiit" showed
that while limestones exposed in the western wadi branch were chert-bearing,those exposed in the
eastern branch were not chert-bearing (Kleindiemt personal communication 1997). Thistype of

variation is reflected in the frequencywith which chert is found in the gravels below the
Escarpment. The chert in the reg in the Lowlands is s m d in size compared with that found in the

Piedmont gravels. The chert insome gravel terrace remnants (i.e., at Ls. 216 and 342) and that
nearer the heads of the P-IIand P-111gravels occurs as large nodules up to more than 20 an in the
greatest dimension (Kleindiena personal cornmumication 1999).
Artefacts of chalcedony ("ChertballStuffHo r CBS)form a small but consistent portion of

DU assemblages, particularly from eastern Dakhloh. This raw material occurs in the fom of large
bulbous nodules, many of which are geodes. These nodules may be over 50 cm in greatest
dimension (Kleindienst personal communication 1999). Churcher found them weathering out of
Mur Formation shale north-east of Tenida in 1996, but no Pleistocene artefacts were discovered in

chis area, suggesting recent exposure of this sourcie (see Plate 1).Chertballs also occur wide$ in the
gravels and the reg in the nod-eastern oasis. Several observations may be made about this material,
as it relates to lithic reduction. Nodules occur in a variety of sizes, the smaller ones being less likely
t o be geodes. The larger nodules are often hollow,making many unsuitable for Levdois reduction,
unless such reductions were carried out on much l educed nodules or flakes. They are sometimes
difficult to open, unless dropped on other nodules; however, this would have the effect of breaking
any non-geode nodules as well.They may be organic fossils (Kleindienstpersonal communication
1997) and their core crystal mcture may make happing difficult (Kleindiena 1999: 99).Fin*,
while the rind material is brown in colour, the internal material occurs in a variety of whites, pinks,
reds and other amactive colours and is often banded (Klehdienst 1999: 99). Kleindiena (1999)
indicates that they were favoured as hammerstones throughout human occupation of the oasis.
Quartzites occur mainly in Nubia Group lorrnations, and in two general areas. Outside of
the oasis in the desert to the southeast, there are outcrops of Nubia quartzite in s i ~ In
c the same
region, quartzite may be found in the reg and in invelted wadis (Kleindienst 1999: 87). Thisquaraite
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may be yellow to brown in colour, although most Taref Formation outcrops within the oasis or on

the oasis margins are tan t o grey in colour.

"Ironstonen,femginous quartzite or fenicrete, is commonly used a s a minor raw material

within the oasis. There are several possible sources of ironstone, of very different origins but wih
similar geographic distributions. The oldest ironstone is associated with the Nubia Taref Formation

and occurs m a d y as joint fillings along fault lines or as concretions within the oasis (Kleleindienst
1999: 87). Ironstone of Quaternary origin is the cap-rock for spring mounds (Kleindienst, et al.
1999: 34), and is also associated with Ferruginous Sandy Sediments (FSS)(Kleindienst, et 4. 1999:
29). In the south-centraland western oasis, the Nubia ironstone may have had properties most

amenable ro happing: sizeable nodules of well-cementedquartzite. In contrast, that associated with

the FSS is often brittle and occurs in thin plate-likepieces. No attempt has been made to
differentiate artefacts made on different forms of ironstone.

. ..

Water and Resources Deoendent on Water Avadabditv
Plant and animal life in the oasis would have been quite different during DU times compared

with the present-day, and it is impossible to attempt environmental reconstruction without solid
evidence of the nature of past climates. Specifically, a good grasp of temperature, precipitation,
seasonality and availabiiry of water from artesian sources is required. At this time, it is only possible
to point out the possible locations and name of probable water sources.

In the northern oasis, there is some evidence for the past presence of seepage springs dong
the Escarpment face in the form of tufa blocks found within P-II and P-III terraced gravels. All of
the tufa blocks dated thus far have been subaanuaty older than hypothetical dates for the DU
(Kleindienst, et al. 1999: 17, In Press); however they do indicate that at some points in the past,
water was available along the Escarpment of the Libyan Plateau. Remnants of tufa terraces were
found on the west face of el-Battikh Promontory in 2000 (Kleindienst personal communication
2000). Today a spring is d l present at 'Ain Amur, between Dakhleh and Kharga, and water lies
dose to the surfaceat the base of the Escarpment in northern Kharga (Geigengack personal
communication 1998).
In the Lowland zone, several features indicate the former presence of water. Spring mounds
are remnant deposits of artesian springs. Typically these springs erupted at geological boundaries,
specifically the sandstone-claystone boundary or along cracks and fault zones (Kleindienn, et al.
1999: 3 4). Thqr were probably active intermittently and the archaeologiml remains found in
association with them include everything from Upper Acheulean- to Holocene-aged rnaterias
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(Kleindienst, et al. 1999, Wendorf and Schild 1980). In eastern Dakhleh Oasis they occur in clusters
west and southwest of Bdat and south and north of Sheikh Muftahin the Bdat and Kellis
Palaeobasins (Frizano 1996, Kleindienst,et al. 1999). A few have been found southeast of Tenida
(Kleindienst personal communication2000). Spring mounds during DU times are likely to have
been associated with small ponds, although large lakes existed during the Middle Pleistocene
(Churcher, et al. 1999).
Seepage springs and ponds may also have occurred in the area south of Sheikh Mabrouk.
While there are no deposits to confirm this, the presence of a seriesof ancient and modern well
heads along a fault zone indicates that the ground water in this area is shallow, and that in times

when groundwater was higher springs may have erupted. In this case, ponding would also be
expected.
North and east of Bashendi, the Nubia sandstone appears to be uplifted, and a series of rock
tank basins deflated into the sandstone are likely of variable age (IUeindienst, et d.1999: 28). A
number of these are associated with DUlocalities. Some basins have or had red or brown mud infd,
indicating deposition of sediment during the past (Kleindienst, et al.. 1999).The dates of mud

deposition are unknown but include events in both the Pleistocene and Holocene. The source of the
water is also unknown. Although overland flow is most likely, a higher water table may have resulted
in ponding in areas of low elevation.

In seved areas there is evidence for large basins or pans, now infrlled with Holocene
sediments but often with DU material around the rims In general,rhese occur on the oasis margins:

in the southeast oasis (El Akoulah and El Belizeiah basins, forming the "Southeast Basin"), south of
Sheikh Muftah (the "Big Pan") and on the far western margins of the oasis (the "Southwest Basin").
The basins southeast of the oasis would have been fed, in part, by the Wadi el-Battik The
resources available in large shallow pans may have been substantidy different than those available
from running springs. Unfortunately at this time there is no further information about these basins:
specifically, data on their seasonalitymay help to determine whether aquatic resources were
available.

* .

th other oomrs m the Western Desefi
At this time it is impossible to determine whether the known camel caravan routes that
connect Dakhleh to the Nile Valley and Kharga to the east, to Far& to the northwest, and to the

Gilf Kebir and Bt Tarfawi to the south, resemble in any way routes used during the DU. The
occurrence of Aterian materials at Kharga (Caron-Thompson 1952), Dungul (Hester and Hobler
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1969),Bir Tarfawi (Mendorf, et al. 1993c) and Jebel Uweinat (de Heinzelin, et al. 1969) indicate that
the desert was traversed. The requirementsof routes used in the Holocene would have been
different than those of the Pleistocene: spetifically, topography passable for humans is not always
for pack animals. However, without pack animals, travellers would have to have carried
their own water or found it with enough frequency along the route to support life. On the other

hand, some requirements would remain the same: particularly,availabilityof shelter and landmarks.
Depending on water availabilityin general, these would vary slightb. The known historic routes that
connect Dakhleh with other points in the Western Desert and the Nile Valley indude (see Figure
19):

Dmbd-GM&, which connects D U e h with Kharga running south of the Piedmont and is
the approximate route of the modem paved road between the two oases (Giddy 1987: 10-1I).
Old camel tracks paraUeI the southern margin of the oasis,
Da& d-'Abt AM, which connects the two oases by travelling up the Escarpment and over the
Plateau via Wadi el-Battikh.This route las the advantages of being shorter than Darb d-Gbubbai
and of passing by the spring at 'Ain Amur to northern Kharga (Giddy 1987: 11).
Da&el-Thud and awb d - K M both connect Dachleh to the Nile Valley by routes over the
Plateau Both follow indentations in the plateau to mount the scarp: DarbdKhah& n o r t h of
El-Qasr and anbd - T d northeast of Bashendi through Wadi el-Tawil An older route
ascended the Escarpment face of el-BattikhPromontory (Kleindienst, et al. 1999). These routes
join northeast of t h e oasis (Giddy 1987: 12-13). Another old route ascends the Escarpment face
in Wadi el-Ueb (Kleindienst personal communication, 2000)
Two routes connect Dakhleh and Farafra. The old caravan route travels over the Plateau starting
north of el-Qasr, ascending Bab el-Jasmund The modem car route follows Darb $-Farah
which is longer and passes northwest through Abu Mungar, where a spring is located (Giddy
1987: 13).

Dm&el-Tdaui,&g

south from central DakhIeh (the town of Mut) to Bir Tarfawi (Wendorf

and Schild 1980:2)4.
A route southwest via Abu Bdas connecting Dakldeh with the Gilf Kebir and Jebel Uweinat

(Wendorf and ScMd 1980: 2).
A route running southeast from Bdat to southern Kharga push or Baris).
A route to Kufra that runs southwest from Qasr through the Great Sand Sea.

Figure 19. -- Caravan routes connecting Dakhleh with other points in the Western Desert.

Prehistoric resources along the Abu Ballas route and the route to Kufra are under investigation by

Kuper (2000). Otherwise, none of these routes has been systematically surveyed for evidence of
prehistoric use. Building of modem roads following Darbd-Ghllwz,Darbd-Farahand Darb el

Tdfm has probably substantially disturbed deposits. I do not expect that any historic route followed
prehistoric routes exactly, however.
Therefore, s w e y in the general vicinity of these routes is warranted. Sandsheet likely
obscures material southwest of Dakhleh.

Table 30. -- Features of different areas within Dakhleh Oasis.
Region
SE Desert
Pans in the SE oasis margins
-

S of S h e i i Mabrouk, on the
edge of the sandstone
NE of Bashendi

Piedmont S of Balat point

SW of Bdat

SheikhMuftah Valley

S of Sheikh Muftah, S of the
"Big Pan"
Central-westernoasis
Western oasis around a large

Pan

Lithic Resources*
Nubia quartzites
CBS - rare
Occasional small Mut
chert nodules
Nubia quartzite
Tarawan chert (north)
Nubia
(south)
Tarawan chert
Mut chert
CBS nodules
Nubia quartzite (in &)
Tamwan chert
Tarawan chert
Mut chert (south)
Mut white chalcedony
(south)
possi61y Nubia quartzite
Nubia quartzites to the
south,West and east
Fermp;;laus quartzite
related to & I a
(FSS)
Nubia quartzites
White chalcedony in lag
deposlts
Tarawan chert in lag
deposits and gravels
small cherfTagrnents

Water
wadis
lakes
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As indicated above, I grouped the known DU occurrences into clusters based on their
locations within the oasis. I recognise three sizes: major clusters, small possible clusters,and single
occurrences. Below, I describe the localities in major clusters (from east t o west), followed by the

small clusters and the single occurrences.

All of the major clusters of DU localities have aggregates of a variety of sizes, ranging from
isolates to large aggregates.

Major Clustec Northeast of Bashendi

The cluster northeast of Bashendi stretches from noaheast to southwest from the gravel
capped terraces flankingthe Wadi el-Tawil to the rock tank basins in uplifted sandstone northeast of
Bashendi. A number of localities have been discovered in the area northeast of Bashendi,possibly
because this area has been explored on numerous occasions. A chert lag exists here, and some
occurrences classified as isolates might a d y be from small aggregates.
Jsolates: Isolates were collected from Ls. 1 61 (n=3),281 (n=6), and 295 (n =.)I Preliminary
results suggest isolates are more common closer to the central oasis. L. 161 is tkgeneral area
nurnber for the eastern and southern Bashendi rock art basins, L. 295 is on the rim of a basin, and L.

281 is a general area number for the lagged sandstone surface north northeast of Bashendi.

Small

w:
Four small aggregates occur in this area. One diffuse aggregate is known

from the P-III gravels flanking the Wadi el-Tawil (L.3 1I). Two small aggregates are known from the
rock tank bash designated East Bashendi Rock Art Basin (East BRAB)or L. 161. The naure of the
collection methods employed at L. 161is such that it is unclear whether this material occurred as a

dense aggregate or not. One more small aggregate is known from another rock tank basin, the

Hidfar el Bk (L.297). This material is designated "cf. Dakhleh Unit" because only a few pieces were
collected which did not include any diagnostics, but which were reminiscent of DU material. Smd
aggregates observed but not collected by Kleindienst and Wiseman are also cf. DU (Kleindienst
communication 2000).
e A m e s ; Five large aggregates are known from northeast of Bashendi: Ls. 283,294,
299, 363, and 364. L. 299 is located on P-IIIgravels in the central Wadi el-Tawi1.L 283 is found

within a rock tank basin, North BRAB. The remaining three localities, 294,363 and 364, are a1
located on lagged sandstone on the rims of rock tank basins.
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Ls.363 and 364 were left intact for fumework. In both cases, after discoveythe localitywas
surveyed to ascertain whether diagnostic DU artefacts were present, and in both cases these were

found
L. 283 is the northern of the three interconnected BRAB rock tank b a s k Kleindienst and
Vieman collected several grab samples from this locality, and a large quantity of material in a grid

collection. The presence of a number of large bifaces (Balat Unit bifaces?) and large Levdois cores

and flakes suggests that the material from this locality can be attributed to at least two different

dtural units. For this reason I have not yet systematheally analysed the material from L. 283 (a few
diagnostic artefacts were quiddy recorded).

L 299 is a small area of about 15 m by 30 m on a gravel terrace. Kleindienst and Wiseman
collected all the material present in 11east-westpasses, plotting the locations of all artefacts. A total
of 93 artefacts were collected from this occurrence.A semi-circular stone concenuation,

approximately 5 m by 4 a,lies in the centre of the concentration that has been disturbed by recent

digging activity. The rocks making up this s t r u m were still angular, and therefore Kleindienst
(personal communication 1999)suggests that it may be more recent than the DU lithic debris on

this s~rface.~"
The abrasion categoly of the arrefacts analysed ranged from fresh to abraded. A
selective collection of six cores was picked up n o d of the main concentration. These are likety to
be part of the same concentration and have been imcluded in my analysis.

L 294 was discovered by Kleindienst and Wiseman in 1992. It is located north of the village
of Bashendi on the east dm of a rock tank basin in the uplifted sandstone (see Plate 3). A P-I1 gravel

ridge, probably an inverted wadi, lies east to south-southeast of the locality. The artefact
concentrations occur within a chert and sandstone lag. No DU artefacts were found within the
basin, possibly because it has been pardally sand-idled, obscuring visibility. Holocene-aged
artefacts are found at the north end of the basin,

We discovered thee concentrations of DUmaterials: one on the northeast edge of the basin
(Occurrence 2), a second at the southeast edge (Occurrence 1) and a third a few hundred metres
further south and west (Occurrence 3)? An of the artefacts from L. 294 are abraded to heavily

abraded.
Several approaches were taken in collection a t this site:
1, Collection of Set I starting on the east rim of the basin Nnniag east;

2. Piece-plottingand collection of tools from all thee concenuations;

*VJ

Kleindienst suggests that the arumre could be a cairn grave.
Occunence numbers were arsigned by order of discovery.

'0-1
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3. Collection of all material within ten randomly picked squares at Occurrence 2; and
4. Grid collection of material from 18 one-metresquares from Occurrence 3.

Set I was oriented east to west (see Figure 20). The most western north line and the frst

section of the centre Iine have a comparativelyhigh artefact density (>4/m3. The material from
these units may represent the nature of mefaas on the occurrence proper, rather than the
"background". The artefacr density drops off graduualty to the east, but quite sharply to the south.

Legend:
>2 artefacts / metre square
A - Collected by Hawkins
> 1artefact, 2 artefacts / meter square M - Collected by Kleindienst
>0.5 artefacts, I artefact, / meter square T - Collected by Ormerod
0.5 artefacts / metre square
u

Figure 20. -- L. 294 Set Collection: Density of Artefacts. Note that the map is not to scale. Numbers
indicate the density per metre square.
Evidence that the western part of the set lies within the Dakhleh Unit occurrence while the
eastern section does not can be found by examiniag the proportion of fresh artefacts present as well
as the density of artefacts. There are dmoa no fresh objects in the moa western patt of the set. To

the east, the total number of artefacts drops off and the number of fresh objects increases. In some
parts of the set, fresh artefacts comprise a substantial proportion of the total (see Table 3 1).

Table 31. -- L. 294: Set 1- Percentage of Fresh Artefacts per Set h e , Dakhleh Oasis.
I
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0
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0
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0

0

0

3

23

18
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100 E
10
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2
44
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A sample of 15 formed tools was collected from Occurrence 1.No further work was carried
out at this location.

The artefacts from Occurrence 2 appeared to be more abraded than those from Occurrence
1. However, we observed that a large number of tanged pieces lay on the surface,and decided to

collect material from this occurrence despite its condition. We plotted and collected 42 formed tools

and collected all artefacts from within ten 1m by 1 m squares. This collection was made in order to
obtain a small representative sample of material from L. 294 - 2 and to determine the artefact

density. The locations of the squares collected were chosen randomly (see Figure 2 I). It should be
noted that many of these fell outside of the area of the main artefact concenuarion.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10111213141516 Leeend
1 5 0Wected Scluare (1 m bv 1m)
14 Number indicates t o d artefacts
13 collected
12
11
10

"t

Figure 21. -- L. 294 -2:Location of Collected Squares - Random Selection.
Omerod discovered the concentration at Occurrence 3 in 1997. Because objects observed
on the surface appeared to be less abraded than those from the other concentrations, this area was
selected for grid collection. I piecepllotted twenty-seven specialised cores, flakes and tools and
collected 538 artefacts from 18 one-metresquares. I collected the area alone, thereby avoiding
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problems of observer bias. The varying density of artefacts is shown on Figure 2P05The am
collened is too small to discern meaningful patterning, although it appears that the area of highest

density lies to the south, outside the area collected.
Above upper hinge (37)
Above median (31.5) and below upper hinge (37)
Below median (31S) and above lower hinge (24.25)
Below lower hinge (24.25)
1metre square

N

Numbers indicate total number of artefacts colleaedlm2

Figure 22. -- L. 294 - 3: Area collected and variation in artefact density.
Major Cluster: West and northwest of Balat
The cluster west and northwest of Bdat is diffuse compared with the Bashendi and Sheikh

Mufcah clusters. It includes occurrences associated with several different geomorphic surfaces,
including P-II remnants and the P-IIIgravels, and associated with spring mounds.
Lolates: The one definite isolate is from L. 344, and is associated with spring mounds.
Material of all ages is known fromthe general area.
L. 231 could be considered a diffuse aggregate or an isolate: a number of objects were found
scattered sparsely over an area on the dissected P-III gravels east of L. 216. While all of these could
be atuibuted to the DU, some could also be atuibuted to other MSA units, and therefore, for the
purposes of this analysis, L. 231 is considered an isolate.
Small ggecates: AlI of the small aggregates were found on the upfaulted sandstone of the
Tawil anti~line.2~
The material from L.082 is a representative collection, confidently identified as
DU.The material from L. 280 also does not appear to be highly selective, but the artefact sample is
small. Provenance information is lacking, and based on the material collected this can only be
considered "cf. Dun.The collection from L. West of 081 is highly selective and could represent a
series of isolates rather than a small aggregate.

The variation in density is shown using the median and upper and lower hinges for consistency.Althoupj there are
no problems with collector bias in this collection,there are for several other localities.For an explanationof the
procedure forcorrecting this bias see Appendix 7.
'06 Some ambiguity exists w
ith respect to the location of some of the collections made in the preliminary survey.
'05
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L m e aeerepates: One ofthe large aggregates, L 080 is an eroding spring momd The other
two, Ls.216 and 342, are on P-II gravel terrace remnants overlooking the central oasis.

L. 080 is an eroded sp&g mound beside the tarmac road between Balat and Ismant. It is
one of several localities in this region where attefacts are eroding out of spring deposits (see Plate 2).
Work was carried out a t this location by the Combined Prehistoric Expeditiorn (CPE)in
1972. They dug a trench into the cap-rock sediments at the present summit of the mound,but found

nothing worthy of further investigation (Wendorf personal communication 1998).Members of the

DOP have made a number of collections from L. 080.Most of the collected material is selective cores, flakes and tools - and theprovenance of artefacts was not recorded in any detd (i-e., it is
generally limited to the side of the mound on which the material was found). In addition, I
conducted the following fieldwork

1. Collection of material from a u-ansect running down the n o d side of the moun4
2. Excavation of material from the "borrow pit" on the east side of the mound; and

3. Excavation of material from the cap-rock.

I collected surface artefacts in a 2 m by 30 m strip in 5 m intervals running from the top of
the mound to its base. The objectives of this collection were:

1. To determine whether there was any variation in the density of material on the slope;
2. To determine whether there was any difference in the nature of the material that could be related
to position on the slope; and
3. To obtain a more representative sample of all the material present o n the slope for comparison
with the selective samples previouslycoLlected.

Approximately 200 objem were collected from 'Transea A". Most of these were stone, but
the sample also included some hgrnentary bone.'' Theartefact density on the surface of the
mound is low (ca. 3 artefacdrnr). The slope at the top of the mound is quite steep arnd,
unsurprisingly,the artefact density in this area is lowest,h e f a c t density rises dramatidy between

10 m and 15 rn down the slope and then drops off slowb. This pattern is most likely related to the

incline of the slope rather than t o the original provenance of the artefacts (i.e., it is highly unlikely to
reflect subsurface density), but, i t may indicate that materials are eroding out of the lower parts of
the mound

2"

This bone was identified by CS.Churcher as of recent origin and was subsequentlydiscarded.

Table 32. -- L. 080:Mateds Collected from Transect A.

Transect section (from mound top 0-5 rn 5-10rn 10-15 m 15-20 m 20-25 m 25-30 m
to bottom)
0.1
1.8
5
4.6
3.8
2.5
Number of Attefaas/m2

--

-

--

--

-

-

-

-

The general structure of the material collected from the vansect is similar to that
systematicallycollected from other localities: both chips and chunks and unspecialised flakes and
flake fragments comprise a s i ~ c a nproportion
t
of the assemblage (40% each).
Tea excavations were undezaken for two reasons. A borrow pit exposing the spring-eye
sediments lies on the north side of che mound. In 1997, Bee Churcher discovered a bone eroding

out of these sediments. It has been .identified as the metacarpal of Equus+,

an extinct zebra

(Churcher, et al. 1999). Further, T.Denk discovered a fresh, well-made Levallois point near the eye
sediments in 1997. In addition to being unabraded, it showed only minimal patina,suggesting recent
exposure to the d a c e .

In 1998, T. Omerod and I screened some of the eye sediments which had been exposed in
the borrow pit. These sediments comsist of very fme white unconsolidated sand. Precise
measurement of the provenance of objects recovered from within the borrow pit was impossible
because the pit consisted of a large shallow hole in loose sand. A number of artefactswere recovered

during screening. The sample included a broken pick-like tool and a fragment of a retouched tool. A

shiny patina covers all or part of a number of the objects recovered from within the eye sediments
(See Plate 5). This may be precipitated silica2" and work is currently underway to determine whether

it is possible to date the deposition mf this precipitate on the artefacts. Four artefacts were also
excavated from the cap-rock at the present summit of the mound, near "Wendoff s trench". These
objects were heavily iron-stained, but unabraded.

The presence of both faunal material and potentially datable materials at this mound
w m t s further work at this localiy,The depositional history of spring mounds is problematic.
Excavation of mounds at Kharga axnd D U e h has demonstrated that the stratigraphyof spring
mounds may be highly complex (Caton-Thompson 1952, Wendorf and Schild 1980). The duration
of activity of the spring at L. 080 is unknown. Some of the material recovered is clearly Holocene in
but this need not have been deposited when the spring was flowing.More problematic is the

possibility that some of the material present is reminiscent of the Sheikh Mabruk Unit.T h e question

Similar deposits were noted on artefacts excavated by the CPE lrom other spring mounds in Dakhleh Oasis and on
eye vent gravels, CPE finds are in the collections stored at Southern Methodin University, Ddu, Texu.
209 Materials with double patination on them were not included in the analysis.
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of whether the spring at L. 080 was aaive for a period that encompassed both the DU and the

Sheikh Mabruk Unit remains unresolved and will be considered futher below.
L. 216 is an isolated P-I1remnant located north of the Dakhleh-Khap road between the
villages of Balat and Ismant. Brookes noted archaeological materials in 1987;" and work. has been
canied out at this location on a number of occasions since. The local name for the hill is Garet d
'4r3

-

of the Spirits" (or Ghosts). It is a relatively large ha, and today it forms a visible

landmaik211No explanations for the name are known; however, it may be related to the high winds

that seem to blow incessantly.
The P-11isolate is capped by a cemented limestone and chert gravel o v e r b g the Duwi
Formation and may be an inverted wadi The terrace remnant present may have survived downcutting because the gravels capping the surface were larger than those in the surrounding area

(Kleindienst, et al. 1999). Ls.216 and 342 possess two featureswhich may have made them
attractive in the past: a good view of the surrounding oasis, and a source of raw material (Kleindienst

1 9 9 9 .Additionally,
~~~
water sources were probably dose at hand (e.g., from L. 080 or other
Pleistocene springs and wadis).
Two concentrations have been noted at L. 216 and are designated BC (Brookes'Catn) and

TP r i g Point) (Figure 23). The work carried out at L. 216 has included the following:
1. Grab sampling of formed retouched tools from recorded locations over the entire d a c e of

216;
2. CoIlection by Kleindienst of Set I from the centre of the remnant, between the two collected
concentrations;
3. Grid collection at the northern concentration (216 BC) of material from 103metre squares by

Kleindienst and Wiseman in 1988;
4. Collection of material from two "sit circles" at 216 BC in 1988;

5. Grid collection of material from a further 163 metre squares at 216 BC by Kleindiena and me in
1995 (see Plate 4);
6. Excavation of one half of a metre square at L. 216 BC in 1995;
7. Mapping of a possible feature a t L. 2 16 BC in 1995; and
210 The

locality was designated in 1988 after exploration by Kleindienst,Wisemvl and MacKk,

*I1 This may explain why this location has a name in the vernacularwhen many features of the desert around Dakhleh do

not.
The height of the 216 remnant above the surrounding oasis during the time that the area wv w d is unknown.It
now has an devation of 175 m,as compared wirh an elevation ofca. 145 rn for the P-JII surface below.As discussed
by Kleindienst,aeolised Dakhleh Unit materials are found on P-Ill surfaces, suggesting that this occupation of the oasis
coincided or post-dated downcutting that resulted in the P-III surface (Kleindienst 1999). If this is the case, then it can
be assumed that the P-I1 remnants provided both a view and a source of raw material.
212

8. Grid collection of material from 80 metre squares from 216 TP by O r d and me in 1997.

The material grid-collectedin 1995 and 1997 is considered in this analysis, although a few of
the tools collected on other occasions were also analysed. Kleindienst has provided data on the 1988
grid collection density and cross mending of artefacts.

Figure 23. --L. 2 16: Isolated gravel terrace remnant, central Lowland, Dakhleh Oasis. North section
of map after Kleindienst.

The artefact density for the two grid-collected areas was plotted and it was evident in both
cases that there were ~roblernswith collector bias."' Addition*,

in 1995 two collection methods

were employed at L.216 BC: shovelling and screeningversus hand-picking. There appear to be
differences in the quantity of material collected using the different methods and for this reason
corrected maps are presented here. See Appendix 7 for details on testing for collector bias and

correction of maps.
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Collector biu did not appear to be a significant problem with the 1988 grid collected material, which was collected in

alternate strips.
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Below lower hinge (34,43,48)
1metre square
Above lower hinge and below median (44,63,63)
Above median and below upper hinge (59,78,69)
Above upper hinge
Figure 24. -- L.216 BC:Variation in artefact density, corrected for observer bias. The area
encompassed by the solid line was collected in 1997, the area encompassed by the dashed line was
collected in 1988. Note that three squares were collected twice. The density value given to these
squares is that from the 1988 collection. Numbers for the median and hinge values indicate different
collectors for the 1995 collection.
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Legend:

Below lower hinge (16, 30)
Above lower hinge and below median (22,40)
Above median and below upper hinge (31,54)
Above upper hinge

01metre
t

N

Figure 25. .-L.2 16 TP:miation in arrefact density (chips and chunks excluded).
The grid numbers assigned for the eastern section of the grid are reversed; however, this numbering war maintained
as artefactshad already been labelled and fieldnotes wrirtm using this designation.
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The possibility that there was some redisuibutian of material was investigated by looking at
the distributions of large and small mefaas. At L 216 BC there does not appear to be evidence for
~ i ~ c a redistribution
n t
of material. At L. 216 TP it is possible that material has been moved

slightly Smaller fragments have a slightly different distribution than larger ones, and the area of
greatest concentration is a low-lyingarea where water is likely to have run off of the pediment
surface.

Legend:
Below lower hinge
Above lower hinge and below
Above median and below upper
Above upper hinge

n

1 metre rqure

TN

A - Distribution of Chips and Flake Fragments
B - Cores and Chunks.

Figure 26. -- L. 2 16 BC (1995):variation in artefact density: classes of predominataly large artefacts
compared with classes of predominantly s m d artefacts.

The areas of highest density of large artefacts are approximately the same as that of small
artefacts at L . 216 BC (Figure 24). There are some diffenences in the northeast section of the grid,
but the south-centralsection is the main area of concentration for both artefact sizes. By contrast, at
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L.216 TP the area of highest concentration of small artefacts is shifted slightly southeast of the

highest concentration of larger artefact classes (Figure 27).
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Legend:
Below lower hinge
Above lower hinge and below
Above median Gd below upper
Above upper hinge

n

01metre square

N

1\

A - Distribution of Flake Fragments and Chips
B .- Chunks and Cores

Figure 27. -- L. 216 TP: variation in artefact density: classes of predominately large artefact
compared with dasses of predominantly small artefacts
The degree t o which materials had been redistributed at the L. 216 occurrences was further

examined by looking at distances of refitted artefacts: distances between cross-mending units may
inform on the degree of movement since original deposition. This was clearly illustrated by the
material found in unit 216 TP N8W5, compared to that found in other sections of the grid

collection.

A few comments can be made about refitting of lithic material from this region. On the one
hand, refitting is confounded by the fact that much of the material is patinated, and n a d flaws
and pattern in the chert are obscured. Additionally, while there is some variation in the Tarawm
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Group chem, this variation is across the whole oasis (i.e., the chens in the far west tend to be brown
to grey, while those in the east are grey to tan in colour). At a particular point at the base of the
Escarpment,chert nodules are all fairly similar to one another in colour. Further,they rarely have

distinguishing characteristicsthat allow for isolation of specific nodules, such as is the case at some
Near Eastern localities (Voktmn 1983).

On the other hand, there is evidencethat material may remain undisturbed on the desert
surface for long periods and that spatial integriry may be preserved Three groups of refitting cores

and flakes have been collected, one from the L. 189 terrace, one from the L. 187 terrace and one
from L. 216 TP, N8E5. Based on comparison of the degree of abrasion and patina of these artefacts

with D M e h Unit objects found on the same surface, all of these materials appear to be more
recent than Dakhleh Unit materials. However, none of the artefacts from these "clutches" were in
mint condition: they were all somewhat patinated and slightly abraded, suggesting that they have
some antiquity,

This material is of importance to the question of movement on Dakhleh Unit localities for
~WO
reasons:

I. It demonstrates that material can be refitted, and that, if it has not moved any great distance,
refitting is a relatively simple task; and

2. The distances between cross-mends on Dakhleh Unit localities can be compared t o the distances
between cross-mends of later material in these instances.
The material from N8E5 was clearlydistinguishable from the rest of the artefactual material

from L. 216 TP on the basis of degree of patination and abrasion. Furthennore, it was
technologically dissimilar to the artefacts in the main concentration.Although the core was refitted it
was not surprisinglythat a number of flakes were missing. The lines between refits are shown in

Figure 28, and they are all less than a metre in length. The average distance between directly refitting
objects was 37

23 cm (n- 14).

Because the number of cores from L. 216 TP was large and time was Ilnted, it was
impossible to attempt systematic refitting of all materia from the grid Nevertheless, a few refits
were discovered in the course of cataloguing.It is c e d that there are more objeas that refit but

which have not been discovered.

Figure 28. -- L. 216 TI?:N8E5, Refitting core and flakes.

C - Core, F - Flake. Solid lines - pieces that directly refit, dotted lines - pieces that refit with one or
more intermediate flakes missing. Square equals 1 metre square.
Note: This core is not classed as a DU object because of condition and technology.
It is likely that the proportion of refitting artefacts is low compared to the clusters from Ls.
187, 189, and 216 TP N8E5 - that is, that the low number of refits on the main grid area does not
reflect only the inability of cataloguer to fud refits. This assumption is based on the ease with which

the pieces from N8E5 were refitted - material from elsewhere should be similarly easy to refit.
Several caveats must be mentioned: a greater amount of flint-knapping will increase the overall
number of artefacts and make refitting more difficult. Also, reuse of the same location on multiple
occasions adds to disturbance of the original provenance of objects. Finally, technological
differences may influence the ease of refitting: a l l of the cores that have been refit are single
platform flake cores, from which only a few flakes were removed for use. By contrast, most of the
discarded cores at L. 216 TP were Levallois cores. The flakes removed in managing the core surfaces
would generally be smaller than those of the siigle platform cores and the pattern of removal may
be considered to be more complicated than that of the single platform cores (cf, Van Peer 1992).
The distance between refits on the main cluster at L. 216 TP is higher than the distances
between refits described fromN8E5, but there is some indication that objects have not been

ix refits were discovered (see Plate 5). Four of these were between two
severely disturbed. Only s
artefacts in the same metre square and one was between objects in adjacent units, The final refit
comes from the southern section of the grid and the distance of the refit is not known precisely, but
falls beween 200 and 450 cm. With the exception of this piece, the distance between refits is less

than 140 cm. The southern section of the grid is the area of lowest elevation, and likely an area

where water would have run off of the jebel.

I attempted no cross-mending of objects from L. 216 BC (1995), and only a small
proportion of the objects from this locality have been analysed. Kleindienst examined the
overpassed cores and overpassed flakes from L. 216 BC (1988) for refitting artefacts and discovered
eight mends. All mends are between objeas less than six metres apart, supporting the idea that the
artefacts on the BC grid have not moved sigdicantly since their original deposition.
Table 33. -- L.216 BC: objects refit and distances of refits.
Object I
Core Fragment
Core Fragment
Core Fragment
Core Fragment
Core Fragment
Core Fragment
Core Fragment
Core Fragment
Note: Mends are by Kleindienst.

Object 2
Overpassed Flake
Overpassed Flake
Overpassed Flake
Overpassed Flake
Overpassed Flake
Overpassed Flake
Overpassed Flake
Overpassed Flake

Distance (cm)
<I41 cm
4 4 1 cm
4 7 3 cm
<282 cm
<360 cm
4 8 0 cm
4 8 0 cm
< 583 cm

In addition to surface collection of material at L. 2 16,a small area was tested sub-surface
from the BC concentration. One half of N1E8 was dug to a depth of -40 cm. The material was not
mapped in a h , due to difficulties with the unconsolidated nature of the sediments. Instead, the
buckets of sediment removed were labelled sequentially (see Table 34). Further excavation of this
square was cartied out in 1998 when a series of bulk samples were removed to determine whether

micro-debitage was present. Addirionally samples were taken for phytdith analysis. The provenance
of all of these samples was documented. The bulk samples were later sieved at the dig house. The

stratigraphy of the south wd of NlES is shown in the schematic drawing below.
Veneer
Silt
Calichified Silt
Silt, some gravel

Limestone and
chert cobbles
Consolidated Gravels

Figure 29.

-- L.216 BC:NlE8, South wd.Schematic drawing after Kleindienst.
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As discussed above, both Ls.216 BC and 342 are terraced remnants of an erosion surface

which are capped by cemented limestone and chert gravel, overlain by fine-grained sediments below
a desert pavement. Chert occurs naturally and cobbles in the gravel have been transported a

considerable distance by natural forces. It is probable that this resulted in internal fracturing of much
of the material and that the remaining cobbles are the most resistant pieces. Gypsum crystals appear
to be active agents in the decomposition of the chert in the gravels, growing in cracks probably

resulting from fracturing during transport. For this reason, it is of parmount importance to classify
subsurface objects as mefactual using rigorous standards (i.e., pieces must display attributes such as
a bulb of percussion, a definite talon, and dorsal scars indicating previous flake removals [Patterson

1983). ASis evident by examination of Table 34, the bulk of the objects excavated from NlE8 in
1995 are classified as chips and chunks.Therefore, they may not be of human manufacture.

Table 34. -- L. 216 BC:N1E8, South half - excavated mataial
Bucket
1
2
3
5

6

Spec. Flake
Frags.

Unspec. Flake
Frags.

Levdois Cores

7

1

3
1

1

Chips and
Chunks
10
10

Total

4

5
3
10

2
10

18
13

7

16
16
8
6
6
Total
1
11
1
58
71
Note: Bucket numbers increasewith depth. Material from one bucket (4) appears to be non-existem
or to have been lost. Possibly no materid was recovered from this bucket. The depth of the pit is
approximately 40 cm.
For this reason, the material recovered in the bulk samples was carefully examined to
detemine whether artefacts occurred at a substantialdepth sub-surface. Again, the majority of the
chert objects found in the bulk samples were classified as "chips and chunks". O b j m with desert
varnish (brown to orange in colour) such as is found on surface mefacts occur in the first 15 cm of

deposits. The mechanism by which such pieces occur at depth is not yet known and the possibility
exists that they were displaced in excavation."' Alternately, the sediment around them may have

accreted and some pieces in the veneer are left behind as the surface rises (Breed, et al. 1989). Many

of the chips and chunks found in the bulk samples may be the result of natural spalling due to the

As discussed later, the extremely loose sediments at many of the Dakhleh Unit localities are not amenable to vertical
excavation. Methodical testing for subsurface deposits would be best canied out in large horizcntal excavation, where
the possibility of contamination by wall collapse is avoided
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formation of gypsum crystals in the chert. In addition, one chunk has flake scars that appear to.be
the result of natural bartering.
Table 35. -- L. 216 BC: NlE8, bulk samples.

Chunks
Depth below Unspec. flakes
Chips
surface (cm) and fragments
0-5
2(dv)
Many
5-10
1(dv)
6
10-15
1(dv)
6(n)
15-20
9(4
20-25
13
25-30
17b)
4,l (nb)
30-35
24(some n)
35-40
3
6
24 (n)
Total
7
81t
29
Note: dv - desert varnish, n - natural spalls, nb - narural battering

Natural
nodules
Many
1

(4

4
5+

Total

Many
8
7
9
13
17
32
34
120+

A few pieces in the bulk sample can be confidently identified as flakes - these are the b e e
small, unspecialised un-varnished flakes found at a depth of 30-35 cm below surface. It is possible
that these objects fell in from above, although care was taken in excavation to ensure sampleswere

not contaminated. Given the small size of these pieces, it is dso possible that they were displaced
downward through natural processes. At this time, excavation at L.216 BC indicates that
archaeological material may be present subsurface. However, horizontal excavation must be
undertaken to recover samples which have had n o chance of being contaminated by objects fallben
from above. Further excavations at L. 216 BC also will be conducted -to investigate a concentration
of limestone blocks that was visible at the surface.

L. 342 is a nearly knife-edged remnant d the P-II terrace, a few hundred metres north of
L.216. Kleindiensx and I discovered artefacts here in 1995. During the DU urilisation of the
remnant, it is possible that the two isolates were connected. The resources available at L. 342 are
e s s e n t i ~ t hsame
e
as those available at L. 216 (see Figure 30).
There did not appear to be any evidence of collector bias at this locality and the uncorreaed
densiry map is presented below. The distribution of small and large artefact rypes was examined and
there did not appear to be evidence of n a n d sorting of artefacts by size.
Ormerod and I collected surface artefacts from 297 metre squares and we excavated a small
pit at L. 342 in 1997. Collection proceeded from the south end towardsthe north end of the
remnant to minimLe the effects of trampling. L n i d examination of the locality showed that the
pieces appeared to be fairly fresh, and that there was little evidence that the location of artefacts had

Figure 30.-- L.342 A: Gravel t m c e remnant. Dark line indicates edge of jebel.
artefact density uncorrected for collector bias,

B: Variation in

0

tN

1 metre square
Below lower hinge
Above lower hinge and
A - Disuibution of flake fragments and
Above median and below
B - Distribution of chunks and cores
Above upper hinge
Figure 31. -- L. 342: Distribution of different sized artefacts.

been altered greatly by either human or other agents. For these reasons, the locations of specidised

flakes, cores and tools were plotted
There is little difference in the distribution of large versus small artefacts, as shown in Figure

31, suggesting there may have been little natural sorting of materials. The distance between refits was
also used as relative rneaure of natural disturbance. A total of fourteen mends were performed in

the material from 342. Initially, I attempted to look for refits amongst all materials, but this was
abandoned due to time constraints. Systematic examination of material from within a unit and
between that material and artefacts from adjacent and kitty-cornerunits was camed out in the
northern five lines. This may account in part for the larger number of refits from this section of the

grid. All overpassed Levallois cores and flakes were examined for refits: four were discovered,
accounting for only 25% of all unmodified overpassed Levdois flakes. The presence of tools made
on overpassed flakes suggests these were not considered "throw-aways" and this may account in
part for the low number of refirs. Further, as the remarit has continued to erode since the DUuse of
the surface, objects have been uansported to the slopes and the P-III surface below.
The distance between mends is relatively high, compared to the distance bemeen mends at

L. 216 TP. This may be attributed to the fact that a wider range of materials were examined for refits
from L. 342; the L. 2 16 TP refits are fortuitous, and therefore likely to come from units close to one
another?" The fact that it was possible to refit a number of objects, that the material is relatively
unabraded, and that there is lide difference in the distribution of differently sized objects suggests
that this locality has not been greatly disturbed by n a n d processes.
Table 36. -- L. 342: Objects refit and distances of refits
Object 1
Core Fragment
Core Fragment
Core Fragment
Core Fragment
Core
Core
Core
Core
Core Fragment
Core Fragment

Object 2
Overpassed Flake
Overpassed Rake
Overpassed Flake
Overpassed Flake
Flake
Flake
Flake
Flake
Core Fragment
Core Fragment
Core Fragment

Distance (cm)
SO
400
240
480
140
90

>100,<220
>I41
5
390
<90

>305,<415
<120

Flake
Flake
<85
Flake Fragment
Flake Fragment
570
Tool Fragment
Tool Fragment
Tool Fragment
200
Tool Fragment
227
Average Distance
Note: The average distance was calculated using the maximum possible distance, when the exact
distance was unknown.

This is because the analyst looks at all material from one unit at once, and because caraloguing was u n i e d out
systematicalty. It is assumed that the cataloguer wculd be more l h l y to remember recently catalogued anefacts.

There is some indication of recent cultural disturbance.A number of small piles of chert
were observed; however, only one of these seemed to be of very recent origin (the pile in unit

N34W5). This pile was surrounded by a cleared area, and included both artefacd and nonartefactual chert" Additionally, a small hole was obsemed in the intersection of lines N35-N36,

W3-W4. It was sornmhat sanded, but likely to have been dug fairlyrecently. O n e piece ofostrich
eggshellwas collected from the surface. This too may be of recent origin.

The small piles of chert that occurred elsewhere on the surfice were not associated with
cleared areas. They were mapped but it was not possible to determine whether they were a result of
some kind of prehistoric behaviour related to the use of the locality as a workshop, or whether they
were made relatively recently?8 It is also possible that they were the caused by an unknown natural
geological process.

I excavated one metre square at L. 342 to test whether artefacts were found sub-surfacein
this location. The unit chosen was located in an area where the surface artefact density was high, and
near the centre of the remnant. The excavation was initially conducted in 3 cm levels, but the

arbitmy levels were increased as artefact counts dropped off with depth (see Table 37). Conded
excavation was difficult,due both to the unconsolidated silt and the very hard cemented gypsum.

The sediment was screened through !A inch mesh.
Table 37. -- L. 342 N34W2: excavated material.
Depth
(cm)

0-3

Unspec. Unspec.
flakes
hags
5
10

Tools

Cures

Chips

Chunks Nodules

Totd

&f q s .
1

11

2

32

6

2

35

27

13

109

-

Total
15
p - patinated

19

"7 This could be attriburd to other investigators working in the area. For example, Brookes may have visited the rite
when he discovered L. 216. It mty also have been made by a gravel picker, although it seems unlikely that they would be
interested in an area as difficultto reach as L. 342.
*I8 It is dear that this $ace and I
., 216 are visited. On the fm visit we made to L. 342 we found human faeces on the
surface. When I returned in 1998 after the locality had been collected in 1997 I found that the ~ i l e of
s debris we had left
had been rearranged to spell"MohammedSaidw(in Arabic). Additionally, we discovered in 1997 that the area north of
2 I6 apparently serves as a parking spot for tourists travelling independently,
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The depth of sediment was somewhat greater than at L. 216 BC:70 crn compared with 40
cm. Artefacts were found subsurface in this location as well; and the depth of the uncontested
anefacts is the same in b o d locations, 30-35 cm below surface.This may indicate the location of the
workshop surface during use of the remnant.

Major Cluster:South of Sheikh Mu&

The Sheikh Muftah Valley is a topographicalJy low area where erosion has ~ i ~ c a n t l y
lowered the height of the surface, probably since the DU occupation. Within the valley are small
topographic highs of variable geological origin, including remnant FSS ridges, CSS ridges, and spring
mounds. The DU material collected from this region is found in association with the FSS ridges,
spring mounds,and on the sandstone rim of the oasis.
Isolates; The largest number of isolates (22 to 23) from anywhere in the oasis comes from
the Sheikh Muftah Valley: one or possibly two artefacts collected from L. 067 should be considered

Holopolts. The tanged object collected from L. 339 is in the vicinity of Holocene localities (HSA L.
196)) but the piece bears no evidence of recent modification. Isolateswithout any indication of

recent transportation are L. 072 (n- 1), 293 (n-I), 327 (n= M), and 329

9. L. 327 is tk general

( i 1 ~

area number for the southern Sheikh Muftah Valley, thus explaining the relatively large number of
isolates. L. 072 is found in association with a Pleistocene spring mound. L. 293 is located below the
sandstone rim of the Sheikh Muftah Valley. L 329 is located on an FSS terrace. The remaining
localities (L. 067 and 327) are found w i t h the valley.

Small Three small aggregates are known from the Sheikh Muftah Cluster: Ls.
327,329, and 330.

L. 330 is located on the east rim of the Sheikh Muftah pan, south of L.329. It may grade
into L. 329 and like some of the material from the latter locality,it appears to be a mix of material
attributable t o the Dakhleh Unit and the Sheii Mabruk Unit (Wiseman personal communication
1999).Included in the material collected are basally-thinned pieces (cf. DU), and steeply retouched
truncated flakes (ShMU).This m a t e d was not analysed because many pieces could be attributed to
either cultural unit.

L. 329 is located on the FSS temce on the southeast rim of the Sheikh Muftah Valley. A
large aggregate of predominantly Sheikh Mabruk Unit materid was collected from this area in 1995.
Some of the material from this occurrence had a DU appearance, but these were not analysed A
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discrete small aggregate was also located, and Kleindiena made a selective collection of six
artefa~ts.2'~

A sample from one s m d aggregate was collected from L. 327. It is a small and selective
sample from the area west of the FSS outcrops.

LameTwo large aggregates, Ls. 325 and 328, have been discovered in this
region, in close proximity to one another.

L. 328 is an FSS terrace ridge slightly to the west and south of L. 325 where Wiemaan
discovered material in 1993. Investigation of the area in 1993-94suggested that both Dakhleh Unit
and Sheikh Mabruk Unit materials were present. Several tanged objects were collected and their
locations recorded The locality was re-visited in 1995,1997 and 1998. On each occasion an effo~t
was made to relocate the area with the highest densityof artefacts. However, over a ~ e r i o of
d several
years, accumulating sand has obscured the surface artefacts; consequently, no M e r work was
carried out at L. 328.

L. 328 is ueated as a large diffuse aggregate, although due to sanding it is undlearwhether it
would be better classified as several isolates and small aggregates.

L. 325 was discovered by OYCarrollin 1992. It is located in the Sheikh Muftah Valley on a
deflated basin surface below and between an FSS terrace remnant on the southeast, and a CSS hill to
the northwest (see Plate 3). To the west, L. 328 lies on an FSS ridge. The L. 325 occurrence lies on
and around an eroding bench. To the easr, the land rises to the FSS ridge, and Dakhleh Unit material
was also found clustered on the rise below this ridge.
The folowing work was cvried out at L. 325:
I. J. O'Carr01.l collected a "grab sarnpIenupon initial discovev in 1992;
2. I carried out a limited set collection in 1995 on the site proper;
3. Kleindienst, ormerod and I grid collected 52 5 by 5 m squares in 1997;
4. Kleindiena (1997)and I (1995) collected piece plotted artefacts; and

5. Ormerod and I excavated one 1J2 m square in 1997.
Set I collected at L. 325 differed somewhat from many sets because it was collacred in order
to determine the changing density of mefacts over a large area on rhe locality itself. For this reason,
the centre line was laid down through rhe middle of the bench and both the centre line and the side-

lines were collected in 20 metre sections. When side-lines ran up against an area that was sanded
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Earlier MSA m a t d was found at: L.329 K,eroding out of the FSS.
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they were terminated so that the calculated density would reflect the density of artefacts on the
occurrence, without dilution by recent masking of the locality?0
The Set I collection indicated that the artefact densitywas too low for practical collection of
1 by 1 metre squares; for this reason, 5 by 5 metre squares were chosen for the grid pick-up.

Figure 32. -- L. 325: Set 1, variation in artefact density. Note that the map is not to scale: Set lines
are two metres wide,
The gid collection was camed out mostly in the low area on the east side of the bench,

although material from the top of the bench was also collected.Artefacts from several units
s i ~ c a n t l further
y
east were also collected., as there appeared to be a concentration in the area of
the southeastern FSS terrace ridge.
The low mefact density observed in the Set I collection was also observed in the area of the

grid collection: average artefact densicy is 1.8 artefacts per metre square. There is no chert lag on the
surface at this localiq therefore, naturally oc&g

chert chips probably do not artificially inflate

the artefact density.

Set collections side lines run the full 100 m regardless of sanding,and side lines are not usually broken down
into 20 m units.

U0In most

There does appear to be some patterning in the density of surface anefacts (see Figure33).
The areas of highest concentration are generally located in h e centre of the grid-collected area.
However, comparison of the density map with the contour map of the site shows that the points of

lowest elevation tend m also be the areas with the highest number of artefacts. Given rhe eroded
nature of the surface, at t
histime it must be assumed that this concentration probably reflects postdepositional movement and concentration,rather than patterning associated with prehistoric
behaviour.

Legend:

Above upper hinge (57)
Above median (32) and below upper hinge (57)

(

( Below median (32) amd above lower hinge (26)

25 square metres

Nt
I

I-I Below lower hinge (26)

Figure 33. -- L. 325: Grid collection: variation in artefact density.
There is some indication that a small amount of Holocene-aged material is also present at L

325. These objects were identSed in two ways: they were technologically different from the bulk of

the assemblage, and they were of a different abrasion category. A few of these objects had double

bulbs of percussion, and the flakes did not have facetted platforms."' In total, fib-three objects
(2.3%)from within the grid collection were significantlyfresher than the DakhIeh Unit material.
Five flakes with double bulbs were collected;all of these were classified "fresh. T h r e objects had
"double patina", indicating that they were retouched or used on a second occasion sigtuficantly later
than the original production. There are a number of Holocene localities in the Sheikh Muftah Vdey

-

The bulbs occur side-by-side, associated with the same platform. This suggests that the reason for the unusual
morphology may lie in an k
e
g
& hammentone, which concentrated the force in two areas. If this were the case, it
would argue for contemporaneity ia the production of all of these flakes.
*l
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and a scatter of Holocene artefacts occun on the surface of the v d e y floor. Therefore, the presence
of Holocene artefacts at L.325 is to be expected.

1

1

1
1

2
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1

1
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6

1

I

N m
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5spare metres

Figure 34. -- L.325: Location and number of fresh objects in the Grid collection. The number
indicates how many objects were found in each unit; "d" indicates the presence of a doubkpathated piece.

The number of fresh objects collected within each grid square is shown on Figure 34. This
demonstmtes that there is a thin scatter of fresh material over most of the area collected, but that
the fresh artefacts do not constitute a large proportion of the artefact assemblage in any one area.
The highest concentration seems to be in the eastern grid section. The proportion of the count
made up of fresh objects ranged between 0.08 and 0.26.

One unit, N60E10,was excavated at L.325 from on the top of the bench. Surface artefacts
were relatively fresh, suggesting they had weathered out only recently and we wished to deteermine
whether there were artefacts subsurface. The east half of the unit was excavated. Sediment from the

f~stseveral centimeues was screened through l/r inch mesh. One artefact was found, just below
surface.A second artefact was recovered at a depth of 25 cm. This piece had sediment adhering to

it, and there was no question as to its provenance. No other artefacts were found in sir^
Ocm Ferricrete fragments with sand
1ocm -

Silt
20cm

-

30cm

-

gyp-

Poorly sorted coarse sand

40cm

Q ~ i t l u ~c r t e f a t t

O d 0 an

Figure 35. -- L. 325: N60E10 East wall

Very hard yellow and
hght green CSS
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The artefact found 25 cm below surface was of human manufacture: it is the proximal
section of a quadrilateral flake. While it cannot be considered diagnostic of t h e DU, it is not
inconsistent with DU materials. This object is fresh, suggesting that if it was exposed to the surface,
the duration of exposure was not long enough for significant abrasion to occur.

Minor Cluster: South of Sheikh Mabrouk
Three DU localities are known from the region around Ezbet Sheikh Mabrouk Ls. 094, 130
and 345. These localities represent the eastern-most known DU localities on the south margin of the

present oasis boundaries. Materid amibuted both to Holocene units and to the Sheikh Mabruk Unit
is known from this area, and the low number of localities from this area may reflect less intense use
of this region, compared w
ith other areas.f"

L. 345 is a general number for the region south and southeast of Sheikh Mabrouk
Kleindienst recovered one tanged isolate on top of a sandstone yardang, east of L. 130.
Small Aggregates

L. 094 is considered a small aggregate that was selected out of a larger general collection of
material picked up by McDonald in 1987. Other material collected from this area was of Holocene
six objects were determined to be cf. Dakhleh Unit.
r n a n u f a ~ eOnly
.

L. 130 is located south of the village of Sheikh Mabrouk Artefacts lie on an eroded
sandstone yardang above erosional corridors (see Plate 2). The past presence of water in the vicinity
is suggested by numerous recent well-heads dug into the low sandstone scarp immediately to the
north.Seepage springs may have erupted here in the past (Kleindienst personal communication

1999). The sandsrone surface is weathered and the present d a c e may be substantiallylower than
the level of the surface at the time of DU occupation (see Figure 36).

2z

Survey in the Sheikh Mabrouk region has been conducted by McDonald, Wiseman and Kleindienst.

Figure 36. -- L 130: Topographyand area collected. Dark line indicates edge of promontory.
McDonald discovered DU material in 1981and work was conducted on several occasions: a
representative collection from the northern part of the spread was made by McDonald when the
locality was first discovered, and a few objects were mapped and collected during subsequent visits

by Kleindienst and Wiseman. The material from these latter collections is highly selective. In 1997,
Tosha Dupras and I collected nearly all of the remaining artefacts on the surface in a grid collection

of 36 5 by 5 m squares. Together,the collections provide a representative sample of the nature of

the material. The lichics were abraded and relatively sparse, and the point locations of specialised
cores, flake and tools were not recorded.
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The distribution of artefacts on the surface is shown in Figure 37, The highest density of
artefacts is found in the centre of the area collected, and is correlated with an area of lower
elevation. This supports the idea that natural redistribution of material has concentrated artefacts in
low-lymg areas. No refitting artefacts were discovered.
Legend

n

Below lower hinge (5)
Above lower hinge (5) and below median (14)

Above median (14) and below upper hinge (29)

Above upper hinge (29)

n

25 square metres
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Figure 37. - L. 130: Variation in artefact density.
The artefact density was low; this is attributed both to different cultural22' and different
natural processes acting at this locality, compared to other localities. The degree of abrasion of
artefacts suggests more sand-blastingof artefacts than, for example at Ls. 325, 216 or 342, which in
turn also suggests a higher degree of erosion of the surface on which the artefacts lie. The low

artefact density may reflect a higher degree of spread subsequent to the original deposition. Low
artefact density is also an effect of having collected all of the material visible at L. 130, and not just

the densest artefact cluster at the locality.
Minor Cluster: Piedmont and Escarpment North of Bashendi
Two DU localities are known from the Piedmont areas no& and norcheast of Bashendi L.
317 is the only known DU locality on the Escarpment colluviurn. L. 319 is found further south and
east on P-I11 gravels.

The occurrences documented from L. 319 include three pieces treated as isolates. From the
north end of the P-III gravels Kleindienst collected a small group of material (9 pieces), by picking

up all specialised flakes, cores and tools seen over a 700 m traverse. Objects are treated as isolates
-

uj

--

Variation in locality function is discussed in Chapter 11.
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because the density on the surface is ememely low. From the north end of the southern P-III ramp

Wfseman collected two isolated tools

L.317 is located on a flatiron detached from the Escarpment, northwest of Bashendi. The
surface of the highly weathered slumped coliuvium is attributed to the second generation of colluvial
formation (GII)associated with the second generation of pediment formation (P-11)(Kleindienst,et

al. 1999).
Several collections were mad3 from L.3 17 by Kleiidiena and Wiseman, all of them are
classified as small aggregates. All artefacts (n-58) were collected from an occurrence in a basin or
depression in the co11uvium This aggregate may represent collection of material in a topographic
low through natural processes. A representative collection of 51 pieces was made from the area

down-slope of the fust concentration. A selective collection of five artefactswas made from a
second southern basin in the colluviurn, where a bifacial point tip was found Scattered fmds (n=21)
from the general area were also colleaed, and these are considered to represent a large very lowdensity scatter, of which the other cancentrations are also pm. There is some evidence suggesting
redistribution of material: artefacts were found wedged deeply into the colluvium and concentrated

in depressions. Analyses of scattered material suggest that it should be considered DU, although the
relationship between this material and the aggregates is undear.

Minor Cluster: Head of Terraced Pleistocene Gravels below Bdat Point

Lying approximately 12 kmwea of the previous cluster is a second group of localities that
are associated with gravel terraces at the base of the Escarpment, which are distant from the oasis
Lowlands. L.333 is considered a small aggregate, while Ls. 189A and 334 aredassified as large
aggregates.L. 333 is in a wadi drainage on the east side of "Balat Point", whle ls.189A and 334 are
on the west side. The two areas would differ with respect to access points to the Plateau and
possibly in chert and water availability.

L. 333 lies on an isolated P-II7 gravel remnant north of

Kleindiena and Wwman

discovered a small aggregate in 1995, and collected a selective sample of all specialised cores, flakes

and tools seen in a traverse of 300-404m e w s . Only fifteen artefacts were found and the provenance
of the artefacts was recorded only generally.

L.189A is a large aggregate f a d at the head of the P-III gravel terrace west of and below
"Balat Pointn. Chert is abundant locally in the gravels although the density is highly variable. Two
wadis run down from the Plateau to the west of L. 189A.They originate as chutes, allowing for

difficult access to the Plateau. The limestone faces are only somewhat "greyed"indicating an age
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comparable to that of the P-III surface (Kleindiena personal communication 1997). The P-IIand P111gravels extend south for over 3 km and artefact density is low (Kleindienst 1999).

Collections were made at L. 189A on two occasions: a few objects were collected in 1995
(Add

4,but the bulk of the collection was obtained from a grid collection made in 1997. The 1995

material is a selective grab sample. In 1997 an attempt was made to obtain a more representative
sample of the material from the site. Six 5 by 5 rn squares were laid out and all tools, specialised
cores and flakes were collected." Additionally, for comparative purposes, all lithic material from
one of these squares was collected. I made the 1997 collection alone, circumventing problems of
collector bias. The disturbance of material at this locality is dif3dt to assess based on information
from only one 5 by 5 m square. The artefacts are abraded and varnished and the density is fairly low
(4.5 artefacts/m?, suggesting that spread may have been a factor at this locality.

L.334 lies below the head ofthe P-IIgravels, just below the coUuviumcovered slope to the
north (see Plate 4). A few artefacts Kleindiena collected from L. 187 on tk P-IIgravels downslope
from the concentration are considered to be associated with L. 334. The drop-off to the P-ID
surface lies a few metres to the east. Kleindienst discovered the aggregate in 1987, but designated the
locality as L.334 in 1995. The occurrence is a dense concentration of artefacts with several s m a l l
clusters lying to the west of the main scatter (see Figure 38). number of formed tools were found
in the area around the main duster. L.334 is slightly west of L. 189A.Resources available at L. 189A
would also have been available at L,33 4.

Ln 1995, Ormerod and I surface collected material from 35 1m squares, in a block in the
centre of the scatter. The precise locations of cores, specialised flakes and tools were not ~locted.
Artefacts were sorted from naturally broken chert in the field. H addition to the material c a l l e d

from the grid, several formed tools were collected from the sunounding area. Finally,about ten
objects were collected from each of three concenmtions to the west of the main scatter (see Figure
39).

There appeared to be problems with collector bias at this location (see Appendix fi,liJsely
related to sorting of artefacts from geofaas in the field. The artefact densicy was unusually high (ca.

185 artefacts/mf), and a certain amount of non-artefactd chert was present. The corrected map is
shown below.

-

-

-

---

-

'I'bis wadi has been designated "TufaWadi'"
Kleindienst and Wiseman,
This strategy was adopted for logistical reasons:there was little time left inthe season for collection,and r h e locality
was located at a considerable distance from the Land Rover pick-up point. As she objects appeared to have little spatial
integrity, ic was decided that the best approach to rhis locality would be to qyickly collect a representative sample.
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Figure 38. -- L.334
The possibility for redistribution was explored. The distributions of smaller and larger
artefact types were examined for patterning resulting from natural processes: chunks and cores were

compared to flake fragments and chips. These distributions appear to be different: the highest

propordon of cores and chunks was found in the northeast part of the block, while flake fragments

and chips were concentrated in the northwest secdon (see Figure 39).226 Using a chi-square test, the
difference between the two distributions was found to be sidcant at a level of 0.0I.

Legend:
n
Below lower hinge

I I Above lower hinge and below median
Above median &d below upper hinge
Above upper hinge

1metre square

N

A

I

Figure 39. -- L. 334:Variation in the spatial distribution of different sized artefacts. A - All altefacts,
lower hinge: 108 and 186.5, median: 150.5 and 230, upper hinge: 239.5 and 164.74; B - Flake
fragments and chips; C - Cores and chunks.

The difference in the conected spatial distribution of the artefact classes outlined suggests
that there may have been natural sorting. That material has been sorted and re-deposited is
supported by the results of Set collections made by Kleindienst (1999: 92). The artefact density from
the P-II gravels down-wadi from L. 334 appears to be enriched: the artefact density for the Set VI <
S collected downslope from L. 334 is 0.39 artefacts/m2 while that of the Set VI > S lines collected
fmthe P-I1 remnant surface is 0.16 artefacts/m2 (Kleindienst 1999: 92). The fact that attempts to
crossmend mefacts were unsuccessful supports the proposition that material from L. 334 was
sorted and/or re-deposited The distribution of artefacts within the locality is not considered to be
culturally significant.Nonetheless, the nature of the artefacts present and the distribution of

different artefact classes can be examined.

Minor Cluster: Lowlands between Balat and Sheikh Mufiah Clusters

Two localities, Ls. 090 and 236, lie between the Balat and Sheikh Mufcah Clusters, possibly
connecting them. L. 236 is the general area number and a series of objects treated as isolates were
collected from it. L. 090 is considered to be a small aggregate.

U6 Both of these areas where collected by the same person.
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L. 236 is a general area number for the Lowknd region east and nodeast of Sheikh Muftah.

Quhs collected material from this area during the inid survey. It is not known whether the
material was found in a duster or as isolates, and for this reason, they are treated as isolates and
"undiagnostic" mateds are not included in the analysis. Unprovenanced material from "north d
090" is lumped with the material from L. 236.
L. 090 is located east of a spring mound east-northeast of Sheikh Muftah. A relatively s m d
group of artefacts was collected from this area,but it is classified as a large aggregate because on

initial discovery it was described as a large surface spread, of at least 200 m by 30 m. McDonald's
collection, made during the initial oasis survey,includes predominantly DU material, but also at least
one piece of Bdat Unit type. The spatial relationship of this piece to others collected is unknown.
The rest of the collection includes a broken tang and several possible tangs. The ranged object is
double patinated indicating it was reworked during the Holocene.
Minor Cluster: South of Pans South of Sheikh Muftah
Two localities, Ls. 335 and 338, have been recorded for the area south of a large pan in the
sandstone south of Sheikh Muftah. Investigation of this area has been limited to a few field days in

1995. Further investigation may lead to discovery of other, possibly larger occurrences.
Wiseman and KZeindienst conducted work a t L. 335 in 1995. Wiseman colleaed two isolates

and material from a small aggregate. Kleindienr collected material from another small aggregate.
The latter collection was representative, while the former is likely to be a quick grab sample of
diagnostics. Both of the small aggregates collected appear to have occurred as discrete units, and

both may include some material which should be designated ShMU.
L. 338 is located to the east of L. 335, also on the sandstone rim sou* of Sheikh Muftah.
Two small aggregateswere collected, and both are designated as "cf. DU",one of which may be a
mix of DU and ShMUmaterid. Both collections include a series of foliates and basally-thinned
pieces. Both samples are selective grab samplesof specialised cores, flakes and tools.
Single Occurrences
The remaining 12 localities do not occur in close spatial association with any other known
localities. In the western oasis this is probably a function of the research focus during the initial
survey. In other parts of the oasis it may better reflect the distribution of localities on the ground.

The remaining localities are discussed in order from east to wen and north to south.
Sheldrick and McDonald discovered L. 255 d u h g a survey of the southern oasis. They
observed one isolated tanked blade but left it in place. The artefact was located approximately5 km
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south of the SE basin Holocene localities in an area that is largely covered by a sandsheet. No other
associated material was discovered.

L. 225 is on the south and east basal slopes of a Nubian quartzitic sandstone jebel over 30
km southeast of the present oasis. Collections were carried out on two occasions: a selective
collection in 1987 by Kleindienst, Hollet and O'CarrolI; and a more systematic collection in 1991 by
Kleindienst, Wueman and Sheldrick In 1991 an effort was made to collect all artefacts. The jebel
was divided into sections, and all material in each section was collected. All of the artefacts collected
have been sorted and counted, and these data are included in the discussion below. However, only
the material from the initial collection has been analysed.

L. 341 is the general area number for material recovered in the vicinity of the Holocene

L.228 (in the southern "SE Basin"). A total of five isolates have been recovered from this region.
One of these was found on a Holocene site, and possibly should be considered a Holoport though it
has not been reworked. The others were not found in dose association with Holocene materid, nor
did they show evidence of reworking.
Two isolates (NN)were recovered during a traverse from Bdat to the Scarp during the
initial oasis s w e y . These have not been assigned a prehistoric locality number because it has not
been possible to ascertain the surface on which they were found

L. 085 is located at the far eastern edge of the Sheikh Muftah Valley. One isolated bifacial
foliate was recovered from near a Masara loc&ty. This object could be considered a Holoport;
however, it has not been reworked

L.233 is an isolated P-111 remnant north-northwest of Ismant. Kleindienst and Churcher
found a fresh unstruck Levdois core in ritu eroding out of the P-III gravel. No other artefactswere
recovered. The piece can only be classified as "cf. Dakhleh Unit" because it is a core, but is should

be stressed that it fits easily into the range of material known for the DU. It remains the best
evidence that the DU occupation of the oasis coincided with or post-dated a P-III gravel deposition
(note that several localities are also found mP-III surfaces).

L 043 is located south of Sheikh Wali. Chert artefacts were collected from this area during
the initial survey of the oasis and indude a bifacial foliate and a basally-thinred tool. The locality is

treated as a small aggregate.

L. 007 is a spring mound located southwest of MGt. A ranged point that has been reworked
and probably Holoported was recovered from this locality.

0

L. 001was discovered during the initial nwey of the oasis and is the most western known

DU aggregate in the Lowland area witbin the oasis. A large collection of material was made by
historical archaeologists, and includes material from a number of periods. The material available for
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analysis was marked "Central Depression" suggesting that it all derived from the same general area,

although the areas surveyed was very large. The material is ueated as a small cf. DU aggregate.
L. 002 was recovered from che western Lowland part of the oasis. It is a reworked piece that
has likely been Holoported

L. 004 is a small aggregate that was collected during the initial survqr It was recovered from
west of Maohoub, north of the modem road. While this material was not recognised as DU at the
time, it can easily be classified as such o n the basis of the presence of a ranged point and a foliate.

L. 320 is the western-most known DU locality, Iymg west-southwest of Gebel Edrnonstone.
Kleindienst, Wseman and Churcher explored this region on one occasion only, and discovered L.
320 almost immediately upon stopping, suggesting that other material is likely to exist in the general
area. It is located within the margins of a large pan. Over ZOO artefacts were collected, most from
within an area of approximately 40 m by 50 m, but also from traverses to the south,west and n o d .
All artefacts are treated as patt of one large, fairly diffuse aggregate, and all can easily be classified as
Dakhleh Unit. There is no indication that the collection was selective. The individual provenance of
artefacts was noc plotted. Kleindienst (personal communication 2000) estimates that the surface is
deflated by over two metres in the area of greatest concentration.
lections
A number of different aspects of the materials collected were examined in the analysis of

lithic procurement, reduction, use and discard. As is evident from the previous section, a large
number of localities are known frornDakhleh and from some of these large collections were made.
It was not possible t o analyse all collations, or even a sample of the materials from all localities. In
this section, the nature of the collections examined is outlined.
Raw Materials Utilised

Raw material determinations were made on the basis of examination by eye or hand lens. In

the majority of cases, determination was not problematic despite patinatbn of artefacts.
Distinguishingbetween quartzite and CBS was sometimes difficult,particularly in the case of whitish

CBS.No attempt was made to detenine the provenance of exotic cherts: this requires a larger
regional study and more precise methods of identificatiod2'

The localities for which raw material information is available are listed in Table 38. Noterhat
selective and representative collections are distinguished,as examples of "exotic* raw Rawids may
-

2-27

Such as study is currently being undmaken by D.Youngblood of Southern Methodist Un*eniry.
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have been intentionally collected. Raw materials are known for the bulk of DU localities?' Small
aggregates are overwhelmingly represented by selective collections. In general, the object of selection
was to collect analysable objects: specialised cores, flakes and tools were picked up systematically.
However, it is dso likelythat exotic raw materials were systematicallyselected. Therefore, while the
proportions of different raw materials present can be examined and compared for representative
collections, in the case of selective collections, the raw materials employed can usually only be
compared on a presence/absence basis. The general zones in which different localides are found are
indicated below, showing that representative collections are available for localities found in all three
areas from which DU localities are known.
Table 38. -- Infoxmation available o n raw materials, DU aggregates, Dakhkh Oasis.

Raw Materials Known

Aggregate
size

Selective Collection or
h d e t enninate Methods
002,007,236,339,NN

Materials
Unknown

Representative Collection

072,161,231,255,281,295,
067,085,
310,319,327,329,338,341,344 293,345
043,231,
001,004, w08 1,094, 161,280, 082,317
Smd
297
Aggregates 311,327,329,330,333,335,338
O80,130,189A,216BC,2 1
O80,090,189A,225,325,328
6
n
,283,363,
Large
364
225,2994,299,317,320,325,
Aggregates
334,342
Note: Localities listed twice were collected using more than one method or have multiple
occurrences. Bold: Scarp and Piedmont zones; Italic: Southern Cuesta and Main;Main ten: Lowland
region.
Isolates

Distribution of artefact classes
For aggregate collections,the distribution of different artefact classes can help to inform on

the stages in a reduction sequence that were canied out at a particular location. This information is
only available for representative aggregate collections - isolates are, by defintion, formedtools, and
selective collections generally exclude mefact classes such as secondary flakes, core fragments and

chips and chunks. Those aggregate collections for which the raw materials are unknown, are also
unknown in terms of the distribution of artefact classes. For selective collections, it may be possible

to infer the nature of activities carried out on the basis of ratios of cores to flakes and tools.
However, sample size must be examined before attempting to do this. Again, small aggregates are
most affected by selection, so that only limited interpretations about the name of activities carried
out in such places is possible.

228 Localities for which raw materials are unknown are those which were left intact for furrher work, and those which
were discovered in the earlyyeys of the projem

Analysis of attributes of cores, flakes and tools
The nature of core reduction, and flake and tool production is examined by looking at a
variety of attributes on cores, flakes and tools. Due to time constraints it was possible only to

analyse a portion of the material available from Dakhleh. Some materials were analysed much more
completely than were others, and the samples analysed from some localities were larger than those
analysed from other localities. Table 39 shows the number of localities with materials analysed
partidly or completely.
Table 39. -- Completeness of analysis of aggregates from DU localities, Dakhleh Oasis.
No Analysis

Partial Atuibute
Analysis

Cumplete
Attribute

067,085,255, 002,007,161,233,
236,281,293,295,
345
310,319,327,335,
341,344
Smd
043,297,311, 001,004, w081, 161,
231,280,327,329,
Aggregates 330,338
333,335
Large
283,363,364 090,216 BCy294,
299,328,342
Aggregates

Typological Analysis

Isolates

333,335
080, 130,189A, 216
BC, 216 TI', 225,
294,299,325,328,
334,342

Note: CoIIections analysed by Kleindienst are indicated by boldface type. Artefacts typed by
examination of drawings only are indicated in italics.
The size of the analysed samples must also be taken into consideration. In a number of cases
the sample size was quite small, but comprised all of the materials collected. The numbers of

analysed objects from all aggregate DU localities are shown in Table 40. The sections on the
technological organisation of the DU are heavily dependent on data from Ls. l89A, 334,2 16 (2l6TP
and BC), 342,130,294,080, and 225.

Tool Form and Retouch
For reasons already discussed,inference regarding ways in which tools were employed based
on use-wear analysis is impossible for the Dachleh material. There remain two other avenues for

examination of the uses to which DU tools were put: analogy with tools of similar forrn and known
use,

and patterns in the breakage of the tools. The localities for which tools were analysed

typologically are listed in Table 39. The location of breakage was recorded for all analysed tools.

Table 40. -- Sample size of analysed materials,DU aggregates, Dakhleh Oasis
Zone

Locality

Scarp and Piedmont

189A
299

Lowlands

311
317
333
334
wO8 1
001
004
080
082
090

Southern Cuesta and Plain

Tota1

Cores

2
11
1

44

7

8

22

1
26

7
46

24
4
45

5

17
2
19
1
21
1
71

216 BC
216 'I?
231
280
294
325
327
328
329
342
364
225
335

Specialised
Flakes

4
2
16

094
130
161

320

Tools

8
4
31
11
1
1

7
1
56
4
7

58
2

37
1

0

9
70*
59
2
2
102
27

20"
150

17"
270

337
27

173
9

247*

186*

78'

204'

185'

45

15

8

4
966

3

5
6'
71
1
24
9
8 10

1225

Not all artefacts analysed completely
Aspects of discard
Discard occurs throughout the production sequence for tools, but here I am prvnanly
concerned with discard of cores and tools. 'The nature of discarded cores informs on the point at

which the object was deemed not to be worthy of further reduction. Differences in the nature of
discarded cores across space may be related to availability of raw material, intended function of the
produced flake and mobility patterns. Recovered tools include discarded, lost and forgotten objects.

The point at which tools were discarded rather than re-used or recycled informs on s d a r issues as
d o the cores. Addition*, the spatial distribution of discarded tools may allow for examination of
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distances travelled because some tools are more likely to be curated than cores. Tools and cores

listed as analysed in Table 40 were also examined for indications of breakage and for size attdbutes.

CHAPTERELEVEN:
~GIONAL
PAT~ERNING IN THE CONTENTS OF A

GGREG~

Preliminary examination of the aggregates suggests that some areas of the oasis were used in
chfferent ways than other areas. In this chapter, I look at the composition of the aggregates by
general artefact type, and then make a closer examination of cores and debris that resulted from

happing activities. Most of the interpretations in this chapter are based on material recovered from
large aggregates, but isolates and small aggregates are briefly discussed. (Tools can also be examined
as the basis for classifying localities; a detailed examination of tools appears in Chapter 13.) I

conclude with a general classification of localities, and consider variation in the way the oasis was

used as indicated by the types of localities present in different areas.
In this examination of aggregate contents, I make a series of predictions about the types of
materials that I would expect would result from different activities. The artefact classes that I predict

for different locality types essentially follows the model outlined by Nelson (199 I) that summarises
numerous ethnoarchaeological and archaeological studies. The expectations that I set up are
intention*

general. I avoid reference to specific models that are based on living hunter-gatheras

because the behavioural status of the humans who deposited the DU material is debatabLe. F o r
example, complexity in planning behaviour is something that we should not assume a prim' for the

DU, nor should we assume that 'residences" can be distinguished from "camps" for he DU.229
I suggest the nature of material I would expect to recover from different localitytypes. I
classify localides as: 1) quarries and workshops; 2) short- and long-term occupation areas; 3) areas
related to water-availability; C) other short-term, special use areas (re-tooling,butchely and kill or
scavenging sites, areas associated with plant processing or procurement); and 5) ephemeral sites

resulting from very short-term activity. Some areas would be used in several ways.
Quarnes and workshops could show a variery of materials depending on where reduction
was conducted and how lithic reduction fit into overall mobility and use of the oasis (Nelson 1991:

80).
I. In areas that were used primarily for procuring raw m a t e d s to be transported to other locations
for reduction, I would expect to find m a d y objects that were tested and discarded, and cortical
(1991: 78)states 'The specific distributional patterns identified in studies described ...should not be
considered models applicable to any context where mobility is a consideration.Rather, the logic of the relationship
between technological organization and distribution...should be tested and applied with regard to context...".In this
study, I only propose general categories of localities. Although I outline five types of expected localities,these could be
grouped into occupation localities where I expect a broad range of material and special-use localities where I expect a
229 Nelson
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flakes that result from testing.Such localities might be difficult to associate with any specific
cultural stratigraphic unit.

2. If such areas were used for reducing nodules into coles for transportation and further reduction
at another location, I would expect to find large quantities of cortical and non-cortical flakes,
tested raw materials, and, possibly, failed cores.
3. If this same area was used for producing either unretouched blanks or formed tools, I would

expect to Eid, in addition to the above, failed flakes (overpasses and hinges), and failed tools
(abandoned pre-forms).

4. If new tools were exchanged for old ones on-site, I would expect to find, in addition to the
above, f&hed broken tools that were abandoned during retooling. Thesewould probably show

a greater than n o d amount of retouch or steeply mouched edges. F d e r , it may be that
predominantly hafted ends are present. It is also possible that informal tools used in modifying
hafts or for other activities related to tooling might be present.

5. If the area was used prima+ for producing blanks and tools for trampon, I would expect to
fmd a large proportion of cores. Conversely, if cores were prepared for transpoxt because they
are less breakable than flakes, then I would expect to fmd proportionally {ewer cores.

In areas that were used for activities not related specifically to lithic procurement and
reduction, such as "camps", "residential locations", or "occupation localities", I would expect to

fmd a variety of materials that would vary with the activities associated with those localities (Nelson
1%1:78-79).

I. In areas that were used for a prolonged time that might be considered as dose to a "residence"
as we should expect for the DU, I expect to fmd both objects that resulted from activities
carried out at the locality and objects associated with planning behaviour. Tools t h a t were used

on-site could include a variety of forms,some possibly hafted. It is possible that there may be a
higher proportion of 'situations" tools at these locations because tools could be produced from
material around the site, if there was usable stone nearby Qduding previously dropped lithics),
or if lithic reduction was carried cut on-site?' Tools associated with planning behaviour include
broken tools (hafted ends) that were abandoned during re-tooling and knapping deb&
associated with producing new tools for hafting and use elsewhere. The knapping debris
associated with production of tools to be used on-siteand elsewhere would probably differ from
that recovered from other locations. If whole nodules were transported to the area for reduction,
narrow range of materia. I do not attempt to determine if particularmodels for mobility muegies (e.g .,Biiord
1980)are reflected archaeologicdy in the DU.
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it is possible that cortical flakes would be present in large numben. However, if prepared cores
were transported to the area, then I would expect fewer cortical flakes, and proportion*

fewer

core uimming flakes. Further, I would expect that a higher proportion of cores would be highly
reduced and would show evidence of reworking in "residence" areas far from sources of raw
material.
2. In areas that attracted numerous short visits I would expect to fmd less variability in material

remains &an in areas used for long periods of time because I would expect that the range of

activities canied out in these areas to be nmower. If tools were used for specific purposes, those
used in these areas would be associated with fewer activities, and consequently there would be
either a repetition in tool forms (e.g., a series of scrapers) or possibly associated sets of tools
(e.g., "tool-kitsn,if such existed). However, if tools were hafted and curated and only broken or

exhausted tools were abandoned, then it would be uncommon to recover such sets of tools. It is
possible that tools abandoned in these types of situations would show more evidence of

reworking and resharpening I distinguish this type of locality from special-use locations,because

I expect a somewhat greater range of activities to be represented at repeatedly used short term
"occupation" localities compared with special-use locations.
3. At localities inhabited for a shorter length of time and that were not habitually returned to, I
would material such as at habitually returned to locations, but in lower quantity. If such areas are
not located on gravel terraces or lag deposits, there may be less available tool stone because it
would not have accumulated during repeated uses of the area. Therefore, I might expect less
associated knapping debris. This would not be true for localities on gravel terraces or lag
deposits where chert is available natudy. Possiblytoo, if there were less available tool stone, I

might expect to fmd fewer "situational"tools.

In areas associated with short-term activities, the types of material expected are more
narrowly defined (Nelson 1991: 82-84), and many short-termusesites are probably archaeologicaliy
invisible. Nevertheless, it is possible to imagine several types of activities, and the kinds of materials

that would result from them.
1. At s p ~ locations
g
it may have been necessary to dig for water or to clear the spring eye of

sediments or vegetation.L3'Consequently one might expect to find tools used for digging. Also,
at springs, one may expea that there could be tools related to procuring plant foods or wood for
fuel or hunting.
It is also possible that in much ofDMeh, there is enough potential tool stme on the surface that 'situational" took
could be made vmdly anywhere.
131 There is evidence from older MSA contexts at BL Sahara East of digging for water (Campbell 1993).
2Jo
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In areas where people may have stopped for r e - t o o l .I would expect to fmd high proportions
of hafted ends of broken tools, possibly some tools (situational or formed) that could be
associated with m o e g hafts, and possibly some debris from happing. If cores were curated
for tool-kit rejuvenation, I might expect to find exhausted cores at re-tooling locations.

Kill sites and butchery locations are difficult or impossible to idenufy at Dakhleh, given the lack
of bone associated with known DU localities. One might expect that butchery locations would
show high propordons of cutting tools, formal or informal, possibly depending on availabilityof
stone. Kill sites would show relatively high numbers of broken points, particularly the point
ends, but possibly also complete tools or medial fragments (Boeda, et al. 1999).
Areas associated with hunting activities would also be difficult to detect, but possibly places
where isolated points are found repeatedly could mark former hunting areas. However, isolates
may also result from later peoples moving objects around the landscape.

In the following classification of localities, based upon expected characteristics, I have relied
in part on qualitative assessments of localities. Statistical tests are not helpful here because in almost
every comparison there are significant differences. These differences may arise from factors
completely unrelated to rhe nature of the localities: ie., differences in collection or in the
classification of chips and chunks. They may be related to how much material was collected: i.e.,
whether the entire aggregate, including less dense areas, was collected, or whether only the densest
areas were collected. They may result from natural differences in post-depositional factors affecting
the locality. Even if all of these factors are the same for two localities under discussion, it is still

likely that there will be significant differences in the proportions of different artefact classes present,
simply because it is unlikely that exactly the same activities were carried out even at similar sites.

Figure 40 shows rhe general breakdown of mefacts from most large aggregates. Chips and
chunks are excluded fram totas because their status as artefacts is ambiguous, so that they are not
always collected. AdditionaUy, the rwo large aggregates (Ls. 317 and 299) are excluded from this
breakdown because he proponions are anomalous, with substantially fewer flakes and flake
fragments than expected (see Table 41 and Table 43). ?his could be related to collection methods,
post-depositional factors affecting the aggregate o r some other factor. Aggregates are grouped based
on their position in the oasis. Ls. 334 and 189A are found at the head of gravel terraces at the base

of the Escarpment. Ls. 2 16 TP,216 BC and 342 are foundin the central oasis on elevated P-I1
gravel terrace remnants.b.080 and 294 are found in the central oasis close to P-Ili gravels, but also

in association with features indicative of water. Ls. 130 and 325 lie on the southern edge of the oasis,
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relatively far from sources of chert but probably dose to sources of water. Ls. 225 and 320 lie
outside the oasis.
Escarpment
base

CentralOasis CentralOasis Southern
P-I1Remnants
P-III
Oasis

Outside
Oaks

Large Aggregates
MFlakes and fragments

ICores and iiqpents UTools and fragments

Figure 40. -- Proportion of samples from DU large aggregates made up of different artefact types,
Dakhleh Oasis. Chips and chunks have been excluded from tods. Ls. 317 and 299 excluded due to
anomalous proportions.

In all cases, unrrtouched flakes and flake fragments are the most common artefact category.
At localities found at the head of the gravel terraces, almost the entire sample is comprised of this
group of artefacts. In other areas, cores and tools make up a larger part of the recovered aggregates.
Based on the general breakdown of mefaa types at large aggregates, combined with
information about available resources, I make tentative suggestions about resource use in the
different areas. These suggestions will be tested by further examination of the aggregate contents.

Large Aggregate Localities at the Head of the Gravel Terraces
Two large aggregates, Ls. 189A and 334, lie at the head of the gravel terraces, close to or on
top of chert-bearing gravel. Tufa float blocks have been recovered from gravel terraces and
colluvium. The U/Th determinations on these tufa blocks all indicate an age subaantialtyolder than
the proposed age of the DU (Kleindiensr, et al. 1999: 17). It seems probable that during DU times,

the area at the base of the Escarpment was comparatively dry for at lean part of the year and may
have been used laqely for obtaining tool stone.

The aggregates collected from both Ls. 189A and 334 consist ovetwhelminpfy of flake
fragments and flakes: when chips and chunks are excluded from the counts, 97 to 98 Oh of the
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aggregates are flakes and flake fragments. This suggests that happing was an important, if not the
most important, activity at these localities. It is notable that there are few cores (1 - 2% of the
aggregates). The lack of cores in a situation where there is evidence for intensive knapping suggests
intentional removal, robbing by later people, or differential redeposition of large artefacts. There are
also relatively fw tools (> O - 2%), but the presence of some tools indicates that the areas were nor
used exclusively for core preparation.

Based only on the breakdown of mefact classes from these two localities, I suggest that this
region was used:
1. For procurement of chert;
2. For preparation of cores to be transported elsewhere, possibly into the oasis or possibly to areas
on the Plateau;

3. For production of formed tools.
It is dso possible that the area was also used for production of blanks and for re-tooling, but
this requires further examination of the materjals.
Table 41 shows the artefact type breakdown for Ls. 189A,317 and 334. While there are
some differences between Ls. 334 and 189A,they appear to be simply a function of a higher
proportion of "chips and chunks" in the L. 334 aggregate. There are major differences between L.
317 and these two localities. The material at L. 3 17 was more diffuse and was found on Escarpment

colluvium. The higher proportion of cores may reflect differences in one or more of the following
factors: collection methods; differential redistribution of small artefacts; and abandonment of cores
on location. Alternatively, it is possible that Ls.189A and 334 have been signscan* altered by
robbing but L. 317 has not been.
Table 41.-- Proportion of different artefact types, including and excluding chips and chunks, found
in large aggregates at the head of the gravel tekces and on the Esmrpm&r, Dakhleh Oasis
Locality
n
Tools
Flakes and Chips and Cores and
ch&
Fragments
fragments
1
0
.
7
9
0.18
0.02
0.0
Chips and
189At 105
chunks included 334'
6454
0.00
0.66
0.32
0.01
31p
136
0.04
0.71
0.04
0.21
Chips and
189A
86
0.01
0.97
Excluded
0.02
chunks excluded
334
4371
0.00
0.98
Excluded
0.02
317
130
0.04
0.74
Excluded
0.22
'Includes all m a t e d from grid collection; 'Includes only material from collection of NIOWIO;
Includes all collecred material from DU Adds, collection by MRK and MFW with counts by MRK.
If I accept that the differences may relate to different cultural practices, then this would
indicate that the Escarpment and the gravel temces below it were used in a variey of ways. At this
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rime, I cannot eliminate the possibiity that the differences amally relate to post-depositional effects
and collection methods.

Large Aggregate Localities on Gravel Terrace Remnants in the Lowland Oasis
Two localities, Ls. 216 and 342, lie on P-IIgravel terrace remnants in the central oasis, in
proximity to water and water-related resources. The gravels capping these P-11remnants are sources
of chert nodules, as are the P-111gravels below. Additionally, if the P-111 gravel terraces represent

the lowest surface during DU times, the P-II remnants would have provided a good view of the
surrounding landscape. Water would not have been available on the terrace remnants, but spring
mounds are located nearby (e.g., L.080).
At both Ls. 342 and 216, the recovered DU material comes from large aggregates. Although

a few pieces were collected from areas away from major dusters of artefacts at L. 216, these are not
considered true isolates, but rather as part of the general spread of material at L. 216. The collection
methods at L. 216 have been described. Because the materid from L.216 BC has not been filly
analysed, the data for the aggregate from this area may not be comparable with those from Ls. 342
and 216 TP. Specifically, the proportion of formed tools may be slightly higher than at the other

localities because the material has only been given a preliminary sort.Often "tools" are dassified
when examined in further detail?" Further, the collection from L. 342 differs slightly from those at

L. 216 because artefacts were collected from low-density areas as well as from the areas with the
highest concentration of artefacts.
Table 42. -- Proportion of different artefaa types found in large aggregates on gravel terrace
remnants in the central oasis, Dakhleh Oasis.
Flakes and
Chips and
Cores and
fragments
chunks
Fragments
Chips and 216 BC' 9,483
0.04
0.54
0.35
0.07
chunkSi~duded216Tp2,727
0.23
0.15
0.03
0.60
0.02
0.69
0.15
0.14
342* 4,237
0.05
0.83
Excluded
0.11
Chips and
216 BC 6,149
chunksexcluded 216TP 2,102
0.03
0.77
Excluded
0.19
0.81
Excluded
0.17
342 3,588
0.02
'Includes material from the 1995 grid collection, including from the Cluster, Sit Circle, and General
Collection from 1988 taken from the area collected in the 1995 grid collection; Includes all material
from grid collection; *hcludes all collected material.
The range of variation is slightly greater for this group of localities (Table 42). Hoawer, it is
Locality

n

Tools

still possible to note some similarities. ~t d occurrences, the proportion of flakes and fragments is

.

-

232 Redassifcation arises primarily for objects with less extensive edge damage, or which are abraded or highly abraded
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still high (77- 83% of aggregates, excluding chips and chunks). Compared with Ls. 334 and 189A,

-

cores are much more frequent (11- 19*), and tools are slightlymore frequent (2 5%).
Based only on the general breakdown of artefact types at the three occurrences, I suggest
that the P-I1gravel terrace remnants were used as follows:

I. The areas were used for chert pracurement. At this time there is no evidence for related diggiag
activities, but this possibiliry has not been explored, and further research wiil explore the
subsurface material at Ls. 216 and 342.

2. There are localised concentrations of lithic debris on these surfaces suggesting either that people
returned to the same place to hap, o r that the debris was produced on one occasion. Given the
quantity of material, I consider the former possibiliymore likely. If people did retum to the
same location, they may have done so because that spot offered an advantage unrelated to lithic
redunion, for example, a good view of the smoundng area. Alternatively, areas with lithic
debris may have been selected because nodules of chert and worked lithic material were available
there: cores could be re-prepared and tools could be produced on flakes discarded on earlier
occasions,

3. If the area was used for preparation of cores for transportation t o other parts of the oasis, this
was not to che same degree as at 1 , 3 3 4 and 189A.
4. These areas were used for produnion of formed tools. Possibly re-tooling also occurred there.

Grnpared with localities at the head of the gravel terraces, there are more tools and
substantially more cores present at the localities in the c e ~ oasis.
d If the central Lowland was a
centre of activity, this difference could be explained by a scenario in which people did not transpon:
cores if they knew of a nearby source,Possibly these locdities were used more for the preparation of
tools and specialised flakes than for preparation of culated cores.

Large Aggregate Localities near the P-I11 Gravel Terrace in the Lowland Oasis

The area immediately south of the P-III gravels and on the southern extent of the P-III
gravel temces would have been near potential sources ofi chert and water supplies. Water would
have been available from springs in the area west of Balat, possiblyin rock tank basins north of
Bashendi, or intermittentlyfrom the southern exrensions of wadis. Chert on much of the P-III
gravel has been stxipped in recent t i e s (Kleindienst, et d. 1999),and an investigation of the size of
available nodules has not yet been conducted. Areas comparable to the P-II gravel terrace remnants

in density of chert nodules OCN (IUeindienapersonal communication 2000). Smd-sized chext
pieces would cefiady have been present in and on moa
lagged sandstone.

P-IIIsurfaces and in some places on the
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There are several large aggregates known from the lagged sandstone northeast of Bashendi:

Ls. 283,294,363 and 364. Only one of these aggregates, L. 294, is both unmixed and has been
collected In the area west of Bdat, one large aggregate is known from a spring mound: L. 080. The
material from L 080 can d e f ~ t e l be
y linked to a time when the spring was active. In part, this is
because of the quantity of material on the surface, but artefacts were also found in spring eye
deposits. Another large aggregate, L. 090, has been recorded for the area west of Bdat, but the
collection from this area is too small and selected to allow cornpatison. One large aggregate, L. 299,
is known from a P-I11 gravel terrace in the Wadi el-TawiL The collection methods for L.299 were
different than those employed at L 294 and 080 making comparison of these aggregates difficult.
The materials from Ls. 080and 294 are remarkably similar considering that they are found in
rather different situations. In both cases, the proportion of tools recovered is low (2 - 3%of the
aggregates, excluding chips and chunks),while the proportion of cores is relatively high (11- 17%).
The general breakdown of artefact classes is similar to that seen for aggregates from the P-11gravel
terrace remnants. L. 294 is dose to, but not directly on a P-I1 gravel inverted wadi from which chert
may have been available. L. 080 is on the dissected P-III gravel surface. It is possible that the
aggregates from Ls. 294 and 080 are broadly similar to those from Ls. 216 and 342, but for different
reasons. The relatively high proportion of cores at Ls. 294 and 080 could result from transportation
of these objects from nearby to the localities for preparation on-site. In contrast, the high
proportion of cores a t Ls. 216 BC, 216 TP and 342 results from discard after happing mate&
foundat these locations.
Although I would predict that the propo~onsof different artefact classes at L. 294 would

be similar to that from L. 299, there are clearly major differences: the proportion of both tools and

cores is much higher at L. 299. Collection methods may explain this difference in part all artefacts
seen were collected at L. 299, but the area was nor grid collected. Alternatively, the differences may

lie with frequency or duration of use. At localities that were used for a longer duration, cores and
tools may have been subjected to more intensive use and reduction, and they may have been
transported away from the locality.The artefact density at L. 299 is about 0.25 artefacts/m2,whereas
at Ls. 080 and 294, the density is 3 and 6 artefacts/m2, respectively?33If this difference does not
~esultfrom variation in collection methods, it suggests that Ls. 080 and 294 were used more
intensively or for a longer time. The possibility that material from L. 299 was sorted or dispersed
should also be examined.

-

-
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density calculated using collections cited in Table 43, above.

Table 43. -- Proportion of different artefact types found at large aggregates near or on the P-III
surface in the central oasis, Dakhleh Oasis.

Chips and

Locality

n

080'

178

Tools

Flakes and
fragments

Chips and
chunks

Cores and
Fragments

0.01
0.49
0.40
0.10
chunks included
294t 1,716
0.01
0.55
0.37
0.07
299'
89
0.12
0.65
0.04
0.18
107
Chips and
080
0.02
0.81
Excluded
0.17
chunks excluded
294 1,073
0.01
0.88
Excluded
0.11
85
299
0.13
0.68
Excluded
0.19
'Includes only materid from 1995 Transen A Collection; Includes all m a t e d from 1997 Grid
Collection, 1997 Random Square Collection and Set I Collection - 0 N line and 0-20E lines;
Includes material from Add 0.

'

'

Although the general breakdown of artefacts for Ls. 080 and 294 is similar to that for t h e F

II gravel terrace remnant localities, the types of activities carried out on the lagged sandstone and at
spring mounds are likely to have been somewhat different. Based on location and the general
attributes of the recovered material, I suggest that the spring mound and lagged sandstone localities
were used:
For reduction of chert transported to the area from P-11and possibly P-Ill gravels, and limited
reduction of CBS nodules obtained from the lagged sandstone;
For re-toohg and/or use of tools on-site; and
For activities related to resources present at springs or rock tank basins, such as digging for
water or use of plant resources.

The use of a spring mound for happing activities parallels fudings at Kharga (Caton
Thompson 1952, Wendorf and Schild 1980), although in these cases the distance to chert gravels
may have been greater. The relative lack of tools is interesting and suggests that, while spring
locations may have been attractive enough to warrant transfer of raw materials to these areas for
reduction, they were not used in the same ways as regions where some of the other large aggregates
have been found

Large Aggregate Localities on the Southern Edge of the Oasis
There are two large aggregates that have been systematicallycollected and that are located on

the southern edge of the oasis: Ls. 325 and 130.A third aggregate, L. 328, is known from the area
near L. 325, but a representative sample from L. 328 has not yet been collected. Ls. 325 and 130 are
over 25 km apart, but they both lie relatively far from chert-bearing gravels and possibly dose to
ironstone and quartzite sources. Springs were possibly active along the southern edge of the oasis in
the vicinity of L. 325 (Kleindienst, et al. 1999: 3 9 , although water-relad FSS and CSS deposits in
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this area are much older than the DU (Flizano 1996, Kleindienst, et al. 1999). The possible presence
of water in the vicinity of L. 130 during DU times is inferred, but as yet there are no ancient features
or sediments to support this suggestion.
Table 44. -- Proportion of different artefact types from unseleaed collections at Ls. 130 and 325 on
the southern edge of the oasis, Dakhleh Oasis.
Chips and
Cores and
ch&
Fragments
Chips and
130'
949
0.08
0.06
0.06
ch*i.nduded
325t 3,576
0.05
0.29
0.04
Chips and
130
896
0.08
0.86
Excluded
0.06
chunks excluded
325 2,528
0.08
0.87
Excluded
0.06
*Includesall artefacts collected; tIndudes 1995 Set Collection and 1997 Grid Collection.
Locality

n

Tools

Flakes and
fragments
0.81
0.6 1

The proportions of different classes of anefacts recovered from these two localities are
similar, particularly when chips and chunks are excluded from calculations. The proportion of cores
is relatively low (6% of aggregates, chips and chunks excluded), falling bemeen the aggregates in the
central oasis and those at the base of the Escarpment.The proponions of tools are relatively high (8

YO), surpassing all other aggregates that were collected using similar methods that are located within
the oasis.
Based on the general breakdown of artefacts, and comparison with other aggregates, I
suggest that the following activities were carried out at localities found on the oasis boundaries:
1. Lithic raw materials were transported, in the form of nodules or cores, to these areas for further

reduction. These materials indude CBS,quartzite, and ironstone in addition to chert.
2. Reduction of such materials, but to a more limited extent than at localities found closer to the

centraI oasis.
3. Production of flakes and tools,either of for on-site use, or to rejuvenate tool kits for use
elsewhere.

Large Aggregate Localities on the Oasis Boundaries and Beyond
Two large aggregate localities are known from outside of the oasis proper, L. 225 in the east

and L. 320 in the west. While L. 225 is located near a source of lithic raw material, this is unlikely to
be true for L. 320, but this requires confiration. The name of water resources at L.225 is
unknown but could be related to wadis or seep springs; further work in the area is needed. L. 320
was found in a pan and is therefore

rob ably ~laya-related.
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The collection merhods may not be entirely comparable to those used at other locations.

Small artefacts, such as chips, flakes and flake fragments, may not have been collected. This would
have the effect of inflatingthe core category and deflaring the flake and flake fragment category.
These two localities are similar mostly in that they lie far from the central oasis. Based on the

proximity of L. 225 to a source of raw material, I might predict that the overall distribution of
artefacts wodd be similar to that from Ls.080,294 or 299. Given the variabdiry in collection
methods,L. 299 could make the best comparison. Comparison of Table43 with Table 45 shows
that L. 225 is rather different from all of these localities. Specifically,fewer cores are found at L. 225

than would be expected, and the proportion of tools is higher. One possible explanation could lie in
the nature of the raw material: quartzite and ironstone may not shatter to the same degree that chert
does, and therefore the proportion of flake fragments and chips and chunks would be lower.
However, if the oasis was a centre for activity?it is also likely that L 225 was used in a very different
way than Ls. 080 and 294,
Table 45. -- Proportion of different artefact types from unselected collections at Ls. 130 and 325 on
the southern edge of Dakhleh Oasis.
Locality

n

Took

Flakes and
f~agments

Chips and

ch&

Chips and
225'
704
0.07
0.72
0.13
ch*
included
320'
203
0.13
0.69
0.13
Chips and
611
225
0.08
0.83
Excluded
~ h ~ e x c l u d e d 320
177
0.15
0.80
Excluded
*Includesall artefacts collected; hcludes all DU artefacts collected.

Cores and
Fragments
0.08
0.05

0.09
0.06

The aggregates that are most s i d a r to L. 225 are those located on the southern edge of the
oasis. It is possible that similar uses are reflected: specifically, occupation-related activities, with
some lithic reduction, but knapping was not as a focus for activity.
The o v e d breakdown of artefact types from L.320 is unlike that of any other Iarge
aggregate,The proportion of tools is higher than that seen for all other large aggregates (15% of the
aggregate, chips and chunks excluded). The proportion of cores is low, but not minute (6 %).
The uses suggested for L. 225 are:
1. Lithic reduction of material u-ansported to the area from some relatively long distances, but

predominantly of material that was procured from nearby sources;
2. Production of flakes and/or tools for use on-site or as replacement parts for curated tools; and
3. Retooling and abandonment of curated tools.
The uses suggested for L. 320 are:
1. Minor amounts of lithic reduction of cores that have been curated;

2. Production of flakes and or tools to be used as replacement parts;and
3. Retooling and abandonment of broken parts.

Mefact Density
I have suggested that several localities were a focus for lithic reduction, and chat few other
activities were carried out in these areas. These localities are: Ls. 334,189A, 3 I7,2 l6TP, 2 l6BC, and
342. Also, I suggest that at other localities lithic reduction was carried out to serve specific needs
that arose. In areas close to Tarawan chert sources, eg., Ls. 080,294 and 299, I suggest that more

Ethic reduction took place than at other localities distant from Tarawan chert sources, e.g., Ls. 130,
320 and 325.
One measure of the amount of happing canied out at specific locations lies in the quantity
of material deposited. Only in one case, L. 130, did I attempt to collect an entire occurrence;

therefore, I cannot compare the total size of aggregates. I can, however, compare artefact density.

This has pitfalls, particularly because material lymg on the surface may have been redistributed,
resulting either in dispersal or concentration of aaefacts. For several localities, Ls. 342,216TP and
216BC, there does not appear to have been significant redisuibution of material. However, at some
other localities,there is evidence suggesting post-depositional concentration (L. 334) or dispersal

(Ls.130, 1894 294,325 and possibly 299).
Table 46. -- Artefact density for systematicallycollected large aggregates, Dakhleh Oasis.
Area
Number of
Density
Max. Min.
Collected Artefacts
(Artefans/m~
Dissected Gravel
189A*
25 m2
105
4 (3)'
n .
n.a.
Terrace Head and 334
36 m2
6454
179 (121)
307
75
161rn2
9483
59 (38)
151
9
GravelTerrace
216BC
79m2
2727
35 (27)
110
7
Remnants
216TP
342
297 m2
4237
14 (12)
55
1
Area near P-111
080
60 m2
178
3 (1)
5
0. l*
Gravel Terraces
294
265m2 1715
6 (4)
46
0
299
295 m2
89
0.3 (0.3)
n.a.
n.a.
Area far from
130
900 m2
949
1 (1)
5.9
0.04
Gravel Terraces
325
1350 m2 2315
2 (1)
7.5
0.04
* Density calculated based on material from 189A - SlOW10; 334 - Grid collection; 216BC - 1995
Grid collection and material collected from same area in 1988; 216TP - Grid collection; 342 - Grid
collection, 080 - Transea A collection; 294 - Grid collection, Random square collection, Set I 0 N,
0-2OE lines; 299 - all material collected; 130 - all material collected; 325 - Grid collection.
'Parenthetical numbers indicate density per m2excluding chips and chunks.
Minimum density is calculated at less than one because the minimal unit collected was larger than 1
m2.
General Area

Locality
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Table 46 shows the minimum, maximum and average mefact density far large aggregates
that I collected for which there is reliable infoxmation about the size of the area collected, and for L.
299, collected by Kleindienst and Wiseman. These should be considered approximate values (see

Chapter 10).

The two aggregates located at the head of the gravel temces, Ls. 189A and 334, have very
different densities. In part, this may reflect differences in the method of collection; however, it also
reflects a difference observed in the field that may be attributed to dispersal of h e L. 189A material
and concentration of the L. 334 material. The three aggregates located on gravel terrace remnants
have similar densities, and the lower density for L. 342 can be attributed, in part, to collection of the
areas around major artefact clusters.

The aggregates found in the Lowland oasis have probably also been influenced by dispersal.
In part, this can account for the much lower density of amfacts at these locations. Additionally the
sample from L.080 is too small to be considered representative and was recovered from a slope
face.
Despite these provisos, it is dear that, with the exception of L. 189A, t h e localities found on
gravel terraces have much higher artefact densities than the localities found in the Lowland areas. In

part, post-depositiond processes account for this difference, but it likely also results from use of the
gravel t e m e areas as flaking stations or workshops and use of the Lowland areas for other
activities. It is also possible that the difference in density relates to a longer duration or higher
intensityof use of the gravel terrace remnant localities.

-

.

rmaration of Cores Evidence for Initla1 Reduction
In order to clarify the issue of whether lithic raw materials were reduced from nodules or
from prepared cores in different areas, I examine two types of artefacts: unspeciahed flakes and
cores. I expect that at workshops there wiU be more evidence for reduction sequences that start with
nodules.
It is clear from the preceding discussion that lithic reduction was carried out at all large

aggregate localities. In some cases, this reduction may have been of nodules obtained on-site; in
other cases nodules transposed to the sites may have been reduced, and in yet others, curated cores
may have been the predominant object reduced. If reduction started from nodules, I would expect
to fmd relatively high proportions of corcical flakes. I would expea the highest ratios of cortical
flakes to non-cortical flakes at those localities where reductian was prim*

a b e d at producing

cores for transport, rather than for producing blanks. I would expect that the lowest ratio of cortical
flakes to non-cortical flakes would come from localities where curated cores were reduced.
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With respect to cores, I would expect that if nodules were being reduced onsite, such sites
would show the highest proportion of initially tested raw materials. I would also expect that the
dimensions of discarded cores would be the smallest at sites where curated cores were reduced.

Flaking Debris:Cortical and Non-cortical Flakes
The ratios of conical flakes to nan-cortical flakes are shown in Table 47. Identification of
cortical flakes of chert is sometimes difficult because of differential abrasion of this surface..This is
particularlytrue for localities that show high proportions of abraded material, for example L.294

(see Table 21).Same large aggregate localities (Ls. 189A, 299 and 225) are excluded from the
following table because of insufficient data234
Table 47. -- Ratios of unspecialised cortical flakes to unspecialised non-cortical flakes from large
aggregates, Dakhleh Oasis. TC - Tarawan Chert, CBS - Ball Chalcedony, Chd - Chaldony, Q/F
Quamite and Fermginised Quartzite.

-

Locality
334 317 216BC216TP 342 80 294+ 130 325 320
TC-n
1084 43
1807 646 1206 51 384
143 755
33
TC - Cort/NC 0.62 6.17 1.23 1.13 1.15 0.76 0.585 0.39 0.70 10.01
CBS - n
10
13
32
CBS - Cort/NC
0.43 - 0.44 1.13
Chal - n
3
Chd- Cort/NC
3/0Q/F - n
1
6
41
14
Q/F- Cort/NC
0,010 0.00 0.24 14/01
1 . 2 9 4 material includes all material collected from Ocnu~ences1-3and Lines ON and 0-20Efrom
the Set Coflectiom. L. 189A is excluded because no differentiation was made berween cortical and
non-cortical flakes in the analysis.

I have suggestedthat the localides with the highest ratios of cortical flakes to non-cortical
flakes are those where cores were produced for transport. Table 47 shows that the ratio for L 334, a
locality with a high proportion of flaking debris, but few tools or cores, has a relatively low mtio.

This is unprediaed and could be explained in one of a number of ways:
I. The mate4 at L.334 has been abraded more than m a t e d from similar localities, and corticd
flakes were na recognised. Table 21 shows that the material from L 334 is abraded to about the
same degree as that from L. 189A, but is considerablymore abraded than the material from Ls.

216 TP, 317, and 342.

2.

The raw m a t e d used at this locality was selected from broken up pieces of then at the base of
the Escarpment, rather than from nodules of chert covered in cortex.
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In these cases, the unrpecialised flakes were not sub-divided into cortical v e m non-conial
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3. This locality was used, nat for production of cores, but rather for production of blanks, and

post-depositiond processes have removed cores.
Other localities that I suggest were used for primary reduction show higher ratios of cortical
flakes to non-cortical flakes. Specifically,L.317 on the Escarpment, and Ls. 216 TP, 216 BC and
342, all have ratios greater than I. As indicated in the earlier discussion, there are relatively high
proportions of cores at all of these localities, indicatingthat if cores were being prepared for
transport, they were also b e h g reduced on location.
At localities found near the P-III gravels but not directly on a source of raw material, the

proponion of cortical flakes t o non-conical flakes is lower. The ratios from Ls. 080 and 294 are
rather different, with the ratio fromL. 080 being higher. The materid from L 294 is unquestionably
more abraded, and identification of cortical flakes from this locality was dficult.
Localities found at the greatest distance from the gravel terraces, Ls. 130,325 and 320, show
some variation in the ratios. In all cases non-cordcd flakes are more common than cortical flakes.

The ratio from L. 325 is comparable to that from L. 080, which is found much closer to gravel
deposits. Possibly this indicates some transportation of unreduced nodules?The ratios for Ls. 320
and 130 are much lower, as would be predicted by a model in which prepared cores, and not
nodules, were reduced.
Generally, with the ex4eption of L.334, the lodties that lie on or immediately beside chert
sources show higher proportions of cortical flakes to non-cortical flakes. Localities found at a
greatest distance from Tarawm chert sources show the lowest proportion of cortical flakes to noncortical flakes, suggesting that they were reducing prepared cores or were using raw material more
intensively than at other locations. Some localities do not fit the ~redictedpattern exa*

the ratio is

lower than would be expected for L. 294 and higher than expected for L. 325.

The samples for other raw materials are small. In almost all cases, there are more noncortical than cortical flakes.The exception is the use of CBS at L. 325; however, only 31 flakes are
involved, and all could eas$ have been produced in reduction of one nodule.

Initially Trimmed Cores

The nature of cores at differentlocalities can be used to add to this picture. Cores may be
discarded for a number of reasons:
1. At raw material procurement areas, initially tested ~iecesmay be discarded because they are

determined to be unsuitabJe,
2. At raw mated procurement areas, prepared cores nay be discarded because a ~roblem
occwred in happing that was nor easily corrected, md other pieces of raw material were handy.

At raw material procurement areas, prepared cores may be discarded after production of flakes
either when enough flakes have been produced or when the core is deemed too small to warrant
funher reduction,

At raw material procurement areas, prepared cores or parti*

prepared cores may be set aside

for reduction at a later time. Such behaviour seems rather unlikely, as it suggests anticipating a
need at a t i m e when it would not be possible to reduce cores from nodules.

At areas far from raw material sources, initially tested raw mateds may be set aside for later
reduction. Storage of mostly unreduced nodules suggests planning for the unknown: the nature
of the flake blank needed is undetermined.
At areas far from raw material sources, prepared cores may be set aside for later reduction. This
suggests anticipating need for a particular type of blank or that prepared core flake blanks were
used in a wide variety of ways.

At areas far from raw m a t e d sources, cores may be discarded after the appropriate flake(s)
have been produced, after the core is determined to be too small for further reduction, or when

further flakes could only be obtained through extensive repreparation.
Table 48 shows the proportions of cores from large aggregates that are classified as initially
tnmmed cores. The proportions are broken down by raw rnaterid because I would not expect that
raw materials obtained from a long distance would be treated in the same way as immediately

available raw materials. Two localities show much higher proportions of initiallyvinuned cores in
the dominant raw material category: Ls.3 17 and 225. Although these localities fit a general pattern,
the high values are in part attributed to inter-observervariation in classification of cores."'
Localities found on the Escarpment, at the head of the P-I1gravels and o n the gravel terrace

remnants are similar in two ways: there are no cores on any raw material except Tarawan chert, and
there is a low, but generally consistent proportion of initially trimmed cores at these locations. The
sample from L. 189A is so small that it is impossible to exclude the possibility that the proportion of

initially trimmed cores from this locality is essentially the same as that for the other localities on the
gravel terraces? It is assumed that such cores result from discard after thqr were tested and found
to be unsuitable.
There are several localities that lie within easy distance of raw materials, but do not give the
appearance of being workshops: Ls. 299,080 and 294. Again, there is a small proportion of inidly
uimmed cores at these locations, suggesting that raw rnaterid was carried to these areas for
reduction. In no case would the distance travelled have been vexy great. Although there are no
235

The overall dassificationof matads for Ls. 225 and 3 17 an by Kleindienst.

2M Two-tailed difference of propontons rest, sigrufcance level 0.10.
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initlayr uimmed cores from L. 299, for the small sample six from this locality there is no significant
difference between this localiey and Ls. 294 and o~o?"At all three of these localities cores made
from other raw materials are present.

There are few or no inidally trimmed cores present at localities further from the gravel
terraces: Ls. 325,130and 320.The samples of cores are too small to exclude the possibility that the
proportions at these localities are not the same as those from localities on the gravel terraces.
However, these small samples are in themselves informative: the relatively low numbers of cores at
these localities, and the fact that the localides are found some distance from raw material sources,

suggests they were not primary reduction centres. In addition, it is possible that cores were curated
at localities further from the gravel terraces.
At all of the localities found further from the gravels, cores of quartzite, ironstone or CBS
are present. In all cases, there are only a few cores that are not chert. In h o s t all cases, none of
these were classified as initially trimmed, suggesting that if other raw materials were procured they

were also reduced.
The material from L. 225 can be compared with that from Ls. 299,294 and 080.At a]of
these localities a portion of the cores from local material remains unreduced, and cores on more

than one raw material are known. The initially trimmed piece on chert found at L 225 is interesting,
because it indicates transportation of a minimally reduced piece for a relatively long distance.
Table 48.-- Proportions of the cores from large aggregates,Dakhleh Oasis, made up of iniri*
uimmed cores, by raw material.
Locality
Dominant
n
p (htially
Other Raw
n
p (htially
Raw Material
uimmed cores) Material
uimmed cores)
3 17"
TC
23
0.26 & 0.09

189A
334
216BC
216TP
342
299'
080
294+
325
130
320.

TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC

6
53
406
257
468
18
70
79
93
28
5

0
0.04&0.03
0.06 & 0.01
0.07k 0.02
0.04 0.01
0
0.04 0.02
0.01 & 0.01
0.01 2 0.01
0
0

*
*

CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS

2
3
6
6
6

FeSt
Chid

2

2
3

1.00
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.33 k 0.27

225'
FeSt/Qtzt
42
0.19 & 0.06
TC
*Countsare by M. R Kleindiena.
Includes artefacts collected from Set I, NO and 0-20E line material and Occurrences 1-3.

'
23'

Two-tailed difference of proponions tea, sigdcmce level 0.10.

If there were differences in the way areas of the oasis were used with respect to lithic
reduction, this would be reflected not only in the composition of the aggregates, but also in the
nature of the artefactsthemselves. With respect to cores, I expect that there would be differences in
the sizes of abandoned cores and in attributes indicative of intensity of reduction. Specifically, fi
reduction methods practised involved successive re-preparations of cores I would expect that
aggregates that are not found at raw m a t e d procurement locations would have a greater proponion
of h i g h reduced cores.

Sizes of Levallois Cores of Tarawan Chert

The sizes of cores on abandonment could be usefully compared using mass, but equipment
was not available to measure this accurately. Therefore,I rely on basic core measurements. The

mean chart lengths, widths and thicknesses of Levdois cores made of Tarawan chert are compared
in Table 49. Information on degree of abrasion is also shown because sizes of materials with
substantially different abrasion categories should not be dire*

compared.

Based on the means, there do appear to be some differences in the sizes of cores. Most
notably, the localities found on the oasis edge have the lowest mean sizes and those found on the
Escarpment and at the head of the gravel terraces have the highest mean sizes, L. 334 excepted.
There are no Tarawan chert Levallois cores from Ls. 320 or 225.
Histograms of core lengths and thicknesses from the large aggregatelocalities are shown in
Figure 41 and Figure 42.2'8 For both length and thickness, the distributions from few localities
approximate a normal distribution and therefore direct comparison of the means may be less
infornative than examination of the overall distributions. For both dimensions, Ls. l89A and 317
show anomalous distributions as compared with distributions for cores from other localities. The
case of L. 189A can be explained by small sample size. For L. 317, the modal category for length is
110.1-120 mm, and there is a gradual decline in the number of discarded cores as length decreases.
(Note the small sample size). In all other cases, L. 189Aexcepted, the modal category lies between
40.1 and 70 mm Further, in a number of cases, there is a rather sharp drop off in the frequency of
cores with decreasing length. This possibly suggests that there was a point beyond which cores were
no longer considered worth re-preparing. For Ls. 080,294,325, and 130 there are no cores that are

more than 20 rnm less than the modal category for length. For Ls. 299,2 I6TP and 342, there is a
30-mm difference between the modal category and the categoty on the low end of the scale with no

occurrences. In the case of L. 3 17, the difference is 60 rnm. Only L. 317 shows a bimodal thickness

Table 49. -- Average chart sizes of Levallois cores of Tarawan chert from large aggregates, Dachleh

Oasis.

Escarpment and
Gravel terrace
Near or on P-111 Far from
head of gravel
remnants
terrace
gravels
terraces
gravels
317 334 189A 216BC 2 1 6 V 342 299 294
80
130 325
n
16 29
6
23 51/41
17 182 121 13 57
30
64 85
71
65
55 53
63
59
65
66
U-; (mm) 98
s
21
19
34
9
15
13
14
11
14
11 14
55
52
79
54
84
45 47
59
53
57
CW-;
(mm)
11
9
s
14
13
37
12 11
12 10
10
29
28
36
23
28
19
19
26
23
23
(rnm)
9
8
8
s
8
8
7
6
7
6
7
- F
F
Abr (mode) F
LA LA
LA HA
F
A LA
CL - Chart Length, CW - Chart Width, CT-Chart Thickness; Abr-AbraGon: F - Fresh, LA - Lightly
Abraded, A - Abraded, HA - Heady Abraded.
3

CT-x

There are several possible explanations for the unuual distribution for the material from L.

3 17. It is possible that there are more large-sized cores because L 317 is found on the Escarpment
where chert is handy. However, Ls. 334 and 189A are also found close to chert sources and they
show rather differentdi~uibutions?~
Another possible explanation is that L. 317 represents a mixed
aggregate: both Caton Thompson (1952) and Kleindiena (1999) have indicated that the sizes of
discarded cores associated with earlier MSA units are larger than those associated with the DU. At L.

3 17, the average chart length of Levallois cores with dark varnish, possibly indicating a greater age, is
110

* 8 mm (~6).The average length of Levallois cores with lighter coloured varnish is 9 1 * 24

mrn (n=lo). If Levallois cores produced during earlier MSA times were, o n average, larger than
those produced during DU times, and if cores with darker varnish are older, this could support the
suggestion that the material recovered from L. 3 17 is mixed.

The distribution of chart lengths among the various localities gene* fits a model of more
intensive use of cores with greater distance from the material source. The modal categoly for chart
length for localities immediatek near sources of chert is >60 - 70 mm (Ls. 334,2 l6TP and 342). For
localities found in association with P-III gravel terraces, the modal category is >EO - 70 m m (L.299,
on the P-I11gravel terrace) t o >50 - 60 mm (Ls. O8O and 294). The material from L.294 is highly
abraded, and consequently sizes should be corrected upward for comparison with cores from other
238 H i s t o g ~for
~ iwid& are not included, because these would vary dependingon the dimensions of flake to be struck,
h g t h or width are assumed to be somewhat independent of thickness.
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aggregates. The modal categories for localities within the oasis that are farthest from chert sources
are>40

- 50 mm &. 325) and>50- 60mm &. 130).

= 5% of the complete
Levdois cons of Tarawan
chert analysed for each 10caIitqc
Note wtiation in samples sizes.

L.325

b

20

40

60

80 100 120 140

20

40 GO 80 100 120 140

Figure 41. -- Histograms of the chart lengths of complete Levdois cores of Tanwan chert from
large aggregates, Dakhleh Oasis.
The variation in thickness is not as suaightfoward as variation in length. In general, the

modal categories for thickness are lower for the localities far from chert sources, and higher for
localities close to chert sources. However, there is overlap: the modal category forthickness for
Levdois cores from localides near the P-Ill gravels varies from >15-20to >25-30. Similarly,

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

noted above,the sample size from L. 189A is s d , and post-depositionalprocesses have possibly altered the
composition of the aggregate from L 334.

239 As
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localides with a moda category of >25-30 are found in several different situations (Ls.299,216 and
317).

5% of complete
Levaliois cores of Tarawan
chert analysed for each locality.
Note variation in sample size.

5

I
15 25 35 4 5 5
5
Core Thickness (rnm)

Figure 42. -- Histograms of the chart thicknesses of complete Levallois cores of Tarawan chert from
large aggregates,Dakhleh Oasis.
Also suppotring the idea that cores were used more intensively funher from the gravel
terraces are the proponions of cores with lengths and thicknesses in the upper and lower -5% of all

analysed Levdois cores. All cores were grouped, uncorrected for abrasion categories, and overall
distributions for chart length and thickness were determined. The categories that fell in the upper

and lower -5% of the distributions were determined, and proportions of each aggregate made up of
cores in those size categories are shown in Table 50.O p d y , all core sizes should be corrected for
abrasion, and the overall distribution has been affected by the lack of correction. However, keeping
the variation in abrasion categories in mind,it is still possible to discern some pattenzing.

W1th the exception of L. 334, the localities found on the gravel terrace remnants or in
association with Escarpment and head of the gravel terraces have few short, thin cores. With
increasing distance from the gravel terraces, the proportion of such cores increases. The localities

found near the P-III gravel terraces show fairly low, but variable, proportions of small Levallois
cores, and those found on the edge of the oasis show the highest proportion. The localities with the

highest proportions of large cores are associated with the Escarpment and gravel tenaces. With
increasing distance from terrace gravels, the proportion of cores with larger dimensions decreases.

Again, L. 334 is slightly anomalous, with a much lower proportion of large cores than Ls. 189A and

Table 50.- Proportion of Tamwan chert Levallois cores in high or low length and thickness
categories, large aggregates, Dakhleh Oasis.

317 189A 334 216TP 342 299 080 294 130 325
0
0
0.07 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.03 0.04 0.13 0.22
- 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.07 0.06
SE
0 0.14 0.01 0.02 0 0,07 0.05 0.22 0.32
0
p,CT 15mm
- 0.06 0.01 0.01 - 0.05 -0.03 0.09 0.07
SE
p, CL > lOOmm 0.56 0.33 0.07 0.05 0.01
0
0
0
0 0.02
0.19
0
.
0
5
0
.
1
2
0.02 0.01
SE
- 0.02
0 0.03 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.07 0 0.04 0
p, CT > O m 0.31
- 0.03 0,02 0.02 0.07 0.05 - 0.04 0.12
SE
F
LA
A
F
F
LA
F
HA LA LA
Abrasion (Mode)
p - proportion of Levallois cores; CL - Chart Length,(3'-Chart Thickness; Abr-Abrasion: F - Fresh,
LA - Lightly Abraded, A - Abraded, HA - Heady Abraded.

p, CL 40mm

Sizes of Non-Levallois Cores of Tarawan Chert

If the sizes of Levallois cores reflect intensity of use of raw materials at different locations, I
~redictthat the same would be true of non-Levallois cores. These objects are treated separately from

Levdois cores because Levallois cores are easily identifiable as the by-product of a specific type of
reduction sequence and can be compared directly,The variation in the size of "other cores" refleas
variation in the types of cores that are abandoned at different localities. For example, one may find

that initially trimmed cores are abandoned frequently at some localities but never at other localities.

AU non-Levdois cores are lumped rogether because there are rarely enough cores resulting from
clearly identifiable reduction sequences to make meaningful comparisons. There will be a correlation
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between some core types, such as initial trims,and size; therefore,the data here overlap with the
data in the section on initial trims.

The average sizes of non-Levalloiscores of Tarawan chert from large aggregate localities are
shown in Table 51. L. 334 is excluded from the tabIe because appropriate data were not recorded. L.
189A is excluded because all cores recovered from this locality were classified as Levallois. It was
possible to indude L. 320, Although there are few chert cores from this locality, it is worth noting
that the average dimensions are as small or smaller than the dimensions of cores from Ls. 325 and
130.
Comparison with the mean shes of L e d o i s cores shown in Table 49 shows that for six
localities, Ls. 317,216Tl?, 342,294,080 and 325, the mean chart lengrhs of "othercores" are wihin
3 mm of the mean chart lengths of Levallois cores. Mean chart width are also similar, but chere is

more variation in chart thicknesses. Because these objects are the products of a variety of different
reduction sequences, I do not expect that the dimensions of the two groups to be similar. Further,
because "other coresnis a catch-all group, I would predict that the size distributions would not
necessarily be unimodal or similar to the distributions seen for the Levallois cores.
Table 51. -- Mean chart dimensions of non-Levdois cores of Tarawan chert, large aggregates,
Dakhleh Oasis.
Escarp Gravel terrace
-ment
remnants
317 216TP 342
,

.

22
77
14
39
10

19
58
12

Near or o n P-I11 gravels Far from terrace Outside
gravels
oasis
299
294
80
325
1 3 0 1 320

16
57

7
70

8
15
7
41
43
41
CW-x(mm)
s
14
16
7
12
4
19
24
16
CT-&nm)
s
8
7 413
8
Abr (mode)
F
"3FA
7
- HA3
3F
A
LA
CL - Chart Length, CW. C h Width, CT-ChanThickness; Abr-Abrasion: F - Fresh, LA - Light$
Abraded, A - Abraded, HA - Heady Abraded
s

1

14
54
12

16
58
10

The distributionsof lengths of other cores for several localities are shown in Figure 43. This
indicates that the similarity between the mean chart lengrhs of LevaUois cores and non-Levallcis
cores is, in several cases, co-incidental. There are several localities that show a bimodal distribution
in core lengths: L. 342,294 and 325. In other cases, the distribution for the Levallois cores is
somewhat different from that for the non-Levdois cores. Both indicate that the size distributions of
Levallois cores are different from that for other types of cores. In several cases, Ls. 325,294 and
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080, there appears to be a substantial proportion of non-Levallois cores that were discarded at a
larger size than the Levdois cores.
Comparison among the localities shown in Figure 43, which are found at different distances
from gravel terraces and the Escarpment, shows that only at L. 325 are there other cores less than 30

mrn in length.A small proportion of the material from all localides shown is made up of larger
cores. The distribution of sizes of other cores only marginally supports the model of increasing
intensity of use of raw materials with increasing distance from the gravel terraces. Howwer, the
reason for this may lie in the comparison of cores of a variety of types. The distribution of different

cores types among localities will be examined in the section on reduction methods.

= 5Yi of the complete
non- Levallois corer

= 5% of the complete
Levdois cores

Core Length (mm)

Figure 43. -- Histograms of core chart length for non-Levdois cores (shaded) and Levallois cores
(outline) of Tarawan chert from large aggregates, Dakhleh Oasis.
Sizes of Levallois and non-Levallois Cores of Ironstone, Quartzite and CBS
In general, there are few cores on raw materials other than Tarawan chert,making
comparison between chert cores and cores of other raw materials difficult.However, because raw
materials sources for quartzite, ironstone and CBS are at different distances from localities, I would
expect somewhat different patterns in the size distributions of cores of other raw mateds. In

examining the dimensions of cores made on other raw materials, I again divided the cores into
Levallois and non-Levdois cores. Table 52 shows the dimensions of Levdois cores on non-chert
e
materials. In all cases the samples are too smd to draw any d e f ~ t conclusions.
Ironstone and quartzite cores show a range of sizes with those from L.225 being, by far, the
largest. The sizes of these cores are cornparable to the average dimensions of the small group of

Tarawan chert cores found in association with the Escarpment and the head of the gravel terraces
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Fable 49). However, comparison of L. 225 quartzite cores with Tarawan chert cores from Ls. 299,
294 and 080is more appropriate, based on proximityto sources. The quartzite and ironstone
Levallois cores from L. 225 are much larger, on average, than the Tarawan chert Levallois cores
from Ls. 299,294and 080. Possibly this arises from differences in the way that the raw materials
were used, although the ironstone and quartzites cores from within the oasis are of comparable sizes
to the Tarawan chert cores in the oasis. More likely, the difference is related to differences in the

way that the localities were used: possibly the Lowland oasis localities were used on more occasions

and the chert present was more highly reduced. Additionally, the difference lies with the intended
end-products: larger flakes may have been preferred at L. 225 because raw materials brought in from
elsewhere are likely to have been highly reduced. The ironstone and quartzite cores from L. 325 are

slightlylarger than the Tarawan chert cores. It is worth noting that the ironstone core from L 320 is
somewhat larger than the cores from L. 325, possibly again indicating the discarded m a t e d from
Lowland aggregates may have been used more intensively.
The CBS Levdois cores are also few. The dimensions of the group from L. 130 are
comparable to the dimensions of Levallois cores. The cores from Ls.294 and 080 are smaller than
the average Tarawan chert cores from these localities, but fit within the overall distribution. The
nature of CBS nodules is such that there may be constraints on size that do not operate for other
raw materials.

Table 52. - Mean chart dimensions of Levallois cores of non-Tarawan chert from large aggregates,
DaWJeh Oasis.

Locality
n
U-;
(mm)

FeSt/Qt*
325

8

CBS

Chalcedony
320
1
83

225
320
130
294
080
9
2
1
5
1
1
79
58
65
56
47
47
s
16
5
8
57
53
54
43
42
70
W-&X~)68
s
15
2
13
23
18
22
21
18
44
CT-x(mm) 32
10
S
7
4
LA/HA
A
LA
LA
HA
F
Abr (mode)
HA
CL - Chart Length, CW - Chart Width, CT-Chart Thidmess; Abr-Abradon: F - Fresh, LA - Lightb
Abraded, A - Abraded, HA - Heady Abraded.
As noted, non-Levdois cores of Tarawan chen were usually sli&t€y larger than the Levdois
cores (Figure 43). A similar comparison of the distributions of sizes of non-Levalbis cores versus
Levallois cores of ironstone, quartzite and CBS is not possible because of the small numbers of such
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cores. Even the mean dimensions discussed below should be regarded with cawion because of small

sample sizes.
For ironstone and quartzite, the sizes of "other" cores are slightly larger than the sizes of

Levallois cores for both Ls. 325 and 225. This could suggest that ironstone and quartlte were
employed in a similar range of ways to Tarawan chen.

As mentioned earlier, the factors influencing ~eductionof CBS may have been somewhat
different due to the globular and sometimes hollow nature of the raw material pieces. Two localities,
Ls.299 and 294, show much larger dimensions for "other" cores than for Levallois cores, while the

"her" cores from L. 130are relatively small. In general, these cores decrease in size with distance
to source, the largest cores coming from Ls. 299,294 and 080 and the smallest from Ls. 130 and

32 5. However, the core found at L. 225, presumably the locality farthest from C B S sources, is
comparable in size to the average dimensions for "other" cores from L. 299.

Table 53. -- Mean chart dimensions of non-Levallois .cores of non-Tarawanchart from large
aggregates, Dachleh Oasis.
FeSt/Qtzt
CBS
Chal.
225
325
299
294
080
130
325
225
Locality
320
n
3
2
2
5
2
4
2
1
67
105
89
87
50
59
LO5
40
CL-; (m) 94
33
10
9
29
3
12
12
5
104
55
73
6
1
50
50
LO5
141
42
W-2 (mm)
39
1
10
10
s
17
6
2
41
44
53
37
26
39
183
76
25
CT-;(mm)
8
9
28
11
1
13
8
J
A
Abr(rnode)
A
AhLA I LA/A HA
F
F/A
A
HA
CL Chart Length, CW - Chart Width, CI'Chart Thickaess; Abr-Abrasion:F -Fresh, LA - Lightly
Abraded, A - Abraded, HA - HeavdyAbraded.

I

I

-

I

This comparison of the dimensions of cores from large aggregates gene*

'

supports the

ide~that, for Tarawan chert, the size of discarded cores decreases with distance to source. This is
most clearly the case for Levallois cores, but there are indications that it is also -true for non-

Levdois cores. The large aggregate localities found at the head of the gravel temces and on the
Escarpment fit into this pattern, but are slightly anomalous. Future work will be directed at
obtaining a larger sample of cores from L. 189A, at determining whether there has been size sorting

of material from L. 334, and at examination of the possibility that L. 317 represents a mixed
aggregate. The materials recovered from the gravel terrace remnants are s d u but not identical in
sizes. While they fit well into a general pattern for the oasis, the question of why there are size
differences between the two groups should be addressed. Clearly, this does not uLe out of a
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problem with sample size.The localities found on or near P-III gravel terraces are generally
internallyconsistent; however, recollectioz fromL. 299 could clarify whether this locality was used
a s workshop area and should therefore be considered together w i t h Ls.216 and 342,

The sizes of objects on other raw materials offer potential for interesting insight into use of
different materials; unfomately, the samples are extremely small. Ironstone and quartzite Levallois

and non-Levalloiscores appear t o have been abandoned at larger sizes than similar cores of Tarawan
chert. Is this because, in the two cases examined, ironstone and quartzite sources are much closer
than sources of chert?Could it be related to the nature of the raw material itself?The dimensions of
CBS cores are even more difficult to understand.The sizes of CBS Levallois cores are much lower
than the sizes of Tarawan chert Levallois cores at some localities, but at these same localities the size
of non-Levallois CBS cores is greater thanthe size of Tarawan chert non-Levalkii cores. In some
respects it would appear that the size of CBS cores decreases with increasing distance to sources, but
a t the same time a vuv large core is known fromthe locality most distant from known sources.

Variation in the use of space throughout the oasis should be reflected not only the types and
natures of cores abandoned at different lodities, but also in a~tributesof abandoned flakes. In the
following discussiornI examine variability in abandoned Levallois flakes. I have he following
expecrations:
1. At localities that were used primarily forhapping activities,I would expect to fmd a higher
proportion of Yded" flakes: i.e., oveqassed, hinged, and abruptly terminating flakes. It is
possibIe that such "failures" were not produced at the same rate in all locations, For example, if
raw materials were not easily available, atrernpts at difficult repreparation may have been carried

out more frequently. However, even if "failuresnwere produced at a greater rate away from
workshop localities, I expect that removal of successful flakes from workshops would result in
increasing the praportion of "failed" flakes at these localities.

2. If specialised flakes were used as ~nret~ouched
tools, I would expect to see variation in the
proportions of distal and medial to proximal fragments among localities. In areas where
specialised flakes were manufactured fortransport, but where there was little retooling, proximal
and distal fragments would be produced p+

in manufacture of flakes through breakage

during happing. Ln these cases, I would expect the ratio of distal and medial fragments to
proximal fragments t o be about one,However, it may be difficult to identify distal fragments if

they are small,A more realistic estimate of the ratio of idenrified proximal pieces to distal pieces
would be greater than one. In areas where retooling also occurred, proximal flake fragments
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would be enriched because proximal pieces would presumably be canied into the location as
hafted broken tools. In these cases, I predict that the ratio of proximal ends to distal and medial
ends would be greater than one. In instances where flakes were produced, used and where retooling took place, the proximal flake category would represent flakes broken in manufacture,
flakes broken in use on-site, and flakes broken in use off-site. The distal and medial category
would comprise flakes broken in manufame and use on-site. I would therefore expect a ratio
of greater than one, but without knowing the extent to which a set of material was produced by

specific activities,the amount by which this ratio would exceed one cannot be estimated. In
locations where retooling only took place, I expect a ratio much higher than one. It is hard to
imagine a circumstance in which the distal and medial category would be greater than the
proximal categosy unless flakes were systematicallyintentionally broken for use as "macrolhhic
geomeuics" such as is suggested for the S h M U (Wiseman 1999).This does not appear to be the
case for the DU.

3. The way that proximity to raw material would be related to the size of abandoned flakes is not as
straightforward as the relationship between core size and raw material location. If localities were

used in comparable ways and were located in similar positions with -respect to raw materials,
then one might expect that the sizes of deposited flakes would be similar?40Howewr, it is
necessary to consider how flakes would have arrived at different localities. Presumably, a portion
of the flakes deposited at Ls. 130 and 325 were produced elsewhere and transported there, and

constmints on raw materials would not have operated on those flakes. Further, the flakes that
would have been abandoned at localities used primarily for workshop activities would have been
those deemed "failures", losses, or flakes that were exchanged in retaoling. Therefore, a
comparison of the length distribution of flakes with the length of tho last successfully struck
flake on Lwdois cores would be more informativethat a simple comparison of flake lengths.
4. If one of the gods of reduction was to produce relatively symmetrical flakes,I would expect that

at workshop locations there would be a higherproportion of flakes skewed to one side or of an
hegular shape.

Flake failures: Overpassed and hinged flakes
If overpassed and hinged flakes were not intentionally produced as blanks but were mistakes
in reduction, or were produced intentionallyas core management flakes (i.e.,lateral overpasses),then

-

-

-
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abrasion categories are also similar.

they would not normally be carried away from the locations where they were ~roducedf"At
localities where people mostly produced flakes for transportation to other locations, I would expect
abandonment of such "mistakes" and depletion of "successful" flakes. At localides that were used
less for production of flakes, and to which people brought flakes manufactured elsewhere, I would
expect an enrichment of successful flakes.
The proportions of flakes classified in initial counts as "Ovelpassed Levdois flakes" are
shown in Table 54. The gravel terrace rerimant localities show consistentlyhigh propomons of
overpassed flakes. Localities on the Escarpment and at the head of the gravel terraces are variable in
the proportions of overpassed flakes. Localities found in association with the P-EI gravel terrace

and on the edge of the oasis show lower proportions of overpasses.
The proportion of overpassed Levdois flakes from L. 325 is higher than predicted given a
model wherein little lithic reduction was carried out away from raw material sources. However,
several pieces of evidence now point to a greater amount of reduction at this locality than at L. 130:
slightly higher artefact density, a higher proportion of chips and chunks, a higher proportion of
cortical to non-cortical flakes, and the presence of an inidally trimmed core.

Table 54.-- Proportion of Levdois flakes on most common raw material classified as "overpassedn,
large aggregates, Dakhleh Oasis.

I

Escarpment and 1 Gravel terrace ILowland, associatedl Lowland, 1Outside oasis
head of gravel
remnants
with P-I11terrace southern
terraces
317 334 189A 216BC 216TP 342 080 294' 299t 130 325 225 320
p 0.22 0.02 0.06 0.17 0.33 0.23 0.05 0.09 0.25 0.03 0.13 0.00 0.00
SE 0.10 0.02 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.22 0.03 0.03 4
30 98 27 20
18
66
18
177 80 108 21 75
n
Includes material from Set 1,ON and 0-20Eand Occurrences 1-3. 'Includes material from Add 0.

I

I

I

I

I

The low proportions from Ls. 189A and 334 possibly support a model in which the areas were used
to prepare cores for transport, so that comparatively fewer flake blanks and tools were produced in
this region.
Table 55. -- Proportion of analysed Levdois flakes in the dominant raw material that have
overpassed, hinged or abrupt terminations, large aggregates, Dakhleh Oasis.
Locality
n
p (op, abrupt & hinged)
SE

334
15
0.40
0.13

189A 216tp 342
77
46
16
0.43 0.65
0.44
0.06 0.07
0.12

294
36
0.19
0.07

80
20
0.30
0.10

325 130
29
64
0.31 0.21
0.06 0.08

225
27
0.04
0.04

24' This is not aIways the ase, as is attested to by several tools made on overpassed flakes. Lateral overpasses may
provide backing. However, the vast majority of tools are made on flakes with feather terminations.
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AnaEysed Levallois flakes were exarnined for variation in flake terminations because hinged
flakes and flakes with abrupt terminations may also be considered "failuresn. Table 55 showsht all
localities associated with gravel terrace remnants, and the head of the gravel terraces have a high
proportion of faded flakes, based on termination only,The localities in Lowland areas have relatively
fewer failed flakes. Almost none of the flakes from L. 225 have abrupt, hinged or overpassed
terminations. This could possibly be relaxed to the raw material used, or it could be related to
selective collection of the analysed material.

Proximal versus distal and medial portions of Levdois flakes
As outlined above, if localities were used in different ways, the proportions of portions of
broken flakes would vary. A variety of activities would contribute proximal and distal fragments.
Table 56 shows the ratios of pr0~irna.lto distal specialised flake fragments. The ratios are
probably artif~ciaIlyhigh because proximal fragments are easier to recognise than distal and medid
fragments. Only in one case, L. 334, is the ratio below one. Given the nature of the other m a t e d

from L. 334, it seems unlkeh/that is area is a kill site.As noted, the aggregate is at least partidy a
geological concentration of comparativelysmall material, and some distal and medial fragments may
be mis-identifications. The ratio from L. 317 is also anomalous, althoughin the opposite direction,

which can be attributed to small sample size.
The localities on the gravel terrace remnants show relatively high ratios. This is in part
attributed to a contribution from re-tooling. Portions of specialised flakes on non-chert raw
materials support the idea that retooling occurred in these areas as does the nature of the tools
recovered. However, the larger contribution came from flakes broken in manufacture. I did not
estimate the proportion of the flakespresent.

It is possible that many of the proximat fragments are

nearly complete flakesthat were discarded as failures, and for which is would be impossible to

identify a matching distal fragment.

The localities found in the central and southern oasis, for the most part, have ratios closer to
one.This suggests two things: relativelyless reduction of stone than at Ls, 216 and 342, and use and
breakage of tools "on-siten so that both the proximal and distal ends were abandoned in the same
general location.

There are several aspects of the material from L. 320 that suggest it was a temporary
stopping-placeused for exchanging of broken tools for new ones (see below). Given this possibility,

it is worth looking at the ratio of proximal to distal flakes. The ratio shown in Table 56 is relative)
low, 1.3, but this is rhe ratio for Tarawan &err only. I have excluded other raw materialsfrom the

table, because they may be used in a different way than Tarawan chert, particularly if sources are
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close to the locality in question. In the case of L. 320, there are no known sources of raw material
close to the locality. When other raw materials are added, the ratio increases to 1.90 (n=29),which
exceeds that from all other localities, except L. 3 17.
Table 56. -- Ratios of proximal to distal and medial flake fragments for specialised flakes on Tarawan
chert, large aggregates, Dakhleh Oasis.

317 334 189A 216BC 216W 342 80 294'
Proximal 2.20 0.83 1.00 1.68 1.27 1.80 1.67 1.16
Distal
n
16
486 14 733 270 277 32
106
'Analysed flakes from Set I ON and 0-2OE and from Occurrences 1-3.
Locality
a

130

320

1

325
1.20

1.30

161

383

23

Length distributions of "successful" Levallois flakes

The proposition that flakes were ~roducedat workshop localities but were abandoned at
occupation and special-activity localities can be tested by comparing the sizes of "successful" flakes

with the sizes of the last successful flake scar on Levallois cores. I would expect that at occupation
locahties there would be a substantial portion of flakes that would be larger than the flake scars on
Levallois cores because these areas would be enriched in larger flakes and the cores present would
have been used more intensively, therefore showing smaller scars.
Unfortunately, only limited data are available for this comparison, because the samples of
both successfulflakes, identified by a fearher termination, and of successfuUy struck cores are smd.
Hinograms of the length distributions are shown in F i p 44. In this case, I am concerned less with

the overall size of flakes than with the comparison between the flake scar lengths and the flake
lengths. Onlyenough objects were available to make useful comparisons for Ls. 130,325,080,294

and 216TR (The samples from Ls. 294 and 080 are really too small to be reliable).

The distributions of flake lengths for localities found on the southern margin of the oasis fall
to the right of the distribution of flake scar lengths, as predicted. The single workshop type locality
represented, L.216 TP, shows a modal length category for flake scars that is lower than the modal
length category for flakes. However,the size distribution for flake scars is more evenly distributed,
and there are several categories on the high end of the scale for which the percentage of core flake
scars is greater than the percentage of flakes. This probably indicates abandonment of cores while at
larger sizes at L.216 TP compared with Ls. 325 and 130.

The localities on the P-I11 gravels that give indications that they were used for flaking of
nearby chert and use for occupation type activities, show distributionsthat are more similar to those
from Ls. 130 and 325 than the distribution from L. 216 TI? Larger samples should be analysed to
confirm this pattern.

L.216TP
n (flakes)4 4
n(cores)=64

Levallois cores

- 5% of Levdlois flakes with
feather terminations
Note variation in sample sizes

30

50 70 90
Length (mm)

110

Figure 44. -- Histograms showing chart length of Levdois cores with feather terminations (shaded)
compared with the maximum length of the last successful flake on struck LevalIois cores (outline),
large aggregates, Dakhleh Oasis.

Flake Shape

One fmd possible measure of the relative "successnof flakes may be the degree to which
they are not asymmetrical or irregular in shape. This can be measured in several ways.The angle of
divergence is determined by placing the flake on a horizontal line from which lines radiate at
different angles. The segment in which the point of farthest detachment falls may be an indication of
the symrnetry of the piece for flakes that are as long as they are wide. If the flake is much wider than
it is long, symmetrical flakes may have angles of divergence that fall in the segments toward the side
rather than toward the middle of the graph. Possibly such flakes could dso be considered "failures".
Another measure of the degree to which the flake is asymmetrical is by comparison of the

maximurn length and axis of flaking length. For symmetrical flakes, the axis of flaking length would
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approximate the maximum length, or it would be slightly less. For asymmetrical flakes, the axis of

flaking length would be substantially less than maximum length.
Fin*,

the general shape of flakes was recorded in nomind categories (see Appendix 9).

Although most of the allowable categories are symmetrical and during recording slight irregularities
were overlooked, there are also categories for flakes that are skewed or irregular in plan.

According to the model for use of localities that I have developed, I would predict that the
localities found at the head of the gravel terraces, o n the gravel terrace remnants and associated with

the P-III gravels would have the highest proportions of asymmetrical and irregular flakes. If such
flakes were considered "failuresn when they were produced, they would have been abandoned where
produced. Further, if symmetrical flakes with regular shapes were the types that were preferred, then
this group would have been diminished by vansporcation away from the area and use as tool blanks.
In areas found away from gravel terraces, I would expect to find that there is evidence for
enrichment of the symmetrical flake category,At the same time, there is evidence that lithic
reduction was camed out at these locations, so presumably failures would have also been produced
in these areas.

1 - 5% of Levallois flakes analysed, per localiq

9

Figure 45.-- Proportions of Levallois flakes from large aggregates at Dakhleh Oasis with different
angles of divergence. Lines fall in the centre of each segment recorded, and the template is shown
below the graphs.

The relative proportions of flakes that terminate in different segments of the angle of
divergence template are shown in Figure 45. For most localities, most flakes terminated in one of
the central thee segments, indicating most Levdois flakes were relatively s)mmeuiccal and that they
were not, on average, much wider than they were long.

There are several localities that have significant portions of flakes falling outside the three
central segments. The two localities at the head of the gravel terraces, Ls. 334 (40%)and 189A
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(40%)~have the highest proportions of such flakes. Ocher areas interpreted as workshop locations,
Ls. 216TP (22%) and 342 (1670)~
have much lower proportions. The localities on the southern
boundary of the oasis have comparable, but rather high, proportions (L.130 - 25%, L.325 - 26%).
The localities with the lowest proportions are Ls. 225 (9%) and 294 (12Oh).
Interpretation of these data is nor entirely straightforward If Ls. 334 and 189A were used

prim*

for production of prepared cores - and some flakes - thenabandonment of skewed flakes

in these areas is unsurprising,The comparatively low proportions from other areas where there is
fairly dear evidence for lithic reduction is surprising.Is this an artefact of sample size?Were fewer
skewed flakes produced at Ls. 216TP and 3422 Were skewed flakes taken away from these areas but
abandoned at Ls. 334 and 189A?

The low proportion of skewed flakes from L. 225 may be a result of collection methods:
only the material in the fmt,selected collection was analysed. Possibly too, this difference may be
related to differences in the properties of the raw materials used.
The result of the complrison of maximum Baking lengths with axis of flaking lengths is also
equivocal. The maximum lengthwill always be equal to or greater than the axis of flaking length.
When the difference between the maximum length and axis of flaking length is dose to zero,the
flake is approximately symmetrical. When there is a large difference between the two values, the
point of termination farthest from the point of percussion is skewed to one side.
If such flakes were considered "failures", I would expect that they would be abandoned
where produced and that the localities with the highest average difference in these nvo measures
would be those associated with gravel terraces. Examination of Table57 showsthat these localities
have relatively low average differences. Further, only one of the four localities represented has any
flakes with a difference of 20 mm or more between the two measurements (L.189A).
T h e localides found in the central and southern oasis have higher average values, with the
exception of L. 080. All of these localities show some examples of flakeswith a difference of 20
mm or more between the maKirnum length and the axis of flaking length.

Table 57. -- Average difference between the maximurn length and axis of flaking length of Levdois
flakes from large aggregates and the proportion of analysed flakes from each aggregate with a
difference of 20 mm or greater, Dakhleh Oasis.
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Several lines of evidence suggest uses for the various localities that are not supported by the

data on symmetry of flakes. The easiest explanation for this is that my assumption that asynuneuicd
flakes are "failures" should be abandoned. If non-hinged,non-overpassed flakes were carried out of
localities on the gravel terraces, regardless of whether they were symmeuia or not, this could have
the effect of increasing the proportion of asymmetrical flakes at Ls.130,325 and 294, while
decreasing the proportions present at ki. 342 and 216TP.

My fina examination of whether symmetrical flakes were more likely to be preferred and
found at occupation type localities rather than abandoned at workshops, was through the
classification of shape. Flake shapes were categorised as most closely resembling one of 14 shapes
shown in Appendix 9.
The proportions of the analysed flakes that were categorised as 'irregular" or which were
skewed are shown in Table 58. Again, in many cases, the sample size is small. In c o n m to the
indications based on differences in length measurements and angle of divergence, this measurement
fits more closely with the predicted pattern.

The localities found on the gravel terraces tend to have higher proportions of irregular
flakes, whereas the localities found on the southern oasis margin have lower proportions of irregular
flakes. In all cases, the proportion of such flakesis low and the standard errors are high due to small
sample size.
Table 58. -- Proportions of Levall& flakes classified as skewed or irregular in shape, Dakhleh Oasis.

317 334 189A 216TP 342 080 294 325 130 320 225
n
6
14
17
51 83 19 68 67 30
4
29
~(irregularflakes) 0.17 0.14 0.12 0.08 0.07 0.16 0.06 0.06 0.03
0 0.07
SE
0.15 0.09 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.08 0.03 0.03 0.03
0.06
C l a s s i f i c a t i o n a t e Local*

Starring from the initial grouping based on location and general contents of aggregates, I

have considered a number of aspects of cores and flakes. I now consider whether the aggregates I
grouped together are more similar to one another than to other aggregates in the oasis, and what the
implications of such similarities may be with respect to use of different areas in the oasis.

Localities on the Escarpment and at the Head of the Gravel Terraces
The firstgroup consists of localities found at the head of the terrace gravels and on the
Escarpment (Ls. 317,334 and 189A).ThL group is the most problematic because there are clear
differences in collection methods among all localities, and there appears to be evidence for postdepositiond disturbance of L. 334 and possibly of Ls. 189A and 3 17. The two aggregates in this
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group that are most sirnilar to one another are Ls. 189A and 334. The overall breakdown of artefaas
is similar, with few cores and h o s t no tools recovered from either place. The propordon of initially

trimmed cores is low, as is the proportion of overpassed flakes. However, the proportion of flakes

with abrupt, hinged or overpassed terminations is high. Both show low ratios of proxima to distal
specialised flake fragments, but the ratio from L.334 is probably inaccurate. The proportion of
skewed and irregular flakes is f a y high The main differences between these localities lie in the
dimensions of the recovered cores: the cores from L.334 are, on average, much smaller.

L. 3 17differs from Ls. 334 and 189A in many ways. The overall distribution of artefacts is
much different,but this could be attributed to variation in collection methods. The dimensions of
cores are comparable to those from L. 189A, but the distribution of core sizes from L. 3 17 is
different from that from any other large aggregate, and it is possible that this is a result of mixing of
material from over a long time range. The proportions of initially trimmed cores, overpassed
Levallois flakes and skewed or irregularly shaped Levdois flakes are high. The ratio of proximal to
distal specialised flake fragments is greater than that for any other locality, but this is probably, again,
a result of collection methods.
Given the differences between L.3 17 and Ls. 189A and 334, at this time they should be
considered separately. All three of these localities clearly have a DU component, as is attested by the
presence of tanged tools in all locations. However, the question of whether L. 317 is mixed must be
addressed before any conclusions are drawn about the use of the Escarpment during DU times.
Specifically, while it would be tempting to attribute the large size of cores in this area and the high
proportion of initidly trimmed cores to use of the region for procurement of raw material, some of
these materials may not be DU.The difference in size may be related to different cultural affiliations

of the material and not only proximity to raw materiaL
Although there are several differences between Ls. 334 and 189A,most of these can
confidently be assigned to differences in sample size and to post-depositional distuhce. The
difference in the size of cores is interesting and wilI be addressed by collecting a larger sample from

L. IWA. Based on the shared attributes of these localities, I make the following assertions about
how the general area was used.

I. The overall breakdown of artefacts indicates that this area was used for intensive happing of

flint. Although a pomon of the material that has been classified as cultural may result from
n a n d breakage, there is sd a very large proportion of flakes and flake fragments as compared

with cores and tools.
2. The lack of cores suggests that these may have been the objects that were the focus of reduction
at the head of the gravel terraces, or that they were moved later by people or geolagid forces. A
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low proportion of cores from both localities, despite evidence for rather different postdepositional processes, points to a human element - whether it was through curation dwing the

DU or collection by later peoples. Preparation of cores for transport would indicate anticipation
of need in an area where raw materials are not at hand Given the ubiquity of chert in the northc e n d oasis and the position of these localities far from the central oasis, if people were

preparing cores for transport, they may have been for use in the area at the base of the
Escarpment, or possibly on the Plateau. Survey on the Plateau would help to resolve this
question.
The question of the nature of the reduction in this area is complicated by the low ratio of
cortical to non-cortical flakes from L. 334. At other locations where there is evidence for

intensive flint-happing, the ratio is much higher. This requires further examination, but may
indicate that the low proportion of cores can be atuibuted to later removal, not to use of the

locality for decodcation only.
There was some knapping aimed at production of flakes or flake blanks. The discarded cores
are, for L. 334, comparable in size to those from other areas where intensive knapping appears
to have occurred. There is a rather large difference in the dimensions of materials from Ls. 189A

and 334. If confirmed by collection of a larger sample from L. 189A, then explanations will be
sought.

The presence of unfmished tools at these localities indicates production of tools. These include
examples of tools that were clearly abandoned in manufacture such as a biface rough-out and
one unusual tanged piece (see Plate 39). There are also tanged tools that have not been
retouched above the tang, and if these objeas were not produced on location, they certady
were not subject to repeated r e s harpening,

The presence of one more extensively retouched tanged tool and several retouched flakes tools
from L. 334 suggests that re-tooling and abandonment of "usedtools" may hale been canied
out.
Additiondy, the presence of a small number of less extensivelyretouched tools and tools
classified as "situational" may indicate use of tools on-site. However, the status of a number of
these objects as tools could be questioned
Together, material recovered from L.189A and 334 points to use of this area predominantly
ioi workshop activities, possibly specific*

aimed at production of cores. While there is some

indication of manufacture and exchange of tools, there appears to have been less focus on this
activiy. It is unlikely, based on the low proportions of tools present, that these areas were used for

occupation activities that were of a sipficant duration.The material produced in these areas may
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have been intended for use in the area along the base of the Escarpment or on the Plateau. Future
investigation will be aimed at determining whether isolates and aggregates are present in these
places.
Localities on the Gravel Terrace Remnants

The localities found on the gravel terrace remnants in the central oasis are grouped together
because they all lie on the same surface and are close to one another. Again, there are differences
among them that may be due to collection methods employed.
The general composition of the aggregates shows a slightly higher proportion of tools, as
compared with Ls. 189A and 334, but a much higher proportion of cores. There is, however, an 8%
difference in the proportion of cores recovered from Occurrences 2 16 BC and 216 P.
This cannot
wholly be attributed to variation in the collection methods. Rather than indicating very different uses
of the areas, this difference describes the range of variation.
As discussed above, the density of artefacts falls between the Lowland localities and L.334.
The range among the three aggregates is attributed to collection of only the most concentrated
materid at Ocs. 2 16 BC and 216 TP,but the densest units at L.342 have lower density that the
densest units at both occulrences at L. 216. The proportion of cortical flakes is higher than noncortical flakes, and there are initially trimmed cores present. The proportions of skewed and irregular
flakes are similar, where data are available.

The differences among the three localities are predominantly related to the dimensions of
both Levallois and other cores. However, while there is a difference of 8 mm in the average length
of Levallois cores from Ocs. 216 BC and 216 TP, few of the cores from these localities lie in either
the upper or lower size categories. There are also differences in the ratios of proximal to distal
fragments of specialised flakes, with Ls. 216 BC and 342 having rather higher ratios than Oc. 216

TP. In all cases, the ratios are higher for these localities than for those from the localities on the
southern margin of the oasis and at the head of the gravel terraces. The proportion of overpassed
flakes is high for all aggregates on the gravel terrace remnants, but there is a difference of 16%
between Ocs. 2 16 BC and 216 TI?.In part, this may be because the flakes from Oc, 216 BC having
only been subject to a prelLninary sort: careful analysis often results in reclassification af some
objects. Nevenheless, the proportion of overpassed flakes is higher for these aggregates than for all
others except L. 299 (n-4)and L. 317, which may be mixed. The proportion of Levallois flakes with
hinged, overpassed or abrupt terminations is also high, but variable for Ls. 216 and 342.
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Although there is some variation in the material from these localities, in many wys they are
similar and the deposited materials most likely resulted from s i i a r activities. Based on this mated

I make the following suggestions about the use of the central p v e l temce remnants.
Like the localities at the head of the gravel terraces, these areas were used for intensive lithic
reduction,which resulted in comparatively dense concentrationsof Iithic material.

The raw materials used in this reduction include nodules of chert that retained their cortex.
These nodules were most probably procured from the terrace remnants, either from the surface

or from subsurface gravel deposits, or from nodules eroded onto the P-III gravel d a c e below
the remnants.
Unlike at Ls. 334 and 1 8 9 4 the proportions of cores are high, indicatingthat although some
cores may have been produced here for transportation to other locations, a significant portion of
the reduction was aimed at production of flake blanks.
The high praportions of failed Levdois flakes compared with other localities suppoa the idea
that this was an area of intensive reduction, and that successful flakes were either removed from
the locality or used as blanks for production of tools.
The high ratio of proximal to distal specialised flake fragments is interpreted as evidence that
proximal flake fi-agmentswere brought into the area in hafts, and that slighdy fragmented
proximal pieces were abandoned as failures.
The tools recovered from these localities include both formed tools and situationaltaols. The
formed tools include a number of examples of basally-thinned tools that have been broken
distally, and this I interpret as evidence that these areas were used for production of tools and
the exchange of broken or used tools for new ones. This is further supported by the presence of
several objects with extensive retouch suggestive of re-sharpening.
There is a sigdcant portion of situationaltools from these localities, suggesting that these areas
were used for activities orher than lithic reduction, that such rools were used in the process of
retooling,o r that tools without formal shapes were curated and exchanged at workshop
locations,
Oc. 216 BC is the only one of these three aggregates at which tangs were recovered. In all three
aggregates there is evidence for production of basally-thinned tools and bifacial tools. The
composition of the three aggregates is similar enough to support the proposition t h a ~all three
aggregates should be assigned to the DU (See also Chapter 13).
The nature of activities conducted at Ocs. 216TP,216BC and L. 342 appears to be broader
than those conducted at Ls. 334 and

189A.There is a greater variecy in the nature of objects
represented and a larger proportion of tools, some of which my have been used on-site. Reduction

aimed at production of flakes and tools suggests a greater connection with activities in the c e n d
oasis: materials may have been produced for relativelyimmediate use. Production of cores, as is
possibly indicated for Ls. 189A and 334, suggestsproduction for use at a more distant time or place.

This difference could be supporting evidence for the hypothesis that Lowland Oasis was a centre of
act+.

Localities found in association with P-111 gravel terraces

Of all the locality groups examined, these localities show the fewest similarities to one
another. The two characteristics they do share are that they are relatively dose to sources of chert

and to sources of water. In many other respects these aggregates differ from each other. To some
extent, as discussed earlier, the differences between the materials from L.299 and Ls. 294 and 080
can be attributed to different collection methods.

The general anefact breakdown is similar to that for the localities on the gravel temce
remnants in that the propordon of cores is high. The proportions of tools are relatively low,except
at L.299 where the proportion of tools is very high. Tnis is interpreted as inflation due to noncollection of small artefacts, pending reinvestigation.

All three of these localities show two aspects that set them apart from the gravel terrace
remnant localities: they are not found directly on sources of raw material, although they are close to
chert sources, and they do not display dense concentrations of happing debris. Theartefact density
at 9 three locations is lower than that for L. 342, which had the lowest density of the localities on
the gravel terrace remnants. The difference is in part related to post-depositiond erosion that has
affected low elevation areas to a greater extent than high elevation areas.
The ratios of cortical to non-cortical flakes are below one, and are lower than the ratios for

all localities on the gravel terraces. This suggests that nodules that were happed were either further
reduced or that there were fewer cortical nodules reduced, i.e., that the starting materials for
reduction were partially prepared cores or chunks lacking cortex. The average dimensions of
discded Levallois cores are comparable to those from the gravel terrace localities however:42
suggesting that if the starting nodules were of about the same size, reduction was not more intensive
at locations associated with the P-III gravel terraces.2"
Several things point to a greater amount of lithic reduction at L. 080 than at L 294. There
are more initdy uimmed cores at L. 080, the ratio of cortical flakes to non-corticalflakes is higher,
242 However,

if larger cores were removed from gravel temce remnant localities this would mask the difference in core

sizes.

The average core length from L 294 is somewhat lower (59 rmn) than that from Ls.216 and 342, but the mated
from L.294 is much more heavily abraded
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the proportion of cores is higher, the proportion of Levallois flakes with hinged, abrupt or
overpassed terminations is higher, and the

of skewed flakes is higher. In fact, L. 080 is

more similar to L. 342 than to L. 294 in almost everydung except artefact density, the ratio of
cortical to non-cortical flakes and the proportion of overpassed Levahis flakes.Ls. 080 and 342 are
found in very different situations, and closer examination of the material shows that there are
differences in the specific artefact contents. Further, L. 294 is quite similar to Ls.130 and 325.
Despite the differences among these three localities, some generalisations can be made about

all of them.
I. The lower density of mefacts suggests use of these areas for activities other than intensive lithic
reduction, although dearlythis was an important element in the suite of uses of these areas.

Further, their locations, particularly those of Ls.294 and 080with m p e a to other resources,
suggests that these resources may have been the reason for location in these areas, rather than

the general presence of chert nearby.
2. Therefore, although there is superficial similarity between the gravel terrace remnant aggregates
and these aggregates, I suggest that more detailed examination will show that there are many
differences. If reduction at L.080 was conducted to meet immediate needs, I predict that the
types of cores and tools recovered from L. 080 will include fewer formed pieces and specialised
cores.
3. Given the differences between Ls. 080,294and 299 in geomorphicpositions, I predict that

there will be greater differences in the nature of tools among this group than among other
grouped aggregates. While L. 294 and possibly L. 299 can be interpreted as occupation type
localities, L. 080 is probably better interpreted as a special-use locality related to extraction of
spring-related resources. If L. 080 was used for hunting game that was attracted to the water,
then I would predict the artefact assemblagewould show evidence for hafted tools and points.

In fact, the tools from this locality are predominantly situational tools, and there are only afew
forms that show moddication for hafting Therefore, it is possible that activities carried out at L.

080 focussed more on water and plants.
4. The tool sample from L. 294 is difficult to compare with that from L. 080 because the degree of
abrasion of material from L. 294 is much greater, and many situational tools might not be

recognised as tools. Furrher, the collection method used at L. 294 induded selected collection of
tools. However, while the differences between L. 080 and 294 have probably been exaggerated,
basic differences remain. The proportion of formed tools from L.294 is comparativelyhigh, and
there appear to be relatively few broken tools. This indicates that, unlike the tools at Ls.216 and

342, the tools at L. 294 were probably not deposited predominantly during re-tooling The exact
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nature of the activities h a t would resdt in deposition of a large number of unbroken tanged
tools will be discussed below.
The Lowland central oasis appears to have been used in a variety of ways, induding for
occupation activities and for extraction of resources. In both cases, people appear either to have
made use of the locally available stone, or to have transported more material from workshop
localities thanwas carried to localities on the southern oasis margin.There is variation in the degree
to which tools produced were formal or situational, and this probably reflects activities carried out at
specific locations.
Localities on the Southern Oasis Margins

Of all the localities examined, the two large aggregates that are most similar to one another
are Ls,130 and 325. These two localities were grouped based on their distance from chert sources,
but probable proximity ro watxr.

Both localities showrelatively high proportions of tools, when compared with localities
collected using similar methods. Signrf~cantportions of cores and core fragments, and of flaking
debris are also present, indicating that materials were carried to these places for reduction. As
expected, given that all or h o s t all lithic material would have been carried to the area, the artefact

density is comparativelylow, The proportion of conical flakes, particularly at L. 130, is low;
suggesting reduction of cores that had been prepared elsewhere, and possibly more intensive
reduction of cores. The small dimensions of both Levallois and other types of cores suppon: this
hypothesis. The presence of only one inidly prepared core from either locality could indicate that
the cores used at these localities were usually already prepared when they were procured: e. g., that
cores brought into the area vere earlier stage or unstruck Levdois cores. It is also possible that
scarcity of raw material resulted in reduction of almost all material present. Materials may have been
removed by Holocene people (see Chapter 8).
That some lithic reduction was canied out at these localities is supported not only by the
presence of flaking debris, but also by a noticeable proportion of Lwallois flakes with terminations
that could be considered "failures". However, there is also evidence that a significant portion of the
flakes deposited were probably transported into the localities. Levdois flakes are generally larger

than the flake scars on discarded cores, and the propordons of skewed flakes are fairly low. While
any Levallois reduction that involved sequential preparations would result in larger flakes than flake
scars, there appears to be a difference bemeen Ls.130 and 325 and Oc. Zl6TP with respect to the
size of scars and flakes. At Ls.130 and 325, there were no size categories on the long end of scale in
which there were more long scars than flakes, which was not true at Oc. 2 16TP.The low ratio of
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proximal to distal portions of Levallois flakes can be taken as an indication that there was less focus
on Levallois reduction, and that these areas were not used for retooling in the same way as at Ls. 216
and 342. Also, it is possible that some of the broken Levallois flakes were fractured on site.
The tools recovered from Ls. 130 and 325 include more formed tools than situational tools;
however, in both cases a significant portion of the tools recovered were classified as "situational".
The m a t e d from Ls. 130 and 325 reflects use of these areas for occupation type activities.
The suggested nature of these activities is:
Use of the regions repetitively for activities that were not related to procurement of stone, but
rather related to some aspect of the area that is now no longer discernible, whether it was the
presence of water, good hunting or collecting grounds, or the places had some social

It is possible that the areas were continuously occupied or occupied for a comparatively long
period of time or, e.g,, longer than the time that it would take to rnanufacture a tool or butcher

an animal. Evidence pointing to a longer occupation or occupations is the quantity of material,
more intensive use of raw materials and the variety of tools present.
Use for a longer period of time, together with the large numbers of tools of which a significant
portion are unbroken, suggests that these objects were used and abandoned on site, or that these
localities served as base camps at which tool kits were rejuvenated for later use elsewhere.
There are comparatively high proportions of situational tools: 34% for L. 130 and 46%for L.
325. If these tools were not curated - a question that wiU be further addressed below - then this
is funher evidence for a range of activities that were carried out on-site.
The localities on the margin of the oasis appear to have been used for occupation related
activities, possibly that were wide-ranging. There are similarities between these localities and L. 294
that wiU be re-examined in the sections on core reduction and the nature of deposited tools. I
propose that these areas must have offered some attractions that were unavailable in the more
northerly parts of the oasis, and which warranted transport of significant quantities of chert.

Localities outside of the Oasis
The two large aggregate localities known from outside the oasis d be considered
separately because they are found in different situations with respect to raw material sources,and to
sources that would have been available in the oasis. For both localities, the comparative data
available are limited. Further, the predominant raw material froml. 225 is quartzite, while that for

all other localities examined is Tarawan chert, which may have affected the nature of the aggregate.
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The proportion of tools recovered from L. 320 is higher than at any other large aggregate

analysed. The cores from this locality are comparativelyfew, and those that. were recovered are
small. The ratio of cortical to nonsortical flakes is lower than that from any other aggregate

analysed, and the ratio of proximal to distal fragments is high. Among the tools recovered there are

many examples of proximal fragments of basally-thimedtools with the distal ends missing.
Together, these data are interpreted as evidence that L. 320 was used as a temporary stoppingplace
on the margins of a playa where retooling was conducted.

The material from L.225 can only be compared to other aggregates in a few ways, although
the sample of analysed material is small. The position of this locality close to a raw material source,
but not actually at the source, was used as a basis for comparison with Ls.299 and 294. Collection

methods employed at L.225 were more similar to those used at L. 299 than at L. 294. Both Ls.299
and 225 have high proportions of tools and cores, but the proportions from L.299 are about twice

thase from L 225. The aggregate from L. 299 is comparatively small and can probably be attributed
to short-term use. The aggregate from L. 225 is larger and possibly resulted from use on a number
of occasions. The quantity of flakes and flake fragments indicates that stone was canied here from
the nearby source for reduction. Additionally, stone was carried south from the oasis for reduction,

attested by a large CBS core and an initdy trimmed Tarawan chert core. Transportation of cores a

long distance either indicates preference for a specific material - this would appear to be the case for
chert and possibly for CBS,or anticipation of need in a situation where raw materials are
unavailable,

If the raw materials identified as Tarawan chert and CBS do come from Dakhleh, this would
supporr the idea that L. 225 was used by people who had some cornenion with the oasis. The
quantv
i of material present indicates that it was used either for some time or on several occasions.
Wlhile there is a sidcant proportion of happing debris, there is also a sigdicant proportion of
tools indicating that it was not simply a happing station. Further, if the only god were to rejuvenate
tool kits,one would expect to find the bulk of the debris at the raw material source and that the
tools represented are, like those from L. 320, mostly proximal fragments. A few examples of broken
tools occur, but there are also a number of examples of well-made unbroken tools. Therefore,L
225 may have been used in ways simik to the ways that Ls. 130 and 325 were used: i.e., for
occupation-typeactivities.

Isolates and small aggregates are essential in trying to understand use of a region by nonsedenmy hunter-gatherers. For the samples available, small aggregates are difficult to compare to
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large aggregates because, in moa cases, the intention of the collectors was to select only specialised
flakes, cores and tools. Therefore, the proportions of all artefact types collected from these locations
cannot be compared. The presence of isolates can be noted, but for most areas survey coverage is

incomplete, and a la& of isokes does nat indicate that they are not present.

The uses of rhe Escarpment and the head of the gravel terraces were interpreted based on
large aggregates as a region used primar;rYfor reduction of chert. The presence of isolates (Ls. 319
and possibly
at the head of the gravel remces suggests that this region was also used for
hunting, or was messed for other reasons. The small aggregates at L. 334 should be considered
patt of the same general concentration as the large aggregate, and are therefore not useful for this
discussion, but the small aggregate from L. 333 is not close to other aggregates. This material has
been designated cf, DU and was not found in a clear concentration. A variety of artefacts were
recovered, including both tools and knapp'ig debris. If all can be attributed to the DU, this could
indicate use of tkis region for purposes such as reduction of small amounts of materid, presumably
to serve immediate needs

The locality duster northeast of Bashendi shows the largest concentration of large aggregates
&s. 283,294,299,363, 364) in any duster identified. The materials from these aggregates indicate
use of the area for some activities related to flint-knapping,but not primarily as workshops. Rather,

it would appear that the area was occupied for other reasons, possibly related to access to water,
nearby flora and fama, to the Wadi el-Ueband the Wadi el-Tawl areas, which could have been used
as routes in and out of Dakhleh by both people and animals, Stone was probably obtained from the
nearby P-I1 and PW gravels and lags when needed Use of this area for non-stoneworking
activities is supported by the presence of a relatively large number of isolates, and by a few small
scatters of artefacts.

All of the isolates discovered to date are of Tarawan chert. They include several bifacial
forms, one basallythinued tool, and three tanged tools, of which two are points. The variety in
forms indicates use of the area in a number of ways, not only for activities related to hunting. There
are relatively few pieces with broken tips, suggesfmg that re-tooling was carried out elsewhere, or
that few complete,hafted tools were lost.
The small aggregates are poorly known. Two pieces were collected from L. 3 11,including a

basally-thinned pointed flake. The material from L. 297 has not been studied, but from field note
description by Kleiidienst, this aggregate includes both tools and flaking debris. Most of the objects
collected from the small aggregates at L. 161 are tools and include two tanged tools, a lanceolate
biface, and several scnpers. All of the artefacts collected from small aggregates in this area are of
Tarawan chert.
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T h e cluster of localitieswest of Balat includes three large aggregates found on the P-II gravel
remnants and one associated with a spring mound (Ls.216,342 and 080). Isolates are found an the

P-111 gravel terrace (I
23,
1)
.and associated with a spring mound (t.344). The small aggregates, Ls.
280, W. of 081and 082, are found on the upfaulted Tawil anticline sandstone, which canies a chert
lag. The collection from L. 082 does not appear to have been highly selected; based on the artefact
breakdown, it appears to have been a short-term flaking station (tools - 3%, cores and fragments -

17%, flakes and fragments - 80%).Only tools are known from the W. of 081collection,and several
of these are broken, suggesting use of t
h area for retooling or short-termoccupation type
activities. However,it is not known whether this materid was selected out of a concentration of

flaking debris. Minimal information is available for the material collected from L. 280: one formed
roo1 could probably be attributed to the DU.
The two localities found between the cluster west of Balat and south of Sheikh Muftah
d u d e one large aggregate Q.090)and a number of isolates (L.236). The isolates indude a number
of tanged forms and basally-thinned pieces. These are unbroken, and both scrapers and points are
present. Tentatively, it would appear &at isolates abandoned in this area relate to a variely of
activities, some probably involving hunting.The collection from L. 090 was selected, and therefore
the overall breakdown of artefact types is of little use in comparisons (tools - 3 9%, cores and
fragments - 1756, flakes and fragments - 44%). The location of the aggregate near a spring mound,
the variety in raw materids, the relatively high proportion of tools, and the diffuse nature of the
aggregate suggest use of the area for occupationtype activities or special use activities, rather than
specifically as a flaking station. The size of the cores is closer to those from Ls. 130 and 325 that to
those found at Ls.216 and 342 (average chart length = 54 9 mm). The tools included a number of
scrapers and several tanged pieces, most of which were broken.

Continuing south, there are a large group of isolates and a few small aggregates in the locality
cluster south of Sheikh Muftat The isolates collected in the northeastern part of this cluster, Ls. 067
and 085, show evidence of double parination indicating that they were probably reworked during the

Holocene. The other isolates are more likely to be in or near the places where they were origmdy
deposited. Together, there are more DU isolates from this area than from any other area explored at
Dakhleh. They include a number of pieces on ironstone and quartzite (38%). There are a variety of
forms present induding two frnly made completek bifacial tanged points, of which one is broken at

the tip. The longest ranged object that is known from Dachleh, an isolated tanged blade of ironstone

with the tang broken off (CL> 138mm), was found in this area. Five of the isolates are proximal
fragments: some have only minimal damage at the up, others are broken. There are a number of
pointed forms including bifacid and unifacial points. Some are uiangular, whereas othen have
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roughly parallel sides ending in a point. There are also other tool forms: a possible tanged burin, and
several tanged or basally-thinned flakes and blades. The isolates indicate use of local raw materials
(quartzite and ironstone). The number of point forms, if points were used as projectile tips, could be

taken as an indication that the area was used for hunting-related activities,although not necessardy
to the exclusion of other activities. Abandonment of proximal fragments suggests either re-tooling
or loss that involved the handle as well as the hafted stone tool.

Only three small aggregates are known from south of Sheikh Muftah: Ls. 327,329 and 33 0.
The material collected from L. 327 includes only 4 objects; three of these are tools and the fourth is
a flake on CBS. The tools are all classified as situational tools. The collection from L.329 is sirnilac

six objects were collected, five of which are tools. Three of these tools were classified as
"situational". The material from L. 330 is an admixture of ShMU and DU artefacts and not
considered useful in d e f i i g the DU. Because the collections were selective, it is impossible to
know whether the aggregates showed evidence of sigdcant amounts of flaking debris. If they did
not, such areas could be indicative of special use areas, possibly related to resource extraction or
processing.
There are a few small aggregates and one isolate that were found further to the south on the

Taref sandstone. The two small aggregates found at L. 33 B show evidence of mixture with ShMU
materials and are therefore not examined here. The material from L. 335 included one isolated
tanged tool on ironstone that did not appear to be broken. One of the collections from the small
aggregates was representative, but is may also be mixed with ShMU material. The proportion of
tools is quite high (150/), but the proportion of flakes and fragments is also high (80%). The raw
materials represented include a sigrYfcant portion of material on quartite and ironstone (15%), one
piece on CBS (2%),and the remainder on Tamwan chert (83%). Formed tools include two basallythinned tools, one broken distally, a unifacial point, a situational tool and a hammerstone. The core
sizes are consistent with those found to the north on the oasis margins (CL = 50

* 5, n

= 4).

The

variation in tool forms, the large proportion of flaking debris, intensive use of raw material and the
predominant use of chert from a relatively great distance suggest use for occupation-type activities.
Also on the southern edge of the oasis but further to the east, are an isolate and small
aggregate found in the same general area as L. 130. There appears to be less material in the general

vicinity of L. 130, compared with norrheast of Bashendi and South of Sheikh Midiah. In part, this
may be related to less intensive survey in this region. The isolated piece from L. 345 is a tanged
point of Tarawan chert, broken at the tip. The m a t e d from L. 094 is clearly mixedwith Holocene
material, and no objects can be def~telyassigned only to the DU. If this material was deposited
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during the DU, it indicates minor use of the area around L. 130. The collected objects include
several tools and flakes but no cores.
Further to the east no large aggregates have been found SE of the oasis that are attributed to
the DU. There are, however, a series of isolates from L. 341 and one from well south of this at L.
255. It is possible that all of these materials were carried into the region by the Holocene occupants
of the area, But given that they have not been "improved upon",i.e, resharpened, I tentatively
accept that their locations are indicative of where they were originally dropped.
There are a number of occurrences in the western oasis that have not been discussed. All of
these are isdates or "Holoports" or both, and because intensive survey for Pleistocene
archaeological material has not been conducted in this area, they are not included in this discussion.

$urnmay for Dakhleh Oasis

The data presented above provide the basis for the following interpretation about the way
that Dakhleh Oasis was used during DUtlnes. The northern parts of the oasis and the high
elevation areas were good sources of chert. There are several dense aggregates located on these
surfaces, both dose to the Escarpment, and in the central oasis. All of the workshop-type localities
found to date fd in the central snip of the oasis, rather than to the east or the west. This is partially
an artefact of differential survey intensiry because there are indications, ie., L. 3 17, that workshop

m a t e d exists further east. The northern region of the oasis appears to have been used only
ephemerally for activities not related to lithic reduction.

In his same central strip in the Lowland near the workshop localities on P-I1 gravel terrace
remnants, there are no indications af intensive use for occupation activities, and little evidence of

use of the surrounding area for collecting or hunting activity. The only substantial deposition in the
region near these workshops is found at L.080, which is interpreted as a special use locality
associated with a spring mound.
Towards the southern and eastern edges of the oasis, there is evidence for use of rather
different oasis resources. South of Sheikh Muftah and northeast of Bashendi there are a number of
aggregates found close t o one another, and in addition there are a series of isolates. The isolates in
the SheikhMufcah area bear indications that a portion were deposited as a result of hunting
activities, buc those in the area northeast of Bashendi are more varied in form. Together with the
presence of small aggregates, these concentrations suggest occupation of rather small regions and

use of the surrounding area for procurement of resources.

To the east, the situation seems slightly different: at this time, there is no good evidence for a
spread of m a w i d around and related t o L. 130. At the same time, there are a series of isolates from
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further east with no association to a larger aggregate.244Possibly the eastern edge of the oasis was

used less intensively and from base camps in the oasis.

h the following discussion of raw material acquisition and lithic reduction methods, I will
structure the discussion around the use designations I have assigned because I do not expect that the
reduction methods that were employed at workshops would be the same as chose employed at
occupation localities where marerials are relatively scarce. For example, I would expea that raw
materials might be used more intensivelyfar from source locations.
tes h

m outside of Dakhleh

The general breakdown of artefact types for localities outside of Dakhleh Oasis is presented

in Table 59. The collections from Dungul and Kharga are clearly selective and therefore, these
breakdowns are of limited comparative value.
The one localify at which all material appears to have been collected is Jebel Uweinat. The
situation of this aggregate with respect to raw material sources and other resources is not known.

The breakdown is most similar to those from Ls.130,325 and 320, in that there are few cores and a
relatively high proportion of tools. ?he quantity of material recovered is much greater than that
recovered from L. 320, and it is unlikely t
kthis place was used only as a temporary retooling
location; the amount of flaking debris is considerable. As at Ls. 130 and 325, the tools recovered

include a number of complete pieces in addition to many broken objects. I suggest for these reasons,

that the material from Jebel Uweinat could be atuibuted to occupation type activities.
Table 59. -- Proponions of artefact types for localities from other parts of the Western Deselt (chips
and chunks excluded).

Jebel Uweinat
1881
0.11

n

Tools

Cores and fragments
0.02
Flakes and fri&nents
0.87
Data from Caton-Thompson (1952)

122
0.25

Dungul8793
38
0.69

0.09
0.66

0.19
0.11

Dungul8708

Kharga ~ 0 6 ~ '
386
0,24

0.53
0,22

--
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This area has been surveyed carefully by McDonald, and it is unlikely the DU agepgates exist in this region that were

not recognised or recorded.

Variability in the distribution of raw materials across the landscape can inform us about a
number of issues. The presence of "exotic" r a w materials provides infomation on mobility and
social connections: either people directly obtained and transported the object from the source
location or they obtained it through exchange. Therefore, the distribution of different raw materials
at a number of sites can be used to reconsuua a kind of partial web or networkrepresenting human
use of the land and possibly social interaction. Further, through examination of the proportions of
different raw materials and the distance to sources, one may obtain a relative measure of the strength
of the connection between the point where the object was deposited and its point of
Because different raw materials have different properties - the location of the source being one - the
nature of objects of different raw materials can also inform us about factors that may have
influenced the selection of one material over another. An overall examination of the distribution of
different raw materials in a region and comparison of the materials used at different sites can help to
inform us about whether decisions in raw material procurement were governed prim*

by

environmental or social constraints. Patterns that are not correlated with such factors as the distance
to a source location, or the presence of water and associated flora and fauna, may be due to social
and ideological factors that influenced human decisions about whether to use partidar resources or
areas.

In the followingdiscussion, I will fm consider the general distribution of objeas of
different raw materials at DU localities with respect to the areas of availabilityof these materials.
This will be followed by a more detailed examination of the types of objeas of different raw
materials across space and consideration of possible patterning in the selection and transport of
different raw materials. I conclude with a brief look at the raw matexials used at other Aterian sites in
the Western Desert.
0

.

aw Matma1 Availhili durine the DU occuvation of Dakhleh Oasu
As discussed in Chapter 10,there is notable variation in the distribution of raw material

sources within Dakhleh Oasis. Several possible quarry and workshop locations have been
followinghypothetical example. Raw materials A and B have s i i properries but different areas of
origLL These are found as exotics, and A is found in sigmficantlygrater propamon than B.One may then infer that this
reflects either greater use of one area or a different kind of social c o ~ e n i o nwith the people in that area (e-g., FiblotAugustins 1993).
245 Consider the
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documented (see Chapter 12) but, because not all point sources in the eastern oasis are known,only

general source areas will be considered here (see Figure 18). For all raw materials it is impossible to
determine whether, during the DU occupation of the oasis,vegetation and soil would have obscured
their visibility. If the climatic conditions were less arid than today, as was almost certainly the case,

some raw material locations may have been covered by soil and vegetation?46
Additionally, materials
found in the l o w - k g areas of the oasis are more likely to have been masked by sediment than those
found at higher elevations. In general, at this time it is only possible to work with minimurn
estimates of distance to raw material sources.

The ubiquity of Tarawan Group cherts in the north-cend part of the oasis makes it
hazardous to isolate particular outcrops and workshops as the predominant points of raw material
extraction. Rather, a large section of the northeastern oasis should be considered a source of raw
material, with some sections of this swath providing larger nodules in greater camcentration than
other sections.247Similarly, N u b quartzites occur on sandstone highs, and are widely available on
the southern margins of the oasis and beyond At this h e , it is only possible to note that they are

found predominantlyto the south and east. In both cases, landscape evolution in the late Pleistocene
and Holocene may have partially altered the areas of availability of these resources.

Hq$ly fermginised quartzite (ironstone) and upper Mut Formation chalcedony nodules
(CBS) appear to have had more restricted disuibutions. In neither case have w e located a workshop

with knapping debris indicative of the DU.If ironstone and CBS occurred in smaller concentrations
and were used in smaller amounts, the probability of locating workshops is decreased because they
would be smaller and fewer in number!" The possibiliy that ironstone or CBS workshops have
been re-buried or redistributed and chen and quartzite ones have not cannot be exduded; the
different raw materials are found in different geographic locations, and Tarawan chert and Nubia
quartzites occur in abundance. The application of different reduction strategies to CBS is expected
because these nodules are in globular and are often geodes. Finally, an examination of the types of
artefacts of CBS and ironstone will help to clanfy whether people would have chosen to vansport
CBS o r ironstone before reduction rather than as reduced blanks.Patterned disuibutions of CBS
nodules in the eastern oasis indicate that in recent times they were employed as tent weights and in

On the other hand, if the amount of precipitation rermined low,areas away from springs and wadis would remain
exposed,

h w material adability for this area would be mapped, not as points on the landscape, but as areas of greater and
lesser availability,At this time, mapping has not been carxied out and the cunent local practice of collecting chen for
gnvel makes fum mapping problematic.
240 This assumes that survey coverage i s incomplete.
247
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cairns marking the landscape?" Smaller unflaked nodules are found throughout the oasis, some with
battering suggestive of use as hammerstones (Kleindienst 1999). Both indicate use of CBS before or
without redudon.

The areas of availability of some raw materials are not yet confmed White chalcedony
available on the south-cend oasis margins probably derives from the Mtt Formation mudstone
(Kleindienst, personal communication2000, cf. Haynes 1980: 360-362). Orange or "caramel" chert
may be from the Thebes Group formations ca. 80 km north of the oasis (Reher, personal
communication to Kleindienst, 2OOO),o r from Kharga Oasis.

Patterns in the Use of Different Raw Materials within Locality Clusters

Prelirninaty examination of the distribution of raw material by locality suggests that
predominantly local sources of raw material were employed during the DU.However, there also
appears to be variation among locatties that may be related to the way different locations were used.
Figure 46 shows the proportions of the three major raw materials - Tarawan chert, lonstone
and quartzite, and ball chalcedony - represented at DU localities. Minor raw materials have been

-

excluded.25o
All large aggregates that I suggest represent workshops have 100 O h Tarawan chert (Ls.
189A, 216TP, 216BC,334, and 342). Aggregates from occupation and specid-use localities within
the oasis @. 080, 130,294,299 and 325) show more variety in raw rnateds. Localities from
outside the oasis (Ls. 225 and 320) have lower proportions of Tarawan chert.
The pattern for the workshop localities requires no detailed discussion. These areas are
interpreted as places used for happing of locally available chert. Examination of Appendix 12
shows that a few workshop aggregatesinclude minute amounts of other raw materials. These are
either hammernones or objects that are interpreted as exhausted tools abandoned durjng re-tooling
The aggregates from the head of the pediment gravel terraces are entirely Tarawan chert @. 189A
and 334), whereas some of the aggregates found in the Lowland have small amounts of other raw
materials @. 342 and 216).
The occupation and special-uselocalities can be divided into three groups: those found on
or near the P-III gravel terraces, those found on the southern margin of the oasis and those found
outside the oasis. At occupation localities, I would expect some imported raw materials. If the
distance to raw material source locations was the over-riding factor in selection of raw rnateds, I

would expect a different pattern than thar shown in Figure 46.
249

NE of Bashendi DOP members have found cairns of CBS. Some were probably used for marking paths and others

may be grave markers.
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Information on the breakdown of raw materLL c a n be found in Appendix 12.

Tarawan Chert aod Limestone

Figure 46. - Ternaty diagram showing the proportions of major raw materials represenred in large
DU aggregates, Dakhleh Oasis. Minor raw materials have been excluded from the calculations.
Ls. 294,299 and 080 are found dose to or on P-III gravel terraces where chert i s available.
C B S is available near Ls. 294 and 299, but not near L. 080. Quartzites and ironstone are found near
all three localities. O
nly two raw materials were present at these localities in proportions of

1%or

greater: Tarawan chert and CBS.CBS &es up substantial portion of the aggregate from L. 299

(I I%), but the sample size is small. Given rhe general predominance of Tarawan

at these

localities and orhers, I suggest that this raw material was strongly preferred. The presence of CBS
but not quartzite or ironstone is interesting tentatively I suggest that quartzite and ironstone may

have h c t i o n e d in sirnilar ways to chen, and therefore where chert was available, these law materials
were not employed CBS may have been used in ways that did not overlap with chen completely,
such as for hammerstones, missiles, weighcs, or for colourful chipped stone objects.

L. 130 is found closer to sources of ironstone, quartzite and CBS than t o sources of Tanwan
chert. L.325 is found closer to sources of ironstone and quartzite than to sources of Tanwan chert
(see Table 65). Both localities have minor amounts of ironstone, quartzite and C B S but contain
predominantly Tarawan chert. This probably reflects use of local quartzite and ironstone, but
preference for Tarawan chert and CBS, as suggested above.
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The two localities found outside of the oasis show radically different distributions of raw
materials. The major differences lie in the proportions of chert and of quartzite and ironstone. The
difference in the proportion of chalcedonymay be related to the proximity of L. 320 to a western
source of this material. CBS or chalcedonyis a minor raw material at both localities, which conforms

to a pattern for other large aggregates. On the other hand, the difference beween quartzite and

chert proportions bears further consideration. It is possible that the only real difference is that L.
225 is found a short distance from a source of quaxtzite, while there are no known immediate
sources of raw material in the vicinity of L. 320. However, several other points can be made. This
difference may be related to a fundamentd difference in locality function because L. 225 is
interpreted as an occupation 1ocaIity and L. 320 as a special-uselocality. Further, this difference may

also be related to the way in which each locality was connected with the oasis: L. 225 lies on the
bouodaries of the palaeooasis, and may have been a stop on the route between Dakhleh and points

south and east. O n the other hand, L 320 is closer to oasis boundaries and, if the area that humans
used during the DU corresponds to the oasis or "palaeo-oasis"~51
I would expect use of resources
within this area.
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Figure 47. -- Proportion of Taxwan chert versus distance to source Q a q e aggregates from
occupation and special-use localities, Dachleh Oasis). Lines indicate linear and non-linear
regressions,

Tentatively, I suggest the following based om the overall distributionsof different raw
materials:
1. Tarawan chert was strongly preferred over other raw materials at localities within the oasis.Even

a t a distance of ca. 25 km to chert sources, Tarawan chert is heavily favoured. This drops off

dramatically somewhere between 25 and 40 km (see Figure 47).
- -

"1

This is based on the assumption that the climate during DU times was not so humathat the entire desert was
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Within locality clusters, aggregates of similar size and function show sirmlar raw material
distributions, suggesting that there is patterning in the human choices made regarding selection
of raw mateds,

Within locality clusters, aggregates of different interpreted functions (e.g., Ls. 342 and 216 vs. L.
080)have different raw material distributions, supporting interpretations of function.

Chert and quartzite/ironaone may have been used interchangeably,while CBS may have had a
different role(s).
*

aw Materials of D~fferentClasses of Obiecu
The above patterns in the distribution of raw materials only go part way to helping us
understand the ways in which people used resources within the oasis during the DU. The nature of
the objects made of different raw materials allows examination of problems such as whether
different raw materials were reduced using different strategies, and whether the presence of exotic
raw materials can be explained by curation of tools. In the following examinations, I make

comparisons by combining data from aggregate types (isolates versus aggregates). I have used all of

the data available for isolares and formed tools. For the comparison of raw materials of situational
tools and debris, I have used data from localities withlarge representative, or mostly representative
collections. I have compared the formed tool data with the situationaltool data, despite the rather
different collecting procedures for the cwo samples. My justification for doing so is that, in both
cases, the selection of specific objects would not have been affected by the raw material of the
object. For example, in a selective sample, formed tools would be collected regardless of their raw
material. In this same selective collection, situational tools and debris might be collected specifically
because they are of an unusual raw material; therefore, this sample would be biased in favour of
u n u d raw materials. However, materials collected in Grid-collectionsand Set collections are

unlikelyto be biased in favour of situational tools or debris of unusual raw materials. It would be
possible to exclude all formed tools except those that were collected by such means, but I have
chosen to include all possible formed tools to expand the sample size.

Isolates and Formed Tools from Aggregate Localities
Isolated objects are found in almost all clusters and the raw materials of isolates are known
for most cases. The behaviour resulting in the deposition of isolates can, in most cases, be related to

one of the following activities:

habitable.
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I. Transport after initial deposition from a locality by a person or natural force unrelated to the

initial deposition of the artefact;
2. Loss away from an "occupation locality", for example during hunting,possibly including
transportation of the point by escaping, wounded prv, and

3. Discard,possibly during retooling, from a prepared and curated tool-kit m which nothing is
happed, or in which knapping is too minimal to be archaeologicallyvisible.

It is only possible to correct for transport of isolates by later people or forces when isolates occur
on surfaces that did not exist during the Pleistocene, or when reworking has resulted in double
patination. Clearly, these objects are not useful for examining the distance from raw material
sources to the points of discard Isolated objects that are probably 'Holoportsn are &om Ls. 002,
007,067,085 and one object from L. 280. Further, the raw materials of the isolates from L. 067 are
unknown. AU other isolates are assumed to be approximatelyin the locations where they were

abandoned, but it is possible that some of these objects have moved.

The raw materials of isolates tell us more about large-scaleland-use patterns than the raw
materials of debris found at aggregate localities. The majority of material found at aggregate localities

may have been produced with very local - even on-site - raw materials, especiallywhen these
materials were too heavy to transport long distance^.^" Isolates and some of the formed tools from
aggregate localities represent curated pieces that may have been carried large distances.
Raw Maten&

Exotic raw materials may be obtained either through trade or long-distancetransport. If the
environmental conditions during the DU were semi-arid, and areas near standing water or springs
were the most attractive regions for signifcant portions of the year, I would expect that the human
population of the region would have concentrated in pockets, rather than spreading out more evenly
through the Western Desert?' If people were concentrated in areas with greater water availability,
such as oases, wadis and springs, the presence of exotic raw materials would indicate long distance
uavel because one can assume that the piece was not transferred short distances through a large
number of intermediaries. It is impossible to determine whether exotics were traded or carried into
the region by the people who used them
-

-

Genene (1988) examined raw materials for Middle Palaeolithic sites in Aquiaine and found that tools made up a very
small proportion of the locally available material, but a very high proportion of raw material that would have been
brought from a distance.
253 In h o s t every environment, people will congregate around features of importance: shelter, water, etc. In the case of
the Western Desert,if the &ate was not wet enough to provide water bemeen the oases, this would impose severe
restrictions on mobility.
2"

If a significant proportion of the isolates and formed tools found at DU localities are on
exotic raw materials, this could indicate travel throughout the Western Deserc. A lack of exotics
could be inte~pretedin several ways:
1. Lack of long-distance travel and trade;
2. Long-distancetravel without canying sign&cant amounts of material because raw material is
known or anticipated; and
3. Long-distance travel without carrying significant amounts of lithic material because it does not

have a high enough value to warrant transfer.
It seems clear that at least some travel and human contacts occurred, given the similarity in tool
forms throughout North Africa during Aterian Technocomplex times (Hawkins and Kleindeinst In
Press).
Table 60 shows the proportions of different raw materials for all anllysed DU fonned to&

in the oasisO2"There are no isolates on raw materials dearly identifiable as originating from a source
outside the oasis.tS5The sample of formed tools from aggregates is considerablylarger than the
sample of isolates but only two of these are of exotic material. There is no significant difference
between the rwo groups in the proportion of tools on exotic raw mate rid^!^^ I n both cases the
proportion is negligible.
Table 60. - Raw materials of DU fonned tools, Dakhleh Oasis

Number of Formed Proportion of
Tools from
Total
Aggregates
TC
42
0.88
432
0.94
Qtn/FeSt
6
0.13
25
0.05
CBS
0
0
2
0.00
OC (Exotic)
0
2
0.00
Chal (white)
O
1
0.00
48
1.01
462
0.99
Totd
Note: TC - Tarawan Chert, Qztz/Fest - Quartzite or Ironstone, CBS - Ball Chakedony, OC
Other Chert, Cha - Chalcendony.
Raw Material

Number of
Isolated
Specimens'

Proportion
of Total

-

There are several interpretations possible for these data.
1. Tools on exotic raw materialswere regularly tcwspoltedinto Dakhleh Oasis and abandoned, but

the samples (ns48and 462) are too small to show a sigdcant

presence of exotics.

254 To&
somediffer because only andysed material was included in thisdiscdon,whik in the earlier analysis,
count data were used.
255 Examhation of the Holocene lithic material shows frequent use of exotic a w materials probably originating from the
Plateau and from Kharga (McDonald 1991b).
2sSigdcance tested using a metailed test diffe~nce
of proponions test with a signtficance level of 0.10.
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Tools on erotic raw materials were regularly transposed into the oasis and abandoned, but
exotic raw mateds cannot be distinguished from local raw materials by eye. It is possible that
non-local raw materials, particularly chert, are similar to those available in Dakhleh, or appear

similar due to patination, and thus could not be identified as exotic.
Tools on exotic raw m a t e d s were not regularly transported iuto or discarded in the oasis.
There is a good chance that the proportion of isolates on exotic raw materials is the same as
that for formedtools from aggregates?' I cannot be certain that there are no isolates on exotic raw

materials, but I can be fairly certain that the proportion of isolates of exotic raw materials is low?58
Further, I can be 95% certain that in the aggregates the proportion of formed tools made from
exotics does not exceed I%." While it is possible that "Holoporting" has biased the sample, this

effect is probably counteracted by fieldworkers' tendencies towards selective collection of exotics

and fomed tools.
The second explanation, that exotic raw materials are present but have not been recognised,
cannot be completely discounted. The cherrs north of Jebel Edmonaone are yellow-tan(Kleindenst

1999: 88) and those further west are more omge. The material I observed at Urnm Dabadib was
grey-brown, similar to the material from Dakhleh. Kleindiena (personal communication 2000)
reports that some cherc she observed at Umrn Dabadib is grey-whiteand not typical of that found at
Dakhleh. At Kharga, orange or "caramel-coloured*chert from the Thebes Group limestone is
present, although a light tan chert, not unlike the Dakhleh mated, was also used. While some of
these cherts are similar to that from Dakhleh, there is also material that is sufficiently different in
appearance to be noticed and identified as exotic. Additionally, Reimer reports sources of yellow-

orange chert from the Thebes Group north of Dakhleh (personal communication to Kleindienst
2000). Therefore, if predominantly grey-brown-tanexotic cherts were selected and transported into

the oasis, it would not be easy to distinguish exotics from local material by eye. In future a number

of methods could be employed to determine whether all the materials identified as Tarawan chert
originated in Dakhleh.
If one accepts that the data reflect a very low proportion of formed tools made of exotic raw
materials, one can then look for explanations related to human behaviour. Again, several
interpretationsare possible. These are not mutually exclusive.
257 The proportion of exotics from the aggregates is 2f 462, o r 0.004. The probability of fmding no exotics in a sample of
48, even if the proportion is the same is: (1-0.004)4B or 81% (Drennan 1996:257).
The chance of fmding no exotics if the proportion present is 0.06 is 0.051(i.e., 0.94'8).

/

SE = o'oo4 '

= 0.003 Adjusted for a 95% caddence hwd, it is 0.006. Therefore, we can be 95OIo
462
confident that the proportion of exotics fills between 0and 0.01.

25,
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The DU inhabitants prirnanly used the resources in the Dakhleh Oasis because the area they

primarily used (home range) did not extend far beyond the boundaries of the oasis.
The mobility strategy practised was most similar to the residential mobility described for
foraging systems (Binford 1980), and the participants did not engage in transportation of

quantities of goods from large distances. If this were the case, it is possible that the area
exploited was much larger than the area of the D M e h Oasis.

Raw materials of high quality are so ubiquitous in the Western Desert that not even hafted stone
tools were transported. This seems unlikely,given that there is evidence for transport of both
cores and tools within the oasis (see below). On the other hand, as Bar-Yosef and Kuhn (1999:
332) point out, stone pieces are the parts of hafted technologies that are most disp0sable.2~
Tools made on exotics were abandoned primarily in places on the outskirts of oases, rather than

within the oases because tool kits were rejuvenated in the central Dakhleh Oasis region after
having been depleted elsewhere. This possibility also seems far-fetched given that water and
vegetation within the oasis would have amacted potential prey.
Value was not attached to exotic lithic raw materials and vade and transport of them were

minimal.
The rwo objects of exotic chert may help danfy the picture. One is from an area interpreted as a
workshop (L. 342) and the other from an "occupation location" (L.294). The object from L. 342 is
unbroken but has stepped retouch on one lateral margin,suggesting that it may have been
resharpened before discard. It is not tanged, but this does not exclude it from being hafted (Boeda,
et al. 1999, Shea 1988).The tool from L 294 is a large, *clumsy", unifacial tanged tool (see Plate 29).
Heavy abrasion may have altered the shape of the tool, but it appears to have been notched laterally
and possibly retouched distally. Despite its clumsy appearance, the tool rather than the raw material
nodule was probably brought into the area because there is no evidence of happing debris of this
materid at L. 294?'

Variation in the use of raw materials local to the oasis was also examined. Table 60 shows
that there is an overwhelming preference for Tarawan chert. This is the case not only for isolates
found near or on gravel deposits (Ls. 161,231,236,344) and the Escarpment (L. 317) but also for
isolates found a sigmfkant distance from sources of chert (L.341,255).

have been mated as alternate tools to fit into the same haft.
The tool was recovered from Occurrence 3, where a Grid collenion was made.

2uAlternatively, tanged objects may
261
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Figure 48 and Table 61 show the approximate distance of isolates from potential raw
material sources. The largest proportion of artefacts occurs within 5 km of a potential raw material
s o m e , even for isolates, which are interpreted as the "most moved" anefact type. No examples of
isolates on ironstone or quartzite were found more than 5 km from a possible source. However, the
sample for ironstone and quartzite isolates is exuemely small (6) and it is not possible to reject the

"

hypothesis that the proportion of tools found at a distance of over 15 km from a source is the same

for both chert and quartzite/ironstone?62It is worth noting that 14

5% of the isolates on chert

were found more than 15 km from the chert source.

tools
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Figure 48. -- Cumulative frequency diagram showing the proportion of isolates and formed tools
from DU aggregates found with increasingdistance from sources, Dakhleh Oasis. All ironstone and
formed tools are found within 5 krn of a source. X-axis is non-linear.
There are several differences between the formed tools from aggregates and isolates:

The proportion of tools that are found very dose to a possible source is slightly higher for
isolates than for formed tools from aggregates. The sample size for isolates is smd, and for this
reason, the difference between the proportion of artefacts close to source cannot be considered
~ i ~ c a n t !If' such
~ a pattern is found to exist, it may be related to factors influencing the
location of occupation localities, because a large proportion of the formed tools from aggregates
come from occupation localities.
The proportion of isolates found more than 15 km from a source was greater than the
proportion of formed tools from aggregates. This difference is significant at the 0.05

and

possibly supports the idea that isolates are the group of objects most likely to be moved alarge
distance from their source.

2"
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Significance tested wing a rwo-tailed difference of
test with a significance level of 0.01.
Significance tested using a two-tailed differenceof proporrions test with a signiiicance level of 0.05.
Significancetested using a twetailed difference of proportions test with a signiGcance level of 0.05.

3. The range of raw materials is greater for tools from aggregates, but this is attributed to the larger
sample from aggregates.
Table 61.- Proportion of formed tools found with increasing distance between point of recovery
and raw material sources, Dakhleh Oasis.

TC

Distance*
- .
Isolates

n

0-Skm

24

FeStIQtzt
P
n
P
n
0.57 & 0.08 6 1.00 -

M5.l km
6 0.14 0.05 0
Total
42
0.99
6
Fonned tools from aggregates

Chal.

CBS
P

n

1.00

-

p

AU materials
n

P

30

0.63+0+07

6

0.13*0.05

48

1-01

0.52k0.02 25 1.00 1 0.50k0.35 0 250 0.54~0.02
0.32 0.02 0
1 0.50 0.35 1 1.00 140 0.30 A 0.02
0.11*0.02 0
- 0
0 49 0.11*0.01
0.05 0.01 0
0
0
23
0.05 2 0.01
Total
1.00
25 1.00 2
1.00
1 1,OO 462
1.00
* Distances are determined based on the distance from the locality to the nearest instance of the
geological setting in which the raw material is found (SeeChapter 10,Figure 18).
0-5km
5.1 -10km
10.1-15km
>15.1 km

224
138
49
21
432

*
*

*

One similarityis also worthy of comment. For both groups, all quartzite and ironstone
formed tools are found close to their sources. Despite the very small samples of these tools, ;rhe
difference between the proportion of chert tools dose to source and the proportion of
ironaone/quanzite tools close to source is ~ i ~ c a n t ! ~ '

The main conclusions that can be drawn on the basis of these data are that:
For formed tools at Dakhleh, chert is overwhelmingly

refer red.

There are very few instances of exotic, non-oasis, raw materials present, and the onlymarerial
that appears to have been transferred into the oasis is chert, possibly from Kharga or the Libyan
Plateau. Howwer, most Nubia quartzites and ironstone, which are common in the southem
Western Desert, do not v q greatly in appearance and it would not be possible to identify
exotics.

The small sample of formed tools of ironstone/quartzite shows that they tend to occur within 5

krn of the material source. If furtherinvestigation supporn this pattern, this could suggest that
such tools sewed relativelyimmediate functions and were curated to a lesser degree.

The majority of formed tools of chert also occurs within 5 km of a chert source, suggeskg that,
even if chert was a generally preferred material, chert tools were also either made for locd use,
or eventually discarded near where they were produced The proportion of formed tools on
-

265 Significance tested

-

-

using a two.tailed difference of proportions rest with a significv~elevel of 0.05.

chert found within 5 km of a source location may be slighth infIated by tools broken in
manufacture that were recovered from workshops at Ls. 216 and 342. However, I decided to

include these because it would have been impossible to exclude all tools broken in manufacture

from all localities?'

5. The presence of chert tools at Ls. 341,255 and 225 indicates that the range of the people using

this material extended far beyond the present oasis boundaries.

The small size of the samples of isolated tools and non-chea formed tools will be addressed in
further studies.

Raw Materials of Situational Tools from Aggregate Localities
If situational tools were made for immediate use and were discarded close to where they
were made while formal tools were made for longer-term use, I would expect different patterns of
raw material use for the two tool groups. Situational tools may have been made either of curatd
materials or of lot* available materials. I would expect that, compared with formed teals, a higher
proportion of these tools wodd be made of immediately local raw materials. Table 62 and Figure 49
show the disuibution of raw materials by distance to sources.
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Figure 49. -- Cumdative frequency diagram showing the proportion of situational tools found with
increasing distance from sources, DU aggregates, Dakhleh Oasis. X-axis is non-linear.

A chi-squaredtest showed that there is a ~ i ~ c adifference
n t
between situational tools and
formed tools with regard to distance to source." The pattern for formed tools could be described a
gradual decrease in the proportion of t 001s with distance (Table 61).In contrast to this, the

proportions of situational tools found less than 5 krn from source and bemeen 5.1 and 10 k m from
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The reason for this is that due to abrasion at some localities, it was difficult to determine whether a tool was more

Wuh/ broken during use or during manufacture.

The totals for all raw materials were compared. At a si&icance
diffcrencc is significant. x2 = 16.8.
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level of 0.01with 3 degrees of freedom, the

source were approximatelyeqyal. The proportion of situational tools found over 10.1 lun from
source is small compared with that of formed tools.
Table 62. -- Propordon situational tools found with increasing distance between point of recovety
and raw material sources, Dakbleh Oasis.
Estimated
distance to
material (km) n
0-5
92

TC

FeSt/Qta
P

n

All Materials

CBS

P

13 0.87 0.09

0.47 k 0.04

The formed tools and situational tools were drawn from different populations, for reasons
stated above. This could possibly have affected the resuk;. For this reason, the test was also
calculated using only situational and formed tools from the same localities. The proportions are
somewhat different (Table 63), but the basic patterns are the same. The diiference between the
situational tools and the restricted group of formed tools is also si&~ant?~'
Table 63. -- Proponion of all tools found with increasing distance between point of recovery and
raw m a t e d sources, Dachleh Oasis
Distance t o source (lun) Situationaltools
225
n
0.47 0.03
0-5
0.45 0.03
5.1-10
0.06 0.02
10.1-15

*
*
0.02 0.01
*

>l5

&

Formed tools (all)
462
0.54 0.02
0.30 0.02

*
*
0.11 * 0.01
0.05 & 0.01

Formed tools (restricted)
356
0.47 f 0.03
0.35 k 0.03

*

0.12 0.02
0.06 2 0.01

These observations weakly support the distinction made between farmed and situational
tools.
This suggests a general pattern of DU raw materid use in which:
Chert is the favoured raw material;
Chert is transported for use away from source locations in sign&cant quantities up to
approximately 10km from source;
Other raw materials may also be transported, but these dways only comprise a small proportion
of the total sample within the oasis; and
Possibly formed tools are m t e d or transported around the oasis more than other mls.

- --

2"

At a significance lev4 of 0.01 with 3 degrees of Lecdom, the difference is significant.~

1 -13D.

Situational Tools
Formed tools - aggreetes
Formed tools - isolates

Distance to source (krn)

Figure 50. - Different tool types versus distance to a potential raw m a t e d source,Dakhleh Oasis.
Fomed tools from aggregates are represented by the remicted group.

Raw Materials of Hammerstones
The sample of analysed objects interpreted as hammerstones is s m d (n- 14, but warrants
brief mention Hammerstones are often of a material that is different from the predominant raw
material of the chipped stone found in the same location. Interestinglythe same general pattern that

has been observed for other tool types applies to hammerstones: h o s t all of these tools may have
been procured from an immediately local source. Although further interpretation would be

hazardous based on the small sample size, this reinforces the emerging pattern of preference for
material dose at hand. The low numbers af hammerstones may result from a number of factors,
including that they were less likely to be identifiled or collected by archaeologists or that they were
curated and recycled by DU occupants of the oasis o r by later peoples.

Table 64- -- Distmce between point of recovery of hammerstones and raw materia sources,
Dakhleh Oasis,
Estimated distance
- . to
material
0-5 km
5.1-10 km

(

TC
n
3
0

I

FeSt

Qat

n

n

1
0

6
0

I

CBS
n
1
1

IAllklaterials

n
11
1

Raw Materials of Debris from Aggregates

Debris from flinthapping can also be used to reconstruct patterns in raw macerial use.
~~ecifically,
this material isuseful for assessing whether materials were transported away from a
resource location before happing. In this section I examine whether there are differences in the
dirrributions of the different raw materials of debris and of tools. In general, I expect that the
patterns for nearsource localities are similar for debris and for tools. If distance to source was a
factor in selection, I would expect to find that the proportion of tools on distant raw materials

would be greater than the proportion of debris. I discuss workshop localities separately from
occupation and special-use localities. The only localities that are useful in examining debris are those

with representative samples.These include eleven large aggregates (Ls. 080,130, 189A, 216 Tc69
225,294,299,320, 325,334, and 342) and one small aggregate (Ls. 082) The approximate distances
from large aggregates to raw mterid locations are shown in Table 65.
Table 65. --Approximate distance from selected localities to potential raw material sources, Dakhleh
Oasis.

Region
Head o f gravel
terraces
Isolated gravel
terrace r e b a n t s
Lowland, central
oasis, near water
sources
Oasis margins and

beyond

Locality
189A
334
2 16TP
342
080
130
294
299
325
225
320

TC
Type
Workshop
0-5 km
workshoe
0-5 krn
Workshop
0-5 km
0-5 km
workshop
0-5 km
Specid-use
Occupation 10.1-15km
Occupation
0-5 km
Occupation
0-5 km
occupation
5.1-10km
Occupation
>15 km
Special-use
>IS km

FeSdQut
10.1-15km
10.1-15 km
0-5 km
0-5 km
0-5 km
0-5 km
0-5 km
0-5 km
0-5 km
0-5 km
5.1-10 km

CBS
10.1-15 km
10.1-15km
15-20km
15-20 km
5-1-10km
5.1-10 km
0-5 km
0-5 km
5-1-10km
>I5
X5

recovered from Ocaq

Table 66 and Table 67 show the proportions of different raw materials for tools versus
debris represented at occupation and special-use localities. All objects except retouched tools were
classified as "debris" because abrasion made it impossible to determine whether flakes were utilised

and should be classified as tool$* ?he collections made at these localities were slightlydifferent,
and the samples selected where were chosen in order to mavimse sample sue while maintaining
comparabilit$" For both types of objects, Tamwan chert, ironstone and quartzite and ball
chalcedony make up most of the material. There is more diversity, overall, in t h e raw materials of
debris thm of tools.
269 The grid collection from L. 216 B
C was non-selective, but because earlier collections were rnade at this location, in
the same area, it is possible that ununwl raw materials were already collected from the area of ehe BC grid, I have not yet

andysed earlier collections.
proportions were also calculated wjth specialised flakes removed from the debris counr Overpassed flakes were
included with debris. The proportions of debris of different raw materials remain the same. The proponions of tools on
different raw materids are slightlydifferent than the proponions of L d o i s and elongated fl&s combined.
271 For this comparison it was imponant chat the samples examined were not influenced by dative collecting of tools
or exotic raw materials. Collectionsmade using Grid collection or Set collection methods were preferred;however, this
material was not available f o r some localiries or the samples from such collections were too sml. The fdowing
collections were selected for these localities: L. 080 - all Adds with a proportion of chips and chunks equal to or greater
than 0.10; L. DO all Adds; L.294 Grid collection,random squarecollection,Set I,OE/Nling 0-20Eline; L. 299 - all
Adds; L. 325 Grid coktion and Set coLlection; L 225 - all Acids; L.320 all Adds. The sample of unselened material
from L 080 was very small; therefore 1also &ed
Adds with chips and chunks present because these are not
270 The

-

-

-

Table 66. -- Proportions of tools of different raw materials at occupation and special-use localities,

Dakhleh Oasis.

In most cases the other raw materials are consistent with local geology,and probably indicate
use of material that could be obtained without travelling any sigrufcant distance. This is the case for

limestone at L. 080, conglomerate and "Other chert" at L. 325, siltstone and possibly chalcedony at
L.225, and chalcedony and possibly siltstone at L. 320. A few instances of raw materials that are not

consistent with local geology are known and most are non-Tarawan chert. Little can be said about
chert of unknown origin and further work should be directed at idenufylng possible source
locations. The presence of chips and unspecialised flakes made of possibly exotic chem indicates
that in the rare instances in which identifiable exotic cherts were brought into the oasis, they were
either carried in as reducible pieces or as tools which were resharpened or altered.

Table 67. -- Proportions of debris of different raw materials at DU occupation and special-use
localities, Dakhleh Oasis.
L n
TC
FeStlQtzt
CBS C* L*
080 419 0.98 k 0.00
0.01 00.0 - n
130 877 0.90 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.05 0.01 - -

*

-

OC

SlSt

n
n

0.01 & 0.00

294 1694 0.98 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00
299 88 0.88 rt 0.03
0.12 0.03 - 325 3350 0.92 0.00 0.05 & 0.00 0.03 0.00 n n
n
225 704 0.05 0.01 0.94 0.01 0.01 + 0.00 - - 0.01 & 0.00
n
n
320 204 0.71 0.03 0.23 0,03
- - 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
* C - Conglomerate, L - Limestone. Proportions in bold indicate minor raw materials not consistent
with local geology. Complete absence of a raw m a t e d is indicated by a dash, "n" indicates that the
proportion of tools is less than 0.01, but that the materid was present.

*
*

*

*

*

The presence at L. 130 of several pieces of caramel coloured chert possibly from Kharga
Oasis or the Plateau needs to be further examined This material could have been deposited during
the Holocene. If the abrasion categories for it are not substantiah/ different from the Pleistocene

nomlally picked up during selective colleerions. The entire sample from L 130 was examined:the grid mllected m a t e d
is likely to be depleted in tools becaw selective collections were made prior to the grid collection in the same area.

material recovered from L. 130, hen thismay indicate connections between this locality and points
to the east or north?"

Tarawan Chert and Limestone

Figure 51. -- Ternary diagram showing the proportions of Tarawan chert, quartzite or ironstone and
chalcedony from DU occupation and special use localities, Dakhleh Oasis. Arrows point from tools
to debris.
Figure 51shows the proportions of Tarawan chert, ironstone and quartzite and chalcedony
at occupation and special use localities. Debris and tools have been plotted separately. For all the

localities within the oasis, there is little difference between tools and debris in the proportional
distribution of these three materials. Tarawan chert makes up the vast majority of both tools and
debris. The localities outside the oasis, Ls.225 and 320, are rather different. In both cases, the
proportion of tools of Tarawan chert is approximately 20%higher than the proportion of debris. In

both cases, ironstone/quartzite was the other raw material that differed substantially between tools
and debris.
The predominance of Tarawan chert at Ls.294,080 and 299 is not surprising because all of
these Localities are near or at chert sources. However, Tarawan chert is also preferred at Ls. 325 and
130, which are found between 5.1-10 and 10.1-15 km from chert sources, re~pectively.~"
This

One analysed specialiredflake of this material is of a comparable abrasion categov to the DU material from L. 130.
Abrasion categories were only recorded for specidsed flakes, tools and cores. Therefore, at this time it is not possible to
compare the dinribution of abrasion categories for this material with the Tarawan chert objects
273 The distance from L. 130 to chert gnvels may have been less than 10-15 km,bur the area S. of Teneida has been
signtfcandyaffected by gnvel picking.
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strongly indicates that chert was favoured enough to be transported, not only as curated tools, but
also as nodules or cores for further reduction.

The Tarawan chert propomons at Ls. 225 and 320 differs from that at Ls. 130 and 325 because
there is much less debris on Tarawan chert at Ls. 225 and 320. Although some Tarawan chert was
transported to these localities for reduction, it appears that tools, not cores, were brought to these
two localities.

The following generalisations can be made about the use of raw materials at occupation and
soecid-use localities based on recovered debris:
At localities with Tarawan chert resources "on-site", the proportions of other raw materials are
close to zero.
At localities a sigdicant distance from Tarawan chert sources, other raw materials were
employed. However, within the central oasis, Tarawan chert was the preferred raw material and
materials with other properties (different size ~ackages,different happing q d t i e s different
coloun) only make up a small proportion of the samples collected even when they were much
more read+ available.
Even in an area with abundant, easily-located chert resources, people transported large quantities
of Tarawan chert si&icant

distances for reduction rather than knapping the pieces at the point

of material extraction.
At a certain distance from the chert-bearing Pleistocene gravel or lags, the reasons for not using
ironstone/qudte are outweighed by the distance to travel to procure Tarawan chert. There are
multiple possible reasons for preferring chert over L-onstone/quartzite.

Table 68 shows the proportions of tools and debris on chert and other raw materials from
workshop localities. The sample from L. 189A is small and should be treated with caution.
Nevertheless, in every case almost all of the debris is Tarawan chert. The exception is L.216 TP,
where we recovered two fragmentary specialised flakes of other raw materials, one of an exotic chert

and the other of ironstone. These are too few to be of statistical ~ i ~ c a n c eand
/ ' ~1 can only
speculate that these objects are broken tools abandoned during re-tooling. Certady there is no
indication that other raw materiais were reduced at L.216.
Tentatively, it can be concluded that the workshop localities show much less variation h use

of raw materials than localities found in the central oasis. Some of these localides are found dose to
The difference in proportion of non-Tamwan chert debris from Ls.216 TP and 342 was compared and is not
significant for a two-tailed test at a significance lwel of 0.05,
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potential sources of ironstone and quartzite, but these materials are v k t d y non-existent at the
workshop localities. This raw material distribution is consistent with the interpreted functions of the
localities.
Table 68.-- Proportion of debris and tools of different raw materials from DU workshop localities,
Dakhleh Oasis.

L.

n - Tools

TC

FeSt/Qtzt

OC

342

82
0.98 & 0.02
0.01 & 0.01
0.01 f 0.01
n - Debris
TC
FeSt/Qtzt
OC
189A
105
1
216 TP
2728
1.00 f 0.00
n
n
334
6484
1
342
4156
1
' Complete absence of a raw material is indicated by a dash, "nn indicates that the proportion
of
tools is less than 0.01,but that the material was present. Errors are calculated by SE = ,/*-.

L.

-

-

The collection from only one locality with a small aggregate, L. 082, is appropriate for
examination, Although there are 25 documented small aggregates within the oasis, the collection of
material from these aggregates has been highly selective.
T h e only raw material recovered from L. 082 was Tarawan chert. The proportion of debris
on chert at L. 082 (1.00)was compared to the proportions from Ls.080 and 294.275
Thereis no
significant difference in the raw material of debris between L. 082 and Ls. 080 and 294?76
This
suggests that the principles guiding use of raw materials at large aggregates may be similar to those at
small aggregates, but clearly s m d aggregates need to be a focus of future work

..

Paw material use at oth~ocalities-e

..

Western Desert

Detailed data are not available on possible raw material sources at Kharga and Dungd
Oases, nor for Jebel Uweiit or Wadi Kubbaniya. Therefore, this section is largely descriptive- Some
comparisonscan be made with material from Dakldeh.

-

L 082 is found in a similar geomorphic position xo Ls.080 and 294.
2'6 Difference of proportions test, significance level af 0.05,one-tailed ten.
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Kharga Oasis

The collections from Kharga Oasis that I have had the opportunityto mdy are not
comparable to most collections from Dakhleh. Caton-Thompson did not always count or collect
"waste"(1952: go), and of the artefacts kept, only a portion was available for study. I rely, therefore,

on her published data. The published data from the 6

E excavation (Wendorf and Schild 1980)are

also examined The KWODE made no collections and did not count artefacts of different raw
materials; for the three apparently unmixed Aterian sites, they only recorded lirhic data generally
(Simmons and Mandel1986).

Kharga Oasis bears some similarity t o Dakhleh geologically, and some simdar raw materials
are available. An inventory of possible sources has not been made by any investigators of the
prehistov of the oasis, but based on archaeological (CatmThompn 1952) and geological reports
(Hermina 1990) and observations by members of the DOP,it is possible to outline the main

materialspresent. Kleindiena (personal communication 2000) suggests that the following raw
materials would have been available:
Cherts were available from Refuf Formation, the G d D u n g d Formations and from the

Tarawan Formation.The Tarawan Formation outcrops as the cap of a hestone bench in
northern Kharga; the Garra/Ku.rkurFormations and Esna shales cap this bench in southern

Kharga. The Plateau is capped by Refuf Formation of the Thebes Group in northern Kharga
and the Dungul Formation in southern Kharga. Chen is also availablein secondary context in
the gravel deposits in the Lowland oasis, on the Tarawan bench (Catdhompcan 1952), in tk
passes and on the Plateau (Neindienst, personal communication 2000). The extent of Piedmont
below the Escarpment has not been mapped, except in southern Kharga at Dush (Bousquet
1996).Such terraces would certady have carried &en. Cherts from the Rehf Formation
include fossiliferous examples and caramel chert ~eiindienstpersonal communication 2000).
Chalcedonies and possibly cherts are associated with the Quseir Formation. These include ball
chalcedony such as that found at Dakhleh (CBS). The Quseir Formation outcrops in the

Lowlmd White chalcedonyhas been observed in the lag in the southern Lowland and may
derive from the w e i r F o m t i o n (Heindienst persona communication 2000).
Silicified
-tes,

wood may derive from the Quseir, the Duwi or the Dakhla Formations.
ironstones, siltstones, conglomerate and possibly silicified peuified wood derive

from h e Nubia Group fomtions. Sandstones of the Taref and W b i Formations occur

within &e Lowland as upfaulted blocks. Nubia Group sandstones also occur to the south and
west,
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5. Chalcedonies and siliceous sandstone or ironstone may be associated with the spring deposits in
the central Lowland.
Archaeological evidence can fd out the picture somewhat.The cherts of the Refuf
Formation were mined in recent and prehistoric t i e s (Caton-Thompson 1952: 187). CatcnThompson (1952: 187) describes the naturdyweathered-out chert a t locations on the Plateau beside
Refuf Pass as "useless as the raw material for implements" because it becomes brittle and breaks
into thin plates. Apparentlyto obtain unweathered pieces, Holocene people broke up 20-30 cm of
limestone to reach an unexposed bed of chert (Caton-Thompson1952). It is possible that similar

digging was conducted during the Pleistocene, given the presence of Levallois cores and flakes
intermingled with more recent flakes at these locations (Caton-Thompson 1952: 187).'"

Cherthas

also been noted weathering out of the Eocene el-Refuf limestone at Nabq el-Midauwam along the
Luxor road wcoll, et al. 1999: 853). In Dakhleh, the terraced gravels in the Piedmont and c e n d
~ Kharga, terraced gravels are also present, but
oasis Lowland were clearly a source of c h e At
detailed maps of the extent of these gravels are not available. Local gravel deposits at Bulaq and elRefuf were mapped (Caton-Thompson 1952: P1. 127,128). Wakshops associated with terrace
gravels have not been published, but Wendorf and Schild (1980: 185) indicate that gravels lie close

to the springmound workshop they excavated.

The information on raw materials available from published sources appears in Table 69.
Caton-Thompson only detailed the raw materials recovered from in sirc sites. Wendorf and Schild
did not indicate the total quantity of debris collected, but thqr did indicate that all artefacts were of
chert. The same is uw for one of the sites that the KUWDE documented. Thus,while
comparativelymore work has been conducted at Kharga than at some of the other localities in the
Western Desert, the information on raw materials is limited.

The Bulaq A Group 3b material (Caton-Thompson 1952), as expected given its position on
the Escarpment, is entirely of ched7' Similarly,all of the artefacts noted at KUWDE 50 on the
Plateau are also of chert (referred to by KUWDE as "flint?. Use of chert to the exclusion of all
other raw materials in situations where it is easily obtained is a pattern already noted at Dakhleh.

The Kharga central Lowland sites, two excavated spring mounds, show slightlydifferent
distributions. At E-76-4all the artefacts recovered were of chert, but from K06E,nine pieces of
quartzite were recovered. This establishes the use of other raw materials, possibly from west of the
oasis, but dearly chert was a preferred raw material. It is interesting that at DakhIeh and the other
-

27

MP/MSA mining is known from rhe Nile Vdey (Chmielewski 1968,Vermeench, et d. 1984a).
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localities in the Western Desert there is a small but consistent presence of non-chert raw materials at
sites away from chert sources. This may be the case at Kharga, but the number of sites examined

and the samples from these sites are both too s m d to be sure. Explanations for this may lie in the
availability of chert, in a lack of other raw materials that are easily available in the central oasis,or in
small sample size. Clearly, further investigation is necessary.
Table 69. -- Raw material distributions for published Aterian sites at Kharga Oasis.
-

CendOasis

I

K06E'
n

P

E-76-4t
n
P
6
1.00
?
1.00

Chert retouched tools
92
0.98
Chert other anefacts
>432 >Q98
Quartzite retouched tools
2
0.02
Quamite other artefacts 1 8
~0.02(
I
* Information from Caton-Thompson (1952: 87-89,118-119)
Information from Wendorf andscud (1980:185)
Information from Simmons and Dyer (1986: 166)

- -

- -

Plateau and Escarpment
Bdaq A-3b* KUWDE 50*
n
P
n
P
34
1.00
?
1.00
79
1.00
?
1.00

I

Dungul Oasis

The 1963s w e y of Dungul and Dineigil Oases did not indude extensive inventoty of
possible raw material sources. Four possible sources of raw material are identified: nodules of chert
from the Eocene chalk (limestone) exposed in the Sinn el-Kedab escarpment, quartzites and
ironstone from the Nubia sandstone,and peuified wood, also from the sandstone (Hesta and
Hobler 1969:21, 158).Although it is not specifically stated, "gravel sheets" probably also indude

chert fragments or nodules. The discussion of quarries makes reference to use of "outcrops", but i
is not dear whether the outcrops discovered are secondary deposits of raw material, as at Dakhleh,
or primary occurrences of raw material. The location of some quames suggests that secondary

deposits were used.
Hester and Hobler (1969: 29) document seven quany sites of which three are classified as
possibly "Middle Pdae~lithic"'~~
(8852,8856, and 8857) and one as "arhargterian"

(8837). None

are classified as Aterian, wnar mido, but the "Khargo-Arexian"locality could belong to the Aterian

Technocomplex. This site is located on an erosion surface suggesting that the raw material exploited
was chert. Anefacts from this localityare listed as having been collected, but they are not included in

the analysis. Similarly,Hester and Hobler collected alI of the artefacts from two of the possibly
It is probable that the Bulaq material from solution pans is also chat because Gton-Thompson (1952: 88-90) clearly
made a point of noting use of quartzite at K06E.The pieces I analysed at the British Museum and Cambridge Museum
of Anthropology and Archaeology were all of chert.
By 'Middle PalaeolithicnHester and Hobler probably refer to an older MSA equivalent with Cuon-Thompmn's
'Lower Levdoisian" (Butzerand Hansen 1968: 390).
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"Middle Pdaeolithicnsites and a random sample from the &d. None of these collections were
included in the published analysis. All of these quanies are listed as associated with the Nubia
sandstone ridge, and two are also associated with the erosion surface. It is not clear, based on these
associations, which raw materials were exploited.
Hester and Hobler (1969: 2 1) make several assertions about prehistoric stone use at Dungul.
These are generalisations about raw materid acquisition for all prehistoric stone tools at Dungul,not

only those of the MWMSA inhabitants of the area. The data on which these asserrions are based do
not appear in the report. Tney write:

Quanies appear to have been visited but not occupied, since only flaking debris is present.
Tools were evidently manufactured at camps, since tools are rare at quany sites, while cores
are rare on campsites. Along the escarpment, however, occupation sites are near but not
immediately adjacent to outcrops of chert. Quanies vary in size, the stone evidently having
been gathered as needed from the nearest source;no quarries indicating extensive use over
time were located. No elaboratemining methods were utilized,nor were other associated
features present. wester and Hobler 1969: 21)
Interpretations about the nature of the stone working carried out at occupation localities
compared with quany localities must be based on analysis of the total stone aggregates recovered
from these areas, rather than impressions about the presence or absence of cores or tools. It is nat
clear whether the collected samples were analysed because they are not included in the report. The
assertion that "tools" were not manufactured at quarries contradicts our findings from Dakhleh, and
warrants further investigation. Finally,as I have shown in the preceding sections, the evidence from

Dakhleh points to preferences for specific raw materials that were sometimes canied for some
distance before reduction while nearby raw materials were apparentlyignored in favour of chen The
generalisation that stone was gathered from the nearest source when it was needed must be
examined in W e r detail.

The raw materials represented in collections I analysed from Dungul are shown in Appendix
12. At both localities analysed, and based on fieldnote descriptions of other localities, chert was

ovemh&gly

the preferred raw material. Only at L. 8708 are raw mateds other than chert

represented. These materials are quartzite,m re sum ably from the Nubia Group sandstones;
chalcedony, from an unknown source; and pink granite, from the Basement Complex exposed in the
vicinity of Gebel Umm Shagir (Khtzsch and List l98Oa). No material from other cultural units is
recorded for this locality, so it is assumed that the granite pieces belong to the same aggregate. The
locality is found north of the Wadi Dungul on the Plateau. Clearly, a number of other localities are
located much closer to Nubia sandstone and the granite Basement. The lack of raw materid other
than chert at other localities could be attributed to small sample size, to incomplete recording, or to

the proximity of chert. Given the limited data from Dungul, it is safe only to conclude that in a
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setting where a variety of raw materials were present, chert appears to have been the preferred
material.

Jebel Uweinat and Southwestern Egypt
Published material on the setting of the Aterian site at Jebel Uweinat, "Point 52" is even
more limited than the published information from Dungul Oasis. Although it is fairly clear that d of

the material from "Point 52" comes from one aggregate, and that this was on a layer of sand
containing shell, the exact provenance of the locality at Jebel UweLnat is unpublished Consequently,
it is impossibleto reconstruct distance to possible raw material sources.

The vast majority of artefacts in the Point 52 collection are of quartzite (see Appendix 12).
This varies in colour; grey,white and variegated quartzites are present. It is not known whether these
come from different outcrops. ~dditiondy,a small amount of ferruginous quartzite is present.
Quartzites and ironstone are probably from the Nubia sandstone, which outcrops on the mountain,
as well as in the lower elevation areas surroundingJebel Uweinat in the Gilf Kebir Formation
(KLtzsch and List 1980b). Other raw mateds occurring in small quantities include gneiss, schist,
silrsone, sandstone and quartz. AU of these are consistent with local geology. The only raw material
that is not locally available is chert. There are only a few objects of chert, and they are all tools or

specialised flakes. The closest known sources of chert nodules are Tertiary limestones to the n o d ,
although possibly chert is present in lag gravel. The types of objects of chert are consistent with their

having been transferred as curated tools, and they possibly indicate a fairly high degree of mobility

within the Western Desert. Given the lack of dear exotics in a large sample from Dakhleh, this
information is interesting and perhaps suggests two things

I. The preference for chert as a raw material was so strong that chert tools were canied long
distances where sources of chert were not known - even when other raw materials were present;
2. In contrast,where chert sources were present, chert tools were not curated.
The materid from Bir Tarfawi and Bir Sahara east of Jebel Uweinat, is not, for the most part,
directly relevant to the question of lithic raw materid use during the Aterian. The only site from

which tanged tools are reported is BT-14, and they only occur there on the surface (Wendd, et al.
1993b). Some ofthe ihstrated pieces are highly unusual (Wendorf and Schild 1993: 271,274) and
may not actually be tanged tools of Aterian type. All of the tools from the 1974 collection and

excavation are of "quamitic sandstonenthat is available from an outcrop 3 km east of the site
(Wendorf and Schild 1993: 272).
Aterian localities west and south ofJebel Uweinat have not been published in detail. The few
publications on the Aterian of this region suggest that local raw materials were employed. Several
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localities of worked Libyan Desert Silica Glass (LDSG)were discovered in tthe Great Sand Sea and
at least some of this material could possibly be classified as "Ate&" (Oaklej 1952). Howwer, the

two pieces Oakley desaibes as found outside of the naturally occurring region of LDSG are
undescribed. In addition to objects of LDSG, artefacts of quartzite were recovered.
A number of Aterian sites are reported from northwestern Sudan.One is from Wadi Howar,
the remainder from the Laquiya Valley area (Idris 1994).The reported raw materials from these sites
are "silicified sandstone" and chalcedony. Silicified sandstone is consistent with local geology.

Potential sources of chalcedonyrequire further investigation.

Wadi Kubbaniya and the Nile Valley
Singleton and Close (1980: 230) list the raw materias of the "grab sample" of tools that
Singleton collected in 1978. Although I examined some of the material from Wadi Kubbaniya, I use
their data for comparison because only ten pieces were available for examination at SMU. All of the
objects collected were "toois"and if people transferred tools more than cores or debris, tools may
have a different distribution of raw materials than the total aggregate does. Artefacts classified as

"post-Aterian" have been excluded from this list.

Table 70. -- Raw materials from Wadi Kubbaniya E-78-11. After Singleton and Close (1980). Data
on composition of channel gravels from Issawi and el Hinnawi (1980).
Raw Material

Possible Geological Formation

n

P

Nide Gravels

Chert

Nile gravels, Palaeocene limestone280
Nde gravels, Basement Complex
Quara
Nile gravels, Taref sandstone
Quarrz;te
Dakhla shale?
Chalcedony
Nile gravels, Basement Complex
Granite
Nde gravels, Basement Complex
Basalt
N
de gravels, Eocene hestone
Epyptian flint
Pevified wood Nile gravels, Taref sandstone
Sandstone
Calcite

Most of the materials listed could be obtained locally from Channel I or Channel 2 Nile
gravels or gravel lags in which q u m is by far the most frequently occuning raw material. If

**O In a paper on HoIocene lithic raw material use, Close (1984: 165) distinguishes between 'chert", which occurs in
Palaeocene limestones, and nflintw,which occurs in Eocene limestones. It is assumed that she followed the same
distinction in this analysis. Palaeocene limestones cap Gebel el-Barqa northwest of Wadi Kubbaniya Eocene limestones
are found still funher west, apping the Libyan Plateau (Klitzsch and List 1980a).
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chalcedonywere available in the Dakhla shales, this would probably also be found in theNile gravels
(Issawi and el Hitmawi 1980).
In all other cases from the Western Desert that have been examined, two raw materials
dominate the distribution of raw materials: chert and quartzite. In this region, both are available and
together these materials make up only 56% of the tool assemblage. The chert pieces in the Nile
gravels might be small and the distance to large noddes is probably substantial. However,Wadi
Kubbaniya cuts through the Nubia paref Formatioa) sandstone and the same is not likely to be true
for quartzites, I t is unusual to find quartz and granite used to the extent listed. Interestin&*
Singleton and Close (1980: 231,235) indicate that Levdois reduction methods were applied to both
of these materials. It is not possible t o determine whether selective collection of material influenced
the distribution of raw materials.

The use of such materials as quartz, granite and basalt has not been seen to this extent for
any Aterian aggregate in the Western Desert. Indeed, at two other localities, Dungul and jebel
Uwe'mat, there are exposures of the Basement Complex where granite and quartz would have been
available. This raises questions:
1. Quartz can be a difficult material to work because of the preferred fracture planes that octxlr in

it. How easy would it be to transfer a reduction method from one raw material to another?

2. Why is it that, given other situations with a series of available raw materials and distinct
preferences, these preferences apply to a much lesser extent in this case?
W~thoutfurther information on raw material sources and the raw materials represented in
the debris it is impossible to understand raw material preferences at Wadi Kubbaniya Funther, the
c u l d affiatian of this material is open to discussicon.

The Nile Valley MP/MSA aggregates are too, many to examine in detail here, and,
unfortunately, many of these are undated and cannoa be correlated with the time of the Aterian
Technocomplex. However, given the unusual distribution of raw materials at Wadi Kubb.aniya, it is
worth reviewing some of the Nile Valley material. The cultural stratigraphic units that are most likely

to be relevant a~ the Khormusan and the Nubian MIousterian I1 (Guichard and Guichard 1968,

Marks 1968b,Sellet 1995). Many ofthe Nile Valley Nubian Mousterian I1 sites appear to be quarries,
and, at such sites, one raw material is overwhelminglyrepresented. A variety of raw materials were
used, with a form of silicified sandstone, or quartzite, being common. It should be noted that for
Ieast one site,No, 622, quartz was the predominant raw material.

Table 71. -- Raw materials from "Nubian Mousterian 11" sites in the Nile Valley.

Locality

Cultural
Affiliation

Arkin5

Nubian
Mousterian I/II
400-1-1
Nubii
Mousterim I1
420
Nubian
MousterianII
439
Nubian
Mousterian II
Magendohli Nubian
MousterianlI
Site 6
Site 21
622

Minor Raw
nlaterial
Material
Ferrocrete sandstone None

S.ource

Q.;utute

Guichard and
Guichard 1968
Guichard and
Guichard 1965
Guichard and
Guichard 1965
Carlson and
Sigstad 1967

Predominant Raw

Nubian
Mousterian II
Nubian
Mousterim II
Third facies of
Nubian
Mousterian

Sandstone

Silicified
wood
None

Sandstone

unspecified

Precambrian
Chen:/Silicified
Limestone
Ferrocrete sandstone

Quara

ChmieIewski 1968

pebble

Fossil wood,
quFerrocrete sandstone None

Marks 1968

Q.artZ

Guichard and
Guichard 1968

Silicified
&te

Marks 1968

In contrast to the Nubian Mousterian II quarry Iocalities, the Khormusan sites are
interpreted as occupation localities (Marks1968b: 322). They show much more diversity in the raw

materials employed (blah 1968b:324-327). Marks attributes much of this variation to
chronological factors, arguing that the earliest sites have the highest proponion of Ferrocrete
sandstone artefacts,while the latest sites have greater use of cherts and agate. Marks (1968b) also
recapises that proximity t o raw materials probably influenced the proportion of different materials
used, It is interesting to note that quartz is always a minor raw material, and that the more important
maxerials are chert, ferrocrete sandstone and Precambrian rocks, which include quartzite. This is not

unlike the pattern for the Atenan Technocomplexsites from the Western Desert.

Table 72. -- Raw materials From Nile Valley Khomusan sites. Information from Marks (1968b: 326).
Site

Chert

Agate

Quaru.

Precambrian

2004
ANW-3

minor
major
major
minor
minor

minor
minor
minor
absent
absent

minor
minor
rninor
minor
minor

major
minor
major
major
minor

34D
1017
34A

Ferrocrete
sandstone
minor

minor
minor
minor
major

Fossil
wood
minor
minor
major
minor
minor

Wendorf and Scud (1980: 256) suggested that the economies of the MP/MSA inhabitants
of the Western Desert were more complex than the economies of the earlier ESA/"Termid
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Acheulean" inhabitants. My analysis shows that the Ate& occupants of this area did not simply

procure raw material where needed and immediateb discard objects after use. There is patterning in

the distribution of raw materials, and, while distance to source appears to be one factor in selection
of raw materials, other factors also played a role. Where chert is available, this appears to have been
strongly preferred, such that it was carried sigdicant distances for reduction even when sources of
other raw materials were sigdicandy closer. Interestingly,while transport within Dakhleh is clear,
there is little evidence for raw materials exogenous to the oasis, possibly because some could not be

identified. Alternatively, if the general paucity of exotics is "real", this could indicate either that there
was little travel between oases, or that stone was not carried about in quantity. Examination of types

of objects made of different raw materials showed that isolates and formed tools tended to be found
ar a greater distance from sources than situational tools and debris. With increasing distance from
the Escarpment and Piedmont zones wirhin Dakhleh, there is a decrease in the proportion of chert
debris present in assemblages. As chert decreases in importance, quartzite or ironstone take its place.
Other localities in the Western Desert fit the same overall pattern. The assemblages from
oasis localities where chert is present are dominated by this raw material In the southern desert, at

Jebel Uweinat and B i Tarfawi, quartzites are used predominantly. Minor raw materials are present,
as at Dakhleh, but these are from the Basement Complex at Jebel Uweinat and Dungul. The

presence of chert at Jebel Uweinat is interesting, and possibly conmdicts the idea that stone was not
carried between regions or that there was little travel. However, this identification should be
confmed, and the area should be examined for possible sources of chert.

The anomalous locality among those examined was Wadi Kubbaniya, which shows great
variery in the raw materials employed, and significant use of difficult-to-work Basement Complex
rocks in a situation in which quartzite and chert were both potentially available. At this time, this can
only be noted as of interest because the nature of raw materials available is not clear, nor is the

integrity of the aggregate.

The general composition of aggregates and the analysis of raw materials at Dakhleh suggests
that some areas were used prim*

as workshops, while people conducted more varied activities in

other areas. In this chapter, I look at debris from lithic reduction and at retouched tools from large
aggregates of all Wes. I fim examine the overall composition of aggregates by core and specialised
flake types. A more detailed discussion of each type of reduction follows, with the primary focus on
Levallois methods. Finally, I describe the retouched tools recovered.
The approach that I take in this analysis differs somewhat from many recent technological
studies (i.e., BoBda 1994, Van Peer 1992). This arises from my goals and from the nature of the
available data. My approach in alI analyses has been broad: I attempt to outline the general
characteristics of the DU, not to determine specific reduction sequences represented at Dakhleh.
The comparisons that I make are between end-products, by-products and the reduction that can be
inferred from these.
The quality of the mated precludes some types of studies. Specifically, for this thesis
refitting studies are impractical because most reduction is of Tarawan chert nodules. Material is
often covered in varnish that obscures imperfections useful for refitting. Further, even if objects
were not covered by desert varnish, Tarawan chert at Dakhleh is relatively homogeneous in colour

and texture, and it would be impossible to subdivide assemblages into "nodulesn based on the
appearance of the chert (cf. Sellet 1995). Therefore a large amount of time would necessarily be
invested in a comprehensive refitting programme.
Another methodologicaI approach that cannot be applied with any degree of confidence is
that advocated by Boeda and students, in which the order and dire&

of removals of flakes in the

preparation of Levallois cores is determined. The minute overhangs on the edges of flake scars that
can be used to determine the order of flake removals in a series are h o s t always "erased* throu&
sand-blastingand the development of weathering rinds. Further, there is variability among raw
materials in the degree to which visible ripples are produced that can be used to determine the

direction of flaking. These can be discerned on Tarawan chert, but are not as prominent as on some
types of chert. Sandblast and varnish also make these ripples less visible.

The material I employ in the first section below includes only cores and specialised flakes. I
place greater emphasis on the analyses of cores than of flakes because the identification of Levallois
flakes can be problematic (Copeland 1983, Vollunan 1983).

educt~onmethods at DU localities

Although earlier studies of Aterian collections indicate that reduction methods included
informal and disc-core reduction in addition to Levallois and blade reduction (CatonThompscn
1952), the emphasis in the literature has been on the latter methods. The proportions shown in

Table 73 indicate why this is the case: at Dakhleh, Levallois reduction is dearly one of the most
important methods of producing blanks during DU times.
There is some variability among localities in the proportions of core types recovered, but for
all workshop and occupation localities Levallois cores, including smck, unstruck or mis-struck
cores:*' account for 64 % or more of all cores recovered. In contrast, are the proportions of
Levallois cores from "special use" localities. The sample from L. 320 is small,but it shares some
characteristicswith the material from L. 080, suggesting that the unusual distribution from L. 320
cannot be explained enrirely by sample size. In both cases, the propoldon of Levallois cores is well
under 50%, and at L. 320, disc cores suxpass Levallois cores in importance. For both Ls. 080 and
320, disc cores form a substantial component of the recovered cores, and at L. 080, multipkplatform "amorphous" cores are also important.
Table 73. -- Proportions of different core types
. from DU workshop, occupation and s~ecid-use
localities, ~akhlihOasis.
I

n
Levallois
Disc cores
Flake-blade cores
- single-platform
- opposed-platform
Flake cores
- single-platform
- opposed-platform
- multiple-platforms
Cored flakes
Initial cores
The emphasis on Levallois reduction at both workshop and occupation localities reflects the
importance of prepared-core methods for blank production. The question of whether standardised

forms were preferred as blanks will be addressed below. The use of other methods at Ls. 080 and
320 may be linked to different factors. At L. 320, the lack of nearby raw material sources appears to
have redted in reduction of cores to srnd 'nubbins" (see Table 51), and also in attempts to

281 Overpassed

Ledlois cores are not included in these cdculations.
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remove flakes from any handy nodules. By contrast, at L. 080, there appears to have been n o raw

material shortage. The use of a number of methods of reduction, including multiple-platform
"informal", reduction couId be interpreted in two ways. It is ~ossiblethat the material from L. 080 is
mixed and that the high proportions of informal, discoidal and single-platformcores can be
attributed to manufacture during earlier or later periods. Alternatively, therernay have been less
focus on production of flakes for use as blanks and more emphasis on production of flakes with
sharp edges for immediate use, probably without modification for hafting. Sharp edges could be
produced by reducing pieces of chert found in forms that are not amenable to Levallois reductions
without substantial uimming of the nodule or chunk. If this were the case, and if Levallois flakes
often served as blanks for formed tools, then I would expect to see differences in the nature of the
tools recovered from L. 080 and those recovered from Ls. 130,294, and 325. Unfortunately, this
problem cannot be addressed reliably without use-wear analysis because it is impossible to identify
unretouched flakes as tools without such techniques, and use-wear analysis is impossible on abraded
flakes.
Other methods of specialised reduction - flake-bladeand disc-core reduction - appear to
have been less important than Levallois reduction. There is less consistency in the proportions of
assemblages made up of cores resulting from such reduction sequences, but it is worth noting that in

all cases with a sample of 30 cores or more, both discoidal cores and flake-blade cores were present.

In all of these cases, except Ls. 216TP and 342, there are more discoidal cores than flake-blade
cores. At occupation localities, thismay reflect recycling or transformation of Levallois cores.
The importance of differentreduction methods can also be examined by looking at
unretouched flakeblanks. The variation in the propomons of specialised flake types is shown in
Table 74. This general classificationwas carried out in the initial sort of artefacts and was based on
observation of flake attributes including the dorsal scar pattern,the shape of the flake and the nature
of the talon. In general, flakes that had a facetted platform, were fairly symmetrical and thin,and had
a complicated dorsal scar pattern were classified as "LevalIoisn.In some cases, if a flake met most
but not all criteria for "Levallois", it was still classified as Levallois (See Chapter 8 and Appendix 9
for description of the classifications system. Examination of the data shows that there are no
discernible trends with respect to proportion of different flake types and localitytypes,This question
will be addressed further through more detailed examination of flake attributes, because the lack of

patterning could arise from problems with classification of flakes.
In general, it appears that for all localities, production was focussed on production of round-

ended and rectilinear flakes, rather than triangular flakes. There is considerable variation among
localities with respect to the proportion of Lmallois versus elongated flakes. Specialised flakes
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produced through discsore reduction make up only a small portion of all specialised flakes, but
possibly some disc-core flakes have been mis-identifiied as Levallois flakes.

Table 74. -- Proportion: of specialised flakes from large aggregates, Dakhleh Oasis.
Locality

189A 334 216 342 ( 225 299 294 325

130

1

80

320

n
Levdois flakes
Pointed Levdois flakes
Elongated flakes
Elongated points
Other specialised flakes
Analysis of both cores and specialised flakes show that Levallois reduction was of primary
importance. Relati~elylow numbers of flake-blade cores (0 - 11 %) compared with higher
proportions of elongated flakes (22 - 2tI0/o) can be attrbuted to several things: I) flake-blade
reduction will re& in more flakes per core than a Levdois reduction; 2) elongated flakes may be
produced in a Levdois reduction and not all flakes classified as "elongated* are referable to flake-

blade cores; and 3) it is possible that this category is inflated by inclusion of flakesthat were
produced during core preparation or unspecialised reduction.

Levallois reduction
In the following discussion,I look briefly at the forms of Levallois cores and flakes that were
recovered from DU localities, which are produced in the final stage(s)of reduction. The approach is
essentially typological, and my under&

assumption is that if specific reduction sequences were

used repeatedly, this would result in repetition of end-products and by-products of similar form. I
have separated the discussion of core attributes into an examination of the flaking face and an
examination of the striking platform face.
The variation in the shapes of cores and the direction of preparation for large aggregates is
shown in Table 75. AU Levallois cores with appropriate measurements were included, i.e., struck,
unstruck and mis-struck cores. Based on this breakdown, it is dear that most Levallois reductions, at
least in the final stages, were canied out on roughlyround-ended cores with radial preparation.
Follawing this type of
These are the most common types of cores at every locality except L. 317.'~~
preparation are radial preparations on triangular cores."' There appears to be a dear difference
between the occupation and workshop localities in these two types of preparation. The workshop
N 2This could be considered supporting evideme for the idea that the aggregate from L 3 17 is mixed.
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localides have a lower proportion of round ended cores (44 - 48 %) compared with the occupation
localities (62 - 75%). Triangular, radially prepared cores make up 20 - 24 O/o of cores at workshops
but only O - 17 % of cores at occupation localities.Some triangular cores may have been radially-

prepared as point cores, in which case they can be classified as "Nubian II" cores. The difference
between workshop and occupation localities could be related to different behaviow; for example,
the type of preferred blanks produced at workshops and the degree of recycling of mated at
occupation localities.

Several types of preparation occur in smallnumbers. Convergent preparation and
preparation indicative of "Nubian I" point cores are rare, except at L. 334, and so too is preparation
consistent with sequential removal of elongated flakes (i.e., Levallois blades).

Table 75. - Percentage distribution of Levalois cores by pattern of preparation and shape of core in
plan view, D M e h Oasis.

n

other

other

a

other

I did not consistently record whether there was evidence on the core face for
earlier strikes that would indicate a sequential reduction sequence. I did record the approximate
In my an+

jB3 Pentagonal cores are grouped with round-ended cores because the sides of the

core are parallel for about half of the
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proportion of the core face that was covered by the scar from the last strike. For preferential
seductions, the coverage of the core face would be high because it is not necessaryto maintain

lateral and distal convexities for subsequent strikes. For sequential reductions it is likely to be lower,
Because removal of flakes prepares the core for subsequent d e s .

The propottion of cores that were classified as ''successf~struck", that is, not hinged or
overpassed, and for which the flake scar covers 80% or more of the flaking surface face are shown
in Table 76. This shows that even at workshop localities where there appears to be no shortage of
available chert, the fmd flakes on discarded Levallois cores did not remove nearly all of the core face
for the majority of cases. This suggests that, although there may have been some l referent id flaking,
reduction sequences in which a series of flakes were produced were also used.

Table 76. -- Proportion of cores with large scars on the flaking faces of Levdois cores, Dakhleh
Oasis.
Locality
n, successfully stluck cores
F,scar 80% of core face
t e ~ a r a ~ oofnthe st

334
20
0.05

11

294
11

325
18

0.27

0.09

0.06

216TP 342
66
0.11

080

130
20
0.20

20
0.20

platform face

Although a number of aspects of the striking platform face were recorded, only one is

examined here. Kleindienst (personal communication 2000) and Caton-Thompson(l952)have
indicated that the talons of Levallois flakes associated with the Kharga Aterian and DU are often
more highly facetted than the talons for flakes associated with other MP/MSA units.The number of
scars on the striking platform was not recorded However, on struck cores often much of the

facetted area is removed, and on unmck cores,the prepmtion of the core may be incomplete;
therefore, the comparison may not be useful?"
KIeindienst has also suggested (personal communication 2OOO), that there may be more

uirnming of the striking platform face than on Levallois cores attributed to other MSA units.For
this reason, I wished to determine whether there was any consistency in the DU.Figure 52 shows
histograms of the proportions of cortical coverage on Levallois cores from large DU aggregates.
There does appear to be general consistency across localities, with the exception of L. 294.

Im most cases, the majority of cores have between O and 20 1comcal coverage. There is a slightly
more even distribution at the two workshops on the gravel terrace remnants, Ls.2 1 6 p and 342.
Tnis may result from discard of cores at a variety of stages at workshop localities. Additionally, Ls
080 and 294 show higher proportions of cores with greater amounts of cortex than Ls.130and 325
-

length of the core.
2" Funher, a comparative data set for other MSA units from Dakhleh is not yet available.

.

do, possibly reflecting use of at-source chert at Ls. 080 and 294.

=

lO%of
Ledlois cores

% of Levallois cores

Figure 52. -- Histograms showing the distributions of cortical coverage of the striking platform face
of Levallois cores of Tarawan chert from large aggregates, Dakhleh Oasis.

The types of flakes produced through Levallois reduction can be discerned through
examination of the core flaking face and through examination of the flakesthemselves. The latter is

more problematic &an the former because of problems with idendfication of Levallois flakes.

Similar flakes can be produced by other reduction rnerhods. In this section I look at the nature of

blanks as indicated by the shapes of the scars on the faces of successfdlystruck cores. Unformnately
the sample of such cores is small, a fact that is interesting in itself because it could indicate that
reduction continued until failure, rather than until particular flakes were produced.
Table 77 shows t h e proportions of different scar shapes. There is variability that does not
appear to be correlated w
ith particular types of localities, possibly because sample sizes are small.

The round-ended scars are most common for all localities shown. Triangular scars that would result
from production of points account for some 20 to 40% of scars at all localities except L. 325. The
differences between Ls. 130and 325, which were similar in terns of overall aggregate breakdown,

d be further examined below.
Table 77. -- Proportions of flake scars on successfullystruck Levallois cores, by shape, large
aggregates,Dakhleh Oasis.
Locality
n
Round-ended'
TrianguIar
Skewed
Expanding

317
10
0.50
0.20
0.20
0.10

189A 334 2 1 6 n 342 225 294 325 130 80
13
17 11 18
5
16
62 11 5
0.40 0.88 0.65 0.63 0.80 0.77 0.83 0.54 0,55
0.40
0.27 0.27 0.20 0.23 0.06 0.36 0.17
0.20
0.07
0.12 0.09 0.28
0.13 0.02 0.09

'Includes rectiLinear and pentagonal forms.

The shapes of scars on discarded cores rou& p d e l the shapes of specialised flakes with
feather terminations and facetted talons, i.e., flakes that are consistent with a Levdois reduction

Again, the sample of such flakes is small at several localities. For almost every locality,
the most common flakes belong to the round-endedlpentagonalhectilineargroup. The dorsal scar
pattems on these flakes most often indicate radial preparation. This is the case for alI localities
examined, and is in strong agreement with the data from the Levallois cores. G e n e d y speaking, the
Fable 78):'

most common Levallois reduction in the DU was through radial preparation aimed at prodmion of
round-ended flakes.
The question of whether preferential or recurrent sequences were employed for flake
production can be addressed through examination of scar patterns on flakes. Because of abrasion, in

many cases the scars could be interpreted in several ways,but flakes that are second or third
removals in a renvrent sequence in which the initial preparation was radial are distinctive.The
dorsal scar partem will show evidence of both the radial preparation and of the Levallois flakes
removed earlier,A small proportion, always under lo%,of flakes from the rwo workshops on the
gravel terrace remnants and from the occupation localities show evidence of these flakes. In most
cases the flakes are round-ended or rectilinear, but there are a few instances of tiangular flakes of
this form, one of which is tanged (see Plate 35).

285 Flakes classifiedas

"disc-coreflakes"or "pseudo-Ledoispoinu"werenot included in this sample.

Table 78. -- Percent of flakes with feather terminations and facetted ~Iatformsby shape and dorsal
scar patterns, Dakhleh Oasis. %Blanksn indicate all remaining patterns.
L

1

-

I

u

'Total for L.225 does not add to 100 because the "expandingncategory has been excluded.

At three of the "occupation" localities, Ls. 130,225 and 294, triangular flakes comprise half
or almost half of the flakes examined. At one of these localides, L. 130,the proportion of triangular
negative scars on cores is relatively high (Table 77). Ar L. 325 both the proportion of pointed flakes

is low and the proportion of triangular flakes scars is low, suggesting that there ma/ be differences
berween L. 325 and other occupation localities, possibly in terms of the focus of activitiesthere. If
the high proportions of triangular flakes at Ls. 130,294and 225 are not an artefact of small sample
size, this may reflect the way that these regions were used, rather than major differences in reduction
sequencesrepresented at these localities.

In general, during analysis I did not classify cores as 'Nubkin I" or "Nubian IIn
cores
However, based on the defuzitions provided by Guichard and Guichard (1965), there are some
flakes and cores that could fit these definitions. "Nubian I" cores show preparation of the distal end

of the core through removal of long narrow flakes from the distd end. These cores are usually
triangular.Points that show evidence of this rype of ~re~aration
are found in small numbers. Nubian

I1 cores show radial preparation with steep distal uimming. A third form of core preparation aimed
at production of triangular flakes is convergent preparation, such as that used to produce a "typical"
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Levdois point Table 78 shows that there appears to be variation in the dorsal scar patterns on

triangular flakes among the large aggregates examined Tnis variation does not correlate with
geographicor functionalvariation. The database of pointed flakes needs to be expanded, and this
variation nee& to be further explored. A technological approach could be useful in interpreting
variation.
l o w e d flake omduction
The degree to which elongated flakes were made through Levallois reductions can be
determined though examination of the dimension of fmal flake scars. These only indicate whether
elongated flakes were made in the End stages of core reduction. It is possible that elongated flakes
were producedin early aages of reduction but not in thelater stages.
Figure 53 shows the cumulative frequencies of length to width ratios of flake scars on

success^ struck Levdois cores. h d cases except L. 2 l6TP, sample sizes are smd. In all but one
case, 80 % or more of the flake scars have a ratio of less than 5 the traditional cut-off for blades.
There is no clear difference between occupation and workshop localities in this respect. For all large
aggregates analysed, production of elongated flakes in the f d aages of Levallois reduction was not
a focus.

The polssibility that elongated flakes were produced in earlier stages of Levallois reduction
can be examined through looking at the dimensions of flakes consinent with Levallois reduction,
These flakes we identified by facetring of the talon: other attributes, such as the nature of the dorsal
scar pattern, v q with the specific reduction sequence.Ridges on the dorsal face parallel to the sides
of the flake m q be produced through Levallois or other reduction sequences. Use of facetting as a
marker of Levdois reduction is dearly not perfect because some Levallois reductions may produce
flakes that are not facetted, and other reduction sequencesmay produced flakes with facetted talons.
However, given that it is not possible to refit cores to determine how flakes were produced, I
adopted this alternative.
The cumulative frequency diagrams for the length to width ratios of flakes with facetted
platforms (3 o r more facets) are shown in Figure 54. Only flakes with feather terminations are
shown in the graph. Overall, this confirms the evidence f~omscars on Levallois cores: for almost all
localities, less than 20% of the flakes with facetted platfomns have a length to width ratio of over 2.
The ratio is slid* higher for some of the workshop localities, and slightly lows for the special-use
localities.

Figure 53. -- Cumulative frequency diagram of length to width ratios of the last major scar on
successfully struck Levallois cores at DakhIeh Oasis. Dotted lines .workshop localities: Ls. 149A
(n=5), 216BC (n=gS), 216TP (n=62), 334 (n=20),342 (n=11); dashed lines - occupation localities:
Ls.130 (n=21),225 (n=4),294 (n= lo),325 (n-28);solid line - special use localiy L. 080 (~20).
Note that the x-axisis non-linear.

1

Len&/

1s
Width

2

Figure 54. -- Cumdative frequency diagm of length to width ratios for flakes with facetted
platforms at Dakhleh Oasis. Dotted lines - wohhop localities: Ls. 189A (nib), 216TP (11-43))334
(n=9), 342 (n=67);dashed lines - occupation localities: ki. 130 (n=l7),225 (n- 14), 294 (n-38),325
(n=47); solid line - specialuse localities:Ls.080 (n= IS), 320 (n= 12). Note that the x-axis isnonlinear.

The data show that the DU Levdois reductions in the fmd sages were oriented primatJr
toward the produdonof flakes, as opposed to "blades" or points. The reparation of cores was
pmanly mdid for all core forms. In moa cses, the stxiking plarfom faces of cores appear to have
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been extensively trimxned There is evidence suggestive of both preferential and recurrent methods
of reduction, but this analysis reflects only the fmal stage of reduction. There appears to be more
variability in the manufacture of pointed flakes, as compared with flakes. Elongated flakes or
"blades" occur in sidcant

numbers at DU localities, but they do not appear to have been

produced, for the most part, through Levallois reduction methods.

Elongated flake reduction on flake-blade cores
A sipficant poldon of the flakes classified as "specialised" are elongated flakes, some of

which are more than twice as long as they are wide, and some of which are not. As indicated above,
o d y a small proportion of rhese flakes appear to have been produced through Levalloisreduction

methods. The proportion of flake-blade cores is small compared with the proportion of elongated

flakes,suggestingthat some of these flakes were nor products of specialised reduction.
The number of flake-bladecores is small (37); and of these, about two-thirds are singleplatform cores (24) and one-third are opposed-platformcores. Most were recovered from the gravel
terrace remnant localities,
The analysed specialised flakes that are at least twice as long as wide and not overpassed,
were predominantly classified as 'elongated flakes" (78Y0))although a substantialproponion were
originally classified as Levdois (22%). Nearly half (44%) of these flakes had a dorsal scar pattern
indicating previous removals uni-direction+, from the proximal end of the flake. Slightly over a
quarter of the flakes had scars indicating bi-directional opposed removals. The remainder showed a
variety of flake scar patterns, including radial, convergent and "tri-direcdonal" removals suggesting
sequential removal of elongated Levallois flakes.

Of the 365 analysed flakes classified as elongated but not overpassed, half were under twice
as long as they were wide, but only 15 O/o were less than 1.5 times as long as theywere wide. In
general, the flakes classified as elongated could be considered "end-struck". Most of the flakes were
classified as approximatelyxectilinea.(79%). Moa of the analysed flakeshad dorsal scar patterns
indicating unidirectional removals (38%) or bi-directional, opposed removals (38%). The remainder
showed a variety of dorsal scar patterns, of which radial and convergent were the most common.

The average length of all analysed flakes classified as elongated (58 rt 17 mm) was comparable to the
average length of all analysed flakes classified as Levallois (58 17mm), although the average width
was somewhat less (29 8 mm versus 40 11 mm). The platforms of elongated flakes were
relatively wide (17 7 mm) and the average difference between the talon width and bulbar thickness
was 7 rnm.Both suggest that elongated flakes were produced using hard-hammerpercussion
&man, et d. 1992).

*
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The presence of single-platfonn and opposed-platform flake-bladecores, and the presence
of sigmficant numbers of elongated flakes, indicates that these were one of the blank fonns
p~oducedduring the DU. Although some of the flakes classified as "elongated" could be
misclassified, judging from the dorsal scar patterns on these flakes, the majority of elongated flakes

appear to have been produced through sequential removals from a single-platform,or through

removals from an opposed-platform, core.

Disc core reduction
Disc-core reduction was defmed as rernovd of flakes from a core that is approximately

round in plan view, from different points around the circumference of the core. There were a
number of cores from which flakes were removed only from, or predominantly from, one face and
in a direction that is subparallel to the plane of intersection between the two faces of the core.
However, these cores were not classified as Lwallois because there was no evidence for preparation

of one platform area.

The sample of fully analysed discoidal cores is small. Tweny of 32 analysed cores show
flaking on one side only, and could possibly then be considered as a form of recurrent Levallois
cores.However, the average length t o rhickness ratio for cores that are flaked on both faces (2.0) is
not substantiallydifferent from the average ratio for cores flaked only on one face (2.2).Few cores
of either kind have a ratio of near 1, as would be expected for cores flaked at a steep angle to the
plane of intersection between the two faces.
The average length of discarded discoidal cores (61 i-14 mm),is slightly less than that of
Levallois cores (68 14 mm) and the average widths and thicknesses are nearly the same for the two

care rypes? Flakes classified as disc-core flakes are relatively short and wide?*' All

either

triangular or 'round-ended" in plan view. The dorsal scar pattern on mon flakes indicates
convergent flaking or radial flaking.
Further work related to disc-core reduction would involve a doser defuzition of disc core

verms "recurrent Levallois" reduction. At this time both the recovered cores and the specialised
flakes suggest that this method of flake production was not of special importance in the DU.A
significant proportion of the cores that have been classified as 'discoidal" may be better classified as
Xevdois". It is possible that discoidal cores were transformed from Levallois cores to discoidal

cores when near exhaustion.

-

*

Discoidal cores: mean CW - 55 13 mm,mean CT 30k 13 mm;L d o i s cores:mean CW - 55 l2 mm,mean
CT-28 & 8 m m
117 The mean chart length for disc-core flakes from all1dties is 42
13 mm and the rnean chart width is 39 6mrn
286

(n-17).
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Other reduction methods
Evidence for unspecialised production of flakes comes prim*

from analysis of cores.

Three core foms were distinguished, although possibly all belong to one continuum of inteniy of
use: single-platformflake cores, double platform flake cores and multiple-platfomflake cores. The

latter are also referred to as 'amorphous" cores. In addition, four cored flakes were analysed.
The degree of abrasion of these cores does not suggest that they should be considered
separately from DUmaterials. The average number of flake scars on the most recently flaked face is
5

2, for all three core types. Although it is possible that similar objects can be the products of

natural forces, the fact that there are numerous scars on them and that they are of the same
condition as most DU m a t e d suggests that they should be considered with the rest of the m a t e d
recovered.
The presence of a number of "infomal" cores suggests, in some cases, testing of raw

materids or early failed attempts to rough out prepared cores. However, the bulk of these objects
have a number of flake removals and are of forms that do not indicate uimming to produce a
specialised core. This suggests deliberate production of flakes through informal or unspecialised
reduction. Average sizes of these cores are similar to those of specialised cores288and rhe final flake
scars o n these cores are also within the range of scars on specialised cores?9 The forms of these

cores were not consistently recorded, nor were the shapes of the flake scars.

If unspecialised cores were used for production of flakes for use on-site, I would expect to

fmd a higher proportion of such cores at occupation or special-use localities near raw m a t d
sources. If unspecialised cores were the result of failed attempts to trim nodules to form specialised
cores, I would expect to fiid higher proportions of such cores at workshop localities. The locality
with the highest proportion of these cores is L. 080, followed closely by Ls. 225 and 325 (see Table
73). The workshop localities Ls. 216,334 and 342 also all have substantialproportions of such cores.
The discrepancy between Ls.325 and several other occupation localities is interesting, especially
considering that L. 325 is located some distance from Tarawan chert sources, while Ls. 294 and 299

are not. Possibly the difference is related to duration of use: the debris from L. 325 suggests use for
a longer time or on more occasions than the debris from Ls. 299 and 130.Further research is

needed to ascertain the importance of these other methods in lithic reduction during DU times.

*

T h e mean chart dimension of unspecialised cores are as follows:single-platformcores - 65 27 rnm X 65 23 mm,
11-25;
double platform cores - 69 8 mm X 59 & 17 mm,n.6; multiple-platform cores - 64 18 mm X 55 f 12 mm,

268

*

n- 72.
289

63
54

T h e mean than dimension of fmal scars on unspeciahed cores are as follows: single-platformcores - 67 f 27 mmX
23 mm,11-29
double platfoxm cores - 61 i 15 mm X 50 8 mm, n-8; multiple-platform caes - 60 & 18 mm X
12 mm, n-65.
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Core reduction msthods at other Aten'an localities in the Western Desea
The breakdown of cores by type from other Aterian localities in the Western Desert is given
in Table 79. The samples from Dungul and Jebel Uweinat are problematic for several reasons,

including a lack of reliable information about collection methods and the locality settings. All of the
localities except Point 52 from Jebel Uweinat show a predominance of Levallois cores, which Caton

Thompson (1952) refers to as "Tortoise shell cores". The remainder of the cores is made up of
types thac are known from the DU material: disc cores, opposed-platforin flake-blade cores, and
multiple-platform cores. The proportions are not comparable because of differences in collection
methods and small sample size.

The material from Uweinat is unusual compared with all of the other material described, in
that the most common category of cores is the multi-platform core. The sample from Point 52

includes 22 cores that are described in my notes as "resemblingnon-anefactual pebbles".These
objects do show flake scars although the average number is low (3

* I). If these objects were

recovered from a context in which quaraite cobbles were common, they might be non-artefad,
or initiah/ tested pieces. However, if they were recovered from an area in which quartzite cobbles
were not geologically present, then they must be considered artefactual by virtue of their location.
Table 79.-- Proportions of core types from Aterian localities elsewhere in the Western Desert.
Jebel
heinat
Pt. 52

Region

Locality
n

31

Levallois
Disc cores
Flake-blade cores
- singleplatform
- opposed-platform
Flake cores
- single-platform
- double platform
- mdtip~~-platforms
Cored flakes
Initial cores

I

f rorn the n arga localities are from Caton Thompson (1'
bdudes cores described as "s&ep, polygonal, random, or residua" ( ~ a t o n - ~ h o m 1952:
~ & 88).

R e general breakdown of specialised flake types for Western Desert localities is shown in

Table 80. The proportions of different flake types from the Dungul localities are not shown because
the samples available for study appeared to be selective collections. However, the Kharga and Jebel

Uweinat data should be comparable to the Dakhleh data There are a number of differences. In both
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cases, the proportion of Levallois flakes is low whereas at Dakhleh, specialised flakes of this category
are umdy the most frequently occuning. The propordon of pointed flakes from K06E far exceeds

the proportion of pointed flakes from any Dakhleh locality, and the proportion from Bulaq A is also
comparatively high. This could be an mefact of inter-observer variation. The difference between the
material fromJebel Uweinat and the Dakhleh specialised flakes lies in the high proportion of
elongated flakes from Jebel Uweinat.
The difference becween the Dakhleh material and that from other Western Desert localities

may reflect differences in collection methods, classification and locality w e . If future investigations
show that these differences cannot be explained by such factors,then other explanations should be
pursued: e.g., differences in chronological placement, in constraints of the raw materials, in "site
functionnor in the reduction sequences used at these localities.
Table 80. -- Proportions of specialised flakes from Aterian localities in the Western Deserc.
Region

DWd

uarga'

Locality
n
Levdois flakes
Pointed Levallois flakes
Elongated flakes
Elongated points

KO6E
71

BulaqA
36

8708
7

0.18
0.61
0.21

0.44
0.44
0.11

present

8793
1

Jebel
Uweinat
k. 52
105

0.17
present

present
present

0.64
0.19

'Kharga data from Caton-Thompson (1952).

ool ~roduction- Blank seIection
The products of lithic reduction may be used and discarded without modification to the
piece produced, or objects may be retouched. The fonner type of tools may form a sigtllficant part

of DU assemblages, but cannot be recognised in abraded material. Any tools that were retouched in
a regular manner, however, can be examined. There are a number of routes by which unretouched

lithic pieces rnay become retouched pieces. Objeas used as unretouched tools may be later
retouched to strengthen or resharpen them Objeas may be retouched before use to produce a tool
I

of a particulat overall form, or objects may be retouched before use to form an edge of a particular
shape. In the following section I consider the blanks on which tools were made, recopising that
there is undoubtedly a large portion of the DU "tools" that cannot be idendfled

DU localities
The idenrification of tools is sometimes problematic because of abrasion of artefacts, and
identification of blank types is also sometimes difficult because of the extent of retouch of the tool.
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The breakdown of tools by blank type shown in Table 81 must be considered biased. On the one

hand, tools that have been only minimally retouched would not be included. This probably decreases
the proportion of tools on a number of different blank types. "Situational"too1s might be made on
any readily available piece. In contrast, specialised flakes may be specificallyproduced for use

without retouch. The exclusion of tools that are so extensively retouched that the blank form c m o t
be determined rob ably affects the nodule and specialised flake categories most severely.
Examination of the distribution of blank types by locality types shows a few trends.The two
localities on the gravel terrace remnants, Ls. 2 16TP and 342, have remarkably similar distributions.
In both cases, the nodule/ coreshhunk category forms about 20% of the tools. L. 334, in contrast,
shows only 7%of such tools. It is possible that the tools on cores and nodules from the gravel
terrace remnant localities have been misidentified, and are really, in large part, the products of

knapping debris. If these are tools, it is possible that similar tools existed at L. 334, but because of
the large amount of broken chert at that locality and the higher degree of abrasion, I did not
recognise them as tools. A third explanation for the difference is that the activities conducted in the
two locations were different. The proportions of tools on chunks, cores and nodules are low from

all the occupation localities. There are no tools of this kind at L. 320, which suppons interpretation
of this locality as a temporary stopover used forretooling. The high proportion of tools on cores,
nodules and chunks at L. 080 is interesting given the high proponion of unspecialised cores from
this locality.
The proportion of tools on unspecialised flakes is slightly higher at the workshop localities

than at the occupation localities. Again, at workshop localities, some of these objects may be
accidental products of lithic reduction or trampling. In all cases, the blanks that were most
frequently identified were specialised flakes, probably produced through Levallois reduction. Other
flakes that were identified as specialised also make up a substantial proportion of the identifiable

flake blanks. Together, specialised flakes account for the majority of blanks from all localities. If the
distribution has not been significantly skewed by the factors outlined above, this indicates a dear
preference for flakes made through Levallois and flake-bladereduction methods as blanks.
The ratio of identifiable to unidentifable blanks is lowest for several of the occupation
localities, Ls. 294, 130 and 325, and for L. 320. In part, this may reflect a greater degree of abrasion
of this material compared with the material from Ls. 216 and 342. However,this mady reflects the
higher proportion of tools that have been extensivelyretouched at the occupation localities, and
higher numbers of relatively small tool fragments.
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Table 81. -- Proportion of general blank types for tools recovered from large aggregates, Dakhleh
Oasis, indeterminate or unspecified blanks excluded from calculations.

n unspecified or indeterminate
Ratio of identifiable to
unidentifiable blanks
Nodules, cores and fragments,
chunks
Unspeciaised flakes
Specialised
- probably Levallois
- probably Elongated
- probably Disc core
Flake fragments or chips
Old tools or flakes

2
7.0

7

2

0

19

70

14

59.0 9.0

9.5

-

3.1

2.5

4,l

1

2

6

0.07 0.15 0.21 0.05
0.02 0.04 0.02
0.21 0.19 0.22 0.16 0.18 m
m
0
.
1
6
0.36 0.42 0.30 0.47 0.45 0.52 0.40 0.60
0.21 0.20 0.24 0.32 0.09 0.40 0.23 0.23
0.01
0.27
0.11
0.14 0.02 0.03
0.02
0.02

Tne narure of the flake blanks selected can also be examined through dorsal scar patterns
indicativeof the directions of preparation. The sample of tools on which these were visible is limited
pable 82). In most cases, the general patterns seen in the nature of preparation of cores and flakes
parallels those for flake blanks. For localities with sample sizes over 10, the most common type of
preparation on Levallois flakes is radial, although in all cases Levallois blanks with a number of other
types of dorsal scar patterns were used. The "Other" category includes preparations indicative of
second or third sequentialLevallois strikes. The locality with an anomalous distribution is L. 225,

which has a high proportion of flakes with convergent preparation, but the sample from L. 225 is
too small to be confident that this distribution is different from that at other localities.
Table 82. -- Direction of preparation on Levallois and elongated tool blanks, DWeh Oasis. Note
small sample sizes.
Locality
n - Levdois
Radial
Unidirectional
Bi-directional,
opposed
Convergent
Other
n - Elongated
Radial
Unidirectional
Bi-directional,
opposed
Convergent
Other

334
2
0.50
0.50

3
1.00

225
8
0.25
0.13

0.21

342
16
0.38
0,19
0.19

0.05
0.05
8
0.13
0.63
0.25

0.13
0,13
12
0,08
0,67
0.25

0.63

216
19
0.68

294

325
33
0.39
0.09
0.12

0.88

0.24
0.15
18
0.06
0.39
0.39

0.06
0.06

0.11
0.06

20
--

0.55
0.10

5

0.10
0.25
17

0.80
0.20

-.

130

80

-19
-

6

0.68
0.13
0.05

0.33
0.33
0.33

0.11
0.05
9
0.11
0.56
0.33

2
0.50
0.50

The pattern of preparation on elongated blanks is predominantly unidirectional. The
exception is L.294, where bi-directional preparations are most common. Although this could
indicate a difference in the reduction methods used at this locality, this is not supported by the
evidence from cores (Table 73), and is probably related to the high degree of abrasion of material
from L. 294 that makes determination of the direction of flacing difficult.

The nature of tool blanks and the dorsal scar patterns were not recorded for most isolates

and tools from small scatters that were recovered. The infomation available indicates the use of
specialised flakes as tool blanks, and of Levdois blanks with radial preparation. Samples from small
aggregates are not representative; therefore, no conclusions can be drawn about preferred blanks.
Other Western Desert localities
The data available regarding the nature of blanks used for tools at other Aterian localities in
the Western Desert are less precise than hose from Dakhleh I did not record detailed information

about the nature of the flake blanks: the nature of the dorsal scar pattern or the type of talon
present. The general breakdown of blank types is given in Table 83, but for the material from

Dungul the samples are selective. A high proportion of the blanks from Jebel Uweiiat could not be
identified because many of the tools were bifaces that had been extensively retouched, and many
were small fragments. In most cases,the distributions are similar to those from the occupation
localities at Dakhleh, with a low proportion of tools on cores or nodules, and a higher proportion on

flakes. In general, there appear to be more tools made on unspecialised flakes in the localities outside
of Dakhleh, especiallyJebel Uweinat,but more detailed analyses on representativesamples are

necessary. The samples from Kharga show a higher proportion of tools on Levallois flakes than at

Dakhleh.
Table 83. -- Distribution of identifiable blank types for other Aterian localities in the Western
Desert.
Region
-Locality
n
Nodules, cores and fragments,
chunks
Unspecialised flakes
Specialised
- probably kvallois
- probably Elongated
Flake fragments or chips
Old tools or flakes

Dund
8793
18

Jebel
Uweinat
48

0.26

0.28

0.02
0,42

0.52
0.04
0. 17

0.28
0.11
0.22

KO6
25

Bdaq

8708

21

23

0.04

0.05
0.29

0,12

0,84

0.57
0.05
0.05

0.40
0.17

Tool production - retouch
The retouched tools have been divided into two general groups: "formed tools" and
"situational tools". The criteria used to differentiate these rwo tool groups are discussed below. Here

I consider retouch on a subset of "formed" tools: modification that appears t o be aimed toward
hafting the tool including basal-thinning, ranging, and bifacial thinning.

Formed tools from DU localities
The different methods of m o e g tools to aid in hafting were recorded for the D U e h
material, and these data were then compared with samples from elsewhere in the Western Desert. In
the following sections I first describe the morphology of tangs, basally-thinned tools and Maces;
then I look at the variability in the distribution of these at Dakhleh.

I looked at several aspects of tangs when vying to characterise them Some of the attributes
were related to the way in which tanging was carried out, and some were related to the fmal form of
the base of the tanged tool Attributes related to the manner in which tangs are made include the

number of lateral edges and faces that were flaked, the order of flaking, the presence or absence of a

platform, and the direction of flaking. Aaributes related to the final form of the tang include the
shape in cross-section, and the shape of the lateral edges or silhouette of the tang.
Examination of the tanged tools showed that some of these attributes were more useful in
characterisation than others. Attributes that were retained include the number of "sides" flaked the
shape of the tang in cross-section, and the shape of the tang in silhouette. Amibutes that were not
retained include the order of flaking and the presence or absence of a partial talon. In many cases,
abrasion made it impossible $0 determine the order of flaking reliably, and the preliminary data did
not show that a particular order was used more frequently than other orders. Abrasion also made the

presence or absence of a ~arrialtalon difficult to record.
There appears to be considerable variability in the way that tangs were manufactured,
although several generalisations are possible.
1. As Tixier (19%- 1959)pointed out, tangs are always made on the bulbar ends of flakes.

2, The most frequent treatment involves flaking of both lateral margins on both faces of the flake
(ie.,left and right dorsal and left and right ventral), although there are a number of instances of

flaking of three or only two "sides" and one possible instance of flaking only one "side".
3. Flaking almost always occurs from the lateral edges of the flake and not from the talon.
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4. Three general types of cross-sectionswere achieved (see Figure 55): a threesided, roughly
tiangular cross section, a four-sided, diamond shaped cross-section, and a trapezoidal or flat

cross-section.The diamond-shaped cross-section grades to lenticular.

5. The differentlyshaped cross sections can be achieved through flaking on two, three, or four
"sides". In other words, there is no direct correlation between the cross-section and the number
of "sides" flaked
6. The form of the tang in plan view, or siiouette, could be described as one of the following

shapes for almost all tangs (see Figure 55).

A. Tang well-defmed, fairly symmetricalwith concave edges;

B. Tang edges angle sharply to base and are fairly straight or only slightly concave, giving tang an
overall triangular shape in plan;
C Tang small and moderately well defined, usually somewhat asymmetrical, and small at the

base. This fonn may be a result of abrasion.

D.Tang asymmetrical, with one edge straight and one slightly concave, making the tool
"shouldered"; and

E. Tang ill defined, appearing to be a slight constriction of the base of the tool.
Tang cross-sections (idealised) :

1. Triangular

AAA

3. Trapezoidal and Flat

r?\ 1

Tang silhouettes (idealised):

v
vvv

A. Symmetrical, defined, prominent, concave h a ] edges.

B. Symmetrical, approximately straight lateral edges.

V

C. Possibly asymmetrical, small, possibly one concave lateral edge, one straight lateral edge

D. Shouldered: one lateral edge concave, one lateral edge straight to convex

E. Basally restricted, symmetrical, lateral edges minimally concave to slighdy convex

vvv

Figure 55. -- Forms of tang cross-sectionsand siulouetres observed on DU ranged tools, Dakhleh
Oasis.

The method of manufacturing tangs appears to vary to some degree with the form of the
fmal shape of the tang. For objects that have well-defined large tangs (A) or tiangular "tangs"(B),
many objects show evidence of one or two, large invasive flakes, followed by "finer" retouh,
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mally on the tang itself. Most of these tools show flake scars on the base of the body of the tool
that are not directed inwards, but rather upwards. The tools that are shouldered (D) show flaking
pedominantly from the lateral edges of the flake whh few or no flakes directed "upwards" towards
the body of the tool. The same is true of tangs that form a slight constriction at the base of the tool
(E). Smd tangs (C) show flakes directed both upwards and inwards,but not very invasive.The fm
three tang forms are found predominantly on wide flake tools, while the last two are found on

elongated flake tools. Thus, the difference between B and E partially reflects width to length ratio,

and partidy reflects the type of tool blank.
Examples of the differenttang silhouette forms are found in Figure 56 and FigureR. These
i13llstrate the difficulties with classification of chipped stone or, for that matter, many kinds of

o'bjects. A C

O ~ M Uof t~eatments
~ ~
exists and dassiiication of

objects that do not fall clearly into

one class or another may be difficult.For example, the illustrated examples of silhouette tgpes A and

B are similar, with the diffemce being that the lateral edges of type A are concave. At this time, I
have not set specific boundaries between classes, such as how concave the lateral edges must be for
the tang to be classified ''distinctive''. Other points ta note are that the small tang silhouette type (C)
could possibly be lumped together with the defined tang type (A). Shouldered and basally resuined
tangs could also be considered the same. For the moment, I have retained the subdivision of t h e
types because their forms suggest slightly different types of treatment in hafting. However, further

with unabraded mated, may show that a different grouping is more meaningful.

work

The different types of silhouettes, cross-sections and flaked sides were examined to
determinewhether all possible types occurred, or whether "types" of tangs could be defined based
om frequent co-occunence of particular attribute states.
The percentage of ocmences of different cross-sections, tang shapes and number of sides

flaked are shown in Table 84. This shows that for the number of "sidesn flaked and the shape of the
tang, there is one categoy into which the majority of tangs fit: most tangs are distinct. The shape of
the cross section is more evenly divided between uiangular forms and diamondshaped to lenticular
tangsTable 84. -- Percentage distribution of occurrence of different attribute states for DU tangs.

%umber of "sides" Percent
flaked (n-114) of tangs
1
2
3
4

1

4
17
78

Shape of tang
(n- 110)
Distinct
Triangular
Small
Shouldered
Restricted

Percent
Shape of cross Percent
of tangs section (n=104) of tangs
58
Diamond to
59
lenticular
6
10
Triangular
38
9
Flat, reahear or
4
mpezoida
16

Figure 56. -- Examples of silhouette cypes A and C. Objects are from L.294 (Nos. 52 and 55),

Dakhleh Oasis.

Figure 57. -- Examples of silhouette types B, D and E. Tools are from Ls. 325 (C:-40N20-40E-44,
E: -66) and 341 (D:PSA-4), Dakhleh Oasis.
These distributions suggest that a paradigmatic classifcation would result in a number of
categories with few or no members. Therefore, I used a taxonomic scheme as shown below, in
which only the shape of the silhouette and cross-seaionswere used, and most tang forms were only
defined by their shape in silhouette. Further subdivision of all silhouette types resulted in categories
with few members.Although the number of objects wirh defmed tangs and triangular or
diamond/lenticuIar cross-section is large, subdividing these by number of "sides"flaked was not
useful because in both cases almost all tangs were flaked on d four "sidesn.

Defined

Triangular

Shouldered
(10)

Restricted
(18)

Figure 58. -- Taxonomic scheme for classification of tangs. Parenthetical numbers indicate the
number of instances in the sample of tanged tools from Dakhleh Oasis.
A small number of the tanged tools from Dakhleh could n o t be classified using this scheme.
Examples are illustrated in Plates 13,25 and 39, but indude a highly unusual asymmetrical tang from
a workshop locality, the only 'tanged burin" known from Dakhleh Oasis, and several pieces that

appear broken or unfinished.

Tixier (1967b) also looks at the shape of the tang in silhouette and at the number of
directions from which the tang was retouched. He recognises five variations of the direction of
retouch, subdividing the tangs flaked in two directions based on which faces were flaked.Because
there were so few tangs of this type in the DU, I saw no reason to do this. According to Tixier, the

tang that is worked bifacially on both lateral margins is also the most common in the mated he
examined.

Tkier also suggests five silhouette forms:
I. "Stemof a glass" (i-e., wider at the base than at the top of the tang);
2. Rectangular or sub-trapezoidal;

3. Triangular;
4. Basd narrowing by invasive retouch; and

5. Atypical.

The rectangular form is the most frequently occuning.
There are several differences between the dassificationI propose and the one Tixier
suggests. The tang foms I describe also took into account the relation between the body of the tool
and the tang, whereas Tixier's system only looks at the tang. Further, I looked at the shape of the

tang in cross-section, but ignored the number of "sides" flaked and the presence or absence of a

parcid platform.

Regarding the classification itself, there are also several differences. None of the tangs I
examined could be described as the "Stem of a glass" variety. "Restrined" and 'shouldsedn tangs
are subsumed into Tixiers "rectangular" fomt I did not allow for a "Varia" category. TTLder does not
recognise the "small tangn categov. Both systems include a "triangularn form but with some
differences.The triangular form that T S e r proposes is difficult to distinguish from the
reaanguladtrapezoidal fom. The invasively retouched tang that Tixier describes appears most
similar to the uiangular form I describe, but the object Tixier uses to illustrate this appears to be a
tool that I would classify as a foliate.
The main underlymg difference in the two classification systems is that Turier deals onlywith
the tang,and not its relation to the body of the tool In describing tangs, I consider that the relation
between the tang and the rest of the tool is important because it could be related to the method of

hafiing. For example, shouldered tools might be inset into handles on the side as well as the
proximal end of the tool. Bas*

constricted tools suggest a method of hafting sirnilat- to that used

for foliates,rather than that used for wide tools with a tang that is much narrower than the body of
the tool. The lack of one type of tang in the materid I examined compared with that described by
Tixier suggests that there may be differences across northern Africa in methods of producing tangs.

. .

.

a s d - t h -n and
~ tmcatron
Basally-thinned points found in the Levant are termed "Emireh points" and those found in

Africa are cded "Tabalbalat points". While the type name Tmireh point" has been adopted widely,
the term "Tabalbalat point" has been used less frequently.Indeed, basally-thinned tools from
northern Africa are sometimes are referred to as "Mouaenm points" (e.g, Hester and Hobler 1969:
86, Wendorf, et al. 1993c: 352,408) or 'Bifacid foliates" (Wendorf, et al. 1993c: 410). Garrod (1937:
50) defined "Emireh points" as follows:

T h e Emireh points are made on broad-based triangular flakes, which have the base thinned
by delicate chipping on both faces. It is characteristic that the thinning scars are directed
always from the base of the flake and never from the lateral edges.

She goes on to state that (1937: 51):

T h e Emireh point occurs also in Africa; a few specimens have been collected from the
Saharan surface station of Tabelbala, associated with Aterian forms....It should be noted
that whereas the Palestinian specimens have bulbar-face retouch ody, those from Africa are
invariably more or less worked on the upper face.
Garrod appears to have introduced the term "Tabelbda" in connection with basally-thinnd
points in the Atehan. The Gsar collection from Tabelbalat does not appear to have been published
at the time Garrod wrote, and, except for the tanged objects (Djemila I W ) , it ranains unpublished
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Neuville (1951: 73, note 1) pointed out the apparent contradiction in Garrod's two
statements with respect to the location of retouch and the difference between the Tabelbalat points
and the Emireh points. Gatrod first states that Emireh points are flaked on both sides (1937: 50) but

then goes on to state that they are only reduced on the bulbar face (1937: 51). I suspect that Neude
misinterpreted Garrod's latter statement, and that in her latter statement Garrod was referring t o
dorsal retouch above the bulb and talon. All of the E h e h points that Neuville illustrates have been
thinned both ventrally and dorsally but only at the proximal end of the flake.
Caton-Thompson (1946: 91) introduced the term "Tabalbalat point" and suggested these
tools are "intemediate" between plain flakes and tanged tools. In her paper on the Atenan, she
illustrates two pieces that she identifies as showing the "Tabdbalat technique". There are a number

of differences between EmLeh points, as illustrated by Neuville, and Tabalbalat points as described
and i l l u t e d by Caton-Thompson and Garrod.

EmLeh points are on Levdois points or elongated triangular flakes with convergent dorsal
scars. Tabalbalat points are made on a variety of flake blanks, which may be triangular or which

may be retouched to form points.
Emireh points are not retouched above the base, but Tabdbalat points may be retouched
dorsally above the base and ventrally at the distal end.

The silhouette of the base of Emireh points is straight to round.The silhouette the rwo
Tabalbdat points illustrated by Caton Thompson (1946: Fig 12, Nos. 6 and 8) is concave
laterally on one matgin. It is not known whether this is simply a co-incidenceof illustration, or

whether Caton-Thompson saw this particular silhouette form indicative of Tabdbalat points.
The retouch to remove the bulb from EmLeh points is directed from the base, the retouch to
remove the bulb from Tabalbalat points may be directed from the lateral edges.

The retouch on Tabalbalat points can be quite invasive, but the retouch on E ~ e points
h is
very resrricted.
In her monograph on Kharga Oasis,Caton-Thompson (1952) refers to "Tabaltalat flakes"
instead of "pointsn.~lthoughshe does not state explicitly that a variety of objects may be basallythinned, this is the implication.
In sum,the term "Tabdbdat" has been applied to points, flakes, and a technique. In
Garrod's original d e f ~ t i o nthe
, only distinction that was made between Emireh and Tabalbalat
poinrs was the more extensive retouch on the dorsal face. In the following, I show that there are a
variety of ways that DU flakeswere basally-thinned At this time, there is no dear defdtion of
"Tabalbalat",such as there is for "Emirehpoints". The term "Tabalbalat"has precedence for
northern Africa, even though it has never been closely defmed and is used in a number of ways.
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Below, I show that there are several of methods of thinning the base of tools, and also that there are
a variety of tools that are basally-thinned.Und the collecdons from Tabalbalat are re-examin$

I

suggest that the tern "Tabalbalat" should be defmed as follows. Basal thinningoccurs on a variety

of tool forms; therefore, "Tabalbalat" should apply to a technique, not to a flake ar a specific tool
type. I distinguish "basal thinning", in which the bulb is removed or partidy removed by shallow

uimmiag, from "truncation", in which the platform is removed by abrupt flaking- I suggest that
"Tabalbdat" should be applied only to basal thinning, as described below, which approximates
Caton-Thompson's (1946,1952)use of the term "Tabalbalat". The term should not be applied to
truncation,

In addition to basal-thinning, I observed a few pieces that could better be described as
"truncated" because the flakes to remove the platform were short and steep, were restricted to the
platform region and were non-invasive. Some pieces appeared to have been truncated from one face
only and others showed evidence of tmcation and subsequent flaking from the truncation. The
latter method of basal modification has not been specifically named in Africa. In the Levant, two
names apply: "uuncated facetted pieces" (Schroeder 1969)and the "Nahr Ib&

technique"

(Solecki and Solecki 1970).

In my examination of basd modification I looked at a number of treatments of the base.
These include whether the tool was basally-thinned or truncated, whether the platform was
completely removed, how many faces were thinned, and the nature of retouch.Just as there was
variation in the method of tanging, I observed considerablevariation in the treatment of truncated

and basally-thinned pieces. Table 85 shows the breakdown of different treatments by atuibutes.
Table 85. -- Percentage distribution of occurrence of different amibute states for basally-modified
tools, Dakhleh Oasis.
Type of Percent I Removal of Percent I Faces Percent I Retouch Percent
talon
(n-123) thinned (n- 123)
modifcation (n-125)
type
(11-121)
No talon
58
Truncation
8
Vend
57
Scalar
83
face
Sub-padel 17
42 Both faces 43
Basal
92 Partial talon
to parallel
thinning

Because there were fewer attribute states, a paradigmatic classification would have produced

fewer classes than for the tangs, and consequently there would have been fewer ernpay classes.
However, as with tangs, I devised a taxonomic system to classifythe methods of observed basd-

thinning I obsemed. The system is shown in Figure 59.

I did not include the direction of removals in this system because there were insufficient
cases in which the direction could be determined. I did not include the invasiveness of retouch
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because this is difficult to ~uanufy.The distinction between whether the talon is fullyremoved or
not is related to the direction of retouch. Pieces that have been thinned fromthe base like Emireh
points should show no or little evidence of a remnant talon.

My analysis of the treatment of the base of tools shows that truncation is rare in DU
aggregates. Most of the basallythinned pieces show evidence of modification on both faces, but a
substantialproportion show modification on the ventral face only.Retouch is predominantly scalar,
and the tools are divided approximately eve*

between those with partial talons visible and those

that have had the talon completely removed.

-a

Bulbar removals

\

) Talon truncation

/ 1

u v e n t r a .oh
face only hces

Basal thinning

1

/"
Both faces

V e n ~ dface only

Sub-paraUel
to Parallel

Scalar

Sub-parallel
to Parallel

O
No talon
No talon

don

(41)

(16)

(11)

Partial
talon
(23)

NO talon
(3)

Partial
talon
(10)

Figure 59. -- Taxonomic system for classification of basal modification other than tanging.
Parenthetical numbers indicate the number of instances in the sample of basally rnodif~edtools from
Dakhleh,
According to this system, the basal modification on "Emirehpoints" wouH be characterised
as "scalar, bifacial, basal-thinning resulting in complete removal of the platform". Thisis the group

with the highest frequencyfor the DU analyxd objects. Because invasiveness of retouch, the
silhouette of the tool base and the direction and finesse of retouch were not measured, it is lildy
that many of the DU tools have retouch that is not equivalenr to that seen on Ernireh points.

Further, I do not deal with the issue of retouch above the base, clearly a part of the defdtioo of
Emireh points.

In addition to tangs, the other oft-cited marker of the Aterian is the "bifacial foliaten.I
consider the popi.rte tmqfakk described for the Maghreb to be a bifacial foliate. While there has been
some attention paid to canging (Tixier 1958-1959, 1967b)and basal thinning (Cato~Thompsm
1946, Garrod and Bate 1937), no equivalent attention has been paid to foliates. In fact, Wendorf et

aI. (1993~)apparently apply the term "bifacial foliate" to all MSA bifaces that they do not consider
to be cores. There are several issues related to whether an object should beclassified as a "bifacial
foliate".
1. How much retouch is necessary for an object to be considered bifacial?Close (1993: 310)

classifies pieces that have semi-inwive inverse unilateral retouch as "bifacial foliates". Should
objects that are thinned on both the inverse and obverse faces but onlydisdy or proximally be
considered "bifacesn?
2. D o foliates need to show a pointed end? Should they be symmetrical?In general, leaf points

from Europe are pointed on at least one end and are symrneuical around the long axis (see
Gamble 1999).
3. Should foliates show evidence of fine retouch or be relatively thin?
4. Does the term "foliatencany any implications about the overall form of the tool in plan, such as

that the tool is "leaf-shaped"? For example, are they fairly narrow and long?

I d discuss the issue of bifacial worIung in more detail when I discuss the tool assemblage
overall, but I raise these issues here because it should not be assumed that all bihcially worked
pieces - or even points - were modified for hafting. Further, the term "bifacial foliaten, as it has been
applied until now, subsumes forms that were almost certady modified

for hafting together with

forms that were unlikely to have been hafted.

In this section, I discuss only the extensively retouched bifacid tools that were probably
made on flakes. In some cases, retouch is so extensive that it is impossible to determine the original
blank fonn In these cases, symrnetricd narrow tools are grouped with flake tools. In the small
sample of DU bifacial foliate flake tools with identifiable bases I was unable to distinguish separate
types or modes of treatment of the base of foliates. Rather, there appeared to be a continuum of
treatments in which the siiouette of the proximal half of the tool varied and the shape of the base
irself varied. h the case of the silhouette,the variability lay in how close to the bottom of the tool
the widest point lay, The shape of the base itself showed form that ranged from slightly pointed to

rounded to flat. Many cools in this category are broken, and the form of the base cannot be
identified.As usual, abrasion has made categorisation difficult in some circumstances.
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At this point, until I have expanded the database of complete DU foliates,modiGcation to
the base of foliates can be characterised as follows:

1. All objects classified as "foliates" show bifacid thl.ming of the p r o d end of the tool.
2. Few objects show any remnant talon.
3. Most tools are widest below the middle of the foliate;thus, the object is not symmetrical with

respect to the horLonta1 axis.
4. Most tools are not pointed proximally, even if the widest point on the tool is well above the baa

of the tool. Tools pointed proxmdy and distally are termed "bipointsm.
Table 86. -- Attributes of the base of DU foliate bifaces.
Percent
(n-10)
No talon visible
90
Partial talon
10

Widest point on tool

Talon

less than 1/3 length
1/3 length to half length

Percent
(n= 13)
38

62

Shape of
base
Flat
Rounded
Pointed

Percent (n- 13)

8
62
31

In most cases the decision to categorise tools modified for hafting as "tangad", basallythinnedn or "foliate" is not difficult. However, there are some objects that were difficult to classify,

and which demonstrate that these modifcations can be considered a continuum Possibly this arises
from inclusion of pre-forrns in the samples of bifaces.

Other Western Desert localities
The forms of basal modification for hafting on tools from other Western Desert locahties
are shown in Table 87, Table 88 and Table 89. I devised the classification systems after I analysed

the collections from Kharga and Jebel Uweinat; therefore,simplified systems are presented below. I
have only included objects that I drew, but this includes almost all tools that are complete or h o s t

complete. The data from Dakhleh are included for comparadve purposes.
Table 87. -- Tang forms observed on tanged objects from localities in the Western Desert.

Dud
Defmed
Triangular
Small
Shouldered
Restricted

n
5
0
2

1
O

%

63
0
25
13
O

Jebel Uweinat
n
YO
6
1
1

3
4

40
7
7
20

27

Dakhleh
n
%
58
56
7
11
10
18

7
11
10
17

Table 87 showsthe variation in tang silhouettes. The samples from all localities except

Dakhleh are very smd. These do indicate, however, that defined tangs are the most common and
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that there is variation in the forms of tangs. Triangular tangs wele not observed in the samples from

Kharga and Dungul,but this is the least common form at Dakhleh.
Basally -modified tools are few in all the collections from elsewhere in the Western Desert,
possibly because the sample of tools overall are small from Kharga and Dungul. The most common
method of basd modification at Kharga and Jebel Uweinat is bifacial scalar thinning, as at Dachleh.

At Dungul there are more truncated pieces.
Table 88. -- Basal thinning at localities in the Western Desert.

DuWl
Truncation
Bifacial, scalar thinning
Bifacial, sub-parallelthinning
Unifacid, scalar thkning
Unifacial, sub-parallelthinning

n
2
0

%
50
0
0

O
2

50
O

O

Kharga Jebel Uweinat
YO
n
n
Oh
0
0
1
20
4
O
1
O

80
O
20
O

4
0
0
O

80
0
0
O

DWeh
n

%

9

8

57
7

48

34
13

6
28
11

As with the Dakhleh material, many of the foliate bifaces collected from elsewhere in the

Western Desert were broken and could not be classified with respect to the shape of the base. In
many cases, it was impossible to determine whether the section present was the distal or medial

section of the point. In general, ir appears that rounded bases are most common, but fragrnentaxy
bipohts are rob ably under-represented because they could not be identified as proximal ends.
Table 89. -- Foliate bases at localides in the Western Desert.

Flat

Rounded
Pointed

n
0
1

%
100

0

0

0

Kharga Jebel Uweinat
YO
n
n
YO
0
0
3
20
4
100
8
53
0
0
4
27

DMeh
n
%
1

8

8

62
31

4

In the preliminary comparison of the D M e h and other Western Desert evidence suggests
that the methods of tanging are similar among all localities, and that this may be true also for
foliates. There is more variability in basal truncation and thinning. While this is relatively common at

Dakhleh, the same does not appear to be true at Dungul, Kharga or Jebel Uweht. Addition*,
very small sample from Dungul suggests that truncation was more common than basal thing.

the

.

rod!ictm - retouch to madl
*

I also examined the retouched tools according to the nature of retouch to modify working
edges. In the following, I ourline rhe system I devised for classification of tools, and look at whether
there is patterning in the distribution of different tool q p e s across space.

Tool classification system
My goals in devising this system of classification were to
1. Accurately describe the tools;
2. Suggest a classification system that would be relatively easy to apply, so that there would be
fewer cases in which different (human)" observers would classify specific tdols differ en^
3. Let the system reflect the material so that tools are not forced into inappropriate boxes;
4. Allow for classification of as many tools as possible, including fragmentary tools;and

5. Have the classification system reflect, at some level, similarities and differences in morphology
that possibly reflect the way that the tool was used, or intended to be used.

I experimented with a number of different systems before arriving at the one I outline
below. There were several difficulties that I encountered with this material, which made
classification problematic.

Observation of the samples of stone tools suggested to me that classification of some tools
would be straightforward. These tools had recognisable "landmarks": tangs, pointed ends, thinned
bases, a high degree of symmetry,or other features that made their dassificationas retouched tools
indisputable. In addition to these tools, there was a large

of tools that were made on

more varied blanks, including cores and chunks, that did not display symmey, and that involved
retouch of an edge only. Sometimes the tool showed retouch of more that one edge in different
ways. For example, one edge might be notched, and another edge denticulated. In this case, I wanted

to be able to classify the tool to reflect both retouch types rather than giving one rype of mouch

precedence over the other.
The fust major distinction that I made was to distinguish "formed tools" from "situational
toolsn:

1 Formed tools:

- Modified for hafting (tangs, basally-thinned, bifacially retouched to make a thin foliate
base); or

- Extensively retouched to change the overall form of the blank, or

- Symmetrical across at least one axis.
2. Situational tools:
- Nor modified for hafting; and

- Retouched to change the shape of one or more edges, not the entire form of the tool; and
- Asymmetrical.
As opposed to computers.
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I emphasise that this classificationsystem is only that. Without more information on how
tools were used, I cannot determine whether "situational tools" as described above would be any
less likely to be cunted than formed tools. Further, if objects were used for different lengths of tLne

and re-sharpened, the same tools might be classified fust as a flakes, then as a "situationaltoois" and

fmally as a "fonned tools", depending opon the stage reached in its use life (Dibble 1987).
F d e r subdivision of situational rools was based on the blank form, the location of
retouch, the shape cof the blank and the nature of retouch. Combinations of retouch types and areas
were recognised. Ingeneral, there was a great deal of variability in these tools, which was mot
unexpected.
Given the importance that has been placed on the presence of definable cypes in the
European UP, I wished to determine whecher repeated forms were present in the DU material.
Ahogether, the smple of formed tools that I andysed was slighdygreaterthan five hundred objects.

This is not insubstantial but, until the sample is expanded, the classification system for fonned tools
that I present below is preliminary.
In working with the material and devising and re-devising a system of classification,I found
that the difficulty I faced could be summarised as follows. There were a few forms within the formal
tool group that appeared to be repeated "types". Examples of these are the mediumsized bifaces,
ridged ranged points, the thin foliate points, the lozenge-shaped ranged points, and the triangular
unifacial points. Some of these showed similarities within the group in the overall dimensions, shape
and y p e of retouch (see mid-sized bifaces, Figure 60). Some showed similarities in the form of the
tool, but the nature of retouch or the blank type varied (see unifacial points, Figure 61).Finally,
some showed similarities in the overall fonn, and in the nature of retouch, but the dimensions of the
tools varied greatly (see foliates, Figure 62) .

cm

Figure 60.-- Mediumsized bifacid tools (top: 325-71, bottom: 294-4(45)), Dakhleh Oasis.

Figure 63. -- Tanged points (L.325,328), Dakhleh Oasis.
I was not dissatisfied with characterising any of these tool forms as "types"because each
f-

seems to share a duster of atuibutes, even if the atuibutes vary fran "typento "typen.
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Problems arose, however, in dealing with the remainder of the formed tools. These tools showed
considerable variability, although they all met the criteria to be classified as 'formedtools". For
example, two of the large tanged points are illustrated in Figure 63. Th&dimensions vay, the
relationships between basic dimensions vary, and, although not illustrated here, some large tanged

points are bifacial. It may be that each of these represents a "type" suchas those described above,
but that only one example was represented in the srnple of analysed tools.

If I defmed a new "type" every time that an object occurred with a different kind of retouch,
a different location of retouch or a different shape, the result would be a system with many types,

many of these having only one or two members. On the other hand, if I defmed types only very
broadly, for example, as "tanged points" or "bifacidfoliates", I would ignore the clustering that I
faund in some tool forms,

I resolved this by proposing a general classification, on the one hand, and at the same time
outlining the specific repeated variants or "types"wiQin general classes, if these exist. In t h e general
classes, I classify tools by the nature of retouch, the shape of the tool and the area retouched. I
expect that all of these variables may have been related to the way that the tool was used, but at this
time I do not have evidence to support this. I distinguish tools fust on the basis of modification for
hafting: tangs, basally-thinned and truncated objects, foliates and no modification for hafting. I
assume that different treatments of the base of tools were related to different methods of hafting.
Some of the objects that did not show evidence of basal working could have been hafted, for
example small pointed tools. Additionally, a signJicant proportion of the bifacid tools was probably
not hafted, based on their dimensions. Possibly also, they were not hafted at the base, but rather on

the side. To clanfy this, detailed examination of the areas retouched is needed.
The frst sub-division that I made among formed tools was as follows:
Tanged and shouldered tools: all tools that showed a constriction at the base that is concave on
at least one side.

Basally-thinned and truncated tools: All tools that showed thinning of the base that resulted in
removal of the talon and or the bulb of percussion, but did not result lateral concavity or

significant narrowing of the base.

Thin bifacid tools: Tools that are thinned on the base and usually bifacialty over the entire tool,
to form a thin narrow base often which cannot be distinguished from the point of the tool, or
can only be distinguished based on where the widest point is on the tool.
Tools that are not modSed for hafring: Tools that show no evidence of tanging, basal thinning,
truncation or fme bifacial thinning.This includes unifacial tools and thick bifacid tools.
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Within these groups, I distinguished a number of different treatments of the "workirgbit"

of the tool. These could be attained through unifacial retouch, bifacial retouch or no retouch as
specified below. These are:

I. Pointed tools: Tools that are symmeuical around the vertical axis and end in a point. The sides
of points may be straight, slightly concave or slightly convex. The point does not have to be
symmetrical with respect to the talon.

2. Unretouched cutting tools: Tools that show no evidence of retouch above the tang and that are
not pointed.

3. Canted taols: Tools that have a straight but angled distal edge, usually ending in a point that is
not symmetricalwith respect to the base.'91
4. Side-scrapers: Tools that are retouched on one or two lateral edges and that are not poiited or

are asymmetrical.The sides may be concave, convex or straight. Retouch may be obverse or

inverse.

5. End-scrapers: Tools that are retouched on the distal end with respect to the platform or hafting
modification, and which are not pointed distally. The end may be concave, convex or str;ught.
Retouch may be obverse or inverse.

6. Combination scrapers: Tools that are retouched as above but on one side and the end, two sides
and the end, or on both ends.
7. 'Awls": Tools that have an offset point formed by one or two concave edges or notch, and

that is usuallyretouched.
8. Notched tools: Tools that show one or more notches.

9. Dentidated tools: Tools that show adjacent notching to fonn a denticulated edge. The tool
must show at least three notches to be classified a dendculated tool.

10. Burins: Tools with a burin spall.
11. Double tools: tools showing more than one of the above treatments. In these cases, the nature

of the working edge is specified.Unretouched cutting tools are not included as a possible tool
that cqdd be combined.
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These took have not been previously defined, but have been recognised by Kleindienst a t Khuga. and Dakhlek

Unmodified for hafting

Points

A

Unretouched

Side-scrapcrs

A

n

End-sc apers

Corn bination
scrapers

A

Notched tools

Denticulated tools

"Double tools"

Indeterminate

Figure 64. -- Paradigmatic general classification of DU formed tools. "X"sindicate tools that occur
in the analysed sample. Light shading indicates unretouched variants are disallowed and dark shading
indicates all objeas of this categov are disallowed.
This classificationis paradigmatic, and severalclasses never occur. One case is "disallowed*,
as are two possible variants of other classes. Because rhis system describes retouched tools only,

tools without basal modification can never be combined with unretouched cutting tools because this

would describe an unretouched flake. Further, tools without basal modification cannot be combined
with points or canted tools that are unretouched. The basic system is shown in Figure64. This
shows that of the possible mdcations

for hafting, tangkg co-occunwith the widest variety of

working form. Points are the most common form of " w o r kbit", although this probably arises
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from the way that the classificationis applied If objects are pointed and symmetricalwith respect to

the base, they are immediately classified as "points" even if they have plano-clinalretouch on one or
two lateral edges that may indicate use as a "scraper".

This basic classification differs from Tixier9s(1967b) classification in several ways. Firstly, I

distinguish formed from situational tools. Secondly, I attempt to describe all formed tools of the

DU, not just the tanged objects. Tixier describes tanged tools, but uses Bordes' typology to describe
the remaining tool forms. Bifacid tools and basally-thinnedtools are accorded more importance in
this classification. The other major difference between this system and Tixier9sis that I have been
much more conservative in d e f ~ classes
g
than Tkier. He recognises 30 types of tanged tools,
whereas I only recognise 11possible classes. One of these is not known from Dakhleh, but is found
elsewhere in the Western Desert. Tkier makes the following subdivisions that I do not recognise:
Tools are divided into long and short forms;
Many forms of scrapers are distinguished;
A number of forms of unretouched tanged tools are distinguished based on the method of blank
production; and
Several different types of points are named.

Within the basic classes of tools that I defmed, I recognised a number of repeating variants
or "rypes". These are described below, after the general discussion of tool classes known from DU
aggregates.
As I expand the sample of DU analysed tools, the number of variants may also expand

Defmed variant wes should show similarities in more than one of the following attributes:
dimensions, proportions, method of manufacture, or retouch type. In the process of establishing
this classification system I considered whether it was appropriate to establish "types" for DUmls. I

considered whether, by proposing these types I attempting to force the DU tools into an
inappropriate classification system in order to assert that there are repeating forms in the DU.Are

DU tools similar to other MP/MSA tools in that variabiliy may reflect intensityof use, access to
mw materials and other variables (cf. R o h d and Dibble 1990)? Are the similarities among tools

the natural outcome of use of a particular reduction sequence, combined with constraints on raw

materid, how an object is designed for use and how it is hafted?
The amount of variability in the forms of some tools, for example tanged points, is large.

This can be attributed to the general nature of this category.However, even if I narrow down the
categov to "large, tanged, highly symmetrical points", I find that there is great variability in form.
This suggests to me one of two things. It may be inappropriate to dassify some of these tools as
replicating "types", similar to mefact rypes described for the recent past. Alternatively, becaw the
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DU material I am working with may have been produced over a long period of time, some "types"

may have had relatively short lifespans and are thus only represented by a few objects. For the
moment, I accept the former possibility as my working hypothesis. The question then arises: are the
variants simply an expected outcome of the use of similar blanks, particular types of retouch,
intensity of retouch, intended functions, and other similar variablesP"
For some variants, this is the most cogent explanation of similarity in forms. Small points
that are unmodified for hafting,and retouched on both lateral margins, combination scrapers on
elongated blanks and basally-thinned points are all tools of this type. Some of the other tool forms
appear to be the product of more particular treatment when they were produced. These include
ripple-flaked foliate bifaces, medium sized bifacial tools and ridged tanged points.

In sum, she process of designing this classification suggested t o me that three kinds of DU
tools can be identified: "situational tools", formed tools and a few specific types.

DU Tools: Situational versus Formed tools
The rnoa basic comparison that I made among localities was in the proportion of situational
tools versus formed tools. At workshop localities, I expect that there will be high numbers of
incomplete formed tools that were broken in manufacture and high numbels of formed tools that
were abandoned in retooling (Nelson L 99 1: 80). I would also expect that tools made for use on-site
would be situational tools (Nelson 1991: 80); therefore, if the workshop areas were used for
activities other &an happing, I would expect to find that most formed tools are broken or show
evidence of resharpening and most ather tools are situational tools. I expected that at occupation
localities far from raw material resources, the proportion of formed tools would be high unless raw
materials were curated and reduced on-site. I would also expect that a high proportion of formed
tools at these localities will show evidence of re-sharpening. At occupation localities close to raw
material sources, I expect to fmd a higher proportion of situational tools than at occupation
localities far from raw materials, and I expect to find that there is less evidence for intensive resharpening.

T h e variation in percentages of different tools classes from large aggregates is shown in
Table 90. Only tools from representative samples are shown in this table. Consequently,in several
cases the sample size is small. In rnoa cases, "situational tools" makeup between one-third dtwo-

thirds of the recovered tools. The two exceptions are Ls. 294 and 320. The high degree of abrasion
of material from L. 294 and the small sample size contribute to the anomalous distribution. The low
proportion of situational tools at L. 320 fies nicely with the imtefpretation of this locality as a shon32

IR., these could be considered functionally equivalent or "isocresticnforms (Sackm 1982: 72-73).
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term re-tooling station.The proportions of situational tools tend to be higher at workshop localities
than at occupation localities, but there is overlap between the two groups.
The proportion of broken and unbroken formed tools also does not seem to v q

meanin*

with locality we.Again, L. 320 is an exception: the unusually high proportion of

broken tools reinforces the interpretation of function for this locality. In many cases the proportion
of complete tools is greater than the proportion of broken tods, suggesting that tools were
abandoned before theywere broken. Further, abrasion may contribute to inflation of the complete
tool category because it may be impossible to recognise small breaks on heavily abraded tools.
Table 90. -- Percentages of different classes of tools from representative samples from large
aggregates, Dakhleh Oasis.

Locality
Type
n
Unbroken formedtools
Broken formed tools
Situational t 001s

225 294 299 325 334 342 216TP 80 320
Occ. Occ. Occ. Occ. Occ. wsp. wsp. wsp. sp.u. Sp.U.
11 187 11
72
60
19
26
21
11
70
36
25
16
19
40
38 82
24 18
24
29
O
9
21 27
27
21
58
26
14
34
33
18
55
63
48
63
23
55 55
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Situational tools
In the classification system for analysing situational tools, I looked at the nature of the blank
the tools were made on, the type of retouch and the shape of -the blank, the side retouched and the
placement of retouch.
For all large aggregates, situational tools were predominantly made on flakes or chips. The

highest proportion of tools made on cores and chunks comes from workshop localities, suggesting
either that I misidentified these objects, or that at occupation localities cores and chunks were used

for reduction, not as blanks for tools. Possibly a higher degree of abrasion on material at many
occupation localities obscured retouch that would be used to idenufy such objects as tools. The high
proportion of situational tools on cores and chunks from Ls. 080 and 225 may be related to

proximity to raw materials. I attribute the lack of such tools at L. 334 either to post-depositional
sorting that removed large objects, or to conservatism in classification because of the large number

of artefacts recovered from this locality.

Table 9 1. -- Percentage of situational tools made on flakes, chips, cores and chunks,large aggregates,
Dakhleh Oasis.
Locality

130

225

294

299

325

334

m e

Occ.

25

Occ.
7

5

occ.
113

wsp.
6

92

57

Occ.
6
83

Occ.

n
Flakes

20

78

67

Chips

8

29

17

80

19

33

Cores

0
0

0
14

0

0
0

2
1

0

Chunks

0

0

342 216BC 2 1 6 n 080
wsp. Wsp. wsp. Sp.U.
44
17
29
12
59
76
59
67
11
12
14
17
9
6
7
8
20
6
21
8

I recognised several types of retouch on formed and situationaltools. Addition*,

I allowed

for more than one rype of retouch on a single tool. Table 92 shows the breakdown of retouch types

on situational tools by locality. As above, the sample sizes were sometimes quite smd. The
proportion of tools with more than one retouch type was generally low, but the localities with the

highest incidence of this are the workshop occurrences at L. 216. The other workshop localities
show lower proportions of tools with more than one retouch type.

Table 92. -- Percentage distribution of retouch types of situational tools, large aggregates, Dakhleh
Oasis. Upper numbers indicate retouch types -per tool. Lower number indicate occurrence of
retouch types on situational tools overall.
- -

Occ.
24
n
Retouch Even
71
by
Jagged
8
idvidual Notched
8
tool
Denticulate 0
Trpe

Bu~in

4

Double

8
26
73
12
8
4

Retouch n
by unit - Even
"doubk" Jagged
tools
Notched
counted Denticdate
separately B-

4

Occ. Occ. Occ. Occ. wsp. wsp. wsp. wsp. sp.u.sp.u.
7
6
5 111 45
16
7 12
27 6
43 100 40 41 40
31
30
17 57 50
14 0 20 26 31 13
30 33
0
33
29 0 20 16 13 25
11 33
14
8
0 0
0
2
2
0
0
0 2 9 0
0
14

8

0

0
6

0
20

0
14

0
13

0
31

0
30

6 127 51

21

35

50 100 50 46
25 0 33 31
25 0 17 16

43
35

0
0

6
0

0
0

0
0

6
2

16

48

29
19
5

0

1

7

0

6
43
17
40 33
9 33
6 0 2
3

1

7

0

0

8
0

7
57

12
50

0 33
14 8
9 0
0

8

The lower section of Table 92 shows the frequency of different retouch types overall. This
indicates that for all localities except L. 334, even retouch is the most common. This is followed in
h o n evev case, by jagged retouch, which is followed by notching. Denticdated and burinad

tools are, in every case,uncommon. The only suggestions of trends in the distribution of different

retouch types by localitytype are that even retouch appears to be more frequent at occupation
localities and jagged retouch more frequent at workshop localities. L. 001 shows an anomalous

distribution of retouch types, but there was little information available about the context of recovey
of this material, and the aggregate may be mixed L. 334 also shows a slightly different dimibution
of retouch types and I attribute this to small sample size.

Finally,I looked at the face on wfiich retouch occurred on flake tools. Idid not expect to
fmd that one face would be preferred over the other for situational tools but Table 93 showsthat
the majority of retouch is on rhe dorsal face of flakes. Although v e d retouch occurs on a
proportion of the flake tools from every locality,for all localities two-thirds or more of all situational
tools are retouched on the dorsal face.

Table 93. -- Percentage of situational tools on flakes or flake fragments with dorsal and v e n d
retouch, large aggregates, Dakhleh Oask Totals add to more than 100 % because some tools are
retouched on both faces.
Locality
130
n
24
Dorsal retouch 88
V e n d retouch 33

225
6
67
33

294 299
5
6
67 100
60
50

325 342 216BC 216TP 334 001 080
16
20
6
7
9
110 31
81 100 90
83 100 100
91
35 61 38
65
17 29 22
-

-

Formed tools

The frequencies of formed tools from all localitytypes are shown in Table 94 to Table 96.
As a group, the occupation localities show the greatest diversity in tool types, while the special-use
and isolates show the least diversity. This is probably related to sample size: there are approximately
three times more formed tools in the sample from occupation localities. Smallersample size may
partially explain the differences in formed tools between the workshop and occupation localities.
Examination of the rypes of tools represented at the different localitytypes shows that the
occupation localities show the greatest m g e in tanged forms, and the workshop localities show the
least range. There are two workshop localities at which no tanged tools were found. T h e other tools
forms appear to be represented approximately equally among all groups of localhies types.

Table 94. -- Frequency of formed tool types at special-uselocalities and as isolates, Dakhleh Oasis.
W - West, C - C e n d , SC - South central, SSC - Far south central, E - East, NE - Nortkast,UMH Unmodified for hafting.
Area within Oasis

Locality
Tanged points
Tanged cutting tools
Tanged canted tools
Tanged side-scrapers
Tanged endscrapers
Basally-thinned points
Basally-thinned &ahg tools
Basally-thinned side-scrapers
Basally-thinned combin. scrapers
Bas+rhinned denticdates
Basally-thinned double tools
Thin bifacial points (foliates)
Thin bifacial awls
Points
Side-scrapers 0
End-scrapers (UMH)
Combination scrapers 0
Double tools 0
Large bifacial points
Indeterminate Tangs
Indeter. Base-thinned tools
Indeterminate thin bifaces
Indeterminate UMH
Indeterrninate points
Total

Specid-Use locations
w W C SC SC ssc
320 001 080 090 329 335

Isolates

Table 95. -.Frequency of formed tool types at "occupation" localities, Dakhleh Oasis. SC - South
central, E - East, EE - Far east,DIE - Northeast, UMH - Unmodified for hafting.
Region in Oasis
Locality
Tanged points
Tanged cutting tools
Tanged canted tools
Tanged side-scrapers
Tanged end-scrapers
Tanged awls
Tanged notches
Tanged burins
~vlged
double tools
Basallythinned points
Basally-thinned cutting tools
Basally-thinned side-scrapers
BasaEy-thinned combination scrapers
Basally-thinned notches
Thin bifacial points (foliates)
Tnin bifacial awls
Points (UnModified for Hafting)
Side-scrapers 0
End-scrapers (LlMHJ
Cornbination scrapers 0
Awls 0
Double tools 0
Large bifacial points
Indeterminate Tangs
Indeterminate Basally-thinned tools
Indeterminate thin bifaces
Indeterminate UMH
Indeterminate large
- bifaces
Indeterminate points
Indeterminate scraper
Total

EE
225
1

I
14

E

NE NE NE

SC
130 283 294 299 325
2
2
7
1
1
8
7
3
9
4

3
5
1
46

71

328
1

2

I

1
2

1
3
5

SC

5

129

3

Table 96. -- Frequency of formed tool types at workshop localities, Dakhleh Oasis. NC - North
central, C - Central, UMH - Umodified for hafting.

Region in Oasis

Tanged po'in-ts
Tanged cutting tools
Tanged canted tools
Tanged combination scrapers
Basally-ked points
Basally-thinned cuttingtools
Basallythinned side-scrapers
Basally-thinned combination scrapers
Basally-thinned notches
Bas+-thinned double tool
Thin bifacid points (foliates)
Points 0
Side-scrapers.0
End-scrapers 0
Cumbinadon scrapers (UMH)
Awls (UMH)
Double tools 0
Large bifacid points
Large bifacial awls
Notched large biface
Indeterminate Tangs
Indeterminate Basally-thinnedtools
Indeterminate thin bifaces
IndeterminateUMI-I
Indeterminate large bifaces
Indeterminate points
Total
Other differences among rhe formed tools recovered from different locality m e s are related
to the tools that are unmodified for hafting. At occupation localities these tools tend to account for

a larger proponion of the formed tools than ar workshop localities. This may be related to intensive
retouch of tools at occupation localities and consequent classification of tools as "formed tools".

The proportion of pointed tools of all kinds from occupation localities is high. At the three
occupation localites within the oasis with reasonable sample siis, these tools make up about 40%
of the formed tools. The proportion of pointed tools is also high at other occupation localities, but
sample sizes are small. By contrast,the proportion of pointed tools from Ls. 2 16TP and 342 is about
25%. Two things account for this difference. The proportion of indeterminate tools is higher at the
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wohhop localities, resulting from tools abandoned during manufacture and re-tooling Further, the

proportion of *scrapers" tends to be higher at workshop localities.
It is clear from the distribution of formed tool types, that hafted tools f o m a sigdicant
proportion of DU formed tools. A variety of types of modifcation were made for hafting. The
widest variety of different "working bits" occurs on tanged tools, but basally-thinned tools also
show a range of retouch types. The use of the sarne modification for hafting on a wide variety of
tools suggests that although the handles were not the sarne, the method of attachment was the same
or transferable to a variety of handles.
Examination of the pointed tanged tools suggests that, although some of these could have
been scrapers or cutting tools, at least a component were intended as hafted spear points. These are
large, pointed and hi&

symmetrical (See Plates 23 and 38). This suggests that they were intended

to be hafted on the end of a handle, not inserted into the side of one. While it may be possible that
some of the tanged non-pointed tools recovered are re-worM broken points, this does not appear
to be the case for many of them. Further, there is no correlation between tanging methods applied
to large tanged points and those used on a range of other tools types.
Together this suggests that either tanged non-pointed tools were also hafted onto the end of

handles like points, or that it was possible to transfer the hafting method to other types of handles.
The former is a simpler explanation. The presence of a wide variefy of tools that would have been
used on different edges, all with the same rype of hafting modification is worth noting. At the same
time, the attachment of a working bit to the end of a handle rather than inset into the side allows for

use of different edges on the tool and possibly for easier replacement of broken tips. Examination of
a modem tool kit of almost any kind shows that many tools of different kinds are hafied on the ends
of handles regardless of how they are used: e.g., hammers, screwdrivers, awls, exacto-knives and so
forth.
At this t h e , the samples of formed tools from many localities are quite small and it is
impossible to characterise the DU as typically showing a certain proportion or proportions of
specific types of tools. This is likely to be impossible even when sample sizes are expanded, because
tool frequencies are expected to vary with the activities that were conducted a specific location, with
distance to m a t e d sources and possibly with chronologicd differences within the DU.

Specific formed tool types
As described above, during my analysis I observed that some tool forms did appear to

repeat. The sample of these tools is too small to serve as the basis for inferences about differences
between localities, or connections between them. However, I oudine these "types" to idcate that
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there appears to be some repetition of forms within the DU. Investigation of the meaning or
sidcance

of this must wait until larger samples have been obtained.

Ridged tanged points. S m d narrow points, may be unifacid or bifacial, but show a dorsal ridge.
Blank type cannot be determined, but probably included elongated pointed flakesamong others.
The tang form is either shouldered or constricted. Retouch varies from minirnal and scalar to
fme, parallel retouch. Both lateral edges are always slighdy convex. The dimensions observed are

- Length: 65-80 m; Width: 22-29 rnm; Thickness: 10-14 mm; LengthNidth: 2.5-3.2.
Occurrences: Ls. 130, 325,294,090, 344,341. flustrations: Plate 8 (bottom), Plate 9 (top), Plate

33 (top), Plate 40 (bottom right).

Thin bifacid points. These are pointed bifacid or largely bifacial tools with several forms of
bases including pointed bases, rounded bases and flat bases. All are distinguished from tanged
and basally-thinned tools. The retouch may be very fine and parallel or it may be scalar. There is
a range of sizes. Scatterplots of basic dimensions show no clustering in sizes. The dimensions
observed are - Length: 65-130 mm; Width: 29-41 mm;Thickness: 7-29 mm;LengthNidth: 1.72.7; Width/'Fhickness: 2-5. Occurrences observed: Ls. 225,294,325,334,342. Illustrations:
Plate 22 (bottom),Plate 23 (left), Plate 25 (top right), Plate 36 (bottom left and right), Plate 40
(bottom left), Plate 41 (bottom), Plate 42.

Large bifacid points. These may be preforms. This group overlaps in dimensions with the
previous group and a larger sample is needed to clearly defme these two types. Howeve4 based
on basic size measurements and fmesse of retouch, there do appear to be two groups of bifaces.
This group shows less fme retouch than the thin bifaces above. They are often pointed on both
ends or lanceolate in form. The dimensions obsenred are - Length: 77-160rnm;Wldth: 32-57

rnrn; Thickness: 6-15 mm; kngthmdth:

2-4.5;Width/Thickness: 2.9-3.4.Occurrences

observed: Ls. 130,283,294,325,342. Illustrations: Plate 24 (bottom), Plate 26 (top), Mate 28
(bottom), Plate 33 (bottom).
Basally-thinnedpoints. These are thinned venvally at the base and dorsally around the entire

edge of the point. The base is rounded, there may be a ridge dorsaly, and the piece is
symmetrical with respect to the vertical axis.In general, these are small. The dimensions
observed are - Length: 52-83 nun; Width: 28-47 mm;Thickness: 10-13 mm;LRngthmdth:

1J-

2.5. Occurrences observed: Ls.134216TP, 236,283,325,327,329. Illustrations: Plate 12 (top,
atypical),Plate 37 (bottom right).

Small wide points,unmodified for hafting. These are points without any basal modification.
Most show dorsal retouch, and some show inverse retouch at the tip as reported on Nazlet
Khater points (Van Peer 1998).Dimensions observed are - Length: 43-67 mm;Width 36-47
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mm; Width: 9-13 mm; lngth/Width: 1.2-1.8.Occurrences observed: 001,130,325.

Illustrations: Plate 10 (middle and bottom), Plate 26 (bottom),Plate 37 (top right and left).
6. Narrow points, unmodified for hafting. These are symmetrical, sharplypointed, and have steep

sides. They may be retouched on the ventral face distally. Some may be considerably shorter
than others, but all show a sharp narrow point diady. Dimensions observed are - Len& 46-81

mm;Width: 18-52 mm; Thickness: 9-17 mm; LengWWidth: 1.4-3.6. Illustrations: Plate 11
(bottom),Plate 35 (bottom left), Plate 40 (top right).
Additionally, I recognised one possible type that was represented by fewer than five
instances and therefore is considered a more tentative type than those above:

I. Lozenge shaped tanged polrts. These are small points with retouch on the body that is
predominantly unifacial but may also be bifacial. The tang is always triangular in form.
Dimensions: Length 56-75mm,Width 32-37 mm, Thickness 11-13 rnm Lengtmdth:

1.61-

1.73.Occurrences: L. 325. See Figure 57, within texr.

Onh/ further analyseswill determine whether these "types" reflect specific intended endproduct forms or whether these are part of a continuum of artefacts with great variability in method
of manufacture, dimensions and blanks selected. Note that all forms are pointed and most have
been modified for hafting.

Tools from elsewhere in the Western Desert

The samples that are discussed below include only specimens that I iuustrated, and therefore
are biased in favour of formed tools. Table 97 shows the distributions of formed and situational
tools. Campared with the distributions shown for Dakhleh localities, the proportions of situational
tools are low,
Table 97.-- Percentage of formed and situational tools from localities in the Westem Desert.
Locality
n
Fonned tools
Situational took

I

Jebel
93
85

61

45
84

15

39

16

18

25
60
40

17
53
47

The samples of situational tools are small and cannot be considered representative, but the
retouch types observed are shown in Table 98. The main point to be noted is that the incidence of
dentidation is higher at Jebel Uweinat than at other localities in the Western Desert, induding at

Dakhleh. Otherwise, these s m d samples are similar to those from Dakhleh in that even retouch is
the most frequently occurring retouch type on situationaltools,
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Table 98. -- Retouch types on situational tools from Aterian localities in the Western Desert,
Locality
TIP
n
Even
Jagged
Notched
Denticdate
Burin
Double

I

Jebel
Uweiit
19
12
1
1

Kharga
I

Bulaq
7
5

KO6
7
7

5

The frequenciesof formed tools are shown in Table 99. There are several differences
between the formed tools from D M e h and those from other Western Deserc localities. The
proportion of foliate points and indeterminate foliates from Jebel Uweimt exceeds that found at

Dakhleh, Khargz and Dungul. Two tanged tool forms exist at Kharga and Dungul, but not at
Dakhleh or Jebel Uweinat. These are tanged denticulatesand tanged combination scrapers,Basallythinned tools are more common and various at Dakhleh than at other Western Desert localities.
Table 99. -- Frequency of fonned tool types from localiries elsewhere in the Western Desert.

-

Locality
Tanged points
Tanged cutting tooIs
Tanged
canted tools
Tanged side-scrapers
Tanged end-scrapers
Tanged combination scrapers
Tanged notches
Tanged denticulates
Tanged double tools
Basaty-thinned points
BY&-thinned end-scrapers
Basally-thinned combination scrapers
Tnin bifacial points (foliates)
Poiits 0
Side-scrapers
End-scrapers (UMH)
Combination scrapers 0
Awls 0
Lndeterminate Tangs
Indeterminate Basally-thinnedtools
Indeterminate thin bifaces
Indeterminate large bifaces
Total

Jebel
Kharga
Uweinat Bulaq KO6 Other
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Most of the collections are not representative and vety small; therefore, I make no
suggestions about the use of localities. The exception to this is Jebel Uweinar. The proportion of
formed as compared with situational tools is high. The proportion of broken tools is also high, and

examination of these tools shows that they are predominatly small broken bifaces that do not appear
to have been abandoned in manufacture. Many have the tips broken, suggesting that these were

exchanged in retooling.

Based on the lithic material I have described above, I defme the Dachleh Unit as follows.

A variety of lithic reduction methods were used for blank production, but Levdois and other
"specialised" methods account for the bulk of the recovered cores.

Within the Levdois method generally, flakes were produced from radially prepared cores. Some
elongated flakes and some pointed flakes were produced using Levallois methods but roundended flakes are most common.
Nubian I and Nubian 11methods for production of pointed flakes are attested, and possibly
some Levdois points were produced using convergent proximal preparation. The lattertype of
core is rare.
Single-platform and opposed-platform cores were used for production of elongated flakes.
Some flakes were struck from discoidal cores and informal cores, but these comprise a small
portion of the recovered cores.
Levallois cores at workshop localities were discarded at an average size of 65-70 mm. The size of

Levallois cores discarded at occupation localities is slightly smaller.

Many Levdois cores were uimmed extensively on the striking-platformface.
Most tools were produced on flakes and flake fragments. Of the blanks that could be identified,

about 30 to 50 O/o are Levdois and about 20% are on elongated flakes. There is some variability

in the proportions that is probably related to locality function and distance to raw materials.
DakMeh Unit tools indude both formed shaped tools and "situational" tools that have only
been modifiied on the edge of the blank. The proponions of these cypes of tools vary among

localities, but in all cases both types of tools were present.
Many of the formed tools are modified for hafting. This includes tanging, basal thinning and the

production of thin bifacid foliates.

The tangs on Dachleh Unit tools are predominantly made by bifacid bilateral retouch.Most
tangs have a distinctive tang that is much narrower than the body of the tool immediately above
the tang. Several other forms of tangs are known.
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12.The badly-thinnedtools recovered from Dakhleh Unit localities include pieces treated in a
variety of ways, but most tools show invasive, scalar retouch either ventrally or bifacially.
13. Finely made foliates with retouch suggestive of pressure flaking are known from a number of

Dakhleh Unit localities. Other foliate biiaces are thinned by scalar flaking. In addition to thin
foliates, there are also larger bifacial tools.
While it may be possible t o nnarrowly defme some "types" of tools of the Dachleh Unit,many
tool forms can only be grouped with other like tools into krge general classes, in which form,
blank type, retouch we and invasiveness of retouch vary.
Most of the other formed tools that are not modified for hafting display points or even retouch.
The incidence of denticdated tools and burins is low, for both formed tools and situational
tools,

Chert was the preferred raw m a t e d , and people canied chert for some distance, even where
other raw materials were available locally. In the absence of chert, quartzite or fermginous

quartzite was used.
Use of space within the oasis was patterned, with areas on the southern margins and northeast

of Bashendi showing occupation type debris, and areas in the central and central-northan oasis
showingworkshop-typedebris.

The similarities and differences between the DU material and the Aterim aggregates known
from elsewhere in the Western Desert are discussed Chapter 14.
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In the Introduction I outlined three major issues that I would address: the use of surface
materials; the nature of the Dakhleh Unit Aterian and its relationship to other Aterian and W S A
units of No& Africa and the Western Desert; and the question of behavioural modernity and the
Aterian. Below, I summarise my conclusions on each of these subjects.

e

Surface material: the i

The main advantage of surface materials, their visibility, has been crucial to the description
of the DU that I have presented.At the outset, I argued that to begin to understand the Saharan
Aterian it is necessary to use surface material because there is little else available. However, a much

more important reason to use surface materials is that thqr allow us to begin to take a regional
approach to the archaeology of humans we presume were mobile hunters and gatherers. Further, it

is logistically easier t o obtain a representative sample of artefacts from surface occurrences.

I cannot claim to have fine-grained chronologica control over the numerous surface
occurrences that I have used. However, the DU materials are distinctive enough to be identified on
the ground on the basis of criteria other than the presence of tanged t0ols.2~~
DU m e a l can be
distinguished from the chronologicaky earlier MPIMSA units,and from the S W on the basis of
techno-wology and in some cases, on the basis of physical condition. I cannot address the issue of
technologicd or typological differences within the DU that are possibly related to chronology, but
the DU material recovered can be contmed with other MP/MSA units. Although surface collected
materials do not compare with material excavated from stratified contexts for dealing with detailed
chronological problems, I have found in my analyses that it is possible to compare the DU with
earlier and later MPMSA units.Consequently, I can look generally at changes at DakhIeh and
pssibly the Western Desert that are related to chronology.

In the course of collecting and analysing rhe data presented, I found some methods more
useful than others. I have a number of suggestions for modifications to the methods used for

dealing with surface material.

-

-

293

---

KIeindienst has found several DU ocwences, identifiedthem as such, and subsequently found ranged tools.
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Collection methods
As discussed above, it is not possible to assume that all collectors pick up the same material.
Therefore, checks should be put in place to avoid this problem as much as possible, and to
determine when collector bias has influenced the nature of collected materials. These include
specifically deciding who is to collect what parts of an occurrence, ensuring that every square has at
least one adjacent square collected by a different person if more than one collector is involved, and
checking of collected units by wo people or collection of an entire occurrence by one person. If
facilities are available, possibly we should collect all material and sort geofacts from artefacts in the
laboratory. Setting a minimum size for collected artefacts would also help to avoid the problem of
collector bias. It is essential to record who collects each square and any additional information about
collection methods at an ocmence. For example, if collectors did not pick up chips and chunks or
small artefacts,they should specifcally record this. Finally, as part rtf the analysis procedure,
distribution data should be checked for evidence for collector bias. Methods of collections should be

explicitly stated in publications.
In a few cases, I was unable to determine whythe overall distribution of artefact types at a
locality differed from other distributions @s. 299 and 317). In other cases, I suspected that there was
evidence for pox-depositionalredistribution because of the unusual density of the occurrence &s.

189A and 334). In the future, early in the analysis procedure we should attempt to determine
whether there has been size sorting of artefacts. Consequently, we will need to collect data about the
topography of the area collected, and we should not collect occurrences as single units.Rather, gridcollections would provide the necessq distributional information.
Grid-collected material provided the core of rhis thesis. I found that the provenance
information recorded was useful, even though material was in surface context. It allowed me to

estimate the distance between refits, to determine whether there was any spatial clustering in fresh
artefacts and to look at changing densityof artefacts across occurrences. Use of Grid collectionswill
continw. I found that the selection of either a five meter or one meter minimum square size worked
we1 It would have been much more time consuming to collect the dispersed materials at Ls. 130

and 325 using one meter squares, and five meter squares provided me with the information required,
Other grid sizes may also be useful.
In a few cases, we collected material from occurrences usiig several different methods. In
general, this should be avoided because integration of data from different collections was rimeconsuming,and it added no information about the occurrence that could not have been obtained
using one method The "random square collection" from L. 294 shauld not be repeated unless the
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occurrence is gridded and mapped and squares are selecred from within the mapped area. Even
then, this methdd is of questionable utility. One of the major advantages of surface localities is that
they are visible and the collector can choose where to concentrate efforts on locations OF interest.

The random sqaare collection completelyignores this advantage,
We made two Set collections used here. Both were collected from "on-site" are.&In future,

I suggest limiting Set collections to "off-site" areas because the spatial data from the Set collections
were not comparable with those obtained through Grid collections. Further, in the case of L. 294,
part of the collection incorporated the DU concentration and part of it did not. I arbitranly chose
not to include material from most of this Set in the analyses describing the DU.This problem could
be easily avoided by using Set collections for areas with dispersed materials that appear in no clear
concentrations. In these areas they provide important information about raw materials present, the
presence of artefacts on the surface, and whether there is variation across space.

-

Kleindienst regularly collects "density squares" - one meter squares located "off-site" to
determine the nature of the all lithic material on the surface. I did not employ any infomation from
these in this thesis. In future, infonnation from density squares will be integrated into analyses,
particularly withrespect to raw material studies.
Members of the DOP have located a number of small aggregates, but I was not able to use
information from many of these, largely because much of the information was not comparable from
one locality to the next. In the collectionsthat I made for thesis research, I selected large
occurrences for Grid collections and Set collections. In retrospect, I realise that small aggregates are
equally important.
Much of the information from earlier collections from small aggregates was not useful
because they w ~ collected
e
as "grab samples". Grab samples have not been standardised and cannot

be compared, If a sample contains no cores, it is impossible to h o w whether no cores were present,
or whether no cares were collected I suggest that, if researchers wish to collect material from an
occurrence immdiately upon discovery, this should be conducted as follows:
1. Determine the spatial extent of the occurrence, if possible;

2. Collect all the artefacts in an 'average" 1 X 1 m square or several squares of varying
concentrations of lithics to determine the average density of the aggregate;
3. Collect all h
ecores, complete flakes, and tools seen in two perpendicular lines two meters wide

that run through the centre of the concentration. Earlier grab samples have concentrated on

..

specialised fl.akes,but all flakes are useful for deterrmnrng the nature of activities represented at a
specific location.
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4. Leave the rest of the material in place for future work, ifthe occurrence does not appear to be in

danger of destruction by gravel pickers.

My final suggestion to do with fieldwork relates to on-going survey. Kleindienst, Wiseman
and Churcher have conducted on-going "judgmental" surveyh a t has been very su~cessfulin
location of Pleistoce~earchaeological and palaeontological resources, particularly considering that
much survey was made by only one or two individuds. One of the methods they employ involves
using geographic and geomorphic information to guide decisions about where to survey. For
example, after identifiable Pleistocene faunal materid was found in association with the CSS they
systematicallyexambed other CSS outcrops for Pleistocene faunal remains. Kleindienst has poinred
out correlations between a number of geomorphic units and Pleistocene archaeological material
(Kleindiena 1999).If members of the Pleistocene team had only conducted rapid transect surveys,
such as were conducted in the early years of the project, the number of localities found would be
much lower, and the correlations would be less clear.

The next logical step in survey for Pleistocene resources would be a comprehensive mapping
program. I have made suggestions about where DU localities have not been found based on where
other Pleistocene archaeological material has been found but DU m a t e d has not been. Kleindiena
also provided very useful infomation about which areas had been surveyed. At the outset of the
project, such a mapping project would have been nearly impossible because no air photos were
available and the base maps of the oasis dating to the 1930s only included the central oasis. Today,
such a project could be accomplished more easily with the use of computer technology. This would

&ow for us to deter&e easily which areas have not been surveyed intensively and which require

little further work It would also help to facilitate further regiond studies.

Anaysis methods
In the analyses, I found that in some cases I could not determine whether the differences
bemeen a localiry and orhers lay in collector bias, geological poa-depositional changes or in the
nature of the aggregate deposited by the humans who used the area. These questions would have
been clarified if I had recorded some specific W e s of information.I make the foIlowing suggestions

about future recording or analysis of surface materials.
While it remains impractical for a single individual to fully malyse all artefacts collected from

a number of large occurrences, recording of a few attributes on all objects or on a representative
sample of artefactswould provide informtion that could help clarify the status of aggregates. In all
cases, it would be usem to obtain a distribution of artefacts sizes for each unit collected This would

help to danfy questions of collector bias as well as problems related to poa-depositional sorting.

Additionally, more extensive data on tbe degree of abrasion of a sample of, opt+,
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two hundred

artefacts would be useful.

In future, I will use a modified classification system for sorting cores and unspecialised flakes

in the preliminary counts. For cores, I will use the same, more detailed classification categories that I
used for the analysis in the initial count. Similarly, for unspecialised flakes I will use a more detailed
classification system.

I did not use the data that I collected on desert varnish colours, nor did I develop a system
for accounting for changes in size that arise from abrasion. The difficultywith the vamish colours
lies in the fact that often a single artefact shows considerable variation in colours. We should
establish a set of standards based on cherts collected from geological settings for cornpadson with
artefacts, if varnish colours are to be used for determining the coherence of an aggregate.
Adjustment far size needs experimentation: we codd work on setting out a set of standard
coefficientsfor adjustment varying with the nature of the object and the degree of abrasion.

FinalJy, if time allows we should consider a comprehensive refitting program for aggregates
that appear likely to yield information using this method. This would allow for comparison of
reduction sequences in the DU with those for the Nile Valley Middle Palaeolithic (Van Peer 1992,
1998). Given sufficient resources, there is potential that the aggregates on h e Lowland P-II ternce

remnants are sufficiendyintact to allow for such refitting

Overall, while further work will require some adjustmenu to fieldwork and analyac methods,
the results of my analyses suggest that most of the aggregates collected represent coherent samples

of similar cultural materials. I consider them to be appropriate both for defining the range of objects
expected for the DU and for examination of patterning and variabilitywithin the DMeh Oasis.

he Daweh Unit and its relation to other MP/MSA units in northern Ahicp
In my description of the history of research on the Atmian, I mentioned the frequent
complaint that Reygasse introduced the term "Aterian"without definingit. In the analysis chapters,

I described various aspects of the DU,induding raw material preferences, the name of lithic
reduction based on discarded by-products and end-products, and the nawe and frequency of
different forms of retouched tools. Together, I think that these demonme that the DU and the
Aterian are more than "the Mousterian with tanged

-

In the following section I compare

Thus, the problem that Wendorf and Sehild (1992: 49) dude to: "how many A.terian tools have to be present for the
assemblage to be Acerian?"(Aterian took tanged took) does not appear to be an issue at Dakhleh. DU aggregates
show a suite of retouchedtools that differ from the tools attributed to the earlier MSA. See further discussion below.
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attributes of the DU with those of Aterian aggregates from elsewhere in the Western Desert and
with other MP/MSA materials that have been described for Egypt.

Aterian aggregates from the Western Desert
As I outlined in earlier chapters, the samples from all of the other Western Desert Aterian

localities are not directly comparableto those from Dakhleh, either because of sample size or
because they lack accompanying notes detailing the setting of the occurrence and the collection
methods. Nevertheless, my analyses show that there are some sLnilarites and differences between
these aggregates and the material from Dakhleh.
Technologically, there are two differences between the Kharga Aterian materid and the DU
material. Caton-Thompson (1952) recovered a comparatively high proportion of pointed flakes and
uiangular cores from both Kharga localities. These include Nubian type cores. The size of discarded

material from Kharga is slightly greater than that from Dakhleh, but this could be related in part to
abrasion of the Dakhleh material. Despite the differences in the proportions of different core types,
the basic rypes of cores represented are similar. Single-platform,elongated flake cores are not
reported from Kharga, but opposed-pladorm cores are reported.
Typologically,there are a number of similarities between the Kharga and Dakhleh materials.

A number of specific forms are found at both Kharga and Dakhleh: fme foliates, large foliate
bifaces, basally-thinned flakes and tanged tools. The differences bemeen the Kharga and D M e h
retouched tools again lie in the proportions represented. Caton-Thompm pointed out that endscrapers were frequent in the variant of the Aterian represented at Kharga, compared with the
Aterian of the Maghreb. It also appears that end-scrapers are more common at Kharga than at

Dakldeh. Basally-thinnedtools are more common at Dakhleh. Notched and denticulated tools make
up a small proportion of the Kharga Aterian and the DU tools.
The methods of tanging and basal thinning observed on the Kharga material are comparable
with those from Dakhleh. The tools can be classified according to the system I described, and
proportions of differenttreatments are approximatelythe same, considering the small samples from

Kharga.
The raw material preferences appear similar, the main difference being that the Kharga
material lacked the minor amount of nonchert raw materials found at most Dakhleh occupation

localities. I cannot evaluate the sigxdcance of this without data pertaining to the distance to raw
material sources.

The Dungul sample is small and I can draw no defmite conclusions based on it. The core
ypes represented are the same as those found at DakhIeh, but there is less variability at Dungul,
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which is probably related to sample size. Levallois cores predominate, and these are mostly roundended radiallyprepared cores. Many of these are small and the average dimensions of the Dungul
cores are comparable to those of cores from occupation localities at Did~hleh.*~~
I identified one core

as having Nubian 11type preparation.

The Dungd retouched tools are similar to the Dakhleh tools in form and in technique. The
main differences are that there are few tools with basal modification other than tanging, and
truncation is as common as basal-thinning. Additionally, only one fmely-made foliate is known from
Dungul and no large bifacia foliates or other tools were recovered Raw material preferences appear
to be similar those seen at DakWeh.
The material from Jebel Uweinat is the most different from the DU material. Some of these
differences could be related to raw material availabilityand site function. As described above, only
16 % of the cores anllysed could be classified as Levdois cores while Levdois cores made up
between 33 and 100 % of cores from DU aggregates. A large portion of the remainder could be

described as amorphous multi-platformcores that are possibly not artefacts. If these are removed

from the sample, the distribution of core types resembles that from other localities more closely.
However, the samples from all the other localities discussed show more variability in core types than

does the Jebel Uweinat sample. I did not record whether Levallois cores could be classified as

Nubian I or Nubian II we cores. The distribution of specialised flake types from Jebel Uweinat
also contrasts with that from D W e h , with Levallois flakes accounting for a smaller proportion of

specialised flakes than ax Dakhleh.

The retouched tools also show significant differences from the Dumatend. Foliate points
and indeterminate thin bifaces make up 68 % of the formed tools. Because there is a high
proportion of broken bifaces, this number represents the maximum proportion. However, at no
other locality in the Western Desert is the proportion of foliates as high. I consider this sample large
enough to be representative (Tools: n=156). Foliates vary in size, but most of those in the Jebel
h e i n a t sarnple are s m d and thin.The proportion of basally-thin& tools is low, but there are

examples that are similar to the material recovered from Dakhleh. The pattern for raw material
preferences outlined for Dakhleh appears to apply for the locality at Jebel Uweinat as well.

At this h e , samples from localities in the Western Desert outside of DakWeh are not
appropriate for deteImining whether the Aterian manifestations in the Western Desert can all be
grouped meaningfully. I suggest that the range of activities represented at Dakhleh is quite broad. It

is highly unlikely that a comparable range would be represented by one or two occurrences. I have
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pointed out a number of differences among the aggregates from D&eh and elsewhere. Some of
the differences that 1 have observed between the Dakhleh material and that from other localities

could be related to the low numbers of localities from all other regions. However, there are broad
similarities in the technology and formed tools at all of the Western Dean localities. These include:

I. Some use of Nubian I and Nubian 11Levallois methods of point production;

2. Bifacial retouch on a variety of tools;

3. Basal t h i n n i n g and ~drruncation,presumably to aid in hafting;
4.

Production of small, fmely made foliateq

5. Production of tanged tools, most often by bilateral, bifacial retouch to produce a tang that is
distinct from the body of the tool;
6. Low numbers of denticulates, burins and notched tools; and
7. High numbers of pointed tools and "scrapers".
At this tine, there exists no comparable sample of older MSA material from Dachleh Oasis,

thus I must rely on published data from elsewhere in the Western Desert for comparison. Thisis
discussed below on page 366.

Aterian aggregates from the Central Sahara
Comparisonwirh aggregates from the andSahara is slightlymore difficult because I did

nor anatyse this material; therefore, there is greatet likelihood that variation can be attributed to
inter-observer differences. Further, the anaytlc methods differ from those &at I used. I limit this
comparison to material collected from Adrar Bous (Clatk 1993b), theLibyan Sahm (Cremashi, et

al. 1998,Di Lernia 1999,Garcea 1996b,1998),and the Chad Basin ("I'illet 1983,1991, 1995).
Members of the British Expedition to the AXr Mountains made collections from six Aterian
localities and one "Mounerian" locality at Adrar Bous reported by Clark (1993 b). Most occurrences

were selectively sampled, but Clark (1993b: 55) asserts that, except for the debitage component, they
are largely representative.

The raw macerid that is predominant in all but one of the Aterian aggregates is a silicified
virric tuff (SVT). Thjs material makes up a small proponion of the raw materials from the

'Mousterian" collecdon. Clark suggests that the material could have been obtained from outcrops

that are 280 km norrheast of Adrar Bous. If there are no closer sources,&s suggests a pattern of
P~W
material

exploitation that is s i ~ c a n d different
y
from that i n t e r p r d for the DU. The locally

available raw materials at Adrar Bous are volcanic and metamorphic rocks, including quartzite. Clark

(1993b:55) implies hat most raw materials, including SVT, were imported: "The only local raw
materials that were wed at all consistently were the grey viuic tuff and the rhyolite." Thereis marked
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variation in the proportion of the aggregates that are made up of these materials: grqr vitric tuff
makes up between O and 44% and rhyolite makes up between 1and 43%. By "consistently", I
assume Clark is only concerned with the presence or absence of the material. As I discussed earlier,

one cannot assume that aU artefact types will be represented equally by different raw materials, and
the selectivityof the collections may have affected the distributions of raw materials. The one
aggregate that Clark suggests is representative shows 33% SVT, which can nillbe considered a
substantial propoxtion.

The overall breakdown of artefacts cannot be compared with those from D W e h because
ill,was
the Adm Bous samples are not representative. Clark indicates that one locality, Lookout H
used ar a workshop in addition to a "living site" and, although no dimensions are given, the
discarded cores are all small. This description evokes that for Ls. 325 and 130, although clearly the
distance to sources of SVT is much greater for the Adrar Bous localities than the distance to
Tanwan chert at Dakhleh. The methods of blank production appear generally similar to those for
the eastern Sahara: cores indude Levallois flake and point cores, disc cores and Levallois blade
cores. The point core illusmed does not appear to be a Nubian-type core.
I can only generally compare the tool types from A h Bous with those from Dakhleh,
because the classification Clark used is even less specific than my system. He groups together all
tanged tools, so it is impossible to determine the type of working bit on these tools. Examination of
the illusvations suggests that many of them are points. Bifadd tools and tanged tools are both

presenr in almost all aggregates. Ilhtrated pieces are narrow,and long, and if the illustrated pieces
are representative, these may differ from the D W e h foliates. The tanged points include bifacial
forms that are comparable to a few forms from L. 283. Clark mentions the presence of bifaces that
may be preforms; these are nor unlike forms from Dakhleh. The differences in the formed tool
assemblages lie in the absence of basallythinned tools from the Adrar Bous aggreptes - although it
is possible that these were present but dustrated - andin the proportion of denticdated tools.

"Dentidates" account for beeween 15 and 30 % of the formed tools from Adrar Bous.

FinaUy, the differences between the "Mousterian" and Aterian from Adrar Bous should be
noted According to Clark (1993b:56), the "earlyMiddle Palaeolithic (Mousterian) sample ...has no
tanged o r bifacial points; the scraper forms are only lightly retouched and the main component
consists of unretouched flakes and blades ~roducedby the Levallois method". Bar charts of the
frequency of tool types show that one bifacial point and one tanged tool were recovered from this

same context (Clark 1993b:57). Clark characterises the retouch from the 'Mousterian" sites as

"mody denticdate". The sample from the "Mousteriannsite is probably too small to make
coddent statements about technology, and Clark limits his comparison to retouched tools. The
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main difference that Clark (1993b:65) recognises between the rwo cultural stratigraphicunits are
that the earlier MP/MSA units show few retouched forms, while the Aterian shows a "range of
retouched f o m including tanged tools and foliates".

The Itdo-LibyanJoint Mission has conducted work in the Libyan Sahara. They have found
14 Aterian occurrences in a number of different geographic situations including both rock-shelter

a d open air localities (Crernaschi and Di Lernia 1998, Crernaschi, et aI. 1998). Unfmately,
detailed descriptions of the lithic material are or$ available for Uan Tabu (Garcea 1996b, 1998).
The raw material from Uan Tabu shows ovenwhelming preference for local raw material, in
this case "sandstone". Interestingly, chert was " l o d y available", but is of much less importance
&an sandstone. The approximate distances to chert and sandstone sources are not specified.
Quarrvte and "flint" were apparently imported from some distance, and these raw materials account
fora small proportion of the aggregate. The types of objects of chert suggest that it was either
a~ckpiledor that chert tools were preferred for activities canied out away from the rockshelter.
There are no retouched tools and only a few flakes of chert; 85% of the chert objects are cores.

similarly,the only flint object recovered was a core. The mean dimensions of chert cores are
approximately half of the mean dimensions for sandstone cores, suggesting that these were worked
down as much as possible, or that chert occurred naturally in small-sizednodules. Although the use
of sandstone is unusual given the raw materials preferred elsewhere,use of predominan* locd

sources with a small amount of other raw material in the aggregate is a pattern consistent with that

seen at Dakhleh. Further, if the local source of cherc was several Mornetres further from the l o c a y

t,han the local sources of sandstone, this pattern would be quite similar to that I suggest for DWeh.
The range of core types recovered at Uan Tabu is similar to the range outlined for the DU,

but the distributions were rather different. Levallois cores and disc cores make up a small proportion
of all the recovered cores and "unpattemed opposed platform cores" and 'unpattemed multipk
coresn together account for over 60% of the cores recovered. Garcea describes the retouched tools

using the Bordes type list. Notched and denticdated tools and side-scrapersall account for a
significant poxtion of the aggregate. There are a few tanged objects including both points and other
tools. Endscrapers and burins are rare and the rype list includes no foliates (Garcea 1998).

Based on the retouched tools and the distribution of raw materials, it appears that the Uan

Tabu material is nther different from that which Clark describes for Adrar Bous. Given that detaded
description is available for only one aggregate, reasons for these differences cannot be determined.
Foliates are known from other localides in the Libyan Sahara (Cre111;zschi,et al. 1998). Further
&xmation on the nature of other aggregates and the distance to raw mated2 sources is needed to
clarify whether there are similarities between the Libyan material and the DU usages.
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Tillet (1983,1984, 1985,1991, 1995) investigated several localides in the Kawar depression
and the Aji Mountains.He also made comparative analyses of material from elsewhere in norchem

Africa.
At various localities in the Kawar depression, Tiller (1995)found that the most of the raw
materials employed were locally available. "Blonde quartzite" was the most common, followed at

Seggedim, by "black quartzitic sandstonen.e.

Aik mountains were a source of volcanic rocks such

as rhyolte. Exotics, such as chert, account for a small proportion of the material recovered.
Generally, raw material sources are found within six or seven kilometres of localities interpreted as
campsites (Tiiet 1995). Tillet suggests that when camps are found at a greater distance from sources,
the only objeas that are removed are tools and tool blanks. Generally, this seems to be a similar
pattern to that described for Dakhleh, although there is good evidence for transportation of cores in

addition to tools and tool blanks. In the DU sometimes cores were carried distances greater than
seven kilometres.
The material that Tillet analysed from the central Sahara cannot be compared directly to the

Dakhleh material in terns of the overall breakdown of artefacts due to different analysis methods.
However, Tillet suggests variation in the use of localities that parallel some that I have suggested for
Dakhleh. Specifically,he differentiates between habitation sites with relatively little flaking debris,
and workshop localities found near outcrops of raw material pilet 1984,1991).The duction
methods used are o+ specified for two localities: Seggedim and Chemidour p i l l a 1983). A t
Seggedim, the recovered material indicates predominantly the use of Levallois methods. The
remaining cores are s d a r to those known for other Aterian localities: disc cores, prismatic cores

and globular cores. By contrast, at Chemidour, only nine cores were recovered and none of these
were classified as Levallois. T i e t (1983: 247) suggests that this could be evidence that most tools
were produced off-site, and the few tools produced on-sitewere not particularly elaborate.
The retouched tools recovered from Seggedim and Chemidour are apparently much the
same as retouched tools from other Aterian localities. TiIlet (1983) describes the retouched tools

using the Bordes type list. At Seggedim, various kinds of side-scrapers account for a larger portion
of the aggregate than do end-scrapers. Notched tools make up 8% of the retouched tools, and
denticdated tools make up 20% of the retouched tools. A wide variety of tools are tanged, and these

form 9% of the retouched tools. Tillet describes the tangs according to TLrier's (1967b)system;
tangs retouched in three or four directions make up 86% of tangs. The illustrated foliate points are

small. N o basallythinned pieces are illustrated o r described, but the analpcal system Tiet used has

no categoq for such objects. The sample from Chemidour is considerably smaller than that from
Seggedim, but shows some of the same tendencies. There are more side-scrapersthan endscrapers,
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and notched and denticdated tools make up 5 and 15%of the retouched tools, respectively. Apn,
no basally-thinned tools are illustrated and the foliate bifaces are comparatively smd.
This brief overview of material from the central Sahara suggests that the Aterian represented
at the localities described is similar in basic ways to the Aterian of the eastern Sahara. In both cases,

there is some variability among regions, but the samples from most regions are too few to allow for
detailed comparison. I can note a few important similarities and differences.

With respect to raw material, in every location except Adrar Bous,local raw materid makes
up the bulk of aggregates and there is little evidence for transport of raw materials over long
distances. Given this, I suggest that use of a raw material obtained from 280 km distance is highly
unusual and the Adrar Bous area needs to be examined for closer outcrops. In many cases chert or
quartzite was the predominant raw material, but in areas with volcanic rocks,these were also used.
There is some variation in interpretationof the types of materials that were produced and
transported around the landscape. Tiller suggests that only tools were carried from workshops to
occupation localities over seven kilometres away, but at D W e h there is clear evidence for regular
transportation of cores or nodules greater distances than this. The material from Adrar Bous, if SVT
is accepted as an import, also indicated transport of cores or nodules.

The cores indicate use of a variety of reduction methods,and in most cases Levdois cores
are most common. However, in several cases, Uan Tabu, Chemidour, and Jebel Uweinat,
"amorphousnor multi-directionalcores were most common. Informadon on the size of the cores

and on the way that the localities were used could help to clarifjwhy thse is this difference in the
types of cores represented. I suggest that this could be related to locality function,

and that

occupation localities are k e l y to have higher numbers of smallamorphous cores than workshop
localities.

The retouched tools from all of the localities examined show clear evidence of tanged tools
with clearly defined tangs. At Seggedim, where the tangs were andysed using Tixier's system, there is
no question that, as at Dakhleh, most tangs are made by bilateral, bifacid retouch Thin symmetrical
bifacial foliates were also present in all areas, although not at all localities. The large foliates
described by Clark for Adrar Bous are similar to pieces known from Dakhleh and Kharga, but they
do not occur in similar sizes at Uan Tabu, Seggedim or Chernidour. One consistent difference
between the c e n d Saharan and eastern Saharan aggregates examined here is that the c e n d
Saharan aggregates appear to la& basallythinned tools. At present, I attribute this to the analytical
systems used, which do not have a separate category for these tools. Given that the name
"Tabdbalat point" was coined based on material from the Algerian Sahara, I think it is likely that
basally-thinnedpieces will be found in association with Aterian material throughout the Sahara
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Another difference between the central Saharan localities and the eastern Saharan material that I

andysed is the lower proportion of denticdated tools in the eastern Sahara. This requires further
examination in the fume, because the apparent distinction is likely to lie with inter-observer
differences in classification of these tools.

The earlier MP/MSA of the Western Desert
The general atuibutes that I have outlined for the DU and Ate-

can now be compared

with attributes of chronologically earlier MP/MSA aggregates from the Western Desert.
There is little question that the ins& material from Bir Tarfawi and Bk Sahara represents
dtural units that are earlier &an the Aterian. It is not surprising, therefore, that there are significant,

consistent differences between the DU material and that from Bir Sahara and Bir Tarfawi.
Based on chronometic determinations and stratigraphy, the most recent MP/MSA cultural
material Bir Tarfawi and Bir Sahara that is not on the surface comes from Bir Tarfawi, East Lake

In this discussion, I limit my
comparisons to the latest materials recovered, which are represented at Bir Tarfawi by samples from
the main excavation (Close 1993), and from E-86-2 (Krblik 1993a), and E-87-2 (Hill 1993). At Bk
Sahara East, the most recent MP/MSA material come from sites E-88-11 (Kr6lik 1993c), BS-12
Green Phase and Bir Sahara East, W
est Lake 4 (Wendorf, ee al. 1993b).

(Campbell 1993),and E-88-2 (Kr6lik 1993b).
The raw materials represented at the six localities from Bir Sahara East and Bir Tarfawi are

remarkably similar. Most show overwhelming use of quartziuc sandstone. At BT-14, quartzaccounts
for 15.7 % of the artefacts in green phase deposits, having increased gradually over time. No other
locality shows use of any materid other than quartzitic sandstone to such an extent. Minor raw
materials include quartz,ferruginous sandstone, and sandstone.A t BS-88-11 one tool is of agate, but

Kr6lik (1993~)does not speclfy whether this was found in surface or excavated context. Regular use
of quartz is not known for any Aterian site in the Western Desert, except Wadi Kubbani)a
The samples of cores from a number of the localities are small, but in all cases Levallois
cores account for half the cores recovered, or more. Other core types represented are opposedplatform cores, ninety degree cores, discoidal cores, single-platform cores, globular cores and initial
cores. Only a few localities have data on the size of discarded cores for the latest in sioc cultuta
materid At BT-14 and E-87-2 the average dimensions of cores fit easily within the range recorded
for DU cores (BT-14: L = 66.5

8 rnm; E-87-2:
L = 49

10 mm). No detailed information is

provided on Levdois cores, although illustrated pieces are Levallois flake cores, with radial
preparation.
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The retouched tools are dominated by "denticulates" and "notches" at all M t i e s
discussed. In two cases, bifacial tools are described, but the illuscrated pieces show that these are not
comparable to the foliate bifaces from DakhIeh. Through general examination of the illustrated tools

I note several other differences between the DU material and the retouched tools from Bir Sahara
and Bir Tarfawi. There are a number of pieces with basal modifcation, but these are better classified
as truncations rather than thinning and the retouch is not as regular as the basal thinning obselved
on DU tools. In many cases, the retouch on tools is marginal, and although it may occur on either
face., there are few examples of bifacial retouch - particularly when surface material is excluded.

There are few pointed tools, and those that exist are usually classified as "Tayac pointsn. Retouched
tools appear to be made using a variety of blank forms; judging from the iUmated pieces, there do
not appear to be repeated forms. The bifacial foliate tools that are comparable to DU foliates were

all found in surface context (Close 1993: 536, Kr6lik 1993b: 530). Thematerid from Bir Sahara and
Bit- Tarfawi could be attributed to very specialised activities; therefore, this sample does not make
optimal comparison with the Dakhleh mated. Comparison with material recovered from a variety
of localities at DakWeh Oasis would be more appropriate.
The Upper and Lower Levalloisian material from Kharga Oasis can also be compared with

DU material (Caton-Thompson 1952). Reduction methods appear similar, with only steep, multiplatform cores known for the DU and not known for the Levalloisian. The main differences lie in

the types of retouched tools associated with each unit. The range of tools is much greater for the
DU.Basally modified tools are known for the " Upper Levalloisian", but otherwise there is no
evidence for modification for hafting associatedwith the "Levalloisian". Most of the tool forms for
the "Levalloisian'' are edge-modified tools, and there is little evidence for bifacial retouch.
In short, there do appear to be consistent differences between the older MSA units and the
AteEan in the central and eastern Sahara At this time, the available data on reduction methods do
not allow for detailed comparison, although it is clear that Levallois reduction plays an important
role both in the preceding MSA and in the Aterian. The sizes of discarded cores overlap, and are

roba ably related to locality functions. Strategies for obtaining raw materials appear similar, except at
Adrar Bous. The main differences lie in the retouched tools, and these appear to be significant.
Older MSA tools include few tools that appear t o be modified for hafting, and few points. Tools are
modified predominantly on their edges, and there does not appear to be evidence for repeating types
to the extent that there is for the Aterian There are few bifacial tools and few, if any, tools that can
be classified as foliates.
At this h

e , the limited data available could be interpreted to indicate general continuity

within the MSA of the entire region, even persisting after the Aterian into the IKhargan units.The
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similarityin reduction methods, raw material procurement strategies, and basal modification of tools

could be taken as supporting evidence for this. However, at the same time, there are also madred
differences that appear in the Aterian units.These could indicate a shift in food procurement
strategies, given that there is an increase in pointed tools that were probably hafted Alternatively,

these could si&

a change in the behaviod capacities of the humans who made these tools,

The Aterian and Modern Human Behaviou
In conclusion, I return to the questions of the " o r i i of modem hman behaviour in
ALica and of how the Aterian fits inw w e a t models. From the survey of the state of Aterian
research that I presented in the fvst part of this thesis a few things are dear.

The human skeletal remains associated with Aterian aggregates are all eonsidered
anatomically modern humans, and other human remains atuibuted to the Late Pleistocene of
northern Africa are also classified as anatomically modern. There appears to be little argument

among physical anthropologists regarding the identification of these specimens. Physical
anthropologists see shared features in the skeletal material associated with Ibero-Maurusian material
from the Maghreb and the human skeletal material associated with the Aterian,In all of northern

Africa,except possibly the Eastern Sahara and Nile Valley, there appears to be a hiatus between h
Aterian and the Epi-Palaeolithic,which makes the suggested continuityin human physical
characteristics difficult to interpret.
The dating of the Ate& remains problematic; many researchers treat dates for Aterian
aggregates with more confidence than the deterxninationswanant. At this time, I believe that it safe
to assert that the Aterian is a Late Pleistocene Techocornplex that probably can be assigned to OIS
Sa to 3. The chronometric dates now available could suggest that the Ate& of the Central Sahara is

older than that of the Maghreb and Western Sahara Ihese determinations do xot indicate anythu7g
about the chronological position of the Aterian in the Eastern Sahara, nor do they limit the duration

of the Aterian of the Central Sahara,

Available dating indicates that Aterian occurrences C

P U be
~

coeval both with MP/MSA and

UP/LSA cultural unitselsewhere in the world If one accepts that some of the radiocarbon
determinations may accurately date Axeian occurrences,then we must allow that the Aterian time

range did overlap chronologicallywith the UP/LSA. Disregarding all radiocarbon determinations
that are not at detection limit would e n d rejecting 26 determinations. While many of these are
problematic, there are also three luminescence determinaxions from the Maghmb placing Aterian
occurrences between 25 and 45 ka (Deb6nath 1994, Smith,et 4. 1990,Texier, et al. 1988). If
luminescence dates of 60 to 90 ka from the Central Sahara are accepted, then it must also be
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accepted that the Aterian TechnocompIex overlapped chronologic~
with the European md
Levantine Mousterian.
Behavioural modemity is often conceived of in a rather vague way as 'the

modern capacity

for Culturen (Klein 1995). Mellars and Klein have enumerated a number of traits that they suggest
are associated with the fust b e h a v i o ~ m o d e mhumans:296

The use of blade production as opposed to flake production(IUein 1992, Mellars 1989);
The presence and rapid adoption of a variety of new attefact types, including "well-definrd"
end-scrapers, burins, and pohts (e.g., Chatelperron points, EmL-eh points) (Klein 1992,1995,
Mellars 1989);
Standardisation in artefact types (Klein 1992, 1995,Mdars 1989);

The presence of extensively shaped bone and antler (Nilein 1992, 1995, Mellars 1989);
Evidence of art (Klein 1995);
1992,1995);
Evidence of elaboration in barids suggesting ritual
Spad and temporal heterogeneity in archaeological culnues (Klein 1992,1995);

Long distance trade (Hein 1992,1995);
Features suggesting elaborate hearths and structures;
The use of fish w e i n 1995);and
11. Internal organisation within settlements (Klein 19%).
Hein (1995) argues that uhe change to behavioural modernitywas biological (neural) and
that it occurred at only about 50 la.

If one holds that there was a sigdicant shift to behaviod modernity, and that the change
was a biological change related to cognitive abilities stemmiag from re-organisation of the brain,
then evolutionaryprinciples wodd hold with respect to the geographic distribution of behaviourally
There are problems with these definiog criteria. The challenge, appprendy, is to account for the difference between
the European Upper and Middle Pdaeolithic. The defining characteeristicscited above are descriptive of this differenceif
one discounts claims for Neanderthal b u d s and use of fish during t h e MSA. In situationswhere preservation is poor or
the archaeologicalrecord thin, behavio*
modem hunter-gatherersrny not fulfilthe uiwia for mdemiy, For
example, consider the Palaeo-Indian archaeologicalrecord The ht thm criteria and the seventh and eighth are easily
met. Palaeo-lndian bone tools are known, but many are relatively simple and the status of these objects as intentionally
shaped tools could be questioned (for a m p l e , consider the awls, fleshers, sockets, and tent peg described in G r d y
[1990D.T h e evidence for Palaeo-Indim arc is equivocal, with the best evidence coming from the controversial site of
Pedra Furada (Guidon1991). A numkrd incised bone objects were recovered from the Folsom site Linden&, but
the authors are hesitant to accept that these were purely omamend objects (Wilnsen and Roberts Jr. 1978: 133).
Only a handful of Weo-Indian burids ue known, induding two possible cemeories: Marmcs and Sloan (Dixon1999,
Morse 1997). Burials include possible errmatiom, burial with grave goods and with ochre (Dixon 1999: 14445). These
cannot be considered substantiaIlydiffuer born Mousterian burials. Studies of Palaeo-Indian subsistence have focussed
on krge mammal hunting (e.g., papers in Nitecki and Nitecki [1987); hwever, if a coastal migradon route was used,
exploitation of fish is expected Fish rmaims are known from sitesin Western Beringia (Goebel and Slobcdin 1999), but
in general there is no evidence that Palaeo-ladim systematicallyexploitedfish resources. Palaeo-Indiansthen, might not
be considered "behaviowdy modem" by b e criteria.
z96

modem humans. One would expect much the same patterning as is expected for Am

either

sigmficant gene flow took place between different populations, or behaviourally 'archat"
populations were replaced by behaviourally "modernnones.

If one does not accept that the fust behavioudy modem humans had undergone biological
evolution distinct from evolution into AMH, one may hypothesise that d AMH M the cognitive
abilities for behavioural modernity. In this case, it is possible either that behaviour modernity
or that it developed in only one population. In the
developed in a number of populations of M ,
latter case, one would expect replacement or diffusion, as above. In the former case, one should
expect that there would be more diversiy in the expression of behavioural modernity. For example,
even if all behavioural modems expressed individual or group identity in material ways, it should not
be expected that these would be the same among all groups?97 Technological diversiy should also
be expected, given that there is nothing inherently "archaic" about, for example, Levallois reduction
methods which are known from some relativelyrecent c u l d stratigraphicunits (Inizan, et d. 1992:
48)?98

To date, most of the archaeologicalcriteria used to differentiate between behavioural

"archaism" and "modernity" listed above are based p k a n l y on differences between the Middle and
Upper Palaeolithic in the European archaeological record (Klein 1992, Mellars 1989)." The
differences between these two archaeological constmas are numerous and marked It is considered
that the earliest European UP (the Aurignacian)'" replaced the existing MP and did not develop out

of it (Bar-Yosef 1998, One and Keeley 1990). Therefore, the differences in the western European
record are likelyto be more exaggerated than would be any initial differences observed in the region
where AMH evolved. Indeed, when one looks to other parts of the world &an western Europe, one

rarely finds the entire suite of characteristicsdescriptive of modem behaviow in either late

MP/MSA industries or early W

A indu~tries?~'

For example, we might expect to h d tattooing, scuification, body painting, different forms of clothing, and
expmsion of style in other aspects of material culture in addition to, or instead of, use of jewellev. Unformnatdy, these
are unully archaeologicalryinvisible.
298 See Hydrn @-Iayden1993) for a discussion of the reasons for the differences in the archaeologicalrecords of
Neanderthals and AMH that are not related to capacity for culture.This suggests even archaic forms may have had this
capacity.
299 Klein (1992) indudes ALia and Asia in his discussion but it appears that the model he is teniog is based on
European evidence. For example, in northern %a, he assumes that the Aterian is MP/MSA and representative of
archaic behaviour and accepts that it entirely predates 40 kk A model based on the African evidence would attempt to
account for late Pleistocene Levdois based industries in the Nde Valley and the Westem Desert.
300 Excluding the Chatelperronian,which is arguably UP (Omand Keeley 1990), dbq$ often considered MP.
301 In the Levant, the earliest 'transitional" and UP indudes are not associated with art, aI&mghred ochre and shells
used as beads are present (Bar-Yosef 1997). In Africa, the earliest evidence for worked bone, fishing,and w of red
ochre comes with an i n d u s y described as MSA (Beaumont 1973, Brooks, et al. 1995,Yellen, et d. 1995). The d e n
evidence for personal adornment is found assodud with Later Stone Age (LSA) mated (Ambrae 1998).
297
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If the fust proposition, that behavioural modernity has a biological basis, is accepted then we
would expect to see gene flow between populations or a replacement of existing behaviourdy

"archaic" populadons with "modem" ones. A model for the spread of cultural behaviour that is

based on gene flow faces the same problems that the multi-regional model for physical evolution
faces: relatively low population density during the Pleistocene, and physical barriers which may have
hindered regular contact (Stringer and Gamble 1993). Archaeologicdy, it is clear that significant

and

consistent differences are found between the MSA of Africa and the MP of Europe and the Levant,
suggesting that cultural or geographic boundaries did exist. The differences between the European

Upper Palaeolithic and contemporaryAfrican archaeological units are even more pronounced
However, cultural boundaries represented by differing material remains are not necessarily barriers

to gene flow.Therefore, the possibility that the change was biological cannot be rejected based on

apparent cultural boundaries.

If we adopt a replacement hypothesis,we must ask where the replacement population came
from, and when. Recent research points to Africa as the most likely place of origin (Ambrcse 1998,
Bar-Yosef 1998, Klein 1995).It has been suggested that LSA peoples replaced others (Klein 1995),
or were a source of cultural diffusion (Bar-Yosef 1998), starting about 50-60ka. There is some
evidence suggesting the beginnings of modem behaviour previous to or at this time?'* However,
there is no archaeological evidence for a radical change in the African archaeologicalrecord at this

time. Thus,if a replacement hypothesis is adopted, it must be accepted that the change to modernify
was not like "the flick of a switch", as suggested by Stxinger and Gamble (1993: 203). A gxaddualtt
approach goes against the paradigm accepted for the change from the MP/MSA to the UP parYosef 1998),but it may better fit the archaeological evidence (Brook and McBrearry 1998).

Most researchers now consider that the Aterian should be classified withinthe MP/MSA
developmental stage rather than the UP/LSA. Technology for blank production is one of the main

uiteria for this classifcation of the Aterian. The production of series blades as opposed to flakes,

has long been accorded signticant weight in the "archaic" verms "modemnbehaviour debate (Klein
1992, Melars 1989).As I have noted, there is evidence that blades were produced well before the
-

Some evidence:
1. Barbed bone points (worked bone and evidence of fishing) at Katanda, Zaire dated to 82 174 ka (Brooks,et al.
1995, Yden, et al. 1995);
2. Prismatic blades Dom eastern f i c a as early as 250 ka (McBxarty,et 4.1996);
3. Ostrich eggshell bnds in eastem Africa, dated to 50 ka (associated with the ISA) (Ambroae 1998);
4. The 'mode 5" Howieson's Poon indusay, dated to 70 ka. (Deacon 1993,1995);
5. Ground bone p o d assodated with the Stillbay industry in southern Africa and dated to >40 ka (Henshilwd and
Sealy 1997).
6.Ochre mining at >45 ka and possibly earlier (Beaumont 1973).
See Ambrose (1998) for a complae list of early evidence of rn&
behaviour inAfrica
'02

-
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UP in various parts of the world, and, therefore, they are not good markers of behavioural
modernity. Blades, i n any case, do not have great significancewith respect t o behavioural modernity

in northern Africa because: 1) they occur in small numbers in the oldest MSA aggregates (CatonThompson 1952);and 2) with few exceptions (cf. Cymaica and the Nile Valley, McBurney 1967,
Vermeersch, et al, 1982), blade ~roductionnever completely or even largely supplants flake
production before the Holocene.
More problematic with regard to the Aterian than linking modernitywith blades is the
prevalent assumption that use of Levallois flake technology is correlated with behavioural
"archaism". The "eEficiencynargument (Klein 1992,Mellars 1989), assumes that the abandonment

of flake technology in preference for blade technology was, at least initially, somehow related to the
ability to produce more cutting edge per volume of stone (Kleiin 1992, Mefiars 1989). It is not clear
to me how or why "efficiency" is related to modernity.303
Ancther "reason* for adoption of blade

technoIogy by modern humans was some supposed advantage of the standardisation in blanks. It
could be argued that other "specialised"reduction methods (Levallois, disc-core) also result in
production of blanks of similar sizes and shapes. F d e r , although use of standardised blanks for a
variety of tools may solve the problem of producing a blank without knowing what kind of tool it
will be needed for; Levdois reductions could also solve this p~oblem.Transport of nodules or

prepared cores wodd be another solution. Further, tanging and basal thinning may help to solve

hafting problems for tools that are made from differently shaped blanks,i.e., in this case, the
treatment of the base is standardised. Therefore, I suggest that .the abandonment of Levallois
technology and adoption of blade technology cannot be considered aprbi as "archaic"changingto
umodemn.

In northern Africa, there is another reason to believe that the use of Levalloii technology is a
poor marker of "archaic behaviour". Although the dating of the Aterian is unsatisfactory, and it is
possible that the Aterian entirely predates any UP/LSA technocomplex of Europe, there are several
other c u l d units &t are almost certainlyyounger than the Aterian and which dedy show use of
Levdois methods, These are the Khargan caton on-Thompson 1952, Wiseman 19991,the h
(Wendorf and Schild 1976),the Hafan (Marks 1968%Vermeersch 1995) and the Sebilian (Marks
1968d):~ The latest Pleistocene dates associated with these, altlhcugh not universalIy accepted (Van

Chazan (1995a: 751) points out that there is an implicit assumption that UP peoplewere more "econon$cayl
rational"than earlier people because blade productionsupposedlyresults in more cutting edge per volume of stone. He
mggeas that this may be atuibuted to the 'overly simplistic application of economics of capitalist defies to prehistoric
societies*.
304 Vermeench (1992) domplays the Levdois techmnology in all of these.T h e Halfan sites he accepts have only a small
proportion of Levallois debitage. He assem that fder study is wamted on the Idfuan. Regarding the Sebiliau, he
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Peer 1998), suggest that in northern Africa Levdois technology was used by behavioudy modem
humans?5 Further, with the exceptions I have noted above, in Cyrenaica and some Nile Valley
occurrences, technology equivalent to that seen in the Levantine and European UP occun only in
latest Pleistocene to early Holocene "Epi-Pakeolithic"units. Cremaschi et al. (1998: 263) put i t w d
when they write that
Unlike in the Nile Valley, the Near East, and Europe, the Middle/Upper Pdaeolithic
transition in the Sahara does not seem to be marked by a core technology for blade
exploitation but, rather, by a different organization of the lithic industry, with an increase in
more elaborate artifacts.
Consider the foliowing propositions:
1) Modem behaviow may have been something for which all anatomically modern humans had the
potential (cf. Kleindienst 2000);

2) Genetic evidence suggests that anatomically modem humans originated in Africa and dispersed
from there; and

3) No humans are "hard-wired" to produce material using a specific type of technology technology is learned behaviour,

If all of these statements are be accepted, then it follows that in Africa there is no reason to expect
that behavioural modemity will be associated with blade technology. Levdois and disc core
reduction methods would have been predominant when the fvst anatomical moderns evolved in
Africa. Early LSA units show the use of 'mode 5" technology - i.e, microblades, not blades (e.g.,
Ambrose 1998, de Maret, et al. 1995). Amodel in which already behavioural modems in the Nde
Valley and Levant adopted blade technology while behaviod modems in the rest of Africa did not
could explain why,with two exceptions, we do not see the adoption of blade technology in northern
Africa at around ca. 40 ka.Furthermore, re-examination some of the later MSA complexes from
elsewhere in Africa, such as the Stillbay, the Howiesonf Poort and the Lu~embanmay show
differing patterns forincreased complexity that could indicate behavioural modernity.
Returning to the criteria for 'bbehavioural modernitf outlined above, I suggest that these
traits may nor provide very satisfactorymeasures of modemity in Africa for w o basic reasons. The
fust is that we should expect variation and diversiry in the expression of human culture; and the
second is that these lists are dependent on excellent preservation of organic material. Consider the
description of the Aterian Technocomplex that I have presented. If we examine the criteria that are
related to llthic materials, some of the criteria for modernity are met. There is evidence for

writes that "the debitage techniques, which so often have been described as Levdois, are in fact not son ( V e r m e d
1992: 139).
305 Alternatively, behavioudy 'archaic" hominids survived until
r e d y hAfrica.
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production of elongated flakes (blades) and for production of standardised tools: as discussed above,

one of the tools frequentlyrecovered from DU contexts is the Tabdbalat point, which bears
similarity to the Emireh point. If, however, we look at evidence that is based on organic artefacts or
chronologica placement, the position of the Aterian is indeterminate. It is impossible to ascertain
whether the Aterian was short-lived or long-lived: consequentlyI cannot evaluate whether types
were adopted rapidly. Similarly, there is simply not enough evidence to evaluate whether therewas a
complex bone industxy, art, suuctures and sites with internal organisation or use of fish. There is no
evidence for elaborate burials - or any burials for that matter - or elaborate hearths. If we expea
every human culture to fulfil all the criteria on these trait lists, we will soon have to relegate some
dearly modem cultures to "archaism".
uBehavi~ural
modernity" can be considered a change in the way that humans perceived md
interpreted their world. Because this is an immaterial shift, we cannot expect standard specific
material changes to be associated with it. But if, as Stringer and Gamble (1993: 203) assert, modem
behaviour is "all or nothingn,the single consistent change one could anticipate is that the

archaeological remains left by "behaviouraUy archaic" humans would be visibly different from the
archaeological remains of "behaviourallymodem" humans.
For the Aterian, the lithic material does indicate a number of changes which distinguish the
Aterian from chronologic~earlier MP/MSA technocomplexes.There is more diversiy in
retouched tools. We see the frst widespread unequivocal evidence for hafting. Hafting was likely

carried out in different ways judging from the presence of foliates, basally-thinnd tools and tangs.
For tangs and basally-thinned tools, it appears that the method for attachment was transferable to
different forms of tools. There is clear evidence for planning with regards to transport of cores and
preferred raw materials, but there is not yet enough evidence from the preceding MPMSA to
determine whether there was any substantial change in strategies for raw material procurement. A
number of the tool forms known from the DU and other Aterian units are highly symmetrical and
fmely made. E q d e n t forms are not known Dom chronologically earlier MSA contexts. Fudy, as
a number of others have indicated there is good evidence for pressure flaking in the Aterian. This

stoneworkingmethod has not been noted in earlier northern African MSA unit%and appears to be
an innovation within the Aterian time range.

Other aspects of the Aterian can be contrasted with older MP/MSA evidence. Aterian
occurrences are known from islands and are common on beaches, which suggests use of marine
resources. If the islands were not attached to landmasses at the time of occupation, this suggests use
of boats. Most of the evidence for h a t e in northern Africa during OIS 5a to 3 indicates aridity or
hyperaridity, Despite this, &ere are relatively more Aterian sites known than for earlier MSA time
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ranges and the older MSA appears to be corrdated with wetter periods or confined to areas with

water resources.This suggests that the Aterian occupants were better able to adapt t o drier
conditions, and that possibly they were able to navigate the desert, ie., they were able to travel
through areas without known water sources.
There are other indications that the Aterian is distinct from earlier MSA occurrences in
nodem Africa. There are no known structures and no suggested bone tools or pendants in the
earlier MSA, while, however infrequent, these are documented for the Aterian of the Maghreb and

the C e n d Sahara.
Just as it there is no clear link between

blade technology and modernity, there is also no clear

link between forrnalised tools and modernity. However, the difference between the retouched tools
of the Ate& and those of the preceding MSA may lie in innovative adaptation to different
environmental conditions. For example, Stmus (2000) suggests with respect to the Soluuean, that
the adoption of stemmed and foliate bifaces (similar in form to those of the Aterian) was related to
environmental stress. He considers these tools to be "'reliable' projectile points ... designed to
produce maximum shock and bleeding, in order to minimize time spent pursuing shot animals and
to help prevent the escape of wounded prey"(Suauss 2000: 50). It seems fairly clear that in the
eastern Sahara, the aggregates associated with the Bir Tarfawiand Bir Sahara lake deposits are

associated with a period of higher humidity,as are those at K h q a associated with tufa deposits.
Evidence is insufficient to correlate Aterian occurrences with specific climatic conditions. However,

I consider it likely, given the concentration of Aterian localities near ancient springs and the
apparent lack of Aterian material associatedwith playas, that in the eastern Sahara the climate was
more aid during Aterian times than during earlier time of MSA occupation. Therefore, if tanged and
foliate points were more

these may also have been adopted during the Aterian to solve

problems imposed by environmental stress.

When compared with the European material, the Aterian appears decidedlyMP/MSA. This
is partially related to the quality of the available data, but also very possibly to the evolutionary
histoory of modem humans. When the Aterian is compared to earlier noxthern African material, there
are a number of apparent differences. These could arise from a lack of available data on preceding
MSA units and there are some indications for continuity. On the whole,however, the Aterian
appears to be quite different from what went before. The question of whether " A t e r i d were
Note that Bleed (1986) contrasts reliable with maintainable systems, and at this time it is difficult to determine which
better describes DU tools. There are a number of aspects of DU tools that ap-parto correlate with what wouldbe
expected for reliable systems:standardised replacement puts, secure hafting, and 'standardLation of haft form and s i i
across tool classes" (N&n 1991:69).O n e could also interpret the system as maintainable based on flexiblity eviden
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"behaviou.dymadem" can only be tentatively addressed because of problems with defining the
characteristics of "behaviod modernity". It is dear that he Aterians were responsible for a suite

of new tools, and these irnph/ changes in other areas, such as in use of materials as hafts and in food
procurement strategies. If we are able to accept that the 'Atelians" were "modern" we my have to
refme our defdtion of what "behaviod modernity" is. In some areas of the world we may see
narrowly defined t.001rypes, but in other places diversityand adaptabilitymay be emphasised In

some areas we may see heterogeneity across space, but in other areas, homogeneity may be
emphasised in or& to underscore connections among populations that are h l y spread over a
large area. Further research on the preceding MP/MSA units and on the chronology of the Aterian
will help to clarify these problems.
e

m

vect~onsfor Future Re search
There are a number of avenues for future research that arise from this work There are
several topics pertaining to the DakhIeh Unit and the lithic analysis presented that warrant Wer

investigation.W I Dakhleh
~
Oasis, there are a number of areas that need re-visiting to affirm that

DU occurrences are not present and that the clustering in DU localities does not result from
incomplete survey. These include the area southwest of Balat, the region east of Tenieda, and the
Piedmont northeast of Bashendi. Investigation of the prehistory of the western oasis is planned,
and this will cornphe entirely new research that would take some time to fit into the existing
framework for the DU. More pertinent to investigation of regional adaptation during DU times, is

the question of where DU localities exist outside of the modem oasis. Therefore, more survey in the
areas on the southern oasis margins and into the southern desert is required. Investigations of the

adjacent Plateau are also warranted.

With respect to raw materials,two problems need funther examination. Firstly, we need to
more closely circumscribe areas of raw material availability and this will require detailed mapping.
Secondly, we should investigate whether there are methods that could help to differentiatebetween
Tarawan cherts and cherts from Kharga Oasis and elsewhere.Better differentiation would allow us

to confidently identify exotic chert, and t o seek evidence for mobility or trade.

A few of the aggregates (Ls.216 and 342) from Dakldeh may be amenable to technological
studies, particularly-those based on refitting. Refitting was beyond the scope of this thesis because of
time constraints,but future studies would make the technologica data on the DU comparable to

those for the Nile Valley MPNSA. Van Peer (1998) has included the Aterian in his broad
from modular design (avariety of ranged tools) (Nelson 1991: 70). Bled (1986) suggests that the different systems are
used under different cirmmstances.
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classification of the MP/MSA of northern Africa that is based on some use of the Nubian Levallois
methods and the presence of a few specific retouched tool types. A precise description of reduction
methods in the DU Aterian would allow for more meaningful comparison. Further, Jlis would allow
for comparison with other Aterian material from the Maghreb (Wen&- 1995a) and the Western
Sahara (Pasty 1999).
The cypologica system that I have developed requires funher testing to determine whether
some classes should be further subdivided or, conversely, combined with other classes. Statistical
evaluation of a selection of attributes on tools could help determine whether there is recurrent

clustering. Other problems related to the retouched tools that are avenues for future research
include examination of breakage and damage patterns on hafted tools. This would be useful in
studies of how basally-thinned, and tanged tools were hafced. Also, design theory has the potential

to help us understand the ways in which different tools were hafted and used. Further,if appropriate
material is discovered, use-wear studies should be conducted. In my survey of studies of the Ate&

I found no published use-wear analyses.
Finally, similar regional work on the preceding MSA units at Dakhleh and elsewhere in the
Western Desert will help to clarify whether the apparent difference between the Aterian and the
older MSA does represent a si&icant change in lifeways. In panicular9the work that the DOP has
initiated at Kharga has potential to provide useful comparative information.
There are a number of issues that I have set aside for the moment, but which I note because
they are critical to developing a better understanding of the Aterian. F u ~ research
e
a t Dakhleh,
Kharga and elsewhere in the Western Desert will be directed at addressing these issues.

1. The issue of the climatic conditions during the Aterian is the subject that most criticaUy needs
attention. It has often been assumed that Aterian occupationscoincided with a "wet" peria!, but

in most cases there is no direct evidence for this. An environment in which there was no open
water between sporadic springs and oases would require rather different cognitive and planning
abilities than would a relatively lush environment in which fauna and humans travelled without

hindrance. Further, if the cime of the Aterian occupation was more humid, was this due to
greatly increased rainfall in the Sahara? Or were artesian sources recharged by increased d a l l
south of the Sahara?

2. Another question linked to the problem of palaeodlnate9is that of chronology. There are QQ
chronometric determinationsassociated with the Aterian from the Western Desert of Egypt. In

addition to the problem of limited recovev of materials from buried contexts, there is also
difficultyin dating the Aterian because the time range it encompasses probably goes bvond the
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range of radio-carbon dating. The application of luminescence dating is planned for localities
with subsurface material at Dakhleh.

3. The third major problem is that of Aterian subsistence, which could have some bearing on the
question of modernity. Further work will be directed a t recovery of faunal remains, and at
recovery of lithic materials that are in a condition amenable to use-wear analysis.

This thesis has established a framework for future studies of the DU by examining whether
the available aggregates are appropriate for study, by considering whether the DU can be
distinguished from other MP/MSA units,and by setting out a definition of the unit itself. I made a
number of suggestions about patterning in human uses of the landscape during DU times, and these
will be tested in future. I have also tried to place the DU and Aterian within the broader context of
human behavioural evolution. Although there is clearly much work that remains to be done, I have
four primary conclusions: frst,that surface assemblages are useful for examination of prehistoric
problems; second, that the DU and the Aterian can be distinguished on the basis of criteria other

than the presence of tanged tools; third, that using "time-avemged" aggregates it is possible to
discern patterning in the use of DadJeh Oasis during DU times; and, fouxth, that we may need to

re-evaluate our understanding of the development of "behaviouralmodernitynif we wish to
incorporate the African evidence into that process on its own terms.
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&PENDM ONE

- ATEIUAN LOCALITIES INNORTHERN
AFRICA

The followingis a partidlist of known Aterian localities in nolthem Africa. In many cases
there is little or no fwther infomation about the locality, other than that it is "Atetian".Within the
known geogmPhic range of the Aterian, I have taken identification of material as "Aterim" at face
value, and made no attempt to venfy the identification. In some cases secondary sources indicated a
different cultural afffiation for a locality than primary sources (eg., according to Debruge [I9061and
Pond [I9381 Ali Bacha is a (typical) Mousrerian locality; however, later researchers [Balout 1955,
._

Clark 1967,Debinah 1992, Vaufrey 19551 refer to it as Aterian). In these cases,the secondary
sources were foJiowed. Most suggested "Aterian" lodties in the Nile Valley and in West Africa
have not been included on this list.

Some localities are known by two o r more names, or there are dtemate s+gs

of

the name. An attempt has been made to list localities once only, however indubitably some localities

have been duplicated. If researchers discovered a number of localities in one geneml area, but did

not give them separate names, they are only listed once (e.g., Djanq published by Bobo [1956D.On

the other hand, if separate names were given to neighbouring localities, these were listed separately
(e.g., Dar es Soltan I and II).

and Locatio~:An attempt has been made to be as current as possible listing the country in

which the localides are foundThere are some discrepanciesin the literature owing,in part, to the
changes in political borders over time (eg., Reygasse [1919-201indicates that Oum-ex-Tine b in
Tunisia; however, it is in present-day Algeria).

Many of the indications of location are taken from the Atlas of African Prehistory (Clark1967);
however, numerous locations have been added to the list.

Summary Artisla: Codes used for summy articles are:

GR - Garcea 1996b

AN - Antoine 1950
BL - Bdout 1955

ILL - IUteindienstin press

BR - Bred 1931

RH - RuhLnann 1952

CT - Caton Thompson 1946

TX - Tixier 1958-9
V55 - Vaufrey 1955

CL - Clark 1982
D9l - DebCnath 1991
D94 - DebCnath 1994
FR - Fening 1975

V69 - Vaufrey 1969

Secondq Sources: Secondary sources such as lists of localitieswithin regions are listed in this
coIurnn.

Sources: Primarysources include all works that present new informationabout a locality. h
many cases these are very brief, and may only simply note the presence of Ateria material and show
a few drawings.

EGYPT
Location

Alternate names

Summary

S e c o n h publications

Primary Publications

Articles

CL,FR, KL (Debknath, et al. 1986)

Bir Sahara

Bir Tarfawi

CL,FR, KL (DebCnath, et al. 1986)

BT-14

and Haas 1974, Wendorf, et al.
1990, Wendorf and Schild 1980,
wendorf, et 4.1993)
(Haas and Haynes 1980, Wendorf, et al.
1990, Wendorf and S c u d 1980,
(Haynes

Wendorf, er aL 1993)

V69, CL, FR, (Clark 1967, Huard, et al. 1969, Hugot
TX, AN, KL, 1963, Huzayyin 1941)

Bdaq A

rn

(Caton-Thompson 1952, Caton-

Thompson and Gardner 1932)

--

a m

Dakldeh

(Kleindienst 1999, Schild and Wendorf
L// J)

hd

nl

E-76-4

Kharga

Kharga
KO6 E

Bark?
Kha%a

(Huard, et al. 1969)

V69, CL, FRY(Clark 1967, Hwd, et al. 1969, Hugot
'IX, AN,KL, 1963, Huzayyin 1941)

Luxor sou& of

(Hester and Hobler 1969, Hobler and

Hester 1968)

(Wendorf and Schild 1980)
(Pond, et d. 1938)
(Caton-Thompson 1952, CatonThompson and Gardner 1932)

(Clark 1967)
.
(Clark 1967, Huztyyin 1941)

(Selig~narx1921)

(Wendorf and Schild 1986)

(Singleton and Close 1980)

SUDAN
Secondary publications

Primary Publications

(Clark 1967, T i e c 1983)

(Arkell 1964,Tillet 1983)

I

Siwa

Wadi ~ubanniya
Location

-..-"""..- V69, CT

Alternate names

Summary

(Caton-Thompson 1946)

-Articles
- ----

Tekro n o d of

LIBYA
Location

Alternate names

Summary

Secondarypublications

Primary Publications

Ardcles

Abiar Miggi
fiWif

(Barker 1996)
(Barker 1996)

B2b Makxlusa

BP el Kelb

(Le Q u d e c 1987)

.. " .

_.d_mU__.

Quellec 1987)

BrL

(Le Quelec 1987)

Bu Njem
Bushra

(Barker 1996)
(Clark 1967)
(Le QueUec 1987)
&e Q u d e c 1987)

Bishara

El Beidh
G h t el M 8

--

(LeQuellec 1987)

Ghademiis

Jebel Uwe;lat
Q'arat

(Arkell 1964)

KL

(de HeIeinzelin, et al. 1969, Tillet 1985)

.
M
*
U
I
-

ed Dibah,

&e Quellec

1987)

Wallamad, Waw

Ghamin
Sand Sea

Sand Sheet east

(Clark 1967, Huard, et al. 1969)
(Clark 1967, Huard, et al. 1969)

(Arkell 1964)
(Arkell 1964)

@wd,et 4.1969, Le Quellec 1987)

(AumassiPand Petit-Make 1982, PedtMake 1988)
(Bellair, et al. 1953)
(Cremaschi, et al. 1998)
(Cremaschi, et al. 1998, Garcea 1996b)

of

Sh~i

Tejerhi

GR

Ouadi el Ajd

Uan Afuda

Uan Tabu
Wadi Adroh

GR

(Garcea 1996a)

Wadi BU Mras

(Clark 1967)

Wadi Buvla

(LeQueUec 1987)
(Barker 1996, Clark 1967, Hey 1962)

Wadi Gan

Gm

LIBYA, continued

Location

Alternate names

Summary

Secondary publications

Primary Publications

Articles
Wadi h w e n
Wadi Isser

(Garcea 1996a)
(Garcea 1996a)
Quellec 1987)

W a d i Lagaba

(Le

Wadi Masauda
Wadi Mathendus

(Le Quellec 1987)

(Le Quelec 1987)

-

CHAD
Location

Alternate names

Summary
Articles

Primary Publications

(Huard, et al. 1969, Tillet 1983)
(Tllet 1983)

Bedidozebo

Fochi
Lake Marigi

Katam
Ounianga Kebir Great Wanyanga

Location

Secondary publications

Alternate names

V69, KL

(Clark 1967)

(Arkell 1964)
(Arkell 1962, Arkell 1964, Tillet 1983)

Summary

NIGER
Secondary publications

Primaty Publications

Articles

Ader Bissimat
Adrar Bous

Aho

V69, CL
Salvador

(Clark 1967, Huard, et al. 1969)
(Clark 1967, Huard, et d. 1969, Hugot
1960,Tillet 1985)

(Clark 1967, Huard, et al. 1969, Tillet

(Clark 1993, Clark, et aL 1973, Hall, et al.
1971,Hugot 1962,Maursy 1981,
Wfiams 1976)
(Balout 1954)

1983)
Amakon
AWY

Ateshima, south

(Maley, et al. 1971, T i e t 1991)
(Huard, et d. 1969,Tillet 1983)
(Clark 1967)

Location

Alternate names

Bha
Chemidour
Ekouloulef
Izouzaden
Seguedme

Summary
Articles
V69

Seggedim

D94

Tiffa

Location

Alternate names

Summary

NIGER, continued
Secondarypublications

Primary Publications

(Clark 1967, Tiller 1985)

(Clark 1967, Huard, et al. 1969, Hugot
-

(I'aet1983)
@aumhauer, et d.1997, Tillet 1991)
(TUet 1991)
mugot 1962, Tillet 1978, Tilet 1983,

1963)

T ~ 1984,
S Tier 1985, TUet 1995)

(Clark 1967, Huard, ex al. 1969, Tillet

(Hugot 1962)

Secondarypublications

P&my Publications

(Graueb, et al. 1985)
(Debknath 1992)

(Graueb, er al. 1985)
(Bordes 1975-76,Vaufrey 1936,Vaufrey

Artides

A k Grouss

FR, CT, BL

Ain Metherchem
Cap Blanc

Lac de Bizerte

Cherichim

El Guettar

A h el Guettar

V69, CL,
V55,BL

(Clark 1967, DebCnath 1992, Gobert
1962, Graueb, et 2. 1985, Souville 1956)
(Zoughhni, et al. 1998)
CI, FR,TX, (Capitan and Boudy 1906)
V55, BL.
(Graueb, et al. 1985)

Er Rechada

ESSOU&
Henchir er Rhara

Hda
Jebarra I

isss)

(Gobert 1962, Graueb, et al. 1985, Gruet
1947, Marchand 1935-36)
(Zoughlami,et d 1998)
(Bordes 1975-76, Gruet 1950, Gruet
1954, Gruet 1955, Gruet 1958-59, Santa
1958-9, Vaufrey 1954)
(Gobert and Harson 1958,Graueb, et al.

isss)

V55

(Graueb, et d.1985)
(Clark 1967, Gobert 1962, M'Timet, et

(Graueb, et d. 1985)

d. 1992)
(Camps, et d. 1985)

(Camps, et al. 1985)

TUNISIA, continued
Location

Alternate names

Summary

Secondary publications

Primary Publications

Articles

J&n&m

Kef el Ahmar

(Harbi-Riahi, et al. 1987)
(Clark 1967, Gobert 1962)

Kef el ~ahrnar-~

Koudiat el-

Mergueb
Menara
Monastir, plateau
Oued Chiba

Oued Darnous
Oued Darb
Oued Seldja
Ouled Hmidat

BL

oum~li

Ragoubet
Belgacem ben Ali
Ras el Koran
Redeyef
Rhoumd et

TX

(de ~ o r g & > t al. 1910)
(Harbi-Ri& et al. 1987)

(Zoughlami, et 4.1998)
(Clark 1967, Deb&& 1992, Gobert
1962, M'Timet, et al. 1992)
(Harbi-Riahi, et aI. 1987)
(Graueb, et al. 1985)
(Clark 1967)
(Reygasse 1917-18)
(Zoughlami, et al. 1998)

(Zoughlarni, et al. 1998)

(Graueb,et al. 1985)

(Graueb, et al. 1985)
(Capitan and Boudy 1906, de Morgan,
et
d. 1910)
Noreau 1888)

(Graueb, et aI. 1985)

(Moreau 1888)
(Zoughlami, et al. 1998)
(de Morgan, er:al. 1910)
(Camps, et al. 1985, Clark 1967, Gobert (Gobert 1962, Gobert and Harson 1958)
1962)
(Graueb, et al. 1985)
(Graueb, et al. 1985)
(de Morgan, et al. 1910)

Trouck

Sidi Ferjaoi
Sidi Mansour
Tamerza

Gafsa

BR, CL,CT
V69

(Capitan and Boudy 1906)

ALGERIA, continued
Location

Alternate names

S

y

Secondary publications

Primary Publications

(Clark 1967, Debknath 1992)

(Camps 1955)

Articles

Arzew

Camp Franchet

Assakao

Djanet

CL

(Huard, et d. 1969, Tillet 1983)

Bembeche

Hugot 1963)
Bkrard

CL, AN,

Bir el Ater
Bir Ounan
Bir Touibia
Bled Rernel

BL

-

(Clark 1967,Debbnath 1992,Debhnath, (Camps 1955,Camps 1974,Camps, et d.
1973, Marchand 1935-36, Roubet 1966,
Roubet 1969)
(Reygasse 19 19-20)
(Xibrard and Hugot 1970)
(Reygasse 1919-20)

a,
V55,BL et al. 1986)

(Cadenat 1966)

Bou-Zabouiae

(Clark 1967)

Camp Franchet

CL

(Debha& 1992)

(Camps 1955)

d'Es~erev
Canastel-Bel

EL

@oubet 1947)

(Pallary 1892)

(Clark1967, Souville 1956)

(hhrchand 1932)

A

/

Ghaid
Cap Djinet

Oued Kara, Bou Sara,
Courbet-Marine

Cap Kalah
cap rami is
Cap Rouge

@harchand1935-36)

@vIarchand1935-36)
(Marchand 1935-36)

Cap SLat
Cap Tinh
Chabet el
Bouzerfa

(Marchand 1935-36)
(Morel and H d y 1974)

(Marchand 1935-36)
(Morel and Hilly 1966)

---

ALGERIA, continued
Location

Alternate names

Summary
Articles

prima^^ Publications

(Cadenat 1966)

Champ de Tir

Chebka el
Djediane
Chetdi - Baie

Secondary publications

I
I
-

V55
Herbillon

(Morel and Hilly 1974)

Chetaibi - Col de Hehillon

(Morel and Hilly 1974)

Ouest

(Camps1974, Hassko, et d. 1974, Morel
1974b, Morel and Hilly 1956)

la Baie Ouest

Chez Chaib
Cit6 Fronzy

(Cadenat 1958-9)
(cadenat 1966, Clark 1967)
(Cadenat 1966)
(Morel and H& 1974)

Tiaret

Cote 1061
Cote 94 de Sidi

(de Bayle des Hemens 1964b)

Akkacha

cote 98

@lord 1975)

Djanet

V69,TX,
GR

Djebel Fartas
Djebel Kourmat
DjebelNador

BL
AhesSaid

Dornaine Azarn
El Esnam
El Guettara

(Clark 1967)
(Cadenat 1942,Cadenat 1966)

(Cadenat 1942)

(Cadenat 1966, Clark 1967)

(de Bayle des Hermens 1964a)

V55, BL

(Clark 1967)
(Cadenat 1942, Cadenat 1966)

(Debruge 1912)
&endo
1965)
(Cadenat 1942)

(Souville 1956)

@off0 1935)

(Wbrard and Hugot 1970)

(Chavaillon and Fabre 1960)
(Reygasse 19 19-20)

El Ma el Abiodh
El M o b

(Bobo 1956, Savary and Bea 1963)

1966)

(Clark 1967)

Djebel Naga

Djebel Ouach
Djidjelli

(Clark 1967,Huard, et al. 1969, Hugot

(Cadenat 1966)

ALGERIA, continued
Location

Alternate names

Secondary publications

Summary

Primaty Publications

Attides
BR,1755,BL-

Grotte du
Mouflon
Habibas, largest

(Clark 1967)

(Vdemot 1954)

island

(Morel 1975)

Ihlmatn

Hammar el Uuar
Hissi el Khenig
Hassi Ouchtat

(Roubet 1953)

Houbouez

(Vdemot 1939)
(Clark 1967, Huard,et al. 1969)
(Clark 1967)
(Clark 1967, Hugot 1960, Hugot 1963)
(Clark 1967, Huard, et al. 1969, Hugot

(Hugot 1963)
(Bordes 1975-76,Chavaillon 1973,Tillet
1985)

In Afalatet
In Amuel
In Belbel
In Eker

In Afaleleh?
In Amguel

TX
Oued Abezzou

V69, GR

(Vuillemot 1939)

(Hugot 1963, Hugot 1957, Santa 1958-9)

1966)
In Guetzam

(Clark 1967, Hqot 1963)

V69

me1J
Karouba

(Pond, et d. 1938)

Karaouba-Marabout,

FR,TX, BR, (Clark 1967, Debhath 1992)

(Doumergue 1922, Pdary 1911, R o u k

Karouba-Fonatine,
Sidi Medjoub

CT,V55, BL

1947, Roubet 1953, Roubet 1966,
Roubet 1969)

Kef Bou Beker
Keneda
Kheneg el-Tlaia

Kouba de Sidi
Mohammed

[Cadenat 1966)
i~adenat1958-9)
i ~ h a v d o n196j, Chavaillon 1962,Clark (Chavadlon 1963, Chavaillon and

FR
Y I *

Tiaret

ALGERIA, continued
Location

Alternate names

Summary

Secondary publications

Articles

-

Koudiat Bou

Primary Publications

1974)

(Morel and

Maiza
TX

Koudiat bouGherara
Koudiat el Quktif

(Cadenat 1966.Clark 1967, Deb6nat.h

(Cadenat 1938, Chdenat 1939, Cadenat

i992)

i953)

Morel and Hillv 1974)

bore1 and IW1;1974)

Koudiat el Ranpa
--

Kristel - Plateau
de Tazout
La Marsa
El Mersa, Edough,
b-Nard

&bet
V69

1947)-

(Clark 1967,Morel and HiQ 1974)

La Mma - Nord

(Morel and Hilly 1966)-

La M o d a h

(Clark 1967)

La Smala
Le Figuier

(Cadenat 1966)

Les Allobroges

Marabout Sidi
Adbelkader
Tonich
Mechanfou
Mechtat Aouid
Teffa

Mechtat Bou
Gattous

(Camps 1974,Camps, et al. 1973,Morel
1974b,~ o r e and
f fWly 1956)

(Clark 1967, Souville 1956, Vuillemot
1939)
gisement des
Phacoch6res

(clads 1967)
--".I(c.."I(c.,I(c..,~(c.I(c.

.

(Marchand 1935-36, Vuillemot 1939)
@alout 1962, de Bayle des Hermens and
Belaouane 1985, Hadjouis 1986)

(Cadenat 1952, Cadenat 1966)
(Cadenat 1966)
(Morel and Hilly
, 1974)
Morel and Hlly 1974)

(Morel and Hilly 1966)

Location

Alternate names

Meniet

Mesguida

Novi
Oasis de
Ghardai'a
Odat Ch&cha

V69, CL,

(Clark 1967, Huard, er 4.1969, Hugot

(Hugot

FR,GR

1960)

FR
Chabet Kef el Ahmar V55, BL

M'zab
f i t s de Chakhas

Xdikelt

(.a
FX, TX,
V55, BL
V69

TX

1963, Hugor 1956, Hugot 1957)

(Cadenat 1966, de Bayle des Hermens

(de Bayle des Hermens 1951)

1951)
(Cadenat 1958-9,Roubet 1947)
(H&brardand Hugor 1970)

(Bordes 1975-76,Chavaillon and Fabre

1968)
(Clark 1967, Reygasse 1917-18, Reygasse (Reygasse 1919-20,Reygasse 1921-1922)

1920)

Ouargla
Oued Abezzou
Oued Asriouel

Primary Publications

Summary
Articles

ForestiGre de
Mesguida

Montgolfier
Mrw&
N e e

AIGERIA, continued
Secondary
- -publications

-

(Clark 1967)
(Morel 1976)

(Clark 1967, Hugot 1953, Pauary 1922)

(Clark1967)
(Clark 1967)
(Clark 1967)

(Reygasse 1919-20)

-

(Hugot 1953, Reygasse 1921-1922,

-

Reygasse 1922)

Oued Bou

@lorel and Hilly 1974)

(Morel and HJly 1966)

Fernana
Oued Djebbana Bir el Ater, Djebel
Onk

FR, TX,
AN, BR,

(Clark 1967, Debhath 1992, Pallary
(Camp 1974, Camps, et al. 1973,
1922, Reygasse 1919-20, Reygasse 1920, Camps-Fabrer 1960, Morel 1974a, Morel

D94. KL,

R w s e 1922)

CT,V55, BL

Oued Djouf el-

Djemmel

Djouf el Djemel

FR, TX,

AN, a,
v55

(Clark 1967)

1974b, Reygasse 1919-20, Reygasse
1922)
(Le D u 1933, LR DU1934, Morel 1978,

Santa 1958-9)

(f7~61
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laJoI4)

W pm I~JOM

saly3 sap awd
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AIGERIA, continued
Location

Alternate names

Zaouia el Kebira

Summary
Articles

FR

Secondary publications

Primary Publications

(Chavdon 1962,Clark 1982)

(Chavaillon 1971)

( s o u d e 1956)

Adder

F%ot

A h des Ifoghas

-

1963)

Amsir
Bourharet

(Hugot 1963)
(Huard, et d.1969)

Edjeleh

Cap Matifou
Rhit
Sidi Salem

(Soude 1956)
(Huard, et d.1969)
(Soude 1956)

Tarhzit

(Nuard, et 4. 1969)

(Marchand 1935-36)

MALI
IjScation

Aci..mattnames

Summary

Seconhq pu'bScaiions

P&qhbEcaGo

cons

Artides
52- 104

(H&brardand H'ot 1970)

Bir el-Kseib
EI Goub

(Clark 1967)

(Clark 2967,Hhbrard and Hugot 1970)
(Clark 1967,H6brard and Hugot 1970)

Erg Outoda
Faum el Alba

V69
V69,TX

Gao

In Jaouak

Mersoug
Mooyeim
Taoudeni
Tayert el-Harnra

Tazadit

( M a y 1955)

Moorjeim

(Clark 1967,HCbrard and Hugot 1970)
(H-ICbrardand Hugot 1970)
(Clark 1967, H6brard and Hugot 1970)
(Hkbrard and Hugot 1970)
(Clark 1967, Mauny 1955)
@det 1989)
(Clark 1967)
(Clark 1967)

(Raunbault 1983, Tdet 1995)
(Lhote 1944)

(Mauny 1955)
(Petit-Make 1986, Petit-Make 1988)

MALI, continued
Location

Alternate names

Summary

Secondary
publications
. -

Primary Publications

Artides

V69, BL

Todourine
Mou&mut

(Clark 1967)
r i e t 1991, T i e t 1995)
Kiet 1995)

Silirni

Location

Alternate names

Ade~

A k el Baroud

A=%

A=%
Bou A h a

Bir el Bardi
Bir en Naj
Bir Mogrein
Bir Zreigat
Boulanouar

El Bewed
..
El Fersig

MAURITANIA
Secondary publications

Primary Publications

Mbrard and Hwot 1970)
&brat-d and Hwot 1976 M a w 1955) Rvlauov 1955)
Q

A h Aroud

Badrina

Summary
Articles

(Hibrard and Hugot 1970)
i ~ u i i a 1972,
t
Pazry 1997)
IHkbrard and Hwot
19701
"
khbbrard and Hueor 1976 M a w 1955), (.M a w 19551
w

Bir Moghrem
Bouir Zre'igat

(~uitat1972)
(H4brard and Hugot 1970,Mauny 1955) (Mauny 1955)

(Guitat 1972)
036brard and Hwot 1970)

-

w

El Kseib

El Hachyia

(~uitat1972)
(Hhbrard and Hugot 1970)

Erg Ijafen

(HCbrard and Hugot 1970,Mauny 1955) (Ma-

Habra-GdoGr 52-99

@%rat-d and Hugot 1970)
Hibrard and Hugot 19701

Hamdoun

(Mauny 1955)
1955)

MOROCCO, continued
Location

Alternate names

S y a y

Secondary publications

Primary Publications

Articles
Dar es Soltan I

Dar es Soltane

Dar es Soltan II

CL,FR,TX, (Clark 1967,Deb6narh, etal. 1986)

(Berger, et al. 1965, Biberson 1961,

D94 CT,

Occhietti, et 4.1993, Roche 1956.
~uhlma& 1951)
(Debhath 1972, Debhnath 1976.

V55, BL
D94, D91

K

(Debhath 1980, Debinath 1992,
Deb&&, et aL 1986,Debbath, et al.
1382, Hublin 1993)

-' - -

--

-

- 7

~ e b h a t 1978,Deb~nath,
h
et al. '198384, Ferembach 1976b, Occhieni, et d.

1993)

Djebilet

(Clark 1967)
-\

~i Hank

V69,AN,

--

f

(Clark 1967,Debthath 1992)

(Gobert and Vaufrey 1932)

El Khenzira

CT,V55,BL
FR,RH,AN, (Clark 1967, Debinath 1992)
CT',V55,BL

(RuhLnann 19361

El Mnasra

D94

(El Hajraoui 1994, Occhierri, et al. 1993)

Ghabr el-Bhar
Grotte Zouhrah El Harhoura

D94,D91

I

(RllhLn~
1943)
(Debinath 1992, Debhath, et d. 1986, (Debknath 1979-80, Debhath 1980,

-'"'-(t%X'i967)

Debknath, et al. 1982,Hublin 1993)

Debtha&, et al. 1981-82,Occhietti, et al.

0

Mougaret el-Ahya

&ed ~ouchane

Oued Goria
Oued Goujgal
Ras el-Ma

FR, TX, D94, (Clark 1967, Debhath 1992, Debinath, (Arambourg 1967, Howe 1967, MinughD91, V55, et al. 1986, DebCnath, et d. 1982, Hublin Punris 1993)
1993)
BL
-'.
(Berthiilhy 1988, Kodrigue 1987b)
TX, AN,
(Clark 1967)
(Antoine 1934)
V55,BL
(Rodrigue 1987a)
(Clark 1967)
( c h i r e 1886)
=
-.-.z%=aL'

'

8

I

MOROCCO, continued

Location

Alternate names

Summary

secondary publications

Primary Publications

(Debhath 1992)

(Wengler 1986, Wengler 1990,Wen&

Articles

D94, D91

W a s Cave

BR

Safsafat
Sed el Mejnoun

. , . . . a

Sidf b e d

a

-.. .

**..

1995, Wengler 1997, Wengler and
Vernet 1992)
( B o a 1919)
(Berth&5ny 1988)
(Lafanechhre 1989)

Lhbib
Srniria

(Berth&ny 1988)
(Wengler 1994 Wengler 1997, Wengler
and Vemet 1992)

Station Met60

Oued el Hay

D91

Taforalt

Grotte des Pigeons

CL., FR, AN, (Clark 1967,DebCnath, et al. 1986)

(Bordes 1975-76,Camps 1974,Camps,

D94,D91,

et al. 1973, Debhat., et al. 1983-84,
Delibrias, et al. 1982, Ferembach, et al.

@eb6nath 1992)

V55,BL,

1962, Roche 1953, Roche 1955, Roche
1969)
I

Taour
Taouz

V69

Taroudant

Thara

Grotte des

Contrabandiers
Tiouli
Tiouli

Tit Mellil

D91

(Tixier 1967)
iclark 1967j
(Clark 1967)
(Clark 1967,Debknath 1992, Debknath, Piberson 1961,Debhath, et al. 1981et al. 1986, DebCnath, et al. 1982, Hublin 82, Debbnath, et al. 1983-84, Delibrias,
1993)
et al. 1982, Ferembach 1976a, Roche
1976, Roche and Texier 1976)

(Clark 1967)
(Tixier 1967)
FR, 'IX,RH, bibenon 1661, Clark 1967,Debknath

CT,V55, BL, 1992, Pallary 1922)

(Anmine 1939, Vaufrey 1956)

WESTERN SAHARA
Location

Alternate names

Summary

Secondary publications

Primary Publications

Articles
Aouinat Lecuf
Bir Imililik
EI Aioun

(H6brard and Hugot 1970)
(H6brard and Hugot 1970)
(Clark 1967)
(Clark1967)
(Clark 1967)

El Mekaiteb
Haw
Segviet el-Ham Seguiet el Hamara

V69

(Clark 1967,Salih, et al. 1997)

T a m
Umma Abed Duz

(Clark 1967)
(Clark 1967)

Tindouf
Tukat el N a k b

(Bessac 1953, Salih, et d. 1997)

(Salih, et al. 1997)
GUINEA

Location

Alternate names

Summary

Secondary publications

Primary Publications

Articles

(Clark 1967)

Deilare
Kankan

V69

(Clark 1967)

Summary
Artides

Secondary publications

UNKNOWN
Location

Alternate names

Primary Publications

Aih ed Dhobb

(Fitte 1947)

Azarza

(Tillet 1995)

Bezi Kioranga
Bir Ch&
Bir Z d a

(Huard, et d. 1969)
(Hkbrard and Hugot 1970)
(I-Gbrardand Hugot 1970)

Location

Alternate names

Summary

UNKNOWN, continued
Secondary publications
-

Artides

(Hkbrard and Hugot 1970)

Oum el Assel
Ounm

BR

Rocher Noif

BL

@&brardand Hugor 1970)
WCbrard and Hugot 1970)
(FGbrard and Hugot 1970)

Tabrichat

Tasegna
Terhaza

Tirek

TX

Primary Publications

APPENDIX
TWO- FAUNALMATE=

RECOVERED FROM ATERIANLOCALITIES

All of the Aterian localities from which faunal remains have been recovered and for which
there are published faud lists are in the Maghreb. These are predominantly cave loc;3ities and

springs. Potential for the presence of faunal remains elsewhere is indicated by the rucoveIy of bone

from sites in Cyrenaica by McBurney and Hqr. One specimen has been recovered Lorn Dakhleh
(see Chapter 10,discussion of Locality 080). The followinglist is

based on very old identifications

and in some cases I was unable to determine the contemporary name for published taxa. Caution
must be used in examining this list.

Morocco
Tit Mellil (Antoine 1939,Vaufrey 1955): spring deposit dug in arbitrary levels, fauna from aJl levels
combined, some may be associated with earlier material but the cultural association of lithics is
debated.
DK es Soltan I (Ruhlmann 195 1): all levels combined,may contain one level that i s not
archaeological (combined in initial reportj
Mugharet el 'Aliya (Arambourg 1967,Vaufrey 1955): all relevant archaeological levels combined
(5,6,9)

El Khenzira I (Ruhlmann 1936, Vaufrey 1955)
El Khenzira I1 - B (Ruhlmann 1936,Vaufrqr 1955)
Oued Gods (Antoine 1934)
Ah Fritissa (I'ixier 1958-59): note that there is nothing indicating these are associa<edwith the
Aterian

Tafordt (Vaufrey 1955)

w
Grotte de Polygone (Vaufrey 1955)

Oued SaYda (Doumergue and Pokier 1894): very old l i s multicomponent
~
site; bones not divided
by strata; not listed
Les AUobroges (Balout 1962, Balout and Roubet 1980,Hadjouis 1986): list probably not complete:
ends with etc.

Berard (Vaufrey 1955)

Ali Bacha (Romer 1938)
Ali Bacha - 4 (Vaufrey 1955)

Taya (Vaufrey 1955)
Oglats de Chachaas (Balout 1955,Reygasse 1919-20,Vaufrey 1955)
Oued Djebbana (Morel 1974a, Vaufrey 1955)

Oued Djouf el Djemel (Le Du 1934,Morel 1978):

3hIii.h
Ah Metherchem (Vaufrey 1936,Vaufrey 1955):, E q m M i removed from 1936 list
El Guettar (Vaufrey 1954, Vaufrey 1955): all levels combined

FelirGal&&
Felis meata
M
~
Hjmixixc7isbla
M u sp.
Taem sp.
Jaculussp.

I

rPPlC*

m-%vE~dgbus
A m SP.
~rvich
egg shell
Echassier
Tdrme

Tdo
Snake
Ophidien
&$6?7l'nrritoriaLc

om-S

SP.

Pdglus*

Selaceins (Raja?)
Sparides (Pap?)
Scornbrides
Ternnodon (salvator?)
Domestic Species

EgrwAiw

cmthC;rprahirou

Ckisa+
Archaic names
G;lzeh tin@&
G;~zeIlacrassicornis
Cmicapn redmca

FJis spelaea

S

~

U

~

Site Name1

Discovery
Date
-

Mugharer el

1939,1947

'Aliya

Fossil

Publication

- left upper second molar
- portion of a juvenile left m

(Brigs 1955, 1967,Senyiirek 1940)
d a

with 2 unerupted premolars and
an unerupted canine
- two tee& (undescribed)
- parietal fragment

Talforalt

1951

Tim=

1956,1975

- mandible
- crania fragments: occipital and
parietals; left supraorbital of

Dar es

same skull
- adult partial skull including
upper face
- adult hemi-mandible
- adolescent mandible without
ramus

1975

Sottan II

(Roche 1953)
(Ferembach 1976a,Roche 1976,
Roche and Tevier 1976,Vdois
andRoche 1958)
(Debknath 1975, 1976,1978,1991,
1992,1994,Debhath, et al. 1986,
1982,Ferembach 1976b)

- juvenile cdvaria

Z Q W

1977,1978

- canine
- mandible without ramus

(Debinah 1979-80,1980)

S k t

1980

- fragmentarysM1

(Debhath 1991,1992,Debknath,

-

-

All sires are located in Morocco.

APPENDIX FOUR - ARCHAEOLOGICAL DATES OF ATERIAN LOCALITIES IN NORTHERN AFRICA
Iralicised dates should be regarded with caution due to questionable association with Aterian artefacts.

Locality
?B& oloest,

Context
Published by
As*
humz Aterian (Camps 1974, Morel
mdddddMaolan
* 1974b)

H-orLa
M'zm E k h !
&lie Ocwst, H
e

Baie Ouert, H
&
Ouest, H
Berard

Bird A ter

*-

psd beach&

MSA

tods,

d b "MmctemAtefian"
e

ukh "MowtemAteriPr"
red sands
A?r$&+dM

(Morel 1974b)

Date
25,850 f 1,000
-

31,450 + 2,000

(Hassko, et 4.1974) 30,330 +1,870-1,520
(Hassko, et al. 1974) 27,870 +800 -700
(Camps 1974)
31,800 4 1,900
(&mps 1974,M d

197417)

>33,050

Material
Method
& (2-14

Number

MC-630

mmineM

C-14

MC.63 I

(Z!mmi!

C-14
C-14

Nj-172

Ma&

s

M

Marine shells

GI4

H$ix?n&momm

C-14

Ny-170
1-3951

Egypt

Lot*

Context

Published by

Bzr Sahara

BS-15, daertsqfimrmd

(Haynes and Haas

tu&yqw&nd
jhn kzcm&w slits,

d

d 'Ater;CmYuzBir

1000

Method

C-14

Number
SMU-7T

-&IS

C-14

SMU-79

1974)

abdyas&ddthe
A&
Bir W w i u

Material

Pelecypad M

Date

30,870BP

and Haas
1974)

(Haynes

> 44,680 BP

Tdas;,hmh
uSsoaiatioP2
14AmN

(Haas and Haynes

26,530BP

+ 470

(Zdmamw rcck

C-14

SMU-20.5

Bir T q h i

T d 16

1980)
(Haas and Haynes
1980)

21,950 BP

* 490

Qpx&

C-14

SMU-214

Bir ~ ~ a r e c a r e c

?kt-& 6

m
a
a
s and Haynes

Snailsbd

C-14

SMU- 177

Bir T~~~

1980)

44,190 BP

1380

hbya

Locality

Context

Published by

Date

Material

Method

Number

Urn Afirda

aborr?ps& AtOit la$

(Cremaschi, et al.

69,000 7,000

Sctnd

OSL

AF1 (cg)
-

*

1998)
Urn A M

Urn Tabu

.

aEaeps& A terimzla$

(Cremaschi, et al.
1998)

70,000

9, SO0

Sand

TL

AF10

b$cRuposnbleAtevim leud

(Crernaschi, et d.
1998)
(Cremaschi, et al.

90,000

10,000

sartd

OSL

A FZ (cgj

Sctnd

OSL

uT1 (cd

Mated
Burned flint

Method

Number

TL

OXTL724 g

?

G14
OSL

OX OSL 724 g

Charcoal

C-14
GI4

unknown
UCLA-678B

Charcoal

C-14

UCLA-678A

dAt&

61,000 *IO,OOO

1998)
Morocco

Locality
Chaperon Rouge
Chaperon Rouge
Chaperon Rouge

Context
Published by
Date
10 crn above Aterian level (Smith, et al. 1994
28,200 + 3,300
Texier, et d. 1988)
above Aterian level
(Debbath 1994) 26,600 BP 2,900
(Smith, et al. 1990, 24,000 +3,050/habitation floor
Texier7et d. 1988)

Dar es Soltan

Aterian

>30,000

&own
2

4,800

Chaperon Rouge
under Arerkz level
(Debknach 1994) 41,000BP k 6,100
Dar es Soltan graylbrown layer - Upper (Berger, et d. 1965)
X7,W
Aterian
red/purple layer - Lower (Berger, et al. 1965)

aeolian sand
z

Locality

Context

Dar es Soltan I

not specsed

Morocco, Continued
Published by
Date
(Occhietti, et al.

1993)
Dar es Soltan II

not specified

01s 4-3-2;

AAE ratio: 0.336

+

Materid

Method

Number

Patella (marine

AAE

unknown

AAE

Lmknown

GI4

TO-2046

rh d )

(Occhietti, et al.

0.097
01s 4-3-2

Patella (marine

1993)

AAE muo: 0.369 t-

shell)

0.020

Dar es Soltan XI

not specified

(Occhiecti, et al.
1993)

Dar es Soltan I1

not specified

(Occhietti, a al.
1993)

16,0905 90

AAE ratio: 0.234 +
0.010
37,220 & 290

AAE ratio: 0.229
0.022

Aih Maarouf

from a fossil soil,

(Vogell970)

*

H&
(continental

shell)

AAE

Patella (marine

C-14

shell)

(Am,
AAE

Freshwater shells

32,000 2 600

TO-2045

GI4

GrN-3165

Patella (marine
shell)

AAE

unknown

Patella (marine

AAE

unknm

GI4

Gif-2276

G14

Gif-2277

association with Aterian not

sated

El Mnasra

not specified

(Occhietti, et al.
1993)

01s 4-3-2;
AAE ratio: 0.280
0.051

El Mnasra

not specSed

(Occhietti, et al.
1993)

01s 4-3-2;
AAE ratio: 0.300 5

(Camps 1974,
Delibrias, et d.
1982)

,32370 BP +2470 - Gastropod shells

shell)

0.064

Taforalt

Level 18

Taforalt

(Camps 1974,

Deiibrias, et aI.

1890
>34,550 BP +32W

- Gastropod shells

2280

1982)

Taforalt

Level 19

(Delibrias, et al.
1982)

>40,000 BP

Carbonaceous
earth

G14

Gif-2589

Taforalt

Lwel 19

Delibrias. et al.

>40,000BP

Carbonaceous

GI4

Gif-2588

198A

earth

Morocco, Continued

LocaIity

Gntext

Taforalt

h e 1 21

Published by
(Delibrias, et al.

Date

19,080

Material

250,19,400 Gastropod shells

1982)
Taforalt

Level 23

(Delibrias, et d

Taforalt

Level 26

(Delibrias, eer d.

Gastropod shells

1982)
Gastropod shells

1982)

Temara
'
Ternara
'

Level 10

Oelibrias, et al.

Bone splinters

Level 11

1982)
(Delibrias, et al.

Bone splinters

1982)

Temara
'

Level 11

(Delibrias, et al.
1982)

T&nara

Level 12

(Delibrias, et al.

M&e

shells

Bone s p h e r s

1982)

Yemara

T6flXua
Tbara

(Delibrias, et al.

Carbonaceous

1982)

earth

Level 12

(Delibrias, et al.

Marine shells

Level 8

1982)
(Delibrias, et al.

Bone splinters

Level 12

1982)
(Delibrk, et al.
1982)

Tmara
'

Levd 8

Timara

h e 18

(Delibrias, et at,

Same marine

Than

Level 9

1982)
(Delibrias, et a,.

Bone splinters

Temara
'

Level 9

(Delibrias, et al.

Marine shells

Level 9

1982)
IDelibrias. et al.

Same m&e

Marine shells

shells

1982)

Ternara
'

shells

Meshod

Number

G14

Gif-2278

Localiey

Context

Zouhrah

not specified

Morocco, Continued
Published by
Date
(Occhietti, et al.
25,580 + 130
1993)

AAE ratio: 0.312

*

Method

Helix

C-14

Burned
sandstone
Burned

TL classic

BOR 56

TLgamma

BOR57

AAE

0.046

not specified

(DebCnath 1994)

41,600 BP i 3,500

not specified

(DebCnath 1994)

32,150BP + 4,800

Number
TO-2047

Material

Nser

Locality
Biha

E k w

Published by
Date
uzhmm l a ) w h Aterian (Delibrias, et al.
33,400 & 2,500
wMP
1974)
h s d i m w t amti.&&
(Baumhauer, et d. 18,600 BP 400
Atwian 4in an alterrd 1997)
Context

stmp

M;lteial

Method

Number

LimestCme

C-14

Gzf 1788

Limesme

C-142

z4nkmm

APPENDIX FIVE- GEOLOGICAL CHRONOMETRIC
DETERMINATIONS
FOR THE
LATEPLEISTOCENE IN THE WESTERN
DESERT
Determinations from Dakhleh and Kharga Oases by DOP. Tufa numbers at Khatga after E. W.
Gardner cat on-Thompson 1952, cat on-Thompson and Gardner 1932).
Dating Age (ka)
Material dated Conw and associations
Reference
Method
acrere
Dakhleh: Capping CSS deposits (Kleindienst, et al. 1999: 6)
U-series Isochron
date: 40
in east-centralDakhIeh, S W
10 ka.
found on these
(Kleindienst, et aL 1999: 6)
Dakhleh: On P-111 gravels in
Useries 134 12 ka Redeposited
tufa block
Wadi el-Ueb, DU Aterian
material found on the same
surface elsewhere
(Brookes 1993)
U-series 61.98 2 7.6 Pleistocene lake Zayat: From "Facies B" PLS
marl
.39.92 2 1.15 Pleistocene lake Zayat: From "Facies B" PLS
(Brookes 1993)
'C
marl
Kleindienst et al.
Tufa (#3)
Kharga: Refd, Locus VH,
U-series 124 f 0.6
overlies "UpperLevalloisian"
U-series 125f 1.6 Tufa(t4)
Kharga: Refuf
Kleindienst et 4.
U-series 138 2
Tufa (#3 and 4, Kharga: Refuf
Kleindienst et al.
intercalated)

*

Late Pleistocene detemhations indicating humid peri.ods during Oxygen Isotope Stages 3 to Sa
Dating
Age
Material Dated
Publication
method
U/Th
45d2
Cave f&g calcite - Nonthem Kharga Oasis Sultan et d.(1997)
37.5 k .7
Fossil water, Kharga
Sultan et d(1997)
C-14
45.36 2.0
Fossil water, Kharga
Sultan et d(1997)
C-14
C-14
>48.5
Fossil water, El Zayat
Sultan et d.(1997)
50.88 3.77
Fossil water, El Zayat
Sultan er d.(1997)
C-14
Fossil water, Farafra
Sdtan et a1.(1997)
C-14
32.1 1 0.5
C-14
M6.6
Fossil water, Bahariya
Sultan et d(1997j
U-series
68 & 2
Travertine, Kurkur oasis
Gombie et d. (1997)
102 k 6
Travertine, Kurkur oasis
Crombie et d. (1997)
U-series
U-series
101 k 5
Tclvertine, Kurkur oasis
Crombie er: 4. (1997)
109 2 6
Travertine, Kurkur oasis
Oombie et al. (1997)
U-series
U-series
116 6
Travertine, Kurkur oasis
Oombie ec a1. (1997)
U-series
45k2
10 samples of carbonates from Wadi Safsaf,
Szabo et al. (1989)
Bir Tarfawi, Wadi Arid
Szabo et al. (1995)
U-series
78 k 4
carbonate from Wadi hid
Szabo et al. (1995)
78 4
carbonate from Selirna sand sheet
U-series
Szabo et al. (19951
71 4
Wadi Hussein
U-series

*

*

Different authors have proposed a number of general divisions of the Aterian. Each of these

is surnmarised below in tabular format. A discussion of the proposed divisions within the Aterian is
ghen in Chapter 6.

R u b and Antoine both published several articles concerning de subdivisionsof the
Moroccan Aterian. Only the suggestions in the latest article by each author are summarised below,

Proposed in 1946, Caton-Thompson's scheme proposed thac Style ct precedes Style P. N o

smtigraphic relationship could be established between these and the other "styles"; but on
typological and geological grounds, she proposed that Style a and Style P ~ r e ~ e d Style
e d y. The
Neo-Aterian probably reflects mixing.
Style
Tools
6 (Nee- Small tanged arrow heads
Atdan)
y
Fine foliates

p

No tanged arrow heads
Tanged javelin heads are "bold"
Few or no sidescrapers
Many endscrapers
Rare burins
P~intemanxs?t~ne

Pointepd-sabafisPze
Pointelimacolae
a

Many sidescrapers
Few endscrapers
Small tangedpoints
Small core bifaces
"Proto-foliates"
Many sidescrapers
Few endscrapers

Retouch

Localities

El Hank;
Abn Alain
Flat retouch by percussion Kharga;
Pressure retouch
Djouf el Djemel;
Bir el Ater

Exended retouch
More bifacial retouch

Khenzira B;
Tit Mellil A

Little retouch

Khenzira A;
Tit MeM B

Proposed in 1936 and reaffirmed in 1947,Ruhlmann's division of the Aterian deals only with
the Moroccan evidence, and is based on his excavations at El Khenzira (Ruhh7ann 1936) and Dares
Sequence

Characteristics of Lithic
Assemblage

Representative sites

Upper Aterian (Aterian 11)

Scrapers
Blades
Borers
Flake points
~ a n ~ points
ed

Dar es Soltan, bed C2;
El Khenzira, both caves, bed C

Pointemayz;~cizz~?ae

Lower Aterian (Aterian I)

P0thpd-sLaurel leaf points
Discoid cores
Pointed flakes
Simple points
Scrapers
Blades
Borers
Tanged tools

Dar es Soltan, bed I;
El Khenzira, cave 2, bed D

Proposed for the Moroccan Aterian, this division is based in part on the material from the

spring site Tit Mellil, in Morocco (Antoine 1939).
Sequence

Aterian IV

Raw
Material
Almost all

flint

Aterian I11
Aterian 11

Mostly flint

Man1

Mostly
quartzite

Flaking and
Retouch
Long,p d e l ,
pressure flaked
retouch;
Bifaud retouch on
variety of tools
inclu&ng
. blades,
.
tanged points

Tools

Sites

Higher propordon of

Tit Mellil, upper pan

foliates and special
points:pointe nramrirae,

*p&saharienne

Typologicdty identical
to Aterian II
Short scalar retouch abundant tanged
points, rare foliates
tangs,foliates,
abundant blades,
endscrapers on blades,
lnniradesivet

El Khenzira B, middle
level
El Khenzira, lower level
(A)
El Hank;Owd Gorea;
lower section of Tit
M a A h Djemaa is
slightly later

Balout 's (1955) sequence makes no pretences about describing the "evolution" of the

Aterian. However, it also describes regional variation and as some of the units have little geographic

overlap (i.e., the Lower Aterian vs. the Upper Aterian), one suspects that Balout is describing
regional variation more than chronological change.

Aterian
(Atien
moyen)

Location
Notin
Mediterranean
Maghreb
Morocco
Central Sahan
Various
Found in
Morocco and
Algeria

Lower
M a n
(AtMan
ancien)

Rubsed
formation on
Tphenian
beaches

Sequence

Upper
Aterian
(Atlrien

supkrier)

Middle

Tools
P o d ??iinm&ne

Raw Material

Pointepdsm
Angle burins

Sites
Mugharet el 'Alryq
Tiouririne

Smaller, lighter tools

As below, but better
results
More endscrapers
Angle burins as
described by T i e r
(1967)
Few tangs
Rare examples of pornre

w

Strong Levdois index

greater use of

El Khemka (both

flint

levels);
Oued Djebanna;
Oued Djouf el
Djemel;
Ogkt Chakhas
Karouba;
h
;
All sites of the
Algerian littoral

Mostly quartzite,
labradorite,
rhyolite
Rare use of flint

Published in 1977,Bordes' division of North %can MSA units is based wholly on the
application of his method of analpis to northern African assemblages (Bordes 1950, Bordes 1961).
Classification
True Aterian

Descriptim
Representative Sites
Special Aterian cumulative diagram
Ah Fritissa
and high percentage for Aterian to-01s Dar es Soltan
(bottom line)
Zaouia el Kebk
Bir el Ater
"Intermediate" cumulative diagram
(centre line)

EI Mreyyi
Hassi Ouchtat
Ah Mhtherchem (soil)
Taforalt, F

Bordes Type Number

Pure Mousterian Typical Mousterian cumulative
El Guettar, B2 and T
and M ousterian
diagram
Aih Mktherchem (tufa)
Taforalt, H
with Aterian
(top h e )
tendencies
Top line: El Guetrar - T (Bordes1975-76,Gruet 1958.593
Middle line: Ain Metherchem - Tufa (Bordes 1975-76)
Bottom line: Hassi Ouchtat (Bordes 1975-76,Chavaillon 1973)

Ferring proposed this subdivision in 1975.
Sequence
Late Aterian

Typical Aterian

Early Aterian

Tools and Technology
High proportion of Levdois blades
More end-scrapers than side-scrapers
Many ranged tools
Levallois debitage, including Levallois blades
Side-scraper
Points
End-scrapers (more abundant than in the
Mousterian)
Tanged tools
Tools and techdogy like the Mousterian
S m d proportion of tanged tools

Sites

Owd Djebbana
Oued Djouf el Djemel
Oglats Chaachas
Oued Serdisse

Taforalt
Full distribution

Ah Fririssa (inland)
Camp Franchet d'Esperqr
(coastal)

The raw count data are shown in maps below, with the shading reflectingthe collector and
method of collection. Udess indicated, all collection was by hand-picking.

end:
Cdected by M.R

Kleindienst

Collected by A. L.Hawkins
Shovelled and screened

Figure I. -- Locality 216 BC:Collector and method of collection and raw counts of objects collected.

23

20 30 22

32

43

67 J7

44

33

18

22

40 110 '90

54

27

29

30 50 :81

45

26

10

Legend:
n

U

Collected by T.L.Onnerd
Collected by A. L.Hawkins

Figure 2. --Locality 216 IT:
CoUector and raw counts of objects collected.

152 157 176 75

109

Legend:

3

Collected by T.L.Ormerod
Collected by A. L,Hawkins

Figure 3. -- Locality 334: Collector and raw counts of objects collected

CoUeaed by A. L.Hawkins
- Collected by M.R Kleindienst

Figure 4.-- L. 294 Set I: Collector and number of mefacts per m2.
Map not to scale.

d:

1 - Colleaed by M. R Kleindienst

2 - Colleaed by A. L. Hawkins
1,2 - Collected by Kleindienst and Hawkins
Figure 5. -- Locality 325: Collector and raw artefact counts.

To test the whether one person consistently collected more artefacts than other people, I
found that I needed to compare the count for a specific square with the counts for surroundng
squares.
For occurrences that were collected by two people who collected each square separately, I
used a difference of means test to determine whether there was a significant difference between
collectors. I compared the mean absolute difference between counts for adjacent squares collected

by the same person and to the mean absolute difference between counts for adjacent squares
collecred by different people. This is illmated in the lists below. Although I could predict the
direction of difference, I chose to use absolute differences. For example, it appeared that I
consistentlycollected more artefacts than other collectors did I could have set up the test to look at
whether counts from squares that I colected were higher than counts for squares collected by other
people. In this case, I would have always submcxedthecounts for units collected by other people

from counts for units I collected. Difficulty arose in dealing with counts for units collected by the
same person. Should the positive due always be selected? Should the direction of subtraction be
randornised?I would obtain rather different results using these rwo methods because negative values
would affect the mean. I chose to deal with this by looking at the absolute difference between units,

rather than predicting the direction of difference.

Absolute difference in counts
Absolute difference in counts
between adjacent squares collected between adjacent squares collected
by the same collector
by different collectors
120- 101 = 10
120-251 = 5

Figure 6. -- Example of adjacent squares and the cdculations for comparison of differences between
collectors.

L. 216TP and 334 both appear to be affected by collector bias and were collected by only
two people. Kleindienst and I collected L. 325 by collecting some squares together and some squares
separately. For the purposes of these tests, I assume that the squares that we collected together
would be similar to those that I collected by myself. The r e d t s of the difference of means tests are
shown in Table 1. In all cases, the difference was significant. The difference was in the direction
predicted for Ls. 334 and 216TP, but it was in the opposite direction from that predicted for L. 325.

In other words, there is greater variation between squares collected by the same person at L. 325,
that squares collected by different people.
Table 1. -- Mean absolute difference in counts between squares collected by the same collector and
by different collectors and the result of difference of means tens.
Same Collector

N

X

43
73
26

43

s
33

Different Collector
N
X
s
13
74
42

11

11

59

49

34

31

Locality
334
216TP
325

19
26

14
35

Significant?
t

11.61
12.45
3.47

Yes
Yes
yes

I could not compare data for the L. 216 BC 1995 Grid collection and the L. 294 Set I
collection using a two-sample test because there were three collectors (L.294) or two collectors and
some screened squares (L. 2 16 BC). In these cases I used ANOVA to tea for a difference among
the collectors and methods. For the Grid collection from L. 216 BC, I tested the data in the same
way as outlined above by comparing counts from adjacent squares. There were four possible
permutations: units beside like units, units beside a unit collected the other person, shovelled units
beside units collected by me, and shovelled units beside units collected by Kleindienst. The
differences are considered sigdicant,

Table 2. -- Sununary data for differences among adjacent units at L. 216 BC
Same method and
collector
164
I4

N
Mean

KIeindiensd
Hawkins
91
19

Hawikins/
shovel

F

Kleindiensd
shovel

20

5

20

23

For the Set I collection from L. 294, I compared both the difference in the density of
adjacent units and the overall density of units. For neither case was there a significant difference
among collectors.

Most of these collections did show evidence of differences between collectors in the number
of artefacts collected. In all cases, I collected more objects than other collectors, but when material
was shovelled and screened, this resulted in the highest number of recovered objects. There are a

number of possible reasons why one collector may consistently find more objects than other
collectors do. Differences in the minimum size of objects collected, less stringent defdtion of

artefacts, and removal of partially buried objects may all contribute to this difference. To determine

which contributes the most, I need to conduct funher research,
Table 3. -- S m a r y data for differences among density of areas collected ax L. 294 Set I.

7

Kleindienst/
Hawkins
3

Kleindiend
Omerod
5

0.84

0.54

1.12

Kleindienst

Hawkins
4

Omerod

1.41

0.78

Same collector

N
Mean

F

0. I4

N
Mean

8
0.80

F

-

-

5
0.26

For the ~urposesof this thesis, I corrected density maps. I did this by separatingunits by
collector and calculating the median and upper and lower hinges per collector as shown in Figure 7.

"A"shows the counts per square with shading indicating differenr collectors. "Bttshows the density
map with shades indicating the upper, mid-upper, mid-lower, and lower q u d e values for the entire
group of squares. "C"and "D" show the shading indicating the upper, mid-upper,mid-lower,and

lower q d e values applied separately for the two collectors. "E" is the "corrected" map, which is a
combination o f "C"and "D".Clearly, if one collector callected m a d y a high-density area, this
correction would over-compensate for bias and the density map would not accurately reflect

changing density across the occunwce. This rype of correction is most appropriate for large
collections.

Figure 7. -- Example of count, uncorrected and corrected density maps.

I did not make corrections to the overall collections for the purposes of artefact analysis.
None of the lithic analyses I presenr involved comparisons between grid units. However,I do look
at the proportion of different artefact types. One of my hypotheses regarding the cause of collector
bias is that I was less stringent in my definition of what constitutes an artefact, and collected more
chips and chunks than other collectors did In the analysis, I have presented proportions of overall
aggregates with chips and chunks included and with chips and chunks excluded. Until the data have
been more closely examined, the proportions with chips and chunks excluded are considered more
reliable and comparable.
Before analysis involving comparison among units is conducted, it is important ro make sure
that grid units are comparable. Therefore further investigations of the causes of the observer bias I
have noted need to be carried out.

The following system of classification is a modification of that used by members of the DakhIeh

Oasis Project for classification of all materials from Dachleh Unit and other MSA Unit localities
(Kleindienst 2000).

1. FlakespahadFar, 'Spazald Cwer":flakes made using methods in which the shape of the flake
is more closely pre-determined by core preparation methods.

Fkzk~:relatively thin and large, often possessing a facerted platform, possibly having

a) L&

a complicated dorsal scar pattern, and Lde or no cortex on the dorsal face

i) Ozspvd LevrUois Flakes: the core end or side is present on the flake
ii) L d o k Flakes: round-endedLevallois flakes

iii) Leullloit P o h : pointed Levdois flakes. Note that pointed Levallois flakes include those
made on Nubian I and I1 cores, as well as on Levallois point cores, and therefore the
dona1scar patterns are valiable

b) El@

Flab: long parallel-sided flakes. Defmed somewhat more broadly than blades,

these are not necessarily twice as long as they are wide. In general, the talon and bulb of
these flakes indicate manufame by hard-hammer percussion.

i) Ompad E I c q p i & k : the termination of the flake is the end of the core.
3 RectilmaPEb+p.h
iii) T+El@pak
c)

~ s p e a a l i s e d j k k aor 'Dk-cae"fiker:these are pointed flakes, usually with wide talons,
and are equivalent to Bordesl "psuedo-Le~allois~~
flakes.

2. Fra&mentaryS
a)

M Fhkes: fragments of flakes produced usiig specialised methods.

P/r,ximal Leu&& Fhkes: includes the talon, which should be relatively wide and facetted.

b) P r o d Elon@

F l a k : includes the talon,which should be narrower and possibly flat;

lateral edges should be parallel to converging.

c) I n d a o m t i L p d specialised flake fragments of Levdois o r Elongated flakes.

c) Dinal w&fra&raenf~

of tevallois or Elongated flakes.

3. Uzpmzhd Zlakes:flakes produced in the manufacture of specialised flakes, or by other methods
a)

CatK11F ' h : any flakes that are not classified as the end-products of the above reduction
methods and which show any cortex on the dorsal face.

b) Stmmby Flakes: show dorsal scars and no cortex on the dorsal face
c) CHmF l a k : flakes that can be identified with particular reduction steps, such as core

rejuvenation flakes, burin spalls and biface thinning flakes
4.

Fhke F r a e : strictly defined, these must possess atvibutes that indicate human

U@d

manufacture: the talon or part thereof, a bulb of percussion, a ventral face with clear e d u r e
scars or ripple lines, and flake scars on the dorsal face.

5. Onec these include end-products of "specialised" reduction methods and "unspecialised"
reduction methods. Classification at this level is general. Cores are further subdivided in the
analysis process.
a) L d i s Gm:Based on the morphological form that would be expected for Levdois as the

method is defined by Boeda (Boeda 1995, Chazan 1997).
i) Snuck Leurllois Corec: includes cores that have been stluck "unsuccessfully" (LC, hinged
out).

ii) UNnuk &
L
Gins: including cores which have been struck and partially re-prepared
b) Flake-BladeCanz. any core with a series of scars on it indicating the removal of narrow
elongated flakes. Reduction may be from one surface, and from one or more platforms.

c) CkbOner: includes endproducts of "specialised" reduction, such as discoidal cores, and of
"unspecialised" reduction, such as multi-directional cores, and uni-directionalflake cores.

d) Iintm$ypnpd or tecttdam:raw material chunks or nodules with only a few flake removals
6. G m , f ? a ~ broken
:
cores, including overpassed cores

7. *sm?ddm&
a) Chqs: probable flake fragments that do not possess the atoibutes listed above, or shatter.

b) O!wzk; probable core fragments that do not possess attributes allowing for identification, or
shatter,

8.

Tod:formed tools and situational retouched tools, d showing evidence of retouch.

The following system outlines the methods used in the atuibute analysis of specialised cores,
flakes and tools from Dakhleh Unit and cf. Dakhleh Unit localities. h some cases, attributes were
measured for all analysed material. In other cases, attributes were measured only for p a k d a r types
of artefacts, e.g., cores, and, in yet other cases, measurements were made on only a subset of these
artefacts, e.g., Levallois cores. The attributes measured on all amfacts are outlined first, followed by
those measured on flakes, cores, Levallois cores, suuck Levallois cores, other cores, and fmally tools.

The system used for typological analysts of tools is outlined in Appendix 10.
+sed Artefacts: Nature of M
d

Rawrttzterial (R.M) determinations were made visually, usually without the aid of a lens. A description
of the types of raw materials available may be found in Chapter 11.

TC - Tarawan Chert, from Tarawan Group limestones
OC - Other Chert (includingMut Formation and Kharga Thebes Group cherts)
FC - Fossiliferous chert, provenance unknown

Ch - Chert, provenance unknown
LmSt - Limestone, from the Tarawan Group
CBS - Chalcedony occurring as "Chert Ball Stuff" from the Mut Formation
Chal - Other Chalcedony, possibly from the Mut Fonnation
Qtzt - Quartzite, including Lighter coloured ferruginous quartzite, from the Nubia Group
FeSt - Ironstone (dark brown to black fernginow quartzite), from the Nubia Group or
Quaternary deposits
SlSt - Siltstone,from the Nubia Group

Cong - Conglomerate, from the Nubia Group or Quaternary deposits

-

MdSt Siliceous Mudstone, from the Nubia Group

SnSc - Sandstone, from the Nubia Group
Qzt - Quartz, from the Nubii Group
Gns - Gneiss, from the Basement Complex
Scht - Schist, from the Basement Complex

Unk - Unknown
Lkgw ofAbraricPz (Abr)was measured by cornparison to a set of materials with different degrees of
abrasion.

M - Mint

F - Fresh

a

- SlightlyAbraded

AA - Heavily Abraded

EA - Extremely Abraded
G hof V u d ,a b m l d ~ a(CVd,
l CW) was evaluated! generally by eye without aid of a
Musell Colour Chart. Although there may be some inter-observer discrepancy in colour evaluation,
this is not considered problematic because, for all localities, material was analysed by one person
only (myself or M.R Kleindienst). Comparison of colour of varnish is only made within aggregates.
In some cases, the colour evaluated is a patina colour, not a varnish colour.
W - White
Br - Brown
LG - Light Gray
DB - Dark Brown
0 - Orange
G - Gray
B1-Black
DG - Dark Gmy
GB - Gray Brown
R- Red
LB - Light Brown
P - Pink
A - Abraded

I3k
Both metric and non-metric attributes were recorded. Metric attributes are after Fish (Fish 1979: 28Non-meuic attxibutes recorded on flakes included:

S

m Flake Type 0:
See Appendix 8 for a description of the criteria used to class& specialised

flakes.

OL- Overpassed Levdois Flake

LF - Levallois Flake
1;P - Levallois Point

OE - Overpassed Elongared Flake

EF - Elongated quadrilateral Flake
EP - Pointed Elongated Flake
DF - Disc-core flake

Fhke tmmk&uz (Tm)was assessed as one of the following types. Due to abrasion, .hingeand abrupt
teminations may not always be easily distinguished.

F - Feather
A - Abrupt or step
Op - Overpassed
H - Hinge

Flake Shape (FS) was classified as most closely approximating one of the following shapes,Flakes not
conforming to any of these shapes are listed as "Irregular" (15). Many combine attributes of shape
and width to length ratios. Nos. 11and 12 combine attributes of shape and angle of divergence.

1. Square

8. Elongated, widebased quadrilateral

2. Elongated, quadrilateral

9. Pentagonal

3. Triangular

10. Elongated pentagonal

4. Elongated, uiangular

11. Round-ended, skewed left

5. Round-ended

12. Round-ended, skewed right

6. Elongated, round-ended

13. Quadrilateral,canted end

7. Wide-based quadrilateral

14. Quadrilateral,expanding distal end

The dorwrlscizrpc.tftem(DS) was classified as one of the following:

I - Indeterminate

R - Radial
Up - Unidirectional, scars originating at proximal end
Ud - Unidirectional, scars originating at distal end

C - Convergent
Bo - Bi-directional, opposed

Bt - Bi-directional, scars orthogonal to one another

To - Tri-directional, opposed and lateral
Tl - Tri-directional, lateral scars opposed
Tr - Transverse

N h s f M s u a s (#DS)
is the number of scars on the dorsal face related to removals from before
the flake was struck.

N h g d o r s a l x l ~ IN,
s EJ S,

@Sn, DSe, DSs, DSw) are the number of dorsal scars originating
from the north, east, south and west quadrants of the flake. The flake is oriented with the proximal
(talon) end down (south).

Comurlmage @Ct) was estimated as a percentage of the area of the dorsal face.

The AngletfDmgm (LD)
is a relative measure of the symmeny of the object. Flakes were placed
with the platform parallel to a horizontal line as shown below. The point of percussion is centred on

the place that the radiating lines meet. The section in which the point of furthest detachment of the

flake fell was recorded.

Talon Type O was observed on flakes that were not excessively abraded. The number of facets was
recorded for facetted talons. Often abrasion has "erased"some facets.

P - Plain
Ch - Chapeau de gendarme
D-Dihedral
T - Transverse
F- Facetted
Ct - Cortical
The & . f f e
on the talon (IF) was counted, but in many cases the number of facets is surely
roo because of "erasure"through abrasion.
Metric obsenations recorded for flakes include:

MuximMn Chmt L
MaxrirrtPn

4 (Ch;ut:A-B) (CtL)

Wadtll (Chart: B-C) (CtW)

Axis OfFlakirigLeq& (Chart: D-E)(AfL)
MaximMn Lt7gtb (Chart:D-F)&hL)
MaxtmMn W d (Chart:GH) WW)

Lmgt", at Maxtirrrcon W& (Chart: D-I) (LMW)
Hdfkngth W& (ChmJ-K) (?4LW)
Halflengthlhkkness (Chant: L-M) ('ALT)
B u i r h~z c h (Chart:NO) 0
T h Wzdth(Chart: P-Q)

Talon 3'Mn.a~
(at point of percussion) (Chart: R-S) 0

Drawing after Fish (8979).
halvsis of Cores
As with flakes, a series of metric and non-metric attributes were recorded on all cores. Some
attributes were recorded for all cores; some were recorded for only specific core types. For chart
measurements, cores were oriented with the prepared platform parallel to one edge of the chart. To
measure chart thickness, the sviking platform face was held against the edge of the measuring box.
Mevic attributes recorded for all cores include:

Length (W
art W& (Ctw)

art i r h i c h s (CtT)
Maximtrm Le&

(hilxa)

MaximMn W& @XU')

L~alMaximMnWldth~
Maxin;rtPn 7hicbners (MxT')
Len& at Maximrrm E t b 0
Non-metric attributesinclude the attributes recorded for all analysed artefacts and the core rype:
Core Type

SLv - Struck levallois Core
ULv -Unstruck Levallois Core

MLv - Mis-struckLevallois Core (not including overpasses)
FLv - Core fragment, overpassed Levallois core
FBs - Flake-Bladecore, single platform
FBo - Flake-Bladecore, opposed platform
Dsc - Discoidal core

MP - Amorphous, multi-platform core
IT - Initially tested raw material
0 - Orher
Analysis of Levdois Cores (struck, unsuuck and ml-struck and fragmentary)
Core S l i p in Plan (CP)

la. Round-ended,length equal to or slightly greater than midth (3,5,4,8)

Ib. Round-ended,width greater than length (10):

lc.Round-ended, elongate (6,12,13)

Oxe S+

in h& - Lateral*
Cn - Concave
St - Straight

Cv - Convex

Ir - Irregular
F1 - Flat

Pt - Pointed
Ir - Irregular

(CL)

The percentage of d

c ~ ~ e r t (%Ct)
g ? on the dorsal face was estimated. The dorsal face is the face

on which the stxiking platform is prepared.

The degreeofinhahg (DTr) on the dona face:
Mg - Marginal
SI - Sub-invasive

In - lnvasive
On - Complete
The seqwneo-f

(STr) on the dorsal and ventral faces:
V - Ventral trimming only

D - Dorsal trimming only
VaD - Venval after dorsal

DaV - Dorsal after ventral

A - Alternating

The d $ w r s (#SC)on both the dona and ventral faces was counted. Additionally, the number
of scars originating in each of four quadrants on the v e n d face was counted.
T h e w cfpfepazrtion (PP) was assessed and coded according to the same system as dorsal scar
pattern for flakes (above).

The kngh qfkkplag9rm&I?)

was measured (straight).

The d ~ p f e p a r & an rcmsan theph&m (#PS)was counted.
The angle of the upper surface to the plane dividing the upper and lower surfaces was measured on
both sides at the mid-point on the core.
Struck and Mis-struck Levdois Cores

The following metric attributeswere measured on the last major flake scar:
Flake L+ - Flakingaris (An)
Flake M , x M Len@ (FML)
Fbke M a x h W& @Mw)
Fbke W& at m
f Lagh ('ALFW)
Flake PLzqbnLengtll m)(straight)
of the ventral face taken up by the main flake scar.
T h e m cmmp
The shapefthkflake surr (B)was classified using the same categories as were used for the shape

of specialised flakes.
Other Cores

The &$facles

(#F) with flke removals was counted.

The nrpnlwgplagbrms ( tP) used for flake removals was counted.
For each face with flakeremovals, the following attributes were recorded, if possible:
The shape ofkfa(SC) in plan, using the categories wed for the shapes of Levallois cores.

The CZ%WOZ
qfj%kzjzg (DF) on each face was recorded using the categories used for direction of
preparation on Levallois cores.

The nrrmEer o f s m on tr;acfifm(# Sc) was counted.
The &ofpay&

sum (# PS) on the face was counted.

The following measurements were taken:
tmgthfthefm$cL)
Max&&

qfthefmperpendidar to the axis sf greatest length (MTcL)

The kqtb ofhemst lrantsm (LSI)
Thedofth~mztstz(WS~)
The kqtb of rmy o h xar that could be measured (LS2)
The dqfkzyotksear that could be measured (WS2).

- nA
A number of the meawemenu that were taken on flakes were also measured on tools. These
include:Dorsal Scar Pattern @S), Termination (Tm), Percentage of Cortex on the Dorsal Face
(%Kt),
Talon type

(Tl),Number of talon facets (#F)
,Angle of divergence of the tool (AD),Talon

width and thickness, Bdbar thickness, and Blank type.This fmal category is similar to flake type,ha
also indudes three categories not listed above:Usp - Unspecialised flake, N - Nodule, and C-Core).
A series of menic measurements were taken on all tools:
Mrucimwn a
a
r
t Lsgh (CtL)
MclximMzz Chmt W
rdrh (CtW)
M m h m Chmt W& (Ctl)
T d MaxbmrnLsgh (MxL)
T iMaximum W& ( h W )
LmgthmMaximMn W& (LMW)

Tcd Maximum k k r r e s s (MxT')
LslgrhatMaximMnirhichsW

A number of aspects of the retouch or thinning were recorded:
The mtzm of thP d(Mt)
was classified as one of the following:
M - Marginal

Sc - Scalar

St - Step
Sp - Sub-Parallel
P1-Parallel
Rp - Ripple
Dc - Discontinuous

-

Nt Notched

The extmt ofthe wtouol, (Ert) was classified:
M - Marginal
Si - Semi-invasive
I - Invasive
H - Over half of tool face

The Imgleofdd~
(EL- R, L) was measured where retouch was present, and the edge

+(EdS)

were classified as:

P-Plano-convex
B - Bi-convex

The tool was assessed as to whether it was c
y - Complete tool

o w or not.

n - Incomplete tool

-

? Indeterminate

r - Recently broken

The pqmh and ofthe edge that was retouched and the p o s k Ofthis dwas recorded.

APPENDIX TEN- TYPOLOGICAL SYSTEM FOR CLASSIF~CATION
OF DAKHLEH
UNIT
TOOLS

The system outlined in Chapter 13is reiterated below. All retouched tools are classified as
either situational tools or formed tools. The only tools included here are retouched, i.e., urntouched
Levallois points are not included

Marginally retouched; and

Retouched to alter the form of the tool; or

Not modified for hafting.

Modified for hafting.

. .

~tua~onal
took analysed by describing t h e locauon of retouch (face and posiuon); name of retouch
(even, jagged, notched, denticulated, buinated or combinations of these); and the nature of the tool

blank (flake, flake fragment or chip, core, core fragment or chunk);
Formed tools were classified using a paradigmatic system shown below.

asd t b e a d truncation and tangng were described using taxonomic systems. Additionally, the
I

.

number of faces and lateral edges flakes on tangs was recorded
Several possible Dakhleh Unit tool "types"were suggested:

I. Ridged tanged points. Small narrow points, may be unifacial or bifacial, but show a dorsal ridge.

Blank type cannot be determined, but probably included elongated pointed flakes among others.
The tang form is either shouldered or constricted. Retouch varies from minimal and scalar to
fme, parallel retouch. Both lateral edges are always slightly convex. The dimensions observed are
- Length: 65-80 m; Width: 22-29mm; Thickness: 10-14mm;LengthAXlidth: 2.5-3.2.
2. Thin b i f d points. These are pointed bifacial or largely bifacial tools with several forms of
bases including pointed bases, rounded bases and flat bases. AU are distinguished from tanged
and basally-thinned tools. The retouch may be vety fine and parallel or it may be scalar. There is
a range of sizes. Scatterplots of basic dimensions show no clustering in sizes. The dimensions
observed are - Length: 65-130 mrn; Width: 29-41 mm; Thickness: 7-29 mm; LengthNCrdth: 1.72.7; Width/Thickness: 2-5.

3. Large bifacial points. These may be prefonns. This group overlaps in dunensions with the
previous group and a larger sample is needed to clearly define these two types. However, based

on basic size measurements and fmesse of retouch, there do appear to be two groups of bifaces.
This group shows less fme retouch than the thin bifaces above. They are often pointed on both
ends or lanceolate in form. The dimensions observed are - Length: 77-160 mm;Width: 32-57

mm;Thickness: 6- 15 mm;LengthlWidth: 2-4.5; Width/Thickness: 2.9-3.4.

Basally-thinnedpoints. These are thinned ventrally at the base and dorsally around the entire
edge of the point. The base is rounded, there may be a ridge dorsally, and the piece is
symmetrical with respect to the vertical axis. In general, these are small. The dimensions
observed are - Length: 52-83 mm; Width: 28-47 mrn; Thickness: 10-13 mm; LengthNlridth: 1.7-

2.5,
Small wide pointed tools, unmodified for hafting. These are points without any basal
modification. Most show dorsal retouch, and some show inverse retouch at the tip as reported
on N d e t Khater points (Van Peer 1998). Dimensions observed are - Length: 43-67 mm;Width:

36-47mm; Width: 9-13 m q Length/Width: 1.2-1.8.

Narrow points, unmodifed for hafiing. These are symmetrical, sharply pointed, and have steep
sides. They may be retouched on the v e n d face distally. Some may be considerably shorter

than others, but all show a sharp nmow point distally.Dimensions observed are - Length 46-81

mm;Width: 18-52 mm; Thickness: 9-17 mm;LengthfWidth: 1.4-3.6.
An additional possible rype is:

I. Lozenge shaped tanged points. These are small point. with retouch on the body that is
~redorninantlyunifacial but may also be bifacid. The tang is always triangular in fonn.
Dimensions: Length 56-75mm,Width 32-37 rnm, Thickness 11-13 m a Lengtmddrh:

1.61-

1.73.
Thin bifacial

UnrnodiCled for haking
-

Flake tools

Indeterminate

Points

A

Unretouched
Cutting tools

R

Canted 01s

Side-scrapers

if7
End-sc apers

i"\

Combination
scrapers

A

"'

n

Notched tools

fl
Dcnticulatcd tot11s

(Z
Bunns

n

"Double tools"

fi
Indeterminate

Ventral face only

Both faces
Scalar

Sub-parallel
to Parallel

Scalar

Sub-parallel
to Parallel

A

No talon

N o talon

I

Triangular

talon

~i&ond/
Lenticular

Flat/
Trapezoidal

Partial
talon

A

No talon

Partial
talon

APPEND^ ELEVEN:
ATERIAN
(DAKHLEHUNIT)LOCAUTIESIN THE DAKHLEH

OASIS:
LOCATION AND CONTENTS.

This appendix lists all of the localities designated Ate& (DakhlehUnit)or possibly Aterian (cf.
Dakhleh Unit)whch were found within the Dakhleh Oasis. They ananged numericalJy by the
Prehistoric Site Number. An effort has been made to compile all the infomation known about all

localities; however, this has not always been possible. The complete counts of artefacts by artefact
m e , where available, are given. The locations are described, but reference should be made to maps

within the text for exact locations. Andyticd data are presented for the materials analysed by myself,

and for some marterials for which analyseswere made available to me by M. R Heindimst.

Initials are used to designate collectors or discoverers as follows:

AD - Amanda Dunsmore
AH - Alan Hollett

AJM - Anthony Mills
ALH - Alicia Hawkins

AVG - Alex Von Gemet

BC - Bee Churchler
BB - Bruno Bell
CC - C e h a Campbell
CSC - Charles (Rufus) Churcher

IB - Ian Brookes
JOC -John O'carroll

JT -Jennifer Thompson

KLB - Katherine Bard
KK - Karla Kroeper
MB - Michelle Beny
MFW - Marcia Wiseman
MMD - MaryMcDonald
MMK - Marilyn McKellar
MRK - Maxine Kleindienst
PS - Peter Sheldrick
ID - Tornas Denk
TDU - Tosha Dupras
'I10 - Trevor Orrnerod

Locdiity: No number (N.N,)

Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: N.A.
General Location: Dakhleh Lowknds and Piedmont
Spefific Location: Traverse from north of Bdat to the Escarpment; however,it is not clear
whether these were recovered from the Lowland area or from the Piedmont gravels.
Cultural AfNiation: Dakhleh Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add NumberCs): NA.
Locality Type(s): Isolates.
Description of Work Conducted: Surface collection made during the initial survey by MMD in
1981.
General description of material collected:
Provenance
Unknown
Tools
2
Total
2
Tarawim Chert
2
Two tanged tools - one flake and one point.
References to Field Notes: MRK 1988: 28, MMD 1981 (Dec. 1)
References in Published Works:
Notes: Collected during initial w e y of the oasis.Possibly from the surface of P-III gravels or
dissected P-III gravels. Ana&s was conducted by MRK; I have not examined these pieces.

Locality: 001
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number:321390-L1-1
General Location: Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location: South of el-Qasr
Cultural -1iation:
cf. Dakhleh Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s): 0
Locality Type(s): Small possibly diffuse aggregate.
Description of Work Conducted:Surface collection probably made by AH in 1978, and mated
was catalogued by AVG in 1979. There appears to be a large collection (13 bags). Only one bag of
flint was re-located, and it is assumed that the other bags are of more recent material. The bag of
artefacts present was marked "Central Depression". Published references suggest that the area
surveyed was a square kilometre (Mdls 1980: 225).
General description of material collected: Thuty-seven objects that appeared to belong to the
Dakhleh Unit were seleaed for analysis.Mills (1980: 225) suggests the locality was used as a
workshop, however this inference may be based on the more recent material that was collected.
Provenance
Central Depression
Levdois Flakes
4
Pointed Levallois Flakes
1
All Lwallois Flakes
5
Elongated Flakes
3
All Elongated
3
Proximal Levdois Fragments
4
Proximal Elongated Fragments
1
Distal or Medial Specialised Flake Fragments
2
All Fragmentary Specialised Flakes
7
Struck Levdois Cores
3
Unstruck Levdois Cores
3
All Cores
6
Core Fragments
1
Tools
15
Total
37
Tarawan Chert
36
Ironstone
1
References to Field Notes: ALH 1998 0:111,ALH 1998 (11): 85-89
References in Published Works: (Mds 1980: 255)
Notes: Locality considered a diffusesmall aggregate. Collection treated as a seleaed collection. The
low area referred to may have been a location in which Pleistocene lake marlcollected The
southwest comer of the depression is likely the area from which materials were collected.

Locality: 002
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 331390-19-1/2
General Location: Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location: berween Deir el-Hagar and Muzawaka
Cultural Affiliation: Holoported Dakhleh Unit (reworked)
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s): NA
Locality Type($):Isolated Holopoa.
Description of Work Conducted: Surface collection.
~ e n e x ddescription of material collected: Reworked thinned-tip, L e d - b a s e elongated point.
Provenance
002
Tools
1
Total
1
Tarawan Chert
1
References to Field Notes: KLB 1978: 26, MRK 1987(II): 9-10.
References in Published Works:
Notes: Collected during initial survey of the oasis.

Locality: 004
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 33/390 F5-1
General Location: Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location: West of Maohoub, north of the tannac possibly on the P-III
Cultural Affiliation: Dakbleh Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s): N.A.
Locality Type@): Small diffuse (?) aggregate.
Description of Work Conducted: collection by KLB, AFI, AH, Qufdis.
Generd description of mated collected:
Provenance
004
Overpassed Levallois Flakes
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes
4
All Levallois Flakes
4
AU Fragmentary Specialised Flakes
0
Struck Levdois Cores
1
Unstruck Levdois Cores
Flake/Blade Cares
Other Cores (incl.Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
AU Cores
1
Tools
2
Total
7
Tarawan Chert
7
Objects collected include Levallois flakes, struck cores and bifacial points.
References to Field Notes: KLB 1978,MRK 1987 (II): 7-8
References in Published Works:
Notes: Collected during initial survey of oasis

Locality: 007
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 31/405-D7-3
General Location:Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location:Western oasis - south of el-Rashda on the east side of spring mounds with
associated Roman maiterial.
Cultural Affiiiation: Holoported Dakhleh Unit (rework4
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s): N. A.
Locality Type(s):Isolated Holoports.
Description of Work Conducted: Surface collection.
~ e n e r ddescription of material collected:
hvenance
007
Tools

1
-

Tarawan Chert
1
The collection includes one tanged point and two pointed Levallois flakes; howewr, because I didn't
examine any of these pieces, only the tanged point is included.
References to Field Notes: AJM FN2: 87-90, PGS FN2:34-41, 46-49, MRK 1987 0:
9,20.
References in Published Works: (McDonald 1980: 3 l8fn)
Notes: The tanged point is a reworked holoport.

Locality: 043
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 30/405-12-2
General Location: D U e h Lowlands/Southern Cuesta and Plain
Specific Location: Central Oasis - south of SheikhWali
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s):N A
Cultural Affiiation: cf. Dakhleh Unit
Locality Type(s): Smd aggregate.
Description of Work Conducted: Surface collection.
General description of material colIected: The material from this locality is thought to be "older
than Epipalaeoli~c*and is described as a small collection of highly abraded chert attefaas (Mills
1981). The objects illustrated by McDonald include a mid-section of a bifacial foliate and a basally
thinned piece as well as several other pieces commonly found on Dakhleh Unit localities (McDonald
1981).
References to Field Notes: MMD 1980: 9-10,30-3
1
References in Published Works: (McDonald 1981, Mills 1981)
Notes: Collected in a general area collection during the initial survey; I have not examined these
artefacts, nor detailed notes about them.

Locality: 067
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 3 11420-F10-1
General Location: Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location: Sheikh Muftah Valley, south-southeast of the village. Nwth-northmest of Dune
Hill, near a low scarp west of Dune Hill.

Dakideh Unit Add Nurnber(s): NA.
Cultural m i a t i o n : Holoported Dakhleh Unit (reworked)
Locality Type(s): Isolated Holoporrs.
Description of Work Conducted: Surface collection during initial survey,
General description of material collected: According to the published report "Arerian points"
were found in a thin scatter of material which also included Levdois cores md flake/blades (Mills
1982:95).
References to Field Notes: MMD ll/l6/l98 1
References in Published Works: (Mtlls 1982: 95)
Notes: One or two Aterian points mixed with Holocene materid and bifaces and which are
reworked suggesting that they may also be holoported. I have not examined these pieces, nor the
notes about them.

Locality: 072
D M e h Oasis Project Number: 311420-D9-1
General Location: Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location: near SheikhMuftah, on eroding Pleistocene Spring Mound
Cultural Miiation: Dakhleh Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s):0
Locality Type(s):Isolate.
Description of Work Conducted: Surface collection of one object.
General descrbtion of material collected:
Provenance
072
Tools
1
Total
1
Tarawan Chert
1
Tool is a minimally thinned flake-blade or blade retouched on dona face, basally thinned from both
sides on ventral fa& only,probable use damage at tip.
References to Field Notes: MMD 1981: 94; ALH 1998 (I
6,45
):
References in Published Works:
Notes: No indications of reworking.

Locality: 080

Dakhleh Oasis Project Number:31/42O-N2-1
Genera Location: Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location: bemeen Balat and Ismant
CulturalAffiiiation: cf. DWeh Unit, possibly with other Pleistocene material (i.e., Sheikh Mabruk
Unit)
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s):0 - 18
Locality Type(s):Large aggregate, associated with a spring mound.
Description of Work Conducted:
Add 0: collection by MMD in 1981.
Add 1: collection of material from fermginised sands below remnant ironstone cap by MRK.
Add 2: collection of surface mateds.
Add 3: collection of surface materials.
Add 4: surface collection from south and west sides of mound by MRK, MFW and ALH in 1995.
Add 5: strip collected in transea on Northwest side of mound by ALH in 1995.
Add 6: nuface collection from North slope.
Add 7: surface collection from North base of mound

Add 8: surface collection from East side, base.
Add 9: surfacecollected from around eye sedments.
Add 10: excavated from eye sediments exposed in borrow pit.
Add 11: excavated from capstone.
Add 12:surface collected from N o d side of mound
Add 13: surface collected from Wen side of mound.
Add 14: surface collected from East side of mound,
Add 15: excavated from capstone.
Add 16: surface collected from West side of mound.
Add 17: surface collected from North side of mound
Add 18: surface collected from East side of mound*
General description of material collected: An materials collected from Locality 80 come from a
relatively restricted area. The possibility exists that there is some mixing of rnateds; however, as
there were no distinct spatial clusters of material, all of it has been treated as Dakhleh Unit or cf.
Dakhleh Unit.
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L. 080

Add

0

1

2

3

4

Provenance

5
0-5 5-10 10- 15- 20- 25-

Overpassed Levallois Flakes
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes
All Levdois Flakes
Overpassed Elong. Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes
All Elongated
Disc Core Flakes
Proxirnal Levallois Frags.
Proximal Elong. Frags.
Distal/Medid Sp. Fk Frags.
Frag, Spec. Flakes
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
All Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Frags.
Struck Levallois Cores
Unstruck Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (incl. Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks

~ods
Total

Tarawan Chert

1
10
10

3
3

3
30
29

5
6

29

5

28

0
1
1

1
18
17

0 1
50 46
49 46

0
38
37

1

1

1

Other Chert

Qt.t

CBS
Limestone

1

1

1

0
25
25

L. OSO continued

Add

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Overpassed Levallois Flakes
~ e v d o i Flakes
s
Pointed Levallois Flakes

All Levdois Flakes
Overpassed Elong. Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes

AU Elongated
Disc Core Flakes
Proximal Levdois Frags.
Proximal Elong. Frags.
DistdhIedid Sp. Fk Frags.

Frag. Spec. Flakes
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes

All Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Rags.
Struck Levallois Cores
Unstruck Levdois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (ind. Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces

All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools

Tot4
Tarawan Chert
Other Chert

Qat

as
Limestone

1
2
2

2
6

5
1

4
4

6

43

6

42
1

10
10

1
81

32
79 32
I
1

1
39
39

2
2

2
2

L.080,continued
Add

17

18

Total

Overpassed Levallois Flakes
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Levdois Flakes

All Levdois Flakes
Overpassed Elong. Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes

AU Elongated
Disc Core Flakes
Proximal Levdois Fragments
Proximal Elong. Fragments
Diaal/Medial Spec. Flake Fragments
Fragmentary Specialised Flakes
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
AU Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Fragments
Struck Levallois Cores
Unstruck Levdois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (ind.Discoid)

Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks

TOOIS

-

Total

3

9

495

Tarawan Chert

3

9

485

Other Chert
Qat

CBS
Limestone
References to Field Notes:
Add 0:MMD 1981:117-19
Add 1:MRK 1986:19
Add 2:MRK 1986 0:75
Add 3:MFW 1993:64,76
Add 4:MRK 1995 (2): 127-28;MFW 1995 (2): 45;ALH 1995:67,78
Add 5:ALH 1995: 118-19,140
Add 6:MRK 1996:170-71
Add 7:MRK 1996: 170-71
Add 8:MRK 1996:170-71
Add 9:MRK 1997 (1): 148;ALH 1997 0:34
Add 10:ALH 1997 (f) 42-44;TLO 1997:40-41;ALH 1997 0:34
Add 11:ALH 1997 (f) 42-44;?'LO 1997:40-41; ALH 1997 0):34

1
1

7
1

Add 12: ALH 1997 (f) 42-44; TLO 1997:40-41;AU-11997 0): 34
Add 13: ALH 1997 (f) 42-44;TLO 1997:40-41;ALH 1997 (I34
):
Add 14: ALH 1997 (f) 42-44; TLO 1997:40-41;ALH 1997 0: 34
Add 15: ALH 1998:33
Add 16:ALH 1998: 33
Add 17:ALH 1998: 33
Add 18:ALH 1998: 33
References in Published Works: (Churcher, et 4,1999)
Notes: Locality tested in 1972 by the Combined Prehistoric Expedition (Schild and Wendorf 1977,
Wendorf pen. cornm 1998)

Locality:West of 81

Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: N.A.
General Location: Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location: T a d anticline sandstone and P-III gravels west of Balat
Cultural Affiliation: Dakhleh Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s):NA.
Locality Type($: Probably a smdl diffuse (?)aggregate but also could be a series of isolates
selected out of the general collection.Treated as an aggregate.
Description of Work Conducted: Surface collection during initial oasis survey.
General description of material collected: Five pieces were selected out of a bag of objectswhich
codd or could not be Dakhleh Unit.

Add

N.A.

Tools

5

Total

s5

Tarawan Chert

PI):

References to Field Notes: MMD 1981: 121; ALH 1998
84-85.
References in Published Works: (McDonald 1982)
Notes: Concentration discovered d&ne walk west &om L.08 1 towards the mint at which the
poles cross the road. The objectswere &overed from the top of the Tawil Aidine.

Locality: 082
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number=3 1/420-L1-1
General Location: Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location: North end af Tad anticline sandstone between Bdat and Isrnant,in the
dissected area where the sandstone descends under the P-III gravels,
Cultural Afffdiation: Dakhleh Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Numb+): 0
Locality Type(s): Small aggregate.
Description of Work Conducted: A grab sample collected in 1981during the initial survey of the
oasis.
General description of mated collected:
0
Add
Overpassed Eevallois Flakes
1
~ e v d o iFlakes
s
Pointed Levallois Flakes
AU Levallois Flakes
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes
All Elongated
Proximal Levallois Fragments
Proximal Elongated Fragments
Distal or Medial Specialised Flake Fragments
AU Fragmentary Specialised Flakes
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Fl.akes
other Flakes
AU Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Fragments
Struck Levdais Cores
U m c k Levallois Cores
FlakdBlade Cores
Other Cores (id.Discoidal)
k.li&dly Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
~odls
1
Total
37
Tarawan Chert
37
References t o Field Notes: MND 1981: 122, ALH 1998 (I):57
References in Published Works:(Kleindiena 1999,Mills'l982)
Notes: The sample collected from around the tool does not appear to have been highly selected.
The tool listed is a tanged point.

Locality: 085
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 31/4ZO-HI04
General Location: Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location: West of Tad anticline, on sandsheet of eastern oasis rim.
Cultural Affiliation: Holoported Dakhleh Unit (not reworked, but on Epi-Palaeolithic site)
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s):N.A.
Locality Type(s):Isolate.
Description of Work Conducted: One piece collected by MMD (?).
General description ofmaterial collected: The tool is a bifacid foliate.
Provenance
Epi-Pdaeolithic Site: 085
Tools
1
Total
1
Tarawan chert
1
References to Field Notes: MMD 198 1: 163-64
References in Published Works:
Notes: Probably a Holoport, but nat sewo d d

Locality: 090
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 31/420-H6-1
General Location: Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Locatioa: East of spring mound east-northeast of Sheiikh Muftah
Cultural Affdiation: Dakhleh Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s): 0
Locality Type(s): Large diffuse aggregate,
Description of Work Conducted: One bag of material collected by MMD.
General description of material collected: The tools collected include two piercers, a tanged
point, bifacial fdiates and a few retouchedunifacial tools.
Add 0
Locality 90
Ovemassed Levallois Flakes
0
3
~ e v k o iFlakes
s
Pointed Levallois Flakes
1
All Levallois Flakes
4
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
0
Elongated Flakes
3
Pointed Elongated Flakes
6
All Elongated
9
Proximal Levallois Fragments
0
0
Proximal Elongated Fragments
0
Distal or Medid Specialised Flake Fragments
All Fragmentary Specialised Flakes
9
Conical Flakes
1
0
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
0
All Unspecialised Flakes
2
Struck Levallois Cores
4
U m c k Levallois Cores
3
Flake/Blade Cores
2
Other Cores (incl. Discoidal)
0
Initially Tested Pieces
0
All Cores
9
Tools
21
Total
54
Tarawan Chert
50
1
Ironstone
Chalcedony (CBS)
3
References to ~ i d Notes:
d
MMD 1982: 163-65,MRK1988:65-67,AM 1998 0:50-51.
References in Published Works: (Kleindienst 1999, McDonald 1982, Mills 1982)
Notes: Total shown above includes at least one object which could be Balat Unit: a hi& abraded
ironstone biface. The collection is highly selected.The counts and analysis are by MRK; I examined
090-1 only.

Locality: 094
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 30/435-55-1
General Location: Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location: South of Ein Hagir in the Sheikh Mabrouk area
Cdtural Aff3iation: cf. Dakhleh Unit, Holocene c u l d units and ~ossiblycther MSA units.
Possibly the cf. DU materials are Holoported
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s): 0
Locality Type(s): Smd aggregate.
Description of WorkConducted: Surface collection of twenty-eight objects.
General description of material collected: The complete colIection for Add 0 indudes objects
dating to a variety of periods, includmg Holocene material.
11
Holocene
Flint
Double Pathated
Flint
7

a s

Pleistocene
Indeteminate

Raw material
Total

Fht

1
6

CBS

1

Quartzite
Fossilised wood

1
1

28

Ody six objects that appear to be cf. Dakhleh Unit were collected:

Provenance
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes
All Elongated
Proximal Levallois Fragments
Proximal Elongated Fragments
Distal or Medial Specialised Flake Fragments
All Fragmentary Specialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Fragments
Tools
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Total
Tarawan Chert
References to Field Notes: MMD f 987: 114
References in Published Works:
Notes: West of area of L. 345

Add 0
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1

1
6
6

Locality: 130
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 30/435-M2-4
General Location: Dakhleh LowIands
Specific Location: South of Sheikh Mabrouk, on eroded sandstone ridge west of that capped by
C S S &. 348).

Culturd Affiliation: D M e h Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s): 0-7 (all)
Locdity Type(s): Large somewhat diffuse aggregate.
Description of Work Conducted:
Add 0: Sample collected by MMD in 1981, area of collection not specified.
Add 1:Grab sarnple collected by MFW in 1996.
Add 2:Grab sarnple colleaed by MRK in 1996, material collected from all over the sandstone spit.
Add 3: Grid pick-up of 866 objects, colleaed by TDU and ALH in 1997.All artefacts seen were
collected.

Add 4: Grab sample collected by TDU and ALH in 1997, from north of the grid collected area.
Add 5: Missed artefacts from grid collection picked up byMRK in 1998.
Add 6:Cluster of artefacts Northwest of grid collected by MRK in 1998.
Add 7:Grab sample collected by MRK in 1998.
General description of material collected: Material collected in the fust few visits was selected.
T h e grid collection included all artefact type.

L. 130,continued
Add number
Overpassed Levallois Flakes
Levdois l lakes
Pointed Levallois Rakes

Add Add Add Add Add Add Add
0
1

3

2

4

O

0
4
4

O
18
16

O

21
17

23

Total
Adds
1

6

7

0

O

0

O

3
2

12
11

1

82

5

All Lwdois Flakes
OverpassedElong. Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elong. Flakes

AN Elongated
Proximal Levdois Frags.
Proximal Elong.Frags.
Distdhledial Sp. Flake Fngs.
All Fragmentary Sp. Flakes
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
All Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Frags.
Struck Levallois Cores
Unstnrck Levdois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
other Cores (ind. Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Tools
Chips

Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Total
Tarawan Chert
Other Chert
Ironstone
Quamite
CBS
Other Chalcedony

21

71
O

1
1
2

1

2

2

1

1

2
1
8
O

L 130,continued - Grid Glection: Add 3
North/South
S20 S20 S20 S20 S15 S15 S15 S15 SlO SlO S10
East/West
W10 W5 E5 El0 W15 W10 W5 E5 W10 W5 E5
Overpassed Levallois Flakes
~evaiioisFlakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes

All Levallois Flakes
Overpassed Elong. Flakes
Elongated Flakes

Pointed Elong.Flakes

AU Elongated
Proximal Levdois Frags.
Proximal Elong. Frags.
Diad/Medid Sp. Flake FragsAU Fragmentary Sp. Flakes
Cortical Flakes
SecondaryFlakes
Other Flakes
AU Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Frags.
Struck Levallois Cores
Unstnrck Levallois Cores
Ftake/Blade Cares
Other Cores (ind.Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments

Tools
Chips
Chunks
Chi~sand C h d s
I

Total
Tamwan Chert
Other Chert

13

12
10

15
13

1

2

2

15

4
1

1
1

9

9

14
12

5

8

5

7

26
22

1

3
1

Ironstone

Quart;te

a s

Other Chalcedony

1
1

2
2

Locality 130, Add 3, continued
North/South
S5
East /West
W10
Overpassed Levallois Flakes
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes
All Lwallois Flakes
0
Overpassed Elong. Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elong. Flakes
All Elongated
0
Proximal Levallois Frags.
3
Proximal Elong. Frags.
DistaL'Medial Sp. Flake Frags. 1
All Fragmentary Sp. Flakes 4
Cortical Flakes
1
Secondary Flakes
3
Other Flakes
AU Unspecialised Flakes
4
Unspecialised Flake Frags. 6
Struck Levallois Cores
Unstruck Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores ( i d . Discoidal)
Initialiy Tested Pieces
All Cores
0
Core Fragments
0
Tools
0
Chips

S5 S5 S5 N5 N5 N5 N10 N10 NIO N10
W5 E5 El0 W10 W5 E5 W10 W5 E5 El0
4

4
1
1
2
2
3
7
1
2
3
10

0

0
2
2

0

0
1

4
1
1

1

2

0
0

1

2

1

2

1

2

2
1
3

2
2
1
1

3

0

0

CBS
Ocher Chalcedony

3

1
1
2
1
1
4
6

1
2
3

0

0
2
2
2
6

0

2

2

4 1 6 6

5 9
14 18

2
8

7

4
2
3

2

6
9
15

0

3
2
5
3
6

0

3

11

16 6
49 12
2 1
1

1
0
2
1
3

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
1

0
1
3
4

0
1
0
2

0 3
14 31
14 29

0
7
5

0
1
1

0 4
28 44
28 42

2
15
14

Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Total
Tarawan Chert
Other Chert
Ironstone
Quartvte

0

1
0
2
1
1
2
31
28

0
2

1

2
2
2
3
2
5
97
85

3
4
4
2
2
4

38
37

0
0
0
0

2
1

LocaIiy 130,Add 3, continued
N15
North/South
East/West
W10
Overpassed Levallois Flakes
Levdois Flakes
2
Pointed Levdois Flakes
All Levallois Flakes
2
Overpassed Elong. Flakes
Elongated Flakes
2
Pointed Elong. Flakes
AU Elongated
2
Proximal Levdois Frags.
5
Proximal Elong. Frags.
3
DistalMedial Sp. Flake Frags. 6
All Fragmentary Sp, Flakes 14
Cortical Flakes
3
Secondaxy Flakes
6
Other Flakes
All UnspecialisedFlakes
9
Unspecialised Flake Frags. 10
Struck Levallois Cores
Unstruck Levallois Cares

N15 N15 N25 N20 N20 N20 N2O N2O N25 N25
W5 E5 El0 W15 WIO W5 E5 El0 W5 E5

1

1

Core Fragments
Tools
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Total
Tarawan Chert
Other Chert
Ironstone

Other Chalcedony

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

1
2
3
9
11
23
7
26

0

1
1
1

0

0

2

33
70
1

3
3

1

1

0

1

7
2
5

2

7
6
5

1
3

0

1

1 1 1 1 3
1 1 22 6
1
6
0
9
2

1

1

1

0

0

1
1

0

2

1

5

2
3

8
1

9

1
3

2
9

0
3

10
30

4
7

0
3
0

0
0
0

0
0
1

0
0
0

5
2
0 0 1 0 0 0 2
4 4 115 23 3 53
4
4 1 0 5 1 8 2 44
3
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
4 1 1 5
1

1
I

1
2

0

2

15
44
1
1

0
1
2

1
0
1
1

0
0
0
1

0 1 2 1
40 148 11
37 1 4 0 1 1

2
0
6
6

1
2

6

3
0
4

Quartzite

CBS

2

1

Flake/Blade Cores
o t h e r Cores (id.Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces

A,ll Cores

7

2

1

2

0
0
0

0
0
0

2
2
6

5
16
12

3

1

Locality 130,Add 3,continued

N/S

E/W

N25 N30 N30
El0 W5 E5

Grid Total

Total

867
784

949

Overpassed Levallois Flakes
~evaiioisFlakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes
All Levallois Flakes
Overpassed Elong. Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elong.Flakes
All Elongated
Proximal Levallois Frags.
Proximal Elong.Frags.
Distal/Medid Sp.Flake Frags.
AU ~ragmenteSp. lakes
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes

Other Flakes
AU Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Frags.
Struck Levallois Cores
Unstmck Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (id.Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Tools
Chips
Chunks
Chbs and Chunks

--

1

Total

6
4

15
15

8

Tarawan Chert
7
Other Chert
Ironstone
Quartate
1
CBS
1
1
Other Chalcedony
References to Field Notes:
Add 0: MMD 1983: 4
Add 1: MFW 1996: 65,75
Add 2: MRK 1996: 11, 14-18, 30-34
Add 3: ALH 1997:36-40
Add 4: ALH 1997:36-40
Add 5 - 7: MRK 1998 (2): 126-28;ALH 1998:1 13-115
References in Published Works: (Mdls 1984:82)
Notes:

10

855
10

6

8

25
41
1

26

49
1

Locality: 161
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 32/345-K1-L10-1
General Location:Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location north of Bashendi, "East BRAB" @ashen& Rock Art Basin)
Cultural Affiiation: D&eh Unit,some other material collected but not included below,
Dakbleh Unit Add Number(s): 1-4,12,
Locality Type($):Isolates and small aggregates
Description ofWork Conducted:
Add 1: collection f m near rock art (humans, birds and teaiforms) by KIC, treated as a small
aggregate.
Add 2: collection of a few tools from near rock art (animals and shoes) by MRK, treated a s a small
aggregate.
Add 3: collection of one isolate by PS.
Add 4: collection of one isolate on basin floor by MRK. Two other objects collected arenot treated
as part of the same aggregate.
Add 12: collection of one isolate. Drovenance uncertain bv, BB.
General descriptim of rnaterizcolected:
Add
1
2
4
12
To-tal
---3
Overpassed Levallois Flakes
0
~ e v d o i Flakes
s
1
1
Pointed Levdois Flakes
0
All Levdois Flakes
1
0
0
0
0
1
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
0
Elongated Flakes
(1)
1
Pointed Elongated Flakes
0
All Elongated
0
0
0
(1)
0
II
Proximal Levallois Fragments
1
11
Proximal Elongated Fragments
1
II
0
Distal or Medial Specialised Flake Fragments
All Fragmentary Specialised Flakes
1
1
2
Struck Levallois Cores
1
(1)
2
Unstruck Levalloii Cores
0
Flake/Blade Cores
01
Other Cores ( i d Discoidal)
0
Initially Tested Pieces
01
AN Cores
0
1
0
(1)
0
2
Tools
5
1
1
1
1
9'
Total
7
3
1 l(3)
1
15
Tarawan Chert
7
3
1 l(2)
1
13('14)
CBS
(1)
(11
References to Field Notes:
Add 1: MRK 1987: 38-40;AlH 1998 0 :89-91
Add 2: MRK 1991 (1): 72-73;ALH 1998 (11): 92
Add 3: MFW 1991: 72;ALH 1998 01):92
Add 4: MRK 1991: 154,157;ALH 1998 0:92
Add 12: ALH 1997: 7; ALH 1998 0:
93
References in Published Works: (McDonald 1983)
Notes: Collection made by KK could be a series of isolates rather than a small aggregate.
--

.-

Locality: 189A
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 32/42O-L6/L7-2
General Location: Scarp and Piedmont
Specific Location: North of Balat, at the head of the P-III gravel temce below Bdat Point
Cultural Affiliation: Dakhleh Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s): 2,3
Locality Type@):Large diffuse aggregate
Description of Work Conducted:
Add 2: Grab sample of specialised cores, flakes and tools made in 1995 by MRK and MlW,
Add 3: Grid pick-upof specialised cores, flakes and tools in six five metre squares, made in 1997 by
AlH. All artefactswere collected from S 1OW 10.
General descri~tiolnof material collected:
Provenance
( Add 1 S5W5 S5W10 S5W15 S10W5 SlOWlO Slow5 /Total
Overpassed Levallois Flakes
Lwallois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes
All Levallois Flakes
Overpassed Elong,Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes
All Elongated
Proximal Levallois Frags.
Proximal Elong. Fmgs
Dist,/Med.Spec. Flake Frags.
AU Frag. Spec. Flakes
All Unspec. Flakes
Unspec. Flake Fragments
Struck Levallois Cores
Unsuuck Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (id.Discoidal)
Ininally Tested Pieces
Ail Cores
Core Fragments
Tools
Chips
Chunks
Chivs and Chunks
TotaI
23
18
12
8
21
105
13
Tarawan Chert
23
18
12
105
13
8
21
References to Field Notes:
Add 2: MRJS 1995(1):110; MFW 199415-148; ALH 1995: 14;ALH 1995 (1): 58-59; AM 1998 (11):
55

Add 3
U 1997:75-76,79;ALH 1995 0): 58-59
References in Published Works:
Notes:

Locality: 216: 216 - 1,216 BCj 216 TP
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number:311420-Il/I2-1
General Location: Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location: Isolated P-I1remnant north of the road bemeen Balat and Ismant.
Cdtural
Dakhleh Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s):2 16 Add 1-2,7; 2 l6BC Add 0- 14; 216 TP Add 15
Locality Type(s): Large aggregates and possible lookout
Description of Work Conducted:
216 Add 0: Original collection of artefacts by IB possibly from all over the terrace remnant.
2 16 Add 1: Collection of piece-plotted artefacts made by MRK, MFW, and MMK from all over the
terrace remnant.
216 Add 2: Co11ection of 11 cores, flakes, and tools from SW of the BC grid near the edge of the
terrace.
216N Add 7:Collection of 3 pieces from the north end of the remnant by ALH in 1995.
216 BC Add 0: 105peices collected from squares not completely collected around BC grid
216 BC Add 1: Sit cirde 2, collected by MRK in 1988.
216 BC Add 2: Sit circle 1, collected by MFW in 1988.
216 BC Add 3: Cluster 1, collected by MRK/MFW in 1988.
2 16 BC Add 4: Cluster 2, collected by MRK/MFW in 1988.
2 16 BC Add 5: Cluster 3, collected by MRK/MFW in 1988.
216 BC Add 6: Cluster 4, collected by MRK/MFW in 1988.
216 BC Add 7: Cluster 5, collected by MRK/MFW in 1988.
216 BC Add 8: General collection o f extra artefacts from near BC grid in 1988 by MRK.
216 BC Add 9: Set I collection, collected by MRK in 1988.
216 BC Add 10: Original BC grid collection,collected in 1988 by MRK andMFW.
216 BC Add 11: Tanged blade collected from near Set I in 1995 by MRK.
216 BC Add 12: General collection from near BC grid made in 1995 by MRK and ALH.
216 BC Add 13: Grid collection of BC grid in 1995 by ALH and MRK.
216 BC Add 14: Collection from out of rubble counts from BC grid, sorted out in 1996 by MRK.
216 TP Add 15: TP grid collection made in 1997 by TLO and ALH

General description of material collected:
Locality 216 BC, 1995 Grid collection
Metres N/S
N6 N6 N6 N6 N6 N6 N6 N6 N6 N6 N6 N6 N6
Metres E/W
W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 WS W9 El E2 E3 E4
Overpassed Leval. Flks
1
~evaiioisFlakes
Pointed Levallois Flks.
All Levdois Flakes
Overpassed E long.F h .
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elong. Flakes
AU Elongated
Proximal Levd. Frags.
Proximal Elong.
Dist./Med.Sp.Flk Frags.
~ r a g n e n t Spec.
e
Flks.
Cortical Flakes
SecondayFlakes
Other Flakes
Unspecialised Flakes
Unspec. Flake Frags.
Struck Levdois Cores
Unstruck Levdois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (ind.Disc.)
Initially Tested Pieces

FGS.

AU Cores
Core Fragments
Chips

Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Total

Tmwan Cheru

3 3
4 1
3 2
78 36 72 50 28 56 33
78 36 72 50 28 56 33

1
9
9

3

2

1

13 44 47 39 37
13 44 47 39 37

Locality 216 BC, 1995 Grid collection continued
Metres N/S
N6 N6 N6 N6 N6 N6
Metres E/W
E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 El0
Overpassed Leval. Flks
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flks.
A1I Levallois Flakes
Overpassed Elmg. Flks.
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elong, Flakes
All Elongated
ProxLnd Leval. Frags.
Proximal ElongoFrags.
Dist./Med. Sp, Hk Frags.
Fragmentary Spec. Flks.
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
Unspecialised Flakes
Unspec. Flake Frags.
Struck Levdois Cores
Unstmck Levdois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores kcl,Disc.)
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
~ooh
1
1
3
Total
31 34 40 54 59 58
Tarawan Chert
31 34- 40 54 59 58

N6 N6 N6 N6 N6 N5 N5
Ell El2 El3 El4 El5 W1 W2

1

4

3 1 1 2 1
74 65 58 83 82
55 86 74 65 58 83 82

55 86

Locality 216 BC, 1995 GridcoUection continued
Metres N/S
N5 N5 N5 N5 N5
Metres E/W
W3 W4 W5 W6 W7
Overpassed Leval. Flks
Levdois Flakes
1 1
Pointed Levdois Flks.
I
All Levdois Flakes
0 1 1 1 0
Overpassed Elong.Fk.
Elongated Flakes
2 3
2
1
Pointed Elong. Flakes
All Elongated
2 3 1 2 1
2
1. 6 1
Proximal L e d . Frags.
Proximd Elong. Frags.
4 1 2 3
Dia./Med. Sp. Flk Frags. 1 3 3 3 1
Fragmentary Spec. Flks. 3 7 5 11 5
Cortical Flakes
3 3 5 5 8
Secondq Flakes
3 5 2 3 2
Other Flakes
1
1
Unspecialised Flakes
7 8 8 8 10
Unspec. Flake Frags.
6 10 9 7 9
Struck Levdois Cores
3 3 1 1
Unsuuck Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
1
Other C w e s (ind.Disc.)
1 1 1.1
Initially Tested Pieces

N5 N5 N5 N5 N5 N5 N5 N5
W8 W9 El E2 E3 E4 E5 E6
1

1

I

0

1

1 2

1

0

2

1

0

2

2
3

1
2
3
5
2

1

0
1
1

0

6

2

7

2

10
13

1

1

1

1
1
2
2

Core Fragments
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Total
Tarawan Chert

1 2
1
14 19 24 15 12 17 8 18 2 1
4 2 3 6 1 3 4
4
18 21 27 21 13 20 12 18 25
2

2

1

2

1

2
2

4

1

0

1

1

1
1

0

2

2

0
1

1

1

3 0 0
1
5 7 4 6 4 1 2
1 3 8 4 7 2

1

3

2

2

1
3 2

AU Cores

4

1

2

1

7
8

1

2

4

1

2

42 58 54 53 43 43 19 43 55
42 58 54 53 43 43 19 43 55

12 10 11 14
7 9 16 8
1
1 1
1 1 2
1
1 4
2
1
1 4 6 5
2
2
32 22 26 27
4
7
12 26 26 34
2
8
5
4
35 65 68 71
35 65 68 71

Locality 2 16 BC,1995 Grid collection continued
Metres MIS
N5 N5 N5 N5 N5
E7 E8 E9 El0 Ell
Metres E.fW
Overpassed Leval. Flks
Levallois Flakes
1
1
Pointed hallois Flks.
All Levallois Flakes
0 0 1 0 1
1
Overpassed Elong. F h .
Elongated Flakes
1 3
1
Pointed Elong. Flakes
All Elongated
0 1 3 1 1
Proximal L e d . Frags.
2
Proximal Elong.Frags.
1 2
1 3
Dist./MedSp.FkFrags. 2 3 2 2 1
FragrnentarySpec.Fks. 5 5 2 3 4
Cortical Flakes
3 6 1 3 1 2 4
SecondaryFlakes
5 8 5 7 3
Other Flakes
1
1
Unspecidised Flakes
9 14 18 20 7
Unspec, Flake Frags.
8 11 12 12 9
Struck Levallois Cores
1 1 1 1
Unstruck Ledlois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Orher Cores (id.Disc.) 4 1 3 5
InitiallyTested Pieces
A
U Cores
4 2 4 6 1
Core Fragments
3 1 2 4 2
Chips
1 24 36 18 13
Chunks
1 4 5 2 6
Chips and Chunks
12 28 41 20 19
Tools
2 2 4 2 2
Total
43 64 87 68 46
Tarawan Chert
43 64 87 68 46

N4
Wl
2
2

N4 N4 N4 N4 N4 N4 N4
W 2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8
2 1 1 1 1
1 3
2 2 2

4

3
1
1

4

3
1

2
6
4
2

4

6
3

3
3

9

1
1
1

3

0
1
1
2

2
2
3

1
2
1
1

2
1
1
3

1
3

2
1
3
3

12

4

5

4

5

3

6

9
6

1
4

2
7

7
3

3

2

3

16 18 10
18 3 11
2
1
1
1
1

3

3

3

7
1

2
2

4

3 1
1
12 7
5 2

2
3

0

7

7

17

7

10

3

2

15
12 13
4 4
3
2

6
1
21
5

7 3 0
3 1 1
11 11 4
3 4 3
26 14 15 7
3 1 2 1
68 70 63 38
68 70 63 38

3

2

0

1

2

3
1

9

3

50 30 26 28
50 30 26 28

Locality 2I6 BC,1995 Grid collection continued
Metres N/S
N4 N4 N4 N4 N4
Metres E/W
W9 El E2 E3 E4
Overpassed Leval. Flks
1
~evdoisFlakes
1
1
2
Pointed Levallois Flh.
All Levallois Flakes
1 0 1 1 2
Overpassed Elong. F h .
1
Elongated Flakes
2
Pointed Elong. Flakes
1
All Elongated
0 0 1 2
1
Proximal L e d . Frags.
P r o h a Elong. Flags.
1 1 2 1
Dist./'Med. Sp. Fk Frags.
1
Fragmentary Spec.a s . 0 1 1 2 2
Cortical Flakes
1 2 4 8 4
Secondary Flakes
5 4 3
1
Other Flakes
Unspecialised Flakes
1 7 8 11 5
Unspec. Flake Frags.
7 6 9 8 12
Struck Levdois Cores
1
1
Umck Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (id. Disc.)
1
2
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
0 2 0 0 2
Core Fragments
Chips
9
9 6 17 14
Chunks
1 6 5 3 3
Chips and Chunks
10 15 13 20 17

N4 N4 N4 N4 N4 N4 N4 N3
E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 El0 El1 Wl

3

2

1

1

2

1

3

2

1
1

1

2

1

1

3

1

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

2

3
2
1
1
2 1
1 0 0 0 2 4
3 5 3 6 1 3 2
5 8 7 7 1 7 4

1
1

0

1
2

1

5

I
1
6

4
10

6
4 5

1

8 13 10 13 31 6 10 11
12 10 10 9 14 13 I1 11
1 4 1 1 2
1
2
1

2
4

2
26
6
32

1
3
2
29
1
39

2

3

5 3 4
1
2
9 29 19
0 7 5 2
16 34 21

3

0 1
1 2
14 9 23

2 4 7
16 13 30

To&

1

Total

20 32 34 46 43 65 70 45 60 79 48 39 69
20 32 34 46 43 65 70 45 60 79 48 39 69

Tarawan Chert

3

2

2

2

1

1

1

2

3

1

5 14

Localitv 216 BC, 1995 Grid collection continued
Metres N/S
N3 N3 N3 N 3 N3 N3
Mewes E/W
W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7
Overpassed Leval. Flks
~ e v d o i Flakes
s
1
1 2 2 2
Pointed Levdois Flks.
All Lwallois Flakes
1 0 1 2 2 2
Overpassed Elong. Flks.
1
Elongated Flakes
3
4
Pointed Elong. Flakes
AU Elongated
4 0 0 0 0 4
Proximal Leval. Frags.
1
1 1 3
Proximal Elong. Frags.
3
1 4 1 2
Dist./Med Sp.Flk Frags. 1 1
4
Fragmentary Spec. Flks. 4 2 1 9 2 5
Cartical Flakes
6 2 1 1 0 1 1
Secondary Flakes
4 3 2 4 5 3
Other Flakes
UnspecialisedFlakes
10 5 3 14 16 11
Unspec. Flake Frags.
11 10 10 7 8 11
Strock Levdois Cores
2 2
2 1
Unsuuck Levdois Cores 2
2
Hake/Blade Cores
1
Other Cores (id. Disc.)
2
Initially Tested Pieces
1
All Cores
4 3 0 4 4 0
Core Fragments
1 1 1
Chips
13 14 14 17 24 10
Chunks
9 3 2 3 6 1 2
Chips and Chunks
22 17 16 20 30 22
Tools
3
2
3
Total
56 40 31 59 63 59
Tarawan Chert
56 40 31 59 63 59

N3 N3 N3 N3 N 3 N 3 N3
W8 W9 El E2 E3 E4 E5

2

1

0

1
2

2

0

0

0

1

0
2
1

1

2

2
1

2

2

0

0

0

2

3

2

1

1

2

1

3

2

4

2

6

3

8
1

5 2 2 3 7 3
3 3 7 5 3

6
8
1

6
15

5
5

1

3

6

2
2

2

1

1

10 12 6 15
6 9 10 14
2
1
2
1
1 1
1
1
2 0 3 2 3
1
12 11 8 15 25
5

7

2

2

1
7

9

9

1

4

16 10
2 2
45 33
45 33

16
1
33
33

6

3

14 12 21
6 2 6
37 40 55
37 40 55

3

4

28
4
72
72

Localiy 2 16 BC, 1995 Grid collection continued
Metres N/S
N3 N3 N3 N3 N2 2 N2
Metres E/W
E6 E7 E8 E9 Wl W2 W3
Ovemassed Leval, Flks
1
1
~ d o i iFlakes
s
1 1 1 2 1
Painted Levallois Flks.
1
1
All Levdois Flake$
1 1 2 1 2 2 1
Overpassed Elong. Elks.
1
Elongated Flakes
1 4
1 . 4 2 1
Pointed Elong. Flakes
1 1
AJI Elongated
1 4 1 0 1 5 3 2
Proximal Leval. Frags.
1
2 2 1 3
Proximal Elong. Fmgs.
3 2 2
5 7 1
DidMed. Sp. FlkFtags. 1 5 2 1 7 3 2
Fragmentary Spec. Fks. 4 8 4 3 14 11 6
Curtical Flakes
SecondaryFlakes
Other Flakes
UnspecialisedFlakes
Unspec. Flake Frags.
Struck Levdois Cores
Unstrudk Levdois Cores
FIake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (hd.Disc.)
Initially Tested Pieceas
All Cores
Core Fragments
chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Totd
Tarawan Chert

5
8

1

0

6

8

9

6

2

1
1

2
1
1

1
1

1

2
4

1

0

1
1

1

2

2
1

1

1

0

1

2
4

3
3
6
6

7

1

1

2
2
1
2
5

1

7 7 1 5 8 5 6

13 17 13 23 17 11 7
11 12 86 10 20 20 7
I
3
3

9
4

6

2
3
5

1

9
1

5
7

1
2

0
1

2

1 1
14 14 10 12 3
6 6 7 10 7
3

3
4
1

5

5

1

1

1

4

3

5

4

1
5

12

1 I
14 1 4 22

4

N2 N2 N2 N2 N2 N2
W4 W5 W6 W7 W8 W9

2

1

1

1

1

1

5

3
16

2 2
15 10

3

2 2 3 4 4
14 16 17 26 20
4
2 2
3
53 65 507 69 85
53 65 57 69 85

3 4
18 14
3 2

4
5
3
8
1

1

1

1

6

1
12 15 4
3 3 1
15 18 5

8
5
13

0

0

1
2
1
3
2

75 44 42 48 41 51 18 20
75 44 42 48 41 51 18 20

Locality 216 BC,1995 Grid collection continued
Metres N/S
N2 N2 N2 N2 N2 N2 N2 N2 NI Nl
Metres E/W
El E2 E3 E4 ES E6 E7 E8 W1 W 2
Overpassed Leva.Flks
1 1 1
1
Levallois Flakes
1
Pointed Levdois Flks.
All Levdois Flakes
0 2 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
Overpassed Elong, Fks.
1
Elongated Flakes
2 2
2
1
Pointed Elong. Flakes
1
4 1
All Elongated
0 0 3 2 0 0 3 0 5 1
Proximal L e d Frags.
1
3 1
P r o d Elong. Frags.
1
1 2
2 1
Dist./Med Sp. Fk Frags.
4 2 1 2 2 3
Fragmentary Spec. F k . 0 0 1 0 6 4 1 2 7 5
Cortical Flakes
6 2 3 7
10 4 13 6 7
Secondary Flakes
6 3 9 5 3 2 8 6 3 9
Other Flakes
1
Unspecialised Flakes
12 5 12 12 4 13 12 19 9 16
Unspec. Flake Frags.
6 8 7 7 15 10 22 17 20 24
Struck Levdois Cores
2
1
1
2 1 1 1
U m c k Levdois Cores
L
3
Flake/Blade Cores
1
1
Other Cores (incl.Disc.)
1
1 3
4 2 1
Initially Tested Pieces
1
All Cores
3 3 , 2 5 0 6 3 5 1 2
Core Fragments
2 4 2 2
1
Chips
3 12 13 12 16 15 18 23 19 25
Chunks
1 2 4 2 4 6 3 4 3 3 1
Chips and Chunks
4 14 17 14 20 21 21 27 22 28
Tools
2 1 1 1
2
4 2
Total
27 31 44 42 47 60 64 73 68 79
Tarawan Chert
27 31 44 42 47 60 64 73 68 79

N1 N1 N1
W3 W4 W5
1
1

1
1

2

2

4

3

4

3

0

2
2
1

3
1
4
8
8
6

2
3

5

3
7

0

5
14
7

10 14 21
20 16 13
3

1

1
2

2

1
1
1
6 3

4
3 5
27 16 26

1 1 7
28 27 33
2 2
75 78 83
75 78 83

Locality 216 BC, 1995 Grid collection continued
Metres N/S
N1 N1 Nl N1 N1
Metres E/W
W6 W7 W8 W9 El
Overpassed Leval. Fks
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flks.
1
All Lwdois Flakes
O O O O I
Overpassed Elong. F h .
Elongated Flakes
2 2

Pointed Elong. Flakes
All Elongated
Prox;nai Leva.Frags.
Proximal Elong. Frags.
Dist./Med Sp. Flk Frags.
Fragmentary Spec. Flks.
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
UnspecialisedFlakes
Unspec. FlakeFrags.
Suuck Levdois Cores
Unstruck Levdois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (ind. Disc.)
hitially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Care Fragments
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Totd
Tarawan Chert

Nl N1 Nl N1 N1 N1 N1 SI

1
2

3

1

3
5

4

8

5

0

1
2

0
1
1

3

1

1

7 1 3 4
7 1 0 7

2

5

2

3

14 23 11

4

8

14 21 3

7 9

1

1

1

2
2

0
1

0

1

0
1

23 33 11) 14 5
5 7 6 2 3
28 40 141 16 8
2

70 93 33 29 30 38 56 63 55 59 65 95, 56
70 93 33 29 30 38 56 63 55 59 65 95 56

Locality 216 BC,1995 Grid coflection continued
Metres N/S
S1 S1 S1 S1 S1 SI S1
Metres E/W
W2 W3 W 4 W5 W6 W7 W8
Overpassed Leval. Flks
Levallois Flakes
1 3 1 1
1 1
Pointed Levallois Flks.
1
All Levdois Flakes
1 3 2 1 0 1 1
Overpassed Elong. Flks.
1
1
Elongated Flakes
2 1
3
Pointed Elong. Flakes
1
1
All Elongated
2 2 1 3 1 0 1
Proximal Leval. Frags.
3 4 1 2 2 5
Proximal Elong. Frags.
1 2 4 7 2
1
Dist./Med Sp. Flk Frags.
3 4 4 4 1 1
Fragmentary Spec. Flks. 4 9 9 13 8 6 2
Cortical FIakes
3 1 0 1 2 7 4 8 2
Seconday Flakes
5 4 6 5 5 4 3 2
Other Flakes
Unspecialised Flakes
8 14 18 12 9 12 5
Unspec. Flake Frags.
7 20 11 16 16 11 5
Struck Levdois Cores
2
2 1
Unstruck Levdois Cores
1
Flake/Blade Cores
2
2
Other Cores [id. Disc.)
1
Initially Tested Pieces
AU Cores
0 2 4 0 4 1 0
Core Fragments
1 4 1 2 5 1
Chips
5 22 16 10 13 13 12
Chunks
8 7 5 3 3
Chips and Chunks
5 22 24 17 18 16 15
TO&
1 1 1 1 1
Total
28 77 71 65 62 49 29
Tarawan Chert
28 77 71 65 62 49 29

S1 S2 S2 S2 S2 S2
W9 W1 W2 W3 W 4 W5
2

3

0

2

3

2

1

0
1
1

1

1
1
2
1

1

2

0

3

1

3
3

1
5
3
4

2
1
1 1 3 3
2 3 4 1
3 4 7 5
6 8 8 1 3
1 7 1 1 8
1
11 26 19 21
23 27 23 21
3
1
1
1

0
1
2
3
4
7
11
20

2
0

0

1
2

0
1

3

5

5

3

2

3
6 22 27 27 24 26
1 5 9 4 6 2
7 27 36 31 30 28

2

2

19 67 100 87 92 72
19 67 100 87 92 72

Locality 216 BC,1995 Grid collection continued
Metres NIS
S2 S2 S2 S2 S3 S3 S3 S3 S3 S3
Metres E/W
W6 W7 WB W9 Wl W2 W3 W4 W5 W6
Overpassed Leval. Flks
Jxvdois Flakes
2
2 1 1 1
Pointed Levdois Flks,
1
1 . 1 1
All Levallois Flakes
1 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2
Overpassed Elong. Flks.
1
1
2
Elongated Flakes
4 1
2 1
2 2 1
Pointed EIong. Flakes
1
1
All Elongated
0 4 3 0 3 1 0 2 3 3
Proximal Leval. Frags.
2
1 1
3 2
1
P r o G d Elong. Frags.
1 4 2 2 2 3 3 5 2
Dist./Med.Sp.Fk Frags. 2 2 2 2 1 3 2 4 1 4
Fragmentary Spec. Fks. 5 6 5 5 3 9 7 9 4 5
Cortical Flakes
9 4 4
5 6 1 2 1 0 1 0 9 7
Secondaxy Flakes
9 3 2
3 3 5 1 2 9 3 8
Other Flakes
Unspecialised Flakes
18 7 6 8 9 17 22 19 12 15
Unspec. Flake Frags.
14 17 9 6 15 15 28 23 22 10
Stmck Levdois Cores
1 I
2 3 2
Unstruck Levallois Cores
I 1 1 1
Flake/Blade Cores
2 2 1 1
Other Cores (incl.Disc.)
1
2
1
Initially Tested Pieces
1
1
All Cores
1 2 0 0 1 0 5 9 4 3
Core Fragments
2 1
1
1
1
Chips
32 22 13 15 13 15 31 27 21 27
Chunks
4 10 5
5 2
1 0 10 12
Chips and Chunks
36 32 18 15 18 17 31 37 31 39
Tools
2 2
2 2 4
1
Total
77 73 43 34 49 62 97 106 78 79
Tmwan Chert
77 73 43 34 49 62 97 106 78 79

S3 S3 S3
W7 W8 W9
1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1 1
1 1
4 5
2 1
7 7
9 9

2
2

1

9

6

2
2
8

18 15 10
16 17 10

0

0

0

26 28 30
14 6 6
40 34 36
1 1 1
83 76 62
83 76 62

Locality 216 BC, 1995 Grid collection continued
Metres N/S
S4 S4 S4 S4 S4 S4 S4 S4 S4
Wl W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8 W 9
Metres E/W
Overpassed Leval. Fks
~ e v d o i Flakes
s
1 1
2 1 2
Pointed Levallois F k .
2
AU Levallois Flakes
3 1 0 2 1 2 0 0 0
Overpassed Elong. Flks.
1
Elongated Flakes
3 2
3 1 2 1
Pointed Elong. Flakes
AU Elongated
3 2 0 3 1 2 1 1 1 0
Proximal Led. Frags.
5 4 3
1 1
2
Proximal Elong. Frags.
2 2 3 3 5 3 4
1
Dist./Med. Sp. F'lk Frags. 3 2
1 6 3 1 4 1 2
Fragmentary Spec. Fks. 10 8 6 4 12 7 8 3 3
Cortical Flakes
10 8 8 13 13 51 4 5 2
Secondary Flakes
2 7 6 1 2 1 4 7 4 3 1
Other Flakes
1
Unspecialised Flakes
12 15 14 25 27 12 9 8 3
15 22 19 16 40 11 7 8 8
Unspec. Flake Frags.
Struck Levdois Cores

1

U m c k Levdois Cores
1

Flake/Blade Cores
Ocher Cores (ind.Disc.)
Initially Tested Pieces

AU Cores
Core Fragments
Chips

Chunks
Chips and Chunks
~ools
Total
Tarawan Chert:

1
1
1
1

3

4
2
16 24 24
3

1
1

1

2

0

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

3

0

0
2

2
0

2
4
3
1

3
8

7

1

2

3
2
1
6
11
2

9

9

l3 13

15 23

25 36

3

3
1
1
1

1

4

2

1

6

3

5

1
2

1
1

8

5

7
4
9

1

1

0

2

S5 S5 S5 S5
W1 W2 W3 W4

7

4

2

1

1

0

2
13 50 19 10 18
7 1 3 6 2 3
20 63 25 12 21

0
8

3

2 1
15 26 12 16
2 9 1 4 5
17 35 26 21

16 27 31
8
1 4 3 2 5 3 3
1 3 1 5 4
60 82 79 78 151 63 41 41 22 48 88 92 90
60 82 79 78 151 63 41 41 22 48 88 92 90

Locality 216 BC,1995 Grid collection coothued
Metres N/S
S5
S5 SS S5
S5
Metres E/ W
W5 W6 W7 W8 W9
Overpassed L A . Flks
1
~evdoiisFlakes
Pointed Levallois Flks.
All Levallois FIakes
Overpassed Elong. Fk.
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elong. Flakes
AU Elongated
Proximal Leval. Frags.
Proximal Elong. Frags.
Dist./Med Sp. Flk Frags.
Fragmentary Spec. Flks.
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
Unspecialised Flakes
Unspec. Flake Frags.
Struck Levallois Cores
Unsuuck Levallois Cores
FlakeIBlade Cures
Other Cores (ind.Disc.)
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
~ools

Total
Tarawan Chert

6
102

5
69

102

69

2

51
51

81
81

Total
1995 grid collection
30

309
34
34

9114
9114

Locality 216 'IT Grid
Metres N/S
Metres E/W
Overpassed Leval. Flks
Levallois FIakes
Pointed Levdois Flks.
All Levallois Flakes
Overpassed Elong. Flks.
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elong. Flakes
All Elongated
Disc-coreflakes
Proximal Leval. Frags.
Proximal Elong. Frags.
Dist./Med. Sp. Flk Frags.
Frag. Spec, Flks.
Cortical Flakes
SecondaryFlakes
Other Flakes
Unspecialised Flakes
Unspec. FlakeFrags.
Struck LevalloisCores
Unsuuck Levdois Cores
Flake/Biade Cores
Other Cores (incl. Disc.)
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Total
Tarawan Chert
Other Chert
Ironstone

NlO NlO NlO NlO NlO N9 N9 N9 N9 N9 N8 N8 N8
W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W1 W2 W 3 W4 W5 W1 W2 W3
1

1

1

1
1

1
1

0

1

0

1
1

1

0

1

0

2
0
0
1
1
4
3
1
8
2
2

0
0

2
0

1
1
2
5
4

2

9
4
1

0

0

0

1
0
0
1
1

0
0

2
6
1

2
1

0
3

7
8
2

1
1

3
1

0
0

0
0
1
2

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
0

0
0

0
0

1
1
1 1
2 3 1 1
6 1 4 3
1
6 1
6
13 1 10 4
1 7 5 1

1
1
2
2
1

0
3
5

0
2
2

2
2
7
3

1
1

3
4
1

8 4
10 8
1

1
1
3 1 2 0
1
3
5 5 1 3 2
4
6
9 5 1 9 2
3
28 22 43 7
28 22 43 7

1
1

1
3
3
8
8

1
2

10
8
2
2

1
1

1
1
0
3 2 2 2
1
1
2 2
5 2 1 1
1 13
7
4 1
4
1 2 2 1 5 1 1 1 7
1
1
30 17 35 10 14 41
30 17 35 10 14 41

1
1
4
2
6

4
1
10
7
17
1
20 43
20 43

L.216 TP Grid, continued
Metres N / S
N8 N8 N7 N7 N7 N7 N7 N7 N7 N6 N6 6 N6
Metres E/W
W4 W5 W1 'W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W1 W2 W3 W4
Ovemassed Leval. Flks
1
I
~evdoisFlakes
Pointed Lwdois F h .
All Lwallois Flakes
Overpassed Elong. Flks.
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elong.Flakes

AU Elongated
Disc-core flakes
Proximal Leval. Frags.
Proximal Elong.Frags.
Dist./Med Sp. Flk Frags.
Frag. Spec. Fks.
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes

Unspecialised Flakes
Unspec. Flake Frags.
Struck kallois Cores
Unsuuck Levdois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (id. Disc,)
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips

Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools -

Total
Tarawan Chert
Ocher Chert
Ironstone

15 25
15 25

35 17 53
35 17 53

18 23
18 23

12 22 36 28
12 22 36 28

59

22

59 22

L. 216 TP Grid, continued
Metres N / S
N6 N6
Metres E/W
WS W6
Overpassed Leval. Flks
1
Levallois Flakes
2
Pointed Levallois Flks.
All Levdois Flakes
1 2
Overpassed Elong. Flks.
Elongated Flakes
1
Pointed Elong. Flakes
ALl Elongated
0 3
Disc-core flakes
0 0
Proximal L e d . Frags.
Proximal Elong. Frags.
Dist./Med. Sp. FkFrags. 4 2
Frag. Spec. Flks.
4 2
Cortical Flakes
2 3
Secondary Flakes
2 1
Other Flakes
Unspecialised Flakes
4 4
Unspec. Flake Frags.
10 4
Struck Lwdois Cores
1
Unstruck Levdois Cores
1
Fhke/Blade Cores
Ocher Cores (
id
Disc.)
.
1 1
Initially Tested Pieces
AU Cores
2 2
Core Fragments
Chips
6
Chunks
4
Chips and Chunks
100
~061s
1
32 15
Total
Tarawan Chert
32 15
Other Chert
Ironstone

N6 N6 N6 N5 N5 N5 N5 N5 NS N5 N5
W7 WB W9 El W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7
1

2

1

1

1

1
2

2

1

1
1

1
2

1

2

3

1

1

2

0
0

1
0

0
0

1
3
0

1
1
3

1
1
1

2
1
1

1

1

1

5

3

4

4

2
3

2
2
5

1
1
0

2
0

1
1

2

3

3

7

8

1

1

2
1

2

3
1

1

0
1

1
2
0

2 5 7 4 1 0 8 6
2 4 3 3 2 5 2
1
2
4 9 10 7 13 13 10

5

2

0

4

1
0

1
0

0
0

0
0

1
1

1
2
1

1
2

2

2

4

3

2

1
1
1

2
1
1
4

3
2

8
5

3
2

4
1

3
5 13
6 1 2 1 9 5 4 1 5
2
1

3
2
2

3
1
1

1
5
5
2

5

7

0

1

2

7

4
2
3
4

7
1

2

1

1

4
1

1
1

1
3
1
5
2

0

3 7
4 2
1 6 1
4

1 1 0
1
20 28 39 35 34 53
20 28 39 35 34 53

6
3
0
9

2
2

5
3
2
1

1
6
4
1
1

6
2
9
6

1 9 0 3 2 1 5
1 1 2 1 1
66 16 26 22 46
66

16 26 22 46

L. 216 TP Grid,continued
Metres N/S
N5
Metres E/W
W8
Overpassed Leval. Flks
Levallois Flakes
1
Pointed Levallois Fk.
All Levdois Flakes
1
Overpassed Elong,Fk.
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elong.Flakes
AU Elongated
0
Disc-coreflakes
0
Proximal Leva. Frags.
Proximal Elong. Frags.
Dist./Med. Sp. Flk Frags. 3
Frag. Spec. Flks.
3
Cortical Flakes
4
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
Unspecidised Flakes
4
Unspec.FlakeFrags.
5
Struck Levdois Cores
1
Unsuuck Levdois Cores
flake/Blade Cores
Orher Cores (id.Disc.)
Initially Tested Pieces
AU Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Tlotal
Tawan Chert
Other Chert
Ironstone

N5 N4 N4 N4 N4 N4
W9 El W1 W2 W3 W4
2
1
I
3

3

0

2

1
1

0

0

0

3

2

1

2

2

1

2
0
2

2
1
4
3

2
3
0
1
2

0
0
2

3

3

2

1

1
6 2 5 1 0 5
6
3 6 1 0 4 5 4
3 1 2 1 1 7 7 3 8 4

3
4
1

0
5
6

14 13 17 7 13 8
6 18 9 6 20 7

5

4

11 7 13
2 11 5

3

5

1

2
0
1

2
0

4

N4 N4 N4 N4 N4 N3
W5 W6 W7 W8 W9 El
1
1
2 1 2 1
1

0
0
2

2
1
3
4

9 16
7 4
3 3

4

2
0
2
1

1

3

1

1
4

1
0

4

2
1

2
1

2 6 5
2 3 5
4 1 2 9
2 2
4 14 11

2

1

0

2
2

3

0
0

0
0

2
0

1
1

1
2

2

4
5
2

1

3
5
8

1

1

1
1

2

1

1
3

1

1

1

2

1

5

3
5
1
6
1
1
21 46 46 45
21 46 46 45

5
3
8
7
15
3
65
65

6 4 4
6
1 3
9 4 1 5 4
4
5 2
13 4 20 6
1 2 1 1
55 30 75 38
55 30 75 37
1

4

1
7

6 1
2 2
4 6

8

8

2
3
1
1

15 4 14 2
2
1 1
38 21 40 33
38 21 40 33

526

L. 216 TP Grid, continued
Metres NIS
N3
Metres E/W
W1
Overpassed Leval. Flks 1
Levallois Flakes
5
Pointed Levdois mks.
AULevdoisFlakes
2
Overpassed Elong. Flks.
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elong. Flakes
1
All Elongated
1
Disc-coreflakes
0
P r o d Leval. Frags.
1
Proximal Elong. Frags.
1
DidMed. Sp. Flk Frags. 2
Frag. Spec. Flks.
4
Cortical Flakes
5
Secondary Flakes
3
Other Flakes
Unspecialised Flakes 8
Unspec, Flake Frags. 10
Struck Levallois Cores
6
Unsmck Levdois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores [mcl. Disc.) L
InitiallyTested Pieces
2
All Cores
9
Core Fragments
%

Chips

Chunks

6

Chips and Chunks

6
1

Tools
Total
Tarawan Chert
Other Chm
Ironstone

44
44

N3 N3 N3 N3 N3 N3 N3 N3 N2 N2 N2 N2
W2 W 3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8 W9 E5 E4 El W1
1 2
1
3
1
5

2

1

1

1

4

1

1

1

3

1
1
2
0

1

5
5
1

0
0

3

1

3
0
2
1

1
0

1

0

0
0
1

0

0
1

3 1
1
2
8 1
1 1 1
1 4 3 3 2
1 2 2
8 1 4 4 5 1 4 3

8

0
0
1

1
3
4
6

1
2
1

7

4

2

4

1

16 19 11 7
16 14 6 5
1 5 5
1 1 4

8

8
8

5
1

10
3

2

1

4 7
6 3
1 0 9
7
1 0 1
1
77 67
76 67
1

7

0
0

0

2

2

5

0

9
5

2
1

6
2

2

0

1

1

I

1

0

1
0

1
0

0
0
1

1

2

0
2

1
6

2
5
7
6

2

6
4

13

3

2

1

1
1

1

1
5

2

1

1
6
4
12
4

3

1
1

2

1

1

1

2

0 5 3 5
3 1 1 2
1 2 4 5 1
1 3 2
3 1 2 5 8 3
1

5

1
0 0
1
3
2 4
5 4

43 32 22 30 20 23
43 32 22 30 20 23

5

2 6 1 6
1

8

7

8

7

3 4
27 54
27 54

L 216 TP Grid, continued
Metres N/S
N2 N2 N2 N2 N2 N2 N1 N1 N1 Nl N1
Metres E/W
W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 El Wl W2 Uf3 W4
&eroassedLeval. Flks
1 3
1
1
~ e v d o iFlakes
s
3 1
1
1 1
PointedLevalloisFlks,
0 1 1
1
All Levallois FIakes
4
5
1 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 1
Overpassed Elong. Flks. 1
1
1
1
Elongated Flakes
1
4
Pointed Elong. Flakes
1
1 1
1 1
All Elongated
2 2 1 1 0 1 1 2 5 0 0
Disc-coreflakes
0
0
0
0
~
0
0
0
Proximal Leva. Frags.
2 2
1
1 1 1 2 1 1
Proximal Elong. Fngs.
3 8 1 1
3 2 2 5 3 1
Dist./Med. Sp.FkFrags. 4 7 2 1
2
4 4
3
Rag. Spec. Fks.
9 1 7 3 3 0 6 3 7 1 1 4 5
4hrtical Flakes
1 1 9 4 4 3 3 6 6 9 4 5
SecondaryFlakes
18 13 4
1.
1 7 1 2 7 5
Other Flakes
1
Unspecialised Flakes 29 22 8 4 4 3 8 14 21 11 10
Unspec. Flake Frags. 27 29 6 5 2 5 5 9 17 13 7
Struck Levdois Cores
2 3 3
2 2 6 1 1
Uns~uckLevalloisCores L 3 3
1
Flake/Blade Cores
1
&her Cores (hcl. Disc.) 1
2 1 1
Ini&dy Tested Pieces
1
1 1
1 1
All Cores
4 7 6 1 1 1 3 5 8 2 1
Core Fragments
4 3 6 2 1
1 2 4
Chips
5 1 6 2 3 1
1 4 109
Chunks
5 6 3 2 1 2 3 1 2 4 5
Chips and Chunks
10 22 5 5 2 2 4 5 12 13 5
P'oois
1 3 4 1
1 5
Total
90 110 40 22 10 18 26 45 81 SO 30
Tmwan Chert
90 1 0 40 22 10 18 26 45 81 50 30
Other Chert
Ironstone

N1

S1

W5 E2

1
1

0

1

1

1

1

0

1
2
3
1
7

~

1
2
3
1

3

8

4

6

2

1

1
1

1
1
2
6
8

5

29

22

29 22

1

~

0

L. 216 TP Grid, continued
Metres N/S
Metres E/W
Ove'passed Leval. Flks
Levdois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flks.
All Levallois Flakes.
Overpassed Elong Flks.
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elong. Flake3
AU Elongated
Disc-core flakes
Proximal Leva. Frags.
Proximal Elong. F ~ S .
Dia./Med. Sp. Flk Frags.
Fragmentary Spec. ~ l k s .
Cortical Flakes
SecondaryFlakes
Other Flakes
Unspecialised Flakes
Unspec. Flake Frags.
Smck Levdois Cores
Unstruck Levdois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (ind. Disc.)
InitiallyTested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Total
Tarawan Chert
Other Chert
Ironstone

S1

Grid

El

Total
26
47
7

80
8
46
16
70
5
60

272
343
303
13
660
542
133
48

21
36
21

3
2
2

I
3
1
32
32

258
146
402
223

625
69

2727
2725
1
1

References to Field Notes:
216Add 0:MRK 19870:167-68
216Add 1: MRK 1988:31
216Add 2:MRK 1988:84,87-88,33.
216N Add 7:AI;H 1995
216BC Add 0:MRK 1988
140
216BCAdd 1: MRK 1988:105-06;MFW 1991:99;ALH 1998 0:
216BCAdd 2:MRK 1988:105-06;
MFW 1991:98;ALH 1998 @): 141
216BCAdd 3:MRK 1988:105-06;MFW 1988:20-22
216BCAdd 4:MRK 1988:105-06;
MFW 1988:20-22
MFW 1988:20-22
216B c ~ d 5d:MRK 1988:105-06;
216 BC~ d 6:dMRK 1988:105-06;MFW 1988:20-22
216BCAdd 7:MRK 1988:105-06;MFW 1988:20-22
216BCAdd 8:MRK 1988
216BCAdd 9:MRK 1988:107-112;ALH 1998 @I):142
216BC Add 10:MRK 1988;M W 1988;ALH 1998(I141-155
$:
216B c ~ d 11:
d MRK 1995@I): 170
216 BCAdd 12:MRK 1995 @I)
216B c ~ d d13:MRK 1995@I); ALH 1995:75-93,96-110,114-115,
117,121,123-127
216BCAdd 14:MRK 1996:51-53
216P A d d 15:ALH 1997(0:
21-29;ALH 1997(I
92-97;
): ALH 1998 (I5-9,
):13-20,
35-48,58-86,
93;ALH 1998 (n>: 62
References in Published Works: (Kleindienst 1999,MiUs 1987)
Notes: The hill is referred as the Gmi e/-Afrits by contemporary Dakhleh residents.

Locality:225
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: N.N.
General Location: Desert South
Specific Location: 'Tenida Island" - a jebel of Nubia siliceous sandstone and quartzite 30 km
southeast of Tenida
CulturalAffiliation: Dakhleh Unit possibly with some other MSA material.
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s): All
Locality Type(s): Large aggregate.
Description of Work Conducted:
Add 0: "High-graded"grab sample coUected from t a b slope by MRK, AH and JOC in 1987.
Add 3: 1991 collection of all material from south slope to halfway up by MRK.
Add 4: 1991 collection of all material from south terrace to base of slope by MRK.
Add 5: 1991 collection of all material from east hill-slopeby PS and MRK.
Add 6: 1991 collection of all material from SSE Terrace,Area 1: west strip by MRK.
Add 7: 1991 collection of dmaterid from SSE Terrace, Area 1: central strip byMRK.
Add 8: 1991 co11eaion of all material from SSE Terrace,Area 1: earn strip by MRK.
Add 9: 1991 collection of all material from SSE Terrace, Area 1: EE strip by MRK.
Add 10: 1991 collection of all material from SE Terrace, Area 2: W strip by PS.
Add 11: 1991 collection of all material from SE Terrace, Area 2 - East strip by PS.
Add 12: 1991 collection of all material from SE Terrace, Area 3 by MFW.
Add 13: 1991 collection of all material from north hill-slopeby MRK,MFW and PS.
Add 14: 1991collection of all material from north hill-slope and flat area by MRK, MFW and PS.
Add 15: 1991 collection of all material from re-search of SE slope by MRK and MFW.
Add 16: 1991 collection of all material from re-search of SE terrace by MRK and MFW.
Add 17: 1991 collection of allmaterial from sanded flats to S and SW of Hill by PS

General description of material collected:
Locality 225
Provenance - Add Number
0
3
4
5
6
Levdois flakes
22
Pointed Levallois flakes
7
All Levdois Flakes
2 9 1 1 1 5
Elongated Flakes
10
Pointed Elongated Flakes
2
All Elongated
1 2 0 1 0 0
Disc Core Flakes
2
Proximd Levdois Fragments
8
Proximal Elongated Fragments
4
Diaal/Medial Specialised Flake Fragments 6
All Fragmentary Specialised Flakes
18
8
3
3
15
Corticd Flakes
1
SecondaryFlakes
0
Other Flakes
1
AII Unspecialised Flakes
28
7
6
4
22
Unspecialised Flake Fragments
11
5
4
3
12
Struck Levdois Cores
7
1
2
Unstruck Levdois Cores
2
1
Flake/Blade Cores
1
Other Cores (incl. Discoidal)
4
2
1
1
InitiallyTested Pieces
0
1
1
1
Ail Cores
1
4
4
2
5
0
Core Fragments
5
Chips
6
Chunks
5
Chips and Chunks
11
7
6
4
14
Tools
24
2
1
Tota1
154 34 23 20 69
Tarawan Chert
10
1
3
Other Chert
1
Ironstone
113 28 21
17 60
Quartzite
30 4
2
3
6
CBSKhalcedony
1
Siltstone
Siliceous Ouartzite

7

8

9

1

2

0

0

1

4

21

9

7

28
18
1

16
12
1

14

17
2

2
3

16
2
89
2

1
1
3

6

3
52
2
1

1
3

13
7
65
1

69
14
3

30

46

18

17

1

1

1

L. 225, continued
Provenance - Add Number
All Levdois Flakes
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed ElongatedFlakes
All Elongated
Proximal Levdois Fragments
Proximal Elongated Fragments
DistaUMedial SpecialisedFlake

11
1 2 0

10

12
5

13

14

15

0

0

2

16 17 ALL
0
6
4
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

1
0
0

0

Fragments

All Fragmentary Specialised Flakes

27

5

11

1

0

All Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Fragments

36

7
3

11

3

2

Struck Lmdois Cares

2
1

3

11

0

132
1
0

Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes

U m c k Levdois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (id.Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces

All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips and Chunks
Tools
All Lithics
Tarawan Chert
Other Chert
Ironstone
Quanvte

If

O
189

3
1

7

2

104

14
8

1

1

1
2
3
8

1
1
2
1

0

0

3
110 19
11

2

1

36

6
1

1

12

79
20

19

1

I
4

24

3

8

2

3

1

1 1 0 1 4 6
1
9
1
1 93
1 2 46
8
6 8 704

1
1
2

14
9

5
2

3

2

4

1

2
2 3 524
1 3 1 3 0
4
1

CBS/Chakedony
Siltstone
Other Quartzite
2
References to Field Notes:
AddO: MRK 1987 0:51,53-55;ALH 1998 @I):7-23
Add 1-17: MEN 1991 0:31-34,77-89MFW1991: 57-58
References in Published Works: (Klehdienst 1999, McDonald 1990, Mills 1987, Mills 199Ob)
Notes: Possibly associated with inverted wadi to the southwest with rounded q d t e cobbles (L.
285). I examined omly the material from dhe initial collection (Add 0). Counts of material from other
Adds are by MRK and MFW.

Locality: 23 1
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 3 1/42O-J2/J3- 1
General Location: Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location: on dissected P-III gravels north of the road, between Balat and Ismant and east
of L. 216
Cultural Affiliation: Dakhleh Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s):0
Locality Type(s): Small diffu;jhaggregate or possibly a series of isolates.
Description of Work Conducted:A few objects collected as a grab sample.
General description of material collected: Broken tanged tool (found in the road), sidescraper,
point,Levallois flakes, and a struck Levallois core.
Provenance
Add 0
Proximal Levdois Fragments
Proximal Elongated Fragments
1
Distal or Medial Specialised Flake Fragments
All Fragmentary SpecialisedFlakes
1
Tools
I
Total
2
Tamwan Chert
-2
References to Field Notes: MRK 1988: 17,25,32-34, MFW 1988: 8-10
References in Published Works:
Notes: A collection of seven objects was made; however, most of these pieces could be attributed
to any MSA c u l d unit. Because they were not found in dose spatial association,they are treated
as isolates and only one fragmentary tanged object and a fragmentary specialised flake are considered
DU for the pwposes of this analysis. These two pieces were both recently broken and may mend,
but a mid-section fragment was not found.

Locality: 233
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 31/405-M2-1
General Location: Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location: P-111gravel ridge remnant northwest of Ismant
Cultural -1iation: cf. Dakhleh Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s):0
Locality Type(s):Isolate.
Description of Work Conducted: Discovered eroding out of P-III gravel inverted wadi by MRK
and CSC.
General description of material collected: Isolated, triangular, radiaUy-prepared, unsmck
Lwallois core.
Provenance
233
St&
Levdois Cores
Unsvuck Levdois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores ( i d Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
1
Total
1
Tarawan Chert
1
References to Field Notes: MRK 1988: 55-57,61
References in Published Works:
Notes: Core is similar to those recovered is association with tanged objects, but must be considered
"cf. Dun.

Locality: 236
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 31/420-G7/G6-4
General Location: D M e h Lowlands
Specific Location: East and Northeast of the Sheikh M&ah culrivation.
Cultural Miiation: Dakhleh Unit and cf. Dakhleh Unit. Holocene and ESA material has also been
collected from this region.
Dakhleh Unit Add Number($: 0 and no number assigned
Locdity Type(s):Isolates.
Description of Work Conducted: Collected by Quftis in initial DOP survey.
General description of material collected: Isolated MSA (cf. DZI) m a t e d selected out of a larger
collection of material. Eight objects from the Add 0 collection include specialised and unspecialised
flakes, a basally thinned piece, a side .and endscraper and f o u ranged tools.
Provenance
Add 0
No Num,
Total
Overpassed Lwallois Flakes
0
Levdois Flakes
1.
1
Pointed Levallois Flakes
2
2
All Levdois Flakes
3
3
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
0
Elongated Flakes
1
1
Pointed Elongated Flakes
0
All Elongated
1
1
Proximal Levdais Fragments
1
1
Proximal Elongated Fragments
0
0
Distal or Medid Specialised Flake Fragments
All Fragmentary Specialised Flakes
1
1
Cortical Flakes
0
SecondaryFlakes
1
1
Other Flakes
0
All Unspecialised Flakes
1
0
1
Tools
5
2
7
AH Lithics
11
2
13
Tmwan Chert
10
2
12
Ironstone
1
1
References to Field Notes: MMD 1981: 59,140; MRK 1988: 68,73-76
References in Published Works:
Notes: Objects designated "No Num,"were collected from the plain north of L. 090 (within the
generd area of L.236).

Locality: 255
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number:N.N.
General Location: Desert South (SouthernCuesta and Plain)
Specific Location: In area covered by sand sheet, 10 km south of L. 228 (341)
CuItural Affdiation: Dakhleh Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s): N. A.
Locality Type(s):Isolate.
Description of Work Conducted:Isolate discovered and recorded by MMD and PS in a s w e y of
the SE margin of the oasis. The artefact was left in place.
General description of material collected: Isolated chert tanged blade.
References to Field Notes: MMD 19 89: 95- 1 10
References in Published Works:(Kleindienst 1999,McDonald 1990,Mills 19904
Notes:

Locality: 280
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 3 l/42O-L3-2
General Location: Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location: South of L. 081,on gravel lag of T a d anticline.
Cultural Affdiation: cf. Dakhleh Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s):0
Locality Type(s): Possibly a small aggregate.
Description of Work Conducted: Coilection made by IB and CC in 1990. No further information
is available.
General description of material collected: Five pieces collected, all of which could be DU but
none of which are clearly diagnostic.
Provenance
Add 0
AU Unspecialised Flakes
2
chips
Chunks
1
Chips and Chunks
1
Tools
2
Total
5
Tanwan Chert
4
a s
1
References to Field Notes: MRK 1991 (I
12-14
):
References in Published Works:
Notes: Includes one too1 that was reworked during the Holocene.

Locality: 281
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 3 l/435-XL-2
General Location: DakhIeh Lowlands
Specific Location: northeast of Bashendi m uplifted sandstone.
Cultural Affiiatiom: Dakhleh Unit (Adds 6 and 12) and cf. DakhJeh Unit (Adds 0 and 1)
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s): 0, 1,6,12
Locality Type(s):Isdates
Description of Work Conducted: Isolates collected by different DOP members exploring the area
North of Bashendi,
Add 0: colIected by MMD from the road no& of Bashendi;
Add 1: collection of material for abrasion categories by MRK;
Add 6: collected by=
and MFW (?)from " Trig Point Hill" lag on the Nubia sandstone;
Add 12: collected by MRK, TLO and ALtI dor the Kharga Museum display.
General descriptiom of material collected.:Several isolates, collected on different occasions.
Provenance
Add 0 Add 1 Add 6 Add 12 Total
Tools
1
1
1
3
6
Total
1
1
1
3
6
Tarawan Chert
1
1
1
3
6
References to Field Notes: MRK 199 1: 16,19-21,49;
MRK 1997 (2):29;ALH 1997:44,106, 1 11;
ALH 1998 @): 93,123-124
References in Pubfished Works:
Notes: All objects treated as isolates, although most were recovered from lag deposits and could
represent small aggregates. MRK notes that uhe area from which 2 81-1 was collected is an area from
which a number of Holoports have been colileaed, and that this okject may also be a Holopott.

Locality: 283
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number:32/435-M9-1
General Location: Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location: Rock tank basin northeast of Bashendi, west of L. 161. Material found as lag on
sandstone and may have been subj ea to water sorting.
CuIturalMiiation: Dakhleh Unit,earlier MSA, and ESA.
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s):0-7and grid material
Locality Type(s): Large aggregate
Description of Work Conducted:Collection of a number of pieces from general area by MMD,
MRK, and W .Grid of 232 squares laid out and mapped Material collected from 170 1m X 1m
squares by hllRK and MFW in 1991.
General description of material collected:
Add 0-5: 239G
Add 6-7: 2446
Provenance
Grid Collection
Analysed Materials (grid& elsewhere)
Tools
5
Total
2,814
Tarawan Chert
Unkmown
5
Grid collection: 2,8 14 objects total induding a number of ESA and earlier MSA pieces.
References to Field Notes:
MFW 1991: 161-184,186-188, MRK 1991: 73-75,MRK 1992: 25-26, ALH 1998 0:
156-7
References in Published Works: (MJls 199Ob)
Notes: Materid not analysed here, due to admixture of mateds from different culturalstratigraphic units. Area referred to as "north BRAB (Bashendi Rock Art Basin)".

Locality: 293
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 30/420-D2-3
General Location: Southern Cuesta and Plain
Specific Location: South end of the Sheikh Mufrah re-entrant on sandstone below CSS outcrop
Cultural Affiliation: Dakhleh Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s): 0
Locality Type(s): Isolated tanged burin.
Description of Work Conducted: Surface collection of isolates.
General description of material collected:
Provenance
293 - Add 0
Tools
1
Tmwan Chert
1
The tool is a tanged burin. A variety of other materials were collected but none of the other pieces

are considered Dakhleh Unit.
References to Field Notes: MRK 1991 (2): 103-104;MFW 1991: 162; MRK 1992 0:90,147-8
References in Published Works:
Notes:Object unavailable for analysis:typed using drawing by MRK

Locality: 294: 294 Set I, Occurrence I, Occurrence 2, and Occurrence 3.
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 32/435-L9-1
General Location: Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location: north of Bashed
C u l d Miation: Dakhleh Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s): All Adds (0-6)
Locality Type(s) :Large aggregate in three distinct concentntions.
Description ofWork Conducted:
Add 0:Two pieces collected by MRK from Occurrence 1in 1992when the localitywas discovered.
Add 1: Piece-plottedtools from Occurrence 1 collected by TLO and ALH in 1997.
Add 2: Pieceplotted tools from Occurrence 2 collected by T'LO and ALH in 1997.
Add 3: Set I collection on east side of basin, carried out byTLO and ALKin 1997.
Add 4: Collection of material from ten randomly selected metre squares in Occwence 2 by TLO
and ALH in 1997.
Add 5: Grid pick-up of material from 18 metre squares in Occurrence 3 by ALH in 1997.
Add 6:Piece platted tools, cores,and specialised flakes collected from Occurrence 3 by ALH h
1997,
Generd description of material collected:
Occurrence 1
Provenance
Add 0
Add 1
Totd
Tools
2
15
17
Tarawan Chert

2

15

17

L. 294, Occurrence 2
Provenance

Add N13 N8 N8

S7 S10 S11 514 S16 All
E4 E6 W8 Grid

Overpassed Levdois Flakes
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes
Levallois Flakes
Overpassed Elong. Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes
Elongated
Proximal Levallois Fragments
Proximal Elong. Fragrnents
DistaVMed. Spec. mk Frags.
Fragmentary Spec. Flakes
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
All Unspecialised Flakes
Unspec. Flake Fragments
Struck Levallois Cores
Unstmck LevalIois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores [mcl. Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips

0

1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
2
0
1
3
4
1
3
2
3
0 3 0 1 0
2
8
13
3

1
4
1

3

7

5
12

CBS

-

15
6

1
1
1

2

1
2
9

Chunks
Tools
Total
Tarawan Chert

1

42

16

42

16

16
16

26

25
1

10
10

9
8
1

8
7
1

32
29
3

8
0
31
49
3

0
2
1
0

1
2
17

6
7
44

4

11
1

46
44

163
155
8

2

L.294, Occurrence 3
Provenance

Add

S5

S4 S3

6

E3

E3

E3

1

2
2
4

Overpassed Levdois Flakes
Lvallois Flakes
3
Painted Levallois Flakes
2
All Lwallois Flakes
5
Overpassed Elong. Flakes
Elongated Flakes
2
Pointed Elongated Flakes
3
Alf Elongated
5
Proximal Levdois Fragments
P n o d Elong. Fragments
1
Dist./Med. Spec. Flake Frags.
M Fragmentary Spec.
1
Flakes
Clortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Chher Flakes
All Unspecialised Flakes
0
Unspec. Flake Fragments
0
Smck Levdois Cores
3
Unswuck Levallois Cores
Fl&e/Blade Cores

1

Tools
Chips

Chunks
Total
Tmwan Chert

CBS

27
27

1

N1 N1 N2
E2

E3

1

2

1

3

El

1
1

0

0

2

1
1

0
3

0
1
3
4

2

1

0

0

2
3
5

2

3

8

1
3

5
3

4
3

2
4

2

3
1

8
7

7
6

6
9
1

2

4

1

4
2

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

Oaher Cores (incl. Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces

AdI Cores
Core Fragments

S1 N1
E3 EL

S2
E3

1

0

1
1
20
5
46
46

3
16
2
43
43

2

2

2

1

0

2

2
1
15
4
46
46

1

2
2
12
12

5

1

4

2
24
24

4

3

5

17

25

5

17

23
2

8

18
2
41
41

L.294 Occurrence 3, continued
Provenance

N2 N3
E2 W1

El

N3 N4
E2 El

37
37

35
35

N3

N4
E2

N4 N5 NS Total
E3 El E2 Grid

37
35
2

17

Ovemassed Levallois Flakes
~ e v k o iFlakes
s
Pointed Levallois Flakes
All Levdois Flakes

Overpassed Ehg.Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes

All Elongated
Proximal Levdois Fragments
Proximal Elongated Frags.
D i d M e d . Spec. Flake Frags.
AU Frag. Spec. Flakes
Cortical Flakes
SecondaryFlakes
Other Flakes
AU Unspecialised Flakes
Unspec. Flake Fragments
Struck Levdois Cores
Unstruck Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Corres
Other Cores (ind. Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces

ALl Cores
Core Fragments
Tools
Chips
Chunks
Totd
Tarawan Chert

CBS

29

28
1

33
32
1

30
30

28

17 28

33
31
2

538
530
8

L. 294, Set I
Provenance

OS
Overpassed Levdois Flakes
1
~ e v d o i Flakes
s
10
Pointed Levallois Flakes
4
Levdois Flakes
15
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
9
Pointed Elongated Flakes
2
El ongated
10
Disc Core Flakes
0
Proximal Levallois Fragments
2
ProximalElong. Fragments
8
Distal/Medid Spec.Flake Frags. 10
Fragmentary Spec, Flakes
20
Cortical Flakes
17
SecondaryFlakes
39
Other Flakes
Unspecialised Flakes
56
Unspec. Flake Fragments
47
Suuck Levdois Cores
13
U m c k Levdois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
1
Other Cores (incl. Discoidal)
2
Initi* Tested Pieces
All Cores
16
Core Fragments
5
Tools
68
Chips
11

chunks
Chips and Chunks
Total
Tarawan Chert
Ironstone
Fresh Artefacts

ON 20s 20N 40s 4 0 N
6
5 2
2
25
4 18 8
7
9
1
5
1
40
5
23 15
10
4
1
39
5
14 8
12
2
3
8
2
45
9
22 10
12
0
1
0
0
0
8
2
4 3
4

1 7 2 2 1
27
1
10
52 5 35
53 10 31
176 7 57

5
10
18
21

229

134
14
5
3
5
1
28

23

60s 6 0 N 80s

3
4
2
9

2
2
1
2

14
2
16

3

0

1

2

6

0

8

4

3
4

14
16
14

0

0
0

1

6

2

8

11
14
26

0
5

40
18
5

5
1

4

1
1

17
8

88
50

44
16

5

10

7

2

3

2

2

7

8

8
4
0
0
27 17 0
4 4
2 1
63 31 19 1
1
2
1
1
302 149 115 25
296 147 113 23

16
5
18
1
19
5
139
133

1
9
6

0

4

30
21
4

2

2

1
1

1 1 2
250 2
20
79 270 2
6
6
0
254 815 57
253 802 54

13
7
59

1
3

10
3

2
0
0

1

0

0

0

0

4

2

4

2

L. 294, Set I, continued
Provenance
Overpassed Levdois Flakes
Levauois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes

Levallois Flakes

80N 100 S 100 N 0-20 20-404040 60-80 80-100Total
19
7
4
3
92
3
10
1

Overpassed Elong. Flakes
Elong. Flakes
Pointed Elong. Flakes
1
Elong. Flakes
2
Disc Core Flakes
0
Proximal Levdois Frags.
1
hXXCimd Elong,Fragments 3
Dia./Med Spec.Fk Frags. 6
Fragmentary Spec. Flakes 10
Corticd Flakes
7
Secondary Flakes
11

0

4

1
4

0

2

8

5

2

0

3

5
0

8
0

1

1

0

8
5

10
3

13
4
1

13
13
1

5
0
1
11
7
19
25

2
0

0

0

1
1

1
1
2
0

1
1

2
2

1

1

2
2

0

1

81

4

1

195

2

2
2

229

4

629
374

2
2

2

I

55

4

2

48

0

1

19

1

1

3
3
1

2
2
6

1

30

0

Other Flakes

Unspecialised Flakes
Unspec. FlakeFragments
Struck Levdois Cores
Unstruck Levdois Cores
FlakeIBlade Cores
Other Cores (inel. Disc)
Initially Tested Pieces

AU Cores
Core Fragments
Tools
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Total
Tmwan Chert

18
8

2
1

1

29

140
7
121
25
152
3
29
85

0
2

400
0
86
8
16
35

1
3
0
12

2
0

1
13

1
8

7

2

1

66

34

66

33

1

29

0
8

7
29

8
1
48
48

4
33
0
200
196

0
9
8

0
4
4

37
17

3

0

0

3

Ironstone
1
3resh Artefacts
1 1 1
5
References to Field Notes:
Add 0: MFW 1992: 22-23; MRK 19920: 31-34

2
0
0

146

1

1

2

0
0

0

0

40

2

0

499
49
548

Add 1: ALH 1997(f): 47-53; TLO 1997: 44-45
Add 2: ALH 1997(f): 54-56; TLO 1997: 49
Add 3: ALH 1997(f): 52-53; TLO 1997: 46-48; MRK 1997(2):48-51
Add 4: ALH 1997(f): 56-58; TLO 1997: 49
Add 5: ALH 1997(f): 11 1-113
Add 6: ALH 1997(f): 111-112
References in Published Works:

2
0

0
9

27

9

2252
2208

2

2
59

Locality: 295
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 32/435-L9-2
General Location:Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location:Northeast of Bashendi
Cultural Affiiation: cf. Dakhleh Unit
Dakldeh Unit Add Number(s):3
Locality Type(s):Isolate.
Description of Work Conducted:collection of one isolate only
~enerddescription of material collected:
Provenance
Add 3
Tools
1
Total
I
Tarilwan Chert
1
Very abraded basally thinned blade, possibly fragmentary.
References to Field Notes: MRK 1995 (4): 13;ALH 1998 @I): 94
References in Published Works:
Notes:

Locality: 297
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 32/435-M10-2
General Location: Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location: Northeast of Bashendi,in the W a l k el-Bir"rockrank basin.
Cultural Affiiiation: cf. Dakhleh Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s):2
Locality Type(s):Small Aggregate
Description of Work Conducted: Grab sample collected by=
in 1992.
Generd description of material collected: Small aggregate in rock tank basin with "Ateriantype
debris",out of which only four pieces were collected. This locality should be considered cf. Dakhleh
Unit until more materid has been collected and analysed.
Provenance
297 Add 2
Tools
Present

-

Total
Raw Material
One of the tools collected is a scraper with scalar retouch.
References to Field Notes: MRK 1992: 48-54
References in Published Works:

Notes:

4

Unknown

Locality: 299
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 32/435-P9-1
General Location: Piedmont
Specific Location: P-111gravel terrace in the central WadiTalwil, at "Shipmk"
Cultural Affiliation: Dakhkh Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s): AU Adds (0-2)
Locality Type(s):Large aggregate,
Description of Vork Conducted:
Add 0:Piece plotted surface material from eleven E-W lines collected by MRK and MFW in 1992.
Add 1: Grab sample from the North pojnt of the P-111 gravel collected by MRIC and MFW.
Add 2: Grab samde from the wadi collected by MFW.
General descripiion of material collected: Provenance
Add 0 Add1
Add2
Total
-Overpassed Levallois Flakes
~ e v d o iFlakes
s
Pointed Levallois Flakes
AU Levallois Flakes
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes
All Elongated
Proximal Levalloh Fragments
Proximal Elongated Fragments
Distal or Medial Specialised Flake Fragments
All FragmentarySpecialised Flakes
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
All Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Fragments
Struck ZRvallois Cores
Unstruck Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores ( i d . Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Tools
Chips and Chunks
Told
89
6
2
97
Tarawan Chert
78
6
2
86
as
11
11
References to Field Notes:
AlAdds: MRK 19920:57,59-62,65;M]FW 1992: 20,34-36;AL;EI 1998 01):129,134-139
References in Published Works:
Notes: In the centre of the cluster of artefacts is a semi-circular stone cluster that could be
associated or could be later. It has recently been disturbed. Only thmy-eight were analysed; the
remaining artefacts are unspecialised flakes,flake fragments, chips,and chunks,Counts and raw
material data for Add 0 are from
-

Locality: 311

Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 32/450-A&-1
General Location: Piedmmt
Specific Location: Wadi Taw& P-III gravel terrace
Cultural Affiiation: D m & Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s): 0
Locality Type(s): Diffuse small aggregate.
Description of Work Conducted: Conection af rwo pieces as samples.
Gmeral description of material collected:
Provenance
31 1
Ovapassed Levallois Flakes
Levallois Flakes
1
Pointed Levdois Flakes
All Levallois Flakes
1
Tosls
1
Total
2
Tarawm Chert
2
The tool is a basally thinned blade.
References to Field Notes: MRK 1992 (I
9,)
79;
:MFW 1992: 32,46
References in Published Works: (Mdls 1990~:
18)
Notes: M a t e d left in place for collection at a Later date.

Locality: 3 17
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 32143516-2
-

General Location: Escarpment
Specific Location: on sl;rnped colluvid flatiron, norch-northwest of Bashendi
Cultural Affiliation: Dakhleh Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s): 0-4,6
Locality Type(s):Three s m d dense aggregates (Adds 0-3) and two diffuse aggregates (Adds 4,6).
Description of Work Conducted:
Add O: AU surface artefacts seen from north end of basin on £irst colluvial head (WW & MRK)
Add I: All surfaceartefacts seen from south end of same basin (MIX);this should be considered
the same aggregate as Add O.
Add 2: All surface artefacts seen from around a knoll south of the basin (MFW & MEUS).
Add 3: A few d a c e artefacts from a small aggregate SW of other areas collected 0.
Add 4: Collection of scattered artefacts to the head of the slump block (MRQ
Add 6:Collectiom of one mefact from plateau south of t h e knife-edge 0.
General description of material collected:
Localitv 3 17
Provenance
Add 0 Add 1 Add 2 Add 3 Add 4 Add 6 Total
- - -- Overpassed Levallois Flakes
J

. .

-

Levdois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes

All Levallois Flakes
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes
All Elongated
Proximal Spec. Flake Frags.
DistaVMedial Spec. Flake Frags.
All FragmentarySpec. Flakes
Primary core trimming
Secondary core trimming
Tertiary core trimning
Ocher/Unspecified
All Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Fragments
Struck Levallois Cores
Unstruck Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (id. Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
AU Cores
Core Fragments
Tools
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks

Total

22

35

52

5

Tarawan Chext
Limestone/Desilicified chert

22

36

51

5

20
19
I

2
1

136
135

References to Field Notes:
AU Adds: MRK 19920: 165-168;MFW 1992:69,77,79,81-83,85.
References in Published Works:
Notes: Counts and analysis of this material is by MRK, I have not examined the objects.

Locality: 319: 319N and 319s
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 321435-K5-1
General Location: Piedmont
Specific Location: P-111gravel terrace NNW of Bashendi
Cultural Affjdiation: Dakhleh Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s): O,1
Locality Type(s): 3 19N Isolate; 319s: two isolates.
Description of Work Conducted:
Add 0: consists of one isolate collected within 700 m N of Locality 3 18.Other objeas on this
terrace occur a t a very low density and are not diagnostic; therefore, the tanged object is treated as
an isolate.
Add I: two objens collected by MFW and treated as isolates.
General description of material collected:
Provenance
Add O
Add 1
Total
Tools
1
2
3
Total
1
2
3
Tarawan Chert
1
2
3
Add 0: Long tanged point.
Add I: Point-tip and basally thinned piece,
References to Field Notes: MRK 19920: 195;MRK 1992 @I): 84-85; MRK 1992 (2): 69,71;
MFW 1992: 85, $7, 112-114.
References in Published Works:
Notes: Counts ;and analysis are by MRK. I have not examined this material.

Locality 320

Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 33/360-K10-1
General Location: Dakhleh Lowland
Specific Location: West-Southwest of Gebel Edmmstone in a large pan
Cultural Affliation: Dachleh Unit (no tangs, numerous basally thinned pieces)
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s): AU
Locality Type(s): Large Aggregate.
Description #ofWork Conducted:
Add 0: Total collection 40 m by 50 m area SE of shale knoll by MRK, MFW, BC and CS.
Add I: Traverse north of parking place, all material seen collected by MRK.
Add 2: Tnverse west of parkingplace, all material seen collected by MRK.
Add 3: Traverse south of parking place, all material seen collected by
Add 4: Shale ridge east of parking place by MFW.
Add 5: Traverse south one kilometre, all material seen collected by MN(!

Description of Material Collected:
Locahty 320

Provenance
Add0 Add1 Add2 Add3 Add4 Add5 Total
Overpassed Levallois Flakes
0
Levdois Flakes
6
1
8
6
1
22
Pointed Levdois Flakes
2
2
All Levdois Flakes
I
0
3
0
0
0
4
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
0
Elongated Flakes
5
5
Pointed Elongated Flakes
0
AU Elongated
5
0
0
5
Proximal Specialised Frags.
6
3
19
Distal Specialised Frags.
3
0
10
All Fragmentary Spe c. Flakes
9
0
3
29
Primary Core uimnringflakes
9
1
15
Secondary Core trimming flakes
11
3
34
Tertiary/Biface thinning
2
3
OtherAJnknown
2
All Unspecialised Flakes
22
1
54
Unspec. Flake Fragments
16
0
29
Struck Levallois Cores
1
1
Unstruck Levdois Coaes
1
3
Flake/Blade Cores
0
Other Cores (id.Discoidal)
4
5
Initially Tested Pieces
0
All Cores
6
0
0
1
1
9
Core Fragments
1
0
0
0
0
1
Chips
17
5
1
23
Chunks
3
3
Chips and Chunks
20
O
O
5
1
O
26
Tools
20
1
0
4
0
1
26
Total
105
2
3
59
23
11
203
Tanwan chert
82
2
2
44
12
6
148
Other Chert
1
1
Ironstone
10
1
14
9
3
37
Quartzite
3
1
1
5
Chalcedony
9
1
1
11
Mudstone

1

1

References to Field Notes: MRK 1992 @): 16;MFW 1992: 89
References in Published Works: &Us 1990~:19)
Notes: Analysis and counts of this mated by MRK - I have seen neither the mated nor the
locality.

Locality: 325: 325 Set I, 325 - Grid collection
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 3O/42O-E1/F 1-2
General Location: Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location: near Sheikh Muftah
Cultural
Dakhleh Unit.
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s): All except Add 9 (Adds 0-10)
Locality Type(s): Large aggregate.
Description of Work Conducted:
Add 0:Grab sample of tools, cores and specialised flakes collected by MRK,JOC and MFW in
1992.
Add 1: Piece-plottedtools collected in 1995 by ALH.
Add 2: Set collection over main concentration, collected in 1995 by ALH.
Add 3: Grid pick-up of aIl artefacts in 52 five by five metre squares, collected by=,
TLO and
Am.
Add 4: Two pieces from the excavation of NbO/E 10 in 1997, excavated by ALH
Add 5: Piece-plottedtools collected in 1997, collected by TLO and ALH.
Add 6: Grab sample of tools, cores and specialised flakes collected by MRK in 1997.
Add 7: Piece-plottedtools collected in 1997.
Add 8: Grab sample of tools, cores and specialised flakes collected by MRK in 1997.
Add 9: Cluster of chert found on east edge of 325 from high on the FSS. AU refit - break are
natural.

Add 10: Cluster of material found together on east edge of 325, collected by MRK in 1997.

General description of material collected:
Locdty 325 h&scellaneousAd&
Add Number
0 1
Ovemassed Levdois Flakes
Levdois makes
4
L
Pointed Levdois Fl&es
5
All Lwallois Flakes
9
1
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
6
Pointed Elongated Flakes
2
All Elongated
8
0
Proximal Levdois Fragments
Proximal Elong. Fragments
Distal/Medid Spec. Flake Frags.
Fragmentary Spec. Flakes
4
0
Cortical Flakes
SecondaryFlakes
Other Flakes
All Unspecialised Flakes
21 0
Unspec, Flake Fragments
5
0
Struck kvaJlois Cores
3
Unstruck Levdois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (imcl.Discoidal)
1
InitiallyTesred Pieces
All Cores
3
1
Core Fragments
1
0
Tools
26 14
Total
77 16

-

TC
FeSt

Om:

74

14

4

5

6

7

8

1

3

10 Total
0

1

1
1

0

0

0

1

3

2

1

0
6
6
0
6
2

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0
1

0

0

1
1
1

1

0

1

1
1
0

0
0

0 0 0 2 2
0
0
0
3

3

8
1
2
0
7
1
2
0
4
8
3
0
0
4
0

0
0
0
2
2

0
0
5

0
1
3

5

5

3

3

0
0
4
5
4

3
0
3
9
7

0
0
1
9
9

7
2
56
128
116

L. 325, Add 2: Set I
Line
Metres Collected

OE O E

OE

OE

OE ON ON ON 20N

0-20 20-40 40-60 60-8080-1000-10 0-20 20-40 0-25

N

N

N

N

N

E

W

W

E

108
103
1
2
2

50

44
42

56
55

83
81
1
1

56
52

53
48

34
34

44
38
2
4

Overpassed Levallois Flakes
Levdois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes
All LwalIois Flakes
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes
All Elongated
Proxirnal Levdois Fragments
Proximal Elong. Fragments
Distal/Medid Spec. Flake Frags.
Fragmentary Spec. Flakes
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
AU Unspecialised Flakes
Unspec. Flake Fragments
Struck Lwdois Cores
U m c k Levdois Cores
Hake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (hd.Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces

A.ll Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
~001s
Total
Tmwan Chert
Ironstone

a s

Quattvte

46

2
1

1

1

1

1

2
2

2
1
2

559

L.325, Add 2: Set I continued
Line
Metres Collected

20N 40N 40N 40N 60N 6ON 60N 6ON 60N
0-20 0-20 20-40 0-17 0-20 20-40 40-60 60-8080-90
W
E
E
W
E
E
E
E
E

Ovemassed Levdois Flakes
~evdoisFlakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes
AU Levallois Flakes
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes
All Elongated
Proximal Levallois Fragments
Proximal Elong. Fragments
DisraVMedial Spec. Flake Frags.
Fragmentary Spec. Flakes
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
All Unspecialised Flakes
Unspec. Flake Fragments
Struck Levdois Cores
Unstruck Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (incl.Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Total
54
Tarawan Chert
50
Ironstone
3

a
s

Quanvte

1

122
117
2

3

63
60
1
1
1

29
28

52
47
2

1
1

2

74

71
1
1
1

80
76
3

1

19
19

8
7
I

L. 325, Add 2: Set I continued
Line
60 N 80 N SO N 80 N 100 N 100 N
Metres Collected
0-20W 0-16 E 0-20W 20-30W 0-15E 0-15 W Total
Overpassed LRvallois Flakes
1
~ e v d o i Flakes
s
Pointed Levdois Flakes
All Levallois Flakes
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes
All Elongated
Proximal Levdois Fragments
Proximal Elong. Fragments
Distal/Medial Spec. Flake Frags,
Fragmentary Spec. Flakes
Cortical Flakes
SecondaryFlakes
All Unspecialised Flakes
Unspec. Flake Fragments
Struck Levallois Cores
Unstruck Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (incl. Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools
36
52
40
10
44
50
1261
Total
Tarawan Chert
33
49
38
6
42
47
1189
Ironstone
1
1
2
1
25
CBS
2
1
2
1
24
Quartvte
2
2
1
1
23

L. 325, Add 3: Grid Cdection
North/South

N30 N3O N35 N35 N40 N40 N40 N40 N45

~ e v d o i Flakes
s
Pointed Levallois Flakes

AU Levallois FIakes
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flikes

All Elongated
Disc Core Flakes
Proximal Levallois Fragments
Proximal Elong. Frags.
Distal/Medid Spec. Flake Frags.
All Fragmentary Spec. Flakes
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
All Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Frags.
Struck Levallois Cares
Unstruck Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (incl.Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Totid
Tarawan chert
Other Chert
Ironstone
Quamite

CBS
Conglomerate
Limestone

0
9
9

2

1

57

34

47

31

2
3
2
1
2

1
2

0
18
16
1

2
32
29
1
1

1
1

2
12
10
1
1

3
23
20
1
1
1

1

0

1
1

17

15
1
1

L.325,Add 3: Grid Collection,continued
North/South
East /West
Ovemassed Levdois Flakes

~evahiisFlakes
Pointed Levdois Flakes
All Levallois Flakes
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes

All Elongated
Disc Core Flakes
Proximal Levdois Fragments
Proximal Elong. Frags.
Distalhiedid Spec. Flake Frags.
AU FragrnentarySpec.Fhkes
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
AU Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Frags
Struck Levdois Cores
Unstruck Levdois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other a r e s (
i
d
Discoidhl)
.
hitiallyTested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips

Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Total
Tarawan chert
Other Chen:
Ironstone
Quatite

CBS
Conglomerate
Limestone

N45 N45 N45 N45 N454 N45 N45 N45 N45
El0 El5 E20 E25 E30 E35 E80 E85 E90
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2

0

0

0

2

1

0

3

1
2
3
0

0
0

1

2

4

0
0

2
6
8

2
10

.

1

12
22

4
0
0
0
3
3
4
4
9
4
16
11
1 6 1
25
12

41
39
1

3
0
2
2
2
6

0

22

3

27

9

1
1
1
0

1
2
0

1

4
0

1
1
2
7
7

0

21

14

0

22

6

0

5
9

1
0
14
3 2 2 7
1 1 1 4
3
4

3
1
1

1
1

1

1
1
0
34
4
38
2
84
79
2
3

1

3
2
1
2
71 35
7
8
78 43
5
2
188 111
182 102

2
2
2

2

2

3
6

1
1
5
3
8
1
32
25
3
2
2

0
0
4
4
2
15

13
2

1

3
0

1
0

1
1

7

14
7

3
2

7

21
9
94
81
6
6
1

5

1
17

9
2
3
3

4
37
30
6

1

0
0
0
1
1
1

L.325, Add 3: Grid Collection, continued
North/South

East/West

N50 N50 N50 N50 N50 N50 N50 N50 N50
ES El0 El5 E20 E25 E30 E35 E75 E8O

Overpassed Levdois Flakes
~evdoiisFlakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes

All Levdois Flakes
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes
All Elongated
Disc Core Flakes
Proximal Levdois Fragmenqs
Proximal Elong. Frags.
DistayMedial Spec. Flake Frags.
AU Fragmentary Spec. Flakes
Cortical Flakes
Secondaty Flakes
Other Flakes
AllUmspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Frags.
Struck Levdois Cores
U m c k Levallois Cores
FlakeIBlade Cores
Other Cores (ind.Discoidal)
Initially Teaed Pieces

AU Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools

Total
Tarawan chert
Other Chert
Ironstone
Quartzite

a
s

Conglomerate
Limestone

14
13

27
26

72
68

2
1

31

39

24

35
1
1
2

2
1
1

1
4

7
7

10
10

32
24
5

1

25

22
1

L.425, Add 3: Grid Collection, continued
NoddSouth
N50 N55 N55 N55 N55 N55 N55 N55 N55
East /West
Owmassed Levallois Flakes
Levahis Flakes
Poimted Levallois Flakes
All Levdois Flakes
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pohted Elongated Flakes
AU Elongated
Dis c Core Flakes
Proxima LRvallois Fragments
Proximal Elong. Frags.
Diaal/Medial Spec. Flake Frags.
All Tragmentary Spec. Flakes
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Oher Flakes
AU Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Frags,
Struck Levallois Cores
Urnruck Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Oher Cores (incl. Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments

Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Totd
Tamwan chert
Other Chert
Ironstone
Quaxtzite
CBS

32

45

31

42

30
28

31

62

93

58

26

23

28

60

89

48

22

23

L. 325, Add 3: Grid Collection, continued
North/Sout h
N55 N60 N60 N60 N6O N60 N60 N65 N65
East/West
E90 E5 El0 El5 E20 E25 E30 E5 El0
Overpassed Levallois Flakes
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes
All Levdois Flakes
OverpassedElongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes
All Elongated
Disc Core Flakes
P r o d Levdois Fragments
Proximal Elong. F q s .
DistaVMedial Spec. Flake Frags.
AU Fragmentary Spec. Flake;
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
All Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecidised Flake Frags.
Struck Levdois Cores
Unstruck Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (hd.Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips

Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Total
Tamwan chert
Other Chert
Ironstone
Quartzite
CBS
Conglomerate
Limestone

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1
0

1
1

1
0

1

1

2
0

2
1
1

3
1

5

2

2

2

6

5

2

2

1
1

3
1

1

2
0

4
1

1
0

1

2

1

4

1

2

2
2

3

10
6

22
17

20

1

1

I

0
3
3

1

2

2

2
3

5

2

1

2

6
11

5
3

6

4

6

2

4
4
5
11
3
9
8
7 1 3 1 1
1
11

1
1

0
0
4

0
0
5

0
0

1
1

1
1

0
2

0
0

0
0

1

5 2 9 2 2
2
8
4

1

3
1

5
3
20

1

5
1
6

0
17

1
20

1
2
11

17

16
1

7 3 7 2
1
3
34 102
30
97

4
1
27
23

3

7
4
30
29
1

16
1
3

3

2
5

1

6
9
85

75

1

1

2

4

2

2

5

10
1

2
2

L 325, Add 3: Grid Collection, continued
North/South
East /West
Overpassed Levallois Flakes

N65 N65 N65 N65 N70 N70 N70 N70 N70 Total
El5 E20 E25 E30 E5 El0 El5 E20 E25 Grid

Levallois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes

AU Levdois Flakes
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes

Pointed Elongated Flakes

AU Elongated
P r o d Levallois Fragments
Proximal Elong. Frags.
Distalhtedid Spec. Flake Frags.
A11 Fragmentary Spec. Flakes
CokdFlakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
All Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Frags.
Struck Levallois Cores
Unstiuck Levallois Cores
Fl&e/Blade Cores
Other Cores (ind.Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
chips

Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Toals
Total
Tarawan cherc
Other Chert
Ironstone
Quaruite

CBS

Conglomerate

53

79
69

2

2

44
4

2

5
3

1
1

57

50

26 42 37 77 126
20 37 35 70 122
2
2
1
2
1
4

3
1

3

3
1

2

2
1

36 2315
32 2095
7

4
72

69
1
3

References to Field Notes:
~ d 0:dMRK 199201):
100-101;MFW 1992: 120-21
Add 1:A J X 1995;112
Add 2:ALH 1995: 109,111-112,128,132-139
Add 3:ALH 1997:66,68,73;MRK 1997(2): 99-101,103,105,106,112-13
Add 4:ALH 1997:71-73;TLO 1997:55;MRK 1997 (2): 115
Add 5: AL;H 199E 59-63
Add 6:ALSI: 1997:66
Add 7:ALH 1997:67, 69,71
Add 8:ALH 1997:73;MRK 1997 (2):115-17
Add 9:A l l 3 1997:66
Add 10:ALH 1997: 69
References in Published Works:
Notes:

Locality: 327

Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 3O/3 1/420-several squares
General Location: Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location: Area number for the Southern Sheikh Muftah Vdey/Embayment
Cultural Midiation: Dakhleh Unit and cf. Dakhleh Unit (Adds 8 and 10)
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s): 3,4, 5, 6,7,8,9,10, 11, 17
Locality Type(s): Isolates and Small Aggregate.
Description of Work Conducted:
Add 3: Three objects collected MFW.
Add 4: One tanged point collectedJOC.
Add 5: Three objects collected by MFW, including a ranged tool and a bifacial point.
Add 6: Two objects collected by MFW, including and tanged blade and a biface fragment.
Add 7: Four pieces selected out of a small aggregate,west of FSS mounds. Collected by MRK.
Add 8: cf. Dakhleh Unit. One Elongated flake collected by MRK.
Add 9: The proximal portion of a basally thinned tool collected by MRK.
Add 10: cf. Dakbleh Unit. One Levallois flake collected by MRK; may be Dakhleh Unit.
Add 11: One tool collected by MRK.
Add 17: One basally thinned piece collected by CSC.
General description of material collected: Most of the materials collected from 327 are isolated
diagnostic Dakhleh Unit tools. A few objects found together were classified as a small aggregate
(Add 7). A few more objects fit:well into a Dakhleh Unit assemblage, but cannot be classified
defmitely. These objects are classified as cf. Dakhkh Unit (Adds 8 and 10).
Add Number
3 4
5
6 7
8 9 10 11 17 Total
Overpassed Levdois Flakes
0
~ e v d o iFlakes
s
1
1
2
Pointed Levallois Flakes
0
Levallois Flakes
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
2
Fragmentary Spec. Flakes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0
0
Cortical Flakes
0
Secondaq Flakes
1
1
Other Flakes
0
Unspecialised Flakes
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1
Tools
3
3
2
3
1
1 1
15
Total
3 1 3 2 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 8
Tarawan Chert
1
2 1 2 1 1 1
1 1 11
Ironstone
Quartate
CBS
1
1
The tools collected include: four basally-thinned pieces, one unifacial point, four tanged tools and
one bifacial tool.
References to Field Notes:
Add 3: MFW 1993: 37
Add 4:MFW 1993: 45-46
Add 5:MFW 1993: 84
Add 6:MFW 1993
Add 7:MRK 1994m: 94
Add 8: MRJS 1994p-j: 97
Add 9: MRX 1994(1):99
Add 10: MRK 19940: 90
Add 11: MRK 19950:9

Add 17: ALH 1998 (11): 101
References in Published Works:
Notes:

Locality: 328
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 30/42O-EI/F 1-3
General Location: Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location: on the surface of an FSS terrace in the Sheikh Mufrah Valley, west to southwest
of L.325
Cultural Affiliation: Dakhleh Unic. Sheikh Mabruk Unit material is also present on the FSS terrace.
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s):3,8,9, 11(?)
Locality Type(s): Large diffuse aggregate.
Description of Work Conducted:
Add 3: A tanged blade collected from the North end of the terrace where there appeared to be a
sparse scatter of artefacts. Collected by MFW in 1993.
Add 8: Three objects, including a tang, were found in wind-gap by MFJ(lin 1993 and collected by
MRX in 1994.
Add 9: Large tanged point found near Add 3 scatter, collected by MFW in 1994.
Add 11: Quaraite hammer-stone collected by MRK from near cluster of Add 8 in 1994.
General description of material collected:
All material collected consists of grab samples of tools. The tools collected include three tangs, one
hammer-stone and a "situational" tool.
Provenance
Add3 Add8 Add9 Add 11 Total
Cortical Flakes
1
1
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
AU Unspecialised Flakes
Tools
Total
1
3
1
1
6
Tamwan Chert
1
3
I
S
Quartzite
1
1
References to Field Notes:
Add 3: MFW 1993: 25-30,94;
MRK 1994: 87
Add 8: MFW 1994; MRK 1994: 88
Add 9: MFW 1994; MRK 1994: 89
Add 11:MRK 1994: 88
References in Published Works:
Notes: There appeared to be a cluster of DMeh Unit material on the terrace immediately south of
the wind-gap. Recent sanding has obscured surface artefacts and it was not possible to see any
artefacts when the locality was visited in 1997.

Locality: 329
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number:30/420-E1/F1-4
General Location: Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location: Southeast rim of Sheikh Muftah Valley, on FSS terrace
Cultural Affiiation: Dakhleh Unit (Add 10) and cf. Dakhleh Unit (Add 11)
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s):4, 10, 11
Locality Type($: Isolates and Small Aggregate.
Description of Work Conducted:
Add 10: Collected from SE of the FSS ridge, by MRK and AD in the area of the 329 Set I
colection. Three objects were collected, but only one is considered DU.
Add 11:Collected from o n top of the FSS, by MRK and AD from the rim, SE end of the Sheikh
Muftah Valley.
General description of material collected: Material was collected on several occasions. Add 10
objects are considered isolates, Add 11 a small aggregate.Material collected in Set I may include DU
pieces, but dearly includes material from a number of units, predominantly the Sheikh Mabruk, and
has not been analyxd here for this reason.
Provenance
Add 30
Add 11
Total
Cortical Flakes
0
Secondary Flakes
1
1
Other Flakes
0
All Unspecialised Flakes
0
1
1
Tools
1
5
6
Total
1
6
7
Tarawan Chert
1
6
7
References to Field Notes:
Add 10: MRK 1995: 166
Add 11: hdRK 1995: 166
References in Published Works:
Notes:

Locality: 330
Dakhleh O!asis Project Number: 30/420-E2-4
Gemera1 Lo+cation:Dakbleh Lowlaads
Specific Location:Southeast Sheikh Muftah Valley, north of L. 329 and on the east rim of the
Sheikh Muftah pan
Cultural Miiation: Dakhleh Umit and Sheikh Mabmk Unit - both aggregates collected show
evidence of h

e

Dakhleh Umit Add Number(s):0,2
Locality Type(s): Possibly two small aggregates.
Description of Work Conducted: Collection of all material present.
General description of material collected:
Provenance
Speciaked
Proximal Le-valloisFragments
Proximal Elongated Fragments
Distal or Medial Specialised Flake Fragments
AU Fragmemtary Specialised Flakes
Cortical Flakes
SecondaryFilakes
Other Flakes
All Unspecidised Flakes
Unspecialisxd Flake Fragments
Struck Levdois Cores
Unstruck Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores bcl.Discoidal)
InitiallyTested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips and Chunks

Add 0

Add 2

Total

2

2

4
0
0
O
6
0
O

O
37
42
3
2

61
58

8
4
0
2

2

7

7

Took
Total

4
36
6

3
14
8

138

76

Tarawan Chert
Ironstone
Quartvte

136
1
1

74

CBS

1
1

References t o Field Notes:
Add 0:MFVP1993: 39-40,44
Add 2:W 1 9 9 3 : 56-57
References in Published Works::
Notes: The counts shown above are byMFW; I have not examined this mateid.

O
14

7
50
14
214
2 10
2
1

1

Locality: 333

Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 32/420-P6-1
G e n e d Location: Piedmont
Specific Location: Northwest of Balat, on an isolated P-III ten-ace in"Tufa Wadi".
Cultural Affiidiation: cf. Dakhleh Unit.
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s): 0
Locality Type(s):Small diffuse aggregate.
Description of Work Conducted:
Add 0: Collection of all specialised cores, flakes and cools seen on 500-metretraverseby MRK and

m.

General description of material collected: 15 artefacts collected.
Provenance
Add 0
Overpassed Levallois Flakes
Levdois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes
AII Levdois Flakes
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes
All Elongated
Proximal Levallois Fragments
Proximal Elongated Fragments
Distal or Medial ~~ecialised
Flake Fragments
AII FragmentarySpecialised Flakes
Struck Levallois Cores

Unstruck Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (ind.Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
AII Cores
Tools

4
2

Totd

15

Tarawan Chert

15
References to Field Notes: MRK 199 50:70-80; MFW1995: 27-28,63.
References in Published Works:
Notes:

Locality: 334

Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 32/420-L5-I
General Location: Piedmont
Specific Location:NW of the town of Balat, below Bdat Point and just below the head of the P-II
gravel terrace.

Cultural AfKrliation: Dakhleh Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s): All (0, 1)
Locality Type(s):Large aggregate.
Description of Work Conducted:
Add 0: One piece collected by MRK in 1995,
Add I: Grid collection of 35 metre squares by TLO and ALH in 1997.
Add 2: Piece plotted formed tools, located by-,
and collected by 1ZOand ALH in 1997.
Add 3-5:Collectionof specialised flakes and cores from dusters west of the grid collection; 3 north cluster, 4 - middle cluster, 5 - south cluster.
General description of material collected:
Provenance
Add 0 Add 2 Add3 Add 4 Add 5
Ovemassed Levdois Flakes
~ e v d o iFlakes
s
Pointed Levallois Flakes

1

1

All Levdois Flakes

1

1
1

Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes

All Elongated
Proximal Levallois Fragments
Proxima Elongated Fragments
Distal or Medial Specidsed Flake Fragments
All Fragmentary Specialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Fragments

0

0

1

2
1
3

2
2

1
3

1

1
1

4

1

2

1
1
0
1

Struck Levdois Cores
Unstnzck Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Ocher Cores (ind.Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces

2

AU Cores

0

Core Fragments
Tools

0

Totd

1

0
0

2
0

3

3

0

0

7

8

9

4

5

L. 334, Add 1 - Grid Collection
North/South
N1
EastIWest
Overpassed Levallois Flakes
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes
Levallois Flakes
Overpassed Elong.Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes
Elongated
Proximal Levallois Fragments
Proximal Elong.Frags.
DistalMedial Sp, Flake Frags.
Fragmentary Spec. Flakes
Conical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
All Unspecialised Flakes
Unspec. Flake Fragments
Struck Levallois Cores
Unsuuck Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (incl. Discoidal)
InitiallyTested Pieces
AU Cores
Core Fragments
Tools
Chips
Chunks
69
Chips and Chunks
Total
149
Tamwan Chert
149

N1 N1 N1 N1 N2 N2 N2 N2 N2

915

107 47 28 80 49 50
105 134 277 246 109 75 176 157 152
105 134 277 246 109 75 176 157 152
38

48

L. 334, continued
North/South
East/West
Overpassed Levallois Flakes
Lwallois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes
Lwallois Flakes
Overpassed Elong. Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes
Elongated
Proximal Levallois Fragments
Proximal Elong. Frags.
Distalhledial Sp. Flake Frags.
Fragmentary Spec. Flakes
Conical Flakes
SecondaqFlakes
Other Flakes
All Unspecialised Flakes
Unspec. Flake Fragments
Struck Levallois Cores
U m c k Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores ( i d . Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Tools
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Total
Tarawan Chert

N3 N3 N3 N3 N3 N4 N4 N4 ~4

97

96

92

56

295 222 240 204
195 222 240 204

~4

59 83 99 89 35
43
162 154 178 239 230 257
162 154 178 239 230 257

L. 334, continued
NorWSouth
East/West
Overpassed Levhis Flakes
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes

N5 NS N5 N5 N5 N6 N6 N7 N7 N8
W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W3 W4 W3 W4 W3

2

1

1

1

3

1

1
2

1

1

3

1

5

6

Levallois Flakes
2
Overpassed Elong. Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes
1
Elongated
1
Proximal Levdois Fragments 1
Proximal Elong. Frags.
6
DiaalMedid Sp, Flake Frags. 4
Fragmentary Spec. Flakes
11
Cortical Flakes
15
Secondary Flakes
18

12
16

Other Flakes
All UnspecialisedFlakes

28

Unspec. FlakeFragments
Struck Levdois Cores
Unstruck Levdois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
O t h e r Cores (id.Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces

33

3
6
4

2
8

14

9
1
4
8
13
21
32
53

48

4
1
9
10
20
17
31

3
3
2
2
4
8
5
18

48 23
61 107 117 107 122 42
3
1
1
1

0

0

1
2

0

7
2
9

3

1
6
3
3
12
18
20
28

2
2
6

1
1
2
3
1
3
2
6
17

21

1
7
10
18
4
17

10
11
37

20

31
79

21
79

48
115

37
67

5

7
12
10

2

I
1

1
2

1

All Cores
Core Fragments
TooIs

5
1

Chips

21

Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Total

7 1 2 5
28 72 57
142 233 250
142 233 250

Tarawan Chert

5

1

1

3

0

1
60

52

1

2

1

1
1

0

1

0
1

42

97

19

23
1

23

8 1 1
50 108
231 307
231 307

3
22
99
99

4

0

45 22
2
8
3
24 25 53 25
147 153 233 139
147 153 233 139

L. 334, continued
North/South
Eastmest
Overpassed Levallois Flakes
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes
Levallois Flakes
Overpassed Elong. Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes
Elongated
Proximal Levdois Fragments
Proximal Elong. Frags.
Distal/Medial SD. Flake Fraes.

N8 N9 N9 NlO N10 Total Grid
W4 W3 W4 3
W4 Collection

Total

2

2
5
1
6

6

Fragmentary $ec. lake;
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
AU Unspecialised Flakes
Unspec. Flake Fragments
Stmck Levallois Cores
Unstruck Lvallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cures
Other Cores (incl. Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
AU Cores
Core Fragments
Tools

Chips

Chunks
Chins and C h d s
Totd
A

249 173 196 103 138
6454
6484
Tarawan Chert
249 173 196 103 138
6454
6484
In addition, two pieces collected from L.187 are down-slopefromL. 334 and are probably related.
References to Field Notes:
Add 0: MRK 19950:112
Add 1: ALH 1997: 99-104; TLO 1997:62-67
Add 2:ALH 1997: 104; TLO 1997: 67
Add 3-5: ALH 1997: 103-104
187: MRK 1987 (I
5)
1;:
MRK 1987 (I
110-1
):1.
References in Published Works: (Kleindiena 1999)

Notes:

Locality: 335
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number:29/420-A-C184-1
General Location: Southern Cuesta and Plain
Specific Location: South of "Big Pan" on Taref sandstone rim, S of the Sh. Muftah Valley
Cultural -1iation: Dakhleh Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Nurnber(s): 1-3
Locality Type(s):Isolate and Small aggregates.
Description of Work Conducted:
Add 1: Two isolates collected by MFW, of which one is included in this analysis (#9).
Add 2: Smali dutch of material on a bench 3 m by 30 m, collected by MRK.
Add 3: S.econdsmall clutch of material, collected by MFW.
h e r d description of material coll&ted:
Provenance
Add 1
Add2
Add3
Total
Overpassed Levallois Flakes
0
~evdoisFlakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes
AlI Levdois Flakes
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes

AU Elongated
Proximal Levdois Fragments
Proximal Elongated Fragments
D i d or Medial Specialised Flake Fragments
AlI Fragmentary Specialised Flakes
Cortical Flakes
SecondaryFlakes
Other Flakes
AU Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Fragments
Struck Levallois Cores
Unstruck Levallois Cores
Hake/Blade Cores
OtherCores (incl. Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
AU Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks

TO&
Totd
Tarawan Chert
Ironstone
Quartzite

a
s

References to Field Notes:
All Adds: MFW 1995:73-76;MRK 19950:135
References in Published Works:

1
1

6
42
34

1
6
1

3
6

9
48

4

38
2

1
1

8
1

Notes: One of the two isolates is a tanged blade on ironstone,A second tanged tool was found with
the Add 3 clutch. This object is quartzite.

Locality: 338
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 29/420-C/D-1/2-2
General Location: Southern Cueaa and Plain
Specific Location: Southeast of the "BigPann south of Sheikh Muftah
Cultural =liation: cf. Dakhleh Unit, Sheikh Mabruk Unit and Balat Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s):3 , 4 , 5
Locality Type(s):Two small aggregates.
Description of Work Conducted:
Add 3: Selected grab sample couected by MB and ALH on one visit to area.
Add 4: Seleaed grab sample collected by AD and MFW during t h e same visit.
Add 5: Selected grab sample collected by MB during the same visit.
General description of material collected:
Provenance
Add 3 Add4" Add 5
Total
AU SpecialisedFlakes
3
2
1
6
Proximal Levdois Fragments
0
Proximal Elongated Fragments
0
0
Distal or Medial Specialised Flake Fragments
AU Fragmentary Specialised Flakes
3
7
Cortical Flakes
0
Secondary Flakes
0
Other Flakes
0
All Unspecialised Flakes
5
0
7
Unspecialised Flake Fragments
1
4
All Cores
0
7
8
Core Fragments
1
1
Chips and Chunks
1
1
Tools
4
13
8
25
Total
17
23
19
59
Tarawan Chert
15
22
8
45
Ironstone
1
5
6
Quartate
1
1
6
8
' ~ d d4 data are made available by MFW. Add 4 indudes a number of small cores which may be
classified as SheikhMabruk cores. Add 5 indudes 3 bifaces which are probably Bdat Unit.
References to Field Notes:
Add 3: ALH 1995: 5-7, 15
Add 4: MFW 1994/5:51,81
Add 5: ALH 1995: 5-7,15
References in PubIished Works:
Notes: AJl three collections include material that is mixed @idat Unit, Sheikh MabrukUnit and
Dakhleh Unit) and material that is relatively undiagnostic.
Information from Add 4 is from MFW,I
have not e x d e d this matend.

Locality: 339 @SA 195)

Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 30/420-D3-2
General Location: Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location: Depression with sandstone yardangs S and SW of "DredpteVdey"
Cultural Affiliation: Dakhleh Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s):
Locality Type(s): Isolate.
Description of Work Conducted: This is the suspected provenance of an artefact labelled "D2-3".
General description of material collected:
Provenance
339
Tools
1
Total
1
Tarawan Chert
Isolated fmely made bifaciial tanged point,with a broken tip.
References to Field Notes: ALH 1998: 51, 106

References in Published Works:
Notes:

1

Locality:341 WSA 228)
Dakhleh Oasis Project Numlber: 29/30/45O-~everalsquares

General Lacation: Southern Cuesta and Plain
Specific Lacation: North rim of "SE basinn
CulturalMiiation: Dakhleh Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s):O - 3
Locality Type@):Isolates
Description of Work Conducted:
Add 0: cokcted by PS and consists of two pieces.
Add 1: collected by PS.
Add 2: collected by PS and was not associated with the Holocene-aged material at L. 228.
Add 3: collected by ALH and was found on the nonhwest slope of L. 307 (Holocene).
General description of material collected: Allobjects collected are isolated, formed tools. Adds 1
and 3 may Ibe Holoports; the other objects were not found near any Holocene archaeological
material,
Provenance/Add
Tools

2
2
1
1
(retouched
(tanged point) (shouldered
blade, foliate)
point
Total
2
1
1
References to Field Notes:
Add 0:MRPC (1): 64-65,86;MFW 1991:51
Add 1: MRK 1991 (1): 80,86;MFW 1991: 68
Add 2: MRK 1991 (1) 117;; MEW 1991: 73
Add 3: ALH L995:49
MRK 19910:64-65,80,86;
MFW 1991: 73,86;
References in Published Works:
Notes:

0

1

3
1

Total
5

(tanged point)

1

5

Locality: 342: 342 Grid Collection
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 31/420-11-2
Generd Location: DakhIeh Lowlands
Specific Location: Isolated P-I1 remnant
Cultural Afiation: Dakhleh Unit (no tangs, but basally thinned tools, bifaces and Nubian cores)
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s): All (0-1).
Locality Type(s):Large aggregate
Description of Work Conducted:
Add 0: Two pieces collected from the bottom of the jebel on the east side (presumed e have
originated on the pediment surface), in 1995 by MRK and ALH.
Add 1: Two pieces collected from the jebel top in 1995 by MRK and A.M.
Add 2: Grid collection of most the objects on the surface of the bnife-edge (297 metre squares).
Collected in 1997 by TLO and ALH.
General description of material collected:
Add O and 1were

hiw selected samples;

Add 2 is a grid collection that covered most of the pediment surface.

Locality 324, Add 2 Grid collection
Metres N/S
S1 Sl S1 S1 N1 N1 N1 N1 N1 N1 N2 N2 N2
Metres E/W
W4 W3 W2 W1 W5 W4 W3 W2 W1 El W5 W4 W3
OP.Leval, Flks
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Leval. Flks.
Levallois Flakes
OP Elong. Flks.
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elong. Flks.
All Elongated
Other Spec. Flakes
Prox Leval.Frags.
Prox. Elong. Frags.
D./M. Sp. Flk Frags.
Rag. Spec. Flks.
Cortical Flakes

SecondaryFlakes
Wer Flakes
Umspec. Flakes
Umsp. Flk. Frags.
Stsuck Led. Cores
Unsu. Leval. Cores
Fl&e/Blade Cores
Ocher

Initid

AU Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Total
Taawan Chert
Other Chert
Quartzite

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

3

3

8

4

8

3

6 1 5 9

4 1 0 9 3

6 1 5 9

1

0

9

L.324, Add 2 Grid collection, continued
Metres N/S
N2 N2 N2 N3 N3 N3 N3 N3 N3 N4 N4 N4 N4
Metres E/W
W2 W1 El W5 W4 W3 W2 W1 El W5 W4 W3 W2
OP Leval. Flks
Levallois Flakes
Pointed L e d Fk.
Levallois Flakes
OP Elong. Fk.
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elong.Flks.
All Elongated
Other Spec. Flakes
Prox.Leval. Frags.
Prox. Elong. Frags.
D./M. Sp. Flk Frags.
Frag, Spec. Flks.

Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
Unspec. Flakes
Unsp. FLk. Frags.
Struck Leval. Cores
Unstr. Leval. Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other

Initial

All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Total
15
Tarawan Chert
15
Other Chert

16

3

16

3

10 21 21
10 21 21

13
13

11

10

11

10

11
11

5
5

11
11

15
15

587

L.324, Add 2 Grid collection,continued
Metres N/S
N4 N4 N4 N5 N5 N5 N5 N5 N5 N5 N5 N6 N6
Metres E/W
W1 E2 El W5 W4 W3 W2 WI El E2 E3 W4 ~3
OP Leval. Flks
3
I
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Leval. Flks.
Levallois Flakes
OP Elong. F k ,
Elongated Flakes
Pointed EIong. Flks,
All Elongated
Other Spec. Flakes
Prox Lwal. Frags,
Prox. Elong. Frags.
D./M. Sp. Flk Frags.
Frag. Spec. Flks.
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
Unspec. Flakes
Unsp. Flk. Frags*
Struck Leva. Cores
Unstr. Leval. Cores
FlakdBlade Cores

Other
Initid
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tods

Total
Tarawan Chert
Other Chert
Qu;utute

8
8

4

9

4

9

4
4

14 11 17 14 6
1 4 1 1 1 7 1 4 6

9
9

1
1

2
2

13
13

L,324, Add 2 Grid collection, continued
Metres N/S
N6 N6 N6 N6 M6 N7 N7 N7 N7 N7 N7 NS N8
Metres E/W
W2 W1 El E2 E3 W4 W3 W2 W1 El E2 W4 W3
OP Led. Flks
ZRvaLlois Flakes
Pointed Leval. Flks.
Levallois Flakes
OP Elong.Flks.
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elong. Flks.

AU

Elongated
Other Spec. Flakes
Prox. Leval. Frags.
Prox. Elong. Frags.
D./M. Sp. Flk Frags.
Frag. Spec. Flks.
Cortical Flakes
SecondaryFlakes
Other Flakes

Unspec, Flakes
Unsp. Flk. Frags.
Sztuck Leval. Cores
Unstr. Leval. Cores
FlakeIBlade Cores
Other
Initial
AN Cores
Core Fragments
chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks

Tools
Total
Tarawan Chert
Other Chert

5
5

5
5

7 3 2 2 1 1 1 2 7 6
7 3 2 2 1 1 1 2 7 6

1
1

5
5

8
8

L 324, Add 2 Grid collection, Icontimed
Metres N/S
N8 N8 N8 NS N9 N9 N9 N9 N9 N9 N9 NION10
Metres E/W
W2 W1 El E2 W4 W3 W2 W1 El E2 E3 W3 W2
OP Levd. Flks
Levallois Flakes
Pointed L e d . Flks.
Levdois Flakes
OP Elong.Flks.
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elong. Flks.
All Elongated
Other Spec. Flakes
Prox.Leval.Fmgs.
Prox.Elong.Frags.
D./M. Sp. Flk Frags.
Frag. Spec. Flks.
Cortical Flakes
.

-

Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
Unspec. Flakes

Unsp. F k Frags.
Struck Leval. Cores
Unstr. Leval, Cores
FlakdBlade Cores
Other
Initial
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips

Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Total
9
Tarawan Chert
9
Other Chert

11
11

11
11

6
6

2
2

9
9

10 12
10 12

12
12

13

13

5
5

16

12

16 12

L 324, Add 2 Grid collection, continued
NIO N10 N10 N10 N10 N11 N11 N11 N11 N11 N11 N11 N12
Metres N/S
Metres E/W
W1 El E2 E3 E4 W4 W3 W2 W1 El EZ E3 W3
OP Led. Flks
LRvaJlois Flakes
Pointed Leval. Fh.
Levdois Flakes
OP Elong. Fk.
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elong.F k .
AU Elongated
Other Spec. Flakes
Prox. Led.Frags.
Prox. Elong. Frags.

D./M. SP.F& F&
Frag. Spec. Flks.
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
Unspec. Flakes
Unsp.Flk. Frags.
Stmck Leval. Cores
Unstr. Leva. Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other

Initial

All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips

Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Total
Tarawan Chert
Other Chert

6
6

4
4

2
2

1
1

5
5

2
2

8
8

7
7

8
8

4
4

3
3

3
3

4
4

L, 324, Add 2 Grid collection, continued
Metres N/S
N12 N12 N12 N12 N12 N12 N13 N13 N13 N13 N13 N13 N13
Metres E/W
W2 W1 El E2 E3 E4 W3 W2 W1 El E2 E3 E4

or Leva. Flks
Levdois Flakes
Pointed Leval. Fk.
LwalloisFlakes
OP Elong. Flks,
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elong. Flks.
All Elongated
Other Spec. Flakes
Prox. Leval. Fngs.
Prox. Elong. Frags.
D.M. Sp. Flk Frags.
Frag. Spec. Flks.
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
Unspec. Flakes

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1
1

2

0

0

0

1
1
1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1
1

0
4
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1

5

2

0

1

2

1

1

0
1

0
1

0

1
1

1
1

0
1
1

2

0

1

2
2

1
2

4
3

0
2
2
2

1
1

0
2

0
1

0

1
2

1

1

2

1

2
1

1

2
2

1

0

2

1

0

Chips
Chunks
1
Chips and Chunks 1
Tools
Total
Tarawan Chert
Other Chert
Quartate

0

0

0

1

Unsp. Flk. Frags.
Struck Leval. Cores
U w . hval. Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other
Initial
All Cores
Core Fragments

0

0

2
2

0

1

0

2
2

0
1

1

0

0

0

2
3

4
4

8
8

0

8
8

0
1
7
7

0

0

3
3

1
1

0

4
4

5
5

0

3
3

0

1
1

3

1
1

2

2

2
2

9
9

3
3

L. 324, Add 2 Grid collection,continued
Metres N/S
N13 N14 N14 N14 N14 N14 N14
Metres E/W
E5 W3 W2 W1 El E2 E3
OP L e d Fllrs
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Leval. Fiks.
Levallois Flakes
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
OP Elong.FUIS.
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elong. Flks.
All Elongated
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Other Spec,Flakes
Prox LRval. Frags.
Prox. Elong. Fngs.
D./M. Sp. Flk Frags.
1
1
Frag.Spec.Fhs.
0
0 1
0 0 1 0
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Ocher Flakes
Unspec. Flakes
Unsp. Flk.Frags,
Struck Leval,Cores
Unstr. Leval.Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other
Initial
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips

1
1
1

1

0

2

1
1

2

2

1
1
1
3

N14 N14 N15 N15 N15 N15
E4 E5 W2 W1 El E2
1
0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1
2
1

0

4

0

3
1

2
1

2
1

0
2

1

1

4

3

3

1

3

1

0
1

0

3

4
1

1

0

1

2

0

1

1

1

1

0
1

0

1
1

0
1

1

2

1

1

0

1

2

1

1

1

3

5

3

7

5

4

8

5

6

2

1

2

1

3

5

3

7

5

4

8

5

6

2

1

2

Chunks
Chipsandchunks 0
Tools
Total
1
Tarawan Chert
1
Other Chert
Quartzite

2
3

1
1

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

1
1

1

2
2

0

1

L.324, Add 2 Grid collection, continued
Metres N/S
N15 N15 N15 N16 N16 N16 N16
Metres E/W
E3 E4 E5 W3 W2 W1 E4
OF Leval. F k
1
Ledois Flakes
1
1
Pointed L e d . Flks.
1
Levdois Flakes
I
OP Elong. Fks.
Elongated Flakes
1
Pointed Elong. Flks.
AU Elongated
1
Other Spec. Flakes
Prox- Levd Frags.
Prox- Elong. Frags.
Sp. FlkFrags. 2
Frag.Spec.Flks.
2
Cartical Flakes
2
Secondary Flakes
3
Other Flakes
Unspec. Flakes
5
Unsp. Flk. Frags. 1
Smck Leval. Cores
U r n . Leval.Cores
FlakeIBlade Cores
Other
Initial
All Cores
0
Core Fragments
1
chips

Dam.

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

1
1
2

1
2

3
2

1
2

5
1

3
3

0

0

0

1

0
1

0

0

I

1
1

1
1

0

0

O

O

2
2

1
1

3

3
5
1

2
1
1

3
2

3
2
2
3

1

0

5

O

1 7 8 1 4 1 9 6

0

3

O

3
1

1

0

O
1

0
1
6

1
2

7

2

5

0

1

1

1

0

1

0
1

2
2
7

2

2

1
1

1
2
1

O
1
1

1

3
I

O

O

O

O

5
5

4
4

3
3

7
7

1
1

0

2

1

ChipsandChunks 0 1 O
Tools
Total
1111 8
Tarawan Chert
1 1 1 1 8
Other Chert

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

Chunks

Quvrzlte

0

N16 N16 N16 N17 N17 N17
E3 E2 El W2 W1 E4

O

1

8 1 4 1 9 6

L. 324, Add 2 Grid collection, continued
Metres N/S
N17 N17 N17 N18 N18 N18 N18 N18 N18 N19 N19 N19 N19
Metres E/W
E3 E2 El W2 W1 El E2 E3 E4 W3 W2 Wl El
OP Leva. Flks
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Levd. Flks.

Levallois Flakes
OP Elong. Flks.
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elong. Flks.
All Elongated
Other Spec. Flakes
Prox. ~ed.
Frags.
Prox. Elong. Frags.
D./M. Sp. FlkFrags.
Frag. Spec. Flks.
Coreid Flakes
Secondq makes
Other FIakes

Unspec. Flakes
Unsp. Flk. Frags.
Struck Leval. Cores
Unstr. L e d Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other
Initial
AU, Cores
Core Fragments

Chips

Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Total
1 8 5 5 8 3 8 7 1 2 8
Tarawan Chert
1 8 5 5
8 3 8 7 1 2 8
Other Chert
*
QuartUte

1 1 0 6
1 1 0 6

7
7

L. 324,Add 2 Grid collection, continued
Metres N/S
N19 N19 N19 N19 N20 N20 N20 N20 N20 N20 N2O N20 N20
Metres E/W
E2 E3 E4 E5 W4 W3 W2 W1 El E2 E3 E4 E5
OP Led. FUEs
Levdois Flakes
1 1
Pointed L e d Flks.

Lwallois Flakes
OP Elong. Flks.
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elong,Flks.
All Elongated
Other Spec, Flakes
Prox.Leval.Fngs.
Prox. Elong,Frags.
D./M. Sp. FlkFrags.
Frag. Spec.Fks.
Cortical Flakes

SeconhFlakes

0

0

0

Q

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1
1

1
2
1
1

0
2

0

4

2

0

Other Flakes
Wnspec. Flakes
Unsp. Fk.Frags.
Struck Lwal,Cores
U r n Leval.Cores
Flake/Blade Cores

2
4

Ocher

1

6
1

0

1

0
2

1
1

1
1

4
6

3

5

2
1

0
1
1

0
1
1

1
1
2
1

2
1
1

1

0
3
2

0

0

2

1
1
2

3
1
1

5
2

2
6
1

3
2
2

0
1

1

0

1

0

1
1

0

1
2
3

2
1
1
1

2

2

0

2

Initial

AU Cores
Core Fragments
Chips

I

0

1

1

0
1

0

0

3
1

3

Chunks
Chips andchunks 3
0 0 0
Tools
Total
1 2 8 9 2
Tarawan Cheit
1 2 8 9 2
Other Chert
Ouartzite

0

0

0

2
2

1
2 6 7 6 1 1 1 3 1 1 1
2 6 7 6 1 1 1 3 1 1 1

0

L. 324, Add 2 Grid collection, continued
N21 N21 N21 N21 N21 N21 N21 N21 N22 N22 N22 N22 N22
Metres N/S
Metres E/W
W4 W3 W2 Vl El E2 E3 E4 W4 W3 W2 Wl El

OPL e d . Flks

Levallois Flakes
Pointed Leval. F k .
Levallois Flakes
OP Elong.Flks.
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elong. Flks.
All Elongated
Other Spec. Flakes
Prox. Leval. Frags.
Prox. Elong. Frags.
D./M. Sp. Flk Frags.
Frag. Spec. Fks.
Cortical Flakes
SecondaryFlakes
Other Flakes
Unspec. Flakes
Unsp. Fk.Frags.
Struck Leval. Cores
Unstr. Leval. Cores

Flake/Blade Cores
Other
Initial
All Cores
Core Fragments
chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools

Tarawan Chert
Other Chert
Quartzite

3

12

18 11

8

25

11 I1

1

11

7

18

15

L. 324, Add 2 Grid collection, continued
N22 N22 N22 N23 N23 N23 N23 N23 N23 N23 N23 N24 N24
Metres N/S
Metres E/W
E2 E3 E4 W4 W3 W2 W1 El E2 E3 E4 W5 W4
OP L e d . Fks
Levdois Flakes
1 1
1
1
2
Pointed Led. F k .
Levallois Flakes
O
O O 1 1 O O O O O 1 1 2
OP Elong. F k .
1
Elongated Flakes
2
1
Pointed Elong.Flks.
All Elongated
2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Other Spec. Flakes
1
Prox. Levd. Frags.
1
1
Prox. Elong. Frags.
1
1 1 1
1
D.M. Sp. Fk Frags.
I
1
Frag. Spec.Flks.
0 1 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
Cortical Flakes
5
3
2
5
2
2
4
3
2
4
1
Secondary Flakes
3
4
1
1
3
3
1
3
1
2
Other Flakes
1
1
Unspec. Flakes
8 8 2 6 2 3 8 6 3 7 2 2
Unsp. Flk. Frags. 7 5 1 7 5 9 5
3
1 10 3
7
Struck Leval, Cores 1
1
1 2
1
Unstr. Levd, Cores
1
1
1
Flake/Blade Cores
1
Other
1
2
2
1
1

Initial
All Cores
Core Fragments

1

2

Chips
1
Chunks
2
Chipsandchunks 3
Tools
Total
23
Tarawan Chert
23
Other Chert
Qwmate

I
1

0

3

2

2
1

4

2

0

1
4

2

O

1
2

2

O

16

1
8

18

16

8

18

12
12

0
3

1

2

4

1

1

O

O

O

O

4

1

O

23 18

12
12

21 11
21 1

14
14

16

18

5
5

5

23

16

L. 324, Add 2 Grid collection, continued
Metres N/S
N24 N24 N24 N24 N24 N24 N24 N25 N25 N25 N25 N25 N25
Metres E/W
W3 W2 W1 El E2 E3 E4 W5 W4 W3 W2 Wl El
OP Leval. Flks
1
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Leval,%.

Levallois Flakes
OP Elong. Flks.
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elong. Flks.
All Elongated
Other Spec. Flakes
Prox. L e d . Frags.
Prox. Elong. Frags.
D./M. Sp. Flk Frags.
Frag. Spec,Fks.
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
Unspec. Flakes
Unsp. Flk.Frags.
StmckLeval.Cores
U m .Leval. Cores
FIake/Blade Cores
Other
Initial
AU Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
Chunks
ChipsandChunks
Tools
Total
Tarawan Chert
Other Chert

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

1
1

0

0

2

0

0

1

1

1

1

2

0

0

1

2

0

0

1

1
4
2

1
3
4

3

3

6
2

7

5

9

I

1
1

5
2

4
3
1

3

0
2

0
3

2
3
7

0

0

3

2
1

8

3

7

2
2

0
5
2
5
3

2
1
1
2
4

5
4

1

1
2
3

3
5

7

1

1

2

I
3
2
2

2
1
1

.

6

4

16

1

1

0

5

0

4

1
1

3
1
1

3

4

2

1

1
2

22 20 11
22 19 11

2
4
1

1
1

2

2

1

3

1

3

3
1

2
1
4
1

O

2
2

14

16

14

16

17 12
17 12

1
2

I
3
1

1

12
12

1

0
2
3

1
1
4

O

1

2

1

1

O

1

1

1

1

2

~

13

15

13

15

Q

1
17 t 7
17 17

I

13
13

0

L,324, Add 2 Grid collection, continued
Metres N/S
N25 N25 N25 N26 N26 N26 N26 N26 N26 N26 N26 N26 N27
Metres E/W
E2 E3 E4 W5 W 4 W3 W2 W1 El E2 E3 E4 W4
OP Leval. Flks
1 1
Levdois Flakes
1 1
1
1
Pointed Leval. Flks.
1
1
LevalloisFlakes
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 2 0
OP Elong. F k .
1
1
1
1
ElongatedFlakes
Pointed Elong. Flks.
1
AU EIongated
1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
Other Spec. Flakes
Pm. Led. Frags.
1
3
Prox. Elong. Frags.
1
1
1
1
2 2
1 1
D.M. Sp. Flk Frags.
1
1
1
Frag. Spec. Flks.
0
2 0 0 1 1 0 1 2 2 2 5 1
Cortical Flakes
5
6
5
3
1
6
4
1
3
7
3
7
2
Secondary Flakes
4
7
1
1
3
1
2
2
3
7
7
3
Other Flakes
Unspec. Flakes
5 10 12 4 2 9 5 3 5 10 10 14 5
Unsp. Flk. Frags. 4 5 9 4 3 14 5 3 8
3 12 16 4
Struck L e d . Cores
2
1
1
1
1
2
3
1
1
Unsu. Leval. Cores
1
1
Flake/Blade Cores
1
2
Other
1
4
3
3 1 3
3
1
Initial
1
All Cores
1 6 4 0 1 3 2 4 2 2 9 2 2
Core Fragments
1 2 2 1 1
1 1
1 4 2 1
Chips
2
1
3
2
9
1
3
4 4 2
Chunks
1
1 3
3
ChipsandChunks 2 2 3 0 2 9 0 1 3 1 7
7 2
Tsols
1
1
Total
14 29 31 10 10 38 13 13 22 25 43 47 15
TarawanChert
14 29 31 10 10 38 13 13 22 25 43 47 15
Other Chert
Quartzite

L. 324, Add 2 Grid collection, continued
N27 N27 N27 N27 N27 N27 N27 N27 N28 N28 N28 N2B N28
Metres N/S
Metres E/W
W3 W2 W1 El E2 E3 E4 E5 W4 W3 W2 W1 El
OP Led.Flh
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Leval. Flks.
Levdois Flakes
OP Elong. Fk.
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elong. Flks.
AU Elongated
Other spec, Flakes
Prox. L e d . Fngs.
Prox. Elong.Frags.
D./M. Sp. Flk Frags.
Frag. Spec. flks.
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
Unspec. Flakes
Unsp. Flk. Frags.
Smck Leval,Cores
Unstr. L e d . Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other
Initial
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips

Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Total
22
TarawanChert
22
Other Chert
Quartate

14
14

18 14
18 14

18 49

18 49

38
38

16
16

3
3

21
21

26
26

16 20
16

20

L. 324, Add 2 Grid collection, continued
Metres N/S
N28 N28 N28 N28 N29 N29 N29 N29 N29 N29 N29 N29 N30
Metres E/ W
E2 E3 E4 E5 W4 W3 W2 W1 El E2 E3 E4 W5
OP Led. Flks
Levallois Flakes
1 1
2
1
Pointed Leval. Flks.
LevalloisFlakes
0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0
OP Elong. Flks.
1
1 1
ElongatedFIakes
1 1
1
1
1
5 3
Pointed Elong.Flks.
All Elongated
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
5
4
1
0
Other Spec. Flakes
1
Prox.Leval. Frags.
2
1
Prox. Elong. Frags. 2 1
1 2
D./M.Sp.FlkFrags. 1 1 1 1 2
2 2 3
Frag. Spec. Flks. 3 2 3 1 2 0 1 1 4 2 3 0 0
Cortical Flakes
3 10 5
3
3
2
2
2
1
6
4
1
Secondary Flakes
5
7 5
3 5 1 2 3 8 8 4 2
Other Flakes
1
1
Unspec. Flakes
8 1 7 1 1 0 6 9 3 4 5 9 1 4 8 3
Unsp. Flk. Frags. 13 10 13 1 4 7 11 4 2
6 17 5
Struck Leval. Cores
3
1 3
3
Unstr. Leval. Cores
1
1
Flake/Blade Cores
1
1
Other
4 1
3 1 2 1
1 1 1
Initial
1
All Cores
4 4 1 0 1 7 1 3 5 0 2 1 1
Core Fragments
1 2
2 2 2
Chips
1 8 6 2
7
1
2
5
4
3
1
Chunks
1
3
4
9 2
Chips andChunks 2 8
6
2 0 10 4 1 2 5 13 5
1
Tools
1
1
1
1 2
Total
31 43 40 6 13 33 22 16 23 30 54 22 5
Tarawan Chert
31 43 40 6 13 33 22 16 23 30 54 22 5
Other Chert
I

Quartate

L. 324, Add 2 Grid collection, continued
N30 N30 N30 N30
Metres N/S
Metres E/ W
W4 W3 W2 W1
OP Levd. Flks
1
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Leval. Flks. 1
1
Levdois Flakes
1
0 1 1
OP Elong. Flks.
Elongated Flakes
1
Pointed Elong. Flks.
AU Elongated
0
0
0
1
Other Spec. Flakes
Prox Levd. Frags.
Prox. Elong. Frags.
1
2
D./M. Sp. Flk Frags. 1
1
Frag. Spec. Flks.
1
1
3 0
Cortical Flakes
1
5
1
6
Secondary Flakes
4
5
4 2
Other Flakes
Unspec. Flakes
5 10 5 8
Unsp. Fk. Frags. 6 10 14 9
Struck Leval. Cores
1 2 2
Urn. Leval. Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
1 1
Other
1
1 2
Initial
All Cores
1 1 4 5
Core Fragments
1
2

Chips
Chunks

6

Chipsandchunks 6
~ools
Total
21
Tarawan Chert
21
Orher Chert
Quartzite

5

2

N30 N30 N30 N30 N30 N31 N33 N31 N31
El E2 E3 E4 E5 W6 W5 W4 W3
1
0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

1
1
2

2

0
1

0

0

0
I

0

0

4
2

1

6
6
6

1
2
3

0

2
14

5

15

6

0
6
1

0

2 0
2 1
31 31 27
31 31 27

1

2

1
2
3
2
4

6
2

1

0
4
1

5
5

2
2

1

1

1
2

1
2
2
2

3
3

0
3

6
16
2
2

1
1

3
6

2

6

2
9

12
10

1

1

2
1

2

1

1
1

1

3
1
8
2

3
1
4
2

1
1

8

1

0

5

1

2
4

4

1

1

1

19 35
19 35

4
9

1

8

1
2

1
1

0

4
8
2

13 55
16 13 55

22
22

10 5
10 5

43
43

1

16

0

3
1
4
5

L.324, Add 2 Grid collection, continued
Metres N/S
N31 N31 N31 N31 N31 N31 N31 N32 N32 N32 N32 N32 N32
Metres E/W
W2 W1 El E2 E3 E4 E5 W7 W6 W5 W4 W3 W2
OP Lwal. Flks
Levdois Flakes
Pointed Levd. Flks.
LevdoisFlakes
QP Elong. Fk.
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elong. Flks.
All Elongated
Other Spec. Flakes
Pmx. Leval. Frags.
Prox Elong. Frags.
D./M. Sp. FkFrags.
Frag. Spec. Flks.
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
Unspec. Flakes
Unsp.Flk. Frags.
SuuckLwal.Cores
Unstr. Led.Cores
flake/Blade Cores
Other
Initial

2

1

1
2

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

1

1

2

2

1
1
1

2

2

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1
2

1

E
2

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

1
1
2
3
2
4

6
6
1

0
1

2
1
4

8

2
2
1
4

1
1

1

O

2

2

4

3

1

3

2

0

0
1

1

6

1
1

3
0

5

4

9

5

5

0
5
9

5
10

15 15 10
17 20 15

14
5

1

2
1

2

1

1

5
3

1

5

6

7
1

1

1

1

2

1

1

3

1
3

2

Core Fragments

2
1

Chips

3

1

1

All Cores

0

1
1

1
1

2
5

0
3
1

1

2
1
2

2

3

2

4

2

3

6

1

Chunks
1
1
1
ChipsandChunks 1 4 2 1
Tools
1 1
Total
24 20 17 9
Tarawan Chert
24 20 17 9
Other Chert
Quartvte

2
1

0
1

1

3
1

4
1

2

4 5
1 1
24 16
24 16

2

0

2

2
4

2
3
5

4

4 2
40 52 40
40 52 40

32
32

3
2

6
6

0
1
1

3
1
26
26

2

2
6

4

L.324,Add 2 Grid collection, continued
Metres N/S
N32 N32 N32 N32 N32
Metres E/W
W1 El E2 E3 E4
or LevaI, Fks
1 1
Levdois Flakes
1
1
Pointed Levd. Flks.
All L e d Flakes
1 0
1
I 1

N33 N33 N33 N33 N33 N33 N33 N33
W7 W6 W5 4
W3 W2 Wl El
2
2
1
1
1 I
3
0 2
1
0 0 O

OP Elong.Flks.
ElongatedFlakes
Pointed Elong. Flks.

All Elongated
Other Spec. Flakes
Prox. Leval. Frags.
Prox. Elong. Frags.
D./M. Sp. Flk Frags.
Frag. Spec. Fks.
Cortical Flakes
SecondatyFlakes
Other Flakes

Unspec, Flakes
Unsp. Flk. Frags.
Struck Leval. Cores
U r n . Leval. Cores
Flake/Blade Cores

1
1
2
2

1

0

0

0

2

0

3

1
1

1
1
1
3
7

1
2

1

6
2
8
6

0
6

0

0

0

2
1

3
4

3

7
7

2

1

0

1

2

3

4
4
6

7
6

3
2

10
15

13 15
19 24

1

1

5

2
2

3
7

2
2

5 10
11 5

4
4

4
4

11
20

2

2

0
2
3
5

24

2

2

1

2

3

1

1
1
2

2

1
1

2

2

2

12

24 12

3

0

1
2

0

7

1

0

1

4
1
8

2

0

2

1

Other

Initial
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Total
Tarawan Chert
Other Chert
Ouartzite

1
1

1

2

2
1

1
1
2

0

5

2

6

5

3

2

1

1

1

3

5

3
3

3
5

6

2
4

1

2
1

5

6
1
42

8 6
1
52 53

6

1

10 21 12
10 21 12 41

1

2
53

52 53 53

1

1
3
1 4
4
23 26
23 26

4

3

0

1
1
1

20
20

5
5

L. 324, Add 2 Grid collection, continued
Metres N/S
N33 N33 N33 N34 N34 N34 N34 N34 N34 N34 N35 N35 N35
Metres E/'W
E2 E3 E4 W7 W6 W5 W4 W3 W2 W1 W7 W6 W5
OP Leval. Flks
Ledlois Flakes
Painted Leval. Flks.
Levdois Flakes
OF Elong.Flks.
~ l o n ~ a t eFlakes
d
Pointed Elong. Flks.

AU Elongated
Other Spec. Flakes
Prox. Leval.Frags.
Prox. Elong. F ~ ~ s .
D.M. Sp. Fk Frags.
Frag. Spec. Flks.
Cortical Flakes
SecondaryFlakes
Other Flakes
Unspec. Flakes
Unsp. F k Frags.
Smck L e d . Cores
Unsu. Leval. Cores
Fl&e/Blade Cures
Otlher
Initial
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
ChURkS
Chips and Chunks
To&
Totd
11
Tarawan Chert
1
Other Chert
Quartzite

7
7

5
5

20 23
20 23

46
46

36
36

45 28
45 28

14
14

14
14

27

18

27

18

L 324, Add 2 Grid collection, continued
Metres N/S
N35 N35 N35 N35 N36 N36
Metres E/W
W4 W3 W2 W1 W7 W6
OP Leval. Flks
Levallois Flakes
1
Pointed Leval,Flks.
1
LevalloisFIakes
1
1 9
0 0 0
OP Elong.F
k
Elongated Flakes
1
Pointed Elong. F k .

All Elongated
1
Other Spec.Flakes

1

1

3

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

0

9

Prox. L e d Frags.
Prox. Elong, Frags. 1
D./M. Sp. Flk Frags.

Frag. Spec.Fks.
Cortical Flakes
SecondaryFlakes

N36 N36 N36 N36 N37 N37 N37
W5 W4 W3 W2 W7 W6 W5

0

0

0

I

1

1

1
3
1

3

4

3

10

8
2
3

0

O
5

1

3

5
3

0

0

7

1

3
4

5
2

4
3
1

4
3

1
4

1
1
4
3

3

7

8

7

3

7
6

5

7
1

7
5

6
2

5
1

3

1

1
1

3

1

1
1
1
1

1
2
3
4

0
4

2

7
4

7
1

1
3

3

Other Flakes

Unspec. Flakes
Unsp. Flk.Frags.
Struck Rvd, Cores
Unstr. L e d , Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other
Initial

Al Cores

2

a&

Chipsandchunks
Tools
Total
Tmwan Chert
Other Chert
Ouartzite

1

6
1
1

2

1

2
2

1

2
2

1

1

2
1

4

6

2
3

4
3
7

Core Fragments
Chips

6
6

1

2

2
1

4
1

3

5
1
30 19
30 1 9

4

O

3

5

16
16

13

16
16

19
19

4

5
1
27

27

0

4
1
3

1

3
1

3
2

1
1

4

2

1

1
1

1

1

3
1
4

2

1

O

6

18
18

21
21

14 28

15

23

28

15

23

3

1

13

14

3
1
4

2

L. 324, Add 2 Grid collection, continued
Metres N/S
N37 N38 N38 N38 N39 N39 N3 9 N39
Metres EIW
W4 W8 W7 W6 W9 W8 W7 W6
OP Leval. mks
1
Levallois Flakes
1
Pointed Led, Flks.
LevailoisFlakes
2
0 O
0 0
0
0
0
OP Elong. Fh.
ElongatedFlakes
. 1 1
1
1
Pointed Elong. Flks. 1
1
All Elongated
1
1
1
0
2
1
0
0
Other Spec. Flakes
1
Prox. Leval,Frags.
1
1
Prox. Elong.Trags.
1
1
1
D./M. Sp.Flk Frags.
1
3
Frag. Spec, Flks.
0
0 2
4 0
1
2
0
Cortical Flakes
2
3
5
3
3
3
Secondary Flakes
1 3 3
2
1
4
3
Other Flakes
1
1
Unspec. Flakes
3
3 6
8
0
4
8
6
Unsp. Flk. Frags. 6
4 6 1 1 1 7 4
Svuck Leval, Cores 5
3
1
1
Unstr. Leval. Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other
1 1 1
1
Initial

AU Cores

6
2
2

1

Core Fragments
Chips

Chunks

3

1

Chips andchunks 5
Tools
1
Total
26
Tamwan Chert
26
Other Chert
Quartzite

2

1
2
1

1

3
1
2

1
1

2

0

1
1
2

0

2

4

1

4

0

N40 N40 N4O
W8 W7 W6 Total
25

2

2

0

0

1
0

1

1
1
2
4
4
3

1
1
3
2

7
1

5
8

0

1
1

0
1

1
1
2
2

2
1
4

3

1

2

3

1

2

1
2

71
7
7

18

18

24
24

5

21

5

21

21
21

11
11

19
19

References to Field Notes:
Add 0: ALH S995: 87-89;MRK 1995: 179-182
Add 1:ALH 1995: 87-89; MRK 1995: 179-182
Add 2: ALH 1997: 3-19; TLO 1997: 2-27; MRK 1997: 1201997 (3): 14
References in Published Works:
Notes:

20
20

7
7

4237
4235
1
1

Locality: 344

Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 3 1/420-M5-6-1
General Location:D W e h Lowlands
Specific Location:General area number for spring mounds on Taref sandstone dipslope W and
SW of Balat
Cultural Affdiation:Dakhleh Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s):0
Locality Type(s):Isolate.
Description of Work Conducted: One isolate piece collected.
General description of material collected: One bifacially retouched, shouldered point.
Provenance
344
Tools
1
Total
I
Tarawan Chert
1
References to Field Notes: MRK 1995 0:
44-46;ALH 1998 @I):114
References in Published Works:
Notes:

Locality: 345
Dakhleh Oasis Project Numbec 30/435*M2-3-1
General Location: Southern Cuesta and Plain
Specific Location: General area number for the mesas and yardangs, and corridors lymg between
them, in the area southeast of Sheikh Mabrouk
Cultural Miation: Dakhleh Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s): 11
Locality Type(s): Isolate.
Description of Work Conducted: Cokction of one isolate from 20 m north-nort heast of L.348
(CSS hill with fauna).
General description of material collected:
Provenance
Add 11
Tools
1
Total
1
1
Tarawan Chert
The tool is a tanged object.
References to Field Notes: MRK 1996 (I139-40
):
References in Published Works:
Notes: There are indications of recent human activiryin the area, and it is possible chat this piece
was moved from L. 130.

Locality: 363
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number: 32/435-L10-2
General Location: Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location: Northeast of Bashendi, slightly southwest of 294 at the base of a CSS butte on
uplifted sandstone; edge of "SE BRABnbasin.
Cultural Miation: Dakhleh Unit
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(s): 0
Locality Type(s): Large aggregate.
Description of Work Conducted: Locality discovered by MRK in 1997 but no collections were
made at the time. Aterian-type debris was discovered and the area surveyed to determine whether
tanged objects and foliates were present. These were discovered, caimed and left in place.
General description of material collected: Nothing collected.
References to Field Notes: ALH 1997: 46; MRK 1997 PI): 36,43-45.
References in Published Works:
Notes: Area left intact for collection at a later date.

Locality: 364
Dakhleh Oasis Project Number:321435-L9-3
General Location: Dakhleh Lowlands
Specific Location: Northeast of Bashed, approximately 80 m west of L. 294 on uplifted
sandstone,

Cultural Affiliation: cf. Dakhleh Unit.
Dakhleh Unit Add Number(+ 0
Locality Type(s):Large aggregam
Description of Work Conducted: Locality discovered by MRK and JT in 1997. M a t e d was found
on the north and east side of basin eroding into the sandstone.
General description of m a t e d collectid:
Provenance
Add 0
Tools
1
Total
1
Tarawan Chert
1
The tool is an abraded foliate biface.
References to Field Notes: ALH 1997:58; MRK 1997 (2): 58-59.
References in Published Works:
Notes: h a left intact for collectio~at a later date.

APPENDIX
TWELVE- LITHICRAWMATER~A~S
RECOVEREDFROM DAKHLEH
UNIT

LOCALITIES.

The folowing appendix lists the raw materials employed at DU localities within the Dakhleh
Oasis, Dungul Oasis,and at Jebel Uweinat, where these are known. Counts for all raw materials are
given and assemblages have been divided by the nature of the objects. The precision of recording
varies somewhat between localities and this is reflected in the tables below. For example, in some
cases chips and chunks were lumped into one group, whereas in others chips were counted
separately from chunks. The tables below list the ttods of various sub-categories of objects in bold.
The provenance of the objects within sites is not given below; I discuss intra-site spatial variation in
the distribution of raw materials in Chapter 13. This appendix is organised by locality cluster,
lunning roughly east to west and north to south. Within each cluster, the localities are listed in
numerical order. The following abbreviations have been used to designate different raw materials:
Scht - Schist
TC - Tarawan Group Chert
Unk - Unknown
OC - Uther Cherr (includingMut Formation
and Kharga Thebes Group chert)
Ch - Chert, provenance unknown
FC - Fossilifemus chert
LmSt - Limestone

CBS - Chalcedony occurring as "Chert Ball
Stuff"
Chal - Other Chalcedony
Qtzt - Quartzite, including lighter coloured
femginous quartzite

FeSt - Ironstone (darkbrown to black
ferruginous qlliittzite)
OQz - other Quaraite

SlSt - Siltstone

Cong - Conglomerate

MdSt - SiliceousMudstone
SnSt - Sandstone

Qzt-Quam.
Gns - Gneiss

Localities on the Southeast Margins of the Oasis and B
Provenance
Raw Material

225"
TC OC FeSt Qtzt OQz CBS/ SlSt

255

341

All TC TC

Cha1
Levdois flakes
Pointed Levallois flakes

4

14

6

10

1 2 4

12

24

Levdois Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Disc Core flakes
Proximal Levallois Frap;s.
Proxima Elongated F&S.
Din./Med. Spec. Flk. Frags.
~ r a p e n t a *Spec. lakes
Unspecialised Flakes
Unspec. Flake Fragments
Struck Levallois Cores
Unstruck Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores ( i d . Discoidal)
Inidally Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
TOO~S

1

0

0

48

1

5

Total Number
40 2 519 132 2
4
1 700 1
5
Percentage Distribution
6
0
74 19
0
1
0 100 100 103
'Raw material counts for L. 225 are by Kleindienst.
Breakdown of some categories of artefacts are unavailabIe; therefore, totals exceed sum of specific
categories.

614

Cluster Sguth of &&I Mabrouk
The material collected from L. 094 includes objects dating to both the Pleistocene and
Holocene. In addition KOthe Tarawm Chere objects lined below were me object of quartzite and
one of CBS which were not included im this list because they are of indeterminate cultural affiliation.
Provenance
094
130
345'
Raw Material
TC TC OC FeSt Qtzt CBS Chal Total TC
Overpassed Levdois Flakes
I
1
Levdois Flakes
27
2
29
2
Pointed Levallois Flakes
1
3
Levallois Flakes
0 3 0 0 2
1
0
0
3
3
0
Overpassed Elong, Flakes
3
3
Elongated Flakes
16
1
1
18
Pointed ElongatedFlakes
1
5
5
Elongated
1 2 4 1 0
0
1
0
2
6
0
1
Proximal Levallois Fragments
39
1
1
41
1
47
1
2
2
52
Proximal Elong. Fragments
DistaUMedial Sp. Flake Frags.
76
75
1
Fragmentary Spec. Flakes
2
162
1
1
3
3
0
169
0
Cortical Flakes
40
1
4
45
Secondary Flakes
103
1
2
4
9
119
Other Flakes
0
All Unspecialised Flakes
0 ;I43
2
2
4
15
0
166
0
Unspecialised Flake Frags.
1 337
3
2
12
19
0
373
0
Smck Levallois Cores
18
5
23
Unstruck Levdois Cores
5
5
Flake/Blade Cores
3
3
Other Cores (incl. Discoidal)
2
1
1
4
Initially Tested Pieces
0
A
U Cores
0 2 8 0 0
1
6 0 3 5 0
Core Fragments
-21 1
0
0
0 0 2 2 0
Tools
1 6 5 0 1
1
5
0
72
1
1
32
1
33
Chips
Chunks
14
1
4
1
20
Chips and Chunks
1 4 6 2 0
4
0
1
5
3
0
Total Number
6
1
855
10
8
26
49
1
949
Percentage Distribution
100 90
1
1
3
5
0
100 100
'Rawmaterial identification for L.345 is by Kleindienst.

615

Cluster Northeast of Barshendi
Raw materid information is not compiled or available for L. 283 (mixed), 297 (unanaiysed),
3 11,363 and 364 (lide or nothing collected).

Provenance
Raw Material
Overpassed Levallois Flakes
Levdois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes
AU Levallois Flakes
Overpassed Elong. Flakes
EIongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes
All Elongated
Other Specialised Flakes
P r o d Levdois Fragments
Proximal EIongated Fragments
DistaVMedid Sp. Flake Fragments
All Fragmentary Spec. Flakes
AlI Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Fragments
Struck Levallois Cores
Unsuuck Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (id.Discoidal)
Iniualiy Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips and Chunks

TO&

2
0
0
9

Total Number
13
percentage Distribution
100
a These tools are the only analysed tools cluded in this SI ly, I did not record the raw mate als for
any other objects from L. 283.

t

I t ~ s t e rNortheast of Rashendi. continued

Provenance
294 Occ, 1-3
294 Set Collection
Raw Materid
TC CBS ALL TC Pest Oezt CBS Total!
Overpassed Levallois Flakes
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Levdois Flakes
All Levallois Flakes
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes
All Elongated
Disc Core Flakes
Proximal LRvdois Fragments
Proximal Elongated Fragments
D i d or Medial Spec. Flake Frags.
AU Fragmentary Spec. makes
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
AU Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Fragments
Suuck Levdois Cores

U m c k Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (ind.Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Total
Percentage Distribution

luster Northeast of Bashendi. continued

Provenance
Raw Material
Overpassed Levdois Flakes
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes
Levallois Flakes
Overpassed Elong. Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes
Elongated
Proximal Levdois Fragments
Proximal Elong.Fragments
Distalhledial Sp. Flake Frags.
Fragmentary Spec. Flakes
Unspecidised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Frags,
Struck Levallois Cores
Unstmck Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (incl. Discoid)
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Total Nwnber
Percentane Distribution

TC

CBS

ALL

ClusterNW of Bashendi
Provenance

Raw Material
Overpassed Levallois Flakes
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Lwallois Flakes
All Lwallois Flakes
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes
All Elongated
~roximal~~edalised
Flake Fragments
Distal Specialised flake Fragments
AU Fragmentary Spec. Flakes
Primary core trimming
seconduy core
Tertiary core trimmiug
Other/Unspecified
All Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecidised Flake Fragments
Struck Levallois Cores
Unstruck Levdois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (i.~lcl. Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Tools

Chips
chunks
Chips and Chunks
Total
Percentage distribution
Xaw material counts for Ls.317 and 319 are by K1

TC

317
LmSt

Total

1
Isolates collected in during a traverse from Balat north to the Escarpment (NN)may or may
not be related to localities on the Piedmont (Ls. 189% 333, and 334).

Provenance
Raw Material
Overpassed Levallois Flakes

Levdois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes
AU Levallois Flakes
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Painted Elongated Flakes
All Elongated
P~oximalLevallois Fragments
Proximal Elongated Fragments
D i d or Medid Specialised Flake Fragments
All Fragmentary Specialised Flakes
Cortical Flakes
Seconchy Flakes
Other Flakes
All Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Fragments
Struck Levallois Cores
Unstruck Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (id.Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
Ail Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Taols
Tatal Number
Percentage Distribution
Raw material count for NN is by Kleindienst.

Cluster West of Balat

Provenance
Raw Material

W 081 1 082 I216~c'I

080

1 OC

Qtp

CBS LmSt ALL1

Ovemassed Levallois Flakes
~evalioisFlakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes

All Levallois Flakes
Overpassed Elong. Flakes

Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes

AU Elongated
Disc Core Flakes
Proximal Levallois Fragments
Proximal Elongated Frags.
Distal/Medial Sp. Flake Frags.
Fragmentary Spec. Flakes
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
AU Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecidised Flake Frags.
Struck Levallois Cores
Unstruck Levdois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (id.Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces

AIl Cores
Core Fragments
Chips

Chunks
Chips and Chunks
~ools
1 7 0
1 1 0 1 9 5
309
1
485 1
Total Number
1
7
1 495
5
37 9114
Percentage Distribution
9810
0
1
0
99110011001 1 0 0 1
* Mated from selected collections made earlier at L.216BC is not included in this count. A few
artefacts on exotic raw materials were found at this locality (Heindienst, personal communication
1999).
I

I

I

I

est of Balat, continued

Provenance
Raw Material
TC
Overpassed Levallois Flakes
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes
AIl Levdois Flakes
Overpassed Elong. Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes
All Elongated
Disc-core flakes
Proximal Levdois Fragments
Proximal Elongated Frags.
DistaUMediaI Sp. Flake Frags
Fragmentary Spec. Flakes
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
All Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Frags.
Struck Levdois Cores
Unstruck Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (id.
Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Total Number
Percentage Distribution
'Raw material count for L. 23 1

216 TP
OC FeSt

ALL

TC

280
CBS ALL

Cluster West of Bdat, continued

Provenance
Raw Material
Overpassed Levdois Flakes
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes
AU Levdois Flakes
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed ElongatedFlakes
All Elongated
Other Specialised Flakes
Proximal Levdois Fragments
Proximal Elongated Fragments
Distal/Medial Specialised Flake Frags,
All FragmentarySpecialised Flakes
Cortical Flakes
Secondary makes
Other Flakes
All Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Fragments
Struck Levallois Cores
Unsuuck Levdois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (id. Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips

Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Total
Number
Percentage Distribution
-
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TC
25

OC

Qtzt

ALL
25

Localities between the Balat and Sheikh Muftah Clusters

Provenance
Raw Material
Overpassed Levdois Flakes
hvallois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes

All Levallois Flakes
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes

All Elongated
Proximal Levallois Fragments
Proximal Elongated Fragments
Diaalhdedial Specialised Flake Frags.

All Fragmentary Specialised Flakes
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes

Other Flakes
All Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Fragments
Struck Levdois Cores
Unstruck Levdois Cores

Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (incl. Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
AU Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
Chunks
Tools
Total Number
Percentage Distribution

TC

FeSt CBS ALL TC

FeSt ALL

Provenance
Raw Material
AU Levdois Flakes
AU Elongated
All Fragmentary Spec. Flakes
AU Unspecialised Flakes
Unspec. Flake Fragments
GU Cores
Core Fragments
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Total Number
Percentage Distribution
Raw material counts for Ls.085 and 293 are by I

Cluster South of Sheikh Muftah. continued
Provenance
Raw Material
Overpassed Levdois Flakes
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes
AU Levdois Flakes
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes
AU Elongated
Disc Core Flakes
Proximal Levdois Fragments
Proximal Elongated Frags.
DiaaVMedial Spec. Flake Frags
All Fragmentary Spec. Flakes
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
AU Unspecialised Flakes
Unspec. Flake Fragments
Struck Levallois Cores
U m c k Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (incl. Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks

I
TC

TOO~S

216

Total

3400
92

Percentage Distribution
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325
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0
3

0

13
103
3

cmg
S
~ m ~
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1

1

15

5

12

0

97
3

99

1
0

3

0
1

3704

0

101

-
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Cluster South of Sheikh Muftah. continued

Provenance
Raw Material

327

TC

328
-.

FeSt Qtzt CBS

Overpassed Levallois Flakes
~ e v d o iFlakes
s
Pointed Levallois Flakes
All Levdois Flakes
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes
All Elongated
Proximal Levallois Fragments
Proximal Elongated Frags.
Distal/Medial Sp, Flake Frags.
All Fragmentary Spec. Flakes
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
AU Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Frags.
Struck Levallois Cores
Unsuuck Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (incl. Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
AU Cores
Core Fragments
Chips

All

TC

Qtzt

0

All
0

Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Total Number
Percentage Distribution

11

61

5
28

1
6

1
6

18
100

5

83

1
17

6
100

ster South of Sheikh M u m . continued
- -

Provenance
330'
Raw Material
TC FeSt Qtzt CBS ALL
3
1
0
0
4
All Specialised Flakes
Proximal Levdois Fragments
0
Proximal Elongated Frags.
DistaVMedid Sp. Flake Frags.
All Fragmentary Spec. Flakes
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
0
Other Flakes
0
61
0
61
AU Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Frags.
58
0
58
8
8
Struck Levallois Cores
3
4
Unstruck Levallois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
0
1
1
2
Other Cores (ind.Discoidal)
InitiallyTested Pieces
0
AU Cores
12
0
1
1
14
Core Fragments
7
0
0
0
7
Chips and Chunks
50
0
0
0
50
Tools
13
1
0
0
14
210
2
I
1
214
Total Number
Percentage
Distribution
98
1
0
0
100
w
I
Raw m a t e d count for L. 329 is by Kle dienst. Raw material data for L. 330 is by
collection of material from L. 330
likely represents material attributable to bo& the Sheikh
Mabruk Unit and the DakhIeh Unit.

luster on the sandstone south of the "Bip Pan" south of Sheikh Muft&
335

TC

FeSt

Qtzt

CBS/
Cha1

Overpassed Levallois Flakes
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes
All Levallois Flakes
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes

All Elongated
Proximal Levdois Fragments
Proximal Elongated Fragments
Distal or Medial Specialised Flake Fragments
AU Fragmentary Specialised Flakes
Cortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
AU Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Fragments
Struck LevalloisCores
Unstruck Levdois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (hcl. Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips
Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Total Number
Percentage Di~tribution

ALL

Cluster on the sandstone south of the an south of She
338"

Provenance

AU

Raw-Mateuid
All S~ecialiisedFlakes
AU &agmentary Specialised Flakes
All Unspecialised Flakes
Unspeciali sed Flake Fragments
All Cores
Core Fragments

TC
6

FeSt

4

2

1

5
3
8
1

2
0

0

0

0

1
18
46
78

0
0
1

0

Chips and Chunks

6

Tools
- 5
Total Number
8
Percentage distribution
* Raw material data from L. 338 Add 4 is provided by Wiseman.

1

0
6
8
14

7
7
4
8
1
1
25
59
100

N
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gn Localities

Provenance
Raw Material
Overpassed Levdois Flakes
~ e v d o i Flakes
s
Pointed Levdois Flakes
All Levdois Flakes
Overpassed Elongated Flakes
Elongared Flakes
Pointed Eionga~edFlakes
All Elongated
Proximal Levallois Fragments
Proximal Elongated Fragments
DistaVMedial Specialised Flake Fragments
All Fragmentary Specialised Flakes

001
002'
TC FeSt ALL TC
0

0

0

0

Cortical Flakes

Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
AU Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Fragments
Struck LevallOis Cores
Unstruck Levdois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores (incl.Discoidal)
Iniually Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips

Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Total Number
Percentage Distribution

0
0

0

0

-

0
1
1
-

97
3
100 LOO
Raw material counts for Ls.002,004,007 and 233 are by Kleitx nst.
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estern Localities. contrnued

Provenance
Raw Material
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes
All Lwallois Flakes
Elongated Flakes
All Elongated
Proximal Specialised Fragments
Distal Specialised Fragments
All Fragmentary Specialised Flakes
Primary core uimml.lg flakes
Secondary core uimming flakes
Tertiary core t d B i f a c e thinning
OherAJnknown

All Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Flake Fragments
Struck Levalloii Cores
Unstruck Levallois Cores
Other Cores (id.Discoidal)
All Cores
Core Fragments
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Total
Percentage distribution
Raw mated counts for L 320 are by K
-

--

TC

320'
OC FeSt Qta Chd SlSt Total

-

-

Provenance
Raw Material
Overp:cssed Levallois Flakes
Levallois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes
Levallois Flakes
Overpassed Elong. Flakes
Elongated Flakes
Pointed Elongated Flakes
Elongated
Proximal Levalais Fragments
Proximal Elong. ~rag&ents
Dinalhledial Sp. Flake Frags.
FragmentarySpec.~lakesCortical Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Other Flakes
AU Unspecialised Flakes
Unspecialised Rake Frags.
Struck Levallois Cores
Unstruck Levdois Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores ('icl.Discoidal)
Initially Tested Pieces
All Cores
Core Fragments
Tools
Chips

8793

Ch

FC

All

Chunks
Chips and Chunks
Total NumberPercentage Dis;aibution
I
I
In addition,the following information about raw materials at L.8708 was found in original
fieldnotes: of the 372 "flakes"which were discarded, 5 (IOh)were quartzite, 3 (1%)were pink granite
and 6 (2%) were chalcedony.
-

Ch FeSt Qtzt Gns Scht SlSt SnSt Cong Qtz Unk Total
Raw Material
Overpass. Leval. Flakes
Levdois Flakes
Pointed Levallois Flakes
AU Levallois Flakes
Overpass. Elong.Flakes
Elongated Flakes
pointed Elong. Flakes
All Quads.
Proximal Spec. Flakes
Dia./Med Spec. Flakes
AU Frag. Spec. Flakes
All Unspec. Flakes
Unspec. Flake Frags.
Smck Levallois Cores
Unsuuck Leval. Cores
Flake/Blade Cores
Other Cores
hitially Tested Pieces
AU Cores
Core Frags,
Chips and Chunks
Tools
Total Number
5
8 1833 1
1 16
1
5
2 9
1881
Percentage Dist.
0 0 9 7 0 0 1
0
0 0 0 9 8
-

-
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lJlatc 1. Top: Bdat Point, Dakhleh Oasis. Escarpment colluvium mantlcd with chert
and limcstonc from thc 'I'arawan Ihrmation. hrcground shows limcstonc blocks
with chert, background shows lmwland oasis. Bottom: Ball Chalcedony from the Mut
Formation, east of 'l'enieda. Mid-ground shows P-111 tctraccs.

Plate 2. Top: Locality 080: Spring mound in central oasis, west of Balat. Stripped P-111
tcrracc visible in foreground,Escarpment in background. Bottom: Locality 130:
Lagged sandstone surface south of Sheikh hlabrouk. Sardangs and corridors visible in
background.

Plate 3. Top:Locality 294. Archaeological material lies on the rim of the partially
infilled rock tank basin. The surfacc is lagged, uplifted sandstone, northeast of
Bashendi. Bottom: Locality 325. Eroded surface on southern margin of the oasis,
south of Sheikh M U M . FSS ridge visible in mid-ground.

Plate 4. Top: Locality 21 GBC. Grid collection on isolated P-I1 gravel terrace remnant.
Bottom: Locality 334. Grid collection below the head of the P-I1 gravcl tcrrace.

Plate 5. Top:Refitted cores and flakes from Locality 216TR Bottom: Retouched tool
fragment fiom Locality 080 with precipitated silica on surface.

-

cm

Plate 6:Locality 080 Top: 080-84(retouched pointed Levdois flake); Bottom: 080-77(bmken
basidly thinned broken tool). Unless otherwise noted, all drawings are by JonathanO'Cmo11.

cm

Plate 8: Top - Lodity 082 Fanged canted tool); Bottom: Locality 090 (Tangled ridged
pointed tool). Drawings by Rira Granta..

cm

Rare 9:Localiry 130- Top: 130-28(Shouldered ridged point); Bottom: 130-65(Unifacial side
and end-scraper).

Plate 10:Locality 130 - Top: 130-510W5-25(Tinged awl); Middle: 130-N15W1040
(Unifacialpointed tool); Bottom 13045W5-28(LJnifaciaJ pointed tool)-

cm
Plate 11: Localities 189A and 21 6 - Top: 189A-35 ranged canted tool); Bottom: 216-1 1 (Unifacial
narrow retouched pointed tool). Upper drawing by Alicia Hawkins.

Plate 12: Locality 216, Oc. BC - Top: 216BC f l i e r 1-266(Basallythinned pointd tool); Bottom:
216BC Cluster 4-306 (Basally modifiedside- and end-scraper).

Plate 13:Locality216 - Top: 216 BC Sit Cide 2y18l (Bifacial ranged cool, broken in manufacture?);
Bottom: 216-3646N7/O +2 ME (Basally-thinnedLevdois flake)

Mate 14: Locality 216, Oc. BC - Top: 216 ~ E E Z S ~(Pointed
-4
tool, partially thinned bifaci*);
Bottom: 216 BC E7S12-27 (Pointed tool, retouched bifacially)

Plate 15: Locality 216, Oc. BC - Top left: 216 BC EllN5-23 Pistal portion of broken pointed tool); Top right: 216BC E13S2-16 (Distal
portion of broken pointed tool); Bottom left: 2 16 BC E 11N5-5 (Proximal portion of broken basallythinned tool) h o r n nght: 216 BC
E8S4-19(Proximal portion of broken basally thinned tool).

Crn

Mate 16: Locality 216, Oc. BC - Top: 216 BC E 12 S2-60 (Proximal portion ofa basally
thinned unretouched "cutting" tool); Bottom: 2 16 BC E I2N2-38 (Basally thinned, notched
tool).

finC

Plate 17:L o d r y 216 Oc. BC - Top: 2 16
E14s15-34 (Broken ranged tool); Bottmr:216
BC E 15Ni-17 (Basally thimned side- and end-scraper).

-

Rate 20:Locdq216 Oc. TP - T O ~ :216"fPC&w3-42~
(Scraper); Middle 2l6TP N8W1-24
(End-scraper);Bottom: 216TP N5W9-23 (hvallois core).

cm

Plate 21: Locality 225 - Top: 225-165 (Tanged pointed tool); Bottom 225-166 (Levdois
flake,with damage or retouch on right dorsal lateral margin).

Plate 22: Localiry 283 - Top: 283-28 (Tanged point);Bottom: 283-29 (Foliate point)

I

cm

Plate 24: Locality 283 - Top:283 W8N6-1ranged pointed tool); Botmm: 283 W9N8-1
(Medium-sized biface).

Plate 25: Localities 283 and 293 - Top left: 283 W9N3-23 (Foliate);Top right: 283 Wi 1.N-1
(Tanged "canted" tool); Bottom:293-5 possible tanged burin),

cm

Plate 26: Locality 294 - Top: 294-4(45) (Medium sized biface); Bottom. 294-26(26)(Point,
retouched distally at tip).

Plate 27: Locality 294 - Left: 294-47(38) flanged elongated flake); Top right: 294-52(2)
(Tanged elongated flake).

p a g e d unifacial point); Bottom right: 294-53(6O)

Pkte 28: Locality 294 - Top: 294-55(61) (Tanged canted tool); Bottom: 294-75@) @iediumsized
bipoint).

Plate 29: Localities 294 and 317 - Top: 294-84 (P) (Unusual tanged notched tool); Bottm 317-109
(Basally thinned flake).

Plate 30: Locality 317 - Top: 317-22 (Basally restricted elongated flake); Botrom: 317-114
biface).
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Plate 3 I: Locality 319 - Top: 3 19-7 (Basally restricted elongated flake); Bottom: 319s-11(Basally
thinned flake).

-
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Plate 32: Locality 325 - Top: 325-58 (Unifacial pointed tool); Bottom 325-65 (Tanged pointed tool).

Plate 33: Locality 325 - Top: 325-66 Fanged ridged point); Bottom: 325-71(Medium-sized Mace)

cm

Plate 34: Localify 325 - Top: 325-78 (Tanged point); Bottom: 325-91 (Tanged side-scraper).

Plate 36: Locality 325 - Top: 325 N4OE75-19(Foliate); Bottom left: 325 N55E90-13
(Foliaxe);Bottom right 325 N40E75-20 (Foliate),

Plate 38: Locality 328 - Top: 328-328 (Udacial tanged point); Bottom: 328-128 (Tmgedcanted
tool). Lower drawing by Alicia Hawkins.

cm

Plate 39: Localities 334 and 339 - Top: 339 (un-numbered) (Bifacialtanged point); Bottm 334-5D
( U n d tanged tool). Upper drawing by Rita Granta, lower sketch by Alicia Hawkins.

Plate 40:Localiry 341 -Topleft: 341 ~s~-;%n;faiaItanged poior); Top right 341 PSA-l(?4arm
point, unmodified for hafting); Boreom left 341 PSA-2 proken foliate); Bottom right 341 PSA-4
(Shouldered narrow point).

Plate 41: Localides 341 and 342: Top: 341-5 Fanged point); Bottom: 342-2 ( R e a d y reworked
foliate, recent retouch shown separately from old thhnkg).

Plate 42: Locality 342 - Top: 342-4 (Fine bifacid foliate); Bottom: 342 N3 1W1-16 (Broken or
d i s h e d foliate?)

cm

Plate 43: Locality 342 - Top:342 N32-46G (Small pointed tool with thinned tip and truncated
platform); Bottom: 342 N 19W1-6A(Biface fragment).

